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PREFACE 
This book treats parts of the mathematical foundations of three-dimensional 
elasticity using modern differential geometry and functional analysis. It is 
intended for mathematicians, engineers, and physicists who wish to s~e this 
classical subject in a modern setting and to see some examples of what newer 
mathematical tools have to contribute. 
Disclaimer There are three things that every beginner in elasticity theory 
should know. The first is that "Kirchhoff" has two h's in it. The second is that 
Hooke's law will not be found as a basic axiom (it "really" means you are 
working with the linearized theory). The third is that rese?rchers in elasticity 
theory are very opinionated, even when they are wrong. During our own work 
in this field we have refused to fight, and in keeping with this pacifist approach, 
we now issue these general disclaimers: This book is neither complete nor 
unbiased. Furthermore, we have not mentioned many deep and highly erudite 
works, nor have we elucidated alternative approaches to the subject. Any his-
torical comments we make on subjects prior to 1960 are probably wrong, and 
credits to some theorems may be incorrectly assigned. Excellent historical 
sketches are available in the works of Truesdell [1968], Sokolnikoff [1956], and 
Sneddon [1980] cited in the bibliography. 
The Two-Track and Box Approach To a mathematician, a tensor t is a section 
of a certain bundle over a manifold. To an engineer or physicist, a tensor t ijk is 
an object dressed in indices. This is one of many unfortunate paper barriers that 
have retarded the growth of, and interest in, mathematical elasticity. The 
beginner should learn to speak both languages and to ignore notational disputes. 
xi 
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For example, beginners who are already trained in some geometry and whc 
realize that V f is a vector, while df is a one-form, will recognize at once that the 
deformation gradient F is not a gradient at all, but is simply the derivative oj 
the deformation. They may also recognize that the rate of deformation tensor 
is just the Lie derivative of the Riemannian metric on space, and that the 
Cauchy-Green tensor is the pull-back of the Riemannian metric on space by 
the deformation. 
To aid the reader in this linguistic endeavor we have tried to present as many 
formulas as possible in both languages. This is done through numerous boxes 
that summarize the important formulas both ways. These boxes are also used to 
isolate more advanced or optional material. 
Subjects Covered The first two chapters cover the background geometry-
which is developed as it is needed-and use this discussion to obtain the basic 
results on kinematics and dynamics of continuous media. Chapter 3 narrows 
the discussion to elastic materials. Chapter 4 on linearization gives a systematic 
way to linearize a nonlinear field theory along with a basic mathematical tool-
the inverse function theorem. Chapter 5 deals with variational principles. 
Chapter 6 presents a relatively self-contained account of the use of functional 
analysis (such as elliptic theory and semigroups) in elasticity. Chapter 7 intro-
duces bifurcation theory. We originally planned to include a chapter on numer-
ical methods as well, but space and timeliness did not allow us to do so. 
Level and Background The book is written at the beginning graduate level, 
with occasional excursions to the research frontier. Some parts, such as the first 
five chapters and parts of the remainder, are accessible to good undergraduates. 
To read this book one should have a solid background in advanced calculus 
(for example, J. Marsden [I974aJ is adequate). One should also be prepared to 
invest considerable time in learning geometry and functional analysis as the 
book is read. Most of what is needed is in this book, but it may be useful to 
consult some of the references that follow. 
The Use of Geometry and Functional Analysis We have found differential 
geometry helpful in sorting out the foundations of the subject. Deeper analytical 
facts about elasticity require a serious knowledge offunctional analysis, including 
partial differential equations. The reader should realize that many researchers 
understand one or the other of these subjects, but very few understand both 
because of the large investment of time and effort involved. Therefore, one 
should adjust one's aspirations and depth of reading accordingly. For example, 
if one's goal is t6 get to modern research in the buckling of shells as fast as pos-
sible, it may be a mistake to start on page I. It is obvious that a large part of any 
book is irrelevant to such a specific endeavor. Rather, one should jump directly 
into the current literature (for example, see Section 7.2) and use this book to 
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complete the necessary background. On the other hand, if one has the time to go 
through the requisite geometry, the insights gained into nonlinear elasticity will 
be worthwhile. Examples of how geometry is used in elasticity are discussed in 
Section 6 of the introductory chapter. Likewise, abstract functional analysis is 
often accused of not shedding any light on "practical" problems of elasticity. 
Recent progress in constitutive inequalities and numerical methods demon-
strates that this view is incorrect. 
Point of Departure and Interdependence of Chapters Because of the large 
amount of geometry involved in the first three chapters, we have written an 
introductory Chapter to enable readers to bypass parts of Chapters 1-3. After 
studying Sections 1-5 of the introductory chapter, such readers should be ready 
to undertake Chapters 4-7. These four chapters do contain some dependence 
on Chapters 1-3, but this dependence is minimal and may be bypassed if one has 
a background in elasticity obtained from other sources. We also recommend 
the introductory chapter for readers who intend to seriously study Chapters 
1-3 to keep their work in perspective. Chapters 4-7 are in logical order, but it is 
not necessary to have full mastery of one before proceeding. To this end, ample 
cross references are given. 
Notation We have adopted a reasonably simple system used by some current 
workers. This is summarized in a brief glossary. Readers should understand that 
if they hear a lecture on elasticity, the conventions will probably differ from 
those here or their own. Here boldface type is used to distinguish abstract tensors 
from their components. For example, (J means the abstract Cauchy stress tensor, 
while (Jab represents its components. The only other nonstandard notation is the 
use of block boldface for the fourth-order elasticity tensors, such as C, whose 
components are denoted CABeD, and A, whose components are denoted AaAbB. 
Occasionally the same symbol has two meanings in the book, when the intended 
meaning is clear from the context. We find this preferable to a multitudinous 
proliferation of alphabets and fonts that are impossible to reproduce in the 
classroom. 
Things We Fuss Over; Things We Don't Most mathematicians, physicists 
and engineers now agree that the distinction between a linear transformation 
and a matrix is worth fussing over. We believe that one should also distinguish 
tensors from tensor components. However, we do not fuss over whether 
Euclidean space should be written as 1R3 or not. To abstract 1R3 properly, we 
believe that manifolds should be used. They are unquestionably the appropriate 
setting for tensor analysis. 
Resistance to the use of abstract manifolds is frequently encountered, simply 
because most work in elasticity occurs in 1R3. In the literature, 1R3 is often replaced 
by abstract vector spaces. This arena is not suitable for general tensor analysis. 
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Indeed, as Einstein has so profoundly taught us, deep insights can be gained b 
removing one's blinders to see the theory in the grander time-proven conte) 
of covariant formulations. This is why we encourage the use of manifolds. 
We do not fuss over measure-theoretic questions that are often used t 
introduce mass and force densities, for example. If one understands the Radon 
Nikodym derivative, it takes only a few minutes to understand this even thoug: 
technical intricacies may be nontrivial. We chose not to go into measure 
theoretic formalism because it requires a lengthy exposition that would divert u 
from our main goal. 
Numbering Conventions Within Chapter I, the eleventh item of the thin 
section is referred to as 3.11 and the third section is referred to as Section 3 
In subsequent chapters this item is referred to as 3.11, Chapter I, and the thirc 
section is referred to as Section 1.3. Similar conventions apply to discussiom 
enclosed in boxes. Figures are given their full labels for editorial reasons. For-
mulas are numbered within a section when it helps the exposition. 
References A relatively large bibliography is included at the back of this 
book. Specific references cited in the text are listed by author and year like this: 
Ball [l977b]. It is wise for beginning students to consult a few key books regu-
larly. We recommend the following: 
(a) an introductory modern text on continuum mechanics, such as Malvern 
[1969] or Gurtin [198Ib]; 
(b) one of the classical texts on elasticity such as Love [1927], Sokolnikoff 
[1956], Landau and Lifshitz [1970], Green and Adkins [1970], or Green 
and Zerna [1968]; 
(c) the encyclopedic treatise of Truesdell and Noll [1965] (which has a 
massive bibliography); 
(d) a modern book on manifolds and tensor analysis, such as Abraham 
Marsden and Ratiu [1982], Bishop and Goldberg [1968], Schutz [1980], 
Spivak [1975J, or Warner [1971J, and a classical one such as Eisenhart 
[1926J, Schouten [1954), or Synge and Schild [1956); 
(e) a book on functional analysis such as Balakrishnan [1976), Oden [1979], 
or Yosida [1971). 
More advanced readers should consult other contemporary works for com-
parisons and other points of view. For example, we find the following additional 
references useful: 
(a) Kondo [1955) for an early attempt at the use of geometry in elasticity, 
(b) Truesdell and Toupin [1960), Rivlin [1966aJ, and Eringen [I975J on 
basic principles; 
(c) Gurtin [I972a] on linear elasticity; 
(d) Knops and Wilkes [I 973J on elastic stability; 
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(e) Fichera [1972a and b] and Knops and Payne [1971] on existence and 
uniq ueness theorems; 
(f) Bloom [1979] on the use of geometry in dislocation theory; 
(g) Naghdi [1972] on general shell theory and Ciarlet [1983] on the deriva-
tion of plate theory from three dimensional elasticity; 
(h) Antman [1972a], [1983] on rod theory and bifurcations in elasticity. 
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A BRIEF GLOSSARY OF 
CONVENTIONS AND NOTATIONS 
CONVENTIONS: As far as possible, we shall use the following: 
(a) sets and manifolds-lightface script; examples: CB, S, mI 
(b) points, point mappings, scalars-lightface italic; examples: X E CB, 
ifJ:CB->S 
(c) vectors and vector fields, 2-tensors-boldface italic; examples: v, V, F, C, CJ 
P,S 
(d) higher-order tensors-boldface block letters; examples: A, C 
(e) material quantities-upper case 
(f) spatial quantities-lower case 
NOTATIONS 
IRn 
CB 
X 
S 
X 
{XA} 
{xa} 
ZI, zi 
GAB or G 
gab or g 
r~c 
l'~c 
TmI 
ifJa or ifJ: CB -> S 
Euclidean n-space 
reference configuration of a body 
point in CB 
the space in which the body moves (usually S = 1R3) 
point in S 
coordinates on (B 
coordinates on S 
Euclidean coordinates on (B c [R 3 , S = [R 3 
Riemannian metric on (B 
Riemannian metric on S 
Christoffel symbols for G 
Christoffel symbols for g 
tangent bundle of a manifold mI 
a configuration (or deformation) 
xvii 
xviii A BRIEF GLOSSARY OF CONVENTIONS AND NOTATIONS 
dV 
dV 
Ua or U 
ua or u: CB --> TS 
P A or F = Tcp 
va or v 
Va or V 
aa or a 
Aa or A 
CAB or C 
to or t 
(Jab or 0' 
paA or P 
paA or P 
SAB or S 
AaAbB or A 
CABeD or C 
Cabcd or c 
dab or d = Lug 
p(x) 
PRef(X) 
Wor E or e 
Wor E or e 
\{' or IJI 
.p or If! 
e,N 
¢*t 
~*t = (¢-I)*t 
t 
at 
Lut = at + .cut 
SO(3) 
II(C), 12(C), 13(C) 
f: X - -> 'Y 
Df(xo) 
etA 
AB 
Ax or A-x 
Df(x)·v 
O'.n = (Jabnb 
S: D = SABDAB 
fog 
material volume element as a measure 
material volume element as a tensor 
displacement 
linearization of a deformation 
deformation gradient = tangent of cp 
spatial velocity 
material velocity 
spatial acceleration 
material acceleration 
(left) Cauchy-Green or deformation tensor 
Cauchy stress vector 
Cauchy stress tensor 
first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor 
corresponding constitutive function 
second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor 
first elasticity tensor 
second elasticity tensor 
classical elasticity tensor (for the linearized theory) 
rate of deformation tensor 
mass density in the current configuration 
mass de~sity in the reference configuration 
stored energy function 
corresponding constitutive function 
free energy 
corresponding constitutive function 
temperature, entropy 
pull-back of a tensor t by the map ¢ 
push-forward by the map ¢ 
material derivative of a tensor t 
Lie derivative of a tensor t along a vector field v 
proper orthogonal transformations of IR 3 
invariants of a symmetric 3 X 3 matrix C 
map between Banach spaces 
derivative off at a point Xo EO X 
semigroup generated by an operator A 
multiplication of linear maps or matrices 
linear operator applied to x 
derivative off at x in direction v 
contraction of tensors 
double contraction of tensors 
composition of maps 
A POINT OF DEPARTURE 
This preliminary chapter provides a quick survey of a few standard topics in 
elasticity theory from a classical point of view. The treatment is exclusively in 
Euclidean space!R3, using standard Euclidean coordinates. One of the first tasks 
we face in the book is to repeat this material in a more general "intrinsic" context. 
The preview aims to be as elementary as possible, while still getting to a few 
issues of current interest. It can be read prior to, or in conjunction with, the 
main body of the text. The only background needed is calculus of several 
variables and linear algebra; some first-year physics is helpful for motivation.! 
Warning. This introductory material is not where the book actually starts. 
This is intended to give certain readers a quick overview of where we are going. 
It proceeds at a very different tempo from the text and is sometimes chatty and 
imprecise. The material presented may be good for some readers, especially 
mathematicians who wish to learn elasticity for the first time. Experienced readers 
may wish to omit this and turn directly to Chapter 1. 
1. KINEMATICS 
In continuum mechanics, kinematics refers to the mathematical description of 
the deformation and motion of a piece of material. For example, if the beam 
shown in (a) of Figure 1.1 is loaded, it will bend. This is an example of a deforma-
!We are indebted to John Ball, whose lectures "Elementary Elasticity from Scratch" at 
Berkeley inspired this preview. Parts of the exposition are taken directly from his lectures, but 
have been rewritten to conform to the notations of this book. Of course any inaccuracies are 
the responsibility of the authors. 
1 
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tion of a body (see Figure 1.1 (b». We describe the new static equilibrium state 
it assumes by mapping points in the unloaded (reference) state to their corre-
sponding positions in the loaded (current) state. An example of a motion of a 
body is the oscillatory behavior of the same beam as it responds to the blow of 
a sledge hammer (Figure l.1(c». 
~(~ ______________ ~o 
lS 2& 
(a) 
B:=== 
~---~~::~~~~=~ 
(b) (c) 
Figure 1.1 (a) Beam (reference configuration). (b) Loaded beam 
(deformed configuration). (c) Oscillating beam (motion). 
Motions and Configurations Abstractly, let a reference configuration (B be 
chosen for our body. By this, we mean the closure of an open set in 1R3 with 
piecewise smooth boundary. A configuration of ffi is a mapping 4>: ffi ---> 1R3 that 
is sufficiently smooth, orientation preserving, and invertible. Points in ffi are 
denoted X = (Xl, X2, X3) EO ffi and are called material points, while points 
in 1R3 are denoted x = (Xl, x2, x 3) EO 1R3 and are called spatial points. We 
write x = 4>(X).2 The words "configuration" and "deformation" are used 
synonymously. 
A motion of ffi is a time-dependent family of configurations, written x = 4>(X, t). 
The velocity of the material point X is defined by VeX, t) = (ajat)4>(X, t) 
regarded as a vector emanating from the point x. The velocity viewed as a func-
tion of (x, t), denoted vex, t), is called the spatial velocity. Thus vex, t) = vex, t), 
where x = 4>( X, t). See Figure 1.2. If 4> has components 4>1, 4>2, and 4>3-that is, 
if 4> = (4)1,4>2, 4>3)-then V = (VI, vz, V3), where Vi = a4>ijat (i = 1,2,3). 
Acceleration and Material Derivatives The material acceleration of a motion 
4>(X, t) is defined by 
a2 4> av A(X, t) = at2 (X, t) = TI(K, t). 
2In the main text, components relative to general coordinates are denoted with letters a, b, 
... or A, B, ... and Euclidean coordinates by i,j, ... or I, J, .... In this chapter, we employ 
only Euclidean coordinates and use i,j, k, ... for simplicity. 
Reference 
configuration 
By the chain rule, 
av av ( dt = at + v·V)v; 
The curve t>-> ¢ (X, t) 
for X fixed 
V(X, t) = v (x, t) 
Body after time t 
Figure 1.2 
that is, 
More generally, if Q(x, t) is a material quantity-a given function of (X, t)-
and q(x, t) = Q(X, t) is the same quantity expressed as a function of (x, t), then 
the chain rule gives 
th t . aQ _ aq + aq j a IS, at - at axjV • 
The right-hand side is called the material derivative of q and is denoted Dqj Dt 
= q. Thus Dqj Dt is the derivative of q with respect to t, holding X fixed, while 
aqjat is the derivative of q with respect to t holding x fixed. In particular, the 
acceleration is given by v = Dvj Dt = a Vjat. 
Deformation Gradient and Polar Decomposition. Above, V was used for the 
material velocity, a notation we shall use throughout the book. Below, V will 
also, according to standard usage, denote a matrix. The latter usage will occur 
in isolated places at various points in the book. The meaning of this symbol will 
always be clear from the context. 
The 3 x 3 matrix of partial derivatives of ¢ is denoted F = D¢ and is called 
the deformation gradient. Thus, p) = a¢ijaxJ. Since ¢ is assumed to preserve 
orientation, det F > O. By the polar decomposition from linear algebra, we can 
uniquely decompose F as 
F=RU=VR 
where R is a proper orthogonal matrix called the rotation, and U and V-called 
the right and left stretch tensors-are positive-definite and symmetric. Indeed, 
U = ,.JPF and V = --JFFT, where FT is the transpose of F; (FT)/ = Fi). We 
call C = FTF = U2 the right Cauchy-Green tensor and h = FFT = V2 is the 
3 
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left Cauchy-Green tensor. Thus,3 Cij = F\Fkj and bij = PkFjk. In this setting 
of Euclidean rectangular coordinates, raising or lowering indices does not affect 
the values of tensor components (e.g., P j = FiJ. Nevertheless, we shall attempt 
to maintain natural placement as much as possible. Since U and Vare similar, 
their eigenvalues are equal; since U and Vare positive-definite and symmetric, 
their eigenvalues are real and positive. These eigenvalues are denoted AI' A2' A3 
and are called the principal stretches. Thus, a deformation is locally given to 
first order by a rotation followed by a stretching by amounts Ai along three 
orthogonal axes (the principal directions) or vice versa. Thus, the deviation of Ai 
from unity measures the amount of strain in a deformation. 
2 BALANCE LAWS 
By balancing the rate of change of momentum of a portion of a body with the 
total force acting on it, the fundamental equations of a continuum are derived. 
Other laws that fall into the same framework are conservation of mass and the 
balance of torque with moment of momentum. 
Conservation of Mass Given a motion cp(X, t) of a body ill, let p(x, t) be the 
mass density of the deformed body at time t and let PRer(X) be the mass density 
in the reference configuration. Let 'll c ill be a subbody (an open set with piece-
wise smooth boundary) and let 'll, = cp('ll, t) be the subbody after time t. Con-
servation of mass states that 
masse'll) = mass('U,); that is, f PRer(X) dX = f p(x, t) dx. 
'li 'li, 
By the change of variables formula and the arbitrariness of'll, conservation of 
mass is equivalent to PRer = Jp, where J = det(F) is the Jacobian of cp with t 
held constant. The formula DJ/Dt = J div v, where div v = avi/axi is the 
divergence of v with t held constant, can be verified by direct calculation. Thus, 
PRer = Jp yields the equation of continuity: Dp/Dt + p div v = O. Therefore, 
we may interpret J = pv as the mass flux, and, by virtue of the divergence theo-
rem, rewrite conservation of mass as 
1 aaP (x, t) dx = -1 Jon da 'lit t a'll, 
where n is the unit outward normal of a'll, and da is its corresponding area 
element. 
Balance of Momentum A body ill undergoing a motion cp(X, t) will be acted 
on by applied body forces hex, t) (per unit mass) and applied surface forces 
1:(x, t) (per unit area), as in Figure 2.1. The pair of forces (h, 1:) is called the load, 
3Repeated indices are assumed summed unless otherwise indicated; for example, pkiPk j 
3 
= ~ PkiPkj. 
k=1 
t (x, t, n) 
T(X, t) 
b(x, t) 
Figure 2.1 
and is often given or prescribed in advance. For example, h may be gravity and 1: 
may be a load as in Figure 1.1 (b). In addition, the body generally experiences 
internal forces of stress across any given surface. Let t(x, I, n) be the force per 
unit area at position x at time I across a surface element with unit normal n; 
in other words, t is the force per unit deformed area engendered by the material 
outside (the +n direction) acting on the material inside (the -n direction). 
The continuum analog of Newton's second law states that for any subbody 
'tl c CB, 
~ f pv dx = 1 t(x, t, n) da + f ph dx. J'll, a'll, J'll, 
This assertion is called balance of (linear) momentum. Likewise, balance of 
angular momentum (measured with reference to the origin of coordinates) states 
that 
~ f x x pv dx = 1 x x t(x, I, n) da + f x x ph dx J~ ~ J~ 
where x is the vector from the origin to the point x. (In the present context, x 
and x may be regarded as identical.) 
Cauchy's theorem (proved in Section 2.1) states that if balance of momentum 
holds, then t depends linearly on n; that is, there is a two-tensor O'(x, t) such that 
t(x, t, n) = O'(x, t)n. Componentwise, O'(x, t) is a 3 x 3 matrix ail and t is a 
vector with components Ii such that ti = aiin] (sum on}). We call 0' the Cauchy 
stress tensor. Thus, aii is the ith component of the force per unit area measured 
across a surface element with unit normal e i , the }th standard basis vector. 
Substituting t = O'·n into the balance of (linear) momentum and using the 
divergence theorem gives 
~ f pv dx = f div 0' dx + r ph dx J'll, J~ J'll, 
5 
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where (div o'Y = aaii/axi . By the change of variables theorem, 
~ r q dx = r (q + q div v) dx. Ju, J'U, 
Thus from conservation of mass and arbitrariness of'l..." we get Cauchy'sequatioi 
of motion: 
pv = div (J + ph. 
Note that in this derivation, smoothness hypotheses have been implicit!: 
assumed. Such hypotheses are invalid if phenomena like shock waves are studied 
and this derivation needs to be studied more carefully (see Chapter 2). 
Similar arguments show that the balance of angular momentum leads t( 
symmetry of the stress: ali = a}i. 
The Material Picture In continuum mechanics it is often convenient tc 
express things with respect to a reference configuration rather than to th( 
current configuration-that is, to use material quantities rather than spatial ones. 
When this idea is applied to the Cauchy stress, we get the Piola-Kirchhoff stress. 
Thefirst Piola-Kirchhoff stress vector is the vector T(X, t, N), which is parallel 
to the Cauchy stress t(x, t, n), but measures the force per unit undeformed area. 
Here, x = rp(X, t) and nand N are unit vectors, normal to the corresponding 
deformed and undeformed area elements. Thus, we desire T dA = t da (see 
Figure 2.2). 
The Piola Identity: 
DIV(JF-l) = 0; 
is useful. It follows from the fact that JF -I is the transpose of the matrix of 
co factors of F;(JF-I)/ = E/}keqrppFiq where E ijk is +1 or -I according as 
T(X, t, N) 
Reference configura tion Current configuration 
Figure 2.2 
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i,j, k is an even or odd permutation of 1,2,3 and is zero otherwise, and similarly 
for e qr • From the Piola identity and the chain rule, we find that if w is a vector 
function of (x, t) and we define its Piola transform Wby W(X, t) = JF-1w(x, t)-
that is, Wi(X, t) = (aXijaxJ)JwJ-then 
DIY W= J div w; that is, 
From the divergence and change of variables theorems, we get 
J w·nda = J W·NdA. a~, a~ 
Therefore, 
where F-T = (F-1Y = (FT)-l, and so nda = JF-TNdA. MUltiplying by a gives 
an da = t da = JaF-TN dA. Thus, we can write T = PN, where P = JaF-T, 
that is, Pi, = Jaik(aX'jaxk). This two-tensor piJ is called theftrst Piola-Kirchhoff 
stress. In terms of it, balance of momentum becomes 
: r PRef Vdx = r PNdA + r PRefBdX 
t J~ Ja'll J~ 
where B(X, t) = hex, t) is the body force expressed as a function of X. The 
pointwise version is 
av 
PRef at = DIY P + PRefB 
where (DIY P)i = (ajaxJ)piJ. This form of Cauchy's equations of motion is 
the most suitable for studying Hamiltonian and variational principles. See 
Section 4 which follows. 
The second Piola-Kirchhoff stress vector is obtained by transforming PN = T, 
which is a vector based at x, to a vector based at X by setting ~ = F-l T. Thus 
~ = SN, where S = F-1P, that is, Sij = (aXljaxk)pkJ; S is a 3 X 3 matrix 
called the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor. 
Already the reader will notice the need for a clear systematic index notation. 
Such notation is given by tensor analysis and is developed in Chapter 1. This 
tensor notation enables us to work in general coordinates, to remember the 
formulas, and it occasionally prevents us from asking intrinsically absurd 
questions. For example, we have remarked that a is symmetric: ali = aJI. We 
might ask: is P symmetric? This question seems reasonable to ask at this stage, 
but when we correctly understand P as a tensor, we will realize that the question 
does not make sense. It is analogous to asking: is a bilinear form p: U x 'W 
---> IR, where U and 'Ware different vector spaces, symmetric? This question as 
posed is meaningless. Rather than P, one should ask: is S symmetric? Indeed, 
it is. 
3 ELASTIC MATERIALS 
Newton's second law in particle mechanics cannot be solved until we know hov 
the force depends on the position and velocity of the particle. Likewise, Cauchy' 
equation of motion in continuum mechanics cannot be solved until we knov 
how the stress depends on the motion. 
Elastic and Hyperelastic Materials A material is elastic when we can writt 
the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress P as a function P of points X E CB and 3 x ~ 
matrices F with det F> 0 such that the stress associated with a configuration ifJ h 
P(X, t) = p(X, F(X, t» 
where F is the deformation gradient of,p, p] = a,pi/axl, as usual. Why we de 
not include dependence on higher derivatives is an important point that i~ 
discussed at length in Chapter 3. By contrast, the viscous stresses in a jluic. 
depend on the velocity gradients. Specification of a P for an elastic material is 
called a stress-strain law, and P is called a constitutive function. 
A useful class of elastic materials are called hyperelastic. These are materials 
for which there is a stored energy function W depending on points X E CB and 
3 x 3 matrices F with det F > 0 such that P = PRer(a w/aF), that is, F/ = 
PRer(aW/P j ). 
Material Frame Indifference Before giving examples, it is useful to discuss 
more carefully how W depends on F. Consider a rigid motion of space given by 
the transformation c;: [R3 --> [R3; c;(x) = Qx + c, where Q is a proper orthogonal 
matrix and c is a constant vector. Such a transformation should just rotate the 
stress vector T(X, F, N) = p(X, F)N. Thus, we demand the identity T(X, QF, N) 
= QT(X, F, N), or, equivalently, p(X, QF) = QP(X, F). This states simply 
that if we view the same configuration from a rotated point of view, then the stress 
transforms by the same rotation. This requirement is calledframe indifference or 
objectivity. For a hyperelastic material, frame indifference is equivalent to the 
identity W(X, QF) = W(X, F) for all 3 x 3 matrices F with det F > 0 and all 
proper orthogonal matrices Q. Moreover, frame indifference implies balance of 
angular momentum (symmetry of the stress). (See Section 3.2 for the proofs of 
these assertions.) If we write F = RU and choose Q = R-', we see that 
W(X,F) = W(X, U) = W(X, ,.jC), where Cis the (right) Cauchy-Green tensor. 
Thus, frame indifference is equivalent to the assertion that W depends on F 
through C. 
The relationship P = PRer(aW/UF) is equivalent to S = 2PRer(aW/aC), 
using the chain rule. In Section 3.3 we shall see how to write (J as a derivative of 
W with respect to the metric tensor. 
Isotropic Materials Most explicit models of elastic materials are not only 
frame indifferent, but exhibit symmetry of the actual material as well. An elastic 
material is homogeneous if P does not depend explicitly upon X. Thus, different 
8 
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portions of the material exhibit the same mechanical behavior. An elastic mate-
rial is isotropic if p(X, FQ) = p(X, F) for all proper orthogonal 3 x 3 matrices 
Q. This means that the stress for a given deformation gradient F is unaltered if 
we first rotate the material by Q. For hyperelastic materials, isotropy is equiva-
lent to W(X, FQ) = W(X, F) for all proper orthogonal Q; that is, W depends 
on F only through V. 
A hyperelastic material is frame indifferent, homogeneous, and isotropic if 
and only if W(X, F) = <I>(A] , A2, A3), where <I> is a symmetric function of the 
principal stretches A], A2, A3 • This assertion follows by writing F = RU = 
RL diag (A.], A2' A.3)L-] for proper orthogonal matrices Rand L and noting that 
W(X, F) = W(X, RL diag (A.], A2' A3)L-]) 
= W(X, diag (A], A2, A3)L-]) (by frame indifference) 
= W(X, diag (A.], A2 , A3)) (by isotropy). 
The argument is now readily completed. In Section 3.5 we show that this is 
equivalent to W being a function only of the principal invariants of C. We 
also show that the general form of the stress for an isotropic elastic material is 
S = rtol + rt]C + rt2C2 or (f = poi + p]h + P2h2 (I, i = identity matrices), 
where C = FTF, h = FFT, and rt; and Pi are scaler functions of the invariants 
of C and h, respectively. 
Linear Elasticity The most widely used models have been those in linear 
elasticity. This theory is appropriate when small displacements from a given 
deformation are involved. In Chapter 4, we discuss in detail how to obtain this 
theory by linearizing the nonlinear theory. Briefly, and in a special case, this 
proceeds as follows. Let l' be a given constitutive stress function for a (nonlinear) 
homogeneous elastic material. Suppose 1'(1) = O. Thus, the trivial deformation 
</>(X) = X has zero stress. Consider a family of motions </>.(X, t) that depend on 
a small parameter f. Suppose </>o(X, t) = X, so the motion </>0 satisfies (trivially) 
the equations of motion PReM Vjat) = DIY p(F) with zero body force. ,Now 
suppose that </>. satisfies these same equations for each f. Writing </>.(X, t) = 
X + fU(X, t) + O(f2) we seek to find the equations governing the linear part u. 
Note that 
and 
Differentiating 
PRef a;;. = DIY p(F.); th t . av~ _ a [pA ij(a</>~)J a IS PRef at - aXj aXi 
in f at f = 0 gives 
a2Ui a (apij aUk) 
PRef at2 = aXj aFkl (I) aXi . 
The quantity (apijja£kJ(l) = Cijkl(X), which depends on the four indices i,j, k, 
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I, is called the classical elasticity tensor. For homogeneous materials these an 
constants, and the equations of linear elasticity take the form 
a2U l Ii 1 a2uk 
PRef --af2 = C k ax' aXl' 
This is a type of vector wave equation examined in Chapters 4 and 6. 
In the special case of a homogeneous isotropic material, there are constants A 
and p, called Lame moduli such that 
CIJkl = MijOkl + P,(OlkOJl + OaOJk) 
where OIJ = 1 if i = j but 0 if i ::1= j. This is proved in a manner similar to the 
corresponding assertions for nonlinear elastic materials. Much of the classical 
literature on elasticity is, in fact, confined to this case (see the references in the 
preface). 
An Elastic Fluid Perhaps the simplest example of a nonlinear elastic material 
is one for which W(F) = h(J); that is, W is a function only of the determinant 
of F. This is homogeneous, frame indifferent, and isotropic. Here <110'1,22,23) 
= h(212223)' For this W, the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor is given by 
P = PRef a: = PR.fh'(J)· ;:. 
A calculation gives aJ/aF = JF-T (the matrix of cofactors). Thus, the Cauchy 
stress is 0- = (I/J)PFT = PRef hl(J)i. Because of the relative simplicity of 0- over 
p, this example is easiest to express spatially. Let pep) = -PRefh'(J), so a = 
-pcp )i. This defines the pressure. The Cauchy equations of motion are therefore 
Dv P Dt = -Vp + ph. 
These are the Euler equations for a compressible perfect fluid. Thus, we see that 
elastic materials include perfect fluids as well. (The Navier-Stokes equations 
require the dependence of a on Vv, not just on F, to obtain the viscous terms.) 
In general, solids and liquids can be distinguished by their symmetry groups. 
At a point X E (\3, the symmetry group of a material is defined by 
gx = fA E mljx3IP(X, FA) = p(X, F) for all FE mljx3} 
where mlj x 3 = {3 X 3 matrices A with det A > OJ. The elastic material is solid 
when gx c SO(3) (the 3 X 3 proper orthogonal matrices), and fluid when 
gx = fA E mr j x 3 I det A = I} = SL(3). Isotropy means SO(3) c gx' Thus, 
W(F) = h(J) is an example of an elastic fluid. Crystals generally have a symmetry 
group lying between SO(3) and SL(3). The classification of materials by means 
of symmetry groups is not discussed in this book; see Wang and Truesdell 
[1973]. 
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Incompressibility Incompressible elasticity is obtained by imposing the 
constraint J = 1, or, equivalently, div v = o. Corresponding to this constraint, 
we have a "Lagrange multiplier" in the stress. The stress for a motion </J(X, t) 
is P(X, t) = _pF-T + P(X, F(X, t), where P is a given constitutive function 
and p is to be determined by the constraint J = 1. For example, P = 0 
corresponds to the Euler equations of a perfect incompressible fluid: 
Dv } P t = - Vp + ph, 
div v = o. 
Mooney-Rivlin Materials Perhaps the nonlinear elastic solid material that 
is best understood from the point of view of constitutive theory is rubber, which 
usually behaves like an incompressible, homogeneous, hyperelastic, isotropic 
solid. A stored energy function for rubberlike materials that is often used is due 
to Mooney [1940] and Rivlin [1948a]. This is given in terms of the principal 
stretches AI> Az and A3 by 
<I>(AI' Az, A3) = oc(M + A~ + A5 - 3) + P((AZA3)Z + (A3AI)Z + (A1Az)Z - 3) 
where oc and P are positive constants. The 3s are included so that <1>(1, 1, 1) = O. 
The limiting case p = 0 is called a neo-Hookean material. Generalizations where 
the exponents "2" are replaced by other numbers have been successfully used 
by Ogden [1972]. The constants in the model are determined by experiment. Such 
constitutive functions are generally valid for deformations that are not too large; 
exactly "how large" is hard to specify without detailed experimental analysis. 
For the compressible case, a model that is sometimes used is the Hadamard 
material, with 
<I>(AI' Az, A3) = oc(M + A~ + A5 - 3) + h(A1AzA3) 
where h(~) has a minimum at ~ = 1 and h(~) -> 00 as ~ -> 0 and as ~ -> 00. 
At this point, these models are largely ad hoc. Much work remains to be 
done on developing faithful models of real materials. Examples of other con-
stitutive models are found in Truesdell and Noll [1965] and Malvern [1969]. 
4 BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS 
We shall append some initial and boundary conditions to Cauchy'S equation of 
motion. 
Boundary Conditions Some boundary conditions often encountered are: 
(a) Displacement. ¢(X, t) = ¢iX) is prescribed for X EO affi. 
(b) Traction. P(X, t)N(X) = 't(X) is prescribed for X EO affi, where N(X) 
is the outward unit normal to affi at X. 
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(c) Pressure. a(x, t)n(x) = -p(t)n(x) is prescribed for x EO a(¢(CB, t)), 
where p is a given scalar function of t. 
Other boundary conditions may be a combination of these. For example, 
if a steel bar is pulled to a prescribed length, then displacement boundary con-
ditions are used on its ends, and zero traction conditions are used on its sides. 
(See Figure 4.1.) In boundary condition (b), note that 't(X) remains parallel 
throughout the motion. We say that such a load is dead. Blowing up a balloon 
provides an example of (c). 
Zero traction 
I~ ., 
I··fl 
Steel bar at rest Pulled to a length I' > I 
Figure 4.1 
Elastostatics The basic mathematical problem in elastostatics is to find a 
configuration ¢: CB -> [R3 such that 
DIV(P) + PRerB = 0 
and satisfying a given set of boundary conditions. If P(X) = p(X, F(X)) is a 
given constitutive function for stress and if B is given, then this is a nonlinear 
boundary value problem for the unknown ¢. Suppose that the material is 
hypere1astic and that the displacement is prescribed on ad c aCB and the traction 
is prescribed on aT c aCB, where ad () aT = 0 and ad u aT = aCB. Define a 
functional J on the set e of all configurations ¢: CB ---> [R3 satisfying ¢ = ¢d on 
ad' by means of the potential energy: 
J(¢) = fell {PRer(X)W(X, F(X)) - PRer(X)ct»(X).B(X)} dX 
- fa. 't(X).ct»(X) dA(X). 
Then, assuming sufficient smoothness, ¢ EO e will be a solution to the boundary 
value problem if and only if the following variational principle holds: 6I(¢) 
= 0; that is, for all u: CB -> [R 3 vanishing on ad, 
DJ(¢)·u - ;J(¢ + EU)I.=o = o. 
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Indeed, the chain rule gives the weak form of the equations: 
DI(ep)·u = L {PRer ~~ -Vu - PReru -B } dX - L 't·U dA. 
Integrating by parts and using P = PRer(aWjaF) and u = 0 on ad, we get 
DI(¢»·u = - r u-{DIV P + PRerB} dX + J u-{PN - 't} dA. Jffi h 
Since u is arbitrary, this is equivalent to DIV P + PRerB = 0 on CB and PN = 't 
on a •. Variational structures are presented in Chapter 5, and existence and 
uniqueness theorems are studied in Chapter 6. 
Elastodynamics In elastodynamics, the problem is to find a motion ¢>(X, t) 
that satisfies Cauchy's equation of motion with prescribed boundary conditions 
and prescribed initial deformation ep(X,O) and velocity V(X,O). There isa 
Hamiltonian variational principle for this problem given by 
oLe¢»~ = 0 where L(ep) = r {t !PRer II VW dX - J(ep)} dt 
and the variations are now over curves in e with prescribed end-points. 
Less is known about existence and uniqueness for elastodynamics than for 
elastostatics. Even assuming existence, many key properties are not well under-
stood. In particular, the basic problem of elastic stability-"Are minima of the 
potential J dynamically stable ?"-is largely open. Some aspects of what is 
currently known are discussed in Section 6.6. 
A Few Nonrigorous Examples A few basic examples are important to bear 
in mind when reading the theory. Examples of this type are discussed further 
in Chapter 7. 
(a) Nonuniqueness of equilibrium solutions (buckling). See Figure 4.2. 
(b) Nonuniquenessfor pure traction (dead load, no buckling). See Figure 4.3. 
(c) Bifurcation to periodic oscillations (Hopf bifurcation; flutter of vene-
tian blinds). See Figure 4.4. 
ad ~<>4a.~~ ___ Jt-- ad 
-$ ! 
~--~ 
I 
Prescribed 
displacement 
f-o..q- ----_. 
I 
Figure 4.2 
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Exact Solutions Consider the case of a homogeneous material with B = O. 
A trivial, but instructive class of equilibrium solutions are the homogeneous 
deformations: x = FX + c, where F is a constant 3 X 3 matrix, and c is a con-
stant vector. For example, consider simple shear (see Figure 4.5). 
Xl = XI + "X2, x 2 = X 2, x 3 = X3 
F~ [~ " ~J c~ FF~ [~ " U Here 1 ,,2 + 1 0 0 
x 2 
"""',.".,.=""""' ........ .,...,.""""""""'---_._-, 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
Figure 4.5 
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The general form of the Cauchy stress is a = Poi + Plb + P2b2, where Po, 
PI' P2 are scalar functions of the invariants of b, which are tr(b) = 3 + K2 
(the trace of b), ![(tr b)2 - (tr b2)] = 3 + K2, and det b = 1. We obtain 
[
Po + PI(,.2 + 1) + P2[(,.2 + 1)2 + ,.2] PI" + P2,.(,.2 + 2) 0 ] 
a = PI" + P2,.(,.2 + 2) Po + PI + P2(,.2 + 1) 0 . 
o 0 Po + Pl + P2 
The columns of a give the forces acting on planes with normals in the three 
coordinate directions. Notice that the normal stresses, 0' 11'0' 22' and 0' 33 need not 
vanish, so that simple shear cannot be maintained by a shear stress alone. 
However, note that if the reference state is unstressed, then a = 0 when K = 0; 
that is, Po + PI + P2 = 0 when K = O. In this case, 0'33' 0'11' and 0'22 are 
0(K2), that is, are second order in K. Note too the universal relation 0' II - 0'22 
= KO'I2' which holds for all isotropic elastic materials in simple shear. 
Relevant to this example is the universal deformation theorem of Ericksen 
[1954], which states that if a motion rf>(X, t) can be maintained by surface 
tractions alone in any homogeneous compressible isotropic hyperelastic material, 
then rf>(X, t) = a + GX + a(b + HX), where a, b are constant vectors and G, 
H are constant 3 x 3 matrices. (See Shield [1971] for a simple proof.) Ericksen 
has also analyzed the universal motions for incompressible isotropic homoge-
neous hyperelasticity: examples are simple shear, radial motions of spherical 
and cylindrical shells, and the twisting of cylinders. 
Another very interesting example is Rivlin's [l948b] analysis of the equilib-
rium deformations of an incompressible block of neo-Hookean material under a 
uniform tension T (Figure 4.6). Surprisingly, one finds that if T < 3,J'T oc 
T ----I 
T 
T 
I 
I 
I 
I 
J----
T 
Figure 4.6 
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where (J, is the constant in the neo-Hookean constitutive function, then there i: 
just one (stable) solution, whereas if T > 3"yT (J" there are seven (homogene 
ous) solutions. See Section 7.2 for more information. 
Linearization Instability A situation of considerable mathematical interes 
is the pure traction problem in elastostatics for a nonlinear elastic materia 
near a natural state (in which the stress is zero) and for small loads. Somewha' 
surprisingly, the solutions need not be unique and do not correspond in a simple 
way to the linearized theory. This led the Italian school, beginning with Signorin 
in the 1930s, to devote considerable attention to this apparent difficulty. Toda) 
we view this as a particularly interesting topic in bifurcation theory and as at 
example of linearization instability-a situation in which the solutions of the 
linearized problem are not tangent to solution curves in the nonlinear problem 
(the curve parameters being perturbation parameters). Similar phenomena occur 
in other basic field theories of mathematical physics, such as general relativity 
(this is due to Fischer, Marsden, and Moncrief; see Marsden [1981] for an expo-
sition and references). 
While the traction problem in elastostatics is linearization unstable, it is 
formally obvious that the dynamic problem is linearization stable. This remark, 
due to Capriz and Podio-Guidugli [1974], may be comforting to those who are 
uneasy about linearization instabilities, but the traction problem is tantalizing 
nonetheless. Linearization stability is discussed in general terms in Section 4.4, 
and the traction problem is examined in Section 7.3. 
5 CONSTITUTIVE INEQUALITIES 
Stored energy functions are subject to several possible restrictions. These 
restrictions are typified by statements like "stress increases with strain," which 
eventually lead to inequalities. Such inequalities are best viewed with scrutiny 
and care. Any proposed inequalities normally have a limited range of validity, 
and interesting phenomena can occur when they break down. We shall briefly 
discuss some of the important inequalities in such a critical framework. For a 
comprehensive survey of constitutive inequalities, see Truesdell and Noll [1965]. 
Baker-Ericksen Inequalities Let <I>(,1.!, Az, A3 ) be a smooth stored energy 
function for a homogeneous isotropic hyperelastic material. The Baker-Ericksen 
inequalities (see Baker and Ericksen [1954]) state that 
Ai<l>l - Aj<l>j > 0 'f A of:; A (BE)! Ai - Aj 1 1 j 
where <1>1 = a<l>jaAi. 
These inequalities are based on the physical situation described as follows. 
Consider a rectangular block of material with stored energy function <1>, being 
pulled uniformly on each side. Consider a homogeneous deformation of the form 
X3 
t3 
t I 
t2 
t2 
X2 
t/ 
Xl 
t3 
Figure 5.1 
x/ = A/XI, so F = diag(A" A2, A3)' (See Figure 5.1.) To support such a defor-
mation, we apply a force normal to each face. For convenience, we set PRef = 1. 
Since a<1>jaF = diag(<1>" <1>2' <1>3), the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor is 
P = diag(<1>l' <1>2' <1>3), so these normal forces are given by (T" T2 , T 3) = 
(<1>" <1>2' <1>3) on the three pairs of opposite faces. 
Recall that the T/ measure the force per unit of reference area. The forces 
per unit current area are given (through the Piola transform for the Cauchy 
stress, that is, P = ]aF-T, or directly) by 
(t t t) _ (A,<1>, A2<1>2 A3<1>3) 
" 2, 3 - J']' 'J 
Intuitively, one expects that each T/ is an increasing function of A/: the more 
deformation in each direction, the more force required. This leads to the fol-
lowing convexity requirements4 : 
<1> is strictly convex in each argument, that is, <1>/i > 0 (i = 1, 2, 3) (BE)~ 
One also expects that if AI is larger than A2 , then 11 is larger than t 2 • Thus, 
the inequalities 
(BE)~ 
are also reasonable. From the formula tl = A/<1>;/J, we see that the inequalities 
(BE)~ are equivalent to the Baker-Ericksen inequalities (BE)I' 
An indication of how these inequalities are related to others and their ranges 
of validity is given below and is summarized in Table 5.1. 
4A function [is called convex when [(Ax + (1 - ,t)y) ~ AI(x) + (l - ,t)f(y) for X =1= y and 
o < ,t < 1; (f is strictly convex if ~ can be replaced by <). Geometrically, this means that the 
chord joining (x, f(x» and (y,f(y» lies above the graph of f If fis C2, it is convex if and only 
if [" ;:::: O. This is also equivalent to monotonicity off': [['(x) - f'(y)] [x - y] ;:::: 0 if x =1= y. 
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Convexity and Monotonicity Inequalities Consider the same homogeneous 
deformation again. We found that (/1 - I})(AI - A}) > 0 if AI :::j:: A} was a rea· 
sonable inequality. What about the corresponding mono tonicity of P: that is, 
(TI - T})(AI - A}) > 0 if AI:::j:: A}? (M) 
Keeping in mind that TI represents the normal forces per unit undeformed area, 
we see that (M) is less obvious intuitively. In fact, using nearly incompressible 
materials like rubber, Ball (1977a) has described a reasonable situation for which 
(BE)I is valid, while (M) is invalid. 
Notice that strict convexity of <I> in all arguments implies (M). Indeed we take 
strict convexity of <I> to mean that 
(SC<I». 
Taking (XI' X2, X3) = (A2' AI> A3), (SC<I» reduces to (M). Thus for the same 
experiment, (SC<I» must be violated. 
In place of convexity of <I>, one may contemplate the convexity of W as a 
function of F. This is unacceptable for three basic reasons: 
(1) it implies uniqueness of solutions, so it precludes buckling, 
(2) it is incompatible with material frame indifference, and 
(3) the domain {Fll > OJ of W is not convex, and so convexity of W 
precludes the reasonable requirement that WeE) ---'> 00 as 1 ---> O. 
Observation (1) is due to Hill [1957]. Because of (2) and considerations of 
thermodynamic stability, Coleman and Noll [1959] sought a weaker inequality. 
Using arguments involving work done on deforming bodies, they proposed the 
following inequality for the Piola-Kirchhoff stress P(F). 
If A is a positive-definite symmetric matrixl 
(i.e., a pure stretch) and A :::j:: I, then 
[P(AF) - P(F)][AF - F] > O. 
(CN) 
For hyperelastic materials, (CN) may be translated to a convexity-type 
condition on the stored energy function. For homogeneous isotropic hyper-
elastic materials, (CN) implies that <I> is strictly convex and is subject therefore 
to the same criticisms as above. That <I> being strictly convex is unreasonable 
has been pointed out by Hill [1968], [1970], Rivlin [1973], and Sidoroff [1974]. 
That (eN) implies (SC<I» was noted by Ogden [1970], [1972]; compare Ball 
[1977a, b]. 
Strong Ellipticity If P is a given constitutive function for the first Piola-
Kirchhoff stress, the four-index tensor A defined by Aij/ = aPijjaFk/ is called 
the elasticity tensor. 
We say that P is strongly elliptic (at a particular deformation ¢) if there is an 
f > 0 such that 
(SE) 
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for all vectors v, W E IR3. If we put E = 0 in (SE), we call this condition semi-
ellipticity. 
If Id is a natural state-that is, P = 0 at the deformation if> = Id-then AIJkl 
coincides with CIJkl , which was considered in our discussion of linear elasticity 
in Section 3. Omitting body forces, the equations of linear elasticity for small 
deviations u from a given deformation if> are 
a2u l a I 1 auk 
p at2 = axJA Jk axl ' 
If one seeks solutions in the form of traveling waves, i.e., u(x, t) = vlfI(Xo W - ct) 
where v, ware constant vectors with II w" = 1, one finds the condition C2V l 
= NJklWjVkWl. This states that the matrix Elk = AI}klWjWI for w fixed, has Vi 
as an eigenvector, with eigenvalue c2 • Since c2 > 0, mUltiplying by Vi, summing 
and rescaling (to remove the restriction" w" = 1) gives (SE). Thus, the existence 
of traveling waves with real wave speeds implies (SE). This condition was first 
isolated by Legendre and Hadamard about 1900. 
Strong ellipticity is also a convexity condition for hyperelastic materials. It 
is equivalent to saying that if K = v @ w-that is, KiJ = viw j is a 3 X 3 rank 1 
matrix-then W is strictly convex along the line joining F and F + K. Indeed, 
observe that 
d 2 ~ dE2 W(F + EK) = AijklVivkwjwl. 
A basic fact is that with enough regularity, Aijkl evaluated at a smooth 
minimum of the stored energy function, is semi-elliptic. We shall present 
theorems of this type in Chapter 6. 
What are the implications of strong ellipticity? By choosing F = 
diag(Al' A2 , A3), v = (1,0,0), and w = (1,0,0), we get <1>11 > O. Similarly, 
<1>22 and <1>33 are positive. Thus (SE) implies (BE)2' Taking 
K = [~ ~ ~J and F = diag(Al' A2 , A3), 
000 
one sees that (BE)1 also holds. Thus, strong ellipticity implies the Baker-Ericksen 
inequalities. In Chapter 6 we shall see that strong ellipticity is just what 
is needed for a good existence and uniqueness theory for linear elastostatics 
and elastodynamics. 
The violation of strong ellipticity has little or nothing to do with the loss of 
stability and buckling, as we shall see in Chapter 7 (compare Truesdell and Noll 
[1965], p. 275). Antman [1973a] has shown t\1at strong ellipticity is compatible 
with the necking of bars in tension. Ericksen [1975] has suggested that strong 
ellipticity may fail when "phase transitions" occur. Potentially, this is a deep 
remark, but its implications are not well understood at present. In their studies 
of plane strain and crack propagation, Knowles and Sternberg [1977], [1978] 
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have encountered situations in which strong ellipticity fails. Thus, while stron! 
eHipticity holds over wide ranges-including buckling-and is physicaHy rathel 
compelling, it is not necessarily universal. 
Polyconvexity Perhaps it is not an accident that what has turned out to b~ 
the most basic inequality for the existence theory of linear elasticity (the strong 
eHipticity condition) also has the most convincing physical basis (reality of wave 
speeds and the Baker-Ericksen inequalities). Motivated by such a situation, it 
seems wise to pay attention to conditions that arise in nonlinear existence theory. 
Local existence and uniqueness theorems in nonlinear elastostatics-Iooking 
for solutions near a given one for perturbed boundary conditions, forces, or 
constitutive functions (Stoppel1i [1954])-and elastodynamics-solutions of 
the initial value problem for short time (Hughes, Kato, and Marsden [1977])-
are based on strong ellipticity. However, no global theorems that are based on 
strong eHipticity as the main constitutive assumption are known. 
The earliest global existence theory for elastostatics (for example, see Beju 
[1971]) was based on convexity of the stored energy function. As we have seen, 
such a convexity hypothesis is unreasonable. Using the notion of quasi-convexity 
due to Morrey [1952], BaH [1977b] proved global existence theorems for elasto-
Table 5.1 Some Constitutive Inequalities 
Could be violated 
Inequality Implies Implied by when 
Baker-Ericksen "stress increases strong phase transitions 
(BE)! and (BEh with strain" ellipticity occur(?) 
(S£) 
strict convexity (M) and (SE) Coleman-NoIl buckling or large 
of <I> (SC<I» inequality deformations 
(CN) occur 
strict convexity (SC<I» and uniqueness ? nonuniqueness of 
ofW of solutions in solutions holds or 
elastostatics material frame in-
difference is 
demanded 
Coleman-Noll (SC<I», (M), and Coleman's large deformations 
inequality (CN) (SE) hypotheses occur 
on work 
strong (BE) reality of wave phase transitions 
ellipticity speeds occur(?) 
polyconvexity existence of solutions ? ? 
(P) in eJastostatics and 
(SE) 
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statics. His main requirement was that the stored energy function W be 
po[yconvex-that is, that there be a convex function g with arguments F, adj F 
(the matrix of cofactors of F) and det F such that 
W(F) = g(F, adj E, det F). (P) 
The existence theorem also requires certain growth conditions on g (discussed 
in Section 6.4). The case where W is given by W(F) = h(det F) for h a convex 
function (see Section 3), shows that polyconvexity of W does not imply convexity 
of W. Polyconvexity holds for materials with a stored energy function of the 
Mooney-Rivlin type (Ball [I977aJ, Section 6). While strict polyconvexity does 
imply strong ellipticity, its physical meaning is not well understood. Some of 
this theory is presented in Section 6.4. The situation is summarized in Table 5.1 
and Figure 5.3. 
Strict convexity 
of W 
Coleman-Noll 
inequality 
Strict convexity ,----------l'\. 
of '" '-------V 
Monotonicity of 
forces 
(unacceptable) 
I May fail for realistic I but large deformations 
Strict 
poly convexity 
Strong ellipticity 
Baker-Ericksen inequalities 
I Valid for large deformations, I but may fail for phase transitions 
Figure 5.3 
6 THE ROLE OF GEOMETRY AND FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS 
These two large branches of mathematics will be applied to the theory of 
elasticity in this book. This section is devoted to explaining how and where they 
are applied to give the reader perspective and motivation, and also to avoid 
disappointments. They are very useful subjects, but the reader must be warned 
that both take major efforts to master. It is wise to examine the possible benefits 
to see if this effort is relevant to one's needs. 
Several examples of how geometric concepts are used in elasticity are dis-
cussed first. Perhaps the most obvious one is in rod and shell theory. Since a 
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rod or shell is usually represented by a curve or a surface in [R3-that is, a one-
or two-dimensional manifold in [R3-geometric concepts such as the curvature 
of a curve or surface enter in a fundamental way. For example, the work done in 
bending a flexible rod is, according to the classical theory of Bernoulli and 
Euler, proportional to the integral of the square of the curvature along the rod. 
As another example, we can ask what is the analog for shells of the equation of 
continuity derived in Section 2, namely, Dp/Dt + p div v = O. Let the velocity 
of the shell be decomposed into tangential VII and normal components Vnn 
(where n is the unit normal to the shell). Then the correct equation for conser-
vation of mass is 
Dp -. 
Dt + p dlV VII + pVnK = 0 
where K is the mean curvature of the shell and div is the divergence operator on 
the shell. This relationship is proved in Box 5.1, Chapter 1. Although rod and 
shell theories are not discussed in any detail in this book, this example shows 
that a clear understanding of differential geometry is crucial for understanding 
this area of continuum mechanics. The standard references for rod and shell 
theory are Antman [1972a] and Naghdi [1972]. 
The important concept of the Lie derivative occurs throughout elasticity 
theory in computations such as stress rates. Nowadays such things are well 
known to many workers in elasticity, but it was not so long ago that the Lie 
derivative was first recognized to be relevant to elasticity (two early references 
are Kondo [1955] and Guo Zhong-Heng [1963]). [See Box 6.1, Chapter 1 for a 
discussion of objective rates and Box 3.1, Chapter 3 for an application to the 
Duhamel-Neumann hypothesis of constitutive theory.] Numerous other appli-
cations of this and related concepts are given throughout Chapters 1-3. 
A third example of how geometry has been used in the book is in under-
standing concepts of "covariance" and "invariance." These are related to Nolls' 
work theorem, the Green-Rivlin-Naghdi energy theorem, material frame 
indifference, framings, inertial frames, spacetime slicings, principles of general 
covariance for relativistic elasticity, and so on. We found much of the literature 
on these topics aesthetically unsatisfactory. The use of geometry in attempting 
to isolate the basic principles that are covariant-that is, that make intrinsic 
tensorial sense independent of a preferred coordinate system-automatically 
clears up several basic issues. For example, balance of linear momentum does 
not make tensorial sense as it stands. However, one can make covariant sense 
out of balance of energy principles with no reference to rigid body motions. 
That is, the Noll and Green-Rivlin-Naghdi programs can be done covariantly, 
although this is not obvious given the existing literature. It is doubtful that we 
could have seen this without the aid of abstract geometry. These topics are 
discussed in Boxes 4.1 (Chapter 1), 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3 (Chapter 2), and in Section 
3.3. 
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Finally, we mention a fourth use of geometry discussed in Chapter 5. That 
chapter is devoted to the variational or Hamiltonian structure of elasticity. We 
show in a precise sense that nonlinear elastodynamics is a Hamiltonian system. 
Here abstract geometric thinking makes this rather transparent. Furthermore, 
conservation laws can all be obtained by the straightforward application of well 
established conservation principles (symmetry and Noether theorems). In the 
literature, these were discovered essentially by ad hoc methods. For complex 
continua (such as director theories), it is important to have a systematic method. 
The general theory of Hamiltonian systems is one way to help in this endeavor. 
Functional analysis needed in the book is developed in Section 6.1 and 6.2. 
The uses of analysis start with the obvious one: existence and uniqueness 
theorems. Existence theorems play an important role in obtaining satisfactory 
numerical algorithms (see for example Oden and Reddy [1976a] and Chorin et 
al. [1978]). Another example is Ball's work which has led to a deeper appreciation 
of constitutive inequalities (see Section 5 above and Section 6.4). 
Functional analysis also contributes to linear elasticity. For example, the 
use of semi group theory in linear elastodynamics clarifies notions of "well-
posedness" and "dynamic stability." Indeed, it allows one to improve the known 
theorems in the subject (see Section 6.3). 
In bifurcation theory (Chapter 7), functional analysis and geometry are 
used together. Functional analysis is used to analyze solvability, nonuniqueness, 
and stability questions, while geometry and topology are used to count the 
number of solutions (using, for example, degree theory) and give us devices 
that reveal when enough imperfection parameters have been included (using, for 
example, singularity theory). Anyone who wishes to follow the mainstream of 
current research in bifurcation theory and its applications to elasticity must be 
literate, or better fluent, in both geometry and functional analysis. 
Geometry and functional analysis go together very well. Their blending is 
often called "nonlinear "analysis" or "global analysis." It is our conviction that 
in future years these subjects will become basic tools for many researchers in 
elasticity. This is why we have used them in this book. 

CHAPTER 
GEOMETRY AND KINEMATICS 
OF BODIES 
Normally a solid continuum body occupies an open subset of three-dimensional 
Euclidean space (or the closure of an open subset if the boundary is counted). 
However,shells and rods may be modeled using surfaces and curves. "Exotic" 
materials, such as liquid crystals, may require higher dimensional spaces for 
their description. To have a unified approach, as well as for conceptual clarity, 
it is useful to think geometrically and to represent bodies in terms of manifolds. 
This chapter concerns the description of bodies, their motions, and their 
configurations. The laws of dynamics which govern the motion of bodies, are 
discussed in the next chapter. We begin here with bodies in 1R3 and gradually 
work up to a description in terms of manifolds. We assume the reader is familiar 
with advanced calculus on IRn. For the moment we do not distinguish between 
"Euclidean space" and "1R3." 
1.1 MOTIONS OF SIMPLE BODIES! 
1.1 Definition A simple body is an open set CB c 1R3. A configuration of CB 
is a mapping ifJ : CB---+ 1R3. The set of all configurations of CB is denoted e, or 
by e(CB) if there is danger of confusion. Points in CB are denoted by capital 
letters X, Y, . . . . 
A configuration represents a deformed state of the body, as in Figure 1.1.1. 
As the body moves, we obtain a family of configurations, depending on time t. 
!The use of the word "simple" here is not to be confused with Noll's use of the term "simple 
material." (See Truesdell and Noll [1965], p. 60 and Malvern [1969], p. 391.) 
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Figure 1.1.1 
1.2 Definition A motion of a body <B is a curve in e; that is, a mapping 
t ~ t/>t E e of IR to e (or some open interval of IR to e). For t E IR fixed, we 
write t/>t{X) = t/>(X, t). Likewise, if we wish to hold X E <B fixed, we write 
t/>x(t) = t/>(X, t). The map Vt : <B --> !l'3 defined by 
V,(X) = VeX, t) = at/>~~, t) = ~ t/>x(t) 
(assuming the derivative exists) is called the material velocity of the motion. 
If c(t) is a curve in 1R3 , the tangent to c(t) is defined by C/(t) = 
limith~o (c(t + h) - c(t»/h. If the standard Euclidean coordinates of c(t) are 
(cl(t), c2(t), c3(t», then 
C/(t) = (dc l , dc2 , dC 3). 
dt dt dt 
To avoid confusion with other coordinate systems we shall write t/>~, and so on, 
for the Euclidean components of t/>. Since IR 3 is the set of all real triples, denoted 
z = (Zl, Z2, Z3), and for fixed X E <B, t/>(X, t) is a curve in IR\ we get 
VeX, t) = (V~(X, t), V;(X, t), V;(X, t» 
_ (at/>~ at/>; at/>; ) 
- ~(X,t), ~(X, t), ~(X, t) . 
We regard vex, t) as a vector based at the point t/>(X, t); if t/>(X, 0) = X, then 
VeX, t) is the velocity at time t of the particle that started out at X. 2 See Figure 
1.1.2. 
1.3 Definition The material acceleration of a motion is defined by 
A,(X) = A(X, t) = aa VeX, t) = dd Vx(t) (if the derivative exists). 
t t \ 
2lfwe regard the map t ~ CPt as a curve in e, then the notation Vt = dcpt/dt is appropriate. 
However, we shall use acpt/at for both roles for simplity. 
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In Euclidean coordinates, 
. aV i a2cfi A~(X, t) = at Z(X, t) = atz'(X, t). 
1.4 Definition A motion lPt of CB is called regular or invertible if each lPt(ffi) 
is open and lPt has an inverse lP;': lP,(CB) ---> CB. A Cr regular motion is a Cr 
motion [Le., lP(X, t) is a Cr function of (X, t)] such that lP;' is also Cr. (The 
inverse function theorem, recalled later, is relevant here.) 
Intuitively, a regular motion is one for which nothing "catastrophic" like 
ripping, pinching, or interpenetration of matter has occurred. 3 Some of the com-
monly encountered quantities of continuum mechanics are not well defined if lP 
is not regular, whereas others remain well defined. Since there are physically 
important cases that are not regular-such as contact problems in which ffi 
may consist of two disconnected pieces that lP brings together-it is important to 
differentiate between quantities that mayor may not be applicable to the formu-
lation of this class of problems. 
1.5 Definition Let lPt be a C' regular motion of CB. The spatial velocity of 
the motion is defined by4 
V,: lP,(CB) ---> [R3, Vt = VtolP;'. 
If lPt is a C2 regular motion, we define the spatial acceleration by 
at: lP,(CB) ---> [R3, at = AtolP;'. 
3Notice that if a body folds and undergoes self-contact but no interpenetration, then the 
motion can still be Cr regular as we have defined it. However, rPt cannot be extended to include 
the boundary of <B and still be regular. 
4By the local existence theory for vector fields, rPt will be regular exactly when Vt remains 
defined and is at least C '. See Section 1.6. 
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We do not like to use phrases like "material coordinates" or "spatial coor-
dinates" because there are no "coordinates" involved in the general setting. 
Another technique for considering velocity, the "convective picture," is described 
in Section 1.2. 
Figure 1.1.3 shows the different domains for V, A and v, a. Observe that 
v, a "follow the motion," that is, they are defined on the time-dependent set 
~t«(B)· 
:·0 
Figure 1.1.3 
Now we want to work out expressions for V, v, A, and a in general coor-
dinate systems. 
1.6 Definitions, Notation, and ConventionsS A coordinate system {xa} 
(a = 1,2,3) on 1R3 is a c~ mapping (Xl, x2, x 3) of an open set 'Uz C 1R3 to 1R3 
such that 
(i) the range is an open set 'Ux C 1R3, and 
(ii) the mapping 
(Zl, Z2, Z3) ~ (XI(ZI, Z2, Z3), X 2(ZI, Z2, Z3), X 3(ZI, Z2, Z3» 
of 'Uz to 'Ux has a c~ inverse, whose components are denoted 
Zi(X I , X2, x 3). 
SWe use, as far as possible, upper case letters to refer to the body <B and lower case for 
space~. Thus {xa} is a coordinate system in space and {XA} is one on the body. Another com-
mon conventions for indices are those of Truesdell and Noll: {Xl} for space coordinates and 
{X"'} for body coordinates. Our notation on the indices follows Rivlin [1974a] and Eringen 
[1975], but otherwise is largely that of Truesdell and Noll. 
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Coordinate lines are the curves Cl(t), c2(t), c3(t) whose components in Eucli-
dean coordinates are Zi(CJ(t)) = Zi(t, X2, x 3), where x 2 and x 3 are fixed. Similar 
definitions hold for C2 and C3 • The tangents to these curves are the coordinate 
basis vectors; thus 
where ii (i = 1,2,3) are the standard basis vectors in [R3. Note that ea E 1R3 and 
is a function of xl, X2, X3; that is, ea: 'lLx -> [R3. We always use the summation 
convention: summation on repeated indices is understood. 
For example, spherical coordinates (where 'lLz is [R3 minus a plane) define a 
coordinate system in [R 3. 
Because of condition (ii) above, the Jacobian of the transformation Zl f-7 
Xa(ZI) is nonsingular, so rea} is a basis of [R3 for each (Xl, xl, x 3). Later we shall 
require an orientation on the vectors e J , e2 , and e3 , but this is not needed now. 
Figure 1.1.4 depicts the coordinate lines and basis vectors for a general coor-
dinate system in [R3. 
Figure 1.1.4 
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Coordinate systems on the ambient space [R3 are here denoted [xa} while 
those on <B are denoted [XA}. The corresponding Euclidean coordinates are 
denoted [Zi} and [ZI}. The basis vectors for the systems [XA}, [Zi}, and {ZI} are 
denoted, respectively, EA , l;, and 11 , 
1.7 Proposition Let ¢(X, t) be a CJ motion of <B and let V be the material 
velocity. Let {xa} be a coordinate system on [R3 and let ¢a(x, t) = xa(¢(x, t)). 
Then 
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where va(X, t) are the components6 of V relative to ea at the point ifJ(X, t) [with 
coordinates xb(ifJ(X, t»]. 
Proof Consider (ajat)ifJa)ea [where ifJa stands for ifJa(X, t) = xa(ifJ(X, t) and 
where ea stands for ea(xb(ifJ(X, t»]. We have 
( a) ax
a aifJi axa az' • 
at ifJa ea = azi a/ea = azi v~ axaij 
= c5{V~iJ = v~il = V = Vaea 
since axajazl and az1jaxa are inverse matrices. I 
Suppose i a is another coordinate system on 1R3 with, say, the same domain 
'Uz • By composition we can form the change of coordinate functions i a (xb) and 
xa (ib); see Figure 1.1.5. 
.. 
Change of 
coordinates 
Figure 1.1.5 
x 
The transformation property of V is worked out next; one says V transforms 
"like a vector." We let Va denote the components7 of V in the basis ea associated 
with {ia}. 
6If there is danger of confusion, we write V~ for the components of V in the x-coordinate 
system. 
7More consistently, we should write V~ for Va, but it is conventional in many tensor analy-
sis texts to write Va. 
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1.8 Proposition va = (aiajaxb)Vb, where Va standsfor va(x, t), and so forth. 
Proof By the chain rule and 1.7, 
V-a _ ~;[.a _ aia ~A.b _ aiaVb 
- at'P - axb at'P - axb . 
An alternative proof is obtained by nothing that ea = (axbjaia)eb and then 
equating Vaea with Vaea. I 
To work out the components of the acceleration in a general coordinate 
system we recall a few notations from calculus on [R". If 'U c [Rn is an open set 
in [Rn andfmaps 'U to [Rm, the derivative offat Xo E 'U is a linear transformation 
Df(xo): [Rn ----> [Rm. Formally, for every f > 0 there must be a J > 0 such that 
h E [Rn and (II h II < J) imply 
Ilf(xo + h) - f(xo) - Df(xo)·h II < f II h II· 
Notice that only the norm and the linear structure of Euclidean space are 
involved. Coordinates are not mentioned. If we represent the linear transfor-
mation Df(xo) in the standard basis, we get the matrix af~jazJ, the Jacobian 
matrix. 
The usual calculus rules hold. For instance, the chain rule states that 
D(gof)(xo) = Dg(f(xo»oDf(xo); the second "0" stands for composition of 
linear maps-that is, matrix multiplication. The inverse function theoremS says 
that if f: 'U c [Rn -+ [Rn is cr (r > 1) and Df(xo) is invertible, then f has a 
local Cr inverse f-t, mapping some neighborhood of f(xo) to some neighbor-
hood of Xo and Df-I(f(XO» = [Df(xo)]-I. 
Returning to the context of 1.6, let us work out the derivative of ea = 
(az1jaxa)il • Clearly, 
This object arises frequently so is given a name: 
1.9 Definition The Christoffel symbols of the coordinate system {xa} on [R3 
are defined by 
which are regarded as functions of :;cd. The Christoffel symbols of a coordinate 
system {X A} are denoted Ole. 
Note that the I"s are symmetric in the sense that I'~b = I'Za' 
SThis theorem is proved in a more general infinite-dimensional context in Section 4.1. 
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1.10 Proposition Let cjJ(X, t) be a C2 motion ofCB, and V and A the material 
velocity and acceleration. Then the components Aa of A in the basis ea of a coor-
dinate system {xa} are given by 
Proof 
A = av = aV~t = ~(aZi ve)t 
at at' at axe , 
a2Zi axb e ~ azi aVa ~ a2zi b e axa ava 
----V l.+--l.---V V -e +-e 
- axb axe at • axa at ,- axb axe azi a at a 
Comparison with A = Aaea yields the proposition. I 
1.11 Proposition Aa transforms as a vector; that is, .,P = (axb/axa)Aa. 
1.12 Definition Let v and w be two vector fields on [R3-that is, maps of 
open sets in [R3 to [R3. Assume v is Cl. Thus Dv(x) is a linear map of[R3 to [R3, so 
Dv(x). w(x) is a vector field on [R3. It is called the covariant derivative of v along 
wand is denoted V",v(x) or w· Vv. 
1.13 Proposition In a coordinate system {xa}, 
(V )a ava b + abe "'v =aXbW I'beWV 
and (V",v)a transforms as a vector. 
Proof Using Euclidean coordinates, and the matrix av~/azJ of Dv in the 
standard basis, 
V",v = ~~~W~ii = [a~i(:~:ve)J(wd :~)(~~:eo) 
a2 zi axb azi axo azi ave axb azJ axo 
= _____ vcwd~-e +---wd--e 
axb axe azi axa azi a axe axb azi axd azi a 
_ a J:b e d + J:b ave 510 d _ a e b + avo b I 
- I'beUaV W eo Ud axbUeW eo - I'beV W eo axb W ea· 
One writes valb = avo/axb + I'Zcve so that (V .. v)o = vOlbWb. 
Recall that for a regular motion, Vt = vt0cjJ" that is, VeX, t) = v(cjJ(X, t), t). 
In a coordinate system {xo} , va(x, t) = vo(cjJ(X, t), t), and so ava/at = 
ava/at + (avo/axb)Vb. Since Ao = ava/at + I'Ze VbVe, we get 
AO(X, t) = ~~o (cjJ(X, t), t) + :~:(cjJ(X, t), t)Vb(X, t)+ I'Z/cjJ(X, t), t)Vb(X, t)VC(X, t). 
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Substituting AQ(X, t) = aQ(rp(X, t), t) and x = rp(X, t), we get 
aQ(x, t) = aJrQ (x, t) + ;~:(x, t)vb(x, t) + r~c(x, t)vb(x, t)-VC(x, t). 
The following proposition summarizes the situation: 
1.14 Proposition For a C2 motion we have 
av 
a = at + V.v. 
In a coordinate system {xQ}, this reads 
We call iJ = (av/at) + V.v the material time derivative of v. Thus iJ = a. 
The general definition follows. 
1.15 Definition Let gt: rp,(~) ---> [R3 be a given C' mapping. We call 
g(x, t) = %tg(x, t) + Dgt(x)·v,(x) 
the material time derivative of g. Sometimes g is denoted Dg/ Dt. 
Ifwe define Gt = gtorpt, then an application of the chain rule gives 
%t G(X, t) = g(rp,(X, t». 
This formula justifies the terminology "material time derivative." Again, 
Dg,(x). v,(x) is called the covariant derivative of g along v" 
Box 1.1 Summary 0/ Important Formulas/or Section 1.1 
Motion 
rpt: ~ ---> 1R3 
rp,(X) = rp(X, t) 
Velocity 
V - arp 
- at 
V t = v.0rp;' 
Covariant Derivative 
".. - xQo'" 
'fit - 'fit 
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Christoffel Symbols 
Acceleration 
A _av 
- at 
- A ,/..-1 - • - av v a - ,00/, - V - at + v v 
Coordinate Change 
Figure 1.1.6 goes with these formulas. 
Figure 1.1.6 
CH. 1 
-. ax· Vb 
v = axb 
-. ax· b 
a = axba 
= v(x, t) 
Problem 1.1 Let {x·} and {XA} denote cylindrical coordinate systems on 
1R3 , that is, 
Xl = r, 
XI = R, X2 = e, X3 = z. 
Let CB = [1(3 and consider a rigid counterclockwise motion about the z-
axis given by 
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t/J/(R, e, Z) = R, t/JNR, e, Z) = e + 2m, and t/Ji(R, e, Z) = Z 
where t/J~ = xaorp,. Compute V~, v~, A~, and a~. 
Let ria} denote a Cartesian coordinate system for 1R3 given by 
Determine V~, ij~, A:, and ii~ from the change-of-coordinate formulas 
given in the summary, and by directly differentiating ~~; compare. 
Problem 1.2 For a map gt: rplCB) -> 1R3 , work out a formula for the 
covariant derivative Dg,(x). vrCx) relative to a general spatial coordinate 
system on IR 3 • 
1.2 VECTOR FIELDS, ONE-FORMS, AND PULL-BACKS 
We shall now start using the terminology of manifolds. We begin by giving the 
general definition of a manifold and then revert to our special case of open sets 
in 1R3 to allow the reader time to become acquainted with manifolds. The basic 
guidelines and manifold terminology we will use later in the book are given in 
this section. 
2.1 Definition A smooth n-manifold (or a manifold modeled on IRn) is a set9 
me. such that: (1) For each P E me. there is a subset 'U of me. containing P, and 
a one-to-one mapping, called a chart or coordinate system, {x~} from 'U onto an 
open set 'D in IRn; x~ will denote the components of this mapping (~ = 1, 2, ... , 
n). (2) If x" and i" are two such mappings, the change of coordinate functions 
i"(x 1, ••• , xn) are c~. 
If {x"} maps a set 'U c me. one-to-one onto an open set in IRn, and if the 
change of coordinate functions with the given coordinate functions are C~, then 
{X"} will also be called a chart or coordinate system. 
For instance, an open set me. c IRn is a manifold. We take a single chart, 
{Zl}, to be the identity map to define the manifold structure. By allowing all 
possible coordinate systems that are C~ functions of the Zl, we enlarge our set 
of coordinate systems. We could also start with all of these coordinate systems 
at the outset, according to taste. 
Thus, a manifold embodies the idea of allowing general coordinate systems 
(see Figure 1.1.5); it allows us to consider curved objects like surfaces (two-
manifolds) in addition to open sets in Euclidean space. The manifold me. becomes 
a topological space by declaring the 'U's to be open sets. In our work we will 
90ne can start with a topological space mr or, using the differential structure, make mr 
into a topological space later. We chose the latter since it minimizes the number of necessary 
concepts. 
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consider both the body (B and the containing space £ to be special cases of mani-
folds. The descriptions of some realistic bodies require this generality, such as 
shells and liquid crystals (see Sections 1.5 and 2.2). However, the description of 
any body benefits from manifold terminology. Examples occur in the study of 
covariance and relativistic elasticity. 
An important mathematical discovery made around the turn of the century 
was that one could define the tangent space to a manifold without using a 
containing space, as one might naively expect. Unfortunately, the abstraction 
necessary to do this causes confusion to those trying to learn the subject. To help 
guide the reader, we list three possible approaches: 
(a) Derivations. The idea here is that in order to specify a vector tangent 
to ;m, we can give a rule defining the derivatives of all real-valued 
functions in that direction; such directional derivatives are derivations 
(see Bishop and Goldberg [1968], pp. 47-48). 
(b) Curves. We intuitively think of tangent vectors as velocities of curves; 
therefore, vectors can be specified as equivalence classes of curves, two 
curves being equivalent if they have the same tangent vector in some, 
and hence in every, chart (see Abraham and Marsden [1978], p. 43). 
(c) Local transformation properties. We can use the transformation rules 
for vectors found in Section 1.1 to define a local vector in a coordinate 
chart as a vector in IR" and then use the coordinate transformation rules 
to define an equivalence relation on pairs of charts and local vectors. 
Each equivalence class obtained is a tangent vector to ;m (see Lang 
[1972], pp. 26, 47). 
For;m open in IR", the tangent space is easy to define directly: 
2.2 Definition Let;m c IR" be an open set and let P EO ;m. The tangent 
space to ;m at P is simply the vector space IR" regarded as vectors emanating from 
P; this tangent space is denoted Tp;m. The tangent bundle of;m is the product 
T;m = ;m x IR" consisting of pairs (P, w) of base points P and tangent vectors 
at P. The map TC (or TCm if there is danger of confusion) from r;m to ;m mapping 
a tangent vector (P, w) to its base point P is called the projection. We may write 
Tp;m = {P} x IR" as a set in order to keep the different tangent spaces distin-
guished, or denote tangent vectors by Wp = (P, w) to indicate the base point P 
which is meant. 
The idea of the tangent bundle, then, is to think of a tangent vector as being 
a vector equipped with a base point to which it is attached (see Figure 1.2.1). 
Once the tangent bundle of a manifold is defined, one makes it into a mani-
fold by introducing the coordinates of vectors as in Section 1.1. For the special 
case in which ;m = (B is an open set in IR" this is easy. For the rest of this section 
we confine ourselves to this case and we use notation adapted to it; that is, 
points in (B are denoted X and coordinate systems are written {XA}. However, 
the reader should be prepared to apply the ideas to general manifolds after 
finishing the section. 
:m. an open set in lR3 :m. a surface 
Figure 1.2.1 
2.3 Definition Let eB c fRn be open and TeB = eB X fRn be its tangent bundle. 
Let [XA} be a coordinate system on eB. The corresponding coordinate system 
induced on TeB is defined by mapping Wx = (X, W) to (XA(X), WA), where 
X E eB and WA = (axA/azl) W~ are the components of W in the coordinate 
system [XA}, as explained in Section 1.1. 
For eB c fR3 open, TeB is a six-dimensional manifold. In general if eB is an 
n-manifold, TeB is a 2n-manifold. 
In Euclidean space we know what is meant by a C' map. A mapping of 
manifolds is Cr if it is Cr when expressed in local coordinates. 
2.4 Proposition (a) Let eB c IRn be open and let f: eB ~ IR be a Cl function. 
Let Wx = (X, W) E T xeB. Let WAf] denote the derivative off at X in the direc-
tion Wx-that is, WAf] = Df(X). w. If [XA} is any coordinate system on eB, 
then Wx[f] = (af/aXA)WA, where it is understood that aj/axA is evaluated at X. 
(b) If c(t) is a Cl curve in eB, c(O) = X, and Wx = (X, W) = (X, C/(O» is the 
tangent to c(t) at t = 0, then, in any coordinate system [XA}, 
where cA(t) = XA(C(t». 
Proof 
( ) D"(X) W af Wl afax
A Wl af WA 
a J • = aZ1 z = aXA aZ1 Z = aXA . 
- (b) ~ cA(t) = ~~; W~ = WA (evaluated at c(t». I 
Following standard practice, we let C/(O) stand both for (X, C/(O» and C'(O) E 
IRn; there is normally no danger of confusion. 
The above proposition gives a correspondence between the "transformation 
of coordinate" definition and the other methods of defining the tangent space. 
Observe that the mappingf~ Wx[f] is a derivation; that is, it satisfies 
Wx[f + g] = Wx[f] + Wx[g] (sum rule) 
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and 
WAfg] = fWAg) + gWAf] (product rule). 
In a coordinate system {X A} the basis vectors EA = (aZ1jaXA)Ij (see Section 
1.1) are sometimes written ajaXA, since for any function/, EA[f] = afjaXA, by 
(a) in 2.4 (i.e., the coordinates of EA in the coordinate system {XB} are o~). 
2.5 Definition Let CB be open in [Rn and let S = [Rn. If ¢: CB -----> S is Cl, the 
tangent map of ¢ is defined as follows: 
T¢: TCB -----> TS, where T¢(X, W) = (¢(X), D¢(X). W). 
For X E CB, we let Tx¢ denote the restriction of T¢ to TxCB, so Tx¢ becomes the 
linear map D¢(X) when base points are dropped. 
We notice that the following diagram commutes (see Figure 1.2.2): 
T¢ 
Figure 1.2.2 
The vector, T¢. Wx is called the push-forward of Wx by ¢ and is sometimes 
denoted 4>* Wx ' (This use of the word "push-forward" is not to be confused with 
its use for vector fields defined in 2.9 below.) The next proposition is the essence 
of the fact that T¢ makes intrinsic sense on manifolds. 
2.6 Proposition (a) If c(t) is a curve in CB and Wx = C/(O), then 
T¢. Wx = ; ¢(c(t)) Lo 
(the base points X of Wx and ¢(X) ofT¢. W x being understood). 
(b) If{XA} is a coordinate chart on CB and {x"} is one on S, then,Jor WE TxCB, 
(T¢· Wx )" = ;t: WA 
that is, in coordinate charts the matrix ofT x¢ is the Jacobian matrix of ¢ evaluated 
at X.IO 
IOSometimes a¢"jaX A is written ax"lax A, but this can cause confusion. 
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Proof 
(a) By the chain rule, ~CP(c(t»I.=o = Dcp(X)·c'(O). 
(b) Dcp(X)· W = %~~ W~:ii (representation in the standard basis) 
acp' az i I' • 
= aZI ax' W zli (cham rule) 
_ acp' (aXA I )(aZI .) 
- aXA aZI W z ax.'l (chain rule) 
_ acpa A 
- aXA W ea· I 
Later we shall examine the sense in which Tcp is a tensor. For now we note 
the following transformation rule: 
aifi· aXB acpb axa 
aXA = aXA aXB axb' 
The chain rule can be expressed in terms of tangents as follows: 
2.7 Proposition Let cp: ffi -> Sand 1fI: S -> 'U be C' maps of manifolds 
(r > 1). Then lfIoCP is a C' map and T(lfIoCP) = TlfloTcp. 
Proof Each side evaluated on (X, W) gives (1fI( cp( X», DIfI( cp(X». (Dcp( X). W» 
by the chain rule. I 
This "T" formulation keeps track of the base points automatically. The 
reader should draw the commutative diagram that goes with this as an exercise. 
Next we formulate vector fields and the spatial and material velocities in 
manifold language. 
2.8 Definitions If Q is a manifold (e.g., either ffi or S), a vector field on Q is 
a mapping v: Q -> TQ such that v(q) E TqQ for all q E Q. 
If ffi and S are manifolds and cp: ffi -> S is a mapping, a vector field covering 
cp is a mapping V: ffi -> TS such that VeX) E T",(x)S for all X E ffi. 
These diagrams commute (where i: Q -> Q is the identity map): 
and we have the corresponding pictures shown in Figure 1.2.3. 
A vector field covering the identity mapping is just a vector field. Also, if V 
is a vector field covering an invertible map cp, then v = Vocp-l is a vector field on 
Q = cp(ffi). 
Figure 1.2.3 
2.9 Definitions If Y is a vector field on <B and ¢: <B -- S is a Cl mapping, 
then V = T¢o Y, a vector field covering ¢, is called the tilt of Y by ¢. 
If ¢ is regular, then ¢* Y = T¢o Yo¢-l, a vector field on ¢(CJ3) is called the 
push-forward of Y by ¢. 
If v is a vector field on ¢(CJ3) and ¢ is regular (i.e., ¢(CJ3) is open in Sand 
¢: CJ3 -> ¢(CJ3) has a C1 inverse), ¢*v = T(¢-l)ovo¢, a vector field on CJ3 is called 
the pull-back of v by ¢. 
If V is a vector field covering ¢, we say that Vo¢-l (a vector field on ¢(CJ3» is 
V expressed in the spatial picture and T¢-l 0 V (a vector field on CJ3) is V expressed 
in the convected picture. 
The diagram relevant to these concepts is as follows: 
y 
or 
¢ *v 
T¢ 
From 2.6(b) we have the coordinate description of these objects. For example, 
for the tilt, 
(T¢o y(x»a = ;;:(X). yA(X), 
and for the push-forward, 
(¢*y(x»a = ;t(X)' yA(X), where x = ¢(X). 
40 
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2.10 Definition II Let rf>t be a regular motion of (B in ~ and let Vt and v, be 
the material and spatial velocities defined in Section 1.1. We call rf>tv, = Vt the 
convective velocity; it is a vector field on (B for each t. 
The physical meaning of the convective velocity is explained by the use of 
"convected coordinates" as follows. 
2.11 Proposition Let rf>, be a regular motion of (B in ~, and Vt, VI> and vt the 
material, spatial, and convective velocities, respectively. Suppose {XA} is a coor-
dinate system on <B and {xa} is one on S. Let XA be the coordinate system on rf>t(<B) 
defined by X~ = XAorf>;I. Then the components of Vt with respect to XA equal 
those of Vt (or Vt) with respect to X~ (evaluated at the appropriate points). 
Proof Let V: be the components of V with respect to X~ and VA those of v 
with respect to XA. Thus 
v = vAEA' V = V:SA 
where EA = (aZ1jaxA)iI and SA = (az1jaxA)i/. By definition, VeX, t) = Trf>. vex, t), 
so from 2.6(b), V = (arf>~jaXA)vAsB. However, rf>~(X, t) = (XBorf>;I)(rf>,(X» = 
XB(X), so aif>~/axA = t5BA, and V = VASA as required. I 
Problem 2.1 Prove that SA = Trf>·EA. From this, obtain an alternative 
proof of 2.11. 
Problem 2.2 Define the convective acceleration ct by ctt = pta where a 
is the spatial acceleration. 
(a) Show that the components of ct, with respect to fXA} equal those 
of A, with respect to fXA}. 
(b) Find the relationship between the convected acceleration and the 
convected velocity in components. 
The coordinates XA may be thought of as being convected by the motion, or 
being scribed on <B and carried with it as it moves. See Figure 1.2.4. A dual 
procedure may also be constructed; that is, one could convect the coordinates 
{xa} on rf>,(<S3) back to <S3 by composition with rf>t. 
The operations of pull-back and push-forward may be performed on tensor 
fields on a general manifold (J. We pause here briefly to consider the situation 
for one-forms-that is, for "covariant" vectors as opposed to "contravariant" 
vectors. 
2.12 Definitions Let (J be an n-manifold and q EO (J. A one-form at q is a 
linear mapping ctq : Tq (J -> IR; the vector space of one-forms at q is denoted 
T:(J. The cotangent bundle of (J is the disjoint union of the sets T:(J (made into 
II In the general case in which CB and g have different dimensions, v, need not be tangent to 
r/llCB), but only to g. Thus r/ltVt will not make sense, even if r/lt is regular. See Section 1.5 for 
details. Here there is no trouble since we are in the special case CB open in IRn and g = IRn. 
Figure 1.2.4 
a manifold, as was the tangent bundle). A one-form on {l is a map (I: {l -> T*fJ 
such that (lq = (I(q) E T:fJ for all q E {l. 
If {Xi} are coordinates on fJ, we saw that they induce coordinates on TfJ; if 
{l c IRn is open, T~ = ~ x IRn and (q, v) is mapped to (xi(q), Vi), where v = ViejO 
For T*~ = ({l X IRn*), we map (q, ex) to (Xi(q), (1.), where (I = ('j"ei , eJ being the 
basis dual to e,; that is, ei(ei ) = JJi • 
2.13 Definition Let f: {l -> IR be Cl so that Tf: T~ -> TIR = IR x IR. The 
second factor (the "vector part") is called dj, the differential off Thus df is a 
one-form l2 on {l. 
The re~der may verify the following. 
2.14 Proposition If {Xi} is a coordinate system on {l, then ei = dxi ; that is, 
dXi is the dual basis of a/a Xi ;furthermore, 
The transformation rule for one-forms is easy to work out. If ex has com-
ponents ('j,i relative to {Xi} and til relative to {Xi}, then til = (axi/axl)('j,J. 
2.15 Definitions If if>: CB -> S is a mapping, a one-form over if> is a mapping 
A: CB -> T*S such that for X E CB, Ax = A(X) E Tt(x)S. 
If if> is Cl and II is a one-form on S, then if> * II-the one-form on CB defined by 
(if>*Il)x' Wx = 1l(l'(x)·(Tif>' Wx) for X E CB and Wx E TxCB-is called the pull-
back of II by if>. (In contrast to vector fields, the pull-back of a one-form does not 
1200 not confuse dfwith the gradient of /, introduced later, which is a vector field on ~. 
In this book all tensor fields and tensor operations are denoted by boldface characters. Points, 
coordinates, components, mappings, and scalar fields are denoted by lightface characters. 
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use the inverse of ifJ, so does not require ifJ to be regular.) If ifJ is regular, we can 
define the push-forward of a one-form yon <B by ifJ*y = (ifJ-I)*y. 
Problem 2.3 Let nifJ: ng, -> T;<B be the dual of T xc/>. Show that 
(ifJ*Ph = nifJopoifJ-1 
The coordinate expression for pull-back follows. 
2.16 Proposition If {XA} are coordinates on <B and {xa} are coordinates on g" 
then 
(ifJ*P(X»A = :t:(X). PaCifJ(X». 
Proof 
aifJa aifJa (ifJ*P)x·EA = P(Jex)·TifJ·EA = P(Jex)' aXAea = aXAP(Jex)·ea 
so the result follows since p.ea = Pa I 
Using the chain rule one can easily prove the following properties of pull-
back: 
2.17 Proposition (a) Let ifJ: <B -> g, be CI and f: g, -> IR be CI. Set ifJ*f = 
foifJ. Then ifJ*(df) = d(ifJ*f)· 
(b) /fiji: g, -> ~ is CI and y is a one-form on ~, then (ljIoifJ)*y = ifJ*(IjI*Y) 
In coordinates, pull-back by ifJ acts the same way as if ifJ were a coordinate 
transformation. The following shows that the rule in 2.17(a) embodies the 
coordinate expression: 
ifJ*P = ifJ*(Pa dxa) = (PaoifJ)ifJ*dxa = (PaoifJ)difJa = (PaoifJ) :t:dXB 
so 
aifJa (ifJ*Ph = PaoifJ aXB' 
One can think of one-forms as row vectors and vectors as column vectors in 
the sense of matrix algebra. The natural contraction p. Y defined by (p. Y)(X) 
= Px(Y(X», where P is a one-form on <B and Y a vector field, is just matrix 
multiplication (i.e. P AYA). If P = df, then p. Y is just Y[f] discussed earlier. 
Box 2.1 below makes some further connections between "classical" and 
"modern" tensor analysis, and summarizes the situation. 
Problem 2.4 Consider the motion ifJt and coordinate systems of Problem 
1.1. 
(i) Let w be a vector field on 1R3. Calculate ifJ~w. 
(ii) What if w is the spatial velocity? 
(iii) Let ~ be a one form on IR 3 • Calculate ifJ~~. 
(iv) Let Y(ZI, Z2, Z3) = (0, - Z3 , Z2). Calculate the ifJt-tilt of Y. 
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Box 2.1 Notational Relationship between Classical Tensor Analysis 
and Analysis on Manifolds 
CH. 1 
Classical Tensor Analysis Let {xa} denote a (curvilinear) coordinate 
system defined on an open subset of [Rn. Let Zl and il denote the Car-
tesian coordinate functions of [Rn and the corresponding unit basis 
vectors (the standard basis of [Rn), respectively. We may view the Zl as 
functions of xa and vice-versa. The coordinate basis vectors ea (thought 
of as column vectors) corresponding to xa, are defined by ea = (azl/axa)i/ 
and are tangent to their respective coordinate curves xa. The dual 
basis ea (throught of as row vectors) is defined by the inner product 
ea·eb = Jab. If we define the metric tensor gab by 
az/ aZi 
gab = aXa axb J/ j 
and let gab denote the inverse matrix of gab (SO gacgcb = Jab), then ea = 
gabeb. (This is an easy verification; see Section 1.3 for details.) Both ea 
and ea are usually viewed as vectors although they satisfy different trans-
formation laws; that is, if :xa denotes another coordinate system, then 
- axb -a a:xa b 
ea = a:Xaeb and e = axbe . 
To distinguish between the two types of vectors, the terminologies 
covariant and contravariant are applied to ea and ea, respectively. 
(Actually, ea is not a vector, but a one-form; the use of the metric is the 
source of confusion.) 
Tensor Analysis on Manifolds Let {xa} denote a coordinate system 
defined on an open set in a manifold S. The coordinate basis corre-
sponding to {xa} is denoted a/axa, and the dual basis is denoted dxa. 
The terminology "vector" is reserved for a/axa and the terminology 
"one-form" (or covector) is used for dxa. The transformation rules for 
a/axa and dxa are suggested by the differential operator notations; that 
is, if :Xa denotes another coordinate system on S, then 
a axb add -a a:xad b a:xa = a:xa axb an x = axb x. 
One sees from these expressions that a/axa and dxa are the analogs 
of ea and ea, respectively. If we define ea as the dual basis in the proper 
sense (i.e., ea is a linear functional) without use of the metric, then 
ea = a/axa and ea = dxa. 
Tensor analysis on manifolds is developed without assuming the 
structure of a "background" [Rn. Thus Cartesian coordinate systems and 
standard bases are unavailable, so relations of the form ea = 
(azi/axa)il are not allowed. The notion of a vector can be defined opera-
tionally via the directional derivative as follows. Let v = va(a/axa) = 
vaea denote a vector field on S. Then the directional derivative of the 
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functionf: & ---> IR in the direction v, denoted v[f], is given by v[f] = 
va(aflaxa), which is independent of the coordinate system. The analo-
gous quantity for vectors in IRn is given by 
v[f] ~.!!:-. f(ZI + fVI) [ = Vi a~ = va afa. 
df <=0 az ax 
Thus the end result is the same. 
The differential of f, denoted df, can be defined by df(v) = v[fJ. 
From this, the duality relation follows immediately: dxa(ajaxb) = 
axajaxb = Oab. This is the analog of the relationship ea·eb = Oab. 
Manifolds are important in the formulation of physical theories. 
For example, in relativity space-time is modeled as a four-dimensional, 
pseudo-Riemannian manifold. There is simply no Cartesian structure 
to fall back on. In continuum mechanics, with a manifold as a basic 
notion of a body, a geometric theory of structured materials becomes a 
possibility. Even for a simple body, tensor analysis on manifolds clari-
fies the basic theory. For instance, using manifold ideas we can see 
clearly how to formulate the pull-back and push-forward and hence to 
clarify the meaning of convective velocity (and many more things that 
are considered in the following sections). The metric is not required to 
talk about ea and ea. The confusion arises through unnecessary identi-
fications brought about by the presence of the Cartesian structure. If 
introduced in the manifold context, we can see exactly how the metric 
is needed (see Section 1.3). 
The following table summarizes the relations and notations of classi-
cal tensor analysis on IRn and tensor analysis on manifolds. 
Classical Tensor Analysis Tensor Analysis on Manifolds 
{xa} Coordinates {xa} 
azl : coodinate a 
ea = axa'i basis vectors axa = ea 
ea = gabeb dual basis dxa = ea 
ea.eb = oab duality relation dxa(a/axb) = oab 
_ ax'} r ax' a ea = a~aeb change of axa = axa axb 
-a axa b coordinates axa 
e = axbe dxa =-dxb axb 
v = vaea } coordinate {V = va(a/axa) 
va = ea.v 
representation va = dxa(v) 
of a vector 
at = (J,aea } coordinate {at = (J,adxa 
(J,a = ea·at representation (J,a = at(a/axa) 
of a one-form 
v[f] = va af directional v[f] = va af 
axa derivative axa 
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In classical tensor analysis, a vector and one-form are indistinguishable 
in the sense that we have the representations 
In tensor analysis on manifolds one avoids confusing vectors and one-
forms. 
Box 2.2 Summary 0/ Important Formulas/or Section 1.2 
Tangent Map of ¢: ill --> g, 
T¢: Till --> Tg" 
T¢. Wx = T¢(X, W) = (¢(X), D¢(X)· W), (T¢· Wx)a = :t: WA 
Projection 
Trs(T¢. Wx) = ¢(X) 
Tilt of a Vector Field Y 
V= T¢oY 
Push-Forward of Vector Field Y 
¢*Y = T¢oYo¢-1 
Pull-Back of Vector Field v 
¢*v = T¢-I ovo¢ 
Pull-Back of One-Form 11 
¢*Il = (Ilo ¢). T¢ 
Push-Forward of One-Form 1 
¢*1 = (¢-1)*1 
Change of Coordinates 
Differential of a Function 
df = second component of Tf 
(¢*"Oa = (YAo¢-I) a1~~)A 
a~a _ aia a¢b aXB 
aXA - axb aXB aXA 
- axb 
Pa = aiaPb 
df= af dxa 
axa 
dxa = ea, dual basis of ea 
CH. 1 
Directional Derivatives 
YU] = dfoY 
Pull-Back ofa Differential 
¢*df= d(¢*f) 
Chain Rules 
T(lf/o¢) = Tlf/oT¢ 
(If/o¢)* = ¢*olf/* 
Convective Velocity 
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Y[f] = /lA P 
1.3 THE DEFORMATION GRADIENT 
The derivative of the configuration of a body is called the deformation gradient. 
This object plays a fundamental role in the subsequent theory, so we shall 
devote this section to its detailed study. Several of the notions here serve as 
motivation for the geometric considerations of Section 1.4. Reciprocally, the 
general framework of that section will help give perspective and a deeper under-
standing of the results here. 
3.1 Definition Let ¢: ill ---> g be a Cl configuration of ill in g (ill and g can 
be general manifolds here). The tangent of ¢ is denoted F and is called the 
deformation gradient of ¢; thus F = T¢. For X E ill, we let Fx or F(X) denote 
the restriction of F to T xill. Thus F(X): T xill ---> T¢(x)g is a linear transforma-
tion for each X E ill. 
In Proposition 2.6 we worked out the coordinate description of F. We recall 
this for reference. 
3.2 Proposition Let {XA} and {xa} denote coordinate systems on ill and g, 
respectively. Then the matrix of F(X) with respect to the coordinate bases EiX) 
and ea(x) [where x = ¢(X)] is given by 
a a¢a 
FiX) = aXA(X), 
Ifwe have a motion ¢(X, t), we shall write the components of the deformation 
gradient for each t as Fa A( X, t), or merely as Fa A if we are suppressing the argu-
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ments. The deformation gradient F is an important example of a two-point 
tensor. These objects will be discussed in general in Section 1.4. Notice that the 
coordinate expression for Fa A does not involve any covariant derivatives. This is 
because ifJ is not a vector, but rather is a point mapping of CB to S. (Sometimes 
x = ifJ(X) is represented by an "arrow," but this can be a source of confusion.) 
For the remainder of this section we will assume S = [R" and CB c [R" is a 
simple body. (After the reader has digested Section 1.4, CB and S may be replaced 
by Riemannian manifolds.) 
3.3 Notation We let <,)x denote the standard inner product in [R" for 
vectors based at XES and similarly let <,)x be the standard inner product in 
[R" at X E CB. For a vector v E Tx S we let II v II" = <v, V)~/2 be the length of v. 
Similarly the length of W E TxCB is denoted II Wllx. (If there is no danger of 
confusion, the subscripts may be dropped.) 
Let A: TxCB --> TxS be a linear transformation. Then the transpose, or adjoint 
of A, written AT, is the linear transformation 
such that <A W, v)x = <W, ATv)x 
for aU WE TxCB and v E TxS. If B: TxS --> TxS is a linear transformation, it is 
called symmetric if B = BT. 
In a coordinate system {x·} on S, let the metric tensor g.b be defined by 
gab(X) = <e., eb)x and similarly define GAiX) on CB by GAiX) = <EA, EB)x. 
We let g.b and GAB denote the inverse matrices of g.b and GAB; these exist since 
gab and GAB are nonsingular. 
In Euclidean space, ea = (azljaxa)t so we have the expression 
azl az' 
g.b = ax. uxb Olj. 
Similarly, 
3.4 Proposition 
(i) For v, HI E TxS and a coordinate system {x·}, we have 
I <v, HI)x = gabVa~b·1 
(ii) If {x·} and {XA} are coordinate systems on Sand CB, respectively, and 
ifJ: CB --> S is a CI configuration of CB, then the matrix of FT is given by 
where x = ifJ( X). 
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Proof 
(i) This follows from the definition of gab and the expressions v = vaea and 
w = wbeb: 
(v, w)x = (vaea, wbeb) = vawb(ea, eb) = vawbgab· 
(ii) By definition, 
(FTW, W)x = (FW, w)x; that is, (FT)BbWbWAGAB = PAWAwbgab 
for all WET xffi and wETS" where FT and F have their arguments 
suppressed. Since Wand ware arbitrary, (FT)BbGAB = PAgab • Multi-
plying by GAC and using GABGAC = {PB gives the result. (In order for the 
map FT: T(rp(ffi» -----> Tffi to be well defined, rp must be regular.) I 
Problem 3.1 Define F*(x): T~~ -----> T1ffi by (F*(x)·P)(W) = P(F(x). W) 
for PET! ~ and WET xffi. Show that the matrix representative of F* 
with respect to the dual bases ea and EA is the transpose of P A, i.e. dropping 
x, F*(ea ) = FaAEA. 
3.5 Definition The (Green) deformation tensor (also called the right Cauchy-
Green tensor) C is defined by: 
C(X) = F(XYF(X) I 
Or, for short, C = FT F. 
If C is invertible, we let B = C-l, called the Piola deformation tensor. 
The following proposition gives some of the basic properties of C. 
3.6 Proposition Let rp be a CI configuration of ffi in Sand C the deformation 
tensor. 
(i) If {xa} and {X A} are coordinate systems on Sand ffi, respectively, then 
CA - (FT)A Fa _ GAC arpb arpa B - a B - gab axC aXB' 
(ii) C is symmetric and positive-semidefinite; that is, (CW, W)x > 0, and 
if each F x is one-to-one, then C is invertible and positive-definite; that is, 
(CW, W) > ° if W =1= O. (Note that F is one-to-one if rp is regular.) 
Proof 
(i) follows from the definition of C and 3.4(ii). 
(ii) Let WI' W2 E Txffi. Then (CWj, W2 )x = (FTFWI> W2 )x = 
(FW1 , FW2 )x = (WI' FTFW2 )x = (WI' CW2 )x, so C is symmetric. 
Clearly, (CW, W)x = (FW, FW)x > 0, so C is positive-semidefinite. 
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If F is one-to-one and if < CW, W) = <FW, FW) is zero, then FW 
= 0 and hence W = O. In particular, C is one-to-one and hence is 
invertible. I 
Symmetry of C means that CAB = C BA, where CAB = G ACCC B' We call CAB the 
associated components of C. We pause briefly to consider this notion. 
3.7 Definition Let at be a one form on S, with components lXa in a coordinate 
system {xa}; that is, at = lXaea. The associated vector field at l is defined to have 
components lXa = gablXb; that is, at l = lXaea = gablXbea. 
If v is a vector field, the associated one-form v~ is defined by v~ = vaea, where 
Va = gabvb. If 0' is a tensor with components (Tab, then the tensors with com-
ponents (T/ = (TacgCb, (Tab = (Tcbgca, and (Tab = (Tcdgcagdb , are called associated 
tensors. In general, a rank N tensor t has 2N associated tensors defined in a 
similar way. If we write t~, we mean the tensor associated to t that has all its 
indices lowered. Similarly, tl means t with all its indices raised. 
We wish to emphasize that associated tensors are different objects. Speci-
fically, vaea and vaea are not equal. These tensors are related via the metric tensor, 
but they are not the same tensor. This point can become confused because of an 
over-reliance on the Cartesian structure. The situation will be clarified in the 
next section. Another thing Section 1.4 will clarify is the very definition of C 
itself. We shall, in fact, see that C~ = ifJ*g, the pull-back of the metric g on S to 
CB. In a similar way, we can push the metric G on CB forward to S. This leads to 
a new tensor b = c- 1 with c~ = ifJ*G. The explicit definition follows. 
3.8 Definition Let ifJ be a regular Cl configuration of CB in S. Then the 
Finger deformation tensor (also called the left Cauchy-Green tensor) is defined 
on ifJ(CB) by 
b(x) = F(X)(F(X)Y: TxifJ(CB) -+ Tx¢J(CB) 
[where X = ifJ- 1(x)], or b = FFT for short. Also, define c = b- 1• 
Note that C is defined whether or not ifJ is regular, but c and b require ifJ- 1 
to exist to be defined. As in 3.6, one can prove the following. 
3.9 Proposition If ifJ is Cl and regular, then 
(.) ba - GAB aifJa aifJc and 1 b - gbc aXA aXB 
(ii) b is symmetric and positive-definite. 
Now we shall use a result from linear algebra. 
3.10 Lemma Let 'D be a finite-dimensional inner product space and let A: 
'D -+ 'D be a symmetric positive-definite linear transformation; that is, AT = A 
and <Av, v) > 0 if v EO 'D (v =F 0). Then there exists a unique symmetric positive-
definite linear transformation B: 'D -+ 'D such that B2 = A. 
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Let us recall the proof of existence (The summation convention is temporarily 
suspended): There is an orthonormal basis "'I' ... , "'n of eigenvectors for A. 
Let AI"'" An be the corresponding eigenvalues. Then A"'i = Ai"'i, so 
<A'I'i' "'I) = AI II "'I W > 0 and hence AI > O. Define B by B"'I = ~ Ai "'i' 
Thus BZ"'I agrees with A"'I> so BZ = A. This shows B exists. Note that the 
eigenvalues of B are the square roots of those of A. 
3.11 Definition Let if> be regular and let C and h be defined as above. Let V 
and V denote the unique symmetric, positive-definite square roots of C and h, 
respectively. We call Vand V the right and le}i stretch tensors, respectively. [For 
each XES, Vex): TxS ---> TxS and for each X E CB, VeX): TxCB -> TxCB.] 
The eigenvalues of V are called the principal stretches. 
Warning. Note that V also denotes the material velocity. However the 
meaning will be clear from the context. 
3.12 Proposition Let if> be regular. For each X E CB there exists an orthogonal 
transformation R(X): TxCB ---> TxS [i.e., R(XYR(X) = [ (the identity on TxCB) 
and R(X)R(XY = i (the identity on TxS)] such that 
F = RV [that is, F(X) = R(X)oV(X)] 
and F = VR [that is, F(X) = V(x)oR(X)]. 
Moreover, each of these decompositions is unique: ifF = iO, where ii is orthogon-
al and -0 is symmetric positive-definite, then ii = Rand 0 = V. We call R the 
rotation matrix and refer to F = RV and F = VR as the right and left polar 
decompositions, respectively. 
Proof Define R(X) = F(X)V(X)-I. Then RTR = V-IFTFV-I = V-ICV-I 
= V-IVZV-I = [since C = VZ by definition of V, and since (V-IY = V-I as 
V is symmetric positive-definite. Also, RRT = R(RT R)RT = (RRT)2, so RRT = [, 
since RRT is nonsingular. Thus the right polar decomposition is established. To 
establish its uniqueness, let F = ilO = RV. Then FTF = OT RT iio = Oz and 
FTF = VZ. Since symmetric positive square roots are unique, 0 = V. Hence 
R=R. 
Let F = V R be the left polar decomposition, established in the same manner 
as the right polar decomposition. We prove R = R. Indeed, F = VR = (RRT) 
vi = liCiiT vii). This has the form of the right decomposition, so by unique-
ness, R = R and V = RTVR. I 
From this proof we see that V and V are similar, and thus have the same 
eigenvalues. Therefore, the principal stretches can be defined in terms of either 
~FTF or ~FFT. The following commutative diagram summarizes the situation. 
Notice that, in general it does not make sense to ask that V = V since they map 
on different spaces. In particular, V and R do not commute. (However, if A is 
a symmetric transformation of an inner product space to itself, the components 
of its polar decomposition do commute and the left and right decompositions 
coincide.) 
Notice that U and V operate within each fixed tangent space; that is, U(X): 
TxCB -+ TxCB and V(x): Txfj) -+ TS). On the other hand, R maps TxCB to T"S; 
that is, it shifts the base point as well as rotating. 
3.13 Algorithm for Computing the Polar Decomposition Let X, x be fixed, 
and let F be given. To compute Rand U, let C = FTF, and let 'III, ... , 'lin be 
orthonormal eigenvectors of C with eigenvalues AI' ... , An' Let 
[
AI 0] 
A = '. and 'I' = ('III, ... , 'lin) 
o A. 
so that A = 'I'TC'I'. Let U = 'I' A 1/2'1'T, where 
[
,.j AI 0 ] 
AI/2 = 0 '. ,.j An (,.j AI> ... , ,.j A. are the principal stretches), 
and set R = FU-I.' Use a similar procedure for the left decomposition or let 
V = RURT. An explicit formula for U, R in the two-dimensional case is worked 
out in 3.15. 
Observe that b = V2 = (RURT)(RURT) = RU2RT = RCRT. Thus the Finger 
deformation tensor b and the deformation tensor C are conjugate under the 
rotation matrix. 
3.14 An Example of the Polar Decomposition 13 Let CB be the unit circular 
cylinder contained in 1R3 and let {Zl} and {ZI} denote coincident Cartesian coor-
dinate systems for IR 3 • Then CB can be written as 
CB = {XI [ZI(X)]2 + [Z2(X)]2 < I}. 
Consider the configuration ~ : CB -+ IR 3 defined explicitly by 
13The data for this example come from Jaunzemis [1967], pp. 78-79. 
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This configuration may be described as biaxial stretching the in z I, z2-plane. The 
boundary of <B, given by a<B = {XI [ZI(X»)2 + [Z2(X»)2 = I}, is deformed 
under ifJ into an ellipse: aifJ(<B) = {x I [ZI(X)]2 + ZI(X)Z2(X) + [Z2(X)]2 = 3}. In 
the coordinate system {il} defined by £1 = ft (Zl + Z2), £2 = ft (Z2 - Zl), 
and i 3 = Z3, the boundary of ifJ(63) can be represented by the equation 
[i l(x)]2/6 + [i2(x)]2/2 = 1. Thus the coordinate axes £1 and i2, which are 
rotated 45° counterclockwise with respect to Zl and Z2, coincide with the major 
and minor axes of the ellipse. 
The matrices pertient to the polar decomposition are listed below. 
F~[r ~ f] 
C~[~ ~ f] 
A ~ [~ ~ ~] 
[ 
1/2 Jj/2 O~] 
'I' = ,Jr/2 -1/2 
o 0 
[
3 +,Jr 
U __ 1_ 3- IT 
- 2ft -v .J 
o 
3-,Jr 
1 + 3,Jr 
o 
[
1 + 3Jj ,Jr - 3 
U-I = 4Jo ,Jr - 3 3 + Jj 
o 0 
[
,Jr + 1 ,Jr - 1 
R = 2J-z- 1 -,Jr ,Jr + 1 
o 0 
21] 
41] 
21] 
[
,Jr+l ,Jr-l 
v=Jz ,JrO-l ,JrO+l 3zl 
The physical interpretation of these results follows (see Fig. 1.3.1). 
Right decomposition U maps the unit disk in the ZI, Z2-plane into an ellipse 
with major and minor axes rotated 60° counterclockwise with respect to the ZI 
(a) (b) 
Figure 1.3.1 (a) Right decomposition of F: pure deformation 
(dashed curve) followed by a clockwise rotation through 15°. (b) Left 
decomposition of F: clockwise rotation of the circle through 15°, 
followed by the pure deformation V. 
and Z2 axes, respectively. R then rigidly rotates the elliptic cylinder 15° clockwise 
about the Z3-axis into its final position. 
Left decomposition R maps the unit disk rigidly into itself. Then V maps the 
unit disk into an ellipse with major and minor axes coinciding with the £1 and 
i2 axes, respectively. 
Note that U leaves three orthogonal directions unrotated (the directions are 
defined by its eigenvectors). Similarly, V leaves three coordinate directions 
unrotated (these are given by its eigenvectors, which coincide with the axes of 
the coordinate system {ZiD. The principal stretches-that is, 1, Vb and ..j2 -
which are the eigenvalues of U (or V) determine the "size" of the deformation. 
For example, the major axis of the deformed ellipse is -JO and minor axis is 
,J2. 
Problem 3.2 Find the polar decompositions of 
F= [~ ~l 
Employ the substitution K = 2 tan at and check that 
U = [C~S IX sin at ] 
sm at (l + sin2 at)jcos at 
&4 
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3.15 Proposition In the two-dimensional case, let 
I = [~ ~J 
Ie = trace C, and lIe = det C. 
Then U= 1 (C- III I) and R=FU-l. 
"J(Ie + 2"JIId "" ue 
Proof By the Cayley-Hamilton theorem from linear algebra, 
U2 - Iu U + IJuI= O. 
But C = U2, and det C = (det U)2, so C - IuU + "JllcI = O. Taking the trace 
gives Ie - (lu)2 + 2"JIIe = 0, so lu = "Jle + 2"JIIe. Solving C - IuU + 
"JIIeI = 0 for U and substituting for lu gives the result. I 
The reader might wish to re-work Problem 3.2 using 3.15. 
Problem 3.3 The Cayley-Hamilton theorem for 3 x 3 matrices U states 
that 
- U3 + luU2 - IIuU + IIIuI = 0 
where lu = tr U, IIu = det U(tr U-I), and IIIu = det U 
are the principal invariants of U. Use this to work out an explicit formula 
for U in terms of C and its principal invariants. 
Next we study how the deformation tensor and the stretch tensors measure 
changes in lengths and angles. Recall that if (J: [a, b] --> <B is a C1 (or piecewise 
CI) curve, its length is given by 
1«(J) = s: II (J'(A) II d.t 
3.16 Proposition Let (J be a Cl curve in <B and let cf> he a Cl configuration of 
<B in S. Let a = cf>o(J he the image of a under cf>. Then the length of a depends only 
on (J and on the stretch tensor U. 
Proof From the chain rule a'(A) = Tcf>«(J(A»a'(A) = Fu(.t)(J'(A). Hence 
Thus 
II a'(A) II = (FuW(J'(A), FuWa'(A»I/2 
= (a'(A), F~(.t)Fu(.t)(J'(A»1/2 
= «(J'(A), Cuwa'(A»1/2 
= (a'(A), U;(.t)(J'(A»1/2 = II Uuw(J'(A) II. 
lea) = s: II U(f(.t)(J'(A) II dk I 
We call a the deformation of (J under cf> (see Figure 1.3.2). 
O"(A) 
a 
lR 
f 
a 
Figure 1.3.2 
Recall that the angle (J between two vectors VI> V2 E Tx£ is given by cos (J = 
<v"v2>/llv,II'lIv2 11, and that the angle between two C' curves is the angle 
between their tangent vectors at a point of intersection. 
3.17 Proposition Let 0", and 0"2 be two C' curves in <B that intersect at 
X E <B [i.e., O",(A,) = 0"20'2) = Xl. Then the angle between the deformed curves 
fi, and fi2 depends only upon 0"" 0"2, and UX' 
Proof As in 3.16, fi;(A) = F .. ,{.I)O";(A) and II fi;O·) II = II U .. ,{.I)O";(A) II. Now 
<fi~0.,),.fi~(A2»x = <Fxo"~(AI)' FXO"~0'2»x 
= <RxUXO"~(A,,), RxUxo"~(A2»x = <U;'o"~(AI)' UXo"~(A2»X' 
The angle (J between fi~O.,) and fi~(..t2) is thus 
cos (J _ <UxO"~(..t,), UXO"~(..t2»X I 
- II UxO"~(..t,)llx·1I UxO"~(..t2)llx 
Thus U (or C) measures the distortion, as manifested by changes in lengths 
and angles, due to the configuration q,. Note that R, being orthogonal, has no 
effect on lengths or angles. 
Previously we defined the mappings C: T<B -> T<B and h: T£ -> T£. In the 
ensuing developments we deal with the associated mappings C·: T<B -> T*<B 
and h': T£ -+ T*£ which are obtained by lowering the first index of C and h, 
respectively. The components of C and hare 
CAB = GACgabFbcFaB and bab = GABgbcFaAFcB 
and the components of C, and h' are given by 
CAB = GADCDB and bab = gacbcb' 
(In the next section we provide an abstract treatment of raising and lowering 
indices.) 
3.18 Definition The material (or Lagrangian) strain tensor E: T<B -> T<B is 
defined by 2E = C - I. The associated tensor E' is given by 2E' = C, - P. 
liS 
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In components, 2EAB = CAB -.OAB and 2EAB = CAB - GAB' Thus E = 0 is 
equivalent to C = I, which implies that points in (B experience no relative 
motion under if>. The reason for the factor "2" in the definition of E will be 
evident when we consider the linearized theory. 
3.19 Definition Let if> be regular. The spatial (or Eulerian) strain tensor e: 
Tg - Tg is defined by 2e = i - c, where c = h- 1 : Tg - Tg. 
The associated mapping and component forms of e are given by 
2e' =;' - c', 
As we shall see in Section 1.4, the various tensors defined here can be 
redefined in terms of pull-backs and push-forwards: 
C' = if>*(g) 
B' = if>*(gl) 
E' = if>*(e') 
c' = if>*(G) 
h' = if>*(G') 
e' = if>*(E'). 
The component forms of these definitions (with x = if>(X), as usual) are: 
CAB(X) = g"lX)F"A(X)FbiX) cab(x) = GAB(X)(F(X)-l)AiF(X)-l)Bb 
BAB(X) = g"b(x)(F(X)-l)AiF(Xtl)Bb 
EAB(X) = e"b(x)F"A(X)FbB(X) 
The following conditions are equivalent: 
C=I 
B=I 
E=O 
Box 3.1 Shifters and Displacements 
bab(x) = GAB(X)F"iX)FbiX) 
e"b(x) = EAB(X)(F(X)-l)Aa(F(X)-l)Bb' 
c=i 
h =i 
e= O. 
In the special case of Euclidean space, there are some additional con-
cepts that are sometimes useful. 
3.20 Definition Let (B c g = IR" be a simple body and let if> be a 
CI configuration. The map 
S: T(B- Tg" SeX, W) = (if>(X), W) 
is called the shifter. If if>t is a motion, we write S,(X, W) = (if>,(X), W), 
and let Sx be the restriction of S to Tx(B so that Sx: Tx(B - Txg. 
Notice that S parallel transports vectors emanating from X to vec-
tors emanating from if>(X). See Figure 1.3.3. 
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Figure 1.3.3 
On general Riemannian manifolds, the notion of shifter still makes 
sense if a motion is under consideration: S,(Wx) parallel translates 
Wx along the curve CP,(X). However, shifters have been used primarily 
in the IRn context. 14 
3.21 Proposition 
(i) Let {X"} and {XA} be coordinate charts on Sand <B, respectively. 
Then the components of S are given by 
axa aZI . S"A(X) = azi (x) aXA(X) JII 
(ii) S is orthogonal: ST = S-I. 
Proof 
(i) Since sex, W) = (cp(X), W), Sx as a linear transformation is 
"the identity": saAWA = Wa. But WA = (aXAjaZI)WI and 
W" = (axa/azi) Wi. Substituting these gives the result. 
(ii) follows from <SXW1' SxWz)x = <WI> Wz)x I 
Recall that the rotation tensor R rotates as well as moves base points. 
Using the shifter we can break up R into two parts by defining Rl = 
RS-l and Rz = S-IR. Thus we have R =.R1S (shift and then rotate), 
and R = SRz (rotate and then shift). In general, Rl * Rz. The diagram 
that goes with this follows. 
14For instance, in shell theory S = IR 3, <B is a surface, and shifters are defined as above by 
ordinary parallel translation in IR 3 • 
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Sx 
TxCB ------------.......... TxS 
uxt IR lex) 
F(X) 
TxCB ------------.......... Tx S 
R'(X)I tv, 
TxCB------------........ 
Sx 
3.22 Definition Let q,: <B -> S = [Rn be a Cl configuration of <B. 
We consider [Rn a vector space; thus it makes sense to write q,(X) - X. 
The vector field on <B, defined by U(X) = (X, q,(X) - X), is called the 
displacement. See Figure 1.3.4. 
{Zl} X~ U(X) 
r/J(X) = x 
Figure 1.3.4 
In the general case in which S is not a linear space, the displacement 
is not defined. It may be used only when the Cartesian structure of the 
ambient space is available. 
Warning: Transforming U as a vector to new coordinates is not 
compatible with transforming ¢(X) and X as points to the new compo-
nents (Le., the equation U = x - X is not a tensorial equation). 
3.23 Proposition Let [Zl} and [Zi} denote collinear Cartesian coor-
dinate systems for [Rn, and assume that the origins of these frames are 
connected by a vector Y = Y1!1' Then UI(X) = yl - ZI(X) + Ol/q,/(X). 
See Figure 1.3.5. 
Proof If x E [Rn, then ZI(X) = yl + OIIZi(X), by definition of the 
coordinates. Let the vector components of Ube denoted UI ; then UI(X) 
= q/(X) - ZI(X). Combining these results yields the assertion. I 
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Z3 
x 
f/>(X) =x 
Zl 
Figure 1.3.5 
3.24 Proposition The deformation gradient is given by F = 
S(I + DU). (Here DU is the covariant derivative of U; in component 
form, UA1B.) 
Proof We work first in Cartesian coordinates. Employing the result 
of 3.23, we find that 
P J = 61/ (61J + ~~~). 
Using 3.21(i) and transforming to the coordinate systems {XA} and {xa} 
yields £aB = sai6AB + UA1B). I 
3.25 Corollary C = 1+ DU + (DUY + (DUY DU 
and 2E = DU + (DUY + (DUY DU. 
If ifJ is regular, then a "dual displacement" to U can be defined by 
u = SUoifJ-l. See Figure 1.3.6. Analogous to the previous develop-
ment, the following formulas are easily established: 
x 
F-I = S-I(i - Du), (Du)ab = Ua'b 
C = i - Du - (DuY + (DuY(Du) 
2e = Du + (DuY - (DuY(Du). 
Figure 1.3.6 
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Problem 3.4 Show that e· = S·AEA and e. = S/EA, where 
SaA = g.bSbBGAB. 
Problem 3.5 Show that the (unique) solution of the equations 
a¢>,/at = v,orjJ, and Dv,jDt = 0 with tPo = J, VO = V is tP, = 
J + t V, v, = S,( V). Give an explicit example on IR to show that 
¢>, can fail to be regular in a finite time. 
Problem 3.6 Given a motion tP, and WE Txffi, show that 
(a/at)SlW) = -Vv,S,(W). 
Suppose that a motion tP, is under consideration. We want to calculate the 
rate of change of the various deformation tensors. 
3.26 Definition Let <p, be a Cl motion of ffi in S, and let C be the defor-
mation tensor. The material (or Lagrangian) rate of deformation tensor D is 
defined by 
a 2D(X, t) = at C(X, t). 
Note that C(X, t); Txffi ---+ Txffi for each t, so it makes sense to differentiate 
C(X, t) in t to obtain another linear transformation. The reason for the factor 
"2" will become clear when we study the linearized theory; see Chapter 4. 
To compute D in coordinates, we introduce the covariant derivative of V. 
(It will be considered abstractly in terms of covariant differentiation of two-
point tensors in Section 1.4.) 
3.27 Definition The covariant derivative of the material velocity is defined 
in coordinates {x·} and {XA} on Sand ffi, respectively, by 
V• avo + a Vbpd IB = aXB 'Ybd B 
or, putting in the arguments, 
Val iX, t) = ~i;(X, t) + y~aCtP(X, t»Vb(X, t)PdB(X, t). 
Problem 3.7 If ffi c S = IRn is a simple body, show that valB are simply 
the matrix entries of the linear map DV(X) relative to the coordinate 
systems {x·} and [XA}. (Imitate the proof of 1.13 and use the chain 
rule at the appropriate point.) Prove that if tP, is regular, valix, t) = 
v"lb(X, t)PbiX, t). 
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3.28 Proposition In coordinates, the following are the components of D: 
The proof requires an observation about the Christoffel symbols ne, which, 
in fact, was at the historical origins of Riemannian geometry: Ybe depends only 
on gab' 
3.29 Lemma We have the identities 
and 
Proof The first follows at once from the explicit definitions of gab and Ybe in 
3.4 and 1.8, recalling that (azi/axa)(axa/az j ) = o~. The second identity follows 
by substituting the formula for gab into its right-hand side, remembering gbe and 
Ybe are symmetric in (b, c). I 
Proof of 3.28 We have GAC(X)CAiX, t) = gae(¢(X, t»F"c(X, t)PiX, t), and 
so, differentiating in t, 
2G DA - agaeVdFc Fa ~ avc Fa + Fc aVa AC B - axd c B T gac axC B gac C aXB' 
Using the first identity from 3.29, this equals (after changing two dummy sum-
mation variables to b) 
( b VdFc + aVb)Fa + ( b VdFa + aVb)Fc gabYdc C gab aXC B gbeYda B gbc aXB c 
= gabVblcFaB + gbcVblBFcc' I 
In Section 1.6, we will recognize DI as ¢*(Lvg), the pull-back of the Lie 
derivative of the metric. 
3.30 Proposition Let ¢t be a C2 motion of CB. Let WI, W2 E TxCB and let 
w/(t) = F(X, t)W; (i = 1,2). Then 
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Proof 
:t <w 1(t), wz(t»¢(x.t) = :r <WI> F(X, t)TF(X, t)Wz)x 
d 
= dt <WI> C(X, t)Wz)x = <WI> 2D(X, t)Wz)x. I 
This proposition shows that D(X, t) measures the rate of change of the inner 
product of vectors as they are pushed forward by the motion. 
Combined with 3.28, 3.30 yields: 
3.31 Corollary In coordinates, 
:r {gairp(X, t»F"iX, t)wtPB(X, t)wn 
= WTW~gacCrp(X, t»{VCleF"B + VOIBF"d(X, t). 
Problem 3.8 Work out the metric and Christoffel symbols for the 
spherical coordinate system (p, 0, rp) on 1R3. 
Problem 3.9 Consider the motion of IR z in 1R2 given by 
rp(ZI, Z2, t) = [~ t7] [~:] 
(a steady shearing). Calculate the deformation tensor and the rate of 
deformation tensor. 
Box 3.2 Summary of Formulas for Section 3.1 
Covariant Derivativesfor Simple Bodies CB in S = 1R3 
U: CB ~ TCB; DU: TCB ~ TCB UAIB = ~~; + neUe 
v: S ~ TS; Dv: TS --> TS 
V: CB ~ TS; DV: TCB --> TS 
V = vorp; DV = DvoF 
Metric Tensors 
G: TCB --> T*CB 
g: TS~ T*S 
G'= G-l 
g' =g-1 
a ava + a c V Ib = (lxb . Ybc V 
ValB = ~i; + (Y~corp)VbF"B 
ValA = (Valborp)FbA 
aZI aZJ 
GAB = aXA aXB OIJ 
azl aZ} 
gab = aXa dxb Ol} 
(GAB) = (GAB)-1 
(gab) = (gab)-1 
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Deformation Gradient 
F: TCl3 ~ TS; 
F(X, W) = (cp(X), Dcp(X). W) 
FT: TS ~ TCl3; (FT)Aa = 
CH. 1 
FT(X, w) = (cp-I(X), Dcp(cp-I(X»)T.W) gQb(PBoCP-I)«(;BAocp-l) 
Polar Decomposition (U and V are the stretch tensors under this 
heading) 
F=RU=VR FaA = RQBUBA 
= (VQbo¢)Rb A 
R: TCl3 ~ TS R-I = RT 
U: TCl3 ~ TCl3 (symmetric positive-definite) GACUCB = GBCUCA 
V: TS ----> TS (symmetric positive-definite) gacVCb = gbcVCa 
Deformation Tensors 
C(X, W) = (X, Dcp(XY Dcp(X)W) 
C = FTF CAB = GAC(gabocp)FbcFQB 
B = C-I (BAB) = (CAB)-l 
2E = C - 1 2EAB = CAB - ~A B 
h = FFT bab = (GABocp-l)gbcCFaAocp-I)(PBocp-l) 
c=h- I cab-=(bQb)-1 
2e = c - i 2eab = Cab - ~ab 
C~ = cp*(g) CAB = (gabocp)PAFbB 
B' = cp*(gl) BAB = (gabocp)«F-l)Aao¢)«F-l)Bbo¢) 
E~ = ¢*(e) EAB = (eabo¢)PAPB 
c~ = ¢*(G) Cab = (GABo¢-I)(F-l)Aa(F-l)Bb 
hi = ¢iG') bab = (GABo¢-I)(PAo¢-I)(PBo¢-I) 
e~ = ¢*(E~) eab = (EABo¢-I)(F-I)AQ(F-l)Bb 
Shifter in [Rn 
S: TCl3 ~ TS; 
SeX, W) = (¢(X), W) 
ST: TS ~ TCl3; 
S-I = ST 
Displacements in [Rn 
U: Cl3 ---> TCl3; 
U(X) = (X, ¢(X) - X) 
F=S(I+ DU) 
C=I+DU+DUT 
+ DUTDU 
2E= DU+ DUT 
+ DUTDU 
u = SUo¢-1 
F-I = STU - Du) 
Ul = ~II¢I _ 21 
FaA = saiJBA + UB,A) 
CAB = ~AB + UA'B + GADGBCUC'D 
+ GADGCEUE/DUC,B 
2EAB = UA'B + GADGBCUC'D 
+ GADGCEUE/DUC'B 
Ua = (saAo¢-I)(UAo¢-I) 
(F-I)Ao = (ST)Ab(JbQ - Ub'a) 
CH. 1 
c = i - Du - DuT 
+ DuTDu 
2e = Du + DuT 
- DuTDu 
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cab = oab - UQlb - g"dgbcUCld 
+ g"dgceUeldUclb 
2eab = Ualb + gadgbcUCld 
- gadgce UeldUclb 
1.4 TENSORS, TWO-POINT TENSORS, 
AND THE COVARIANT DERIVATIVE 
The previous section introduced a number of important geometric concepts. 
This section will examine these objects in further detail from both the abstract 
and the computational point of view. By this time the reader should be com-
fortable enough with manifolds so that we can treat the general case with no 
more effort than the case of open sets in IR 3 • 
Our notation throughout is as above: <B and S are manifolds, points in <B 
are denoted by X and those in S by x. The tangent spaces are written Tx<B and 
TxS. Coordinate systems are denoted {X A} and {x"} for <B and S, respectively, 
with corresponding bases EA and e a and dual bases EA and ea. The summation 
convention is enforced. 
4.1 Definition A tensor of type ( ~ ) at X E <B is a multilinear mapping 
T: T~<B x ... x T~<B x Tx<B x ... x Tx<B -> IR 
.. ., " ,/ 
p copies q copies 
(multilinear means linear in each variable separately). The components of Tare 
defined by 
TA1A,oO'A'B1B,oO.B. = T(EA1, EA" ..• , EA" EB" EB" .•• , EB.) 
so that T(or,l, ... ,or,P, WI>' .. , Wq) = TA1.oOA'Bl.oOB. 1X~1 ... IX~, Wfl ... W:' 
where or,l E T~<B, or,l = (J.,~EA, W) E Tx<B, and W} = W1EA. We say that T 
is contravariant of rank p (p indices up) and covariant of rank q (q indices down). 
A tensor field of type (~) is an assignment T( X) of a tensor of type ( ~ ) 
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at X for each X E CB. The components are functions of X and are denoted 
TA1· .. APB1···B,(X). 
CH. 1 
We can make the space of all tensors on CB into a vector bundle T:(CB) over CB 
(as with the tangent bundle) and a tensor field T may be regarded as a section of 
this bundle; that is, T assigns to each base point X E CB an element of the fiber 
of T:(CB) over X. 
A tensor field is said to be of class Cr ifits components are cr functions of XA 
in any coordinate system. 
We can regard vectors as ( 6) tensors,IS one-forms as (~) tensors, and 
functions as ( g ) tensors. 
We can, by a similar process, position the indices in other slots. For instance, 
a fourth-order tensor that is a multilinear mapping 
T: T~CB X TxCB X T~CB X TxCB -> IR 
has indices positioned like this: 
TABeD· 
A tensor or tensor field T has a separate existence from its components 
TA1A""APB1B, ... B" and it makes sense to write down T without any indices, just as 
for vectors. 
4.2 Proposition Let {XA} and {XA} be two coordinate systems on CB and T a 
tensor field of type ( ~). Then the components of T in these two systems are 
related by 
Proof This follows from the definition of components, multilinearity, and 
the formulas 
4.3 Definition Let T be a tensor of type ( ~ ) and S a tensor of type ( ; ) . 
Then the tensor product T ® S is the tensor of type (~ t ;) defined by 
p copies q copies 
(T ® S)(X): (T~CB X . ~. X T~CB) x (rxCB x . ~. x TxcB) 
r c<?pies s c~pies 
x (T-~-CB-x-... x T~ffi) x (rxCB x ... x TxCB) -> IR; 
ISIf W is a vector at X, we set W(a,) = a,(W) for a, E T}cB. 
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(T ® S)(X)(a l , ••• , a P , WI> ... , Wq, pI, ... , pr, YI> ... , Y.) 
= T(X)(a l , •• • ,aP , WI>' .. ,Wq),S(X)(PI, .. . ,pr, Y I, ... , Ys). 
Thus 
= TA""A'B""B,(X)· SC""C'D""D.(X), 
Addition and scalar multiplication of tensors are defined in the obvious way. 
Problem 4.1 In a coordinate system {XA} on ffi, show that the matrix of 
components of EA ® EB is a matrix of O's with the exception of a 1 in the 
(A, B) slot. 
The following is easily proven from the definitions. 
4.4 Proposition The following holds for a tensor T of type ( ~ ) : 
T(X) = TA,···A'B""B.(X)EA , ® ... ® EA, ® EB, ® ... ® EBa. 
Next, we define contractions of tensors. 
4.5 Definition The contraction of a one-form a and a vector field W is 
defined by 
a· W(X) = a(X)(W(X» = lXiX)WA(X). 
If T and 5 are tensors, the contraction of the ith covariant index of T and jth 
contravarient index of 5 is defined by fixing all the other slots (or indices) and 
contracting T in the ith covariant index as a one-form with the jth contravarient 
index of 5 as a vector field. 
The operation of contracting the ith contravariant index of a tensor T with 
the jth covariant index of the same tensor is defined in a similar fashion. The 
contraction of a ( ~ ) tensor is called its trace. (Thus to contract two indices, 
one upper and one lower, we merely set the indices equal and sum.) 
When two indices are simultaneously contracted, we shall use two dots. For 
example, if Rand S are tensors of types ( 6 ) and ( ~), respectively, R: S is 
the scalar defined by RAB S AB' 
The ideas of pull-back and push-forward, defined in Section 1.2 for one forms 
and vector fields, extend easily to tensors as follows. 
4.6 Definition Let ifJ; ffi ----> S be a regular mapping. If T is a tensor of type 
( ~ ), its push-forward ifJ* T is a tensor of type ( ~ ) on ifJ(ffi) defined by 
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where «I E T:S, VI E TxS, X = qJ-I(X), t/J*(<<I)·V = a/·(Tt/J·V) and t/J*(v,) = 
T(qJ-I)·V}" The pull-back I 6 of a tensor t defined on t/J(iJ3) is given by t/J*t = 
(t/J-I)*t. 
In coordinates we have the following relations which result from the defini-
tions and the corresponding formulas for one-forms and vector fields (see 2.9 
and 2.16). 
4.7 Proposition Letting F(X) = Txt/J and x = t/J(X), we have 
('" T)a,' "a. () 'f'* bl •.. hq X 
= PIA.(X) ... Fa'AlX). TA,··APB""Bq(X)·(F-I)B'b,(X) ... (F-I)Bqb,(X) 
and 
(t/J*t)AI" ·Ap BI" 'B,(X) 
= (F-I)A'a.(X) ... (F-I)APap(x)·ta""aPb, ... b.(X)·Fb'B.(X) ... P'B,(X). 
Before going on to two-point tensors, it is useful to consider first some of the 
extra structure that enters when we have a Riemannian metric. 
4.8 Definition A Riemannian metric on iJ3 is a Coo covariant two-tensor G 
(i.e., G is a tensor of type ( ~ ) ) such that for each X E iJ3: 
(i) G(X) is symmetric; that is, for WI' W2 E TxiJ3, G(X)(WI! Wz) = 
G(X)(Wz, WI)' 
(ii) G(X) is positive-definite: G(X)(W, W) > 0 for 0 =F W E Tx iJ3; 
in other words, G(X) is an inner product on TxiJ3. If there is no danger 
of confusion, we often write 
G(X)(WI' W2 ) = <WI! W2 )x. 
(A Riemannian metric on S will be denoted g.) 
Notice that symmetry of G means GAB = GBA and that <WI' Wz)x = 
GAJX)W1W~. Condition (ii) states that the matrix GAB is positive-definite. 
Warning: In classical tensor analysis, G (or g if we use S) is often used to 
denote --J det[ GAB] (or --J det[gab))' 
Next we describe associated tensors (i.e., new tensors obtained by raising and 
lowering indices) in greater detail than was considered in Section 1.3. 
4.9 Definition For X E iJ3, define the linear transformation GI(X): 
TxiJ3 --> T~iJ3 by GI(X)(Wl) = «(X), where «(X)(Wz) = <WI! W2)x; that is, 
GI(X)(WI) = <WI! • >x. Since G(X) is positive-definite GI(X) is invertible; its 
inverse is denoted GI(X): T~iJ3 --> TxiJ3. 
16Regularity is not needed to pull back the covariant components. Pull-back of contra-
variant components and push-forward of both covariant and contravariant components 
require regularity. See Box 2.2. 
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4.10 Proposition G'(X).EA = GAB(X).EB' where GAB(X) is the inverse 
matrix ofGAiX). 
Proof GI(X)(GAB(X).EB)(Ec) = GAB(X)<EB' Ec)x = GAB(X)GBC(X) = OAC 
= EA(Ec). Thus GI(X)(GAB(X).EB) = EA, so the result holds. I 
We may regard G' as a (~ ) tensor on CB; 4.10 states that its components 
are GAB. 
4.11 Definition Let T be a tensor of type ( ~) on CB. The 2p+q associated 
tensors are defined by applying G~ or G' to each slot. For instance, lowering 
the first index on T gives the tensor T I defined by 
T I : TxCB X !~CB X ... X T~~ X !xCB X ... X Tx~----->IR 
p _ 1 v copies q copies 
TI(Y, CZ z, • •• ,czP ' WI>' .. , Wq) = T(GI. Y, czz, • •• ,otp , WI>' .. , Wq). 
That is, 
These indices are denoted by TA,A''''A'B''''B. (although they are the components 
of T I' which does not equal. T). Similarly, the components of the tensor T z 
obtained by raising the first covariant index of T are denoted 
InvariantIy, 
Tz(otl>'" ,otp, PI' Wz, ••• ,Wq) = T(otl>'" ,otp, G"PI' Wz, ••• , Wq). 
The tensor obtained by raising all the indices of T is denoted T' and that ob-
tained by lowering an the indices is denoted TI. 
If F is a real-valued function, the vector field (dF)' = V F is called the 
gradient of F; that is, 
4.12 Definition 1fT and 5 are tensors of the same type (or same total order), 
their inner product is defined by 
<T, 5) = contraction of T' and 51 on all indices 
For instance, suppose T is a (~) tensor and 5 is a (~) tensor. Then T·S 
is usually used to denote the contraction TABSBC and T: 5 denotes the double 
contraction; thus T: S = <T, S) is the trace ofT·S. 
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Warning: Raising and lowering indices may not, in general, be interchanged 
with puII-back or push-forward. Thus, (¢>*t)' 0:/= ¢>*(t'). 
Problem 4.2 Show that (¢>*t)' does coincide with ¢>*(t'), provided the 
first # is taken with respect to ¢>*g rather than G. 
4.13 Proposition The deformation tensor C is given by 
where ¢>: CB ----> S is a configuration and g is the metric tensor on S. 
Proof From Proposition 3.6 we have 
(C~)AiX) = CAiX) = gab(x)PiX)£biX), 
but from 4.7 these are exactly the components of ¢>*g. I 
Note that ¢> need not be regular for ¢>*g and hence for C to be defined. As an 
exercise we ask the reader to show, using Proposition 3.9, that 
h' = ¢>*G' and B' = ¢>*g', 
but we again warn that 
h~ 0:/= ¢>*G = c~ and B~ 0:/= ¢>*g = C~. 
Next we shaII discuss two-point tensors. 17 These objects play an important 
role in continuum mechanics; a prime example is the deformation tensor FaA' 
4.14 Definition A two-point tensor T of type (; ~) at X E CB over a mapping 
¢>: CB ----> S is a multilinear mapping 
T: (!~CB x .~. x T~~) x (!xCB x .~. x Tx~) 
p copies q copies 
x (T~S x ... x T~S) x <TxS x ... x TxS) ----> [R., 
I copies m copies 
where x = ¢>(X). 
The components ofT are defined by 
relative to coordinates [XA} on CB and [xa} on S. 
A two-point tensor field T assigns a two-point tensor T(X) to each point 
X E CB, as with ordinary tensor fields. 1 8 
17 A main reference for two-point tensors is Ericksen [1960]. 
18Jn manifold language, a two-point tensor is a section of the bundle T:(63) ® T~(ifJ*(TS» 
over 63. Here ¢*(TS) denotes the pull-back bundle whose fiber over X E 63 is T9'(x)S, 
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The positioning of the indices can, of course, be altered just as with ordinary 
tensors. For example, a two-point tensor with indices P Ab is a multilinear 
mapping T: T: S X Txffi X TxS --> IR. 
The deformation gradient P A may be regarded as a two-point tensor as 
follows: 
F(X): T~S X Txffi --> IR, (a., W) ~ a.(Tx¢·W). 
The components of F are, of course, just FaA = a¢ajaxA. 
Two-point tensors are natural generalizations of vector fields and one forms 
over maps. Note that a two-point tensor is regarded as a function of X E CB, 
and not of XES. One can think of a two-point tensor as having two tensor 
"legs," one in CB and one in S. We leave it for the reader to write down the general 
coordinate transformation rule for two-point tensors. 
The operations on tensors generalize naturally to operations on two-point 
tensors. These include: raising and lowering indices, tensor products, push-
forward, pull-back, tilt, and contraction. For instance, suppose we have a 
two-point tensor P Ab and wish to pull back the first contravariant index a from 
S to CB. Doing this gives a new two-point tensor T whose components are de-
noted fB Ab and is defined in the following ways. 
Abstractly: 
T(X): T::<B X TxCB X TxS --> IR, T(X)(a., W, v) = T(X)(¢*(a.), W, v), 
In components: 
TBAb(X) = PAb(X)(F-l)Bix) = PAb(X) ~;:. 
Notice that raising and lowering indices on the S leg is done using g and on 
the CB leg using G. For instance, 
TaAb(X) = gaiX)T<AlX) and PAb(X) = GAB(X)PBb(X) 
A number of fundamental two-point tensors will come up in our later work, 
so it is essential that the reader become familiar with them. (The first Piola-
Kirchhoff stress tensor P is an example.) 
Problem 4.3 Consider the motion of Problem 1.1. Calculate the com-
ponents of the two-point tensors F ® V and F ® v in the given 
coordinates. 
Problem 4.4 (a) Let N} B be a given fourth-order two-point tensor. 
Write down a formula for its pull-back to CB. 
(b) What is the pull-back of the fourth-order tensor FT ® F to CB? Of 
the second-order tensor FT. F (contraction on one pair of indices)? What 
are the associated components of FT. F? 
Our next task is to consider some further aspects of Riemannian geometry. 
We want to generalize covariant differentiation from vector fields on IRn (Section 
1.1) to general tensor fields and two-point tensor fields on Riemannian mani-
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folds. We shall develop what is needed briefly and concisely since there are 
detailed treatments available in standard text books. 
4.15 Definition Let WI and W2 be vector fields on a manifold ~. The 
Lie bracket of WI and W 2 is defined (as a derivation) by means of the commu-
tator: 
Recall that W[fl = WA(al/aXA), the derivative of I in direction W. From 
this and the definition, one sees that 
[W W]A WBawt WBaw1 I, 2 = I aXB - 2 aXB' 
That is, in Euclidean notation, (WI· V) W2 - (W2 • V) WI' 
Problem 4.5 Verify Jacobi's identity: [[X, Y], Z] + [[Z, X], Y] + 
crY, Z], X] = O. 
Before defining the covariant derivative, it is useful to have the abstract 
notion of a connection (or covariant derivative) at hand. We shall link it with 
the metric shortly. 
4.16 Definition A connection on a manifold ~ is an operation V that asso-
ciates to each pair of vector fields W, Y on ~ a third vector field denoted V w Y 
and called the covariant derivative of Yalong W, such that: 
(i) V w Y is linear in each of Wand Y; 
(ii) V fW Y = IV w Y for scalar functions I; and 
(iii) Vw{fY) = IVwY + (W[/DY. 
These conditions are reasonable requirements for an operation that is sup-
posed to differentiate Y in the direction W. Note that (iii) is analogous to the 
product rule for differentiation. 
4.17 Definition The Christoffel symbols of a connection V on ~ are defined 
on a coordinate system {XA} by r~e(X)EA(X) = (V EsEe)(X). (Consistent with 
our previous conventions, we denote the Christoffel symbols on CB by r~e and 
those on ~ by JlZc') 
Problem 4.6 If {XA} is another coordinate system on~, show that 
-A _ aXA D aXE aXFaxA a2xD 
r Be - aXD r EFaxB aXe + aXD aXB axe' 
Conclude that r~e are not the components of a tensor. 
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4.18 Proposition In coordinates, we have 
(Vwyr = ~i;WB + r~cWBYC. 
Proof By the properties (i)-(iii) of a connection: 
V w Y = V WBEiYc Ec) = WBV EB(YC Ed 
= WB(YCV EBEC + EBfYA]EA) 
= rZcWBycEA + WB ~i;EA' I 
From this proposition, observe that V w Y(X) depends only on the point value 
of Wat X, and not on its derivatives. Thus if a is a curve, V ctY makes sense. In 
fact, this is an important object that we now identify. 
4.19 Definition We call V ctY the material derivative of Y along a, and write 
it DY/dt, or if aCt) = q,x(t) [where q,(X, t) is a given motion], by Y. 
Using coordinates, 4.18, and the chain rule, 
If Y is time dependent, set DY/ Dt = ay/at + VctY. In particular, for a motion 
q,t of G3 in & we see that the acceleration is 
a = ~~ + Vvv = V. 
Another consequence of the fact that VwY(X) depends only on the point 
value of Wat X is that VY defines a ( ~ ) tensor with components (VY)An 
= aYA/axB + rzcYc. 
There are several ways of defining the covariant derivative of a tensor. One 
may proceed directly (see, Abraham and Marsden [1978]), using the fact that 
we desire VeT ® S) = VT ® S + T ® VS, or one may use parallel transla-
tion. Since we shall need this concept, we choose the latter. 
4.20 Definition A vector field Y defined along a curve aCt) is called parallel 
if V ct Y = O. A vector Yo at a(t 0) is called parallel transported or translated along 
a if it is extended to a parallel vector field Y along a. 
A vector can be parallel transported uniquely since, given aCt), DY/dt = 0 
is a linear differential equation for Y(a(t», which has a unique solution with 
initial data Yo (as long as a is, say, continuous). 
The intuitive idea is that V reflects the local geometry in such a way that an 
observer carrying an arrow along a curve in what seems to be a parallel manner, 
Figure 1.4.1 
is, in fact, parallel transporting the arrow. On a sphere, for instance, a parallel 
transported vector is not parallel transported in space. See Figure 1.4.1. 
The following proposition demonstrates a basic link between parallel trans-
port and the covariant derivative. 
4.21 Proposition Let O'(t) be a given curve in m, and Ya vector field defined 
along o'. Let St.s: Tq(s)m -> Tq(t)m denote parallel translation from o'(S) to O'(t) 
along o'. (We also call St. s the shifter.) Then 
V ct(t) Y(O'(t» = is (St.sY(O'(s») L; 
(Note that St.sY(O'(t» E Tq(t)mfor all s.) 
Proof By construction, (Ss.toYO)A = (Ss.to)ABY~ = Y1 satisfies 
is (SS.tYBY~ + ncucy: = o. 
Thus, since Ss.to is the identity at s = to, 
d (S )A / - rA'C 
d- s.to B - - BCO' . S s~to 
From uniqueness of solution of differential equations, ST.SOSS.t = ST.t, and so 
S •. t = St:l. Thus 
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(is St.sY(O'(s»/sJA = (is S~: Y(O'(s» /.J A 
= - is (Ss.t)AB/.~tYB(O'(t» + is YA(O'(S»/s~t 
= r~BucyB + :r P(O'(t» = (Vct(t)Y(O'(t»)A. I 
4.22 Definition A connection is called torsion free if 
VwY - VyW= CW, YJ 
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for all vector fields Wand Y. The torsion of a connection is defined by 
Tor(W, Y) = VwY - VyW - [W, Y] and is a (~) tensor; thus a connection 
is torsion free when its torsion tensor is zero. 
4.23 Proposition A connection is torsion free if and only if r~c = r~B-that 
is, the Christoffel symbols are symmetric. 
Proof Write out VwY - VyW - [W, Y] in coordinates, using the earlier 
coordinate expressions to see that (Tor)~c = r1c - r~B' I 
Now we are ready to find the connection associated with a given metric G on 
~. The following is sometimes called the "Fundamental Theorem of Rieman-
nian Geometry," and is based on the early pioneering work of Levi-Civita. 
4.24 Theorem Let ~ be a manifold with a Riemannian metric G. Then there 
is a unique connection on ~ that is torsion free and for which parallel translation 
preserves inner products (that is, St,s is an orthogonal transformation). 
Proof First of all, suppose that such a connection exists. Let WI(t) and 
W2(t) be parallel vector fields along a curve O'(t). Therefore, by hypothesis, 
0= ~ < WI (t), W2(t» = ~ GAc(0'(t»W1(t)W~(t) 
aGAC 'DWAWC G r A W'iI'DWC G rc WA'DWB 
= aXD-O' I 2 - AC BD 10' 2 - AC.l liD 10' 2 
since 
~ W1(t) + ncwfaC = 0, 
that is, Wt is parallel along O'(t). If we take the particular case in which WI (0) = 
EA and W2(0) = Ec and evaluate at t = 0, we get 
O aG AC . D G r B 'D G rB 'D = aXD 0' - BC ADO' - BA CDO' . 
Since aD is arbitrary, 
aG AC G r B + G r B aXD = BC AD BA CD' 
Note that this is the same as the identity obtained in Euclidean space (see Lemma 
3.29). By the same algebra, remembering symmetry of GAB and nc, we get 
2G r A _ (~GCB + ~GDll _ aGDC) AB DC - aXD axc aXB' 
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This formula shows that the Christoffel symbols r~c are uniquely determined. 
Hence the connection is unique. 
For the converse, we can define the Christoffel symbols in any coordinate 
chart by the preceding formula. Clearly they are symmetric. Then we define 
VwY in terms of the nc and check that it is a well-defined vector field (trans-
forms like a vector). Finally, reversing the above computations shows that 
parallel translation preserves the inner product. I 
Problem 4.7 Show that the coordinate-free analogs of the identities in 
the above proof are 
~ <WI(t), W2(t» = (D::;I, Wz) + (WI> D::;2) 
and 2<WI> V W ,W2) = W3[(WI, W2)1 + <W3, [WI' W21) 
+ W2[<W3' WI)] - <W2, [W3' WI]) 
- WI[<W2' W3)] - <WI' [W2' W3J)· 
Given a Riemannian manifold, we shall use the connection above (called the 
Riemannian or Levi-Civita connection) unless special exception is made. 
Problem 4.8 (a) Work out rJc for ffil the unit sphere S2 in [R3 with respect 
to spherical coordinates. 
(b) A geodesic is a curve aCt) such that a is parallel along a. Show 
that the geodesics on S2 are great circles. 
(c) Describe parallel translation of a vector around a circle of con-
stant latitude on S2 relative to (i) the Riemannian manifold [R3 and (ii) the 
Riemannian manifold S2. 
4.25 Definition Let St,s be parallel translation along a curve aCt). Extend 
St,s to all tensor fields along aCt) in the same manner as push-forward was 
extended. Explicitly: If IlL is a one-form at a(s), let 
(St,sllL)(W) = IlL(Ss,lW», W E T .. (t)ffil 
(see Figure 1.4.2). If T is a tensor of type ( ~ ) at a(s), let 
If W = a(t), then the covariant derivative of T along Wat X = aCt) is defined by 
(Vw T)(X) = is {St,sT(a(s))} Lt' 
The covariant derivative VT thereby defines a (q ~ 1) tensor. 
Figure 1.4.2 
Notice that St.sT(oo(s» is a tensor at oo(t), so the d/ds derivative occurs within 
a fixed linear space, just as with vectors in 4.2l. 
The coordinate expression for covariant derivative may be worked out exact-
ly as for vector fields. That computation leads to the following: 
4.26 Proposition Let T be a tensor of type ( ~ ) on mI. Writing (VTY"D E ... aK 
= TA"'D E ... a!K, we have 
and 
A .. ·D aTA ... D E ... a LB .. ·D A . . T E ... a!K = aXK + T E .. ·arLK + (all upper mdzces) 
- P"·DLF ... an;K - (all lower indices) 
(V T)A".D - TA .. ·D WK W E .. ·a - E .. ·a!K . 
Notice that we use a vertical bar to designate the coordinate expression for 
covariant differentiation. 
Problem 4.9 (i) Prove that V G = 0 by: 
(a) a coordinate calculation; 
(b) using the definition and the fact that St.s preserves 
inner products. 
(ii) Prove the product rule: VeT ® S) = VT ® S + T ® VS. What 
does this assert in coordinates? For T = PEA? 
(iii) If cp: ffi ~ S is a regular mapping, show that cp*(Vt) = V*(cp*t), 
where V is the covariant derivative with respect to g on S, and V* is the 
covarient derivative with respect to cp*g = CIon ffi. 
(iv) Consult problem 2.2 and write the convected acceleration as a 
covariant derivative of the convected velocity using the metric C; = 
rp:(g). 
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4.27 Definition The divergence of a tensor field T of type ( ~ ) is a tensor 
of type (p ;; 1) obtained by contracting the last contravariant and covariant 
indices of VT: 
I (DIV T)AB"'C - TAB"'C I P"'H - P"'H!C' 
(The divergence of a tensor t on S is denoted div t.) 
For vector fields, the following formula is easy to check: 
We shall return to this formula from another point of view in Section 1.7. 
Next we consider covariant differentiation of two-point tensors. 
4.28 Definition Let T be a two-point tensor of type (~ ~) over the map 
,p: CB -> S; let (J(t) be a curve in CB and W = aCt). Let fi(t) = ,p«(J(t) be the 
image of (J under ,p. Let St,s denote parallel translation along (J in CB and s"s 
denote parallel translation along fi in S. 
Define the two-point tensor Vw T at X = (J(t), a tensor of type (~ ~), as 
follows: 
where 
(S".T)(cx l, ... , cxP, WI>"" Wq; pI, ... , pI, VI, .•• , vm) 
= T(S."cxi, ... , Ss"cxP , Ss"WI> ... , S."Wq; 
where cx i E T~CB, Wi E TxCB, pi E T! S, V, E TxS, X = (J(t), and x = ,p(X). 
This defines, therefore, a two-point tensor VT of type (q ~ 1 ~) 
To help understand this definition, we work out the components of V w V in 
case V is a vector field over ,p. By definition, 
where a = w. 
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(See Figure 1.4.3.) Going to a chart, as in 4.21, we get 
CB 
Figure 1.4.3 
[Note that (djds)(st.s)ab = -Y~cac since St.s is parallel translation along 5.] 
Using the chain rule and the notation P A = arf>ajaXA, 
(Vwv)a = ~i:WA + Y~cVbPCAWA, 
that is, (V v)a A = ValA = ~i: + Y~c Vb pc A' 
The reader will recognize this expression from 3.27. A similar computation 
proves the following: 
4.29 Proposition 1fT is a two-point tensor of type (~ ~), then 
TAB· .. D ab···J E···H e···hIK 
a TAB··.D a···J 
= aXK E···H e···h 
+ TLB"'D a···J r A + (all u'""er large indices) E···H e···h LK 1:'1:' 
_ TA"'D a···J r L - (all lower large indices) L···H e···h EK 
+ p···DE"'Hkb···Je"'hY~IFlK + (all upper small indices) 
- p···DE"'Ha···Jkf"'hY~IFlK - (all lower small indices). 
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The divergence of a two-point tensor is defined in the same way as for a 
tensor: 
Prohlem 4.10 Show that, if TAo = gObTAb (associated tensors), then 
TAolB = gabTAblB. 
What is the general statement? 
We conclude this section with a brief discussion of curvature. 19 
4.30 Definition The curvature tensor R on a Riemannian manifold ~ (with 
metric G) is a ( ~ ) tensor defined as follows: R: TI~ x Tx~ x Tx~ x Tx~ 
-IR, where 
R(~, WI, W2 , W3) = ~(VWIVW.W3 - VW,VW,W3 - V[W"W,jW3 ) 
= ~([Vw" VW,]W3 - V[W"W,jW3 ), 
~ E TI~, and J¥t(X) E Tx~' 
One has to verify that R indeed depends only on the point values of Wi' This 
can be done by computing the components of R. One gets: 
RA ariB ar~B rA rE rA rE BCD = axc - aXD + CE DB - DE CB' 
One can substitute the expression for r1c in terms of GAB to express RABCD 
totally in terms of GAB and aGAB/aXc aXD. 
The contraction RBD = RABAD is called the Ricci curvature and its trace 
RA A = R is called the scalar curvature. 
The geometric significance of the curvature can be illustrated by an example. 
Let q,: 1R2 - ~ be a surface in ~. Then RABCD measures the lack of commu-
tativity of second covariant derivatives along the x and y directions: 
D D W _ D D W = R. (aq, a<I> W) 
dx dy dy dx ax ' ay' 
where (x, y) E !R2 are identified with points on the surface via q" so D/dx 
denotes the covariant derivative along the x-coordinate curve, and W is a vector 
field along the surface. 
190ne has to be careful of sign conventions in this topic. The frontispiece of Misner-
Thorne-Wheeler [1973] summarizes the situation. 
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Problem 4.11 Show that on a Riemannian manifold ;:m:, 
for a vector field W, by a coordinate calculation. 
A manifold with R = 0 is called flat. For instance, [R 3 is flat: RABeD = 0 in 
any coordinate system since it is obviously zero in Cartesian coordinates (note 
r~c -=1= 0 in general curvilinear coordinates on [Rn). 
In books on Riemannian geometry it is proven that a manifold ;:m: is flat if 
and only if there are coordinates about each point in which GAB = 0 AB: that is, 
;:m: is locally Euclidean, both topologically and metrically.20 
We conclude with the following, which are sometimes called the compatibility 
conditions. They restrict the motion ¢ of a simple body in terms of its defor-
mation tensor. 
4.31 Proposition Let CB be open in [Rn and S = [Rn. Let ¢: CB --+ S be a regular 
configuration. Let KABCD be the "curvature tensor" obtained by using the deforma-
tion tensor CAB in place of GAB' Then KARCD = O. 
Proof Combining Problem 4.9(iii) with the definition of curvature, we see 
that K is the pull-back of R, the curvature tensor of [R 3. But R = 0, so K = 0 as 
well. I 
There is a related question that is of some interest. This is, given a tensor CAB 
that is symmetric and positive-definite, when is CAB the deformation tensor of a 
configuration? The following answers the question locally. (The global question 
is presumably hard.) 
4.32 Proposition Let CB c [Rn be open and S = [Rn. Let CAB be a given posi-
tive-definite symmetric two-tensor whose curvature tensor vanishes: KABCD = O. 
Then given any point Xo E CB, there is a neighborhood cu. of Xo and a regular map 
¢: 'U --+ [Rn whose deformation tensor is CAB' 
Proof The hypotheses say that the Riemannian manifold (CB, CAB) is flat. 
Thus ,in a neighborhood cu. of X o, there is a coordinate system X: 'U --+ [Rn in 
which the CAB'S are constants. 21 By following X with a linear transformation A, 
we can bring CAB into diagonal form OAB' Let ¢ = AoX. Then (¢*C)ab is the 
Euclidean metric; that is, CAB is the deformation tensor of ¢. I 
20If a metric is flat, one shows that exponential or "canonical" coordinates (which make 
r~c = 0 at one point) do the job. See footnote 21. 
21 This is a theorem of classical Riemannian geometry proved in, for example, the book of 
Eisenhart [1926]. The map X is given by the exponential map. 
Box 4.1 Summary 0/ Important Formulas/or Section 1.4 
Tensors of type ( ~ ) on mI. 
T: T;mI. X X T;mI. X TxmI. X 
P q 
Coordinate Transformations 
Tensor Product 
T ® S(ot l , ••• , otP , WI>'" ,Wq , 111, ... ,P', YI>'" ,YJ 
= T(ot l , ••• ,otP , WI>'" ,Wq)S(P\.··, P', Y 1 , ••• ,¥s) 
Contraction 
p indices 
T.4B.'::DEF ... H = T(EA, ••• ,ED, EE ••• E H ) 
--.,--
q indices 
T- A···D _ aXA ••• aXD TI ... L aXM ••• ax
p 
E"'H - aXI aXL M"'P aXE aXH 
(T fx\ S )A"'D I···L - TA"'D SI"'L \OJ E···H M···P - E···H M···P 
Contraction of T in its last covariant and contravariant slots 
(Contraction of T and S) = T . S 
TA···CD E···GD 
TA· .. CDS E ··'GD 
(Double contraction of T and S) = T : S 
(Inner product of T and S) = (T, S) 
Push-Forward 
(ifJ* T)(ot l , •.• , otp , VI, ... , v q) 
= T(ifJ*(ot]), ... , ifJ*(otp ), ifJ*(v l ), • • , ,ifJ*(vq» 
Pull-Back 
ifJ*t = ifJ-I*t 
Riemannian Metric 
G(X)(WI , Wz) = (WI> Wz)x 
TAB"'CDSEF"'CD 
TAB ... CDSAB"'CD 
( J.. T)a ... a - Fa Fa TA D (F-I) E (F-I) H 'fJ* e·o'h - A' • • D o" Eo'·H e' • • h 
(J..*t)A"'D = (F-I)A ... (F-l)Dtao'.a Fe . •. Fh 'fJ Eo'·H a a eo'·h E H 
Associated Tensors 
Raise or lower indices by G' or G~ 
T' = (T with all indices raised: TAB· .. DE ... H) 
T~ = (T with all indices lowered: T AB ... DE ... H) 
Two-Point Tensors of Type (~ ~) Over ifJ: (B ---> S 
T: T~(B X X T~CB X TxCB X X TxCB X T~S X .,. X T~S X TxS X .•. X TxS --->!R 
________ ----~J , J '~ ______ ~v----~J , 
p 
Lie Bracket 
Christoffel Symbols 
Of a connection V ... 
Of a metric GAB ••• 
Covariant Derivative of a Tensor 
VwT = isSt,sT(a(s»ls=t 
W= aCt), 
q 
St,s = parallel translation (shifter) 
Covariant Derivative along a Curve aCt) 
DT dt = VwT, W = aCt) 
I m 
[W W]A WBaw1 WB aw1 1> 2 = 1 aXB + 2 aXB 
T A···D = aTA .. ·D E···G + TLB···D r A + (all upper indices) E···GIK aXK E···G LK 
- p ... DLF ... Gn:K - (all lower indices) 
(VWT)A ... DE ... G = TA.··DE· .. GIKWK 
~TA ... D (a(t» + TLB···D r A WK + (all upper indices) dt E···G E···G LK 
- p ... DL ... Gn:KWK - (all lower indices) 
Covariant Derivative of a Two-Point Tensor T of Type (~ ~) 
V T d S. T( ( » I TA' ··D a .. ·d a TA"'D a .. ·d W = ds t,. (1 S s=t E .. ·H ... ·hIK = aXK E .. ·H ... ·h 
St,s = shifter + TL"·DE ... Ha"'d .... hrtK + (all upper large indices) 
- p"·DL"'Ha ... d''''hr~K - (all lower large indices) 
Divergence 
DIV T = contraction of VT on last contravariant index 
Curvature Tensor 
R(~. WI> W 2• W3 ) = ~(VWJVW2W3 - VW,VWt W3 - Vrwt,W,jW3) 
Compatibility Conditions 
Curvature of C~ = ¢*g is zero. 
KABCD = 0, where KABCD is the curvature of CAB' 
+ P"·DE ... Hk"'d .... h'J'k/F/K + (all upper small indices) 
- P"·DE ... Ha".dk ... h'J'!/PK - (all lower small indices) 
RA artB artB rA rE r A rE BCD = axc - aXD + CE DB - DE CB 
1.5 CONSERVATION OF MASS 
We shall use conservation of mass to motivate the geometric ideas in Sections 
1.6 and 1.7 and the general balance principles in Section 2.1. We begin with 
regular motions of simple bodies and then, as a supplement, treat the case of 
(thin) shells; that is, when (B is a two-manifold, S = IR 3 and the motion consists 
of embeddings. 
We shall begin right away by assuming the existence of a mass density func-
tion p. We could alternatively assume the existence of a mass measure m and 
then, assuming m is sufficiently regular, derive p by writing m = p dv (we may 
use either the Radon-Nikodym theorem or differential forms to do this). We 
shall bypass the measure theoretic approach, although it is based on the more 
primitive physical concept of measuring the masses of portions of a body. The 
reasons are twofold: first, it plays no role in the rest of the book, and second, it 
is "obvious" how to bridge the gap for those who know measure theory.22 
5.1 Definition Let (B c IR" be a simple body and let tP(X, t) be a motion of 
(B. A function p(x, t) is said to obey conservation of mass provided that for all 
open sets 'U c (B with piecewise Cl boundary (such 'U hereafter will be called 
nice), 
fr r p(x, t) dv = 0 
J<Pt('U) 
where dv denotes the standard Euclidean volume element in IR". 
We call p(x, t) the mass density (in spatial coordinates) and call I'll p(x, t) dv 
the mass of the set 'D. 
Conservation of mass thus states that the mass of any nice material region 'U 
is constant in time. Let us assume that tPt is a regular Cl motion from now on, 
and tPo = identity; that is, the body is in the reference configuration at t = O. 
5.2 Definition Let J(X, t), called the Jacobian, denote the determinant of the 
linear transformation F(X, t) = DtP'(X). 
Let us work out J(X, t) in general coordinates. 
5.3 Proposition In (positively oriented)23 coordinates {XA} on (B and {xa} on 
S we have 
22See, for example, Truesdell [19771. 
23Coordinates {XA} in [R3 are called positively oriented when det(aXA/aZ I ) > O. 
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where - ,/.(X t) d a(tPl, .. ·, tPn) d t(atPa ) x - '1', an a(XI, ... , xn) = e aXA . 
Proof Using Cartesian coordinates, we get 
_ (atPi ) _ [(atPa)(aZI)(aXA)] _ (atPa ) (aZI) (aXA) J(X, t) - det aZI - det aXA axa aZ I - det aXA det dXa det aZ I • 
But 
det(gab) = det(£;: ;;~ Ol}) = [ det(;;:) J '
with a similar formula for det(GAB). Hence the result follows. I 
Warning. J is a scalar function, invariant under coordinate transformations. 
Note that J * det(PA); the quantity det(P A) picks up determinant factors under 
coordinate changes and is sometimes called a "modular" tensor. The factor 
(det gab/det GAB)I/2 in the formula for J corrects this, so J is a scalar. 
For what follows, we shall need to note thatJ(X, t) > O. Indeed,J(X, 0) = 1, 
and since tP, is regular, J(X, t) * O. Hence J(X, t) is positive by the intermediate 
value theorem. 
5.4 Proposition 
~~ = (div v)J = (vala)J· 
Proof We shall prove this by a direct calculation. For a proof without coor-
dinates, see Section 1. 7. The reader can easily prove the following fact from 
matrix algebra: if (alit» is a time-dependent matrix, then 
:r det(alit» = d::'(COf)I' 
(sum on both i and), where (Cof)/} is the (i,j)th cofactor of (al ,). Therefore, 
~J(X t) - (~(atPa)(COf) A) / det gcd + a(tP 1 , .. • ,4>n) ,a / det gcd 
at ' - at aXA a -V det GCD a(Xl, ... , xn) at -V det GCD 
= ,a,£a atPb (Cof) A / det gcd 
aXb aXA a -V det GCD 
+ a(tP 1, ... , tPn) 1 ~(,Jdetg )va 
a(XI, ... ,Xn),JdetGcDaxa cd' 
The first sum is a sum of determinants with the ath row of atPa/axA replaced by 
(ava/axb)(atPbJaXA). Since repeated rows yield a zero determinant, only the term 
with b = a survives. Thus 
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a
a J(X, t) = aaV>(X, t) + J(X, t) Id 1.-- -a a (,Jdet gcd)VQ 
t X AI et gcd xQ 
r a --
= J(X, t) ,Jd . -a (,Jdet gcd VQ) 
et gcd XQ 
= J(X, t)VQ IQ · I 
This proof will be thoroughly understood if the reader will repeat it explicitly 
for 1R 3, using Cartesian coordinates and the formula 
all a12 a l3 all a l2 a l3 all a 12 a l3 all a 12 a l3 
d 
+ a21 an a 23 + dt a 21 a22 a23 a 21 an a 23 a 21 an a 23 • 
a 31 an a 33 a 31 a 32 a 33 a 31 a 32 a 33 a 31 a 32 a 33 
5.5 Definition A motion CPt is called volume preserving (also called isochoric 
or incompressible) if volume[cp,(CU)] = volume[CU] for every nice region'U c <E. 
5.6 Proposition Assume CPt is a Cl regular motion. Then the following are 
equivalent: 
(i) CPt is volume preserving; 
(ii) J(X, t) = 1; and 
(iii) div v = O. 
Proof (i) is equivalent to (ii) by the change of variables formula, and (ii) is 
equivalent to (iii) by 5.4 and J(X, 0) = 1. I 
Next we use 5.4 to establish the basic equation of continuity. We write 
PRer(X) = p(X, 0), the mass density in the reference configuration (assumed to 
occur at t = 0). Recall that p = aplat + dp·v = apjat + v[p] is the material 
derivative of p. 
5.7 Theorem Assume CPt is a Cl regular motion and that p(x, t) is a CI func-
tion. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) Conservation of Mass; 
(ii) p(x, t)J(X, t) = PRef(X) [where x = cp(X, t)]; and 
(iii) the equation of continuity, 
p + P div v = 0; that is, a;: + div(pv) = o. 
Proof Assume (i); that is, f p(x, t) dv = i PRelX) dV. By the change of 
¢,('11) '11 
variables formula this is equivalent to 5'11 p(x, t)J(X, t) dV = I'll PRer(X) dV. Since 
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'l1 is arbitrary, this is equivalent to (ii). (The pwof employs an easy calculus 
exercise: if f(x) is a continuous function and f:n f(x) dv = 0 for every ball !D, 
then f = 0.) By 5.4, (a/at)(p(x, t)J(X, t) = pJ + pJ = pJ + (p div v)J, so (ii) 
is equivalent to (iii). I 
The process of passing from (i) to (iii) is called localization. In the volume 
preserving case, the equation of continuity reduces to p = 0; that is, p(x, t) = 
p(X,O). 
Prohlem 5.1 Omitting the assumption that ,po = identity, show that 5.7 
remains true for some function PRef on CB. 
Next we investigate the geometry behind conservation of mass a little further. 
We want to make dv and dV, the volume elements on Sand CB, into respectable 
tensors, dv and dV respectively. 
Warning. These notations should not be confused with the spatial and 
material velocities. 
5.8 Definition The volume form, regarded as an antisymmetric ( ~ ) tensor, 
is defined by dv(w l , • •• , wn) = ~det<wi' wj ) for WI, ..• , Wn positively oriented; 
that is, det<w i , w,) > 0 and is extended to all WI' ••. , Wn by skew symmetry 
and multilinearity. 
Recall that the volume of the parallelopiped spanned by n vectors WI, ••• , Wn 
in IRn is ~det<wl' Wi)' The tensor dv is completely anti symmetric to reflect the 
same property of the determinant: it vanishes if any Wi = 0 and therefore if dv 
is to be linear in each WI, it must change sign if two w;'s are interchanged. 
In terms of a general (oriented) coordinate system in IR\ 5.8 reads 
dv = ~det gab (dx l ® dx 2 ® dx 3)antisymmetrized _ ~det gab dx l /'o-dx 2 /'0- dx3 • 
(Section 1.7 elaborates on this notation.) 
5.9 Definition The mass form is defined by m = p dv (each of m and p 
depends on (x, t». Also, let mRef = PRef dV, the mass form of the reference 
configuration. 
Using the mass form we can express conservation of mass entirely in terms 
of pull-backs. 
5.10 Proposition Conservation of mass is equivalent to 
Proof rp*m = rp*(p dv) = (porp),p* dv. (The pull-back of a product is the 
product of the pull-backs.) We claim that rp* dv = J dV, from which it follows 
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that ifJ*m = m Ref is equivalent to p(x, t)J(X, t) = PRef(X)-that is, conserva-
tion of mass. To prove the claim we use the definitions of pull-back and dv: 
(ifJ* dv)(W1 , W2, W3) = dv(DifJ,WIo DifJ,'W2, DifJ,'W3) 
= [det(DifJ,' Wi' DifJ,' W i )]!/2 
[ ( aifJa aifJb )JI12 = det gab aXAWfaxBW7 
= /~. a(ifJI, ifJ2, ifJ3). jdet(GABWfW7) 
'\/ gab a(XI, X2, X3) 'V det(GAB) 
= J(t, X) dV(W1 , W2, W3). I 
These ideas are concisely treated using differential forms and the Lie deri-
vative in Section 1.7. 
Problem 5.2 Write out the equation of continuity in spherical coordinates 
in 1R3. 
Box 5.1 ConserJ'at;on of Mass for Slrells and tire Second 
Fundamental Form24 
The expressions for dv and dV make sense on an arbitrary Rieman-
nian manifold as does the definition of conservation of mass. The 
equivalence with pJ = PRef and ifJ*m = mRef remains valid. However, 
the equation of continuity requires revision; indeed, it does not make 
sense as stated, since div v is not always defined. In fact, v is a vector 
tangent to S defined at points of ifJ,«(J3), so if (J3 and S have different 
dimensions, div v does not make sense. 
By definition, a shell is a body (J3 that is a two-manifold in 1R3 = S. 
Physically, it is a sheet whose thickness is being ignored. The correct 
form of the equation of continuity depends on the second fundamental 
form of an embedded hypersurface (in our case, the shell), so we con-
sider first some relevant geometry. 
5.11 Definition Let;)IT and ~ be Riemannian manifolds, ;)IT c ~ 
with dim ~ = dim ;)IT + 1. The Riemannian structure on ;)IT is assumed 
to equal that obtained from ;no The second fundamental form of ;)IT is 
the ( ~ ) tensor k on ;)IT such that 
Ir-k-(-W-
I
-, W-
2
)-=-(V-
w
-,-n,-w-
2
-)-x,---', 
24The standard reference for shells is Naghdi [1972]. 
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where V is the covariant derivative on;n, WI, W2 E Txml, and n is the 
unit outward normal of ml. (We assume ml is oriented; that is, it has a 
well defined "outward" normal.) 
5.12 Proposition We have 
(i) k(WI> W2) = -<VW ,W2 , n), (Weingarten equation) 
(ii) k is a symmetric tensor, and 
(iii) in coordinates (Xl, ... , xn+ I) for which xn+ I is the outward 
normal direction to ml, and such that en+ I = n, 
k - n+ I - 1 agab (1 < b < ) ab - -Yab -""2 aXn+ 1 - a, _ n . 
Proof (i) Since W2 is parallel to ml, <W2 , n) = O. 
Hence 
0= VW ,<W2 , n) = <VW ,W2 , n) + <W2 , Vw,n). 
(ii) follows from (iii), so we prove (iii); indeed, by (i), 
k - <t7 e n) - yc ~n+ I _ yn+ I ab - - Veo., b, - - ab U c - - ab • 
Using the explicit formula for YZc in terms of gab (see the proof of 4.24 
or 3.29) yields the last equality. I 
For a surface in space, K = tr k, the trace of k, is called the mean 
curvature (sum of the principal curvatures; the eigenvalues of k) and 
det k (product of the principal curvatures) is called the Gaussian cur-
vature. [Aside: The second fundamental form provides the link between 
the connections and curvatures on ml and ;n, through the Gauss-
Codazzi equations: 
(i) (;r()Rabcd = (ml)R abcd + kbdkac - kadkbc (1 < a, b, c, d < n), 
(ii) (;r()VW ,W2 - (ml)VW ,W2 = - k(W" W2 )n. 
These are not hard to prove: for these and related formulas, see any 
book in Riemannian geometry, such as Yano [1970].] 
Now we return to our main concern-conservation of mass. As in 
5.7, the equation of continuity boils down to a computation of aJ/at. 
The definition of J in general is J dV = rp* dv, where dv is the volume 
element on rp,(ffi); 5.3 remains valid. Also, rp* dv = volume element of (rp*g = CI) from the definition of pull-back and 5.8. Write p(rp*g) for 
the volume element of rp*g. By the computation in 5.4, 
; det(gab(t» = tr(~Jt) det(gab)· 
Thus ~~ dV = !p(rp*g) tr(%t rp~g) = ~ tr(:trp~g )rp* dv. 
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This calculation proves the following abstract result: 
5.13 Proposition Let CB and g be general Riemannian manifolds and 
CPt an embedded CI motion of CB in g. Then 
~; = ~ tre (!t cp:g )J = D ABBABJ, 
where the trace is taken using the metric cp:g and B' = (C~t I. 
To apply this to shells, let v be the spatial velocity and n the unit 
normal. Decompose v into a component parallel to cp,(CB) and a compo-
nent normal to it (see Figure 1.5.1): 
Figure 1.5.1 
We must compute (a/at)cpt*g, that is, (a/at)CAB. Write 2D~ = (a/at)cp:'g 
as before. 
5.14 Proposition For shells, the rate of deformation tensor is 
2D~ = CP:«VVII)~ + [(VVII)~]T + 2vnk), 
that is, 2DAB = (V!lb + v~la)FaAPB + 2vnkabFaAFbB' 
where k is the second fundamental form. 
Proof CAB = gabFaAFbB, so, as in 3.28, 
2D (agab c + avc + aVC)Fa Fb AB = axc v gcb axa gac aXb A B 
= (Valb + Vbla)FaAFbB· 
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But Vv = V(vu + vnn) = VVu + VVn (29 n + vnVn. The covariant deri-
vative here is on S. Since n is orthogonal to cp,«(J3), the second term pulls 
back to zero. Since (Vn)~ = k, and k is symmetric, we get the result. I 
We shall write 'V for the covariant derivative on cP,((J3) to avoid 
confusion with the covariant derivative V on S. However, VVII and 'VVII 
differ by k(vll'· )n, which is normal to cp,«(J3) and hence has zero pull-back 
to (J3. Thus cp:'(Vvu) = CP:'('VVII)' Since the divergence of Vu on cP,«(J3) is 
given by div VII = tr('VvlI), 5.14 yields 
trc D = cp:'(div VII) + cp:'(vn tr k) = (div VII)oCP, + (vn tr k)ocp,. 
Substituting in 5.13 using pJ = PRer gives the following: 
5.15 Theorem Conservation of mass for shells is equivalent to the 
equation of continuity for shells: 
I p + p d1V VII + PVn tr k = 0 I 
where p = aplat + V p·v, k is the secondfundamentalform of the surface 
cp,«(J3), andtr k is its mean curvature. 
Prohlem 5.3 Suppose cp,«(J3) is a sphere in !R 3 with radius ret). Given 
PRef, derive a formula for p(x, t) by elementary considerations. Verify that 
5.15 holds by explicitly computing k for a sphere of radius ret). 
Ans: kab = [r .0 J in spherical coordinates. 
o r sm 2cp 
Prohlem 5.4 Derive the equation of continuity for a wire-that is, when 
(J3 c !R 3 is a I-manifold. You will need the Frenet formulas from a 
geometry text. 
Prohlem 5.5 If (J3 c S is open, but the metric on S is time dependent, 
show that the equation of continuity becomes 
p + p div V + ~ tr(~~) = O. 
Box 5.2 Summary 0/ Important Formulas/or Section 1.5 
Conservation of Mass for Simple Bodies 
dd 1 p(x, t) dv = 0 ('U c (J3) t !I,('ll) 
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Jacobian J(X, t) 
cf>* dv = JdV 
Volume Element 
dv(w 1, • •• , wn) 
= ,j"-de-:-t('Tw- I-, w-j') 
Mass Form 
m =pdv 
Conservation of Mass 
cf>:'m = m Rof 
Rate of Change of Jacobian 
Simple Bodies: 
~; = (div v)J 
Shells: 
~; = ~ trc(%tcf>:g)J 
= (div VII + Vn tr k)J 
v = VII + Vnn 
Second Fundamental Form: 
k(Wb W2 ) = (VW1n, W2 ) 
= -(VW,W2' n) 
Equation of Continuity 
Simple Bodies: 
Ii + p div V = 0 
Shells: 
Ii + p(div VII + Vn tr k) 
=0 
dv = ,jdet gab dx 1 A ... A dxn 
m = p,jdet gab dx 1 A ... A dxn 
(pocf»J = PRof 
~; = «VII)a1a + vnk·a)J, where co-
ordinates are on cf>t(CS3) (a = 1,2); 
{
Va = Vii (a = 1, 2) 
v3 = Vn 
and the third coordinate is ortho-
gonal to cf>lCS3). 
k - n+l _ 1 agab 
ab - -Yab - 2 axn+1 
1.6 FLOWS AND LIE DERIVATIVES 
We shall begin by defining the notion of a tangent vector to a curve c within the 
context of manifold theory. Heretofore the tangent has been denoted dcfdt. 
Strictly speaking, this is not an appropriate notation for a tangent vector in a 
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manifold since it omits the base point of the vector. If S is an n-dimensional 
differentiable manifold and c: £1---> S is a smooth curve, where £1 is an open 
interval of the real line, then in a coordinate chart {xa}, dc/dt = (dcl/dt, ... , 
dcn/dt) , the "vector part" of the tangent vector. To develop the appropriate 
notion of tangent vector we apply the tangent map T to c. (The interval £1 may 
be viewed as a differentiable manifold and thus Tc: T£1 ---> TS.) By definition of 
the tangent of a map, Tc(r, s) = (c(r), (dc/dt)(r)s), where (r, s) E £1 X IR = T£1 
is a tangent vector to £1. Since we ultimately want the vector part of the tangent 
vector to be simply dc/dt, we evaluate Tc on the unit vector based at r: Tc(r, 1) = 
(c(r), (dc/dt)(r)). Thus Tc(·, 1): £1 ---> TS is what we meant when we discussed 
the tangent vector to the curve c. The use of dc/dt in place ofTc(·, 1) is a frequent 
abuse of notation in manifold theory, which we shall follow. 
6.1 Definition Let w: '11 ---> TS be a vector field, where '11 is an open subset 
of S. A curve c: £1 ---> S, where £1 is an open interval, is called an integral curve of 
w if for every r E £1 
dc dt (r) = w(c(r)). 
6.2 Proposition Let w be a Ck vector field on 'U (open in S), where k > 1. 
Then for each x E 'U there exists an E > 0 and a Ck+1 integral curve Cx of w 
defined on (-E, E) such that cx(O) = x. Furthermore, Cx is unique in the sense that 
if Ex satisfies the same conditions, but is defined on an interval (-e, e) (e> 0), 
then c x = ex on the intersection of the intervals. 
Proof Let {x"} be a coordinate system about a point pES. Then c~= 
xa(c(r)), so by the chain rule, 
dca di'(r) = dxa(Tcx(r, 1)) = dxa(w(cx(r))) = wa(cir)), 
for each r E (-E, E). Also, c~(O) = xa(cx(O)) = xa(p). This is a system of n 
ordinary differential equations with given initial conditions. Since w is Ck, so are 
the wa's (this is what w being Ck means), and thus by the fundamental existence 
theorem of ordinary differential equations,2s there exist Ck+ 1 functions c~ satisfy-
ing the differential equations and initial conditions. These functions are unique 
in the sense spelled out in the hypotheses. I 
6.3 Generalization If w depends upon the "time variable" r itself-that is, 
if w: 'U X (-E, E) -> TS-we define an integral curve by 
dc dt = w(c(t), t). 
2SSee any of the standard references on analysis or ordinary differential equations, for 
example, Marsden [1974a] or Hartman [1973]. 
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If w depends upon t in a Ck manner, then the conclusions of the previous propo-
sition still hold. 
6.4 Example Let v: ¢J,«J3) x (-E, E) -> TS denote the spatial (Eulerian) 
velocity vector field of a regular motion ¢J, with ¢Jo = identity. An integral curve 
of v through X E (J3 c S is given by the motion; that is, ¢Jx(t) is an integral 
curve of v: 
d!tx = T¢Jx(t, 1) = (¢Jx(t), ; ¢Jx(t)) = v(¢JxCt), t) 
and ¢JxCO) = X. 
6.5 Definition Let w: S x f1 ---> TS be a Ck vector field with f1 and S as 
before. The collection of maps lfI"s such that for each s and x, t ~ lfI, . .(x) is an 
integral curve of wand lfIs,s<x) = x is called the flow or evolution operator of w. 
The flow may be thought of as the totality of integral curves of w. The basic 
existence theory implies that the flow of a Ck vector field is jointly Ck where 
defined. Normally one takes lfI,,.{x) to mean the maximally extended flow-that 
is, with the largest domain possible. 
6.6 Example Let v, be the spatial velocity vector field of a motion ¢J,. Then 
the collection {¢J"s I ¢J"s = ¢J,o¢J-;l: ¢Js«J3) --> ¢J,«J3)} is the flow of v. It is clear 
from this definition that ¢J"s0¢J." = ¢J", and that ¢J", = identity, for all r, s, t E 
!R for which the flow is defined. These are properties of flows in general that may 
be verified using uniqueness of integral curves. 
6.7 Remark If the vector field w is time independent, then lfI"s depends 
only on the difference t - s. In this case, one writes lfI,-s = lfI"S) and the flow 
constitutes a local one-parameter group-that is, lfI,olfls = lfI,+s' 
The tangent map of lfI"s is defined in the usual way, as are the push-forward 
and pull-back induced by lfI"s' by merely holding t and s fixed and regarding 
lfIt,s as a mapping of S to S. 
6.8 Definition Let w be a Cl (time-dependent) vector field on S and let 
lfIt,s denote its flow. If t is a Cl (possibly time-dependent) tensor field on S, 
then the Lie derivative26 of t with respect to w is defined by 
26The first uses of the Lie derivative in mechanics that we know of are Cartan [1922] and 
Siebodzinski [1931]. In continuum mechanics the first comprehensive reference we know of is 
Guo Zhong-Heng [1963]. 
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If we hold t fixed in t" we obtain the autonomous Lie derivative: 
6.9 Remark Note that the Lie derivative does not depend on a metric or a 
connection on g,. 
The differentiation dldt in the definition of the Lie derivative makes sense 
since for s fixed, the pull-back oft is a curve of tensors in a fixed linear space. 
Before enumerating general properties of the Lie derivative, we compute it 
in coordinates for a few simple cases. 
6.10 Examples 
(1) Consider the Lie derivative of a function! on g,. In this case, (IJItsf,)(x) 
= f(IJI,"(x), t), and, therefore, 
(L .. f)(x, t) = ('Z (1JI,"(x), t) + ::"(IJI,"(x), t) a~1S(X») L; 
Since IJIs,ix) = lJIis) = x and a~IS(x) = :r 1JI~(t) = W"(lJIx(t), t), we 
have 
af af " (Lwf)(x, t) = -a (x, t) + -a (x, t)W (x, t), 
t x" 
that is, L .. f = af/at + W[f]. 
(2) Let IX be a one-form. Then 
(IJItsIX,)(X) = IXaClJI"s(x), t) a:JS(x)eb(x). 
Thus (L IX)(X t) = [(i.. IX + aIX. alJl~s) alJl~s + IX a21J1~sJI eb. 
.., at· aXe at axb ·at axb ,=s 
Note that from IJIs,s(x) = x, we have (alJl~,s/axb)(x) = (ax·jaxb)(x) = a"b' 
We also need to note that if W is a Cl vector field, 
a21J1~ s _ a alJl~ s _ aw" 
at axb - axb at - axb • 
[This uses a general fact: if f(x, y) is a Cl function of two variables 
and af/ax is also Cl, then the mixed partial derivatives exist and com-
mute, and a2f/ax ay is continuousY] Combining these results enables 
us to write 
L N _ (aIXa + aIXa b + N aWb) a 
.. w - at axb W ""b ax. e. 
Note that throughout, the basis one-form e" is fixed at x and thus is un-
27Por a proof, see, for example, Apostol [1974]. 
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affected by the differentiation. (This is another way of understanding 
that a metric structure of g is not involved in the notion of Lie derivative.) 
Also observe that L",(x' depends on the values of w in a neighborhood of 
the point in question since L",(x' involves partial derivatives of the com-
ponents of w. This is to be contrasted with covariant differentiation, for 
which V",(X, depends solely on the value of w at the point in question. 
(3) Finally, we consider the case of a vector field v. Here 
a( -1)b (IJItsv,)(x) = va(lJIt . .(x), t) ~~~ (IJIt,sCx»eb(x). 
To compute the Lie derivative we use the formula 
_a_(a(lJIzl)b x) I __ awb 
at axa ('IIt,sC» t~s - axa 
which is obtained in the same way as computing the derivative of the 
inverse of a matrix depending upon a parameter. Thus 
( aV
a ava aWa) 
LwV = 7ft + axbwb - Vb axb ea 
or, in coordinate-free notation, 
L",v = ~~ + [w, v] 
where [ , ] is the Lie bracket of vector fields (see Section 1.2). 
A general coordinate expression can be given for the Lie derivative of a 
tensor of arbitrary type, namely, 
.(L",t)ab"·cde . - a tab"'C + ~tab. ·c Wg "f - at de "I aXg de""! 
- tKb"'Cde"'1 ~;; - (all upper indices) 
+ tab"'cge. "f ~:; + (all lower indices). 
This follows by using the computations in the preceding example applied 
to each index. 
The following proposition enables us to express the Lie derivative in terms of 
the covariant derivative. 
6.11 Proposition For a torsion-free connection the partial derivatives of the 
preceding general formula may be replaced by covariance derivatives; that is, 
(L t)ab"'c _ a tgb"'c + tab"'c g 
.. de'''1 - at de""f de"'/lg W 
- tKb"'cde""fWalg - (all upper indices) 
+ tab"c ge""f Wgld + (all lower indices). 
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Recall that the torsion, Tor, of a connection V is the (0, 2) tensor defined by 
Tor(v, w) = V v W - V wV - [v, w]. Torsion-free simply means that Tor = 0, 
from which it follows that the Christoffel symbols y~c are symmetric; that is, 
Y~c = Y~b' With this fact the proof of the proposition is a simple manipulative 
exercise, which we omit. 
6.12 Corollary (i) Let V be the spatial velocity vector field of a motion if>t 
and g denote a Riemannian metric on S. Then !Lvg = d, 'the spatial rate-of-
deformation tensor. 
(U) Let f be a function on S. Then the material derivative is j = Lv!. In par-
ticular, LvJ = j = (div v)J, where J is the Jacobian. 
Proof From the general formula of Proposition 6.11, 
(Lvg)ab = !!!taJ! + gablcvC + gcbvCla + g,cvclb' 
(The vertical bar is understood to signify covariant differentiation with respect to 
the Riemannian connection.) Since gable = 0, we have (Lvg).b = Vbl. + V.lb' 
from which the result (i) is immediate; (ii) follows similarly. I 
6.13 Proposition Let" = ,,(g) denote the volume form ofg on S. [Recall that 
,,(g) = (det gab)1/2 dx 1 A dx2 A ... A dxn, where the wedge notation refers to 
the skew symmetrization of dXI @ dX2 @ ... @ dxn.] Then V v" = 0 and Lv" = 
(div v)". 
This proposition is another way of formulating j = (div v)J. We return to 
this point and give more details in Section 1.7. 
We now enumerate some general properties of the Lie derivative. 
6.14 Proposition 
(i) Ifw andt are Ck (k > 1), then Lwt is a Ck-l tensor field of the same 
type as t. 
(ii) Symmetries and skew symmetries oft are also possessed by Lwt. 
(iii) Let tl and t2 be tensor fields of the same type. Then Lw(t l + t 2) = 
Lwtl + Lwt 2 • 
(iv) Lw is a derivation: Lw(t l @ t z) = L",t( @ t z + t 1 @ L",tz' 
(v) Let WI and W z be vector fields. Then .c""+W2 = .c"" + .c"". 
(vi) L .. commutes with contractions. 
(vii) L",w = dw/at, that is, .c",w = o. 
(viii) Let f be a C2 function and let df denote the differential of f; that is, 
df = (af/ax') dx'. Then L",df = d(L"f). 
(ix) If t is a general tensor and 'I' is a d~ffeomorphism, then 'I'*(.c"t) = 
.c1l'<",('I'*t). 
(x) Thefollowing holds: (d/dt)('I'~stt) = 'I'~s(L",t). 
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The proofs are relatively simple verifications, using the definitions or coor-
dinate formulas, so we leave them as exercises. 
6.15 Definition A map IJI: S --> S is called an isometry of a metric g, if lJI*g 
= g. A vector field w is a Killing vector field 28 (or infinitesimal isometry) if 
each map IJIt.s of the flow of w is an isometry is S. 
6.16 Proposition If w is a Killing vector field, then Lwg = 0, and conversely. 
Proof If w is a Killing field, then 
Lwg = (~ lJI~sg) Ls = 0 
since IJIt.s is an isometry. The converse follows from 6.14(x). I 
6.17 Remark A Killing vector field w therefore satisfies Killing's Equation 
wal b + wbl a = 0 (its covariant derivative is skew symmetric). 
Problem 6.1 Let S = !R 3 with the usual metric. Show that S possesses 
six linearly independent Killing vector fields: namely, ajazi (i = 1,2,3) 
and Zi ajazj - zj ajazi (i,j = 1,2,3; i *- j). Show that the most general 
form of a time-dependent isometry corresponding to these Killing vectors 
is 
IJI;(X) = ci(t) + Qilt)zj(x), 
where the ci's are components of a c= curve c: !R --> S and the Qi /s are 
the components of a c= curve of orthogonal matrices. 
Problem 6.2 Consider the vector fields t = xi - xyj and w = x 2i - yj 
in the plane. Calculate £w t using 6.11. Also calculate the flow of w explicitly 
and verify that Definition 6.8 holds. 
Problem 6.3 Define.e", V for a connection V [see Problem 4.8(iii)]. Show 
that £", V = VVw + W· R; that is, (.e w V)~c = walblc + wdRadbc ' (This can 
be used as a basis for the introduction of curvature.) 
Box 6.1 Objective Rates: An Application of Lie Derivatives 
The subject of objective rates has been a controversial. one in con-
tinuum mechanics. All so-called objective rates of second-order 
tensors are in fact Lie derivatives. Observe in the following formulas 
that the operations of raising and lowering indices-which commute 
28After W. Killing [1892J. 
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with a/at and V-do not commute with Lie differentiation. This fact is 
important in understanding this topic. Let a 1 = (Jobea (29 e b be a given 
tensor field on g and let a 2 = (Jabea (29 e b, G 3 = (J°beo (29 e b, and a 4 = 
(Jobea (29 e b, denote its associated tensors (e.g., (Jab = goc(J/, etc.). 
Then the following relations hold: * 
and 
(Lva1)ob = frob - (Jcbvo lc - (J0cvblc 
gOC(LvG 2)/ = frob - (Jodvb ld + (Jdbvdla 
(Lv G 3)0 cgcb = frob - (JdbVo ld + (JadValb 
gOc(Lv a 4)cagdb = frob + (JCbVc1o + (JocVc1b 
where frob = a(J°bjat + (J0b1cVe. 
The tensor LvG 1 has been associated with the name Oldroyd (see 
Oldroyd [1950]) and LvCa 1 (29 p) with the name Truesdell (see Truesdell 
[1955a, b]). We see that all of these tensors are different manifestations 
of the Lie derivative of a. 
Any linear combination of the preceding formulas also qualifies as 
an "objective flux"; for example, 
±((LV a 3)aegcb + gOC(LvG 2)/) = frab + (JodWdb - (Jdbwod 
where w Ob are associated components of the spin Wab = ±(va1b - Vbl a)' 
This tensor is associated with the name Jaumann (see Jaumann [1911]). 
We note in passing that, like the Lie derivative in general, the right-
hand sides may be expressed without using covariant derivatives. For 
example, 
(L G )ab = a(Jab + a(Jab ve _ (Jcb avo _ (Jac aVb • 
v 1 at axc axc axe 
And if (Jab = (Jba, then 
a(Jab a(Jab ( aVb) (Lva1)ab = T + axe VC - 2 x symmetric part of (Jac axc • 
(One seems never to see this in practice, but it could yield savings in 
numerical computations in that it is unnecessary to compute the Chris-
toffel symbols.) 
We conclude this box with a general discussion of what we mean by 
objective. 
6.18 Definition Let t be a tensor field (or tensor density) on a mani-
fold g and IJI a diffeomorphism of g to another manifold g'. We say 
that t' = lJI*t is the objective transformation of t (i.e., t transforms 
in the usual way under the map IJI). 
*Some of these results were known to Sedov around 1960. 
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6.19 Theorem Let ¢, be a regular motion ofCB in ~ with spatial veloc-
ity field v,. Let e, be a motion of ~ in ~', and let ¢; = e,o¢, be the 
superposed motion29 of CB in ~ '. 
Let t be a given time-dependent tensor field on ~ and let t' = e*t, 
that is, transform t objectively. 
Let v' be the velocity field of ¢:. Then 
Lv,t' = e*(Lvt). 
Thus, "objective tensors (or tensor densities) have objective Lie deriva-
tive." This is remarkable since v itself is not objective as we shall see 
immediately in the proof. 
Proof We first note that v; = w, + e,*v, where w, is the spatial 
velocity of e,. This follows by differentiating ¢;(X) = e,(¢,(X» in t. 
Now we compute 
Lv,t' = Lw+e.v(e*t) = .cw+e •• (e*t) + ;t (e*t) 
a 
= e*(.cvt) + .cw(e*t) + Tt(e*t) = e*(.cvt) + LwCe*t) 
= ei.cvt) + ~ e~s(e,*t,) Ls 
= e*(.cvt) + ~ (etOe;I)*(e,*t,)I,~s (see 6.6) 
= e*(.cvt) + ~ es*t, I,~s 
= e*(.cvt + ~ t, L) = e*(Lvt). I 
In order to master the proof fully, a coordinate computation may 
also be done. We do so in case t is a vector field t. Let {xa} be coordi-
nates on ~, {e"} be coordinates on ~', and write e" for the coordinates 
of e. From ¢'" = e,,(¢a(x, t» we get v'" = w" + (ae"jaxQ)va. Since to 
is objective, t '" 0= (ae"jaxa)ta. From our coordinate formulas for the 
Lie derivative, 
(L t ')" - at'" + at''' 1ft _ tift §v': 
v' -- at aep v aep 
29If the reader prefers, think of ~t passively as a time-dependent chart of S so that 4>; is the 
same motion viewed at in a different chart (an observer transformation). This is the same idea 
as representing a matrix as either a linear transformation (active) or as a change of basis 
(passive). See Box 4.1, Section 1.4. 
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= ~ (a~a. ta) + ~ (a~'" ta) (wp + a~p Vb) 
at,axa a~p axa axb 
- (~~:ta) a~p(wa. + ~~:Vb) 
= (~wa.)ta + (_ ~ t''''WP + a~a. ata) + ~ (a~a. ta)wp 
axa a~p axa at a~p axa 
a~p a aw'" a (a~'" a) a~p b a~p a a (a~'" b) 
- axa t ar;P + ~ axa t (}xbV - axot d[P"NV . 
The second term is there because t'''' has an explicit time dependence 
through ~t-I. All terms cancel except those for (a~P/axo)(Lvt)a-that is, 
~*(Lvt)-so we get the result. The reader may do the same computation 
for one-forms or two-tensors. 
As a corollary, all the "objective fluxes" discussed earlier are objec-
tive tensors with this proviso: if the metric tensor gab, or gab appears 
explicitly on the left hand side and the rates are to transform like tensors 
with the same gab resulting after the transformation, ~ must be an 
isometry at the point of interest. In this sense, there are two levels of 
objectivity, objectivity with respect to ditfeomorphisms, and objectivity 
with respect to isometries. The Oldroyd and Truesdell rates are objective 
with respect to ditfeomorphisms while the remaining rates discussed 
above are objective with respect to isometries. Rates which are objective 
with respect to ditfeomorphisms are called covariant. This subject of 
covariance is taken up in Sections 2-4 and 3-3. 
Box 6.2 Summary of Important Formulas for Section 1.6 
Tangent Vector to a Curve 
c: d -> S 
~~ = Tc(t, J) EO Te(oS 
Integral Curve of w 
~~- = w(c(t» 
Flow (Evolution operator) IfIt.s of w 
d~;.s(x) = W(lfIt./x» 
IfIs.ix) = x 
tt;a = wa(c 1(t), ... , cn(t» 
(a = J, 2, ... , n) 
(IfIt.ix»a = ca(t), where CO is an 
integral curve with ca(s) = xa 
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Flow Associated wtih a Motion if>, 
if>"s = if>,oqr;l = flow of the spatial velocity v, 
Lie Derivative of a Time-Dependent Tensor t 
at (Lwt)ab'''cde '' 1 Lwt = at + .cwt a 
__ ~tab"'c + tab .. ·c If 
d I - at de' 'faXIf de .. fW 
Lwt = dt (lJI~st,) '=s a 
d I - tlfb"'c de .. ·f a;; 
.cwt = -d (IJItsts) , 
t '=$ - (all upper indices) 
where 1JI"s is the flow awlf 
+ tab .. ·c _ of w Ife"'faxd 
+ (all lower indices) 
_ a tab"'c + tab .. ·c If 
- -ai de .. ·f de"'fIIfW 
- tlfb"'cde"1Walg 
- (all upper indices) 
+ tab"'c1e'''fWlfld 
+ (all lower indices) 
(using any torsion-free connection). 
av av For a vector field, Lwv = at + [IV, v] = at + (Vwv - Vvw). 
For a differential form ~, L,,~ = diw~ + iwd~ (see Section 1.7). 
Rate of Deformation Tensor 
d= !Lvg 
Material Derivative 
j=Lv! 
Jacobians and Lie Derivatives 
LvJ = j = (div v)J 
J = Jacobian determinant of if>, 
Properties of Lie Differentiation 
Lw(t1 + t 2) = Lwtl + L"t2 
j = (Val a)] 
J = det(PA ) 
Lw(t l ® t 2) = Lwtl ® t2 + tl ® L"t2 
L"df= dLwf 
.cw,+w,t = .c",t + .cw,t 
1JI*(.c,. t) = .c\ll*" lJI*t 
~ (1JI~$t,) = lJI~s(L,.t) 
Killing's Equations 
L"g=O 
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(The flow of w consists of isometries if and only if Killing's equations 
hold.) 
Objective Tensors 
Transformation rule 
t' = c;*t 
Lie Derivatives 
Lv,t' = C;*Lvt 
(The Lie derivative of an objective tensor is objective.) 
1.7 DIFFERENTIAL FORMS AND THE PIOLA 
TRANSFORMATION 
Skew-symmetric covariant tensors are called differential forms. They have a 
rich algebraic and differential structure with many applications to the physical 
sciences. 3o We shall consider some of these here. One of the principal applica-
tions is to the Piola transformation-a fundamental operation relating the 
material and spatial descriptions of a continuous medium. We shall consider a 
few other applications as well, to Hamiltonian systems and variational princi-
pies; these are treated with more specific reference to continuum mechanics in 
Chapter 5. We shall also consider volume elements, integration, Stokes' 
theorem and Gauss' theorem in the language of differential forms. 
7.1 Definition A k-form on a manifold ;)IT is a ( Z ) tensor ~ on ;)IT that is 
skew symmetric; that is, for X E ;)IT, 
~x: ~x;)IT X ... X Tx~ ----> IR 
k c~pies 
is a multilinear mapping and 
~X(W"(l)' W,,(2l> ... , W,,(k» = (sgn 1I:)a,xCW l> ••• , Wk) 
for any WI>' .. , Wk E TxmI and any permutation 11: on {I, ... ,k}, where 
sgn 11: is the sign of 11: ( + I or - I according to whether 11: is an even or odd permu-
tation). One also refers to a k-form as a differential k-form or simply as a differ-
entialform. We write ~(X) = ~x for the value of ~ at X E mI, and leave off the 
argument X when convenient. 
In terms of components, skew symmetry means the following: if any two 
indices of the components (XA""A. are interchanged, then (XA,,,.Ak changes sign. 
3 OSee, for example, Cartan [1922], Gallissot [1958], Flanders [1963], and Abraham and 
Marsden [1978]. 
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Ifwe skew-symmetrize the tensor product, we get the following basic algebraic 
operation on differential forms. 
7.2 Definition Let at be a k-form and P an I-form. Define the (k + 1)-
form at A p, called their wedge or exterior product, by 
(at A P)(W!, ... , Wk, Wk+I, . .. , Wk+l) = 
I 
k ' I' 1: (sgn n)at(W,,(1)," . , W,,(k»P(W,,(k+I)" .. ,W,,(k+I»' • • alln 
There are several possible' choices of normalization factor.31 The one chosen 
here gives the equivalent formula 
(at A P)(WI> ... , Wk, Wk+I>' .. , Wk+l ) 
= 1:' (sign n)at(W,,(1), ... , W,,(k»P(W,,(k+ I), ••• , W,,(k+l) 
where 1:' denotes the sum over permutations satisfying nO) < ... < n(k) and 
n(k + 1) < ... < n(k + I). 
The wedge product A is associative, at A CP A y) = (at A P) A y, and 
satisfies the following commutation relation: at A P = C ~ lY/p A at. These are 
algebraic verifications that we shall omit. (If you get stuck, consult, for example, 
Abraham and Marsden [1978].) Some algebraic relationships which help in 
understanding the wedge product are contained in the following problem. 
Problem 7.1 
(i) If at is a two-form and P a one-form, show that 
(at A P)(WI' Wz, W3) = at(WI' WZ)P(W3 ) ~ at(Wi> W3)P(WZ) 
+ at(Wz, W3)P(W1). 
(ii) If at, p, and yare one-forms, 
(at A P A Y)(WI' Wz, W3 ) 
= at(W1)P(W2)y(W3) + at(WZ)P(W3)y(WJ 
+ at(W3)P(W1)y(W2 ) ~ at(WZ)P(W1)y(W3) 
~ at(W1)P(W3)y(WZ) ~ at(W3)P(WZ)y(W1). 
(iii) In coordinates, if at is a k-form, show that 
at = iIIXA''''AkdXA1A.'' AdXA. 
1: (XA''''Ak dXA, A ..• A dXAk 
At<···<Ak 
3 I Some books (e.g. Kobayashi and Nomizu [1963]) use the factor l/(k + I)! here. This 
convention leads to awkward factors in subsequent formulas however. 
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where the summation is over all indices AI," . ,Ak satisfying 
AI < .,. < A k • 
(iv) In [R3, if ot and P are one-forms, show that the coefficients of 
ot A P in the standard basis are components of the cross product 
of ot and p. 
(v) For mappings ¢: mI --> m and IJI: £ ----> mI, and differential 
forms ot and P on m, verify that ¢*(ot ® P) = ¢*ot ® ¢*p, 
¢*(ot A P) = ¢*ot A ¢*p, and (¢olJl)*ot = 1JI*(¢*ot). 
7.3 Definition If W is a vector field on mI and ot is a k-form, the contraction 
of W with the first index of ot is called the interior product and is denoted by 
iwot or W --1 ot. 
Thus iwot is a (k - I)-form given by 
Some properties of this contraction are given in the next problem: 
Problem 7.2 (i) On [R3 and in Euclidean coordinates, let dv be the volume 
element (dv = dx A dy A dz), and let ot = (Xx dx + (Xy dy + (xz dz and 
P = Px dx + py dy + pz dz. Let v = (ocypz - OCZpy); - (ocxPz - rtzPJi + 
(OCXPy - ocyPJk, be the cross product. Show that ot A P = iv dv. 
(ii) Prove that if ot is a k-form, iw(ot A P) = (iwot) A P + (-l)kot A 
iwp· 
(iii) Show that 
,. '" - 1 WbN dxa, A . . . A dxak W"" - (k _ I)! ""ba,···ak . 
The three most important types of differentiation in tensor analysis are: 
covariant differentiation V, Lie differentiation .cw, and exterior differentiation 
d. We have already met the first two and now turn to d. The exterior derivative 
generalizes the notion of gradient, divergence, and curl to differential forms. 
We want it to capture the identities div curl = 0 and curl grad = 0 as well as 
d being a derivative. 
7.4 Theorem Given a manifold mI, there is a unique linear operator d taking 
(smooth) k-forms ot on mI to (smooth)(k + l)-forms dot on mI such that: 
(i) d(dot) = 0; 
(ii) d(ot A P) = (dot) A P + (-l)kot A dP; 
(iii) for functions!, df coincides with the differential off as defined in Section 
1.2; and 
(iv) if'll c mI is open, then d(ot I 'll) = (dot) I CU. 
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Proof First we show uniqueness by using these properties to derive a formula 
for da,. Let 
(we can pass to a local chart by virtue of (iv». Then since d dXA = 0 we get 
da, = ~dNA A AdXA, A··· AdXA, k! v. I'" k 
Thus, if there is such a d, it is unique. To show that d exists, define it by this 
formula. One has to show that da, is a tensor (i.e., transforms properly) and 
satisfies (i), (ii), and (iii). These are all straightforward. For example, to prove (i), 
we use the above formula for d twice: 
But 
d da, = ~ _a2rxA~' dXe A dXB A dXA, A ... A dXAk 
k! axe aXB 
a2(tAI."Ak 
axeaxB 
is symmetric in Band C (by the equality of mixed partial derivatives) and 
dXe A dXB is skew symmetric. Therefore, the sum vanishes. I 
There is a useful coordinate-free formula for d (due to Palais [1954]): If 
Wo, WI, ... , Wk are vector fields, then 
k 
da,(Wo, ... , Wk ) = I: (-IYW,[a,(Wo, ... , W;-I, Wi+l, ... , Wk )] 
i=O ., 
Wi missing 
+ I: (-ly+ja,([Wi' Wj], Wo, . .. , Wk )· i<j ______ 
Wi' Wj omitted 
This can be verified using the coordinate expressions of each side; we omit the 
details. 
Problem 7.3 In Euclidean coordinates (x, y, z) on [R3, establish: 
(i) gradf = (df)'; 
(ii) div v is such that d(iu dv) = (div v) dv, where dv = dx A dy 
Adz; and 
(iii) d(v') = ivxu dv. 
Use dd = 0 to show that curl grad = 0 and div curl = O. 
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Problem 7.4 On [R4 with coordinates (t, x, y, z) let F = E~ A dt + 
iB(dx A dy A dz) (the Faraday two-form), and *F = -BI A dt + 
iE(dx A dy A dz) (the Maxwell two-form), Show that Maxwell's equa-
tions may be written dF = 0, d(*F) = 4n*J, where *J =iidt A dx A 
dyAdz) and P = pdt + jadxa. 
7.5 Proposition If ifJ: ;m~--> ;n is a (smooth) mapping and ot is a k-form on 
;n, then ifJ* dot = difJ*ot; that is, pull-back commutes with exterior differentiation. 
Proof First we verify this for functions f. But ifJ*f = foifJ and so, by the 
chain rule, d(ifJ*f) = d(foifJ) = df· TifJ = ifJ*df In general, let 
ot = i!(J,a,"'ak dx·' A ,., A dxak , 
Since ifJ*(ot A P) = ifJ*ot A ifJ*P and difJ*f = ifJ*dJ, 
A.*ot = ~N oA. drt-a, A .. , A -'A.ak 
'P k! INa,,, 'ak 'P 'P "'P 
(where ifJa stands for xaoifJ), Using properties of d, 
difJ*ot = ~ a(J,a,"ak aifJb dXA A difJa, A ... A difJak 
k! axb aXA 
= i! a~~~ akifJ*(dxb) A ifJ* dxa, A ... A ifJ* dxok 
= ifJ*(~ a(J,a, " 'a, dxb A dxa, A ... A dxa,) = ifJ*dot I k! aXb • 
Next we shall establish the basic link between the exterior derivative d and 
the Lie derivative .c. 
7.6 Theorem Let ot be a k-form on ;n and w a vector field on ;n. Then 
I .c",ot = di",ot + i",dot, that is, .c", = di", + i",d. I 
This formula is one of several "magic formulas" of Cartan [1922]. 
Proof From Section 1.6 we have 
(.c) - arxa,"'ak b + awb + ( III . d' ) ",ot .,'''., - -aT w (J,b.""a, (}xa, a ower In Ices. 
On the other hand, from our formulas for d and i"" 
(di",ot + i",dot) = d((k ~ I)! wbrxb.,"'ak dx·' A ... A dxa,) 
+ ~ (wb a(J,., " '.k dx.' A ... A dX.k 
k! aXb 
+ w·, arxa,.,"a, dxb A dx·' A dx·' A· .• A dX·k - ... + ... ). 
aXb 
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In this expression the derivative from rx in the first term cancels the last group of 
k terms (which are all equal). Therefore, this simplifies to 
1 awb N d a, A d a, '" Ada. (k_I)!()xa,""'ba,oooa, X X /,... X 
+ .l wb a(X,a.r..:..:.!!Jr dxa, A dxa, A . . . A dxa• k! aXb . 
Since the expression for (.cwrx)a,oooa, is skew symmetric in aI' ... ,ak , 
.c,,~ = ~! wb a~~~oa, dxa, A ... A dxa, 
+ ~! ((X,ba, 0 000, :;~ + (all lower indices)) dxa1 A ... A dxa• 
I b a(X,a,oo'a. dxa, A A d a, 
=k!WaT .. , X 
+ I aW
b 
N d a, A Ada. (k _ I)! axa1""'ba",oa, X • •• X 
since all the lower index terms are equal. Thus the two expressions agree. I 
7.7 Corollary .cwd = d.c". 
Proof 
.c" d~ = diw(d~) + i" d(d~) = diw(d~) = d(i" d~ + di,,~) = d.c,,~. I 
Box 7.1 Summary of Identities Relating d, iw, and.c" 
for Differential Forms 
1. (a) dod = 0, (b) i"i" = 0 
2. (a) d(~ AP) = drx AP + (-l)krx AdP, ~ a k-form 
(b) i..(~ A P) = i,,~ A P + (-l)k~ A i"cx. 
(c) .c..(~ A P) = .c,,~ A P + rx A .cwP 
3. (a) rp*(~ A P) = rp*~ A rp*P 
(b) rp*d~ = drp*~ 
(c) rp*i,,~ = i¢.wrp*~ (if rp is regular) 
(d) rp* .cw~ = .c¢."rp*~ (if ¢ is regular) 
k 
4. (a) d~(wo, WI, ... , wk ) .C' I: (-l)iwi[rx(wo, .. . , wk )] 
i ".' 0 '---v----' 
Wi missing 
+ I: (-ly+j~([Wi' wJ, Wo,'" ,wk ) 
i <j '---v----' 
W;, Wj missing 
and in a chart, 
k 
(b) (d~Uwo, ... , wk ) = I: (-lYD(X,x' wi'(WO, ••• , wk ) 
j~ 0 '---v----' 
Wi missing 
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5. (.cwa)(w 1, •.. , wk) = W[IX(WJ> ••. , wk)] - ~ a(w1, • •• , [w, w;], . .. , wk) 
([W, wJ is in the ith slot of a). 
6. (a) .cw = iwd + diw 
(b) .cwd = d.cw 
(c) .c[w,v]a = .cw.c.a - .cv.cwa 
(d) ilW,v]a = .cwiva - iv.cwa 
(e) .crwa = f.cwa + df A iwa 
i=l 
In the boxes that follow we present two applications of differential forms 
which are of interest in mechanics. 
Box 7.2 The Poincare Lemma and Variational Principles 
A differential form a is called closed if da = 0 and exact if a = d~ 
for a form ~. Since d 2 = 0, every exact form is closed. The converse is 
not true. (For example, the form a = x dy - y dx restricted to the 
unit circle is closed but is not exact, for its line integral-in the sense 
of advanced calculus-is 2n * 0. Locally a = dO, where 0 is angular 
measure.) 
7.8 Poincare Lemma Let a be a closed k-form on a manifold ;m:. 
Then in some neighborhood a/each point, a is exact. 
Proof (cl Moser [1965]) Using coordinates, it suffices to prove the 
lemma on a ball 'U centered at the origin in [Rn. Consider the radial 
motion given by ¢,(X) = tx. For t > 0, ¢, is a regular mapping of[Rn to 
itself. The velocity field of ¢, is v,(x) = xlt. (x means the vector from the 
origin to the point x.) From .c. = i.d + div and the flow definition of 
Lie derivatives, 
; ¢:a = ¢:.cva = ¢:(diva + i.da) = ¢:(di.a) 
= d(¢nrx) (by 7.5). 
(since da = 0) 
Integrating from t =- 0+ to t = 1, noting ¢1 = Identity, gives a = 
d f (¢,*;.a) dt, so we can choose ~ = f ¢:iva dt. Explicitly, 
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It follows that in [R3, if V X v = 0, then v = Vffor somefand that 
if div v = 0, then v = V X IV for some IV; these are well-known results 
in vector calculus. 
Note. We proved the Poincare lemma for finite dimensional manifolds; 
essentially the same proof works in infinite dimensional spaces as well. 
We now apply the Poincare lemma to a problem in the calculus of 
variations. (We return to this topic in Chapter 5.) Let us first recall how 
the Euler-Lagrange equations for a Lagrangian £(q, q) may be regarded 
as the equations for a critical point. Let Q denote the space of all paths 
q(t) EO [Rn with 0 < t < T and q(O) and q(T) fixed at specified values. 
Then Q is an infinite-dimensional space, but let us apply calculus to it 
in any case. (This points out the need to generalize our ideas to infinite 
dimensions which we do in Chapter 4.) The tangent space to Q is 
obtained by differentiating a curve q). in Q and thus consists of all vector 
functions h(. ), which are zero at t = 0 and t = T. Define 
L: Q -> [R by L(q) = s: £(q(t), q(t)) dt. 
7.9 Proposition A curve q(.) EO Q is a critical point of L; that is, 
DL(q) = 0 if and only if the Euler-Lagrange equations hold: 
d a£ a£ . 
dt aqi -- aqi = ° (z = I, ... , n). 
(Allfunctions appearing are assumed continuous.) 
Proof Let us differentiate L in the direction h using the chain rule: 
DL(q)·" 0-= -b L(q+ Ah)!)_co 
= :f;. (T £(q(t) + AIl(t), q(t) - Ah(t» dfl!o Jo 
=~ f' (~~'h + ~~ .il) dt. 
Since h vanishes at t =c 0 and f = T, we can integrate by parts to get 
j'T (aJ2 d a£) ; DL(q)·h~: a -aq- dr aq- .h(f) Ui. 
Thus if the Euler-Lagrange equations hold, ObViOusly DL(q) -" 0. Con-
versely, if DL(q)·h ~~ 0 for all h and if a£jaq - (djdt)(a£jaq) -=1-,0, then 
choose a neighborhood about a point to where a£jaq -. (djdr)(a£jaq) 
is nowhere zero (by continuity) and choose a parallel vector h(t) *- 0 in 
this neighborhood and zero outside; then DL(q)·" *- 0. Therefore, if 
DL(q) --= 0, the Euler-Lagrange equations must hold. I 
,-------------------------------------_. 
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Abstracting this, let X be a Banach space, let < , ) be a bilinear form 
(e.g., an inner product) on X, and let A: X ----> X be a given (nonlinear) 
operator. 
7.10 Definition We say A is a potential operator if there is a func-
tion L: X --> IR such that dL(x)·v = <A(x), v) for all x in X and 
VEX. 
In view of 7.9, A(x) = 0 represents the Euler-Lagrange equations 
for x E X, in abstract form. The next theorem is due to Vainberg [1964] 
(although the present proof is due to the authors--See Hughes and 
Marsden [1977]). 
7.11 Theorem A given operator A is a potential operator if and only 
if for each x E X, VI and V 2 E X, 
<DA(x),vl> il2 ) = <DA(x)·vz, VI)' 
If < , ) is symmetric, this is equivalent to saying DA(x) is a symmetric 
linear operator on X. 
Proof Consider the one-form IX(X)'il = (A(x), v). Bv definition, A 
is a potential operator if and only if IX is exact. By the Poincare lemma, 
this is the case if and only if da, = O. But by Formula 4(b) in Box 7.1, 
da,(x).(v» il 2) = <DA(x),vl> il 2 ) - <DA(x)·v2 , VI), 
so the result follows immediately. I 
It may be instructive for the reader to write out an explicit proof 
using L(x) = f <A(tx), x) dt. 
This result gives necessary and sufficient conditions for a given set 
of equations to be the Euler-Lagrange equations for some Lagrangian. 32 
Box 7.3 A Geometric Formulation of Hamiltonian Mechanics 
In Chapter 5 we study elastodynamics as an infinite-dimensional 
Hamiltonian system. Here wc indicate briefly how differential forms 
and Lie derivatives can be used in classical mechanics (see Arnold [1978] 
and Abraham and Marsden [1978] for further details). 
32To ensure that L comes from a Lagr"ngi:,;l denity rec, .J;res the further ::\ssumption that 
the operator A is a local operator. Ther; I. hiii :'c a dens:!:. aIll~ A will be the usual Euler-
Lagrange operator if < , > is the L2 inner prodLlct. For related ,·,tork, see Lawruk and Tulczyjew 
[1977] and Takens [1977]. 
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Consider a given Hamiltonian function H(q, p) for q E IR", p E IR"* 
(Le., p = Pi dXi is to be regarded as a one-form), and the associated 
Hamiltonian equations 
ddPi =- aa~ (i = 1,2, ... ,n) 
t q' 
(Recall that if H = (l/2m)<p,p) + V(q), these reduce to Newton's 
second law: dqi/dt = pjm and m(d2qi/dt2 ) = -av/aqi.) 
Let XH be the vector field for Hamilton's equations, 
X H = (aH, _aH). 
api aq' 
Then (q(t), pet»~ is an integral curve of X H if and only if Hamilton's 
equations hold. 
Let ro = dqi A. dpi denote the fundamental two-form. Observe that 
it has the matrix of components given by the skew-symmetric matrix 
[ ° 1]. We have the following key identity: ixuro = dH. (Proof 
-/ ° 
ixuro = ixJdqi A. dp) 
= (ixH dqi) A. dpi - dqi A. iXH dpi [see identity 2(b), Box 7.1] 
aH aH i 
= -a dpi + -a i dq = dH. Pi q 
Note that ro is closed: dro = O. In fact, ro is exact: ro = dO, where 0 = 
-Pidqi. 
Now we can easily prove a number of key results about Hamiltonian 
systems: 
Conservation of energy If Ft is the flow of XH (see Section 1.6), then 
HoFt = H. (Proof: 
thus 
~HoFt = ~F;H = F;£XHH = F;(ixHdH) 
= F;(ix)xuro) = 0, 
HoFt = HoFo = H.) 
Each Ft is a canonical transformation; that is, F;ro = ro. (Proof 
~ F;ro = F;£xHro = F;(dixHro + iXHdro) 
(Cartan's "Magic Formula") 
= F;(dix/iro) (since dro = 0) = F;ddH = 0.) 
Liouville's Theorem F, preserves the phase volume: 
Jl = dql A. .•. A. dq" A. dpI A. ... A. dPn. 
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(Proof By computation, one finds that 
co A co A ... A co = n! (_ly"/21". 
" ., 
n tiines 
Here [n/2] denotes the largest integer < n/2. Since Ftco = co, and 
F'/(co A co) = Ftco A Ftco = co A co, we get Ft" = ".) 
One can establish other basic facts like conservation laws in the pres-
ence of a symmetry group (Noether's theorem) in a similar way. We 
shall return to this in Chapter 5. 
Next we summarize, without proofs, a few key facts about integration on 
manifolds. These are familiar results in IR" which are converted to the language 
of manifolds. 3 3 Let ;m be a manifold, possibly with a (piecewise smooth) 
boundary. We assume ;m is oriented; that is, ;m has a covering by charts such 
that the Jacobian of the change of coordinates between any two of these coor-
dinate systems is positive. 
Let" be an n-form on ;m (n is the dimension of ;m). In any coordinate chart 
{XA}, " has the form" = f dX I A ... A dX". If we integrate f in this chart and 
do the same for a covering of;m by charts not counting overlaps twice, we get 
a well-defined number, f;m" (the change of variables formula and transform-
ation properties of " guarantee that this number is independent of the way in 
which ;m is sliced up). 
7.12 Theorem (Change of Variables) If¢:;m --->;n is a regular CI mapping 
that is orientation preserving, and" is an n-form on ¢(;m), then 
S ¢*" = J fl· ;m ¢(;m) 
In Section 1.4 we described how to obtain a volume element on an oriented 
Riemannian manifold (;m, G): dV= ,v'detGABdXI A··· AdX", and the 
Jacobian of ¢ by ¢* dv = J dV. Using this notation, 7.12 can be written 
S (fo¢)J dV = f f dv ;m p(;m) 
for a scalar functionf on ¢(;m) by writing" = f dv. Under an integral sign we 
shall usually write dV instead of dV in accordance with usage in integration 
theory. 
33The proofs of the following theorems are omitted; they may be found in one of the 
standard references (e.g., Spivak [1975J, Lang [1972], or Abraham and Marsden [1978]). 
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7.13 Theorem (Stokes' Theorem) If a~ is positively oriented 34 and at is an 
(n - I)-form on ~, then 
This version of Stokes' theorem includes as special cases, the usual theorems 
of Green, Gauss, and Stokes. We shall obtain the divergence theorem on a 
Riemannian manifold as a special case after a few preparatory results. 
7.14 Proposition If W is a vector field on ~, then .cw dV = (DIV W) dV. 
Proof Observe that dV is closed (any n-form on an n-manifold is closed). 
Thus by the magic formula, 
.cw dV = d(iw dV) = d(iw,Jdet GAB dXI A ... A dxn) 
= d[,Jdet GAB(WI dX2 A ... A dxn 
- W2 dXI A dX3 A ... A dxn + ... )] 
= a~c(,JdetGABWC)dXI A··· AdXn 
,J I ax a c(,Jdet GABWC) dV = (div W) dV. I det GAB 
This gives an easy proof of the formula for the rate of change of the Jacobian, 
which was proved directly in Section 1.5. 
7.15 Corollary a/atJ = J·(div v)o¢. 
Proof %t (¢t dv) = ¢t.c v dv = ¢t(div v dv) = (div vo¢,)¢t dv 
= J(div vo¢) dV. I 
To get the divergence theorem we need one more important observation. 
7.16 Proposition Let N be the unit outward normal to a~ and Wa vector 
field on ~. Then on a~, W·N dA = iw dV, where dA is the "area" element on 
a~ (i.e., dA is the "dV" for the (n - I)-manifold a~). 
Proof Let {XA} be coordinates for ~ in which a~ is the plane XI = 0 and 
for which N = (1,0,0, ... ), and ~ is described by XI < O. We can arrange for 
N to be normal to this plane at any particular point by a linear transformation 
34Jn an oriented coordinate chart {XI, ... , Xn} for mI in which amI is the plane XI = 0, 
mI must be represented as the half-space X I < O. This agrees with the usual choice of normals 
in Green's, Gauss', and Stokes' theorems in vector calculus. 
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of coordinates; that is G IA = ° (A = 2, ... ,n) and GIl = 1. The metric tensor 
on a;m is GAB (A, B = 2, ... , n). As above, 
iwdV= iw,./det GAB dXI A··· Adxn 
= ,./det GAB i: (-1)1-1 Wi dXI A ..• A dxn 
i~ I ----..... ,,-----
dXi Iii'issing 
If we evaluate this expression at a point satisfying Xl = 0, we get only the first 
term in this sum: 
7.17 Theorem (Divergence Theorem) IfW is a vector field on;m, then 
I tDlVWdV~ J."WONdA·1 
Proof Let a = iw dV. Then J a = J W·N dA by 7.16. Also, da = 
amr amr 
diwdV = (DIV W)dVby7.l4. Hence the result follows from Stokes' theorem. I 
Problem 7.5 (i) Explicitly recover the classical Stokes' theorem for 
oriented surfaces from 7.13. 
(ii) Show that, on a Riemannian manifold (~, g), 
_ 1 ( ) _ I (aVa aVb) 
wab - 2 Val b - Vbla - 2 iJxb - axa 
are the components of the spin co = !d(v~). Formulate a Stokes' theorem 
for a general oriented surface in a Riemannian manifold. 
Problem 7.6 Set SAB be a 2-tensor on ;m and DIV S = SABIB, its diver-
gence. Let ~A be a one-form on ;m. Prove the following integration by parts 
formula (in index notation): 
r IXASABIB dV = - r IXAIBSAB dV + J IXASABNB dA. Jmr Jmr amr 
Now we turn our attention to the Piola transformation. This concept is of 
fundamental importance in the subsequent chapters. The Piola transformation 
is analogous to pull-back, except that there is a Jacobian present as well. This is 
indicative that volume or area forms are being transformed. We begin by 
defining the Piola transform of vector fields, and revert to CB, S notation in place 
of;m and ~ because we have configurations of bodies in mind. 
7.18 Definition Lety be a vector field on Sand ¢: CB ----> S a regular (orien-
tation preserving) CI mapping. The Piola transform of y is given by 
y= J¢*y 
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where J is the Jacobian of ¢. In coordinates, yA = J(F-I)Abyb, where 
J -_ ,J~ a(¢I, ... , ¢n) d Fa _ a¢a 
,JdetGABa(XI, ... ,Xn) an A-axA' 
We can phrase this in another useful way: 
7.19 Proposition Yis the Piola transform ofy if and only if¢*(iy dv) = iydV. 
Proof Notice that (n - I)-forms and vector fields are in one-to-one corre-
spondence by way of the mapping Y f-7 * Y, where * Y = iy dV. (Above we cal-
culated iy dV in coordinates.) From Box 7.1, ¢*(iy dv) = i4>'Y¢* dv = i4>*yJ dV 
= iWY dV so the assertion follows. I 
Note. Y is an honest vector field, while [a(¢I, ... , ¢n)/a(XI, ... , xn)](F-l)Abyb 
is not. The metric factors are important, even for curvilinear coordinates in [R3, 
such as spherical coordinates. 
7.20 Theorem (Piola Identity) If Y is the Piola transform of y, then 
I DIV Y = J·(div y)o¢.[ 
We shall give two proofs of this important result. 
First proof Let 'U c ill be a nice open set and a'll its boundary. By the 
change of variables theorem and 7.19, 
From 7.16 and 7.17, 
f DIV Y dV = r div y dv = r J(div yo¢) dV. • ~M ~ 
Since'll is arbitrary, the assertion follows. I 
Second Proof We compute directly, using differential forms: (DIV Y) dV 
= oCy dV = d(iy dV) by the general formula oCy ot= iy dot + diyot and the fact 
that d of an n-form is zero. Thus (DIV Y) dV = d(iy dV) = d¢*(iy dv) = 
¢*d(iy dv) (the operations of pull-back and d commute) = ¢*(div y dv) = 
J(div yo¢) dV (definition of J), and so DIV Y = J(div yo¢). I 
From 7.16 we get another important way of expressing the Piola transforma-
tion: Y.N dA = y·n da, where da is the area element on ¢('U); it is related to 
dA according to (da)b = J(F-l)Ab(dA)Ao See Figure 1.7.1. This equation shows 
how the area elements on a'll and a¢('U) are related. 
Since yA = J(F-l)Aaya, the Piola identity may be read this way: 
DIV(JF-l) = 0, 
where 
N 
Figure 1.7.1 
We can also make a Piola transformation on any index of a tensor. For 
example, let (Jab be a given two tensor. If we make a Piola transformation on the 
last index, we get a two-point tensor P with components paB = J(F-I)Bb(Jab. The 
Piola identity, then, tells us that DIV P = J(div (J)o¢; that is, paBIB = J(Jab lb • 
11R 
Problem 7.7 If y·n is interpreted as a flux per unit area on ¢('U), show 
that one can interpret Y·N as the corresponding flux per unit of under-
formed area. Use this to give a physical interpretation of the Piola identity. 
Box 7.4 Summary 0/ Important Formulas/or Section 1.7 
(See Box 7.1 for the key identities for differential forms.) 
Definition of a k-form on ~ 
Ot is a ( Z ) tensor that is skew symmetric. 
Ot(Wn(l)' ... , Wn(k») I%AI' .. A. changes sign if any two 
= sgn nOt(WJ, ... , Wk) indices are switched. 
Wedge Product 
(Ot A ~)(WJ, ... , Wk+l) 
1 
= k! I! ~ (sgn n)Ot ® ~ 
• (Wn(l), ... , Wn(k+l)) 
Interior Product 
(iW Ot)(W2 , ••• , Wk) 
= Ot(W, W2 , ••• , Wk) 
Exterior Derivative d 
:haracterized by: 
(i) ddOt = 0 
(ii) d(Ot A~) = dOt A ~ + 
(-I)kOt A d~ 
(Ot A ~)AI"'A.BI'''BI is the com-
plete anti-symmetrization 
IfOt = I%A''''A.dXA'A . .. AdXA., 
then dOt = a~x./k dXA 
AdXA, A··· AdXA. 
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(iii) df = differential of the 
functionf 
(iv) d is local 
Poincare Lemma 
If drx, = 0, then locally there is PA''''AjX) 
a p such that rx, = d~. 51 
= 0 tk-IXACtAA,".Ak,,(tX) dt 
Euler-Lagrange Equations of a Variational Principle 
q(t) E [Rn satisfies (djdt)(a£jai/) - a£jaql = 0 (i = 1, ... ,n) if and 
only if q(.) is a critical point of L(q) = f £(q, q) dt subject to the 
condition that q(O), q(1) be fixed. 
Inverse Problem for a Variational Principle 
A nonlinear operator A on a Banach space X is a potential operator; 
that is, <A(x), v) = dL(x)·v for some L(x) if and only if (DA(x),v ll v 2 ) 
is symmetric in VI and V2 (i.e., DA(x) is a symmetric operator). 
Hamilton's Equations 
Symplectic form: co = dqi /'-- dpi 
Hamiltonian vector field XH : 
Change of Variables 
S. ¢*J1 ec-= f J1 ~ 1>(:)11) 
Stokes' Theorem 
S. drx, = f rx, ~ a~ 
Divergence Theorem 
S. (DIY W) dV mr 
= r W.NdA Ja~ 
Piola Trans/ormation 
Y=J¢*y or 
iy dV ,'C,' ¢*(i.v do) 
Piola Identity 
DIV Y""" J(div yo¢) 
r (fo¢)J dV = f f dv J~ ¢(~) 
1 aCtA''''A", dXB /'-- dXA, ~ aXB 
/, ... /, dXA", 
= f CtA""An"d)(A,/,-- .. ·/,dXAn-, 
a~ 
CHAPTER 2 
BALANCE PRINCIPLES 
This chapter presents the basic dynamical equations for continuum mechanics 
and some key inequalities from thermodynamics. The latter may be used to give 
functional form to the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor-a fundamental 
ingredient in the dynamical equations. The study of this functional form is the 
main goal of Chapter 3 on constitutive theory. 
We shall set up the basic equations (or inequalities) as integral balance 
conditions. Therefore, the first section of this chapter is devoted to their general 
study. For the dynamical equations, the basic postulate is the existence of a 
stress tensor and a momentum balance principle. In particle mechanics these 
are analogous to the postulate of Hamilton's equations, or Newton's second law. 
We shall present a detailed study of these ideas in both the material and spatial 
pictures by using the Piola transformation that was developed in Section 1.7. 
The integral form of momentum balance is subject to an important criticism: 
it is not form invariant under general coordinate transformations, although the 
dynamical equations themselves are. We shall examine this and a number of 
related covariance questions. Covariance ideas are also useful in the discussion 
of constitutive theory, as we shall see in Chapter 3. 
2.1 THE MASTER BALANCE LAW 
Let CB and S be Riemannian manifolds with metric tensors G andg, respectively. 
Suppose x = ¢(X, t) is a Cl regular motion of CB in S, VeX, t) is the material 
velocity, and vet, x) is the spatial velocity. For the moment we sha1l assume 
that CB and S are the same dimension; for example, CB c S is open and ¢ is a 
1?n 
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regular Cl motion. (For shells and related situations the results need to be modi-
fied along the lines indicated in Box 5.1, Chapter 1 and Box 1.2, Chapter 2.) Let 
dV be the volume element on <B and dv that in S, and let J(X, t) be the Jacobian 
of ,plX). (See Section 1.5.) Recall that an open subset 'U c <B is called "nice" 
if it has a piecewise C 1 boundary a'll. 
1.1 Transport Theorem Let f(x, t) be a given C 1 real-valued function of time t 
and position x E ,p,(<B), and let 'U be a nice open set in <B. Then (suppressing the 
arguments (x, t», 
.!£. r fdv= r U+fdivv)dv= r (¥+diV(fv»)dv 
dt Jof>t('ll) J¢t('ll} J¢d'll} t 
where j = ~ + df· v = ~ + :~ va is the material derivative off and div v = 
vala is the divergence of v. 
Proof By change of variables, and differentiating under the integral sign, 
dd r f dv = dd r f( ,p(X, t), t)J(X, t) dV t J¢,{'ll} t J'll 
= L {j(,p(X, t), t)J(X, t) + f(,p(X, t), t) aJ<;; t)} dV. 
From 5.4, Chapter 1, (aJ/at)(X, t) = (div v)J. Inserting this in the preceding 
expression and changing variables back to x gives the result. I 
Problem 1.1 Generalize the transport theorem as follows. Let ,p,: <B 
--> S be a regular motion of <B in S and let <P c <B be a k-dimensional 
submanifold. Let (J" be a k-form on S and let f ¢t«(l')(J" denote the integral of 
(J" over ,p,(<P). Show that 
.!£ r rL = r LvrL , 
dt J¢t«(l') J¢t«(l') 
where v is the spatial velocity of the motion. Show that this includes the 
transport theorem as a special case by choosing <P = 'lL and rL = f dv. 
Many of the basic laws of continuum mechanics can be expressed in terms of 
integral equalities or inequalities. We abstract these by making the following. 
1.2 Definition Let a(x, t), b(x, t) be given scalar functions defined for 
t E IR (or an open interval in IR), x E ,p,(<B), and c(x, t) a given vector field on 
,pl<B). We say that a, b, and c satisfy the master balance law if, for any nice open 
set 'U c <B, the integrals that appear in the following equation exist, f ¢«'ll) a dv 
is t-differentiable and 
- a dv = b dv + <c, n> da di 1 1 dt ¢,('ll) ¢,('ll) a¢d'll} 
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where n is the unit outward normal to aifJ,(cu') and da is the area element on this 
surface. If the above equality is replaced by the inequality 
ft r a dv > r b dv + 1 <c, n) da 
)"',(U) )¢d'U) aql,('U) 
we say that a, b, c satisfy the master balance inequality. 
If there is danger of confusion, we may refer to these as the spatial master 
balance law (or inequality, respectively). 
The next theorem shows how to cast such a relationship into local form. 
1.3 Localization Theorem (Spatial) Let a and c be Cl and b be CO. They 
satisfy the master balance law if and only if 
~~ + div(av) = b + div c. (I) 
They satisfy the master inequality if and only if 
~~ + div(av) > b + div c. (1)' 
Proof By the transport and divergence theorems, the master balance law is 
equivalent to 
f. (aaa + div(av») dv = J b dv + r (div c) d1J cP' ('11) t 91, ('11) ) ¢d'U) 
for any nice open set cu, c ill. Thus if the identity (l) or ineq uality (l)' hold, the 
corresponding integral relation holds. Conversely, we may use the following 
elementary calculus lemma: if g(x) is continuous and f.o g(x) dv = 0 (resp. 
> 0) on a family {'D} of open sets of arbitrarily small diameter about each point, 
then g(x) = 0 (resp. is > 0). The result therefore holds. I 
The passage from the integral form to the localized form requires more differ-
entiability than is needed to make sense of the integral form. Thus the integral 
form is more general and is crucial for the discussion of shocks. See Box 1.1, 
below. 
Next we shall consider the material master balance law and inequality. 
1.4 Definition Let A(X, t) and B(X, t) be given functions on ill and C(X, t) 
a vector field. We say that A, B, and C satisfy the (material) master balance law 
if, for all nice open sets cu, c ill, the integrals appearing in the following equation 
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exist, f'll AJ dV is t-differentiable and 
: r AJ dV = r BJ dV + r < c, N) dA 
t J'Il J'Il Jau 
where N is the unit outward normal to a'll and dA is the area element on a'll. 
Similarly, we say that A, B, C obey the master balance inequality if 
dd r AJ dV > r BJ dV + r < C, N) dA t Ju J'Il Ja'll 
for all nice open sets'll c CB. 
Again we can localize, but the procedure is now simpler. We need only differ-
entiate under the integral sign and equate integrands. Thus, we get the following: 
1.5 Localization Theorem (Material) Let AJ, BJ be Co, a(AJ)/at exist and 
be Co, and let C be Cl. Then A, B, C, satisfy the master balance law if and only if 
~ (AJ) = BJ + DIY C, 
and the master balance inequality if and only if 
~ (AJ) > BJ + DIY c. 
Theorems l.3 and 1.5 are connected as follows: 
1.6 Proposition Suppose A, B, C, and a, b, c, are related by 
A(X, t) = a(x, t) (where x = ifJ(X, t», 
B(X, t) = b(x, t), 
C(X, t) = J(X, t)F-l(X, t).c(x, t) 
(2) 
(2)' 
(i.e., C is the Piola transform of c so that CA = J(F-l)Aaca). Then A, B, C satisfy 
the material master balance law (resp. inequality) if and only if a, b, c satisfy the 
spatial master balance law (resp. inequality). 
Proof This follows from the integral forms in the definitions by changing 
variables and using the identity < c, N) dA = < c, n) da derived in Section 1.7. I 
Problem 1.2 Directly verify the equivalence of the localized forms of the 
balance laws (1) and (2). 
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Problem 1.3 Take a = p (the mass density), b = 0, c = 0, and show that 
the master balance law reduces to conservation of mass. Localize using 
1.3, and convert to material form. 
If we incorporate the mass density into the balance laws, some simplification 
results. Let p(x, t) be the mass density and assume that conservation of mass 
holds; that is, apjat + div(pv) = O. If fis replaced by pf and conservation of 
mass is assumed, the transport theorem takes the following form: 
dl ~~=l h~· rn t 1lI,('lL) 1lI,('lL) 
If a = po and b = pb in the master balance law, the localization (I) becomes 
pa = pb + div c. (4) 
Correspondingly, if we take A = pA and B = pB in the material form, the 
localized equations (2) become 
aA -PRef at = herB + DIV C. (5) 
Similarly for the master balance inequalities. 
Problem 1.4 Prove Equations (3), (4), and (5). 
The material forms of the balance principles are convenient, since their 
localization does not involve the convective term l daov = (aajaxa)va. Further-
more, the material form is valid for shells as it stands, but the spatial form 
requires modification; see Box 1.2 below. 
Box 1.1 The Transport Theorem and Discontinuity Surfaces 
The transport theorem may be supplemented by the following 
version. 
1.7 Proposition Let f(x, t) be a given bounded Cl function on a 
moving open set 9lt c S and suppose f is continuous on a91t • Suppose the 
boundary of 91., is moving with velocity IV, and Wn is its (outward) normal 
component. Then 
; r f dv = r Z dv + r fW n da 
J'lL, J'lL, Ja'lL, 
1 For instance, in fluid mechanics thiS convective term causes technical difficulties. Some 
existence and uniqueness proofs are considerably simplified if material coordinates are used. 
See Ebin and Marsden [1970J and Chapter 6. 
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Proof Extend w to a vector field and let 'fI, be its flow. Then we 
have'll, = 'fI,('lLo). By the transport and divergence theorems, 
it r fdv = r (ft + diV(fW») dv = r ~dv + r fWn da. I ~ ~ ~ J~ 
1.8 Theorem Let f(x, t) be given, and let ¢(X, t) be a regular C 1 
motion. Suppose f has a jump discontinuity across a surface a, but is C 1 
elsewhere. Assume that div(fv) is integrable on ¢,('lL), as is af/at. Thenfor 
a nice open set 'lL c S, 
it r f dv = r (~f + diV(fv») dv + 1 [fJ(Vn - wn) da, 
J",,('ll} J",,('U} u,n'll, 
where Wn is the normal velocity of a" vn is the normal component of 
v, and [fJ denotes the jump in f across at. 2 
Proof Write 'lLt = ¢,('lL) = CUi u 'lL;, where 'lLi is on the "forward 
moving" side of a" or the "+ side". Write a'lLi = a, U (a'll, n (¢,(63»+) 
and similarly for a'll;. See Figure 2.1.1. 
By 1.7, and noting that -Wn is the outward normal component of w 
on at with respect to CUi, 
Figure 2.1.1 
2We assume O"t divides eM!!;,) into two pieces. One piece is denoted +, the other -. The 
jump in/is from the - side to the + side; that is, [fJ = /+ - /-, where f+ is the limiting 
value of /from the + side and/- that from the - side. 
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Adding this to the similar expression for'll; gives 
f r fdv = r r- dv - i (f+ -- f-)w. da + 1 div(fv)dv 
t Ju, Ju, t tnn'll, 'u, 
+ Ln'llt (flVn da. I 
This result can be used to generalize the master balance laws to the 
case in which the arguments experience jump discontinuities across a 
smooth surface. Let the hypotheses be as above, but assume that a, b, c 
and A, B, C may be discontinuous across the surfaces (Jt and L" 
respectively, where (Jt = ifJt(Lt). From 1.8 and the divergence theorem, 
we have the following identities: 
!!..l adv-l bdv-i <c,n)da 
dt M'll) ¢,('ll) a¢,{'ll) 
= 1 (~a + div(av) - b - div c) dv 
¢,('ll) t 
+ 1 [a«v, n) - w.) - <c, n)] da 
Cltn'Ut 
and : r AJ dV - r BJ dV - r < c, N) dA 
t J'll J'll Ja'll 
= (a(JrJ) - BJ - DIV c) dV 
+ L [AJ« v, N) - WN ) - <c, N)l dA 
where WN is the normal velocity of the surface Lt. The integral balance 
laws imply the local form given previously as weII as the following jump 
discontinuity conditions: 
[a«v, n) - w.) - <c, n)J = 0 on (Jt (spatial form) 
and [AJ«V, N) - WN ) - <C, N)] = 0 on Lt (material form). 
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r-----.------- --
These results are fundamental in wave-propagation theory and in shock 
waves. The surfaces a, and L, are called propagating singular surfaces-
the "singular" referring to the fact that functions of interest experience 
discontinuities across them. 3 
-------------_. 
An important result, known as Cauchy's theorem, deals with the form of 
the integrand <c, n) in the surface integral term of the master balance law. 
1.9 Cauchy's Theorem Let a(x, t) be C 1, and b(x, t), c(x, t, n) be CO scalar 
functions defined for all t E !R (or an open interval), all x E ¢,«(53), and all unit 
vectors n at x. Assume that a, b, and c satisfy the master balance law in the sense 
that, for any nice open set '11 c (53, we have 
dd 1 a(x, t) dv = 1 b(x, t) dv + r c(x, t, n) da, t ¢t ('U) ¢t ('U) Ja¢t ('U) 
where n is the unit outward normal to a¢,('11). Then there exists a unique vector 
field c(x, t) on ¢,«(53) such that c(x, t, n) = (c(x, t), n). 
Proof By the transport theorem, the hypothesis is 
f (d + a div v - b) dv = f c(x, t, n) da ~~ ~~ (1) 
for all nice regions '11. 
Now fix the variable t (it will be omitted in what follows). Work in a neighbor-
hood of a point Xo E S and choose an oriented coordinate system {x·} that is 
orthonormal at XO' 
We shall work in three dimensions for simplicity; see Figure 2.1.2. In the first 
quadrant of the chosen coordinates system, draw the tetrahedron W with one 
edge of length I, and the others in fixed proportions to it. Let n be the unit normal 
to the skew face. By construction, 
1· volume W ° 1m = I~O area aw ' 
and so from (I), 
lim law r c(t, x, n)da = 0, I~O area Jaw 
Let the coordinate faces be denoted Li (i = 1, 2, 3), and the skew face be L. By 
3For results on wave propagation theory, see Chen [1972] and Eringen and Suhubi [1974]. 
For results on shocks, see Courant and Friedrichs [1976], Hughes and Marsden [1976], and 
Chorin and Marsden [1979]. 
Figure 2.1.2 
the mean value theorem for integrals, there is a z EO L and points Zi EO Li such 
that 
law i c da = 1 aw {c(z, n)(area L) + t C(Zi' -n;)(area L/)} 
area aw area i~ 1 
where -nl is the outward unit normal to Li at Zi' As 1--------> 0, (area L)!(area aW) 
----> lX, a constant, and (area Li)!(area aW) --------> nilX, where n = n1el is the limiting 
value of n as 1-----> 0. (As the proportions of the sides vary, we get all possible 
vectors n in the first quadrant.) Since nl --------> el as 1-----> 0, we get the identity 
(2) 
Taking the limit n -----> e" we get 
c(xo, e/) = -c(xo• -eJ (3) 
Substituting back into (2) gives c(xo, n) = I;l~ 1 n1c(xo' eJ Similar reasoning 
holds for the other quadrants. I 
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Problem 1.5 Formulate Cauchy's theorem for material quantities. 
Problem J.6 This problem is the first step in generalizing Cauchy's 
theorem to allow c(x, t, n)'s that are not necessarily continuous. (See 
Gurtin and Martins (1976] for more information.) Define a Cauchy flux 
to be a map F that assigns to each oriented piecewise smooth surface 
(possibly with boundary) ® c £ = [R3 a vector F(®) EO [R3 such that 
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(a) If ® = U7=1 ®i' a disjoint union (except on boundaries) with 
compatible orientations, then F(®) = L;=I F(®I)' and 
(b) F is area-continuous; that is, if area (®n) --> 0, then F(®n) -> 0. 
Prove that F(-®) = -F(®), where -® denotes ® with the opposite 
orientation. Compare Equation (3) above. [Hint: Consider a pill-box of 
thickness f > 0]. 
Box 1.2 Balance Laws for Shells 
The transport theorem for shells follows. 
1.10 Theorem Let dim S = dim CB + I and let ¢>,: CB --> S be a 
motion (of embed dings) ofCB into S. Letfbe a given CI function of t E [R 
and x E ¢>,(CB). Let 'U c CB be a nice open set. Then 
dd r f dv = r {f + f(div VII + Vn tr k)} dv t J¢t('U) J¢t('U) 
where VII is the component of the spatial velocity field parallel to ¢>,(CB), 
vn is its normal component, and tr k is the mean curvature of the hyper-
surface ¢>,(CB). (See Box 5.1, Chapter 1.) 
Proof 
dd 1 f dv = dd r f(¢(X, t), t)J(X, t) dV(X) t ¢,('U) t J'U 
by the change of variables theorem. By 5.13 and 5.14 of Chapter 1, we 
have 
aJ -. at = «dlV VII)o¢>, + vnCtr k)o¢>,)J. 
After differentiating under the integral sign, one may complete the proof 
as in 1.1. I 
Given scalar functions a, b on ¢>,(CB) and a vector field c(x, t), we 
define the master balance law as before: 
itl adv=l bdv+l <c,n)da. 
¢d'U) ¢d'U) D¢,('U) 
The localized equations are 
aa -- --at + div(avII) + aVn tr k = b + div c 
where div means the intrinsic (Riemannian) divergence for vector fields 
on the surface ¢>,(CB). 
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The material picture for shells is the same as that in 1.4 and 1.5. The 
Piola transform still makes sense as a relation between vector fields C 
on CB and vector fields c on ¢,(CB). 
Problem 1.7 Prove a Cauchy theorem for shells. 
Problem 1.8 Prove a transport theorem for discontinuity surfaces 
in shells. 
Box 1.3 Transport Theorem for a Distensible Tube 
Balance laws in mechanics involve terms of the form f + f div v. 
Most of the difficulty in deriving one-dimensional theories is computing 
the correct one-dimensional counterpart off + f div v. The procedure 
given here explains how to do this. 
Consider a section S of the tube illustrated in Figure 2.1.3. Let S be 
chosen normal to the z3-axis. The luminal area of the tube is the area of 
S and is denoted A(z3, t) > 0; S need not be circular. Let e denote as, 
the luminal boundary with line element df. Letf(z!, Z2, z3, t) be a C! 
real-valued function, and define its area mean to be j = (f sf da)J A: 
[R2 ---> [R, where da is the area element on S. Let v denote the spatial 
velocity vector of material contained in the tube. The z3-component 
of V is denoted v3 • Let n be the unit outward normal vector to the tube 
defined on the boundary of the tube. The tube in general will have a 
Z2 
Figure 2.1.3 
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time-dependent taper so n does not necessarily lie in the zlz2-plane-
that is, in the plane of S. Let Vn represent the component of v in the 
direction n; that is, Vn = V· n. If Un denotes the normal velocity of the 
luminal surface, then Wno the relative normal velocity of the lumen, is 
defined by Un = Vn + W n' Thus the amount of fluid leaving the tube 
through the luminal surface is measured by -Wn• The preceding defini-
tions and the transport theorem yield the following identity: 
~ (Ai) + a~3 [A(fv3)] = 1 U + f div v) da + ifwn dl. 
This relation is useful in establishing one-dimensional theories of 
flow through distensible tubes. 4 The last term allows for outflow due to 
transverse branching. 
Box 1.4 Summary of Important Formulas/or Section 2.1 
Transport Theorem 
ddl fdv=l U+fdivv)dv f+fdivv=--"~a'Lt+(fva)la t q" ('U) </it ('U) 
= 1 (aaf + div (fv») dv 
</it('U) t 
Master Balance Law 
(i) For spatial quantities a, b, c: 
(Integral Form) 
.!{ 1 a dv = 1 b dv + ( <c, n) da <c, n) = canbgab 
dt q,,('U) q,,('U) Ja</i,('U) 
(Local Form) 
~~ + div (av) = b + div c ~~ + (avb)lb = b + Cblb 
(ii) For material quantities A, B, C: 
(Integral Form) 
it L AJdV= L BJdV + L <C,N)dA <C, N) = CANBGAB 
(Local Form) 
1r (AJ)= BJ + DIV C 1r (AJ) = BJ + CAIA 
4See Hughes and Lubliner [1973]. 
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Material vs. Spatial 
A(X, t) = a(x, t) 
B(X, t) = b(x, t) 
C(X, t) = JF-l C 
X = cp(X, t) 
A(XA, t) = a(xa , t) 
B(XA, t) = b(xa , t) 
CA(XB, t) = J(F-l)AaCa 
xa = cpa(XA, t) 
Balance Laws Using Mass Density p(x, t) 
Transport: ddl fPdv=l jpdv 
t ¢, ('ll) ¢d'll) 
Master Balance Law 
po. = pb + div c a = pii, b = pb 
aX - --PRefTt = PRefB + DIV C A = pA, B = pB 
Cauchy's Theorem 
CH. 2 
If a(x, t), b(x, t), and c(x, t, n) satisfy the master balance law, then 
c(x, t, n) = <c(x, t), n) for some vector field c. Materially, if A(X, t), 
B(X, t), and C(X, t, N) satisfy the master balance law, then C(X, t, N) 
= < C(X, t), N). 
Transport Theorem for Discontinuity Surfaces 
: r fdv = 1 (j + fdiv v) dv + I [f](Vn - wn)da, 
t J<!>d'U) ¢,('U) ""n'U, 
where (Jt = discontinuity surface, Wn is its normal velocity, v~ is the 
normal component of v, and [f] is the jump off across (Jt. 
Jump Discontinuity Conditions for the Master Balance Law 
[a<v, n) - wn - <c, n)] = 0 on (J, 
[AJ<V, N) - WN - <C, N)] = 0 on L" where (Jt = cp'(Lt) 
Transport Theorem for Shells 
dd 1 fdv = r [j + f(div VII + Vn trk)]dv t <!>,('U) J<!>d'U) 
2.2 THE STRESS TENSOR AND BALANCE OF MOMENTUM 
This section develops the basic equations of continuum mechanics. The concept 
which sets continuum mechanics apart from particle mechanics is that of stress. 
The idea, introduced by Cauchy a century and a half after Newton, expresses the 
interaction of a material with surrounding material in terms of surface contact 
forces. 
We quote Truesdell [1968], p. 186 concerning the Stress Principle of Cauchy: 
"Upon any smooth, closed, orientable surface @5, be it an imagined surface 
within the body or the bounding surface of the body itself, there exists an 
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integrable field of traction vectors tf! equipollent (same resultant and moment) to 
the action exerted by the matter exterior to @5 and contiguous to it on that 
interior to 6." See Figure 2.2.1. 
Figure 2.2.1 
We postualte the existence of a vector field t(x, t, n) depending on time t, 
the spatial point x, a unit vector n, and, implicitly, the motion l{J(x, t) itself. 
Physically, t(x, t, n) represents the force per unit area exerted on a surface element 
oriented with normal n. We shall call t the Cauchy stress vector. 
Throughout this section we shall assume that CB is a simple body moving in 
S = IRn. We shall let I{J, be a regular C 1 motion of CB in S, and, as usual, let 
vex, t) and vex, t) be its spatial and material velocities. Let p(x, t) be a mass 
density function. We shall explicitly state when we are assuming conservation 
of mass. Finally, we assume that forces other than surface contact forces (trac-
tions) arise from an external force field h, an example of which is the gravitational 
force. 
The reader who has read Box 5.1, Chapter I, and Box 1.2 in the preceding 
section may generalize the results below to shells. In Box 2.2 we shall indicate 
another possible generalization of the results given here. 
2.1 Definition Given I{J(X, t), p(x, t), t(x, t, n), and hex, t) we say that 
balance of momentum is satisfied provided that for every nice open set 'U c CB, 
~ 1 pv dv = 1 ph dv + r t da 
dt q1d'U) 91, ('U) J 891, ('U) 
where t is evaluated on the unit outward normal n to aI{J,('U) at a point x. 
The above equation states that the rate of change of linear momentum of 
I{J,('U) equals the net force acting on it. 
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Warning: Balance of momentum explicitly uses the linear structure of IRn 
since vector functions are integrated. It is correct to interpret this equation 
componentwise in Cartesian coordinates Zi but not in a general coordinate 
system. In this sense, balance of momentum is not a tensorial postulate. We shall 
discuss this objection in greater detail in Section 2.3. There we shall show how 
balance of momentum follows from an energy principle that does not require 
S to be linear. (For relativisitic elasticity it is essential to have a basic postulate 
that is covariant-such as balance of four momentum-and for classical 
elasticity it is desirable.) 
2.2 Theorem Assume that balance of momentum holds, that ¢(X, t) is Cl, 
and t(x, t, n) is a continuous function of its arguments. Then there is a unique 
(~) tensor field, denoted cr, depending only on x and t such that 
I t(x, t, n) = < cr(x, t), n)./ 
In coordinates {x·} on S, the preceding equation reads 
t·ex, t, n) = a·cex, t)gbcnb = a·b~ 
Proof Let "0 be a vector in IR". Then 
dd r p<v, liD) dv = r p<b, liD) dv + J <t, uo) dv. t J.p, ('ll) j </>d'll) a</>, ('ll) 
By Cauchy's theorem, 1.7, there is a vector field c such that <t, liD) = (c, n). 
Since <t, liD) depends linearly on 110' c must also be a linear function of "0' and so 
defines the required tensor cr. (In Cartesian coordinates, picking 110 = Ii gives 
a vector field ci such that ti = (ci, n) = njaikojk' where a ik are the components 
of ci .) Obviously, cr is uniquely determined. I 
2.3 Definition The tensor a·b is called the Cauchy stress tensor. The asso-
ciated tensor cr with components a·b is also caIled the Cauchy stress tensor. 
2.4 Theorem Assume that balance of momentum and conservation of mass 
hold. Then 
r--;v = pb -I- div cr, where (di~~)· ,= ~~-:::.-J L ___________________ . _____ _ 
Proof Tbe validity oftbis equation in Cartesian coordinates results from ihe 
spatial form of the master balance law (see Equation (4), Section 2. J). I 
In general coordinates {X"}, this basic set of dynamic equations in 2.4 reads 
as follows: 
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Notice that a·n is the force per unit of deformed area. To find the force per 
unit of undeformed area, we perform a Piola transformation (see Section 1.7). 
2.5 Definition The first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensorS P is the two-point 
tensor obtained by performing a Piola transformation on the second index of G. 
In coordinates, 
\ paA = J(F-l)Ab aab.\ 
Here paA is a function of (X, t) and aab is evaluated at (X, t), where x = t{>(X, t). 
From results in Section 2.1 we can read off the material version of balance 
of momentum. 
2.6 Theorem Assume conservation of mass holds. Then balance of momentum 
is equivalent to 
: 1 PRer V dV = 1 PRerR dV + J <P, N) dA 
t • • ft 
for any nice open set 'U c <33. Here R(X, t) = b(x, t) and <P, N) = paA N A. This, 
in turn, is equivalent to 
I PRerA = PRerR + DIY P I 
where (DIY p)a = paAIA . 
Problem 2.1 Let A be an n X 11 matrix such that for any unit vector n, 
A·n is parallel to n. Show that A = pI, where p is a real number and I 
is the n X n identity matrix. 
2.7 Example A perfect fluid is characterized by the fact that no shear forces 
are possible; that is, CJ· n is parallel to n. Problem 2.1 shows that G = -pI 
for some scalar function p called the pressure, and I the identity (equivalently, 
aba = _pgba). The equations of motion then read 
pv = pb - V p (Euler's equations) 
since div (-pI) = - V p. The reader should write out the equations in material 
form as an exercise. 
If we pull the first leg of P back to <33 we get a (6) tensor on <33. This tensor 
will turn out to play an important role in constitutive theory. The formal 
definition follows. 
SSee Piola [1845] and Kirchhoff [1852]. 
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2.8 Definition The second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor S is obtained by 
pulling the first leg of P back by rb,. In coordinates, 
I SAB = (F-I)AapaB = J(F-I)Aa(F-I)Bbaab./ 
Problem 2.2 Show that balance of momentum can be written as 
PRera, = PRerrb:,(B) + DIY cS 
where (J., is the convected acceleration and DIY cS is the divergence of S 
with respect to the metric C~ = rbf(g). 
Box 2.1 The Unit Normal as a One-Form 
In retrospect, the position of the indices on the Cauchy stress tensor 
seem most natural up-that" is, aab. However, to contract with n, aab 
seems more natural. We can encompass both properties if we think of 
unit normals as one-forms rather than vectors; then aabnb is the natural 
contraction. 
To motivate this idea, consider a real-valued functionfon [R3. The 
level setsf(x, y, z) = c are surfaces. In vector calculus we learn that the 
gradient vector Vf(x, y, z) is a unit normal to the surface through 
the point (x, y, z). However, the one-form df(x, y, z) carries similar 
information: if u is a unit vector, df(x, y, z).u is the rate of change off 
in the direction of u. We can think of df(x, y, z) as a measure of how 
closely stacked the level sets ''/ = constant" are near (x, y, z). It is as 
legitimate a way of thinking of the normal direction to the level set as 
that provided by the gradient. See Figure 2.2.2. 
(a) 
Figure 2.2.2 
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This idea fits naturally with the Cauchy stress postulate. Indeed, 
t(x, t, n) was supposed to be the force across a two-surface element at x 
with unit normal n. But a two-surface element can be thought of as a 
two-form at x, say da. The one-form n~ such that n~ Ada = dv is the 
"unit normal" to da. The same unit normal thought of as a vector n 
satisfies da = in dv. (See also Misner, Thorne and Wheeler [1973] pp. 
53-60.) 
Box 2.2 The Convected and Co-rotational Stress Tensors 
In addition to the Cauchy and the Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensors, two 
other representations of the stress are of some importance since they 
take into account the deformational and rotational parts of the motion 
(see Section 1.3).6 
The convected stress tensor I: is obtained by pulling back the con-
travariant Cauchy stress tensor O'~ to CB. In components, 
LAB = FaA(J.bFbB· 
The co-rotational (or rotated) stress tensor 6 is obtained by rotating 
the Cauchy stress tensor 0' back to CB. Recall from 3.12, Chapter 1, that 
the rotation matrix R: TxCB -> TAt) is the orthogonal part of F. In 
components, 
@JAB = (R-l)Ap.b(R-l)Bb. 
Recall that R is orthogonal: R-l = RT; that is, (R-l)Aa = RbBg.bGAB. 
Thus, 
@J AB = Ra A(J abRb B 
That is, we can pull back either the covariant or contravariant form of 0' 
to the same end. 
These forms of the stress tensor are convenient in some numerical 
applications (see, for example, Oden [1972]). 
Next we turn to balance of moment of momentum, which corresponds to the 
statement in particle mechanics that the rate of change of angular momentum 
equals torque. In particle mechanics, balance of moment of momentum is a 
corollary of balance of linear momentum, whereas in continuum mechanics it 
is an independent hypothesis. 
6See, for example, Chapter 4, of Eringen [1975]. 
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Assume we are in (R3. The vector from the origin to the point x is denoted x, 
and x x y is the usual cross product. 
2.9 Definition We say that balance of moment of momentum is satisfied if, 
for every nice 'U c <B, 
: i p(x x v) dv = i p(x x b) dv + r x x (a, n)da. 
t ¢, ('II) 91, ('IL) J .!I, ('IL) 
This postulate leads to the important conclusion that the Cauchy stress 
tensor is symmetric. 
2.10 Theorem Let conservation oflflass and balance of momentum hold. Then 
balance of moment of momentum holds if and only if a is symmetric; that is, 
Proof By the master balance law (Equation (4), Section 2.1), balance of 
moment of momentum is equivalent to p(x x v) = p(x X b) + div (x X a), 
where x X a is the two-tensor given by (x X ayj = filkZlukj, where fllk is the 
permutation symbol (+ 1 if ilk is an even permutation of (1, 2, 3), -1 if odd, and 
o jf otherwise), and Zl are the Cartesian coordinates of x. Thus 
(div(x X a)/ = a:/finzlukj) ~ (x X divay + filkJljUkj . 
Substituting this into p(x x v) = p(x X b) + div (x x a) and using balance of 
momentum leaves 0 = fijkUk j (j = 1,2,3), which is equivalent to symmetry of 
U ik • I 
Symmetry of a is a coordinate-independent statement. Also, note that 
symmetry of a is equivalent to symmetry of the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress 
tensor: SAB = SEA. The first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor then has the following 
symmetry: paAFbA = pbAFaA. 
Box 2.3 Some Remarks on Cosserat Continua7 
Some materials, called Cosserat continua, or directed media, have an 
internal structure that influences their behavior when viewed as a con-
tinuous medium. For these materials it is useful to generalize the notion 
7The earliest concepts of this kind were apparently espoused by Duhem [1906] and devel-
oped extensively by Cosserat and Cosserat [1909] with rods and shells in mind (cf. Truesdell 
and Toupin [1960], Toupin [1962], (1964], Antman (1972a], Naghdi [1972], and Box 2.1, Chapter 
7). The history is thoroughly described in Truesdell and Noll [1965]. Recent important 
contributions to the theory of liquid crystals have been made by Ericksen and Leslie; see, for 
example, their review articles in Brown [1976]. 
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of a simple body to take into account this structure. Liquid crystals are 
an example. This class of substances have rodlike molecules whose 
alignment influences their material behavior. We modify the containing 
space S = 1R3 to allow for these extra (microscopic) degrees offreedom. 
There are at least three choices for liquid crystals: 
(i) S = 1R3 X 1R3 (extensible directed rods), 
(ii) S = 1R3 X S2 (inextensible directed rods; "cholestric" case), 
and 
(iii) S = 1R3 X 1P2 (inextensible undirected rods; "nematic" case). 
Here S2 is the unit two-sphere in 1R3 and is used to model vectors 
that are free to point in any direction, but which are inextensible. 1P2 
denotes real projective two-space, defined to be S2 with antipodal points 
identified. It is used to model inextensible rods that have indistinguish-
able ends. 
We may summarize the internal variables by choosing the ambient 
space to be S = 1R3 X (R, where (R is some manifold. The body should 
consist of an open set (p c 1R3 (points in physical space) together with a 
representative of (R (rod variables) attached to each point. Picking such 
a representative to give us our "reference configuration" amounts to 
choosing a map fo : (p -> (R. Let (B c S be the graph of j~ : 
(B = {(XO''/o(Xo')) I Xo' EO (P}. 
A configuration of (B is, as usual, a map ¢: (B ---> S. We define ¢o': (P -> IR 3 
and ¢(j\: (P -> (R by writing ¢(XO''/o(X()'» = (¢()'(Xo')' ¢(j\(X()'». The veloc-
ity field v of a motion ¢(X, t) likewise has two components, which we 
can write v = (vo', v(j\). Let us also write x = ¢(X) = (x()" x(j\) EO 1R3 X (R. 
See Figure 2.2.3 in which 1R3 has been replaced by 1R2 for visualization. 
Let 'U()' be an open set in (P and 'U its graph in (B. Then ¢('U) is a 
subset of S, but is not open. Nevertheless, its component in 1R 3-namely, 
¢O'('UO')-will be an open set with volume element dv()" if ¢ is regular. 8 
We letJ stand for the Jacobian of ~()'. The mass density p(x, t) is assumed 
to depend only on XO'. Then we get, as in Section 1.5, 
a: + dpov(), + p div v()' = o. 
(If one assumed p depended on X(j\ as well, then an analysis like that for 
shells would be required.) 
A formulation accounting for a single director may be given as fol-
lows. We assume the existence of a traction vector t(x, t, nO') for the 
8Even if ¢ is regular, it could happen that ¢(ffi) is not a graph; we postulate that ¢(ffi) is a 
graph over ¢()'(ffi) as part of the definition of regularity. It is equivalent to ¢O' being regular. 
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Figure 2.2.3 
motion of CB in S, where niJ' denotes a unit normal in (f'. Balance of 
momentum is now postulated in the form 
; 1 pv dvcY = 1 fdviJ' + 1 t(x, t, ncY) daiJ'. 
~'.cY('UiJ') ~"cY('UiJ') a~"iJ'('UcY) 
where cp"cY is the map CPcY at time t. This equation has an CR component 
as well as the usual (f' component. For example, 
f= (phcY' ph@. + 1t) 
where hiJ' is the usual body force per unit mass, h@. is the external director 
body force per unit mass and 1t is the intrisic director body force per unit 
volume. By an argument like that in Cauchy's theorem, we find that tis 
a linear function of ncY' Thus we can write 
t(x, t, ncY) = (a~b(xlJ" x@., t)nb' aM'(x(Jl, x@., t)nb) 
where the nb's are components of ncY, a refers to coordinates in [R3 and c 
refers to coordinates in CR. One calls aM' the director stress. 
The equations of motion then become the pair of vector equations: 
{pa~b = pb~ + a~bl b pam = pb& + aM'lb + nC , 
These equations are coupled because a~b, aM' and nc depend on XIJ' and 
x@.. 
In general, the stress tensor O'cY is not symmetric. However, in any 
specific situation, information can be obtained from balance of moment 
of momentum. This leads us to postulate balance of moment of mo-
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mentum as follows: 
f p(Xff' X aff' + X(Jl X a(Jl) dvff' 
\b"ff'('U) 
= f p(x,y X h,y + X(f\ X h(f\) dv,y \bt,,y('U) 
+ f (x,y X (a,y, n,y) + X(f\ X <a(f\, n,y») dalY' 
8\b",y('U) 
The argument in 2.10, shows that this assumption is equivalent to 
symmetry of the tensor kab, where 
There are analogous results when <R is chosen in a more general manner 
such as in the case when there are several directors. 
Oriented media concepts are often used as alternatives to the three-
dimensional theory for the direct construction of rod, plate, and shell 
theories (see the references cited in footnote 7). Further properties of 
oriented media such as Euclidean invariance and balance of energy are 
considered in problems below. 
Box 2.4 Summary of Important Formulas jor Section 2.2 
Cauchy Stress Tensor 
a 
Cauchy Traction Vector 
t = <a, n) = a·n 
Balance of Momentum: Spatial 
!{ r pv dv = r ph dv 
dt J\b,('U) J\b,('U) 
+1 (a,n)da 
8.p,('U) 
Balance of Momentum: Localization 
pi; = ph + diva 
Pia/a-Kirchhoff Stress Tensors 
First: P = JaF- T c= FS 
Second: S~C F 1 f-' 
!{ r pvi dv = r pbi dv 
dt J 10' ('11) J 4>, ('11) 
+ 1 (1iinj da 
8¢,('U) 
(Euclidean coordinates only) 
paA .. C. J(F-I)Ab(1ab = SBAPB 
SBA, paA(F-I)Ba 
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Balance of Momentum: Material 
~ L PRer V dV = J./RerB dV 
+1 <P,N)dA 
a'll 
ft L PRer Vi dV = LPRerBi dV 
+ 1 PiIN] dA 
a'll 
Balance of Momentum: Localization 
PRerA = PRerB + DIV P 
Euler Equations (Perfect Fluid) 
pv = pb - Vp 
(Euclidean coordinates only) 
Symmetry of Stress Tensor (Balance of Moment of Momentum) 
(J = (JT 
S= ST 
FPT = PFT 
Convected Stress Tensor 
1:: = FTa' F = pull-back of (J' 
Co-rotational Stress Tensor 
O.b = a ba 
SAB = SBA 
Fb ApaA = pbA Fa A 
6~ = R-l(J'R-T @JAB= (R-l)Aaaab(R-l)Bb 
6' occc RT(J'R @JAB = RaAaabRbB 
Cosserat Continua and Liquid Crystals 
S =.C~ [R3 X err =c body X director variables 
(B ~c, {(X(j''/o(X(j'))I X(Y c: (9}, wherefo: (9---> err is given 
(J= ((J(j', (Jm) (J ,~c (a~b, afl) a for [R 3 compo-
{pa(j' = pb(j' -J. di:V((J(j') pam = pbm -i' dlV((Jm)~- 1C 
k' is symmetric 
2.3 BALANCE OF ENERGY 
nents, c for CR components 
{pa~ 7~ pb~ +- aab l b paffi =-, pbffil- a cb I b+ nC 
k ab ,,_c kba ,-"" a~b -- - na x~ 
The three sections that follow deal with thermomechanics, or the thermo-
dynamics of continuous media. This section and the next deal with the balance 
of energy, or the "first law of thermodynamics," while Section 2.5 deals with the 
entropy production inequality, or the "second law of thermodynamics." 
Balance of energy gives important insight into the other balance laws. Box 
3.1 and Section 2.4 show how balance of energy can be used as a basis for the 
derivation of all the other balance equations. 
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Let (B be a simple body in S = [R3, ¢(X, t) a regular Cl motion of (B in S, 
and vex, t) its spatial velocity field. Let p(x, t) (the mass density) and I(X, t, n) 
(the Cauchy traction vector) be defined and let hex, t) denote the external force 
per unit mass. In addition to this structure, assume there exist functions with 
the stated physical interpretations: 
e(x, t), the internal energy function per unit mass; 
rex, t), the heat supply per unit mass; 
hex, t, n), the heat flux (across a surface with normal n). 
The function e represents energy stored internally in the body, which is a macro-
scopic reflection of things like chemical binding energy, intermolecular energy, 
and energy of molecular vibrations. Directly, it is exemplified by the mechanical 
energy stored in a coiled spring. In Chapter 3 we use the results of this and the 
next section to establish a fundamental link between the internal energy and the 
stress tensor. The function rex, t) represents incoming heat energy, such as radia-
tion. Like h, r is usuaIly regarded as "external" or "given." The function hex, t, n) 
represents the rate of heat conduction across a surface with unit normal n. It 
is analogous to t(x, t, n) and reflects the influence of one part of the material on 
its contiguous part. 
3.1 Definition We say that balance of energy holds provided that for every 
nice open set 'U c (B, 
: r p(e+t(v,v)dv= r p«h,v)+r)dv 
t J.p,('U) J.p,('U) 
+ 1 «t, v) + h) da. 
a.p,('U) 
This states that the rate of increase of the total energy (internal and kinetic) 
of any portion of the body equals the rate of work done on that portion (from 
the body forces and surface tractions) plus the rate of increase of heat energy 
(from the heat supply r plus heat flow h across the boundary). 
3.2 Proposition Assume that t(x, t, n) = O'(X, t).n for a two-tensor O'(x, t) 
(see 2.2). Balance of energy implies the existence of a unique vector field q(x, t) 
such that for all n, hex, t, n) = -(q(x, t), n). We call q the heat flux vector. 
Proof Apply the Cauchy theorem 1.7 with c = (t, v) + h = v·O'·n + h to 
establish the existence of a vector field c such that c = (c, n), and define 
-q = c - V·O'. I 
To reinforce the physical interpretation of balance of energy, we introduce 
the following terminologies with reference to a moving portion ¢,('U) of the 
body: 
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Sf = 1 tp<V, V) dv = kinetic energy, 
qI,('ll) 
@ = f pe dv = internal energy, 
qI,('ll) 
lID = f p<h, v)dv + f <t, v)da = mechanical power, 
\It('U) 8q1tC'll) 
a = r pr dv + r h da = nonmechanical power. 
JqI,('ll) J 8q1,('ll) 
The first law then reads: 
; (Sf + @) = a + lID. 
Now we shall obtain the local form of energy balance. 
CH. : 
3.4 Theorem Assume cPt is a C 1 regular motion and the following balance 
principles hold: conservation of mass, balance of momentum, balance of moment 
of momentum, and balance of energy. 
Then 
pe + div q = 0": d + pr, 
where e = aejat + v[e] = aejat + (aejaxa)va, div q = qala , d = t.cvg (i.e., dab 
= t(Val b + VbIJ), and 0": d 0= (Jabdab . 
Proof By localization of the spatial master balance law (see Equation (4), 
Section 2.1), balance of energy is equivalent to the following: 
p(e + t<v, v»)' = p<b, v) + pr + div (VoO" -- q). 
Notice that div (VoO" - q) = (va(Jab - qb)lb == Valb(Jab + Vp·b lb - qblb = 0": d + 
«div 0"), v) - div q, since 0" is symmetric. Using this, <v, v)' = 2<;;, v) (see 
Problem 4.7, Chapter I) and balance of momentum p;; = ph + div 0", we get 
the result. I 
It is useful to put balance of energy into material form. Let x = cP(X, t), 
E(X, t) = e(x, t), Q(X, t) = J P-lq(X, t)(Piola transform), R(X, t) = rex, t), 
paA = J(P-l)Ab(Jab (first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor), 
and SBA = paA(p-I)Ba (second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor). 
If we multiply the localized balance of energy equation by J, use PRef(X, t) 
= J(X, t)p(x, t), and the Piola identity DIY Q = J div q, we get 
PRef ~7 + DIY Q = paAPAdab + PRefR . 
From Section 1.4 and symmetry of JO'ab =, paA Fb A, we get Fa APbAdab =, PbAVbl aFa A 
= PbAVbl A- Now write PbAVbl A = FbBSBAVbl A- Using symmetry of S, we get 
PbAVblA = SABDAB, whereDis the material rate of deformation tensor discussed 
in Section 1.3: DAB = t(£bBVbIA + £bAVbIB). Thus we obtain: 
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3.5 Corollary Balance of energy in localized material form is 
aE PRerar + DIY Q = S: D + herR. 
Problem 3.1 Derive the material form of balance of energy directly from 
the balance principle in integrated form: 
it L her(E + t<V, V»)dV = L PRer«B, V) + R) dV 
+ 1 (V.P.N - Q.N) dA. 
a'll 
3.6 Example (The Rigid Heat Conductor) A motion <Pt is called rigid if 
FrF, = Identity and F, is independent of X E <B. Assume the existence of a 
positive function 0(X, t), called the absolute temperature, and numbers c (=spe-
cific heat) and k (== conductivity) such that E = c0 and Q = -k GRAD 0 
(Fourier's law). Let R be a given function of (X, t). In this case D = 0 (since 
the motion is rigid), so by 3.5, 
where 
a0 PRerC-a = PRerR + k110, t 
110 = DIY GRAD 0 = (::BGBA)IA 
is the Laplacian of 0. This is the classical linear heat equation. Exploration of 
the assumptions made in this example and its nonlinear generalizations are given 
in Section 3.4. (The equation for a0/at for nonrigid heat conductors will gen-
erally be coupled with the equation for a v/an 
The following boxes investigate balance of energy a little more deeply. The 
first box shows that balance of energy. plus invariance under rigid body motions 
in [R\ gives all the earlier balance principles. This is due to Noll-Truesdell or 
Green-Naghdi-Rivlin, depending on the interpretation. The second box shows 
that the two approaches are mathematically equivalent. The next section 
modifies the arguments so they are covariant. 
Box 3.1 Energy Balance and Invariance Under Rigid Motions 
(Green-Naghdi-Rivlin Theorem) 
Let <B be a simple body in [R3 and <p(X, t) a fixed regular motion of 
<B in [R 3• Assume that functions e(x, t), p(x, t), b(x, t), t(x, t, n), rex, t), 
and h (x, t, n) are given and satisfy balance of energy: for all nice 
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'U c CB, 
dd 1 pee + ~<v, v»dv = 1 p«h, v) + r) dv t ,,;,('lL) ,,;,('lL) 
+1 «t,v)+h)da. 
a,,;,('lL) 
(1) 
Let C;,: 1R3 -----> 1R3 denote a motion of 1R3 and let x' = c;rCx). In this 
box we shall assume that C;, is either a translational motion, 
c;rCx) = x + (t - to)c, 
where c is a constant vector, or a rotational motion, 
C;,(x) = e('-'o)(1 x, 
where a is a 3 x 3 skew matrix. (The later is a steady rotation about a 
fixed axis in space-infinitesimal rotations are represented by skew 
matrices and one exponentiates these to get finite rotations; see Problem 
4.6 below). 
The composition ¢; = C;,o¢, defines a new motion of CB in 1R3 called 
the superposed motion. 9 The spatial velocity of the new motion is given 
by 
v;(x') = w(x') + C;,*v,(x'), 
where w is the velocity field of C;,. Explicitly, 
v;(x') = c + v,(x) = c + v,(x' - (t - to)c) 
if C;, is translational and 
v;(x') = ax' + e('-'o)(1v,(e-('-'o)(1x') 
if C;, is rotational. Let a'(x', t) denote the spatial acceleration of the new 
motion ¢'. Computing a', we have the equation 
a; = a; + c;,*a, + 2V ~,*v,w" 
where a; is the acceleration of the superposed motion C;,. For transla-
tional motion this reduces to a;(x') = a,ex), and for rotational motion, 
a; corresponds to "centripetal force" and 2 V <,,*v,w, corresponds to 
"Coriolis force" as is described in elementary mechanics texts, such as 
Goldstein [1980]. (This formula is derived in a more general context in 
the next section.) 
9The following example may help fix ideas. Consider in 1R3, an elastic body in a (natural) 
unstressed state, so t = O. The body thus satisfies the equilibrium equations with zero body 
force and zero traction. If the body is subjected to a uniform rotation, particles in the body are 
accelerated and the resulting motion satisfies balance of momentum with a non-zero body 
force (centrifugal and Coriolis forces). 
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Associated with the motion ¢/, we define new functions as follows: 
p'(x', t) = p(x, t), e'(x', t) = e(x, t), r'(x', t) = rex, t), 
t'(x', t, n') = Te,·t(x, t, n), v' and a' as explained above, 
b' = b + at + 2Ve,*v,w,. 
Here n' is related to n as follows. Let k be a plane in 1R3 with unit 
normal n. Then k' = Te,(x)'k is the plane transformed by the defor-
mation gradient of e, at x. We let n' be the unit normal to k'. If e, is an 
isometry, then n' = Te,(x)'n, but in general, this relationship need not 
hold. 
Problem 3.2 If the unit normal n is described in terms of a one-
form 0(" show that n' is described in terms of 0(,' = e,*O(,. (Note: 
0(, and 0(,' need not be normalized; see Box 2.1 in Section 2.2.) 
These transformation formulas are all "natural" except possibly for 
the formula for the apparent body force b'. Indeed there is some 
controversy over how forces should be treated in continuum mechanics. 
However, in the present context there is little doubt that when one 
modifies a motion by superposing a steady rotational motion, then one 
should add to the forces given by Newtonian physics (in an intertial1R3 
background), the "fictitious" centrifugal and CorioJis forces. This is the 
content of the transformation law for b. Notice that b' is defined so that 
the identity 
b' - a' = e,*(b - a) 
holds. Further information on transformation of forces is found in the 
next box and in the next section. 
3.8 Theorem Let rp, be a given motion of CB in IR J and let balance 
of energy hold. Assume that for any superposed translational or rotational 
motion, balance of energy still holds. Then there exist 0' and q such that 
t = O'·n and h = -q·n, and conservation of mass, balance of momentum, 
and balance of moment of momentum all hold. 
Conversely, if these balance principles all hold, then balance of 
energy remains valid under the superposition of rigid motions of 1R3 , as 
defined above. 
The original derivation of Green and Rivlin [I 964a] proceeds slightly 
differently from ours. They deal with translations first, then simplify the 
balance of energy stement by eliminating b, and then assume a trans-
formation property under rotations. This avoids the problem of trans-
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formation of forces mentioned above but has the conceptual problem 
of necessitating a hypothesis on a reduced energy equation in the middle 
of the derivation. This point has also been emphasized by Serrin [1975]. 
The proof, however, is not substantially changed by this modification. 
Proof of Theorem 3.8 First choose e,(x) = x + (t - to)c for a con-
stant vector e. Thus p' = p, v' = v + e, a' = a, and b' = b (the 
primed quantities are evaluated at (x', t), while the unprimed ones are 
evaluated at (x, t». By assumption, 
dd r p'(e' + ±<v', v'» dv t J¢,,('ll) 
= 1 p'«b', v') + r') dv + i (t' ev' + h') da. 
¢,'('ll) D¢,'('ll) 
Now use the transport theorem, the identity (f)' = (1')" for scalar fields 
J, and the identity <v, w)" = <v, w) + <b, w) for vector fields (from 
Problem 4.7, Chapter 1) to give 
1 (p' + p' div v')(e' + ±<v', v'»dv + 1 p'(e + <a', v'»dv W~ W~ 
=1 p'«b', v') + r')dv + 1 (t'ev' -+ h')da. (2) 
.p,'('ll) .p,'('ll) 
Next, set t = to and subtract identity (2) and the unprimed equation (1) 
for balance of energy for rp, to give 
r (p -+ p div v)«v, e) -+ ±<e, c»dv = 1 p«b - a), e)dv ~~ .~ 
-+ 1 tee da. (3) 
D¢,('ll) 
Cauchy's theorem applied to (3) gives the existence of a two tensor a 
such that t = aen. Applying Cauchy's theorem again to (1) then gives h 
= -qen for a vector field q. Substituting t = aen in (3) and using the 
divergence theorem gives 
1 (p -+ P div v)«v, e) + ±<e, e»dv ¢,('ll) 
= 1 <pCb - a) + diva, e) dv. 
¢d'U) 
(4) 
Substitute e = AU in (4), where u is a unit vector, and differentiate twice 
with respect to A to give f 91,("0) (ft + P div v) dv = O-that is, conserva-
tion of mass. The left-hand side of (4) thus vanishes identically, so the 
right-hand side gives balance of momentum. 
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Next we let c;,(x) = e('-'o)Cx for 0 a constant skew matrix, so that 
at t = to, v' = Ox + v. Using conservation of mass, (2) at t = to 
becomes 
f pee + <a' - b', v') - r) dv = f (t·v' -I- h)da. (5) *~ ~~ 
Now using a' - b' = a - b and subtracting (5) from the corresponding 
unprimed version yields 
f p«a - h, O.x) dv -+- f t .(O.x) da = O. ¢, ('IL) a¢, ('IL) 
Thus f <pea - h - div cr), a.x) dv + f cr: 0 dv = O. 
*~ *~ 
Applying balance of momentum gives cr: 0 = 0; so as a is an arbitrary 
skew matrix, cr is symmetric. 
The converse assertion may be proved by substitution of the primed 
quantities into Equation (2). I 
The same theorem is true if we replace translational and rotational 
motions by a general time-dependent rigid motion of the form c;,(x) 
= x + c(t) + Q(t).x, where c(t) E \R3 and Q(t) is a time-dependent 
proper orthogonal matrix. 
Problem 3.2 Prove a version of Theorem 3.8 suitable for Cosserat 
continua (see Toupin [1964]). 
Box 3.2 Energy Balance and Frame Indifference (Noll's Theorem) 
A different formulation of Theorem 3.8 may be given by viewing the 
superposed motion C;, passively rather than actively. Instead of regarding 
C;, as a motion of space, regard it as a time-dependent coordinate chart. 
(This is analogous to regarding a matrix as either a linear transformation 
or a change of basis. 1 0) In the passive context, the theorem was first 
given by Noll [1963]. 
To reformulate the result, we need some terminology. Let 'U = S 
x \R = \R4 denote standard Newtonian spacetime. A framing or slicing 
of'U is a one-parameter family of embeddings il : S --> 'U, where A is a 
10The reader may recall that a similar point was made by Dirac in 1928, who showed the 
equivalence between the Heisenberg and Schrodinger pictures of quantum mechanics. There is 
a similar relationship between the Green-Naghdi-Rivlin theorem and the Noll theorem. 
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real parameter, such that the map i: S X [R -> '0, i(p, t) = ilp), is a 
diffeomorphism. Let S;. = i,/S); see Figure 2.3.1. We think of the point 
PES and A E [R as giving space-time coordinates to the point i;.(p) in 
'0. A slicing will be called Newtonian if 7t2(iip)) = A for all A and p, 
where 7t2 : S X [R ---> [R is the projection onto the second factor. In other 
words, the whole slice i,\(S) lies in '0 at "time" A. A Newtonian slicing 
will be called rigid if for each fixed A, 7t 1 0 i : S---> S is an isometry, where 
7t 1 : '0 -> S is the projection onto the first factor. 
lR 
'0 
Figure 2.3.1 
Now let ,p, be a given motion of (B in S. Associate with this motion 
the mapping <1> : (B X [R -> '0, <1>(X, t) = (,p(X, t), t). The representation 
of this motion in a slicing i,\ is the map <1>': (B X [R -> S x [R given by 
i- 1 o<1> and we write ,p; for the map of (B to S defined by ,p;( X) = 
7t 1(<1>'(X, t)), and also call ,p; the representation of the motion,p, in the 
slicing i,\.11 
Given functions e, p, h, t, r, and h associated with the motion ,p" 
we assume that balance of energy (Equation (1) of Box 3.1) holds. 
(Note that the representation of the motion ,p, in the identity slicing is 
just ,pt again.) Given a slicing we obtain the representation ,p; and cor-
respondingly transform the quantities e, p, h, t, r, and h to obtain new 
ones. For example, define e': S X [R -> [R, e' = eoi (actually e' may 
only be defined on the image of (B X [R by <1>, but we need not fuss with 
this point). Similarly, appropriately transform vectors tangent to the 
11<11 is sometimes called the world tube and ttl oi- 1 0<11: (B x IR -> S is the motion associated 
to <II by the framing. This terminology will all be expanded on in the next section. 
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images S;. = iiS) such as n (a unit normal to cf>,('Il) in S,) and transform 
t by Ti;. and transform h such that h - a transforms as a vector, as in 
Box 3.1. The velocity v' and acceleration a' of the motion in a given 
slicing are just the usual velocity and acceleration of the representative 
cf>; of the motion. 
The energy-in variance theorem of Noll can now be stated as follows: 
3.9 Theorem Let cf>, be a given motion of ili in IR 3 and let balance of 
energy hold. Assume that for any rigid Newtonian slicing ofU = S X IR 
the representative cf>: of cf>t still satisfies balance of energy. Then one 
can write t = (Jon, h = -qon, and conservation of mass, balance of 
momentum, and moment of momentum all hold. 
Conversely, if the motion satisfies these balance principles, then the 
representatives in any rigid Newtonian slicing satisfy balance of energy 
as well. 
Proof This follows from 3.8 by choosing e, = (1t 1 ·i,)-I. I 
We have formulated Noll's theorem this way to clarify the passive 
and active interpretations of e,. The actual history is complicated by the 
fact that Noll views forces differently than Green, Naghdi, and Rivlin. 
Our view of classical nonrelativistic forces (expanded upon in the next 
section) is just this: they are vector fields on spacetime given by physical 
laws in inertial frames; guided by the way accelerations are represented 
in different slicings, we obtain transformation laws for forces. The Noll 
scheme, which takes a different point of view, is sketched below (see 
Truesdell's text [1977] for further details). 
Box 3.3 Historical Remarks on Noll's Theorem 
To help understand Noll's approach to forces, we will use the 
method of representing the kinematics of a body in Newtonian spacetime 
relative to a given slicing, as explained in the preceding box. To this 
kinematic structure, Noll appends axioms on the specification of force as 
follows. 
3.10 Noll's Force Axioms Given a framing of (flat) spacetime, let 
cf>, be the representative of the motion 12 of ili and let iP be a part (subset) 
ofili. 
12 Noll's terminology would be: ¢, is the motion of (B relative to the framing; that is, you get 
a motion only after you pick a framing. We have made the notation fit with that in the rest of 
this book as far as possible. Our choice of terminology is influenced by standard practices in 
general relativity. 
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(a) The (total) force on (p due to its external environment is specified 
by: 
(i) a vector field<;S on (p along ifJ" that is, cn(X, t) E Tx IR 3 = 1R 3, 
where x = ifJ,(X), and X E (P; 
(ii) a vector field ~ on a(p along ifJl> that is, ~(X, N(X), t) E T,1R 3 
= IR\ where x = ifJ'(X), X E (P, and N(X) = outward unit 
normal to a(p at X. 
One calls <;S and ~ the total body force density and the contact force 
density, respectively, relative to the framing. 
(b) Let ¢, be the representative of the motion relative to a different 
framing. Let §3 and !f be the body force and contact force densities 
relative to the second framing. If the change of frame is rigid that is, 
x = ~,(x) = Q(t)x + e(t), where Q is orthogonal, then <;S(X, t) = Q(t). 
<;S(X, t), and ~(X, N, t) = Q(t).~(X, N, t). 
Notice that <;S and ~ transform as vectors under a change of frame. 
Noll calls such vector fields materially frame indifferent. This transfor-
mation law is apparently in contradiction to what we had before and 
seems to ignore centrifugal and Coriolis forces. Noll successfully 
reconciles this, as we shall see. (Secretly, Noll's forces correspond to the 
quantity we called B - A above, which does transform as a vector.) 
The power or working of the forces on a part (P of the body (B 
relative to a framing is defined by 
W(ifJ,) = r ¢,(X).<;S(X, t) dV + f ¢,(X)'~(X, N(X), t)dA J6' a6' 
3.11 Noll's Axiom of Working The working is frame indifferent; that 
is, W(¢t) = W(ifJt)for a rigid change offrame. 
3.12 Noll's Theorem If the two axioms above hold, then the force sys-
tem is balanced: 
r <;S(X, t) dV + f ~(X, N(X), t) dA = O. J6' a6' 
(This holds relative to any framing.) 
The proof is easily given using the techniques we have developed in 
Theorem 3.8. A useful addition to Noll's theorem was given by Beatty 
[1967a], which parallels the version given in 3.9. 
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3.13 Beatty's Axiom of Energy Let a motion of (B in S be given. 
Assume that relative to any (rigid Newtonian) framing there are scalar 
functions E and H representing the internal energy and the nonmechanical 
working. Assume: 
(a) E and H are materially frame-indifferent scalar quantities 
(transform as scalars); 
(b) Noll's axiom offorce holds and W is defined in terms of'13 and 
~ as above; 
(c) E = W + H holds and is invariant under changes of rigid New-
tonian frame. 
3.14 Theorem Beatty's axiom of energy implies Noll's axiom of 
working and hence (by Noll's theorem) the force system is balanced. 
Again the proof follows the usual pattern. The reader should write out 
the details. 
There remains the job of reconciling the Noll version of force with 
the version employed by Green, Naghdi, and RivIin. This, Noll does as 
follows. Forces are divided into a sum; the parts determined by a 
designated "great system" and the remainder. Each part is to be mate-
rially frame indifferent. The body force becomes of the form '13 = P - m 
and the traction ~ = t + texternal' Assuming t and texternal are contact-
type forces, zero unless boundary contact is made, a theorem of Gurtin 
and Williams shows that texternal is zero. Let A denote the acceleration 
relative to a rigid framing, let i = A - m, the "coordinate body force 
density," and let h = P + i denote the "apparent body force density:' 
Since A is frame dependent, so is band b - A = '13 - m. Substituting 
this into the balance of forces now gives the standard balance of mo-
mentum equation. One also concludes from 3.10 that the traction T 
transforms as a vector. Noll now defines an inertialframe as one in which 
i = 0 and assumes as an inertia axiom that one exists. 13 For further 
details on this approach, see Noll [1973], Wang and Truesdell [1973], 
and Truesdell [1977]. 
13These definitions seem to depend on the initial choice of the "great system." It is not clear 
to the authors how this works in practice. For example, what if you are ignorant of electromag-
netic forces and don't include them in your great system? Surely strange inertial systems can 
result! Another approach to inertial systems, based on the classic work of Cartan [1923] is 
explained in the next section. 
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Box 3.4 Summary 0/ Important Formulas/or Section 2.3 
Balance 0/ Energy (Spatial) 
: 1 pee + ~(v, v» dv 
t 1I,('ll) 
= 1 p«b, v) + r)dv 
1I,('ll) 
+ { «t, v) + h)da 
Jalld'll) 
Heat Flux Vector 
h = -(q, n) 
Localization 
pe + div q = a: d + pr 
Balance of Energy (Material) 
ft L PRef(E + !( V, V» dV 
= L PRee( <B, V) + R) dV 
+ ( «V.P.N) Ja'll 
-<Q,N»dA 
: 1 pee + tgabV•Vb) dv 
t 1I,('ll) 
= 1 p(gabbavb + r) dv 
1I,('ll) 
+ { (gabV·tb + r) da 
Jalll('ll) 
ft L PRef(E + !g.bV" Vb) dV 
= L PRef(gabB•Vb + R) dV 
+ 1 (GABNApaBVbgab 
a'll 
- GABQANB) dA 
Piola Transformations of Heat Flux Vector 
Q = JF-I q QA = J(F-I)Aaqa 
Localization 
aE aF 
PRefat + DIY Q = P: -at + PRefR aE + QA P A aFa A + R PRefat JA = a --ut PRef 
=-= S: D + PRefR 
Rigid Heat Conductor (Classical Fourier Theory) 
ae _ e ae _ ( AB ae) PRefC at - PRefR + kA PRefC at - PRefR + k G aXB IA 
2.4 CLASSICAL SPACETIMES, COVARIANT BALANCE 
OF ENERGY, AND THE PRINCIPLE OF VIRTUAL WORK* 
Any theory (relativistic or nonrelativistic) that purports to be fundamental 
ought to be generalizable so the underlying physical space is a manifold and 
not just Euclidean (or Newtonian) space. This is a basic message we receive 
*We thank Mort Gurtin and John Pierce for helpful discussions on this material. 
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from Einstein. In fact, he says more: when regarded as a relativistic theory, 
it should couple to general relativity and be generally "covariant" under all 
transformations, not just rigid body motions. 
Dyson's comments, which follow, apply just as well to a large body of 
continuum mechanics literature as to quantum mechanics: 
"The most glaring incompatibility of concepts in contemporary physics is 
that between Einstein's principle of general coordinate in variance and all the 
modern schemes for a quantum-mechanical description of nature. Einstein 
based his theory of general relativity on the principle that God did not attach 
any preferred labels to the points of space-time. This principle requires that 
the laws of physics should be invariant under the Einstein group 8, which 
consists of all one-to-one and twice-differentiable transformations of the coor-
dinates. By making full use of the invariance under 8, Einstein was able to deduce 
the precise form of his law of gravitation from general requirements of mathe-
matical simplicity without any arbitrariness. He was also able to reformulate 
the whole of classical physics (electromagnetism and hydrodynamics) in 8-
invariant fashion, and so determine unambiguously the mutual interactions of 
matter, radiation and gravitation within the classical domain. There is no part 
of physics more coherent mathematically and more satisfying aesthetically than 
this classical theory of Einstein based upon 8-invariance. 
On the other hand, all the currently viable formalisms for describing nature 
quantum-mechanically use a much smaller invariance group. The analysis of 
Bacry and Levy-Leblond indicates the extreme range of quantum-mechanical 
kinematical groups that have been contemplated. In practice all serious quantum-
mechanical theories are based either on the Poincare group (P or the Galilei 
group 9. This means that a class of preferred inertial coordinate-systems is 
postulated a priori, in flat contradiction to Einstein's principle. The contradic-
tion is particularly uncomfortable, because Einstein's principle of general coor-
dinate invariance has such an attractive quality of absoluteness. A physicist's 
intuition tells him that, if Einstein's principle is valid at all, it ought to be valid 
for the whole of physics, quantum-mechanical as well as classical. If the principle 
were not universally valid, it is difficult to understand why Einstein achieved 
such deeply coherent insights into nature by assuming it to be so." (From Dyson 
[1972)). 
A number of prevalent concepts in mechanics cannot be fundamental in this 
sense. (This does not mean they are not useful in the context of [R3). For example, 
the total momentum or total force acting on a body do not directly make sense 
if the containing space S is curved. However, energy balance does make sense on 
manifolds and can be used as a covariant basis for elasticity. 
In this section we begin by giving the basic properties of classical spacetimes. 
Secondly, we present a covariant treatment of energy balance; the generalization 
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from rigid motions to arbitrary ones gives a richer structure to the theory.! 
As an application, we show in Box 4.1 how to obtain the principle of virtua 
work directly from energy balance in its covariant form. Box 4.2 discusses anothe 
approach to stress and equilibrium which is also covariant, based on the theor; 
of manifolds of maps. 
We begin then with a discussion of classical spacetimes. (Relativistic space 
times are discussed in Section 5.7.) The main features of classical spacetime! 
were first abstracted in the form we will use by Cartan [1923], and were late] 
extended by Trautman [1965] and Misner, Thorne, and Wheeler [1973]. Classica 
spacetimes that possess affine structures have been used in continuum mechanic! 
by Noll [1973], Wang and Truesdell [1973], and Truesdell [1977]. However, fOI 
our purposes here, this affine structure, while allowable, only confuses the issue~ 
under consideration. It is for this reason we go back and base our development 
on the older classic work of Cartan. 
4.1 Definitions Let 'D be a four-dimensional manifold and S a three-
dimensional manifold. A slicing of'D by S is a diffeomorphism 
i: S x IR -> 'D. 
We write it: S -> 'D for the map i,(x) = i(x, t). Inversely, a diffeomorphism 
f: 'D -> S x IR is called aframing of 'D. See Figure 2.4.1. 
We caIl 'D a classical spacetime (based on S) if it has the following properties: 
lR 
Figure 2.4.1 
14Covariance may be explained in general terms as follows. Suppose we have a theory 
described by a number of (tensor) fields u, v, ... on space (or spacetime) S and the equations 
of our theory take the form F(u, v, ... ) = O. These may be partial differential equations, 
integral equations, etc.) The equations are called covariant (or form invariant) when for any 
diffeomorphism rp: S -> S, rp*(F(u, v, ... » = F(rp*u, rp*v ... ). 
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l. There is a surjective smooth map (called a universal time function) .: 
V ~ lR with nowhere-zero derivative such that for each t E IR, St = .-I(t) 
is diffeomorphic to S. 
2. There is a slicing i: S X IR -> V such that .(i(x, t)) = t for all XES 
and t E IR. (Such a slicing will be called Newtonian.) 
3. There is a symmetric connection V on V such that V(d.) = o. 
4. For each t E IR, V restricts to a connection V t on S,; that is, if v 1 and V2 
are tangent to S" so is V UIV2' Moreover, each St carries a Riemannian 
metric gt whose Levi-Civita connection is V,. 
A classical spacetime should be denoted by the quintuple (V, S,., V, gt), 
although when no confusion will arise, we will just denote it by V. 
The basic example of a classical spacetime is V = IR3 X IR with. the pro-
jection on the last factor, V the trivial connection associated with the vector 
space structure of V, (so Vuw = Dw·v), and with g, the Euclidean metric on 
St = IR3 X tt} which is identified as IR3. We will call this the standard classical 
spacetime. 
Note that V is also the connection of the Minkowski metric on V; the thing 
that distinguishes classical from relativistic spacetimes is that in the former we 
select a time function and base constructions on it. In Minkowski space a basic 
point is that there is nothing special about the coordinate time •. 
Problem 4.1 Show that condition 3 in Definition 4.1 implies that V is 
restrictable. 
We will usually think of a slicing i: S X IR ----> V as being an "observer." 
Different "observers" will measure spacetime quantities, such as accelerations, 
in different ways. Two of the basic quantities associated with observers are the 
metric and connection. This idea leads us to make the following: 
4.2 Definition Let V be a classical spacetime and let i: S X IR -> V be a 
Newtonian slicing. The metric observed by ion S at time tis gf = i,*g,. Likewise, 
the connection observed by i at time t is V; = i:V t (defined by (i:V,hY = 
(V ,)(It.x}(i,. Y)). 
Problem 4.2 Show that vi is the Levi-Civita connection of g;'. 
Warning on Notation: The superscript i does not refer to tensorial compo-
nents, but rather to the representation of the given object in the slicing i. 
If S has a fixed Rimannian structure g, then a Newtonian slicing i is called 
rigid if g; = g for all t E IR. 
Remarks In the literature, spacetimes are often restricted to be affine and 
slicings restricted to be rigid. To understand elasticity in the covariant context, 
such a point of view is abandoned. 
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If one wishes to construct classical analogues of Fermi-Walker transport for 
gyroscopes, then additional restrictions on the curvature of the connection V 
must be made. See M isner, Thorne, and Wheeler [1973] for details, as well as 
Section 5.7. For this section, however, this extra structure is not needed. 
Now we turn to the kinematics ofa body moving in spacetime. The spacetime 
version of a motion is called a world tube, defined as follows: 
4.3 Definition Let 'U be a classical spacetime and CB a reference manifold. 
A world tube for CB is a mapping <I> : CB x IR -> 'U such that 
(I) for each t E IR, and X E CB, -r(<l>(x, t)) = t, and 
(2) for each t E IR, the map <1>,: CB -> S, given by <I>,(X) = <I>(X, t) is an 
embedding. 
For fixed X E CB (a material point), the curve t ~ <I>(X, t) is called the world line 
of X. The velocity and acceleration of these curves define vector fields over the 
map <I> as follows: (a) fOllr velocity, 
V<I)(X, t) = :r <I>(X, t); 
(b) four acceleration, 
where Dj Df is the covariant derivative for the spacetime connection V. See 
Figure 2.4.2. (These are "absolute" concepts, independent of any framing.) The 
spatial velocity and acceleration fields are defined by v<l) = V<I)o<l>-1 and a<l) 
= A<I)o<l>-l ; these are vector fields on <I>(CB x IR). 
If i: S X IR -> 'U is a Newtonian slicing, we can view i as a world tube for 
CB = S. Its frame velocity and frame accelerations are the associated four 
Figure 2.4.2 
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velocities and accelerations; these are denoted Vi, Ai materially and Vi, ai 
spatially, so that 
The concept of world tube is the spacetime way of viewing a motion. In fact, 
if ifJ,: <B -> S is a motion of <B in S, the map <1>: <B x IR -> S x IR, <I>(X, t) 
= (ifJ(X, t), t) is an associated world tube if we choose '0 = S x IR. 
Problem 4.3 Show that the frame velocity of a Newtonian slicing satisfies 
d'Covi = 1. Use property 3 of Definition 4.1 to deduce that d'Coa i = O. 
Problem 4.4 Let a coordinate chart on S be given and let '0 inherit a 
chart via i: S x IR -> '0. If e, (j = 1,2,3) are coordinate tangent vectors 
on '0 corresponding to the chart on S, show that they are tangent to S, 
and that the fourth coordinate tangent vector is eo = Vi. Let IX, p, ... 
range from 0 to 3 and let rpy be the Christoffel symbols for V, that is, 
Ve .. ep = r~pe". Show that (I) nk = g:mr mjk are the Christoffel symbols 
for g" (2) rJke, = 0, and (3) nOel is ai, the frame acceleration. (Note: 
The interpretation of nk is related to Fermi-Walker transport. See 
Misner, Thorne and Wheeler [1973].) 
4.4 Definitions Let '0 be a classical spacetime, <1>: <B X IR -> '0 a world 
tube, and i: S X IR -> '0 a (Newtonian) slicing. 
The motion of <B in S relative to i is the motion ifJi: <B X IR -> S defined by 
<I>(X, t) = i(if>i(X, t), t). The velocity field of ifJI will be called the apparent velocity 
of the world tube <I> relative to the slicing i and will be denoted V~,I materially 
and V~,I spatially. 
We now relate the velocity of the world tube v~, the apparent velocity of the 
world tube V~,I and the frame velocity Vi (see Figure 2.4.3). 
lR 
Figure 2.4.3 
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4.5 Proposition Let X EO: CB, t E IR, and let p EO: '0 be given by p = <V(X, t). 
Let p = i(x, t) so that ¢/(X, t) = x. Then 
(a) v<1>(p) - vi(p) is tangent to S, at p 
and 
(b) I Ti,(x)·v<1>·I(x, t) = v<1>(p) - Vi(p)·1 
Proof (a) Since TpS, = ker d-r(p), we need to check that d-r(p). [v<1>(p) - vi(p)] 
= O. But d-r(p)·v<1>(p) = 1 = d-r(p)·vi(p) by Problem 4.3. 
(b) If we differentiate the defining relationship <V(X, t) = i(¢/«X, t), t) in t 
we get V<1>(x, t) = TicCx, t). V<1>·i(X, t) + Vi(X, t) by the chain rule. But V<1>(X, t) 
= v<1>(p), V<1>,i(X, t) = V<1>,i(X, t), and Vi(X, t) = vi(p), so the result follows. I 
In words, the result 4.S(b) says that: 
. (APparent velocity Of) (AbSolute velocity ) (AbSolute velocity) 
body relative to = of body in spacetime - of observer in 
observer i spacetime 
We can alternatively interpret this as follows: for p EO: '0, we can decompose 
Tp'D = TpS, EB span vi(p). The component of v<1>(p) tangent to S, at p is thus just 
v<1>(p) - vi(p). We can identify TpSt with TxS, where i(x, t) = p via Tit. Decom-
posing v<1>(p) into its spatial and temporal parts then produces a vector tangent 
to S at x, Thus 4.5 says that this vector is just the material velocity of the motion 
relative to the slicing i. (In general, tensor fields on '0 can be decomposed into 
spatial, temporal, and mixed parts relative to any slicing. The various pieces 
may be regarded as tensor fields on S by way of pull-back by the slicing.) 
Given a world tube <V, its four velocity V<1> is well defined, independent of any 
(Newtonian) slicing. If i l and iz are two Newtonian slicings, we can compare 
the velocities relative to them in terms of the change of framing: e : S X IR -- S 
defined by i'2loil(X, t) = (e(x, t), t). Regarding e as a motion of S in S, let w 
be its spatial velocity field and write' e, : S --> S, erCx) = eex, t). 
4.6 Proposition (Transformation of motions and velocities under a change 
of framing.) Using the notation in the previous paragraph, 
(a) ¢>;, = etc¢>: and 
(b) V<1>,I,(X, t) = Tet(rp"(X, t». V<1>,h(X, t) + w,(e,w'(X, t». (Or, briefly, 
V<1>,i, = e,.v<1>,i1 + w. 
Proof ea) follows directly from the definitions and (b) follows by differen-
tiating (a) in t. One may alternatively derive (b) from 4.5(b). I 
Problem 4.5 Regard i l as a world tube. Show that w is its velocity field 
relative to the slicing iz. 
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Thus, under a change of framing, the observed velocities in the two framings 
"differ" by the relative velocities of the two frames. 
Now we turn to acceleration. 
4.7 Definitions Let 1J be a classical spacetime, <I> a world tube, and i a 
Newtonian slicing. The apparent acceleration of <I> relative to i is the acceleration 
of the motion ifi of <I> relative to i, written AI!>,I materially and ai1>,i spatially. 
This acceleration is computed at the same time using the connection observed 
by i. (Thus, the coordinate formulas are the same as those found in Chapter 1, 
Section 1.2, except now the Christoffel symbols might be time dependent.! S) 
Again we wish to compute the relationship between the absolute accelerations 
aI!>, al and the apparent acceleration ai1>,i. The result will be of the following form: 
(
Apparent acceleratiOn) (AbSolute acceleratiOn) (AbSolute acceleratiOn) 
of body relative to = of body in spacetime - of observer in space-
observer i time 
+ (Ficticious ) 
accelerations 
The "ficticious" accelerations include the usual centrifugal and Coriolis 
accelerations one "sees" from a rotating frame (see Problem 4.6 below and 
Section 7 of Chapter 5 for more information.) 
4.8 Proposition Using the notation of 4.5, we have 
Proof By definition we have 
avi1>,i 
ai1>,i(x, t) = -rr (x, t) + (V~\I>,iVI!>,I)(X, t). (1) 
Thus, by definition of the observed connection and 4.5(b), (1) gives 
avl!>,1 
Ti,(x, t).ai1>,I(x, t) = Ti,(x, t)-rr(x, t) + (VCvl!>-v') (vI!> - vl»(p). (2) 
However, we claim that 
av i1>,1 Ti,(x, t) -at (x, t) = [Vi, vi1> - vlJ(p). (3) 
Indeed, each side equals 
1 SThey will be time independent if the slicing is rigid. 
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where Fs: g, ----> gs is given by Fs,( = isoi,-l (the reader should fill in the details 
of this step). 
Since V on 'D is symmetric (torsion-free) we have 
(4) 
Also, we have 
(5) 
Substituting (4), (5), and (3) into (2) gives the proposition (observe that a 
cancellation of V",v<f> occurs). I 
Problem 4.6 Let 'D = IR 3 X IR be the standard classical spacetime and i 
is the rigid slicing i(x, t) = (Q(t)(x - xo), t), where Q(t) is a rotation, 
Q(t) = e,n, where a is a constant skew matrix. Let ro(t) be the angular 
velocity; that is, av = eo X v. Show that 4.S(b) and 4.8 reduce to the 
classical formulas for the velocity and acceleration in a rotating frame 
(Goldstein [1980], p. 177), namely 
Vr = Vs - eo X rand ar = as - eo X (eo X r) - 2eo X Vr' 
(Vr = velocity in the rotating frame, Vs = velocity in space, etc.) Modify 
these formulas for i(x, t) = (Q(t)(x - xo) + e(t), t), where Q,(t) is an 
arbitrary curve in SO(3) and e(t) is a curve in IR 3. 
Just as with velocities, we can compute the transformation of accelerations 
under a change of framing. 
4.9 Proposition Let i1 and iz be two framings of'D and let e: g X IR -> g be 
the change offraming, as defined preceding 4.6. Then at (x, t) E g X IR we have 
a<f>,I' - ~ a<f>,;, + a{,I, + 2Vio <f> I (w) 
- ':,t* ('t*V J I) , 
where ae,l, is the acceleration of' computed using VI,. 
The proof proceeds as in 4.8, so is left for the reader. 
Problem 4.7 (a) Prove 4.9. (b) For 'D = 1R3 X IR and i l the identity 
slicing and iz = i an arbitrary one, show that 4.9 and 4.8 coincide. 
Next we consider inertial slicings. 
4.10 Definition A (Newtonian) slicing i of a classical spacetime 'D is called 
inertial if the spatial velocity field of i is covariant constant: V Vi = O. 
The acceleration of an inertial slicing vanishes since al = V",v l = O. Thus for 
each x E g, the curve t ~ i(x, t) is a geodesic in 'D. From 4.8 we see at once that 
for an inertial slicing, Ti,(x)"a<f>,I(x, t) = a<f>(p). That is, we say the apparent 
acceleration equals the absolute acceleration. If this is to hold for any world 
tube, choosing <I> = i gives al = 0, and then in 4.8 v<f> - Vi is arbitrary, so 
Vv l = O. Thus we have proved: 
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4.11 Proposition A (Newtonian) slicing is inertial if and only if the apparent 
and absolute accelerations of any world tube coincide. 
The axiom of inertia states that an inertial slicing exists. We view forces 
as vector fields on S given relative to an inertial slicing. Viewing Newton's law 
for test particles in different slicings then allows us to deduce the transformation 
properties of forces. These will be stated and used below. 
Now we turn to our covariant treatment of balance of energy. Let us assume 
that a rigid inertial frame is specified io: S X !R ---> 'D and that g is the corre-
sponding fixed Riemannian metric on S. Let tP, be a regular motion of CB in S. 
Ifwe wish, we can imagine that a world tube <I> is given and that tP, is the motion 
of CB relative to our inertial slicing io. The spatial velocity of tPt is denoted Vt 
and the spatial acceleration at, as usual. 
Let p(x, t), hex, t), hex, t, n), t(x, t, n), e(x, t), and rex, t) be given functions 
defined for x EO tP,(CB) and n EO TxS. 
As in the previous section, these functions are said to satisfy the balance of 
energy principle if, for all nice 'U c:: CB, 
dd r pee + 1(v, v» dv = r p«h, v) + r) dv t J",,('U) J",,('U) 
+ f «t, v) + h) da, 
a</>,('U) 
where t and h are evaluated on the unit outward normal n of a</>,('U). 
4.12 Definition Let et: S ---> S be a one-parameter family of regular 
mappings of S (interpreted either as a superposed motion or as a change of 
Newtonian slicing). Define the primed quantities as follows: 
x' = et(x), dv' = e,* dv (i.e., J(e,) d'v' = dv), 
p'(x', t) = p(x, t), r'(x', t) = rex, t), e'(x', t) = e(x, t), 
where n EO TxS, and n' is the unit normal to the range of the orthogonal comple-
ment of n under re'(x), 
h'(x', t, n') = hex, t, n), t'(x', t, n') = re,(x)·t(x, t, n), 
tP; = e,otPt, v; = spatial velocity of tP;, a; = spatial acceleration of </>;, 
h' = h + a1 + 2V{,*",w, ("the apparent body force"), 
where w, and a; are the velocity and acceleration of e,. 
Our transformation of forces has been arranged so that h' - a' = e,*(h - a) 
by 4.9. 
At this stage there has been no physical justification for the transformation 
law for the Cauchy stress vector: t' = e,*t. If e, is rigid, it is "clear" that this is 
appropriate for all continuum theories. However, for nonrigid slicings, it is less 
apparent. In fact, a few examples involving shearing will convince the reader that 
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it is reasonable for elasticity, but not necessarily for other continuum theories. 
Viscous or plastic materials might be characterized by different transformation 
laws for the stress. Thus, we are only proposing the following covariant treat-
ment for pure elasticity. It needs to be modified for other theories. 16 This point 
will be explored further in Section 3.3 on covariant constitutive theory. 
One may be tempted to demand that the primed quantities satisfy balance 
of energy for every superposed motion. However, it will follow from the argu-
ments used to prove Theorem 4.13 below that his can occur if and only if the 
Cauchy traction vector is identically zero 1 The additional object that must 
be transformed is the metric tensor. 
The first assumptions of the covariant theory are as follows. 
Assumption 1 Let (S, g) be a given Riemannian manifold and <p,: CB -+ S a 
motion ofCB in S. Let p(x, t), e(x, t), ... be given functions which satisfy balance 
of energy. 
Given a change of Newtonian slicings, we get maps e,: S ---> S. The repre-
sentation of the old metric g on S in the new slicing is e,*g = g' and our "observ-
er" does the calculations using the new metric g'. See Figure 2.4.4. 
Representation of the motion 
in a rigid inertial slicing 
(S, g) 
Figure 2.4.4 
Representation of the motion 
relative to a new slicing 
(S' ~t·g) 
16It is possible, however, that the use of "internal variables" will enable a single theory to 
be developed, valid for a larger class of continua. 
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Since changes of metrics on S from g to say g affect the accelerations of 
particles, the internal energy must depend parametrically on the metric g. 
Write e(x, t, g) for the dependence. The observer C;t also wishes to use-the correct 
internal energy associated with the "true" metric g on space; that is, e'(x', t, g). 
It is natural to suppose that e transforms tensorally: 
e(x, t, g) = e'(x', t, C;t*g). 
Thus we must choose 
e'(x', t, g) = e(x, t, C;:'g). 
The metric c;tg is "equivalent" to g in the sense that their Riemannian 
geometries are naturally related by C;( (i.e., curvature, geodesics, etc.). Let the 
collection of all metrics of the form 11*g on S, where 11: S -> S is a diffeomor-
phism, be denoted f>g and be called the orbit of g; thus l7 
f>g = {11*g 111: S -> S is a diffeomorphism}. 
This discussion leads to our second assumption: 
Assumption 2 Assume there are functions e, p, ... depending on the variables 
x, t, g E f>g coinciding with those in Assumption 1 when g = g. Given a 
Newtonian slicing and associated maps C;t: S -> S, define the representatives of 
e, p, ... in that slicing by 
e'(x', t) = e(x, t, C;:'g), 
etc. Assume that for each such slicing, balance of energy holds. 
Using the methods of Chapter 3 one can prove that if e is a differentiable 
function of g E f>g, then e is a function only of the point values of g. That is to 
say, there is a function also denoted e, of x, t and symmetric positive-definite 
two-tensors at x, such that 
e(x, t, g) = e(x, t, g(x» for each g E f>g. 
Let us take this for granted in what follows (or make it part of Assumption 2 
if this is preferred). 18 
4.13 Theorem If Assumptions 1 and 2 hold, then the following hold: there 
exist (J and q such that t = (J·n and h = -q·n, and 
(i) conservation of mass, 
(ii) balance of momentum, 
(iii) balance of moment of momentum, 
(iv) balance of energy, and 
(v) (J = 2p(aejag). 
170ne can show that 0 g is a smooth infinite-dimensional manifold, although we shall not 
go into these technical points; see Box 4.2 below and Ebin [1970]. 
18The dependence of e only on point values of g (and not on derivatives) corresponds in 
general relativity to what is called minimal coupling of a field theory to gravity. In this more 
general context, g will be time dependent and e defined for all metrics, not just those in the orbit 
of a fixed one. (See Section 5.7). 
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Conversely, (l(i)-(v) hold, then balance of energy is covariant; that is, Assumptions 
1 and 2 hold. 
Equation (v) relating the internal energy and stress is the additional condition 
needed to relax the rigidity assumptions of the slicing. Some additional benefits 
of this point of view are described in the following box and in Box 3.3. 
As we shall see in Chapter 3, formula (v) is equivalent to formulas derived by 
completely different methods. As far as we know, a formula like (v) first appeared 
in the elasticity literature in Doyle and Ericksen [1956], and subsequently was 
overlooked. Doyle and Ericksen took a passive point of view, regarding points 
of eg as different representations of the same metric. (This situation is similar to 
the distinction between the Green-Naghdi-Rivlin and Noll points of view.) 
In general relativity this formula is commonly associated to variational principles 
and may be found in standard textbooks such as Hawking and Ellis [1973), p. 66. 
Proof of 4.13 Balance of energy for the primed and unprimed motions are: 
: J pee + -Kv, v» dv = J p«b, v) + r) dv 
t !I,('U) q)d'll) (1) 
+5 (t·v+h)da, 
a!l,('ll) 
!£J p'(e' + !<v', v'»dv' = J p'«b', v') + r') dv' 
dt !I,'('ll) q),('ll) (2) 
+ 5 (t'·v' + h') da'. 
a!l,'('ll) 
We shall evaluate (2) at 1 = to when eto = identity. The definition of material 
time derivative and the Lie derivative gives 
(e')' = e + ~;: £ .. g 
where w is the velocity of et (at time (0)' We also have (at t = to) v' = w + v. 
Using the transport theorem, 19 
dd J f dv = J (j + f div v) dv' 1 q),'('ll) q),'('ll) 
and evaluating at t = to, (2) becomes 
5 (ft + P div v)(e +- !<v + w, v -+- w» dv q),('ll) 
+- J p(e + aae: .c .. g + <a', v -+- w») dv 
!I,('ll) g 
(3) 
=5 p«h',v-+-w)-+-r)dv+-5 (t·(v+w)+h)da. 
~~ ~~ 
19There is no div w term because dv', and not dv, is used. 
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Since eta = Identity, we have a' - h' = a-h. Substituting this in (3) and 
arranging terms yields 
f {(p + P div v)(e + -!(v, v» + pee + (a - h, v»} dv ¢,('II) 
+ f (.0 + p div v)·-!(w, w) dv + f (.0 + p div v)«v, w» dv 
.00 .00 
+ r p{~e £,.,g + (a - h, w)} dv = r pr dv + 1 (tov + h) da 
JM'II) g J¢d'll) alfJ,('II) 
+ f towda. 
a¢,('II) 
(4) 
Subtracting (1) and (4) gives the identity 
0= f (.0 + p div v)·t(w, w)dv + f (.0 + p div v)«v, w» dv 
\6,('11) \6,('11) 
+ r p(~e:£,.,g+(a-h'W»)dv-i towda. JIfJ,('II) g a\6,('II) (5) 
Cauchy's theorem applied to (5) shows that tow = WoGon for a two-tensor 
G. Cauchy's theorem applied to (1) then shows h = -qon for a vector field q. 
Since w is arbitrary, (5) is equivalent to the two equations .0 + p div v = 0 
and 
0= -f p(aae: £"g + <a - h, w») dv + i tow da. (6) 
¢,('II) g a¢,('II) 
Applying the divergence theorem to the last term using 
div(woG) = (div G). w + G: co + G: k, 
where 
and 
(Dab = t(Walb - Wbla) (the spin), 
kab = t(Walb + Wbla) (k = t£"g), 
equation (6) becomes 
0= - r [p(aae - -!G): £ .. g - G: co] dv - r <pa - ph - G, div w) dv. ~oo g ~oo 
Since 'U is arbitrary and at any point £"g, co, and w can be chosen independently, 
we have separately, 
2p ~~ = G, G is symmetric, and pa - ph - div G = O. 
This proves the first part of the theorem. The reader can prove the converse by 
similar methods. I 
Problem 4.8 Redo these calculations in material coordinates. 
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Box 4.1 The Principle of Virtual Work 
The principle of virtual work is often derived in the following way. 
(1) Start with the integral balance law of momentum (see Section 
2.1). 
(2) Localize to give the differential equations in, say, material 
form: 
PRefA = PRefB + DIY P. 
(3) Contract these equations with a vector function W (over the 
motion), and integrate over the body: 
f(!3 hefA• W dV = f(\\ PRefB • W dV + t W· DIY P dV. 
In the classical literature, W is often called a virtual displacement 
and denoted c5¢. 
(4) Integrate the last term by parts: 
f(\\ PRefA • W dV = t P"RefB • W dV - t P : V W dV 
+ f W·P·NdA. 
am 
If w is the spatial form of W, and -rab = paB P B is the Kirchhoff stress, 
note that P: V W = t: Vw = !t: £",g, by symmetry of t. 
The validity of (1) for all variations W = c5¢ is called the principle 
o/virtual work. This principle must be modified, as we shall see in Chap-
ter 5, if boundary conditions are prescribed. 
The importance of the principle of virtual work rests on three facts. 
(a) It is very useful numerically. (cf. Oden and Reddy [1976a].) 
(b) It is believed to remain valid under conditions for which 
differential equations do not necessarily make sense. 20 
(c) Equation (I) coincides with the weak form of the differential 
equations for which there are many relevant mathematical 
theorems. 
The paper of Antman and Osborn [1979] shows how to by-pass steps 
(2) and (3) above and thus show the equivalence of the integral balance 
laws and the principle of virtual work under conditions for which both 
are meaningful. 
In the remainder of this box we shall show how to directly obtain the 
(1) 
20For this purpose the material version is a bit simpler, as there is no convective term 
v·Vv in the acceleration. 
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principle of virtual work from balance of energy. In doing so it is 
crucial to use the covariant version. Indeed it has often been noted as a 
defect of the "rigid" version of balance of energy, that one cannot 
directly get the principle of virtual work (see, e.g., Sewell [l966aJ). 
First of all, one should carry out the program of Theorem 4.13 in 
material coordinates (see Problem 4.8). Conservation of mass now 
merely reads PRef = constant in time, and is derivable from Assumptions 
1 and 2. As in the proof of 4.13 (see Equation (6», the condition of 
covariance leads directly to the following: 
0= - L PRef(~:: .cwg + <A - B, W») dV + I'll W ·P·N dA. (2) 
Arbitrariness of'll gives the identity 't = 2PRef aEjag. Substituting this 
into (2) and choosing'll = CB, we obtain exactly (1), written in terms of 
the Kirchhoff stress. 
With an additional constitutive assumption (see Chapter 3) one can 
directly relate E and P, avoiding the necessity of using 'to The covariant 
approach is compatible with such assumptions, as we shall see in 
Section 3.3. 
Box 4.2 An Invariant Theory of Stress and Equilihrium21 
In this box we present an invariant formulation of some basic 
notions of continuum mechanics, including stress, equilibrium, and the 
principle of virtual work using the theory of manifolds of maps, which 
is summarized below. Manifolds of maps will also be useful in our 
discussion of Hamiltonian structures in Chapter 5. 
A basic concept in any physical theory is that of its configuration 
space: i.e., the set of all possible states of the system. If the configuration 
space is a differentiable manifold, a virtual displacement may be defined 
to be an element of its tangent bundle. A generalized force is an element 
of the cotangent bundle, and its evaluation on a virtual displacement 
has the meaning of virtual work. 
The placements of bodies in space are described by introducing two 
different mathematical models, the global model and the local model, 
and the fact that both ultimately serve to represent the same physical 
21 The material for this box was kindly communicated by Reuven Segev and Marcelo 
Epstein and is based on the ideas of Epstein and Segev [1980] and Segev [1981]. 
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phenomenon is accounted for by imposing compatibility conditions. 
The global model deals with configurations ¢: (B ---> S from the point 
of view of analyzing the space e of configuration as a whole. In ihe 
local model a fiber space is attached to each point of the body (B and the 
space S. These spaces provide a framework for the representation of 
the internal structure of the body. If these spaces are the tangent spaces, 
we recover the usual theory: the Piola-Kirchhoff stress represents the 
local force, and compatibility with the global force yields the equilibrium 
\ 
and boundary conditions. Higher order and Cosserat theories (see Ba.: 
2.3, Chapter 2) may be dealt with by suitable choices of fiber spaces. 
For each model we have a configuration space and corresponding 
sets of virtual displacements and forces. The local force is a generaliza-
tion of the classical notion of stress field. The compatibility between the 
models is specified in terms of a map from the global to the local 
configuration space. This compatibility condition between local and 
global forces is a generalization of the principle of virtual work. 
We now summarize some results from the theory of manifolds of 
maps that are needed. Some useful references for this subject are Palais 
[1968] Eliasson [1967] and Ebin and Marsden [1970]. For this box the 
technical proofs of the following results are not needed, so are omitted. 
(i) Let ~ be a compact C= manifold (possibly with boundary) 
and ;y{, a C= manifold without a boundary. Then, the set 
Ck(~,;y{,) of Ck mappings ~ ---> ;y{" 0 < k < =, can be 
given a structure of a C= manifold modelled on a Banach 
space. (Similar results hold for other function spaces dis-
cussed in Chapter 6). 
(ii) Let ¢ E Ck(~, ;y{,); then the tangent space to Ck(~, ;y{,) at ¢ 
is given by T¢Ck(~,;y{,) = {V E Ck(~, T;y{,)I't'o V = ¢}, ' 
where 't'm: T;y{, ---> ;y{, is the projection. 
This result should be plausible from our discussions of 
material velocity. 
(iii) The set e of Ck embeddings is open in Ck(~, ;y{,) for k > 1. 
This follows directly from the implicit function theorem. 
(iv) Let 7t: 8 ---> ~ and p: fr' ---> ;y{, be C= vector bundles where ~ 
and ;y{, are as in (i) and r < k. Then the set Ck(S, fr') of C' 
vector bundle maps of S to fr' covering Ck base maps has a C= 
vector bundle structure Ck(E, F) ---> Ck(~,;y{,) and the 
projection map assigns to each vector bundle morphism its 
base map. (See Verona [1970]). 
(v) For f E C~(8, fr'), Tfq(S, fr') = {g E q.(8, Tfr') I 't'fJog = f}, 
where 't'fJ: Tfr' ---> fr' and T p: Tfr' ---> T;y{, is the vector bundle 
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structure used on T5'. The tangent bundle projection is given 
by h f-c> 7: rr oh for h EO TCHS, 5'). In particular, the set of all 
Ck-l vector bundle morphisms of the tangent bundles is a 
vector bundle q-l(TmI, T';fL) -> Ck(mI, ';fL), and each h EO 
TC%-I(TmI, T';fL) is identified with a vector bundle map 
from the bundle 7:m: TmI -> mI to the bundle T7:m,: TT'J{, -> 
T';fL. 
(iv) Let AT: Ck(mI, ';fL) -> q-l(TmI, T';fL) be the operation of 
taking the tangent on elements of the manifold of maps; i.e., 
AT(f) = Tf Then AT is a C~ section of the vector bundle 
C%-I(TmI, T'J{,) -> Ck(mI, ';fL). The tangent map TAT: TCk(mI, 
';fL)->TC%-I(TmI, T';fL) is given by TAT(V) = (j)oTv, where Tv, 
is the tangent to the map mI -> T';fL with which v is identified 
and where (j) is the canonical involution P';fL -> P';fL: if (x, 
a, b, c) is the representative of an element in T2';fL with respect 
to a natural chart, then the local representative of (j) with 
respect to this chart is given by (x, a, b, c) f-c> (x, b, a, c). 
Since we are presently concerned with the geometric aspects only, 
we shall work with smooth maps for simplicity (see Chapter 6 for the 
function space setting needed for analysis). 
The global model consists of the following: 
GM 1 Physical space is an m-dimensional differentiable manifold 
S without a boundary. 
GM2 A body is an n-dimensional compact differentiable manifold 
(B which may have a boundary, with n < m. 
GM3 A global configuration is a (smooth) embedding rp: CB -> S. 
By the results above, the configuration space e is an infinite 
dimensional differentiable manifold. 
GM4 Let 7:e: Te -> e be the tangent bundle of the configuration 
space. A global virtual displacement is an element orp EO Te. 
GM5 A global force is an element f EO T*e. The evaluation 
f(orp) for f EO Tte,Orp EO Tq,e is called the virtual work of 
the force f on the virtual displacement orp. 
By GM5, forces are linear functionals on the vector space of vector 
fields (virtual displacements) over the image of the body in space. For 
linear functionals continuous in the Co topology, a global force can be 
represented by a vector measure over the image of the body (as in the 
definition offorces in general given in Truesdell and Toupin [1960] and 
Truesdell [1977].) In the more general case of the C k topology, a global 
force will consist of distributions. 
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In the local model, configurations, virtual displacements, and forces 
are defined independent of the global model. 
LMI In the local model the space is vector bundle p: it -> S. 
LM2 The body is a vector bundle 7t: B -> ffi.22 
LM3 A local configuration is a (smooth) vector bundle map 
F: B -> it such that the induced base map ¢: ffi -> S, is an 
embedding. By the properties of manifolds of maps, 
the local configuration space CR, consisting of all such 
embeddings, has a structure of a vector bundle 7te: CR -> e 
over the global configuration space. 
LM4 Let 't"(Jl: TCR -> CR be the tangent bundle of the local configu-
ration space. The local virtual displacement is an element of 
of the tangent bundle: of E TCR. 
The relation between the configuration spaces and their 
tangent bundles can be represented by the following com-
mutative diagram 
and when we make the identification of of with a vector 
bundle morphism from 7t: B -> ffi to T p: Tit -> Tm, we 
have 
1:(Jl(oF) = F 
T7te(oF) = o¢ 
7te(F) = ¢ 
1:e(oF) = o¢ 
such that F, o¢ and ¢ make the following diagram 
commutative. 
22For many applications, such as Cosserat continua, these should be fiber bundles. However 
we use vector bundles for simplicity. The generalization is not difficult. 
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~Tff 
S_ F ~ff71 Tp 
(8______ g 
¢~S 
LM 5 A local force is an element q E T*<R. The evaluation q(oF) 
for q E T;<R, of E TF<R is called the virtual work of the 
local force q on the local virtual displacement of. 
The link between the global and the local models is provided by the 
compatibility conditions. 
CCI Let A associate to each manifold ;nl a vector bundle A(;nl) 
over it and to each map between manifolds a corresponding 
vector bundle map. We write A(ffi) = &, A(S) = 5', and if 
fis a map offfi to g, AU) is a vector bundle map covering! 
We may thus regard A: e -> <R as a section of 'lte (assumed 
to be differentiable). We call A a compatibility operation. 
CC2 A local configuration F is called compatible with the global 
configuration ifJ if F = ).,(ifJ). 
CC3 A local virtual displacement of is called compatible with 
the global virtual displacement oifJ if of = T).,(oifJ). 
CC4 A global force f is compatible with the local force q if 
f = T* A(q), where T*).,: T*<R I A(e) -> T*e is the adjoint 
map of TX 
The last compatibility condition is a generalization of the equilibrium 
equations of classical continuum mechanics, as we shall see later. The 
compatibility of the global force f with the local force q implies f(oifJ) 
= (T*A(q))(oifJ) for all oifJ E Tif>e. However, by the definition of the 
adjoint map (T*A(q))(oifJ) = q(TA(oifJ)) and, using CC2, we obtain the 
equivalent form f(oifJ) = q(oF) for all compatible pairs oifJ, of, which, 
as we shall see below, is the statement of the principle of virtual work. 
Vector bundles are now constructed that allow us to relate the local 
configuration, the local virtual displacement, and the local force to 
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the classical concepts of deformation gradient tensor field, its variation, 
and the Piola-Kirchhoff stress. 
Given a configuration ¢>, consider the vector bundle £(e, ¢>*ff) --> CB, 
whose fiber over X E CB is £(e, ¢>*ff)x = £(ex , ff¢>(x», the set of linear 
maps of ex to ff ¢>(x). The space C~(£(e, ¢>*ff» of c~ sections of £(e, 
¢>*ff) can be identified with CR¢>. An element of C~(£(e, ¢>*ff» has the 
nature of a two-point field F, just as in Section 1.4. 
Recall that TFCR is the set of vector bundle maps c5ff : e --> Tff satisfying 
'CF 0 c5F = F. The elements c5F satisfying T p oc5F = 0 are called vertical, 
and this set is denoted TF,vertCR. We can identify CR¢> with TF,vertCR by 
mapping F E CR¢ to the tangent to the curve t ~ F + ti at t = O. Thus, 
vertical vectors are variations c5F of the values of F only, keeping the 
base map ¢> fixed. If the bundle ff has a symmetric connection, or we 
choose local charts, any variation c5F E TFCR can be split into the element 
Tp oc5F of C=(TCB, ¢>*TS) and a vertical variation, which we denote 
(c5F)vert. 
Elements P of C=(£(¢>*ff, e» may be regarded as elements of 
T1,vertCR by 
(I) 
The two-point field P is a generalization to bundles of the first Piola-
Kirchhoff stress. 
Let us turn now to the case of tangent bundles and assume CB and 
Scarry metrics G and g respectively (and so have corresponding 
connections). 
By the local model of tangent bundles we mean: 
LMTI The vector bundle which models the space is the tangent 
bundle 'Cs: TS --> S. 
LMT2 The body is modelled by 'Cffi: TCB --> CB. 
LMT3 The local configuration space CR consists of vector bundle 
maps F: TCB --> TS. 
Choose A = AT by AT(;rr[) = T;rr[ and AT(¢» = T¢>. Thus the compati-
bility conditions become 
CCTI The local configuration F is compatible with the global 
configuration ¢> if F = AT(¢» = T¢>: i.e., if F is the defor-
mation gradient of cP. 
CCT2 The local virtual displacement c5F is compatible with the 
global virtual displacement c5 if c5F = TATCc5¢»: i.e., c5F 
= OJoTc5¢>, where m is the canonical involution. 
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CCT3 The local force (J is compatible with the global force f if 
f(~ifJ) = (J(~F) for compatible pairs ~ifJ and ~F. 
Let us write V = ~ifJ for the variation of ifJ, so V is a material vector 
field over ifJ. Then one can check that (CCT2) is the same as saying 
(~F)vert = V V} 
and 
(~F)hor = F 
(2) 
The second of these equations says we are not free to vary the 
horizontal part. Thus, vertical variations are the important ones. Con-
sistent with this, suppose the local force is given by the element P in (I). 
Then CCT3 is the same as saying 
f(V) = t trace [P(V V)] dV (3) 
If f( V) = J (B B· V dV + J a(B 'C' V dV is the usual form for a given global 
force, then (3) is just the statement of the principle of virtual work for 
equilibrium solutions, which is equivalent to the balance laws, and 
boundary conditions if solutions are smooth enough (see the previous 
box and chapter 5). 
If yve work on spacetime rather than space, a similar construction 
yields the dynamic equations. If we chose different local bundles, one 
may obtain higher order or Cosserat theories. 
Box 4.3 Summary of Important Formulas for Section 2.4 
Slicing of a Classical Spacetime 'D by Space S 
i:SxlR-->'D, i(x,t)=p 
Velocity: vi(p) = ~ i(x, t) 
Acceleration: ai(p) = (Vv'Vi)(p) 
The inverse of a slicing is a framing. 
A world tube is a map CP: CB X IR --> 'D, <J>(x, t) = p. 
Velocity: v<l>(p) C~" It- $(x, t) 
Acceleration: a<r,(p) =.cc (V,,<I>v<l»(p) 
Motion of<P relative to i: ifJi = first component of i-1o<J> 
(velocity of cpi) =V<l>,i =c. apparent velocity 
(acceleration of ifJi) = a</),i c= apparent acceleration 
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Apparent vs. Absolute Velocities and Accelerations 
i,.V<1>,i = v<1> - Vi 
i,.a<1>,i = a<1> - ai - 2V v<1>-v,VI 
Transformation under a Change of Framing e,: S ---> S 
V<1>,i, = e,.v<1>,i l -t- w 
a<1>,i, = e,.a<1>,i l + ae,i, + 2V\~,.v<1>"I)W 
where w = velocity field of e and ae,i, is its acceleration field. 
Inertial Frame 
Vvi = 0, or, equivalently, i,.a<1>,i = a<1> for all world tubes <P. 
Covariance and Balance of Energy 
CH. : 
If balance of energy holds under all changes of slicings (or equiva-
lently under all superposed motions, not necessarily rigid), then in 
addition to the usual consequences of the Green-Naghdi-Rivlin-Noll 
results we have the Doyle-Ericksen formula 
2 ae 2 aE ab 2 ae (J = P -a' 't = PRer -a a = P -a ' g g gab 
Principle of Virtual Work 
Sm PRerA • W dV 
= SmPRerB. W dV 
- SmP.VWdV 
+ f W·P·NdA 
t PRerAaWa dV = t PRerBaWa dV 
- Sm paAWalA dV 
+ f wapaANAdA 
am 
am 
for all variations W. 
2.5 THERMODYNAMICS II; THE SECOND LAW 
The second law of thermodynamics is frequently shrouded in mysterious physical 
jargon and less than adequate mathematical treatment. The authors' education 
was no exception. Our own frustration is consistent with the following quota-
tion from Truesdell [1969], pp. 1-23: "The difference [between mechanics and 
thermodynamics] is that thermodynamics never grew up." 
The results we shall need are given a concise mathematical treatment below. 
We make no attempt at detailed physical justification. In addition to Truesdell's 
work, the reader can profitably consult the texts Malvern [1969] and Sommerfeld 
[1964b] in which entropy is regarded as a measure of disorder and its origins in 
statistical mechanics via the Boltzmann's equation are describedY 
23For more advanced mathematical treatments, consult, for example Ruelle [1969, 1978], 
Arnold and Avez [1971], Hermann [1975], and Souriau [1975]. 
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Let if>( X, t) be a C 1 regular motion of a simple body <B c:: S. In addition to 
the functions p(x, t), vex, t), rex, t), and hex, t) introduced earlier, assume there 
are functions ll(x, t), the specific (per unit mass) entropy and (J(x, t) > 0, the 
absolute temperature. 
5.1 Definition The above functions are said to obey the entropy production 
inequality or the Clausius-Duhen inequality24 if, for all nice 'U c:: <B, we have 
d 1 1 pr f h - Plldv> -dv + -da. 
dt q,,('U) - q,,('U) e pq,d'U) e 
This inequality is often called the second law of thermodynamics, although 
there is some controversy over this nomenclature. 
If r = ° (no heat sources) and h = 0 (no heat flux), we get 
dd 1 Pll dv > 0, t q,,('1I) 
that is, total entropy is nondecreasing. 
5.2 Theorem Assume if>t is a C 1 regular motion, r is continuous, hex, t, n) 
= -<q(x, t), n), where q is a Cl vector/ield, (J is Cl, and that conservation of 
mass holds. Then 
. > pr d' (q) pr 1 d' 1 < V(J) Pll- e - IV e = 7r - e IV q + (J2 q, . 
Proof This is a direct consequence of the master balance inequality; see 
Equation (4) of Section 2.1. I 
We call I' = pr, - pr/(J + div(q/(J) the rate of entropy production. Thus the 
Clausius-Duhem inequality asserts that I' > 0. 
To obtain the material form, let 
x = if>(X, t), 0(X, t) = (J(x, t), N(X, t) = ll(x, t), R(X, t) = rex, t), 
Q(X, t) = JF-l'q(X, t), and PRef(X) = p(X, 0). 
5.3 Theorem The material form of the entropy production inequality is 
d 1 1 R 1 Q.N d PRefN dV > PRef 0 dV + E> dA, 
t 'U 'U ft 
24There has been much controversy over how one should set the basic principles of thermo-
dynamics. In fact, several criticisms have been lodged against the general use of the Clausius-
Duhem inequality (see Rivlin [1977], Day and Silhavy [1977], and Green and Naghdi [1977, 
1978a]). For accounts of alternative theories not subject to these criticisms, and recent 
developments, see Green and Naghdi [1977, 1978a, 1978b], Serrin [1979] and Naghdi [1981]. 
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or, in localized form, 
aN R (Q) PR f - > PR f - - DIV - . 
e at - e e e 
The reader can supply the proof in routine fashion by employing the material 
master inequality of Section 2.1. 
It is convenient to recast the entropy production inequality into a slightly 
different form by using the internal energy e(x, t) introduced in the previous 
section. 
5.4 Definition The free energy is defined by IJI = e - 011, or, materially, 
'P = E - eN. 
Later we shall see how to interpret the transformation of e to IJI as a Legendre 
transformation and how to regard 0 and 11 as conjugate variables. 
5.5 Theorem Assum{; conservation of mass, balance of momentum, moment 
of momentum, energy and the entropy production inequality hold. Then 
P(118 + 1jI) - cr: d + ~ <q, VO) < 0, 
or, materially, 
( ae a'P) aF 1 PRef NT! + at - P: at + e <Q, GRAD e)< 0. 
These inequalities are called the reduced dissipation inequalities. 
Proof From 5.4, 
IjI = e - Or, - 811; 
Combining this with 5.2 gives 
that is, Or, = e - 811 - 1jI. 
p(e - 811 - 1jI) > pr - div q + ~ <q, VO). 
From 3.4, pe = pr - div q + cr: d, so substitution gives the spatial result. 
The material form is proved in exactly the same way, using 5.3 in place of 
5.2. I 
Problem 5.1 Prove the identity 
~ <q, grad 0) = ~ <Q, GRAD e) 
directly in coordinates. Use it to prove the material reduced dissipation 
inequality by multiplying the spatial form by J. 
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5.6 Example Assume we have a system in equilibrium; that is, a0/at = 0, 
u'P/at = 0, and aF/at = 0. Since 0> 0, the reduced dissipation inequality 
becomes <Q, GRAD 0) < 0; that is, heat flows from hot to cold. 
5.7 Terminology Processes for which the following hold are given the 
accompanying name. 
(a) q = 0; adiabatic; 
(b) r, = 0: isentropic; 
(c) GRAD N = 0; homentropic; 
(d) e = constant: isothermal. 
Problem 5.225 (Covariance and the Second Law) Suppose that 1'/, r, e, 
and so on can depend on the metric g E eg , as in Box 3.3. Assume that the 
rate of entropy production I' transforms as a scalar under slicings of 
spacetime. Prove that aYJ/ag = 0; that is, YJ is independent of g. (Further 
discussions of covariance and thermodynamics are given in Section 3.3.) 
Box 5.1 Summary of Important Formulas for Section 2.5 
Entropy Production Inequality (Clausius- Duhem Inequality) 
(a) Spatial: dd r PYJ dv > r Per dv + 1 (q'en) da 
t J</>t('U) J</>t('U) a</>t('U) 
(b) Material: ; L PRefN dV > L PRef ~ dV + i'U < Q'eN ) dA 
Localized Entropy Production Inequality 
(a) Spatial: pi] > ':J - ~ div q + J2 (q, grad e) 
aN R 1 (b) Material: PRef at > PRef 0 - 0 DIY Q 
1 + 02 (Q, GRAD 0) 
Free Energy 
(a) Spatial: 'fI(x, t) = e(x, t) - e(x, t)YJ(x, t) 
(b) Material: 'P(X, t) = E(X, t) - 0(X, t) N(X, t) 
Reduced Dissipation Inequality 
- . 1 (a) Spatial: p(YJe + 1jI) - (J: d + 7f (q, GRAD e) < 0 
( a0 U'P) aF (b) Material: PRef Nat + at - P: at 
+ ~ (Q, GRAD 0) < 0, P: ~~ = S: D 
25Suggested by M. Gurtin. 
CHAPTER 3 
CONSTITUTIVE THEORY 
Constitutive theory gives functional form to the stress tensor, free energy, and 
heat flux vector in terms of the motion and temperature. This accomplishes two 
things. First, different general functional forms distinguish various broad classes 
of materials (elastic, fluid, materials with memory, etc.) and specific functional 
forms determine specific materials. Secondly, these additional relationships make 
the equations formally well-posed; that is, there are as many equations as 
unknowns. 
In Section 3.1, we describe the features of constitutive theory in rather general 
terms. At this stage the functional form is very broad; the key objective is to 
isolate what should be a function of what. We can be more specific by making 
more hypotheses. Proceeding towards the traditional theories of elasticity, we 
specialize further in Section 3.2. We see that the hypothesis of locality restricts 
us to functions of the point values of the deformation gradient and temperature 
and their derivatives. The dependence on higher derivatives is then eliminated by 
way of the entropy production inequality. Finally, the assumption of invariance 
under rigid body motions-that is, material frame indifference-allows us to 
reduce the dependence on the deformation gradient F to dependence on the 
deformation tensor C (Le., on the strain). 
Section 3.3 treats constitutive theory using ideas of covariance and links this 
with our covariant treatment of energy balance in Section 2.3. The formula for 
the Cauchy stress a = 2p(alf//ag) is shown to be equivalent to the standard 
formula S = 2PRef(a'¥/aC). An application to the identification problem for 
thermoelastic and inelastic materials is given as well. Additional links with the 
Hamiltonian structure and conservation laws will be made in Chapter 5. The 
constitutive information is inserted into the basic balance laws in Section 3.4; 
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there we summarize the equations of a thermoelastic solid. Section 3.5 makes a 
further specialization by considering the restrictions that arise when the material 
possesses some symmetry. Special attention is given to isotropic solids. 
3.1 THE CONSTITUTIVE HYPOTHESIS 
From the previous chapter, we have a number of basic equations expressed in 
the material picture as follows: 
(i) pRef = pJ (conservation of mass); 
(ii) PRef ~~ = DIY P + herB (balance of momentum); 
(iii) S = ST (balance of moment of momentum); 
(iv) PRef ~; + DIY Q = herR + S: D (balance of energy); 
a0 alf' I (v) PRefN 7ft + 7ft - S: D + 0 <Q, GRAD 0) < 0 
(reduced dissipation inequality); 
(vi) E = If' + N0 (relation between internal energy and free energy). 
These equations are formally ill-posed in the sense that there are not enough 
equations to determine the evolution of the system. The situation is analogous to 
Newton's second law mx = F; one cannot solve this equation without specifying 
how F depends on x and x. 
Generally one treats the motion ¢(X, t) and the temperature 0(X, t) as the 
unknowns and attempts to solve for them from equations (ii) and (iv). Condition 
(i) determines P in terms of PRef (usually given) and ¢, so we can eliminate 
condition (i). We often regard Band R as given externally. Thus, if we are going' 
to determine ¢ and 0, we must specify S, Q, and E as functions of ¢ and 0. 
Since E is related to If' by (vi), we might also ask for N and If'to be functions of 
if> and 0. These functions must be related in such a way that (iii) and (v) are 
satisfied. A particular functional form given to S, Q, N, and If' is supposed to 
characterize a particular material; these same functional forms are associated 
with any body made from that same material. As we shall see in the next section, 
the reduced dissipation inequality can be used in delineating the possible func-
tional forms and their interrelationships. Section 3.3 shows how to derive the 
same basic relationships using covariance as an axiom in place of the second 
law of thermodynamics. 
These ideas can be made more precise using the following terminology. 
1.1 Definition Let r be a positive integer or +00. The set of all past 
motions up to time Tis 
;mT = [¢: CB X (-00, TJ ~ S I ¢ is a c r regular 
motion of CB in S for -00 < t < T} 
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and the set of all past temperature fields up to time Tis 
:JT = {0: CB X (- 00, T] ------+ (0, 00) I 0 is a C' function}. 
Let JC = UTE~ (;)TIT X :JT X {TD, the set of past histories. 
Here our notation is the same as in previous chapters; CB is a reference con-
figuration of the body and S is the containing space. 
1.2 Definition By a constitutive equation for the second Piola-Kirchhoff 
stress tensor S we mean a mapping 
S; JC ------+ Sz{CB), 
where S2(CB) denotes the ~pace of CS symmetric contravariant two-tensor fields 
on CB (for some suitable positive integer s). The second Piola-Kirchhoff stress 
tensor associated with S, a motion rp(X, t), and a temperature field 0(X, t) is 
SeX, t) = S(rp[I]' 0[tl> t)(X), 
where rp[t] E ;)TIl and 0[1] E :J, are defined to be rp and 0 restricted to (-00, t]. 
Similarly, constitutive equations for Q, 'P, and N are defined to be mappings; 
Q; JC ------+ x(CB) (x denotes the Cs vector fields on CB), 
'i'; JC -----+ ff'(CB) (ff' denotes the Cs scalar fields on CB), 
N: JC ~ ff'(CB). 
One sometimes sees the relationship between Sand Swritten as 
SeX, t) = serpeX', t'), 0(X', t'), X, t). 
This is a way of trying to say that S is a function of the functions rp and 0 as a 
whole. For instance, S can depend on spatial or temporal derivatives of rp and 0. 
So far the definition of constitutive equation is general enough to include 
rate effects, that is, dependence on velocities, and memory effects, that is, depen-
dence on past histories. Such generality is important for the study of fluids, 
viscoelastic, or plastic materials. Our emphasis in this book is on the case of pure 
elasticity. To make this specialization, we eliminate rate and memory effects as 
follows. 
1.3 Definition By a thermoelastic constitutive equation for S we mean a 
mapping 
S; e X :J ~ S2(CB), 
where e = {rp; (B --> S I rp is a regular C' configuration}, the configuration 
space, and :J = {0: CB --> (0, 00) I 0 is a C' function}. We assume that S is 
differentiable (in the Fn!chet sense; see Box 1.1 below). 
The second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor associated with S, a configuration 
rp, and a temperature field 0 is given by 
SeX) = S(rp, 0)(X). 
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If rp and 0 depend on time, we write 
SeX, t) = S(rp" 0,)(X), 
where, as usual, rp,(X) = rp(X, t) and 0cCX) = 0(X, t). 
Thermoelastic constitutive equations for Q, 'P, and N are defined similarly. 
In the next section we shaIl impose requirements on our constitutive func-
tions S, Q, N, and q, that will drastically simplify how they can depend on rp and 
o and that will establish key relationships between them. 
Constitutive theory is given most conveniently in the material picture because 
the domain CB of the functions remains fixed. However, it can all be done 
spatially as well. To do so properly, one needs considerations of covariance and 
dependence on the metric tensor g of S. We shall take up this issue in Section 3.3. 
Box. 1.1 The Frechet Derivative 
In Section 1.1 we reviewed a bit of differential calculus in [Rn; the main 
point was familiarization with the idea that the derivative of a map 
f: 'U c [Rn ---> [Rm at a point x E 'U is a linear map Df(x): [Rn ---> [Rm. 
This box will generalize those ideas to Banach spaces. It will be in the 
nature ofa review with a number of quite easy proofs omitted. (Consult 
standard texts such as Dieundonne [1960] or Lang [1971] for proofs.) 
However, in Section 4.1 we shaIl present a complete proof of the inverse 
mapping theorem for mappings between Banach spaces. 
If 3: and 'Yare Banach spaces, a linear mapping A : a: ----> 'Y is caIled 
bounded if there is a constant M> 0 such that II Ax II'Y < M II x Ilx for 
all x E 3:. Here 11,11')1 denotes the norm on 'Y and II· Ilx that on 3:. 
(The subscripts are dropped if there is no danger of confusion.) A linear 
operator is bounded if and only if it is continuous. (The proof is not 
hard: if A is continuous at 0, then for any f > 0 there is a 0 > 0 such 
that II Ax 11')1 < f if II xlix < O. Let M = flo.) Let CB(a:, 'Y) denote the 
set of all bounded linear operators of 3: to 'Y. Define 
-II . f IIAxl1 II A II = A Ilx,')I = ~~o llXlI' 
A straightforward check shows that this makes CB(3:, 'Y) into a Banach 
space; we calI the topology associated with the preceding norm the 
norm topology. If a: and 'Yare finite dimensional, CB(a:, 'Y) coincides 
with £(3:, 'Y), the space of all linear mappings of a: to 'Y. 
Problem 1.1 For a linear map A: [Rn ---> [R1n, show that II A II is 
the largest eigenvalue of the symmetric operator AT A. 
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1.4 Definition Let X and 'Y be Banach spaces, 'U c X be open, and 
f: 'U c X -> 'Y. We say fis differentiable at Xo E 'U if there is a bound-
ed linear operator Df(xo) E CB(X, 'Y) such that for each E > 0 there is 
a ~ > 0 such that II h IIx < ~ implies 
II f(x o + h) - f(xo) - Df(xo)·h II'Y < Ell h Iloc· 
(This uniquely determines Df(xo).) 
We say that f is Cl if it is differentiable at each point of 'U and if 
x ~ Df(x) is continuous from 'U to CB(X, 'Y), the latter with the norm 
topology. (RecaIl that in Euclidean spaces, Df(xo) is the linear map 
whose matrix in the standard bases is the matrix of partial derivatives 
off) Also note that if A E CB(X, 'Y) then DA(x) = A. 
The concept ''1 is of class C''' (0 < r < co) is defined inductively. 
For example,! is C2 if it is Cl and x f-0 D2f(x) E CB(X, CB(X, 'Y», the 
derivative of x f-0 Df(x), is norm continuous. The space CB(X, CB(X, 'Y» 
is isomorphic to CB2(X, 'Y), the space of all continuous bilinear maps 
b: X x ~ ---> 'Y. An isomorphism between these spaces is b f-0 G, G(x l )· 
X2 = b(XI' x 2). Thus D2f(x) is usuaIly regarded as a bilinear map of 
X X X to 'Y. Its value at (u, v) E X X X wil1 be denoted D2f(x)·(u, v). 
1.5 Proposition ~ffis C2, then D2f(x) is symmetric; that is, 
D2f(x).(u, v) = D2f(x).(v, u). 
For f: IRn ---> IR, the matrix of D2f(x) is the matrix of second deriva-
tives of J, so 1.5 generalizes the usual notion of symmetry of the second 
partial derivatives. 
If f is a function of two (or more) variables, say f: 'U c Xl X X2 
-> 'Y, then the partial derivatives are denoted by DJand Dzf(or some-
times DxJ, etc.). If we identify Xl X X2 with Xl ED X 2 , (u,O) with u, 
and (0, v) with v, then we can write Df as the sum of its partial deriva-
tives: Df(x) = DJ(x) + Dzf(x). 
1.6 Definition Suppose f: 'U c 'Y ---> 'Y is differentiable. Define the 
tangent of fto be the map 
Tf: 'U X X ~ 'Y X 'Y given by Tf(x, u) = (f(x), Df(x).u), 
where Df(x).u means Df(x) applied to u E X as a linear map. 
From the geometric point of view developed in Chapter 1, T is more 
natural than D. If we think of (x, u) as a vector with base point x, then 
(f(x), Df(x). u) is the image vector with its base point. See Figure 3.1.1. 
Another reason for favoring T is its behavior under composition, as 
given in the next theorem. 
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f(X)\l 
(f(X) • U 
Figure 3.1.1 
1.7 Proposition (Chain Rule) Suppose f: 'll c X -, '0 c 'Y and g: 
'0 c 'Y -> Z are C 1 maps. Then the composite gof: 'll c X -> Z is also 
Cl and 
I T(gof) = TgOTf.1 
In terms of D, this formula is equivalent to the usual chain rule 
I D(gof)(x).u = Dg(f(x».(Df(x)·u). \ 
For a proof, see Dieudonne [1960], p. 145, or Marsden [l974a], 
p. 168. For the validity of this chain rule, f and g need only be 
differentiable. 
We will now show how the derivative Dfis related to the usual direc-
tional derivative. A Cl curve in X is a Cl map from fJ into X, e: fJ-> X, 
where fJ is an open interval of IR, Thus, for t E fJ we have De(t) E 
CB(IR, X), by definition. We identify CB(IR, X) with X by associating De(t) 
with De(t)·1 (1 is the real number "one"). Let 
d . d~ (t) = De(t)·I. 
For f: 'll c X -> 'Y of class Cl we consider foe, where e: fJ -> CU. It 
follows from the chain rule that we have the very useful formula 
d Df(x).u = dt fI(x + tu)H_o· 
1.8 Definition We call Df(x)· u the directional derivative off in the 
direction of u. A map for which all the directional derivatives (defined 
by the preceding formula) exist at x is called Gateaux differentiable at x. 
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On Euclidean space, dldt defined this way coincides with the usual 
directional derivative. More specifically, suppose we have f: 'lI. c [Rm 
~ [Rn of class Cl. Now Df(x) is a linear map from [Rm ~ [Rn and so it 
is represented by its components relative to the standard basis el , ••• , 
em of [Rm. By the above formula we see that 
_ (afl ap ) Df(u)·ei - axi (u), . .. 'axi(u) . 
Thus Df(u) is represented by the usual Jacobian matrix. 
If we fix x, y E X and apply the fundamental theorem of calculus 
to the map t ~ f(tx + (1 - t)y), assumefis CI, and 
II Df(tx + (1 - t)y) II < M, 
we obtain the mean value inequality: 
1.9 Proposition Iff: 'lI. c X ~ 'Y is Cl, X, Y E 'U, the line joining 
x to y lies in 'U and II Df(z) IIoc. ')I < M on this line, then 
IIf(x) - f(y) 11')1 < Mllx - Ylloc. 
The tangent is very convenient for dealing with higher derivatives. 
For example, the rth-order chain rule is obtained inductively to be 
T'(gof) = T'goT'f, while a corresponding statement in terms of D is a 
good deal more complicated. Higher derivatives also occur in Taylor's 
theorem: 
1.10 Proposition (Taylor's Theorem) Suppose f: 'U c X ~ 'Y is 
cr+l. Then (for h sufficiently small) 
where 
f(x + h) = f(x) + Df(x).h + -!D2f(x)(h, h) + ... 
+ ~Drf(x).(h, ... , h) + R,(x, h), 
r. 
I JI R,(x, h) = -, (1- t)' Dr+lf(x + th)·(h, . .. ,h) dt 
r. 0 
satisfies II Rr(x, h) 11')1 < C II h II&:+ I for II h IIoc small enough. 
The proof proceeds in the same manner as in elementary calculus. 
1.11 Proposition Suppose f: X X 'Y ~ Z is a continuous bilinear 
mapping (i.e., IIf(x, y) liz < M II x IIocil y 11')1 for some constant M > 0). 
Then f i$ C= and 
Df(x, y)(u, v) = feu, y) + f(x, v). 
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The verification of this Leibniz rule is straightforward. 
Constitutive functions define mappings between Banach spaces of 
functions. To be able to use differential calculus on them we need to 
know how to differentiate them. The rest of this box will develop such 
skills. We begin with a simple example. 
1.12 Example Let X be the Banach space of continuous functions 
rp: [0, 1] -> IR with II rp II = SUPXE[O,IJ I rp(x) I· Define 
f: X -> X by f(rp)(x) = [rp(x)]2, 
that is, f(rp) = rp2. Thenfis c~ and Df(rp)·1fI = 2rplfl. 
To see this, note that the map fl: rp J-). (rp, rp) from X to X X X is 
continuous linear and f2: X X X -> X; (rp, 1fI) J-). rp·1fI is continuous 
bilinear. Now apply 1.11 and the chain rule tof = f2 0fl' 
Problem 1.2 Let X be the set of CI functions on [0, 1] and 'Y be 
the set of CO functions. Definef: X -> 'Y by f{rp) = (rp')3. Prove 
thatfis Coo and find pfand D2f. 
What about examples like f(rp) = e'l"? The next theorem shows us 
how to differentiate such maps. Results of this type go back at least to 
Sobolev in the 1930s. (See also Abraham and Smale [1960).) For sim-
plicity, we work in Ck spaces, but the same thing works in a variety of 
function spaces (such as Sobolev spaces Ws,p that will be developed in 
Chapter 6). We stick to a special case that is relevant for elasticity. 
1.13 Theorem «(f)-lemma) Let 0 c IR" be a region with smooth 
boundary; let X be the Banach space of Ck mapsl u: 0 -> IRm; let 11 
be the Banach space OfCk-1 maps g: 0 -> W (1 < k < 00). Let 
W: 0 X £(IR", IRm) -> IRP 
be C' (r > k - 1 - I), and define 
f: X -> 'Y, f(u)(x) = W(x, Du(x». 
Then f is of class Cl and 
(Df(u)·v)(x) = DzW(x, Du(x».[Dv(x»); 
that is, 
IA map u: n = n u an -> IRm is called Ck when it has a Ck extension to an open set 
containing n. The norm of u is defined by 
lIull = sup IIDJu(x)1I 
xED 
O:{'J:{'k 
and this norm can be shown to make the C k maps into a Banach space. (See Abraham and 
Robbin [1967], for example.) 
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Proof Induction reduces the argument to the case r = 1, k = 1. 
The following computation and the finite-demensional chain rule shows 
thatfis Gateaux differentiable with derivative as stated in the theorem: 
d d [Df(u).v](x) = dEf(u + fV)(X) 1.=0 = dE W(x, Du(x) + EDv» 1.=0' 
A straightforward uniform continuity argument shows that u 1--7 
Df(u) E ffi(X, 11) is norm continuous. The proof is now completed 
using the following: 
1.14 Lemma Let f: 'U c X -> 11 be Gateaux d!fferentiable and 
assume u 1--7 Df(u) E ffi(X, 11) is continuous. Then f is C 1. 
Proof By the fundamental theorem of calculus, 
(f(uo + h) -f(uo)] - Df(uo)·h = [11 ~f(uo + J..h) dJ.. ] - Df(uo)·h 
= 11 [Df(u o + J..h)·h - Df(uo)·h] dJ... 
By continuity of DJ, for any E > 0 there is a 0 > 0 such that 
II Df(u) -Df(uo) II < f if II u - Uo \I < O. Then II h II < 0 implies: 
IIf(uo + h) - f(uo) - Df(uo)' h II 
< f II Df(uo + J..h) - Df(xo) 11·llh II dJ.. < Ell h II· I 
Since f is continuous and linear in W, this shows that in fact f is Cl 
as a function of the pair (u, W). 
Prohlem 1.3 Letfbe defined by composition with Was above. 
Show that if we assume that f maps Ck to Ck -1 and is C/, then W 
is C', r = k - 1 + I as well. 
Box. 1.2 Summary of Important Formulas for Section 3.1 
Thermoelastic Constitutive Equation for S 
s: e X :J -> S2(ffi); SAB(X, t) = SAB(if>a(x" t), 0(X', t), X) 
SeX, t) = S(if>" 0,)(X) 
for Q: 
Q: e X :J -> x(ffi); QA(X, t) = QA(if>a(x" t), 0(X', t), X) 
Q(X, t) = Q(if>" 0,)(X) 
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r------------------------------------------------------~ 
for '¥: 
'P: e X 3 --. g:(CB); 'I'(X, t) = 'P(¢a(x', t), 0(X', t), X) 
'¥(X, t) = 'P(¢" 0,)(X) 
forN: 
N: e X 3 --> g:(CB); N(X, t) ~ N(¢a(x', t), 0(X', t), X) 
N(X, t) "-'" N(¢" 0,t)(X) 
Derivative of a Function-Space Mapping Defined by Composition 
f(u)(x) = W(x, Du(x» 
(Df(u).v)(x) 
= D2W(x, Du(x»·Dv(x) 
3.2 CONSEQUENCES OF THERMODYNAMICS, LOCALITY, 
AND MATERIAL FRAME INDIFFERENCE 
We now simplify the constitutive functions S, Q, N, 'P as follows. From an 
axiom of locality and the entropy production inequality, we shall deduce that 
S and Ii can be expressed in terms of'P and that 'P depends only on points in 
<B, point values of F and 0 and not on ¢ or higher derivatives of For 0. Then, 
we postulate an axiom of material frame indifference to deduce that the depen-
dence of'P 9n F is only through the Cauchy-Green tensor C. 
2.1 Definition A constitutive function for thermo elasticity 
'P: e X 3 -> g:(CB) 
is called local if for any open set 'li c CB and ¢I' ¢2 E e, which agree on 'li, and 
0 1, O2 E 3, which agree on 'li, then 'P(¢I' 0 1) and 'P(¢2' O 2) agree on 'li. 
The idea of using locality as a basic postulate is due to Noll [1958J. It must be 
emphasized, however, that one sometimes may wish to impose non local con-
straints, such as incompressibility (see Chapter 5). If the value of'P at X depends 
only on the values of ¢ and 0 and their derivatives up to order, say, le, at X, then 
'P is local. This is because knowledge of a mapping on an open set entails a 
knowledge of all its derivatives on that set. A constitutive function 'P defined by 
a composition of this form is called a (nonlinear) differential operator. A simple 
example of a nonlocal operator is given by letting X = CO functions on [0, 1] 
and definingf: X -> X by f(¢)(x) = S: ¢(s) ds. 
While it is trivial that a differential operator is local, the Converse is not so 
elementary. For linear operators, this is true and is due to Peetre [1959]. For 
nonlinear operators (satisfying some technical conditions), this is also true but is 
a deeper fact; see Epstein and Thurston [1979] (and for earlier versions, Dom-
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browski [1966] and Palais and Terng [1977]). Fortunately, we can bypass this 
theory in the present context, but it may be useful for higher-order materials. 
We can summarize the situation as follows: 
2.2 Axiom of Locality Constitutive functions for thermoelasticity are as-
sumed to be local. 
We next investigate the consequences of assuming the entropy production 
inequality. We wish to assume that it holds for all regular motions of the body. 
The momentum balance and energy balance are not taken into account, because 
any motion is consistent with them for a suitable choice of body force B and heat 
source R; that is, balance of momentum and energy define what Band R have to 
be. This is not unreasonable since we are supposed to be able to allow any 
choice of Band R. 
2.3 Axiom of Entropy Production For any (regular) motion offfi, the consti-
tutive functions for thermoe!asticity are assumed to satisfy the entropy production 
inequality,' 
( '" a0 ap) ~ aF 1 A PRef Nat + at - r: at + 0 <Q, GRAD 0) < o. 
2.4 Theorem (Coleman and Noll [1963]) Suppose the axioms of locality and 
entropy production hold. Then '1' depends only on the variables X, F, and 0. 
Moreover, we have 
d ~ _ # ap an r - PRefg aF' that is, 
and the entropy production inequality reduces to 
<Q, GRAD 0) < O. 
~ ap 
P/ = PRef aFa/ 
Remarks (1) One can allow the constitutive functions to depend on deriva-
tives of higher order than the first derivative F and still be consistent with the 
entropy production inequality provided one postulates the existence of higher-
order stresses. This is the "multipolar" or "higher-order" theory. (See Green 
and Rivlin [1964b].) 
(2) The precise meaning of "'1' depends only on the variables X, F, and 0" 
is that for any configuration ¢: ffi -4 S, there is a mapping (also denoted l{I) 
'1': ffi x £iTffi, TS) x [R -4 [R such that p(¢, 0)(X) = p(X, F(X), 0(X», 
where £iTffi, TS) denotes the bundle over ffi of (1, 1) two-point tensors; that is, 
the fiber of £4>(Tffi, TS) at X E ffi consists of all linear maps F: Txffi ---> T4>(x)S, 
(3) If S is a linear space and if one is willing to identify all the tangent spaces 
Tx with S, then one can identify £4>(Tffi, TS) with £(Tffi, S), the bundle of linear 
maps of Txffi to S. In this way, the apparent dependence on ¢ itself disappears. 
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(4) If '1' is independent of X, the body is called homogeneous. This is a special 
case of a material symmetry, a topic treated in Section 3.5. 
Proof of 2.4 (See Gurtin [1972b].) Given '1': e X 3 -> 5', we consider a 
motion ,p, E e, a temperature field 0, E 3, and form the composition f(t) = 
'1'(91" 0,) E 5'. By the chain rule, 
df" " . dt = D",'P· V + De'l'·0, 
where D¢'I' is the partial derivative of '1' in the Frechet sense (see Box 1.1 of this 
Chapter). Note that for an arbitrary function k(X, t), k _ akjat. 
Substituting the preceding equation into the entropy production inequality 
gives 
A • " ". ~ aF 1 
PRerN0 + PRer(D¢'I'· V + De'l'·0) - r: at + <3 <Q, GRAD 0)< O. 
By assumption, this holds for all processes (,p" 0,). First of all, choose ,p, inde-
pendent of time t; then we must have 
A • ". 1 
PRer(N0 + De'l'·0) + 0 <Q, GRAD 0) < O. 
Suppose PRerCN0 + De'l'· 0) did not vanish for some ,p and all 0,. Then we 
can alter 0, to a new one 0, so that 0'0 = 0'0 and e,o = oc0,o' where oc is any 
prescribed constant. We can then choose the constant oc to violate the assumed 
inequality. Therefore, we deduce our first identity 
PRerCN0 + De'l'·0) = O. (1) 
Similarly, fixing 0 and altering ,p, we get a second identity 
PRerD¢'I'. V = Ii: i. (2) 
Consider now this second identity. Fix Xo E <B and fix 0. Let,po and ,pI be two 
configurations with ,po(Xo) = ,p1(XO) and Fo(Xo) = FI(Xo), In a chart on S, let 
,p(X, t) = ,po(X) + t(,pI(X) - ,po(X» define a motion,p for X near Xo and small t. 
Extend ,p outside this neighborhood in a regular but otherwise arbitrary way. 
(This can be done by first extending the governing velocity field, for example.) 
By the axiom of locality, the way in which this extension is done does not affect 
'1' in the neighborhood. This motion has a velocity field V, and a deformation 
gradient F, that satisfies 
V,(Xo) = ,p1(XO) - ,po(Xo) = 0 and ireXo) = O. 
[Note that we cannot conclude that (D¢q,. V,)(Xo) = 0 from V,(Xo) = 0 alone, 
since D¢ '1'. V, is a linear operator on Vt and could depend on higher derivatives 
of V" for example.] Thus, from the second identity (2) above, 
(PRerD¢q,. V,)(Xo) = o. 
d " Therefore, dt [PRer(Xo)'I'(,p" 0)J(Xo) = 0 
and so 
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Thus, 'i' depends on <p only through F. In a similar way, the first identity implies 
that 'i' depends only on the point values of e. Substituting this information 
back into the two identities (and using the results of Box [. I) yields 
(
A. a'i' . ) a'i'·· 
PRef Ne + ae e = 0 and PRef aF : F = P: F. 
Arbitrariness of e and F then yields the stated identities. I 
The relationships 
A _ a'i' __ a'i' Pa - PRef aFa
A 
and N - - ae 
can be used to simplify the first law (energy balance). Indeed, balance of energy 
reads 
aE 
PRef at + DIV Q == P: F + PRefR . 
Write t = 'i' + lie so that 
aE _ a'i' . F + a'i' e -"- aN e + Ne ,= a'i' . F + aN e 
at - aF . ae I at aF . at 
using a'i' /ae = - N. Substituting this expression into balance of energy and 
using PRef (a'i'/aF) = P yields PRefe(aNjat) + DlV Q = PRefR. In summary, 
we have proved: 
2.5 Proposition Assuming the identities in 2.4, balance of energy reduces to 
For pure elasticity (ignoring all thermal effects), the above constitutive conclu-
sions may be obtained from balance of energy alone. Indeed, if Q and Rare 
omitted from balance of energy, then we must have PRef(aE/at} = P: i for all 
processes. Thus aE/aF and P must balance. We list the axioms special to this 
situation as follows: 
Axiom O. E: e .--> 5' is a given differentiable map. 
Axiom 1. t is local. 
Axiom 2. There is a map P: e ---> two-point (0, 2) tensors such that for 
all motions <p, E e, balance of energy holds: 
at . 
PRef at = P: F. 
2.6 Theorem Under Axioms 0,1, and 2, E depends only on the point values of 
X and F and we have the identity 
h P A at t at is, a = PRef aFa
A
' 
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This is proved by the same techniques that were used to prove 2.4. 
We now return to the thermoelastic context. From 2.4 we can draw no con-
clusion about the dependence of Q on ¢ and 0; it could conceivably depend on 
many deriva tives. It is often assumed that Q depends only on the point values of 
X, C, 0, and V0; in this case, we say we have a grade (1, 1) material. In any 
case, one can generally say the following: 
2.7 Proposition Q vanishes when its argument GRAD 0 vanishes. 
Proof Fixing all other arguments, let f(oc) = <Q(oc GRAD 0), GRAD e). 
Thus ocf(rx) < 0, so f changes sign at oc = 0. Since f is continuous, f(O) = O. 
Thus <Q(O), GRAD 0) = 0, so Q(O) = O. I 
Taylor's theorem implies that for GRAD 0 small, Q is well approximated 
by a matrix that is negative semi-definite times GRAD e: fixing all arguments 
but GRAD 0, 
Q(GRAD 0) = K· GRAD 0, 
where 
(1 a'" 
K = Jo a(GR~D 0)(s GRAD 0) ds 
by the fundamental theorem of calculus. The inequality <Q, GRAD 0) < 0 
means K is negative semi-definite-that is, dissipative. If K were assumed con-
stant one would recover the Fourier law (see Example 3.6, Chapter 2). 
2.8 Example (Rigid Heat Conductor) The rigid heat conductor (cf. 3.6, 
Chapter 2) makes the assumption that the motion is fixed, say ¢ = identity, for 
all time. We also assume that Q depends only on X, 0, and GRAD 0. Then the 
evolution of 0 in time is determined from balance of energy: 
aN '" 
PRef0 at + DIY Q = PRefR . 
Since N depends only on X and 0, we get 
( aN) a0 "'A PRef0 ae at = -(Q )IA + PRefR 
(aQA ) aQA = - ae lB e lB1A - ae 0 1A + PRefR - R I . 
(3) 
where R[ = DIY xQ, the divergence of Q with e and GRAD 0 fixed. As 
was observed above, the matrix aQAjae ,B is negative semi-definite. We also 
assume the scalar function aNjae = -a2"p/ae 2 (= specific heat at constant 
volume) is positive, so the equation is formally parabolic. (3) is the general form 
of a nonlinear heat equation. Notice, finally, that positivity of a2"pja0 2 means 
that "P is a convex function of 0. 2 
2The theory of monotone operators is applicable here [if PRef0(a!Y/a0) is not a constant, 
one presumably uses a weighted norm] to yield an existence and uniqueness theorem for 0(X, t) 
for all time, given 0 at time t = 0 and given (l, !Y. The extra assumption of positivity of a2'l'/ 
a02 may be regarded as formally equivalent to well-posedness of the equations (see Crandall 
and Nohel [\978] for details). 
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Now we turn to our final constitutive axiom, material frame indifference. 
2.9 Axiom of Material Frame Indifference Let 'f be a thermoelastic constitu-
tive function satisfying the above axioms, so that 'f is a function of X, F, and e. 
Assume that if c;: S ---> S is a regular, orientation-preserving map taking x to x' 
and TC; is an isometry from TxS to Tx'S, then 
'f(X, F, e) = 'f(X, F', e), that is, 'f(X, F, e) = q,(x, c;*F, e), 
--~ \ 
T~ = isometry at x in S 
-) 
Figure 3.2.1 
Stated loosely, this axiom means that our constitutive functions are invariant 
under rotations of the ambient space S in which our body moves. One sometimes 
says that TC; "rotates observer frames." One can interpret C; either actively (super-
posed motion) or passively (change of framing) as explained in Boxes 3.1 and 
3.2 of Chapter 1. 
2.10 Theorem Let q, satisfy the above axioms. Then q, depends only on X, C, 
and e. By abuse ofnotation we shall write 'f(X, C, e). 
Remarks (1) Equally well, we could say q, is a function only of X, e, and 
the right stretch tensor U = CI/2 (see 3.11 and 3.13, Chapter 1). 
(2) By abuse of notation we shall write C for both C and C~ when there is 
little danger of confusion. 
(3) One can also state as an axiom the corresponding transformation law for 
the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress P; that is, for any C; as above, C;*{p(X, F, e)} = 
p(X, e*F, e), where C;*P means push-forward the spatial index of P. This axiom 
is a consequence of the axiom for qt. In Euclidean space, material frame indif-
ference for the stress reads: 
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Ra PbA(X P 0) = paA(X Rc Fb 0) b ,c, , b C, 
for any proper orthogonal matrix Rab• 
(4) Note that in [R3, material frame indifference is the same as objectivity 
for orthogonal transformations (see Box 6.1, Chapter 1, for a discussion of 
objectivity). 
Proof of 2.10 Suppose FI: TxCB ---> Tx.S and F2: TxCB ---> Tx,S and FIFI = 
F~F2; that is, FI and F2 give rise to the same C tensor. We have to show that 
'P(X, F I , 0) = q,(X, F2 , 0). Then q,(X, C, 0) will be well defined if we let it 
be this common value. 
Choose a regular map e: S ---> S with e(xl) = X2 and such that re(xl)FI = 
F2 • This is possible since FI and F2 are assumed to be invertible. The assumption 
FIFI = F~F2 implies that Te(x l) is an isometry. Indeed, 
<Te(xl)·FI• Vi> Te(xl)·FI• V2) = <F2· Vi> F2• V2) 
= <F~F2 Vb V2) = <FIFI Vi> V2) = <FI Vi> FI V2)' 
Therefore, by our axiom, q,(X, F I , 0) = lJI(X, F2 , 0). I 
The last part of the proof can also be seen in coordinates as follows: 
CAB = gabFi AF1B (C = FIFI) 
= gabF~AF~B (FIFI = gF2) 
aea aeb 
= gab axcF~A aXdF1B (re·FI = F2)' 
Thus, comparing the first and third lines, gab = gcaCaeCjaxa)(aedjaxb) (evalu-
ated at XI) so e is an isometry-that is, leaves the metric tensor gab invariant. 
Problem 2.1 What becomes of this proof for shells? 
Problem 2.2 Show that even though P is materially. frame indifferent, 
aPjat need not be. 
If we write the axiom of entropy production in terms of Sand C by writing 
P · aF = S· D = IS' ac 
. at . "2"' at 
and repeat the argument of 2.4, Chapter 3 (or 2.6, Chapter 3 for pure elasticity), 
we find, instead of P = PRefg'(aq, laF), the important identity 
aq, 
S = 2PRef ac' 
This identity may also be proved by the chain rule as follows: regarding Cas 
a function of F through C = FT F-that is, CAB = gabPAP B-the chain rule gives 
S -F-I~-F-I ,alJl_F-I ,alJlaC 
- r - PRefg aF -- PRefg ac aF' 
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Noting that 
we get 
Thus, we have: 
2.11 Proposition Under the axioms for constitutive theory listed above, the 
second Piola-Kirchhoff stress is given by 
a'i' 
S = 2PRef ac: that is, SAB = 2PRef a'i' . aCAB 
Problem 2.3 (J. Ball; cf. Wang and Truesdell [1973]). Show that frame 
indifference of P and symmetry of S implies frame indifference of 'P. Also, 
show that frame indifference of'P implies symmetry of S [assuming P = 
PRef(a'i'/aF)]. [Hint: Let Q be a proper orthogonal matrix; write Q = e't, 
where n is skew, and join Fto QFalong the curve F(t) = etnF(O < t < 1). 
Consider (d/dt)'i'(F(t».) 
So far we have formulas for the first and second Piola-Kirchhoff stress ten-
sors in terms of the free energy 'i'. What about the Cauchy stress tensor G? 
Since C = cp*g, we can regard C as a function of the point values of F and the 
spatial metric g. Therefore, 'i' becomes a function of X, F(X), g(x), and 8(X). 
Set 
rp(x, F(X), g(x), 8(X» = 'i'(X, C(F(X), g(x», 8(X». 
By the chain rule, 
arp _ a'i' ac AB _ a'i' PAP B = (cp* a'i')Qb. 
agQb - aCAB agab - aCAB ac 
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Therefore, 
(1ob = ~ (if>*SYb = ~ (if>*(2PRef ~~)rb = 2P(if>* ~~rb = 2p ::'b' 
Thus, we have proved: 
2.12 Proposition Defining the function 1/1 as above, the equation S = 
2PRef(a'i' laC) is equivalent to 
Thus, the equation for the Cauchy stress that we derived in Box 3.3, Chapter 
2, is in agreement with and indeed is equivalent to the standard deduction 2.11 
in constitutive theory. (See Box 2. I below for the relation between al/l/ag and 
ae/ag.) As we noted in Box 3.3, Chapter 2, the formula in Proposition 2.12 was 
first given (in a slightly different from) by Doyle and Ericksen [1956]. 
Problem 2.4 Consider a stored energy function of the form E = h(J). 
Verify, using P = PRefg'(aE/aF) and (1 = 2p(aEjag) that the same 
formula for the Cauchy stress results: (1 = ph'g'. 
Box 2.1 Entropy and Temperature as Conjugate Variables 
Recall that given a Lagrangian L(ql, qJ), one defines the momentum 
by Pi = aL/aqi and the energy by H(ql,pJ) = p/J/- L(qJ, qi), assum-
ing PJ = aL/aiJ/ defines a legitimate change of variables (ql, qJ) H> 
(ql, PJ)' The relationship N = -a'i' /ae is analogous to Pi = aL/aqi. 
Suppose 'i' is regarded as a function of if> and e, and the change of 
variables from (if>, e) to (if>, N) given by e H> e(if>, N) is legitimate 
(invertible). Then the formula 
E=eN+'i' (1) 
for the internal energy is a partial Legendre transform, so E is now a 
function of if> and N. (If 'i' is -Labove, then H is E so an overall 
sign is off; but this is convention.) We claim that our formula 
~ A _ aq, 
Pa - PRof aF"A (variables if>, e) (2) 
is equivalent to 
~ A _ aE p. - PRef aF" A (variables if>, N). (3) 
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Indeed, from (1), with 0 a function of (if>, N), we get 
at a0 ( a'i' a'i' a0) 
aF"A ~--' aF"A N + aF"A + a0 aF"A . 
The first and last terms cancel since N = -a'i'/a0, so at/aPA = 
a'i'/aPA • Thus (2) and (3) are equivalent. 
In the same way we have the spatial form, aljl/ag = ae/ag, where IjI 
is a function of g, if> and () and e is a function of g, if> and 1/. Thus, 
Proposition 2.12 is consistent with the results of Box 3.3, Chapter 2; in 
that box, if constitutive assumptions are added, the basic variables 
should be g, if> and 11. 
Problem 2.5 Prove that 0 = at/aN and () = ae/a1/. 
The fact that 0 and N are analogous to velocity and momentum indi-
cates that results of symplectic geometry are relevant in thermody-
namics. See Box 6.1, Chapters 1 and 5, and, for example, Oster and 
Perelson [1973]. 
Box 2.2 Summary 0/ Important Formulas/or Section 3.2 
If the constitutive function 'i' satisfies the axioms of locality, entropy 
production, and material frame indifference, then 'i' is a function only 
of X, C, and 0. 
Constitutive identities 
~ a'i' N=--a0 
A a'i' 
S = 2PRef ac 
~ a'i' A 
r = PRefg' aF =- FS 
aA &=2p 1 ag 
Entropy Production Inequality 
SAB = 2PRef a'i' aCAB 
A a'i' A PaB -- P gab - Fa SBA 
-- Ref aFb
A 
- B 
aA (jab = 2p~ 
agab 
<Q, GRAD 0) :::::: 0 QA 0 1A < 0 Q vanishes when its argument GRAD 0 does. 
Balance of Energy (Ii = 'i' + N0) 
aN A 
PRef0 at + DIY Q = PRefR 
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Rigid Heat Conductor (C = 0) 
( aN) ae A PRefe a0 Tt + DIV Q 
= PRefR 
Material Frame Indifference 
If e is an isometry, then For any proper orthogonal matrix ROb, 
e*p(X, F, 0) RoJJbA(X, Pa, 0) 
= p(X, e*F, 0). = paA(X, RCbPa, 0). 
This implies P depends only 
on X, C, and 0. 
Legendre Transformation: 0 ~ 0(cp, N) 
a'i' at a'i' at a'i' at 
aF = aF' ac = ac' apaA = apa/ 
ar[F ae ar[F ae 
ag = ag agob = agab 
3.3 COVARIANT CONSTITUTIVE THEORY 
a'i' at 
aCAB = acAB' 
We shall now obtain the principal theorems of constitutive theory by using a 
different set of axioms. The idea is to reproduce the theorems of Section 3.2 
from a point of view that is covariant, not relying on the rigid Euclidean struc-
ture of [R 3. (The results therefore directly generalize to manifolds, but this is not 
our main motivation.) In Section 3.2 and in Box 3.3, Chapter 2, we derived the 
basic relationship between stress and free energy: a = 2p(ar[Fjag). This rela-
tionship enables us to obtain a covariant description of constitutive theory, as 
well as of balance of energy. As in the previous section, the hypotheses here are 
intended to be relevant for thermoelasticity. For other continuum theories they 
must be modified using more general assumptions as indicated in Section 3.1. 
We shall begin by discussing pure elasticity. This will involve combining 
Theorem 2.6 with a covariant version of material frame indifference. Secondly, 
we discuss thermo elasticity. Covariance assumptions allow one to make the 
conclusions of the Coleman-Noll Theorem (2.4) from balance of energy alone, 
without invoking the Clausius-Duhem inequality. 
3.1 Covariant Constitutive Axioms (Elasticity) Let t: e -- 9' be a given 
differentiable map. Assume: 
1. t is local. 
2. There is a map P: e -- two-point tensors, such that for all motions CPt, 
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balance of energy holds (see 3.5 of Chapter 2): 
ai ". 
PRef at = P: F. 
3. Let g be a given metric on S and let 0g denote the set of metrics of the form 
c;*g, where C;: S -> S is a diffeomorphism. Assume there is a map E: e X 0 g -> 
5" such that 
i(ef» = E(c;oef>, C;*g) 
f9' all diffeomorphisms C;: S -> S. (Taking C; = identity, note that i(ef» = 
.. 
B(ef>, g).) 
Axioms 1 and 2 were discussed in the previous section. Axiom 3 may be 
interpreted as follows: think of C; as being either a coordinate chart for S, or a 
framing at one instant (see Box 4.1, Chapter 1). Axiom 3 states that one can 
compute i(ef» in terms of the representative of ef> and the representative of the 
metric in the framing e. 
The following remarks are intended to make Axiom 3 plausible: 
3.2 Thought Experiment to Justify Axiom 3 Imagine that C; is a (nonlinear) 
coordinate chart. The representation of a configuration ef> is C;oef>. (For example, 
if ef> is given in Cartesian coordinates, C; might be the coordinate change to 
spherical coordinates and c;oef> becomes ef> written in spherical coordinates.) How 
can the observer C; determine the internal energy in the configuration he sees to 
be c;oef>? He could, for example, perform some experiment to see how much 
work this configuration can do, such as in Figure 3.3.1. The measurement of the 
magnitude of velocity uses the observers metric-namely, C;*g. Thus, the internal 
energy also should require a knowledge of c;oef> and C;*g for its measurement. 
~ 0 </> = configuration for 
observer ~ ---
Observer measures kinetic energy of released 
mass by measuring the length II v II in 
the observers metric ~ * g 
Figure 3.3.1 An observer C; measuring the energy in a configura-
tion. 
3.3 Theorem Assume Axioms I, 2, and 3. Then 
(i) i depends on ef> only through the point values of C = ef>*g and 
(ii) 2pRef(ai;aC) = S; in paticular, S is symmetric. 
v 
Proof Suppose that ef>fg = ef>rg. Letting C; = ef>2 oef>ll, we see that C; *g = g 
and so 
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Thus E depends on ¢ only through C. Axiom 2 shows that E depends only on the 
point values of C and that 2PRef(aEjaC) = S holds, by the same argument as in 
Theorem 2.4 (cf. Theorem 2.6). I 
Axiom 3 is equivalent to the usual form of material frame indifference. 
Indeed, if E depends only on ¢*g = C, then E(eo¢, e*g) = E(¢) is well defined, 
for (eo¢)*(e*g) = ¢*g = C; so from eo¢ and e*g we can construct C. 
Once E is a function of C, it is reasonable to ask how it depends on the repre-
sentation of the reference configuration. In order to form a scalar from C, the 
metric G on ill is needed. Relative to various representations S: ill ---> ill of ill, G 
will look different. In fact, under such a change of reference configuration, G 
changes to S*G and ¢ changes to ¢oS-I, so C changes to S*c. The assertion 
that E changes correspondingly is the content of the next concept. 
3.4 Definition We say that E is materially covariant if there is a function 
.£: eG x e ---> g: 
such that E(¢) = .£(G, ¢) 
and .£(E*G, ¢oE) = .£(G, ¢)oE 
for every diffeomorphism E: ill ---> ill. 
When these axioms hold, we say that E is a tensorial function of G and C. 
Material covariance is essentially equivalent to isotropy of the material. The 
precise situation is given in Section 5. 
The overall situation is indicated in Figure 3.3.2. 
Prohlem 3.1 Define the neo-hookean constitutive function by 
E( G, C) = At + ... + A; - n, 
where n = dim ill = dim S and AI' ... , An are the principal stretches-
that is, eigenvalues of ,.J C using the metric G. Show that this is a material-
ly covariant energy function satisfying Axioms 1-3. 
Next we discuss the role of covariance in thermoelasticity. There are numer-
ous ways of modifying the axioms in Section 3.2 to take into account the extra 
information covariance gives (see Problems 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5). We shall bypass 
the Clausius-Duhem inequality and derive all the relations in 2.4 by making 
reasonable covariance assumptions and assuming balance of energy. As in the 
covariant approach in Box 3.3, Chapter 2, we focus not on all processes, but rather 
on all transformations of a given process. Comparing the original and trans-
formed process enables us to cancel out the heat source term R in balance of 
energy. This was the principal obstacle previously and the reason for the success 
of the entropy production inequality in 2.4. 
If one has obtained the identities N = -aq, jae and P/ = PRef(aq, jap A) by 
other means, then the entropy production inequality is equivalent to 
<Q, GRAD e> < O. 
Metric Z.G 
) 
Change of 
Z reference 
frame 
Metric G 
CB 
Representation of 
confuguration relative 
toZand~. 
Configuration 
Figure 3.3.2 
Change of 
spatial 
frame 
Our axioms involve not only coordinate changes e: s ---> S of space, but 
also temperature rescalings (i.e., representations of the temperature in various 
units). This is expressed in terms of the space of monotone increasing diffeo-
morphisms r: IR+ ---> IR+. For our purposes it is enough to consider linear 
rescalings.3 
'" 3.5 Covariant Constitutive Axioms (Thermoelasticity) Assume '1', P, Q, and 
N are given thermoelastic constitutive functions satisfying: 
(1) The axiom of locality. 
3We could have expressed our axioms in terms of a metric on £ X [1(+ and transformations 
of the whole space £ x [1(+. This may be importantfor theories with internal variables, for exam-
ple, but for thermoelasticity, direct temperature rescalings are easier to understand. The 
relationship to metrics is as follows: In one dimension a diffeomorphism r: [1(+ ---> [1(+ can be 
reconstructed from r *1), where I) is the standard metric on [1(. If we identify metrics with positive 
functions, then I) = 1 and r*1) = (dr/dx)2, so rex) = IX y'r*l)dx + constant. Here r*1) plays 
the same role as ';*g. 
202 
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(2) For a given process ifJ" 0" balance of energy4 holds: 
aE . 
PRef"Jt + DIY Q = P: F + PRefR, 
where E = 'I' + N0 . 
.. (3) There is a map '1': e X 0 g X ~ X IR+ -+ ~ such that for any diffeomor-
phism e: s -> S and any r: IR+ -+ IR+, 
A .. 
'I'(ifJ, 0) = 'l'CeoifJ, e*g, r0, r) 
(4) For curves e,: S -+ Sand r,(x) E W, assume that ifJ; = e,oifJ, and 0; = 
rt0 t satisfy balance of energy where we demand the transformation properties in 
4.12, Chapter 2, except that 'I' and N should transform as scalars, Q; = r,et*Qt 
and (R; - 0;(aN;/at)) = r,. (R, - 0,(aN,/at». (This latter transformation for-
mula accounts for the "apparent heat supply" due to entropy production and is 
analogous to the transformation formula for body forces in 4.12, Chapter 2, in 
which there are "apparent body forces" due to the velocity and acceleration of e,.) 
3.6 Theorem Under these assumptions, ~ depends only on the point values 
of C and 0 and we have 
A a~ 
N = - a0' S = 2PRef ~~ (or equivalently, PaA = PRef :F~J' 
Proof Using the notation of 2.4, balance of energy reads: 
(
A A' aN A,) . 
PRef Dif>'I'. V + De'l'·0 +"Jt0 + N0 + DIY Q = P: F + PRefR. 
If we write down the corresponding expression for the primed quantities at e = 
identity, e = w, r = 1, f = u, and subtract we are led to the identity 
PRer(Dif>~'w + De~·(u0) + N.(u0» = P: Vw. 
Thus we get the two identities 
PRef(Dif>~'w) = P: Vw (1) 
and De~·(u0) + N.(u0) = 0 (2) 
Since Vw and u = f are arbitrary, the identities stated in the Theorem and the 
dependence on point values now follows by the same argument used to analyze 
(1) and (2) in the proof of Theorem 2.4. Axiom 3 implies material frame indiffer-
ence; so, as usual, ~ depends only on C. I 
Problem 3.2 (J. Ball) Show that the entropy production inequality for 
all subregions of <B follows from that for all of <B and covariance under all 
superposed motions e,. 
4We have written balance of energy in a simplified form in which balance of momentum has 
been used. Of course one could go back to the primitive form of balance of energy and derive 
balance of momentum using Box 3.3, Chapter 2. 
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Problem 3.3 (M. Gurtin) Derive the constitutive identities by assuming 
an appropriate transformation property of the rate of entropy production 
" 1 r = PRef(N0 + '1') - S:D + 0 (Q, V0). 
Problem 3.4 Show that preservation of the Clausius-Duhem inequality 
under superposed motions c!,(x) and temperature rescalings r,(x) gives a 
monotonicity condition on Q. Is this new information? 
Box 3.1 The Duhamel-Neumann Hypothesis 5 
The purpose of this box is to prove a decomposition of the rate of 
deformation tensor, which generalizes the "Duhamel-Neumann 
hypothesis" (Sokolnikoff [1956], p. 359). This decomposition, often 
made on an ad hoc basis, has proven to be very useful in the identifica-
tion of constitutive functions. We shall confine ourselves to thermo-
elasticity, although more general theories using internal variables can be 
used as well. We assume the existence of a free energy \}!, a function of 
the Cauchy-Green tensor CAB' and the temperature 0; that is, i.e. 
\}! = q,(CAB, 0). We also assume the usual relationship between the 
second (symmetric) Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor SAB and '1', derived 
in this and the previous sections, namely, 
S AB - 2 aq, 
- PRef aC
AB 
(1) 
Our derivation of the Duhamel-Neumann hypothesis depends on 
recasting this into an equivalent spatial form, and relating the free 
energy ft in spatial coordinates and the Kirchhoff stress 't = Ja (= Jacob-
ian of the deformation X Cauchy stress), namely, 
't = 2PRef ~:, that is, 'rab = 2PRef 1!ab' (2) 
where we take ft to be a function of the spatial metric g, the (left) 
Cauchy-Green tensor c and the temperature e. We have derived (2) in 
the first section of this chapter and showed its equivalence to (1). The 
idea now is to manipulate (2) using the Lie derivative and a Legendre 
transform. In particular, we recall that the rate of deformation tensor 
dab = t(valb + vb'a) is given in terms of the Lie derivative by 
d = tLvg, (3) 
where v denotes the spatial velocity field of a given motion and Lv 
denotes Lie differentiation with respect to v (see Section 1.6). For a 
5The results of this box were obtained in collaboration with K. Pister. 
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scalar functionf of position and time, LJ = j = af/at + v· Vf is the 
material derivative. By the chain rule, 
al[t _ a21[t a21[t a21[t . 
Lv ag - ag2 Lvg + ag acLvc + ag aee. 
By definition (3) and the simple identity Lvc = 0, we get 
al[t a21[t a21[t. 
Lvag=2ag2d+ agaee. (4) 
Since PRef = 0, combining (4) and (3) yields the following: 
3.7 Proposition 
I Lvt = PRef(a·2d + me), I (5) 
where a = 2a
21[t 
ag2 (6) 
is the tangential mechanical stiffness and 
(7) 
are the thermal stress coefficients. Using indices, Equations (5), (6), and 
(7) read: 
and 
(5)' 
(6)' 
(7)' 
For isothermal deformations we can regard e as absent; so (5) 
reduces to Lvt = PRef·a(2d), an incremental form of the mechanical 
constitutive relation. 
Now we perform a Legendre transformation to obtain the inverse 
form of (5). Define the complementary free energy by 
X=X(t,c,e) 
= _1_ tr (t. g) - 21[t(g, c, e), 
PRef 
(8) 
We are assuming that the change of variables from g to t defined by (2) 
is invertible. 6 
6This can be justified (locally at least) if we make the usual hypothesis that the material is 
strongly elliptic; the result then follows from the inverse function theorem. See Chapters 4, 5, 
and 6 for the necessary background. 
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In formula (8), tr(t·g) = trace(rabgbe) = r:abgab = r::g, the full con-
traction oft and g. We then have 
PR f ai. = g + tr (t. ag) - 2PR f at/! ag, 
e at at e ag at 
h . ai - + ed aged 2 at/! aged 
t at IS, PRef ar:ab - gab r: ar:ab - PRef aged ar:ab ' 
By (2), the last two terms cancel, leaving 
a" 
g = PRef a~' (9) 
Operating on (9) with the Lie derivative gives 
_ a2i a2i. . 
2d -- PRef a't2 ·Lv't + PRef a't ae e (10) 
by (3) and Lvc = O. Define the material compliance tensors 
azi. azi. 
r = a't z and s = at ae (11) 
so that (10) yields: 
3.8 Theorem 
2d = PRef(r·Lv't + sO) I 
In componential form these read 
and 
where 
_ aZi 
Sab - ar:ab ae 
Equation (12) has the following interpretation: 
(12) 
(11)' 
(12)' 
The total deformation rate = the mechanical rate + the thermal rate. 
This generalizes the Duhamel-Neumann hypothesis for infinitesimal 
(linearized) thermoelasticity. 
3.9 Remarks (1) Differentiating (9) in g, we have 
d lai ) aZi a't I ,ceo PRef ag \at = PRef a'tz • ag' 
where I is the fourth-order Kroneker delta with components c5~{ = 1 if 
(e,j) = (a, b) and 0 otherwise. Substituting from (3), (6), and (J I), we 
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get 
_ ( a2j) a2([t _ I - PRef at2 2PRef ag2 - (PRefr)'(PRefa), 
that is, O:t = piefrabedaedef. 
In other words, PRefr and PRefa are inverse tensors. 
(2) As explained in Box 6.1, Chapter 1, various stress rates in com-
mon use can be related to the Lie derivative of tensors associated to t 
or (1. The Lie derivative of t (the "Truesdell stress rate", see Box 6.1, 
Chapter I) is the most useful for the present context. 
Prohlem 3.5 Do all this materially. 
Box 3.2 Summary of Important Formulas for Section 3.3 
Internal Energy Under a Change of Spatial Frame 
E(</» = E(eo </>, e*g), e: s --> S 
Material Covariance (Change of Reference Frame) 
B(3*G, </>03) = B(G, </»03 
Covariance 
Covariance of energy balance under superposed motions and 
temperature recalings implies 
A aq, '" aq, 
N = - ae and S = 2PRef ac' 
Kirchhoff Stress 
t = J(1 
Mechanical Stiffness and Thermal Stress Tensors 
a2 " a2 " a2 " az 
a = 2....1 m = 2~ aabed = 2 '" mab = 2--"'-
agZ' ag ao agab aged' agab ao 
Stress Rate 
Lvt = PRef(a·2d + me) 
Complementary Free Energy 
jet, c, 0) = _1_ t : g - 2([t(g, c, 0) 
PRef 
Compliance Tensors 
_ aZj _ a2 j 
r - at2 ' s - a" ao 
Duhamel-Neumann Relation 
2d = PRef(r·Lvt + se) 
_ aZj 
Sab - a"ab ao 
3.4 THE ELASTICITY TENSOR AND THERMOELASTIC 
SOLIDS 
The basic equations of motion for a continuum were derived in Section 2.2: 
A B + DIY P that ' (ava + a VbVC) Ba + paA PRef = PRef , IS, PRef t Ybc = PRef IA' 
If we use the constitutive hypothesis for a thermoelastic material, P will be a 
function P of X, F, and e. Then we can compute DIY P by the chain rule, as 
follows: 
DIY P = aP. VxF + DIYxP + aP .vxe 
aF ae' 
where DIY x P means the divergence of P holding the variables F and e con-
stant. In coordinates, this equation reads as follows: 
4l. apaA (apaA ~ ~ ) apaA as (DIY r)a = aPBFhBIA + aXA + paAnB + paAyicPA + as aXA' 
where we have written out DIV x P explicitly using the formula for the covariant 
derivative of a two-point tensor from Section 1.4, Chapter 1.7 The covariant 
derivative of the deformation gradient is 
b _ aZifJb aifJe b aifJc aifJb c 
F BIA - aXA aXB + aXBYec aXA - axcr AB' 
Thus the leading term in DIV P containing second derivatives of ifJ is 
apaA aZifJb _ 1 (aPaA aPaB) aZifJb 
aFhB aXA aXB - 2" aFhB + aFbA aXA aXB' 
The term apaAjaFhB involved in this calculation is closely related to one of the 
basic tensors in elasticity theory: 
4.1 Definition Let P be a constitutive function for the first Piola-Kirchhoff 
stress for thermoelasticity, depending on the point values of X, F, and e. The 
(first) elasticity tensor is the two-point tensor A defined by 
aP 
A= aF' that is, 
We shall also write A~ for A with its first index lowered-that is, A//-and 
shall write As for A symmetrized on its large indices; its components are written 
as follows: 
7 Actually there are technical subtleties involved here in understanding this calculation in 
non-Euclidean spaces. P is a mapping of vector bundles: P: 8 ---> 5', where 8 is the bundle over 
<B whose fiber at X E <B is the direct sum of the space of linear maps of T x<B to T!6(x)S and the 
real numbers (IR), and 5' is the bundle of two-point tensors over ifJ. The fiber derivative aPjaF is 
well defined, but to write DIV x P = tr(V xP), one has to put a connection on 8 and 5', compute 
V P, and take its horizontal part. This process is equivalent to the computation given in the text. 
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AafAbBJ = !(AaAbB + AaB/). 
The tensor A/ is defined similarly. 
Problem 4.1 Prove that A' = ap·/aF, where p. is the tensor with com-
ponents p/: that is, prove that 
A A B = ap/. 
a b aFbB 
To exploit material frame indifference and balance of moment of momentum 
it is useful to work with the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor. This leads to 
the following. 
4.3 Definition Let S be a constitutive function for the second Piola-Kirch-
hoff stress depending on X, C, and e, as in Section 3.2. Then the tensor on the 
body CB defined by 
as 
c= ac' that is, CABCD = aS
AB 
, 
aCCD 
is called the (second) elasticity tensor or the elasticities. 
Notice that C is a fourth-order tensor on CB; that is, it is not a two-point 
tensor. In the previous two sections, we saw that Sand P are related to the free 
energy qJ- by §AB = 2PRerCaqJ-/aCAB) and p/ = PRef(aqJ-/aPA); so we get the 
following important formula: 
4.4 Proposition 
() CABCD _ 2 a2 qJ-a - PRef ac AB aCCD ' 
and so we have the symmetries: CABCD = CBACD = CABDC = CCDAB. 
(b) A A B _ a2qJ-a b - PRef aFaA aFbB' 
SO we have the symmetry A/bB = AbB/. 
We can relate A and C using the formula P = FS, that is, paA = PBSBA. The 
following proposition contains the relevant computations. 
4.5 Proposition The following formulas hold in general coordinates: 
(a) 
(b) 
AaA/ = 2CCADBPDPCgcb + SAB~~ 
A A B = 2CCADBFc Fd g g + SAABg a b D C cb da ab 
Proof The chain rule applied to paA = P BSBA gives 
apaA _ asCA. aCDE Fa
c 
+ SCA apc 
aPB - aCDE aPB aFbB 
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From CDE = FdDFCEgdc, we have 
aCDE ~B Fe + Fd ~B aFbB = U D Egbc DU Egdb' 
Substituting, 
apoA _ CCADE(~B pc + Fd ~B )Fo + SACA ~o ~B 
aFbB - U D Egbc DU Egdb C U b
U C 
= CCABEFCEFOcgbc + CCADBFdDFOcgdb + SBA6°b. 
Using the symmetries CCABE = CCAEB and SAB = SBA, (a) follows. Part (b) follows 
by lowering the first index. I 
The tensor A~ is not necessarily symmetric in each pair of indices AB and ab 
separately, but only when both pairs are simultaneously transposed. In three 
dimensions it is easy to see that the tensors with this symmetry form (pointwise) 
a space of dimension 45. However the dimension of the space of tensors with the 
symmetries of the C tensor is only 21. Thus in the second elasticity tensor there 
is less to keep track of, in principle. 
Prohlem 4.2 Write out a set of 21 independent components of C ex-
plicitly. 
Often S or P are taken as primitive objects and are not necessarily assumed 
to be derived from a free energy function 'i'. Notice that even if we don't assume 
'i' exists, CABCD is always symmetric in AB and CD separately and 4.5 holds. 
From the Poincare lemma (Box 7.2, Chapter 1) or basic vector calculus, together 
with the observation that the set of variables CAB is an open convex cone, we see 
that the symmetry condition CABCD = CCDAB is equivalent to the existence of a 
free energy function. Also notice that this symmetry is in turn equivalent to 
4.4(b). We summarize: 
4.6 Proposition If the axiom of entropy production is (temporarily) dropped, 
the following assertions are equivalent: 
(i) There is a function 'i' of x, C, and e such that 
SAAB 2 a'i' = PRef aCAB ' 
(ii) CABCD = CCDAB. 
(iii) AAB=ABA 
° b b ° . 
One sometimes refers to either of these three conditions as defining hyperelas-
ticity. Further discussion of these points occurs in Chapter 5. 
4.7 Notation In case thermal effects are ignored-that is, if e is omitted-
we are in the case of isothermal hyperelasticity. We shall mean this if we just say 
"elasticity" in the future. In this case the free energy 'i' coincides with the internal 
energy E and is sometimes denoted Wand is called the stored energy function. 
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Thus W will be a function of (X, C) and so 
~_ ,aw... aw 
r - PRerg aF' S = 2PRer ac' etc. 
The elasticity tensor C measures how the stresses S are changing with the 
measures of strain C. In principle, these are measurable for a given material. 
However, in general, the fact that S is a nonlinear function of C makes this 
problem of identification difficult or impossible in practice. In specific situations, 
the Duhamel-Neumann hypothesis is sometimes used (see Box 3.1). In the 
linearized approximation, identification involves measuring 21 numbers-that 
is, the 21 independent components of C. We shall discuss the process oflineariza-
tion in Chapter 4. 
Now we return to the equations of motion for a thermoelastic material, 
insert the first elasticity tensor, and formulate the basic boundary value prob-
lems. The following notation will be convenient. 
4.8 Definition The vector 
B/ = DIY xP, that is, B a _ apaA + pAaArB + pAbA a Fe I - aXA AB 'Pbc A, 
is called the resultant force due to inhomogeneities. (B/ is a function of X, F, and 
e.) 
The basic equation of motion reads 
~ ~ 
PRer Y = PRorB + DIY P = PRerB + A· V xF + B/ + a8 • GRAD E>. 
This equation is usually thught of as governing the evolution of the configura-
tion ~ and is coupled to the equation of energy balance that is usually thought 
of as governing the evolution of 8. In addition to these evolution equations, 
some boundary conditions must be imposed. For each of ~ and 8 there are 
three types in common use: 
4.9 Definition 
(I) Boundary conditions for ~: 
(a) displacement-~ is prescribed on aeB, the boundary of eB; 
(b) traction-the tractions <P, N)a = paANA are prescribed on aeB; or 
(c) mixed-~ is prescribed on a part ad of aeB and <P, N) on part aT of 
deB where ad n aT = 0 and ad u aT = aeB. 
(II) Boundary conditions for 8: 
(a) prescribed temperature-e is prescribed on aeB (= Dirichlet boun-
dary conditions); 
(b) prescribedjlux-<Q, N) is precribed on aeB (= Neumann boundary 
conditions); or 
(c) mixed-8 is prescribed on a part ae of aeB and <Q, N) on another 
part a, ofaeB where ae n a, = 0, ae u a, = aeB. 
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Notice that the conditions I(b) and JJ(b) are, in general, nonlinear boundary 
conditions because P and Q are nonlinear functions of F and 0. 
Prescribing the traction <P, N) to be constant is an example of dead loading 
(see Figure 3.4.1). The reason for this is that <P, N) is actually a traction 
vector that assigns to X E <B a vector attached to the new configuration point 
,p(X, t) = x. This traction vector is assigned in advance, independent of x. 
Notice, therefore, that the dead loading boundary condition requires S to be, 
for example, a linear space for it to make sense, since it implicitly identifies 
vectors at different points. 
Prescribed 
traction 
mg 
:::::X::::::::::::::::::::lr--- Traction 
Prescribed 
displacement 
Figure 3.4.1 
=0 
Prohlem 4.4 Formulate spatial versions of these boundary conditions. 
4.10 Definition By the initial boundary value problem for thermoelasticity, 
we mean the problem of finding ,p(X, t) and 0(X, t) such that 
(i) PReeV = A·VxF + PReeB + BJ + (aP/a0).GRAD 0, 
(ii) FRee0 (a Njat) + D IV Q = PRee R, 
(iii) boundary conditions (1) and (II) hold, and 
(iv) ,p, V, and 0 are given at t = 0 (initial conditions), 
where q, is a given constitutive function depending on X, C, and 0 and N, P, 
A, and BJ are given in terms of it as above, where B, PRee, and R are given and Q 
is a given function of X, C, 0, and GRAD 0 satisfying <Q, GRAD 0) < O. 
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If the motions are not sufficiently differentiable and shocks can develop, 
these conditions have to be supplemented by appropriate discontinuity 
conditions. 
Notice that in (ii), 
aN aN ac aN ae a a'f a2'f ae 
PRef at = PRef ac at + PRef ae at = - PRef ac ae ·2D - PRef ae2 at 
as a2'f ae 
= - ae: D - PRef ae2 at' 
where D is the rate of deformation tensor. 
4.11 Definition If we omit e, the corresponding equation (ii), the term 
(aPjae).GRAD e in (i), and the boundary and initial conditions for e, the 
resulting problem for determination of q, is called the initial boundary value 
problem for elasticity (or hyperelasticity). 
In Chapter 6 we shall study the initial boundary value problem posed here 
in some detail, as well as the corresponding static problem. 
4.12 Definition The boundary value problem for thermoelastostatics consists 
of finding q, and e as functions of X alone such that 
(i) DIY Ii+PRefB=A.VxF+PRefB+BI+(aPjae).GRADe=O, 
(ii) DIY Q = PRefR, and 
(iii) boundary conditions (I) and (JI) hold. 
The boundary value problem for elastostatics consists of finding a (regular) 
deformation q, such that (i) holds (with the e term omitted) and boundary con-
ditions (I) hold. 
The static problem is, of course, obtained from the dynamic one by dropping 
time derivatives. There is a simple basic necessary condition the traction must 
satisfy in order that the static problem be soluble (assuming, as usual, regularity). 
4.13 Proposition The prescribed tractions <Ii, N) in feb) on aCB must satisfy 
the necessary condition 
f <Ii, N) dA + r PRef BdV = 0 (USing Euclidean coordinates in IRn) a~ J~ 
if the traction boundary value problem for (thermo-) elastostatics has a (regular) 
solution. Similarly the prescribed fluxes in II(b) must satisfy 
f <Q, N)dA - r PRefR dV = O. a~ J~ 
Proof This follows from DIY Ii + PRefB = 0 by integration over CB and 
use of the divergence theorem, etc. I 
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There are more general boundary conditions that are compatible with the 
principle of virtual work (see Box 3.1, Chapter 2). The interested reader should 
consult Antman and Osborne [1979]. 
All of the above can be formulated in terms of the spatial picture and it is 
sometimes useful to do so. We give some of the key ideas in the following: 
4.14 Definition Define the spatial elasticity tensors a and c by these coor-
dinate formulas: 
aae d _ 1 Fe Fd AaA B b -, A B b, 
that is, a and c are push-forwards and Piola transforms of A and C on each 
large index. 
The following relations then follow from the corresponding material results 
and the Piola identity. 
4.15 Proposition The following hold: 
(a) aaebd = Ued&ab + caeedgeb' that is, aaebd = uedgab + caebd. 
(b) a and c have these symmetries: 
aaebd = abdae, 
cabed = cbaed = cabde = cedab. 
(c) If uaB is a two-point tensor field over </>, then 
(AaA/UbB)IA = J(aadbeube)ld, 
where Udb = (F-l)BbUdB is the push-forward of U. 
The tensors a and c play an important role in the theory of linearization 
(see Chapter 4). 
The equations of motion in the spatial picture 
pa = diva + pb 
become paa = eabdBFdBlb + (divxa)a + pba, 
where e is the tensor given by 
eab B _ auab 
d - aFdB 
and div x is the divergence holding F constant. The reader may wish to work out 
the relationship between e and a. The tensor c is not given by auabjaced, and 
uab =F 2p(a",jacab). Rather, the correct relations are 
and uab = 2p alf/ (see Section 3.3). 
agab 
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We conclude this section with a brief remark on incompressible elasticity, 
Here one imposes the constraint that 1> be volume preserving-that is, J = 1. 
For instance, such a condition is often imposed on rubber. (The Mooney-
Rivlin-Ogden constitutive assumption for rubber is given in the next section.) 
The condition of incompressibility is perhaps best understood in terms of 
Hamiltonian systems with constraints, and we shall discuss this point of view in 
Chapter 5. For now we merely remark that this condition introduces a Lagrange 
multiplier into the equation as follows: we replace 
(J by (J - pgl, 
where p is an unknown function, the pressure, to be determined by the condition 
of incompressibility. In terms of the first Piola-Kirchhoff tensor P, we replace 
P from our constitutive theory by P - JPF-l, where P is a function of (X, t) 
to be determined by J = 1. We emphasize that in an initial boundary value 
problem, P becomes an unknown and it depends on 1> in a non-local way, as in 
fluid mechanics (see Hughes and Marsden [1976] and Ebin and Marsden [1970)). 
Box 4.1 Summary of Important Formulas for Section 3.4 
Elasticity Tensors 
ap as 
A = aF' C = ac 
Symmetries of Elasticity Tensors 
C is symmetric in its first 
and second slots, and in its 
third and fourth slots: CABCD = CBACD = CABDC 
If P, S are derived from 
an internal energy function 
(hyperelasticity): CABCD = CCDAB, A// = AbBaA 
Reldtionship Between A and C 
A = 2C·F.F·g + S (8)0 AaA/ = 2CCADBF"DPcgcb + §ABoab 
Stored Energy Function (for Isothermal Hyperelasticity) 
If 0 is absent, E = q, is often denoted by W; it depends on X, C: 
P _ law paA _ ab aw 
- PRefg aF - PRefg aFbA 
S - aw SAB - 2 aw 
- 2PRef ac - PRef ac AB 
Resultant Force due to Inhomogeneities 
B] = DIVxP 
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Boundary Conditions for ifJ: 
(a) displacement-ifJ given on a<B; 
(b) traction--<P, N)a = paA NA given on a<B; or 
(c) mixed-ifJ given on ad' traction on a., where ad n aT = 0 
and ad u aT = a<B. 
Boundary Conditions for e: 
(a) temperature-e given on a<B; 
(b) jlux--<Q, N) = QANA given on a<B; or 
(c) mixed-e given on ae , <Q, N) given on af' where ae n af 
= 0, and de U af = a<B. 
Evolution Equation for ifJ for a Thermoelastic Solid (remove e for 
elasticity) 
PRefV' = A· V xF + PRefB + B1 a2ifJa + aifJb aifJc a 
ap PRef at2 PRef at at'lbC 
+ ae' GRAD e A A B,/..b + B -+ B 
= a b 'f' IAIB PRef a - ~ 
apaA ae 
+ ae aXA 
Evolution Equation for e for a Thermoelastic Solid 
a2q, ae as a2q, de a§4B 
-PRef ae2 at - ae: D -PRef ae2 at - ae ·DAB 
Q"" _ """A = PRef - DIY - PRefR - Q IA 
Initial Boundary Value Problem for Thermoelastodynamics (ignore 
e for elastodynamics) 
Find ifJ(X, t), e(X, t) satisfying their respective evolution equations, 
boundary conditions, and with ifJ, aifJ/at and e given at t = O. 
Boundary Value Problem for Thermoelastostatics (ignore e for elas-
tostatics) 
Find ifJ(X), e(X) such that the right-hand sides of the above evolu-
tion equations are zero, and the boundary conditions are satisfied. 
Necessary Conditions on the Boundary Data for Thermoelastostatics 
(ignore e for elastostatics) 
If the traction boundary condition for ifJ and the flux boundary 
condition for e are used, then in a Cartesian frame 
f <P, N) dA + f PRefB dV = 0 am Jm 
and f <Q, N) dA - i PRef R dV = 0 am m 
The Spatial Elasticity Tensors 
1 
a =,ifJ*A 
CH. 3 
1 
c =2,tP*C 
a=c'g+O'(g)c5 
Symmetries 
Piola Identity 
DIV(A·U) = Jdiv(a·u), 
where u = tP*U 
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aaebd = abdae, 
Cabed = Cbaed = Cabde = C edab 
3.5 MATERIAL SYMMETRIES AND ISOTROPIC ELASTICITY 
In Sections 3.2 and 3.3 we proved that various locality, thermodynamic, or 
covariance assumptions simplified the functional form of the constitutive func-
tions. In this section we investigate further simplifications when the material has 
some symmetries. In .particular, we are concerned with isotropic materials, and 
within that class shall give the St. Venant-Kirchhoff and Mooney-Rivlin-
Ogden materials as examples. We work primarily with the free energy '1', since 
the other constitutive functions and the elasticity tensors are derived from it. 
5.1 Definition A material symmetry for 'I' at a point Xo E CB is a linear 
isometry A: Tx.CB -----> Tx.CB (i.e., A preserves the inner product Gx.) such that 
q,(Xo, C, 0) = q,(Xo, A*C, 0), 
where C is an arbitrary symmetric positive-definite 2-tensor at Xo and A*C is 
its transformation (pull-back) under A. The set of all material symmetries of 'I' 
at Xo is denoted @5x.(q,) as is called the material symmetry group of 'I' at Xc. 
Similarly, A is a material symmetry for Qat Xo if 
Q(Xo, A*C, 0, A*V0) = A*Q(Xo, C, 0, V0). 
(Q is assumed to be grade (1,1).) The set of such symmetries is denoted @5x.(Q). 
The material symmetries for a thermoelastic material are the simultaneous 
symmetries for 'I' and Q. For pure elasticity, we look only at the symmetries of 
the internal energy E (i.e., W). We shall write @5x• = @5x.(q,) II @5x.(Q) for the 
material symmetries and understand @5x • to mean @5x.(E) for pure elasticity. 
Relative to a coordinate system {XA} on CB we write the components of A as 
lAB so that if V E Tx.CB has components VA, then (A' V)A = A,ABVB. The rela-
tionship q,(Xo, C, 0) = q,(Xo, A*C, 0) in coordinates reads 
q,(Xo, CAB' 0) = q,(Xo, CCDA,CAA,DB, 0). 
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Similarly, the coordinate version for the symmetry condition on Q reads 
QE(Xo, CCDAcA;PB, 0, 0 IAAAB) = (l -I)EFQF(XO' CAB, 0, 0 IB). 
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It is easily checked that @:lx. is a group. It is a subgroup of the group 
GL(Tx.ffi) of invertible linear transformations of Tx.ffi to itself, and in fact a 
subgroup of O(Tx.ffi), the orthogonal linear transformations of Tx.ffi to itself 
(orthogonal with respect to the inner product Gx .). Furthermore, one can show 
that @:lx. is a Lie group; that is, it is a smooth manifold and group multiplication 
and inversion are smooth maps. a 
5.2 Definition If l(s) is a smooth curve in @:lx. with leO) = identity, the 
linear transformation;: Tx.ffi --> Tx.ffi defined by 
d 
;( V) = ds l(s)· Vls=o 
is called an infinitesimal material symmetry. The collection of all such; is called 
the Lie algebra of @:lx. and is denoted ..4..x •. The Lie bracket of; E ..4..x • and 
1) E ..4..x • is given by 
5.3 Example Let (B = lR 3 and let Xo be the origin. Suppose @:lx. consists of 
rotations about the z-axis. Then @:lx. is one-dimensional, parametrized by the 
angle of rotation. A curve in @:lx. is 
( 
coss sins 0) 
l(s) = -sin s cos s ° 
° ° 1 
and the corresponding infinitesimal symmetry is given by 
;(V) = -k x V (k = (0,0, 1». 
If @:lx. is the full rotation group 0(3) and if the infinitesimal generators; are 
identified with the axes (Jl about which they are rotations, that is, if 
;(V) = -(Jl X V, 
then the Lie algebra is identified with lR 3 and the Lie bracket with the cross 
product. (The reader should verify these statements.) I 
Now we proceed to investigate the consequences of a material symmetry 
group on the constitutive functions. 
5.4 Proposition For l E @:lx.(-P), we have: 
(i) N(Xo, l *C, 0) = N(Xo, C, 0), 
aWe shall not require a background in Lie group theory for what follows, although such 
knowledge may be helpful. A concise summary of some of the important facts may be found in 
Abraham and Marsden [1978], Sect. 4-1. 
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(ii) 8(Xo, 1*C, 0) = 1*8(Xo, C, 0), and 
(iii) C(Xo, 1 *C, 0) = 1 *C(Xo, C, 0). 
Proof This follows by differentiation of the relationship l{I(Xo, 1 *C, 0) = 
'f(Xo, C, 0) with respect to 0 and to C, respectively. For instance, differentia-
tion with respect to C and using 8 = 2PRef(a"P jaC) gives 
8(Xo, 1*C, 0).1* = 8(Xo, C, 0), 
that is, 
Thus 
8 AB(XO' 1 *C, 0) = (1-I)Ac(1-I)BD8 CD(Xo, C, 0). 
This yields (ii) of our proposition. I 
The infinitesimal versions of 5.4 lead to differential identities that are useful 
in studying a given symmetry. Some preparatory remarks are needed. Recall 
that if if>t is a motion and t a time-independent tensor field, (djdt)if>:t = if>:£.t 
defines the Lie derivative. If if>.(Xo) = Xo for all t, then v(Xo) = 0 and .cut does 
not involve spatial derivatives of t and depends only on the first derivative of v. 
If 1(s) is a curve in GL(Tx,(J!,), and t is a tensor at Xo, then (djds)1(s)*tls=0 = 
£~t is defined; if1(s) = Tif>.(Xo), then 1; = Dv(Xo) and the two concepts agree. 
Now we are ready to linearize 5.4. 
5.5 Theorem For each 1; E A-x" the following identities must hold at Xo: 
(i) 8(Xo, C, 0)o£;C = 0, 
(ii) ~~ (Xo, C, 0)o£;C = 0, 
(iii) C(Xo, C, 0) • .c;C = .c~8(Xo, C,0) 
(the contraction in the left-hand side is in the last two slots of C), and 
a" (iv) a~(Xo, C, 0, GRAD 0)·.c~C 
a" + a(GR~D 0) (Xo, c, 0, GRAD 0) • .c;(GRAD 0) 
= £;Q(Xo, C, 0, GRAD 0). 
Proof Let 1; be tangent to the curve 1(s) E @5x• at s = 0. Then differentia-
tion of 
l{I(Xo, 1(s)*C, 0) = 'i'(Xo, c, 0) 
in s at s = ° using the chain rule and the definition of the Lie derivative imme-
diately yields (i). The others are similarly obtained. I 
We shall not study the general implications of these identities, nor the classi-
fication of possible symmetry groups; the interested reader should consult Wang 
and Truesdell [1973]. Instead, we specialize immediately to the isotropic case. 
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5.6 Definition Let ffi be a simple thermoelastic body in [R3. We say ffi is 
isotropic at Xo E ffi if ex, ::J SO(Tx,ffi) '= SO(3), the group of proper ortho-
gonal 3 x 3 matrices. A material is isotropic if it is isotropic at every point. 
In Section 3.3 we defined 'Is to be materially covariant if, for all diffeomor-
phisms 8: ffi --> ffi, we have 
8*{'1'(G, C, 0)} = '1'(8*G, 8*C, 8*0) 
(the base points X are suppressed since C, 0 are now fields, and G is included). 
5.7 Proposition Suppose '1' is materially covariant. Then for each Xo E ffi, 
e x'('1') ::J SO(Tx,ffi). 
fn particular, any materially covariant body in [R3 is isotropic. 
Proof Let A. E SO(Tx,ffi). We claim that there is a diffeomorphism 8: <B -> 
ffi such that 8(Xo) = Xo and D8(Xo) = A.. Indeed, we can write A. = expO;) for 
~ a skew 3 x 3 matrix; find a vector field Von <B such that V(Xo) = 0 and 
DV(Xo) = ~. We can do this in local coordinates and extend V to be arbitrary 
outside this neighborhood, say zero near affi. Let 8, be the flow of V and let 
8 = 8 1 • By uniqueness of solutions to differential equations, D8,eXo) = exp(t~), 
so 8 has the required properties. At X o, the relation 8*('1'(G, C, 0» = '1'(8*G, 
8*C,8*0) then reduces to '1'(Xo, C, 0) = '1'(Xo, I..*C, 0), so ;.. is a material 
symmetry. I 
Roughly speaking, this proposition states that if one makes up a free energy 
function in a fully covariant or "tensorial" manner out of G, C, and 0, then it 
necessarily will be isotropic. To describe non-isotropic materials then requires 
some "non-tensorial" constructions or the introduction of additional variables. 
By definition, an isotropic free energy constitutive function '1' is to be a 
"rotationally invariant" function of the argument C. Since C is symmetric, it can 
be brought to diagonal form by an orthogonal transformation, so '1' is a func-
tion only of the eigenvalues of C; that is, '1' depends only on the principal 
stretches. Since the eigenvalues are reasonably complicated functions of C, it 
is sometimes convenient to use the invariants of C. 
5.S Definition The invariants of a symmetrix matrix C (in an inner product 
space) are defined by 
fl(C) = tr C, f2(C) = det Ctr C-I and f3(C) = det C. 
5.9 Proposition The invariants of C are related to the coefficients in the 
characteristic polynomial P(v) of C as follows: 
P(v) = v3 - f l (C)v2 + f2(C)v - f3(C). 
fn terms of the (eigenvalues) VI, V2, V3, we have 
II(C) = VI + V2 + V3, fiC) = VIV2 + VIV3 + V 2V3 , and fl(C) = VIV2V3 
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(these are the elementary symmetric functions of VI, V2' v3). Moreover, the fol-
lowing formula for 12 holds: 
IiC) = ±[tr C)2 - tr(C2)] 
This is verified by using an orthonormal basis in which C is diagonal, noting 
that 11> 12, 13 are rotationally invariant functions. 
Since VI, V2, V3 completely determine the characteristic polynomial and hence 
the invariants, and vice versa, we obtain the following: 
5.10 Proposition The following are equivalent: 
(a) A scalar function f of C is invariant under orthogonal transformations. 
(b) f is a function of the invariants of C. 
(c) f is a symmetric function of the principal stretches. I 
Thus for isotropic materials we can regard l{i as a function of X, 11> 12, 13, 
and 0. Note that the number of arguments in the C variable is thus reduced 
from 6 to 3. The invariants are covariant scalar functions of C, so we obtain 
from 5.7 and 5.10 the following: 
5.11 Corollary A body is materially covariant if and only ifi! is isotropic. 
Next we compute the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor in terms of this 
data. 
5.12 Theorem For isotropic materials, the following constitutive relation 
holds: 
where the rx/s are scalar functions of X, the invariants ofC, and 0. 
Proof We have S = 2PRercaft! laC). By the chain rule, 
aft! _ al{i all + al{i aI2 + aft! aI3. 
ac - all ac aI2 ac aI3 ac 
Now IICC) = CABGAB, so aIdac = G', that is, aIdcAB = GAB. Next we calculate 
the derivative of 13 , 
5.13 Lemma 
aI3 = (det C)·C-I 
ac 
Proof From the definition of the determinant, 
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where f BCD = ± 1 depending on whether (B, C, D) is an even or odd permuta-
tion of (1, 2, 3) and where (AI, A2 , A 3 ) is a fixed even permutation of (1, 2,3). 
Thus 
aJ (det C) = fBCDCA,CCA,D = fBCDCAIECA,CCA,D(C-I)AIE 
AlB 
= (det C)OBECAIE = (det C)(C-I)AIB I 
The derivative of 12 is given by 
~~ = (a~ det C) tr C-l + det C a~ tr C-l 
= (C-ldet Ctr C-l) - (det C) tr a.f~l. 
To carryon we need to compute a(C-I)/ac: 
5.14 Lemma 
aC-I. H = -C-I·H·C-1 
ac ' 
Proof Differentiate the identity C· C-l = Id in the direction H to get 
aC-l 
H·C-l + C· ac ·H= 0, 
which gives the result. I 
We now note that 
tr (af~)CD = _(C-l)AC(C-l)DA' . (aC-l) that IS, tr ac = -C-z. 
Substitution of these formulas yields: 
S = 2PRer[~t GI + (~~/2 + ~t 13)C-l - ~~/3C-2J 
The Cayley-Hamilton theorem from linear algebra tells us that C satisfies 
its characteristic equation: 
C3 - 11(C)C2 + Iz(C)C - 13(C) = o. 
Thus 
C-l = 13(~)[C2 - Il(C)C + Iz(C)} 
and 
C-2 = 13(~)[C - II(C) + 12(C)C-l} 
= _1_ {12(C)C2 + (Id _ I I(C)12(C») C + (liC) - I (C»)}. 
l/C) liC) 13(C) 13(C) 1 
Inserting these expressions into the above formula for S yields the desired 
conclusion. I 
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Recalling that B = C-l, notice that we have also proved the following: 
5.15 Corollary 
A _ {aq" (aq, aq,) aq, z} 
s - 2PRef all G + aIz + aI3I3 B - aIz I3 B 
In the spatial picture one can write (J = Pog + Plb + Pz(bZ), where b is the 
Finger deformation tensor (see Section 1.3). 
5.16 Corollary For isotropic materials, the (second) elasticity tensor C has 
the following component form. 
CABCD = 1'1.GABGCD + 1'z.{CABGCD + GABCCD} + 1'3{(CZ)ABGCD + GAB(CZ)CD} 
+ 1'4.CABCCD + 1's.{(C2)ABCCD + CAB(C2)CD} + 1'6.(CZ)AB(C2)CD 
+ 1'7{GACGBD + GBCGAD} + 1'S{GACCBD + GBCCAD + GADCBC 
+ GBDCAC}, 
where 1'1, ... ,1's are scalar functions of X, the invariants ofC and, if the material 
is thermoelastic, e. 
Proof We differentiate the expression for S and proceed as in the proof of 
5.12. The details, including the verification of the equality of the various coeffi-
cients in the expression for C using symmetry of the second derivatives of -P, will 
be left to the reader. (It is straightforward, although tedious.) I 
Isotropy reduces the number of pointwise independent components in S 
from 6 to 3 and for C, from 21 to 8. 
Problem 5.1 In plane strain dim <B = 2 and dim S = 2. How many 
independent components does C have? Compute CABCD and AA /b in terms 
of -P. Compare with Knowles and Sternberg [1977], Formula (1.17). 
(It will be necessary to translate the notation.) 
We give, finally, two examples of constitutive relations for purely elastic 
isotropic materials. The first was proposed by St. Venant and Kirchhoff 
around 1860. 
5.17 Example If S is a linear function of E and describes an isotropic 
material, then it has the form 
S = l(tr E)G' + 2p, E' 
for 1 and p, functions of X. [Warning: This does not lead to linear equations of 
motion! Fosdick and Serrin [1979] show that P cannot be a linear function of F 
and be materially frame indifferent.] One calls 1 + ip, the bulk modulus. The 
elasticity tensor is, as in our computations above, 
CABCD = lGABGcD + p,(GACGBD + GADGCB ). 
Thus, in 5.15, 1 = 1'1' P, = 1'7' and the other)'1 are zero. 
Problem 5.2 Find W(F) for this example and verify material covariance. 
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5.18 Example The previous example is only appropriate in the small strain 
regime. It is used in the derivation of the von Karmen equations by Ciarlet 
[1983]. The following example, due to Mooney and Rivlin and Ogden, is often 
used to model rubber. Again, the material is isotropic. It is convenient to express 
the stored energy function Was a symmetric function of the principal stretches 
AI' A2' A3 (the eigenvalues of CI/2). The form proposed by Ogden [1972] is as 
follows: 
M 
W = :E alM' + A'2' + A3' - 3) 
1=1 
N 
+ :E bl(A2A3)PI + (A3 A2)PI + (A IA2)P; - 3) + h(A 1A2A3), j=1 
where ai, b j are positive constants, IXI > 1, pj > 1, and h is a convex function 
of one variable. The term "3" is a normalization constant such that the first two 
terms vanish when there is no deformation. The special case when M = N = 1, 
IXI = PI = 2, and h = 0 is called the Mooney-Rivlin material; W may then 
be written 
W = a,(M + A~ + Ai - 3) + bl «A2A3)2 + (A3Al)2 + (AIA2)2 - 3) 
= a 1(11 - 3) + b1(12 - 3), 
where II are the principal invariants of C. The further special case W = 
al(Il - 3) is called a neo-Hookean material. 
Box 5.1 Summary of Important Formulas for Section 5.1 
Material Symmetry at X o 
)..: Txo&' -> TXoffi is orthogonal and 
(i) 'i'(Xo,).. *C, 0) = 'i'(Xo, C,0) (i) 'f(o, AC ACCDA DB, 0) 
= 'f(Xo, CAB, 0) 
(ii) Q(Xo, A*C, 0, A*(GRAD 0» (ii) QE(Xo, ACACCDADB0, ().. -1)AB0 IB) 
= )..*Q(Xo, C, 0, GRAD 0) = ().. -I)EFQF(XO' CAB, 0, 0 1A) 
Infinitesimal Material Symmetry at Xo 
; = d:)..s eAB = 1s AAis)ls=o 
where )..s is a curve of material 
symmetries at X o, such that Ao = Id. 
Transformation of S under a mater.jal symmetry).. at X o 
S(Xo, )"*C, 0) = )..*S(Xo, 0) SAB(XO, AEcCEFAFD, 0) 
= ().. -l)AE().. -l)BF• 
SEF(XO' CCD' 0) 
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Infinitesimal Symmetry Identities 
S(Xo, C, 8)·£~C = 0 SAB(Xo, CCD, 8)· {eCiXO)CCB 
+ eCiXO)CAcl = 0 
C(Xo, C, 8)·£!;C = £!;S(Xo, C, 8) CABCD·(eEcCED + eEDCEC) 
Invariants of C 
II = tr C 
12 = det C tr C-I 
13 = det C 
= -sEBeAE - SAEeBE 
II = CAA 
12 = (det(CAB»(C-l)AA 
13 = det(CAB) 
Second Piola-Kirchhoff Stress Tensor for an Isotropic Material 
S' = (/,oG + (/,IC + (/,ZC2 SAB = (/,OGAB + (/,ICAB + (/'ZCADCDB 
where (/'1, (/'2' (/,3 are scalar functions of X, the invariants of C 
and 8. 
S = 2PRef {~~ G' SAB = 2PRef {'P >11 GAB + ('P >1,1z + 'P>1J3)BAB 
( a'P a'P) + aIz '2 + aI313 B 
- 'P>1J3 BADBDB} 
- ~I3B2} 
Elasticity Tensor for Isotropic Materials 
CABCD = "hGABGCD + 'l'Z{CABGCD + GABCCD} + 'l'3{CAECEBGCD 
+ GABCCECED} + 'l'4CABCCD + 'l's{CAECEBCCD 
+ CABCCECED} + 'l'6CAECEBCCPCpD + 'l'7{GACGBD 
+ GBCGAD} + 'l'S{GACCBD + GBCCAD + GADCBC 
+ GBDCAC} 
Stress For St. Venant-Kirchhoff Material 
S = J(tr E)G' + 2p,E' SAB = JED DGAB + 2p,EAB 
CHAPTER 
LINEARIZATION 
The process of linearization provides a key link between the linear and nonlinear 
theories of elasticity. After reviewing some differential calculus in Banach 
spaces in Section 4.1, we linearize the equations of nonlinear elasticity in Section 
4.2. The procedure is systematic and applies to nonlinear theories in general. 
The linear theory can also be developed on a separate footing, as in Gurtin 
[1972a]. 
Often, linearization of the equations of continuum mechanics is done in 
Euclidean coordinates and then, at the end, partial derivatives are replaced by 
covariant derivatives. This is unsatisfactory. Surprisingly, it is not entirely 
trivial to give a covariant linearization procedure. One of our first goals is to do 
so. 
Using the implicit function theorem proved in Section 4.1, we shall sketch in 
Section 4.2 how this can be used to establish local existence and uniqueness 
theorems in elastostatics. This will be detailed in Chapter 6. 
The final section discusses in general terms when linearization is "valid." 
This will be applied in Section 7-3 to the traction problem in elastostatics; the 
linearization instabilities here go back to Signorini in the 1930s. It has recently 
been discovered that linearization instabilities occur rather generally at sym-
metric solutions of classical field theories. (See, for example, Arms, Marsden, 
and Moncrief [1981], and references therein.) 
4.1 THE IMPLICIT FUNCTION THEOREM 
In Box 1.1 of Chapter 3, the Frechet derivative ofa map between Banach spaces 
is defined and some of the basic properties are discussed. That box should be 
either reviewed or, if it was omitted, studied at this point. 
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Let us begin here with the concept of the linearization of a given set of 
equations written abstractly as 
f(x) = 0, 
wheref: 'l1. c X ---> ry is a given map. If we write x = Xo + v, where Xo is fixed 
and expand f(xo + v) in a Taylor series, the first two terms are just f(xo) 
+ Df(xo)·v. 
1.1 Definition Let X and ry be Banach spaces and let 'l1. c X be open. Let 
f: 'l1. ---> ry be a C 1 map and let Xo E 'l1. (not necessarily satisfying f(xo) = 0). 
The linearization of the equations f(x) = 0 about Xo are the equations 
Lx.(v) = 0, 
where 
If Lx.(v) = 0, then Xo + fV satisfies f(xo + fV) = 0 to first order in f. This 
is not the same as saying that, to first order, Xo + fV is a solution of f(x) = O. 
For example, consider a function that arises in bifurcation theory-see Section 
7.1. Letf: [R2 ---> [R be defined by f(x, A) = x 3 - AX. The solution set f(x, A) 
= 0 is the "pitchfork" consisting of the line X = 0 and the parabola A = x 2 • 
Consider the solution (0,0) and let v = (h, k). Then since (a flax) = (aflaA) 
= 0 at (0, 0), any (h, k) gives a solution to the linearized equations. However 
fV does not approximate a solution to f(x, A) = 0 unless h = 0 or k = O. The 
distinction is important and is discussed in Section 4.4. 
A basic result that relates linearized and nonlinear theories is the implicit 
function theorem. It will be a basic tool in Chapter 6, so we give a complete 
proof of it here. We begin with the inverse mapping theorem. 
1.2 Theorem (Inverse Mapping Theorem) Let f: 'll c X ---> ry be of class C' 
(r > 1), Xo E 'U, and suppose Df(xo) is a linear isomorphism. Then f is a C' 
diffeomorphism of some neighborhood of Xo onto some neighborhood of f(x o). 
It is essential to have Banach spaces in this result rather than more general 
spaces such as topological vector spaces or Frechet spaces. The following prob-
lem shows the failure of Theorem 1.2 in Frechet spaces. 
Problem 1.1 (M. McCracken). Let X(A) denote the set of all analytic 
functions on the unit disk with the topology of uniform convergence on 
compact subsets. Let F: X(A) ---> X(A) be defined by 
~ ~ 
L anz' ~ L a;z'. 
n=O n=O 
Show that F is C~ and 
DF( ~ anZn). (~ bnz') = ~ 2a.bnz' 
(see Box 1.1, Chapter 3). If ao = 0 and an = lin (n > 1), then prove that 
DF(Li zn/n) is a bounded, linear isomorphism. Since 
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( Z2 Zk-l Zk Zk+l ) (~Zn) FZ+ 2 +"'+ k - 1-7(+k+1+'" =F,{;ln' 
deduce that F is not locally one-to-one. (Consult Schwartz [1967] for more 
sophisticated versions of the inverse function theorem valid in Frechet 
spaces.) 
Relevant to the hypotheses of Theorem 1.2 is the open mapping theorem: if 
T: a:: --> 'Y is a bijective and continuous linear mapping, then T-l is continuous. 
(For the proof, see Choquet [1969], p. 322), although this theorem is not 
essential in what follows. 
Proof of Theorem 1.2 We begin by assembling a few standard lemmas; 
1.3 Lemma Let;m be a complete metric space with distance function d: 
;m X ;m -> IR. Let F: ;m ----> ;m and assume there is a constant ;. (0 < ;. < 1) 
such that for all x, y E ;m, 
d(F(x), F(y)) < U(x, y). 
Then F has a unique fixed point Xo E ;m; that is, F(xo) = Xo' 
This result (1.3) is usually called the contraction mapping principle and is the 
basis of many important existence theorems in analysis. [The other fundamental 
fixed-point theorem in analysis is the Schauder fixed-point theorem, which 
states that a continuous map of a compact convex set (in a Banach space, say) 
to itself, has a fixed point-not necessarily unique, however.] 
The proof of Lemma 1.3 is as follows. Pick Xl E ;m and define Xn inductively 
by Xn+l = F(xn}. By induction we clearly have 
d(xn+1> xn) < ;'n-l d(F(x 1), Xl) 
and so 
Thus Xn is a Cauchy sequence. Since F is obviously uniformly continuous, 
Xo = limn~~ Xn = limn~~ Xn+l = limn~~ F(xn) = F(xo). Since;' < 1 it follows 
that F has at most one fixed point. I 
1.4 Lemma Let GL(a::, 'Y) denote the set of linear isomorphisms from a:: onto 
'Y. Then GL(a::, 'Y) c CB(a::, 'Y) is open. 
Proof Let 
II rx II = sup II rx(x) II 
xEOC 
IIxll=l 
be the norm on CB(a::, 'Y), the space of all bounded operators from a:: to 'Y. 
We can assume a:: = 'Y. Indeed if 4>0 E GL(a::, 'Y), the map If! ~ 4>(jlolf! from 
CB(a::, 'Y) to CB(a::, a::) is continuous and GL(a::, 'Y) is the inverse image of GL(a::, a::). 
For 4> E GL(a::, a::), we shall prove that any If! sufficiently near 4> is also 
invertible, which will give the result. More precisely, 111f!- 4>11 < 114>- 1 11- 1 
implies If! E GL(a::, a::). The key is that II • II is an algebra norm. That is, II porx II 
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< liP 1111 (/. II for (/., P E (R(X, X). Since IfI = tP°(J - tP- 1 o(tP - 1fI», tP is inverti-
ble, and our norm assumption shows that II tP-lo(tP - 1fI) II < 1, it is sufficient to 
show that 1- e is invertible whenever II e II < 1. (/ is the identity operator.) 
Consider the following sequence (called the Neumann series): 
eo = / 
el = / + e 
ez = / + e + eoe 
en = / + e + eoe + ... + (eoeo ... oe). 
Using the triangle inequality and the norm inequality II po(/. II < II P 1111 (/. II, we 
can compare this sequence with the sequence of real numbers, 1,1 + Ilell, 
1 + II e II + /I e w, ... , which we know is a Cauchy sequence since /I e /I < 1. 
Because (R(X, X) is complete, en must converge. The limit, say p, is the inverse of 
/ - e. Indeed (/ - e)en = / - (eoeo ... oe) ----> I as n ----> 00, so the result 
follows. I 
1.5 Lemma Let d: GL(X, 'Y) ----> GL('Y, X), tP ~ tP- l . Then d is of class C= 
and Dd(tP)"1fI = -tP-llfltP- l . 
Proof We may assume GL(X, 'Y) =F 0. If we can show that Dd(tP)'1fI 
= -tP-lotPotP- l , then it will follow from Leibniz' rule that d is of class C=. 
Since IfI ~ -tP-llfltP- 1 is linear, we must show that 
. 1I1fI-1 - (tP-llfltP- 1 + tP-ltPtP-I)/i _ ~~ /I(IfI- tPll - O. 
Note that 
1fI- 1 - (tP- 1 - tP-llfltP- 1 + tP-ltPtP- l) = 1fI- 1 - 2tP- 1 + tP-llfltP- 1 
= 1fI-1(1fI - tP)tP-I(1fI - tP)tP- 1 " 
Again, using II pOOG II < II OG /III P II for (/. E (R(X, 'Y) and P E (R('Y, Z), 
1/1fI- 1(1fI- tP)tP-I(IfI- tP)tP-11i <1I1fI-11i1l1fI- tPWIl tP-IW· 
With this inequality, the preceding limit is clearly zero. I 
To prove Theorem 1.2 it is useful to note that it is enough to prove it under 
the simplifying assumptions that Xo = 0, f(xo) = 0, X = 'Y, and Df(O) is the 
identity. (Indeed, replace f by hex) = Df(xo)-Io[f(x + x o) - f(xo)].) 
Now let g(x) = x - f(x) so Dg(O) = O. Choose r > 0 such that II x II s: r 
implies /I Dg(x) II < -!-. which is possible by continuity of Dg. Thus by the mean 
value inequality, II x II < r implies II g(x) II < r/2. Let ffi,(O) = [x E X III x /I < E} 
the closed ball of radius E. For Y E CB,/z(O), let gy{x) = y + x - f(x). By the 
mean value inequality, if 
y E CB,/z(O) and XI' Xz E CB,(O), 
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then 
(a) II gy(x) II < Ilyli + II g(x) II < rand 
(b) II gy{x l ) - gy{x2) II < til XI - x211· 
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Thus by Lemma 1.3, gy{x) has a unique fixed point X in CBr(O). This point X is 
the unique solution of f(x) = Y, Thusfhas an inverse 
f- I : '0 0 = CBr/2(O) ----> 'lto = f-I(CBrllO» c CBr(O). 
From (b) above, II f-I(YI) - f- I(Y2) II < 211YI - Y2 II, so f- I is continuous. 
From Lemma 1.4 we can choose r small enough so that Df(x)-I will exist for 
x E CBr(O). Moreover, by continuity, II Df(x)-I II < M for some M and all 
x E CBr(O) can be assumed as well. If YI' Y2 E CBrI2(0), XI = f-I(YI), and X2 
= f- I (Y2), then 
Ilf-I(YI) - f- I(Y2) - Df(X2)-I(YI - Y2)11 
= IIxI - X2 - Df(X2)-I[f(x l ) -f(X2)] II 
= II Df(X2)-I{Df(x2),(x I - x 2) - f(x l ) - f(X2)} II 
< Mllf(x l ) - f(x 2) - Df(x2)(x I - x 2) II· 
This, together with (b) above, shows that (-I is differentiable with derivative 
Df(x)-I atf(x). By continuity of inversion (Lemma l.5) we see thatf-l is CI, 
Also from Lemma 1.5 and Df-I(y) = [Df(f-I(y»]-I, we see that iffis C2, then 
Df- I is C I so f- I is C2. The general case follows by induction. I 
In the study of manifolds and submanifolds, the argument used in the 
following is of central importance. 
1.6 Theorem (Implicit Function Theorem) Let 'It c X, '0 c 11 be open and 
l" 'It x '0 ---> Z be Cr (r > 1). Given Xo E 'It, and Yo E '0, assume Dd(xo' Yo): 
11 ---> Z is an isomorphism. Then there are neighborhoods 'lto of x o, '0 0 of Yo and 
Wo off(xo,Yo) and a unique Cr mapg: 91. 0 X Wo ---> '0 0 such thatforal/(x, w) 
E 'lto X W o' 
f(x, g(x, w» = w. 
Proof Consider the map <I>: 'It x '0 ---> X x Z, (x, y) ~ (x, f(x, y». Then 
D<I>(xo' Yo) is given by 
D<I>(xo,Yo)'(Xl>YI) = , . (I 0 )(Xl) 
Dt!(xo, Yo) Dd(xo,Yo) YI 
which is easily seen to be an isomorphism of X X 11 with X X Z. Thus <I> has a 
unique cr local inverse, say <I>-I: 'lto X W 0 ---> 'lto X '00, (x, w) ~ (x, g(x, w». 
The g so defined is the desired map. I 
In particular, setting w = 0, this theorem implies thatf(x, y) = 0 is solvable 
for Y as a function of x if D2 f(xo, Yo) is an isomorphism. 
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If a: is a Banach space and a:1 c a: is a closed subspace, then a:1 is said to 
split or be complemented when there is a closed subspace a:2 such that a: = a: 1 
EB a:2 • If a: is a Hilbert space, we can choose a:2 = a:t. We shall see in Chapter 
6 that such decompositions of a: are naturally associated with elliptic operators. 
1.7 Corollary Let 'lL c a: be open and f' 'lL --> 'Y be C' (r > 1). Suppose 
Df(xo) is surjective andker Df(xo) is complemented. Thenf('lL) contains a neigh. 
borhood of f(XO).1 
Proof Let a: 1 = ker Df(xo) and a: = a: 1 EB a:2 • Then Dd(xo): a:2 --> 'Y 
is an isomorphism. Thus the hypotheses of Theorem 1.6 are satisfied and so 
fe'lL) contains wo prov~ded by that theorem. I 
We conclude with an example of the use of the implicit function theorem to 
prove an existence theorem for differential equations. For this and related 
examples we choose the spaces to be infinite dimensional. In fact, a:, 'Y, Z, ... 
will usually be spaces of functions and the map f will often be a nonlinear 
differential operator. 
1.8 Example Let a: = all C I functions f: [0, 1] --> IR with the norm 
II fill = sup I f(x) I + sup I dfd(x) I 
xE(O,I] xE(O,I] X 
and 'Y = all Co functions with II f 110 = SUPXE(O,Il I f(x)!. These are Banach 
spaces. Let F: a: --> 'Y, F(f) = dfldx + f3. It is easy to check (see Box 1.I, 
Chapter 3) that F is COO and DF(O) = d/dx: a: --> 'Y. Clearly DF(O) is surjective 
(by the fundamental theorem of calculus). Also, ker D F(O) = a: I = all constant 
functions. This is complemented because it is finite dimensional; explicitly, a 
complement consists of functions with zero integral. Thus Corollary 1.7 yields 
the following statement: 
There is an E > 0 such that if g is any continuous function, g: [0, 1] --> IR, 
I g(x) I < E, there is a C I function f: [0, 1] --> IR such that 
f'x + f3(X) = g(x). 
The ro-Iemma discussed in Box 1.1, Chapter 3 shows how to differentiate 
the basic operators that occur in nonlinear elasticity. This is sufficient for this 
chapter if one is willing to stick to Euclidean coordinates and then "handwave" 
while passing to general coordinates. In order to deal with linearization 
covariantly the following set-up is useful: 2 
I Actually, the hypothesis that ker Df(xo) split is not needed for the validity of 1.7. The idea 
is to work with the quotient space ~/ker Df(xo) on which Df(xo} induces an isomorphism. See 
Lusternik and Sobolev [1974], §8.8, and Luenberger [1969], §9.2. 
2What follows is optional; those skipping it should restrict the results of the next section 
to Euclidean coordinates. 
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1.9 Notation and Definition Suppose e is a manifold, possibly infinite 
dimensional. Let n: S -> e be a vector bundle over e and let f: e -> S be a 
section of this bundle. Assume that S has a connection so that the covariant 
derivative off at each point cP E e, 
Vf(cp): T",e -> S'" = n-I(cp), 
is defined. If ~t denotes parallel translation of elements of S"'(O to S'" along a 
curve cp(t) tangent to Vat cp, then 
just as in Riemannian geometry (see Section 1.4). 
The linearization of the equationsf(cp) = ° at a point CPo E e are the equations 
L",.(V) = 0, 
where L",.(V) = f(cpo) + Vf(CPo)· Vand V E T",.e. 
[If f(cpo) = 0, then Vf(CPo) is independent of the connection and equals 
Df(cpo) in charts.] 
In elasticity, S'" will be chosen to be a space of tensors or two-point tensors 
over the configuration cp, and parallel translation of them will be defined by 
pointwise parallel translation defined in Section 1.4. 
Box 1.1 Summary of Important Formulasfor Section 4.1 
Linearization 
Iff is a mapping between linear spaces, the linearization of f(x) = ° 
at Xo is Lx.(u) = 0, where Lx.(u) = f(xo) + Df(xo)·u. Iffis a mapping 
from a manifold to a vector bundle, replace Df(xo) by a covariant 
derivative. 
Inverse Mapping Theorem 
If f(x) is CI and Df(xo) is an isomorphism, f(x) = y is locally 
uniquely solvable for x near Xo as a CI function of y near Yo = f(xo). 
Implicit Function Theorem 
If f(x, y) is C I, f(xo, Yo) = 0 and Dd(xo, Yo) is an isomorphism, 
thenf(x, y) = 0 is solvable for y as a CI function of x near (xo, Yo). 
4.2 LINEARIZATION OF NONLINEAR ELASTICITY 
We now apply the ideas of the previous section to the equations of nonlinear 
elasticity. We shall use the set-up of 1.9 (or that of 1.1 if you wish to restrict to 
Euclidean structures at first). 
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2.1 Notation Let e denote the set of all regular Ck configurations ¢: 
CB -> S (impose boundary conditions of place if there are any). If there are 
no displacement boundary conditions and if S = [Rn, then we can use the 
Euclidean structure to regard e as an open set in the Banach space ~ of all Ck 
maps of CB to [Rn. Even for general S, one can show that e is a C= infinite-
dimensional manifold. (See Palais [1968], Ebin and Marsden [1970], and 
references therein.) A tangent vector to e at ¢> E e is the tangent to a curve 
¢, E e with ¢o = ¢>-that is, to a motion. Thus, from Section 1.2, (see also 
Box 4.2, Chapter 2) a tangent vector to e at ¢> is a vector field U covering ¢>, 
zero on any portion of the boundary where displacement boundary conditions 
are imposed (see Figure 4.2.1). Sometimes U is spoken of as an infinitestimal 
deformation imposed on the finite deformation ¢>, or as a variation of the con-
figuration and one writes U = o¢>. 
Welded 
Figure 4.2.1 
We shall build up the linearized equations in several steps. First, consider the 
association ¢ ~ F = T¢. Here we let 8 be the vector bundle over e whose 
fiber at ¢> consists of all Ck-l maps F: TCB -> TS that cover ¢>. Thus 8 is the space 
of sections of the bundle TCB (8) T*S. There is a natural notion of parallel trans-
lation on ¢ obtained by pointwise parallel translation of two-point tensors F 
over curves in S-see 4.28 of Chapter 1. (In Euclidean space this operation is 
just ordinary translation.) 
2.2 Proposition The linearization of the map f' ¢ ~ F = T¢ at ¢> is given by 
L(¢>, U) = p + VU, 
where P = T¢>. In coordinates, 
(VU)a Ua a UCFob + aua A = IA = )'bc A aXA' 
which is the covariant derivative of U. 
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Proof By definition, 
° j, d L(cp, U) = r + dt <x,.F, 1,-0 
where CPo = ~, <x, denotes parallel translation, F, = Tcp" and cp, is tangent to U 
at t = O. At X E <B, <X,.F/X) is, by definition of <x" the parallel transport in g 
of F,(X) from cp,(X), along the curve t ~ cp,(X), to CPo (X), that is, for WE Tx<B, 
(<x,.F,)(X). W is the parallel transport in g of the vectors F,(X). W E Tpt(x)g 
along the curve c(t) = cp,(X) E g. In coordinate charts we use the formula 
it (<X,)"b 1,=0 = "I"cb UC 
from Section 1.4. See Figure 4.2.2. Thus 
it (<X,.F,)QA(X) 1,=0 = "IQcbUCFbA + :r(~~~) 1'=0 
- Q ijcFob + aUQ - VQ 
- "I cb A aXA - IA· 
s 
Figure 4.2.2 
I 
2.3 Proposition The linearized equations at ~ for the map if> ~ J = Jacobian 
ofcp are 
L(~, V) =] + ][(div v)o~], 
where] is the Jacobian of~ and v = Vo~-I. 
Proof Since the scalars over maps form a linear space, the definition gives 
° ] d L(cp, V) = + d/(CP,) 1,=0, 
where Vis tangent to cp, at t = O. From 5.4, Chapter 1, this is] + ][(div v)o~], 
where v is the corresponding spatial velocity. I 
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2.4 Theorem Let e denote the space of all Ck regular configurations if>; 
<B -> S, let 8 denote the bundle of Ck-l two-point tensors F over e as above, and 
let P map two-point tensors F pointwise to two-point tensors P(F) (perhaps of a 
different rank) and be C' (r > k). Let ff" denote a bundle ofCk-l two-point tensor 
fields over e containing the range of P and let 
f" e -> ff", if> ~ PoF (where F = Tif». 
Then f is C' and the linearized equations of J(if» = 0 at ~ are 
• P aP L(c/J, V) = + aF o V V, 
where P = PcP), and so on. 
This theorem is a covariant reformulation of the co-lemma given in Box 1.1, 
Chapter 3. It is proved by combining the argument given there with that for the 
linearization of the map f: c/J ~ Tif> = F given above; we omit the details. 
We now apply this result when P is the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor 
(with a given constitutive dependence on F assumed). Then we get 
L(~, V) =P + AoVV, 
where, from Section 3.3, 
aP 
A= aF' that is, 
is the elasticity tensor evaluated at ~. Also note that 
(A. V v)aA = AaA/VbIB • 
2.5 Example The nonlinear equations of elastostatics are 
DIV P + PRofB = O. 
The corresponding equations linearized at a configuration ~ with B given3 are 
DIV P + PROfh + DIV(A.vV) = 0, 
that is, DIV[P + (S0~ + 2C.P.P.g.VV] + PRofh = o. 
From the Piola identity, DIV(A. V V) = J div(a· Vv)o~, so the linearized equa-
tions may be written in spatial coordinates as 
3Strictly speaking, B "given" requires S to be a linear space to make sense, and similarly for 
"prescribed" tractions 1: on aB. Given B or 1: as functions of X is usually called dead loading 
(see Section 3.3). If h = Bot/J is regarded as given, then the extra term Vb· V must be added to 
the linearized equations. 
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pb + div(a + a· Vv) = 0, 
that is, ph + div(a + [aQ90 + c·g-]·Vv) = O. 
(The componential forms of A and a are given in Box 4.1 of Chapter 3.) If ¢ 
is a stress-free state, that is, a = 0, then these reduce to the equations of 
classical linear elastostatics: 
pb + div(c. Ve) = 0, 
where eed = ±(t'eld + Vdle) = ±.cvg, in view of the symmetries of c. 
Problem 2.1 Show that the linearization of the symmetry PAPAb = PAPAa 
(balance of moment of momentum) gives symmetry of J[a. Vv + a· Vv]. 
If we consider the space of motions in place of the space of configurations, 
we can derive in the same way the linearization of the equations of motion. 
2.6 Theorem The linearization of the equations of motion 
PRefA = DIV P + PRefB 
at a motion ¢t are 
PRelA + (j -B) = DlV(P + A. V U), 
where U is a vector field over the motion ept. 
In spatial coordinates, these read 
I p(a + ii - h) = div(a + a.VU)./ 
The terms -PRefA + PRefB + DIV P, which measure how close ¢t is to an 
actual solution, are called the out-of-balance forces. They arise naturally when-
ever a nonlinear problem is solved by iteration on a linearized problem. 
The boundary conditions can be linearized by following the same procedures. 
We can state the results as follows: 
2.7 Proposition The linearization of the boundary condition of place, namely, 
ep = epd given on aCB at a configuration ¢, is 
L(¢, U) = ¢ - epd + U = ° on aCB. 
(For this to make sense, we assume S = [Rn.) 
The linearization of the boundary condition of traction, namely, <P, N) = 1: 
given on aCB, is 
<A.vu, N) = 1: - <p, N) on aCB. 
Here, as usual, U is a vector field over ¢. 
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Similarly, the linearization of the initial conditions (ifJo = d given and Va 
= V given) yields the conditions 
~o - d+ Uo =0 and Vo - V+ UO =0. 
The process oflinearization is subject to a number of variations. For example, 
suppose we consider the loads (B,t) as variables in addition to the motion ifJ. 
Then the linearized equations involve the infinitesimal deformation U = ~ifJ and 
load increments B* = ~B and t* = ~t. As above, we get the following. 
2.8 Proposition The material form of the equations of elastodynamics 
linearized around a solution ~,D, t with incremental deformation U = ~ifJ and 
incremental loads B* = oB and t* = Ot are 
PRer(A. - D + tJ- B*) = DIV(P + A.VU) in <B, 
<A·VU, N) = t - <P, N) + t* on a<B. 
If(~, D, t) is a solution, these become 
PRer( (j - B*) = DIV(A. V U) in <B, 
<A. V U, N) = t* on a<B. 
Box 2.1 Summary 0/ Important Formulas/or Section 4.2 
Linearization of the map P(F) at ~ 
P(F) + A· V V paA + AaA/VbIB 
Linearized Equations of Elastostatics: DIV P + herB = 0 
Materially: 
DIV I' + PRerD + DIv(A. V V) paA IA + PRefsa + (AaA/VbIB)IA 
=0 =0 
Spatially: 
div c1 + jJh + div(a. Vv) = 0 aablb + jJba + (aacbdvbld)lc = 0 
Classical Linear Elastostatics (~ stress free) 
ph + div(c. Vv) = 0 pba + (cabcdecd)lb = 0 
Linearized Equations of Elastodynamics: PRerA = DIV P + PRerB 
Materially: 
PRer(A. + (j - /J) 
= DIV(P + A.VU) 
or, with incremental load B*, 
PRecCA + (j - iJ - B*) 
= DIV(P + A.VU) 
PRer(Aa + Oa - iJa) 
= (paA + AaA/UbIB)IA 
PRer(Aa + Oa - iJa - B*a) 
= (paA + AaA/UbIB)IA 
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Spatially: 
p(a + ii - h) p(da + ita _ ba) 
= div(c'J + a.Vu) = (uab + aabcduc1d)lb 
Linearized Boundary Conditions 
Place: ¢ = ¢d given on affi: ¢ - ¢d + U = 0 
Traction: <P, N) = l' given on affi: 
<A. V U, N) AaAbBUblBNA 
;= -t - <1', N) on affi = fa - paANA on affi 
or, with incremental traction t* : 
<A.VU,N) AaAbBUblBNA 
= -t - <1', N) + t* on a<B = fa - paANA + 't'*a on a<B 
4.3 LINEAR ELASTICITY 
CH. , 
The previous section derived the linearized equations of elasticity from the 
nonlinear ones. In this section we shall make a few remarks on the linear theory 
itself. In Chapter 6 further results are given in connection with the basic existence 
and uniqueness theorems for linear elasticity. Other than these topics, our dis-
cussions are not intended to be complete; the reader interested in further details 
of the theory should consult Gurtin [I 972a]. In particular, this reference develops 
the theory on its own footing by way of linearity hypotheses and balance laws 
rather than as the linearization of the nonlinear theory. 
Let us begin by summarizing what we found in the previous section; we 
simplify things slightly by linearizing about a given stress-free, underformed state 
(also called a natural state). 
3.1 Equations of Linear (Classical) Elasticity Let ffi be open in S. The 
equations for a vector field u(x, t) representing an infinitesimal displacement of 
ffi are: 
I pii = ph + div(c. Vu), I 
where p(x) is the mass density, h is an (external) body force field, and c(x) is 
a given fourth-order tensor field (the elasticity tensor) on ffi with the symmetries 
I Cabcd = Cbacd = Cabdc = ccdab. 
(For linear elastostatics, drop the ii term.) 
3.2 Boundary Conditions of Linear (Classical) Elasticity 
(1) Displacement: u = don affi. 
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(ii) Traction: (co Vu)on = 1: on a<B. 
(iii) Mixed: (i) and (ii) hold on disjoint portions ad and aT of a<B. 
In coordinates the equations of motion read 
piia = pba -+- (cabedueld)lb 
and the traction boundary conditions read cabedueldnb = 'ra. 
The following consequence of the divergence theorem is the linearized version 
of Proposition 4.13 in Chapter 3. 
3.3 Proposition Suppose u satisfies the equations of classical elastostatics 
with traction boundary conditions. Then 
f t dA -+- r ph dV = O. aOl JOl 
Next we define the stress and strain tensors for the linear theory. 
3.4 Definition The strain tensor is defined bye = -!-.e.g; that is, 
eab = -!-(Ualb -+- Ubi.)' 
The stress tensor is s = co Vu; that is, sab = c·bedueld' 
The strain tensor is the linearization of the Lagrangian strain tensor 
E = tee - G). 
Note that s is symmetric, S·b = sba, and that, by the symmetries of c, 
s = coe. 
The fact that s depends on u only through e is the infinitesimal version of 
material frame indifference. 
3.5 Proposition Let the elastic stored energy function be defined by 
Then 
and 
aE 
s = ae' 
a2E 
c = aeae' 
th t · ob aE a IS, s = -a ' 
e.b 
This is a straightforward verification. Note that the existence of a stored 
energy function is equivalent to the symmetry cobed = cedab. 
It is perhaps reasonable to suppose that E > 0 when e =1= O. This corresponds 
to the necessity of work being done to deform <B from its natural state. 
3.6 Definition We say that the elasticity tensor c is pointwise stable if e =1= 0 
implies E > 0, for all symmetric two tensors eob' 
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In Chapter 6 on existence and uniqueness we shalI study conditions of this 
sort in detail. For now we merely show that it implies that elastic waves have 
real wave speeds-that is, the hyperbolicity of the equations. To explain this, we 
require the folIowing: 
3.7 Definition Assume the mass density p is a positive constant, and that 
S = 1R3 and c is a constant tensor (independent of x). By a plane progressive 
wave we mean a vector field u(x, t) on (B of the form 
u(x, t) = cx,¢>(x.k - ct), 
where cx" k are fixed vectors in 1R 3, x denotes the vector from the origin to x, c 
is a positive real constant calIed the speed of propagation, and ¢> is a C2 map of IR 
to IR with somewhere nonvanishing second derivative. 
If pii = div(c. Vu) holds, we calI u an elastic plane progressive wave. 
Notice that pii = cx,c2¢>" (omitting the independent variables) and 
div(c· Vu) = div(c.[¢>'cx, ® k]) = ¢>"c.(k ® cx, ® k). 
In components, this calculation reads 
(cabcducld)lb = (Cabcd¢>' IXckd)lb = ¢>" cabcdkblXckd· 
Thus, for a plane progressive wave, pii = div(c. Vu) reads cx,c2¢>" = ¢>"c.(k 
® cx, ® k). This simple calculation proves the following result of Fresnel and 
Hadamard: 
3.8 Proposition A plane progressive wave is elastic if and only if 
The vector k represents the direction of propagation since for t constant, u 
is constant on the planes x·k - ct = constant, which are orthogonal to k. 
For each k the preceding equation is an eigenvalue equation for the polarization 
vector cx, with eigenvalue c2 , the square of the speed, and the matrix Aac = 
cabcdkbkd. 
The tensor A(k) just defined is real and symmetric, so has real eigenvalues. 
Thus, if alI possible wave speeds are to be real, A must have positive eigenvalues, 
so is positive-definite. This leads to the following strong ellipticity conditions of 
Legendre and Hadamard: 
3.9 Proposition The tensor c admits plane progressive elastic waves in all 
possible directions k if and only iffor all non-zero vectors k and cx" 
cabcdlXakblXckd > O. 
In this case c is called strongly elliptic. 
The relationship between 3.6 and 3.9 folIows. 
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3.10 Proposition If c is pointwise stable, then it is strongly elliptic. 
Proof Let e = t(~ @ k + k @ ~), that is, eab = t(OCakb + ocbka)' Stability 
implies that ~ = teocoe > O. Using symmetries of c, we get ~ = t{t(OCakb 
+ ocbka)' cabcdecd} = tOC.kbcabcdecd = tocakbcabcdocckd, so for this choice of e, ~ > 0 
is exactly the strong ellipticity condition. I 
As we shall see shortly, strong ellipticity does not imply pointwise stability. 
Further investigation of the relationship between these two conditions occurs 
in Chapter 6. It turns out that these conditions playa crucial role in the problem 
of solvability of the linearized equations. This in turn affects the solvability of 
the nonlinear problem by way of the inverse function theorem. 
Finally, we briefly discuss the case of isotropic linear elasticity. (For more 
general symmetry groups, consult Love [1927] and Gurtin [I972a].) 
3.11 Definition Let c be an elasticity tensor, and €(e) = teocoe the cor-
responding energy function. We say that c is isotropic if, for all proper orthogonal 
linear transformations Q on 1R 3, €(Q*e) = €(e), where (Q*e)ab = QCaecdQdb 
and QC a is the matrix of Q in a given coordinate system. 
The arguments presented in Section 3.5 can be used to prove the following: 
3.12 Proposition If c is isotropic and homogeneous (independent of x), then 
there are constants 2 and p, called the Lame moduli such that 
The corresponding stress is 
s~ = 2p,e + 2(tr e)g, 
and the components of the elasticity tensor care 
Problem 301 Give a direct proof of 3.12. 
Problem 3.2 Show that the mean stress is t tr s = k div 0, where k 
= (32 + 2p,)/3 is the modulus of compression. By consulting Gurtin [l972a] 
or other texts, give geometric interpretations of k, of Young's modulus 
E = p,(32 + 2p,)/(2 + p,) and of Poisson's ratio v = 2/2(p, + 2). 
3.13 Proposition Let c be an isotropic and homogeneous elasticity tensor 
with Lame moduli 2 and p,. Then: 
(i) c is pointwise stable if and only if p, > 0 and k = (32 + 2p,)/3 > 0; 
(ii) c is strongly elliptic if and only if p, > 0 and 2 + 2p, > O. 
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Proof Writing 
f = pe·e + ~(tr e)2 2 
= p(e - t(tr e)g)·(e - t(tr e)g) + ~ (tr e)2, 
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we obtain (i) since e - t(tr e)g and tr e can be independently specified. Using 
3.12, write 
cabcdrtakbrtckd = prx,.rx,k.k + (l + p)(rx,.k)2 
= p(k 1. • k 1.)rx,. rx, + (l + 2p)(k. rx,)2 
where k1. = k - [(k.rx,)j(rx,.rx,)]rx, is the component of k orthogonal to rx,. Since 
k1. and k·rx, can be specified independently, we get (ii). I 
Thus we see that pointwise stability implies strong ellipticity, but not 
conversely. 
Problem 3.3 Show that an isotropic c is pointwise stable if and only if 
E > 0 and -1 < v < t and is strongly elliptic if and only if p > 0 and 
v < t or v > I. 
Problem 3.4 For an isotropic strongly elliptic c, show that there are two 
speeds of propagation of plane progressive elastic waves given by 
C 1 = ,J2P: land C2 = ,J ~ 
(c 2 is a double eigenvalue). 
Box 3.1 Summary of Important Formulasfor Section 4.3 
Equations of Motion for Classical Elasticity 
pii = pb + div(c. Vu) pua = pba + (cabCducld)lb 
Boundary Conditions 
Displacement: u = d given on aCB ua = da given on aCB 
Traction: s·n = 1: given on aCB Sabnb = fa given on aCB 
Strain Tensor 
e = t.eRg 
Stress Tensor 
s = c·Vu 
Stored Energy 
f = te.c.e = tc: (e (8) e) 
s = af c _ a2 f 
ae' - ae ae 
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Pointwise Stability 
f(e) > 0 if e =1= 0 
Strong Ellipticity 
(~ Q9 k). c.(~ Q9 k) > 0 
if ex. =1= 0, k =1= 0 
Cabcd(1,akb(1,ckd > 0 
if ex. =1= 0 and k =1= 0 
Pointwise Stability ==> Strong Ellipticity 
Plane Progressive Wave 
u(x, t) = ~if>(x.k - ct) ua(x, t) = (1,aif>(xbkb - ct) 
Condition for Waves to be Elastic 
c(k (8) ex. (8) k) = c2ex. cabcdkb(1,ckd = c2(1,a 
Reality of Wave Speeds <=> Strong Ellipticity 
Isotropic Linear Elasticity 
(i) f = f..le·e + ~ (tr e)2 
(ii) pointwise stability <=> f..l > 0, .A. > -1f..l 
(iii) strong ellipticity <=> f..l > 0, .A. > -1f..l 
(iv) wave speeds .JU : f..l and .J ; 
4.4 LINEARIZATION STABILITY 
In a number of important cases the linearization procedure "fails". This failure 
can be due to two reasons: 
(1) The function spaces are chosen such that the operators of nonlinear 
elasticity are not differentiable. 
(2) The linearized operator fails to be surjective. 
Here we investigate abstractly what happens when (2) occurs. In elasticity, this 
can arise in several ways. First, strong ellipticity could fail, or, second, strong 
ellipticity can hold, but the linearized problem fails to be always solvable. 
Some investigators believe that in some circumstances related to phase 
transitions, strong ellipticity will fail (see the recent works of Ericksen, Knowles, 
and Sternberg cited in the bibliography). On the other hand, strong ellipticity 
often holds, but stability is lost and the linearized operator fails to be invertible. 
Either situation is indicative that some kind of bifurcation is occurring. The 
latter situation will be studied in Chapter 7. Examples, including buckling and 
the traction problem of Signorini, will be presented. In Chapter 6 we shall 
discuss some function spaces that are important for the study of elastic stability 
but for which the possibility (1) above pertains. 
Let~, 'Ybe Banach spaces andf: 'll c ~ -> 'Y be a Cl map. We are interested 
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in solving f(x) = 0 for x E X. Suppose Xo E X is a given solution, that is, 
f(xo) = O. The linearized equations are simply Df(xo)·h = O. 
4.1 Definition4 We say f is linearization stable at Xo if for every solution h 
of the linearized equations there exists a Cl curve X(f") E X defined for E in 
some half-open interval 0 <E < fo with x(O) = Xo,!(X(f)) = 0 and x/CO) = h. 
Another way of putting this is as follows: f is linearization stable when for 
any solution h of the linearized equations, we can find a solution of f(x) = 0 
as a perturbation expansion: 
X(E) = Xo + fh + f 2h(2J + . .. (f > 0), 
where h(2J is obtained as in perturbation methods. Of course, this is not exactly 
the definition since we did not require X(E) to be analytic in E but only Cl. 
However, this is a technical point that can be adjusted to suit the situation. Also, 
depending on the situation, one may wish to demand X(f) be defined for E small, 
but both positive and negative (Example 4.3 will illustrate why). 
We shall speak of h as an infinitesimal deformation of the equationsf(x) = 0 
and of a curve X(f) of exact solutions through Xo as an actual, or finite deforma-
tion. Thus linearization stability can be phrased this way: every infinitesimal 
deformation is tangent to a finite deformation. We also say that infinitesimal 
deformations that are tangent to finite deformations are integrable. If the 
conditions of Definition 4.1 fail, we say f is linearization unstable at Xo. 
4.2 Theorem Let f: 'U c X ---> 'Y be Cl and f(xo) = O. Assume Df(xo) is 
surjective and its kernel splits. Thenf is linearization stable at XO' 
Proof Write Xl = ker Df(xo) and X = Xl EEl X 2 • Then Dzf(xo): X 2 ---> 'Y 
is an isomorphism. By the implicit function theorem the equation f(x l, x 2) = 0 
can be solved for a Cl function X2 = g(x j ) for (Xl' X2 ) near Xo = (XOI' X02 ) 
and satisfying g(XOI ) = X02 • By implicit differentiation, Dd(xOI ' X0 2) + 
Dzf(xOI ' x o2)oDg(xOI ) = O. Thus, Dg(xOI ) is zero on Xl' 
Let X(f) = (XOI + fh, g(XOI + fh)), which makes sense since h E Xl' 
Clearly X(f) is a Cl curve and x(O) = XO' Also, 
x/CO) = (h, Dg(xOI)·h) = (h, 0) = h 
since Dg(xOI)·h = O. I 
Iffis C' or analytic, so is X(f). (See example (c) below.) While the conditions 
of this theorem are sufficient, they are not always necessary. A trivial example 
showing that the conditions are not always necessary is given by f(x, y) = 
4This definition was first given in the context of perturbation theory of general relativity by 
Fischer and Marsden [1973]. 
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(x, 0),/: [Rz ---+ IRz. However, in some important cases they can be shown also 
to be necessary. 5 
Let us now consider three simple examples to clarify the sort of things that 
can happen (see Figure 4.4.1). 
y y 
--------~------~x ------~~------~x 
(a) 
y 
--------~-------x 
(c) 
Figure 4.4.1 
4.3 Examples (a) Let I: IR Z ---+ [R, I(x, y) = x(XZ + yZ). Then 1-1(0) = 
{(x, y) I I(x, y) = o} is the y-axis and DI(O, 0) = 0. We claim that I is lineariza-
tion unstable at (0,0). Indeed, a vector (hI> hz) is integrable if and only if 
hi = O-that is, is tangent to the y-axis, although any (hi' hz) is an infinitesimal 
deformation of I(x, y) = 0. 
(b) Let I: [Rz ---+ [R, I(x, y) = X2 - yZ. Again inearization stability at (0,0) 
fails. We have 1-1(0) = {(x, y) I x = ±y}, which is not a manifold. An infini-
tesimal deformation (hi' hz) is integrable if and only if hi = ±hz. 
(c) Let I: [Rz ---+ IR,/(x, y) = XZ - y3. The origin is linearization unstable 
and the integrable directions are along the positive y-axis. The curves of exact 
solutions in the direction of (0, hz) (h2 > 0) are given by 
(x(€), y(€» = (±€3/2, €h) (€ > 0). 
Notice that (x(€), y(€» is CI and although not analytic in €, is, however, analytic 
in ~E. This sort of phenomena is an important feature of linearization insta-
bility (and occurs in the traction problem; see Chapter 7). 
Next we shall derive some necessary second order conditions that must be 
satisfied if an infinitesimal deformation is integrable. (For the traction problem 
these become the "Signorini compatibility conditions.") 
5Por the equations of general relativity this is the case (cf. Arms and Marsden [1979]). 
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4.4 Theorem (Compatability Conditions) Assume f· 'U c X .---+ cy is C2, 
h E ker Df(xo), and that h is integrable to a C2 finite deformation, X(E). If 
I E CY* is orthogonal to the range of Df(xo)-that is, if I( Df(xo)· u) = 0 for all 
u EX-then h must satisfy 
I/(D2f(Xo).(h, h» = 0./ 
Proof Differentiation of f(X(E» = 0 in E gives Df(x(E»·X'(E) = O. Differ-
entiating again, we have 
D2f(x(E»·(X'(E), X'(E» + Df(x(E»·X"(E) = O. 
Setting E = 0 gives D2f(xo)·(h, h) + Df(xo)·x"(O) = O. Applying I then gives 
the result since I applied to the second term is zero. I 
Likewise we can develop conditions of the third and higher order. For 
instance, if I is orthogonal to the ranges of v ~ Df(xo)· v and v ~ D2f(xo)(h, v), 
then we must have I(D3f(xo)·(h, h, h» = 0 if h is to be integrable to a Cl finite 
deformation. 
In examples (a) and (b) above, the third- and second-order conditions, 
respectively, pick out the directions of linearization stability. In example (c), 
if we rescale to make f homogeneous by considering instead 
F(x, y, A) = f(.-jT x, y) = h 2 - yl (A > 0), 
then the third-order condition on F yields the directions of linearization stability. 
The results presented here are useful in understanding the local solutions 
of a nonlinear equation f(x) = 0 when the inverse function theorem fails. 
Conditions under which the compatability conditions give sufficient condi-
tions for integrability are given using the techniques of bifurcation theory in 
Chapter 7. 
Box 4.1 Summary of Important Formulas in Section 4.4 
Linearization Stability 
The equationf(x) = 0 is linearization stable at a solution Xo if every 
h satisfying Df(xo)·h = 0 is integrable; that is, there is a curve X(E) 
satisfyingf(x(E» = 0, x(O) = x o, and x'(O) = h. 
Sufficient Conditions 
Iffis Cl, Df(xo) is surjective and its kernel splits, thenfis lineariza-
tion stable at Xo. 
Compatibility Conditions 
If Df(xo) is not surjective, I is a linear functional orthogonal to its 
range, and if h E ker Df(xo) is integrable, then I(D2f(xo)·(h, h» = O. 
CHAPTER 5 
HAMILTONIAN AND 
VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLES 
This chapter presents some of the basic facts about Hamiltonian systems and 
applies them to the special case of elasticity. This is a rich area and we do not 
intend this chapter to be exhaustive. We have chosen two applications to elas-
ticity: conservation laws and reciprocity. These were selected primarily to 
demonstrate the unifying power of Hamiltonian concepts. In this context, these 
topics are simple and natural. 
The basic principles in this chapter wilI be useful in the subsequent two 
chapters. Boxes 7.2 and 7.3 of Chapter 1 are prerequisites for this chapter, so 
they should be reviewed at this time. 
5.1 THE FORMAL VARIATIONAL STRUCTURE 
OF ELASTICITY 
This section presents the basic equations of elasticity in variational form. Sub-
sequent sections wilI recast this same structure into the modern context of 
Hamiltonian mechanics. The variational (i.e., weak) form of the equations of 
elasticity is very useful for three reasons. 
(1) It is convenient for numerical computation. 
(2) The equations in weak form are believed to hold in situations (such as 
when shock waves are present) where the localized form doesn't make sense. 
(3) It is mathematicalIy helpful in the study of existence and uniqueness 
(see Chapter 6). 
The reader who wishes additional information should consult TruesdelI and 
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Toupin [1960], Vainberg [1964], Washizu [1982], Oden and Reddy [1976b], and 
Duvaut and Lions [1972]. 
We shall begin by considering statics. Recall from 4.12, Chapter 3 that the 
usual or strong form of the boundary value problem of nonlinear elastostatics 
is as follows: 
boundary conditions hold: the configuration rp is prescribed to be if>d (S) 
Find if> such that DIV P + PRerB = 0 in the body <B and the fOllOWing) 
on a portion ad of a<B and the traction poN = 't is prescribed on the 
remainder a •. 
For the moment we shall assume <B is an open set in 1R3. Also we assume a 
constitutive relation on <B so P is a function P of rp, and for now we assume that 
the loads are dead (see Section 3.4). For the weak formulation, we recall some 
basic terminology: 
1.1 Definitions Let the space of configurations be 
e = {rp : <B ~ 1R31 rp = rpd on ad} 
(the smoothness of rp is discussed in Chapter 6; for now it is unspecified). The 
space of variations is 
'0 = {fJ : <B ---> 1R31 fJ = 0 on ad}' 
(So '0 is the tangent space to e; see Chapter 4.) 
We call rp = rpd on ad the essential boundary condition and build it directly 
into the configuration space. The traction, or natural boundary condition poN 
= 't, will be built into our functional. 
1.2 Definitions Let G: e x '0 -> IR be given by 
G(rp, fJ) = f P: GRAD fJ - PRerB ° fJ) dV - S 'tofJ dA, J~ ~ 
or, in coordinates, 
The weak form of the boundary value problem of elastostatics is given by 
Find rp E e such that G(rp, fJ) = 0 for all fJ E '0 (W) 
1.3 Proposition If P and fJ are assumed to be Cl, then the weak and strong 
forms of the boundary value problem are equivalent. 
Proof Observe that 
DIV(fJoP) = (l1"P/)/A = GRAD fJ: P + fJoDIV P, 
so by the divergence theorem, 
S ",.P.N dA = f P:GRAD 1) dV + r 1}' DIV P dV. a~ J~ J~ 
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Therefore, 
G(ifJ,1'J) = - r 1'J.(DIV P + PRerB) dV + r 11.(P.N - t) dA. ~ ~ 
If (S) holds, then clearly (W) holds. Conversely, if (W) holds and DIV P + 
PRerB is continuous, choose 11 to be zero on ad' but otherwise arbitrary, to con-
clude DIV P + PRerB = O. Then choose 11 to be arbitrary on ad to conclude that 
P·N= t on a,. I 
Next, assume there is a stored energy function (or a free energy) ",(X, F) 
such that PaA = PRer(a",/aPA). 
1.4 Definition The energy functional is given by E: e --> [R, 
E(ifJ) = f. [PRer(X)",(X, F) - PRer(X)B(X).cf>(X)} dV - r t(X)·cf>(X) dA, 
m Ja< 
where cf>(X) stands for the vector from the origin to the point ifJ(X) in [R3. 
1.5 Proposition The derivative of Eat ifJ in the direction 1'J is given by 
DE(ifJ)'l1 = G(ifJ,l1)· 
Proof We have 
DE(ifJ)'l1 = ~E(ifJ + fl1) 
= ~ L [PRer(X)"'(X, F + f GRAD 11) - PRerB(X).(cf> + fl1)] dV 
- t t(X).(cf>(X) + fl1(X» dA I~~o 
Assuming enough differentiability to pass d/df under the integral sign and to 
apply the chain rule, we get 
L [PRer ~~.GRAD 11 - PRerB 'l1] dV - I. t'l1 dA, 
which is precisely G(ifJ, 11). I 
If the loads are not dead but depend on the point values of t/J, and if they are 
conservative-that is, derivable from potentials in the sense that B(ifJ)'l1 = 
DVB(ifJ)'l1 and t(ifJ)'l1 = DV.(ifJ)·l1-then the same result holds if in the 
definition of E we replace PRerB.cf> by PRerVB(ifJ) and t.cf> by V.(ifJ). 
In classical terminology, 11 is called a variation, or a virtual displacement, and 
is denoted oifJ, and DE(ifJ)'l1 is denoted oE. We call ifJ a critical point for E if 
DE(ifJ)'l1 = 0 for all l1-that is, if oE = 0 for any variation oifJ. Thus, we have 
proved the following: 
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1.6 Theorem. 1 if> is a solution to the weak form of the boundary value problem 
of elastostatics if and only if if> is a critical point for the energy functional E. 
This formulation of the boundary value problem of elastostics is also called 
the principle of virtual work (cf. Box 4.1, Chapter 2). One of the reasons this 
formulation is computationally convenient is that the boundary condition 
poN = or need not be imposed a priori, but comes out automatically in the 
search for a critical point. This is useful because P is generally a nonlinear func-
tion of if>, so directly imposing po N = 1: could be awkward. 
Box 1.1 The Existence of Potentials 
Suppose G: e x 'D ---4 IR is defined by 1.2. When does there exist an 
E: e ---4 IR such that G(if>, 1)) = DE(if» 01) ? This is an inverse problem 
in the calculus of variations since it asks when a given set of equa-
tions can be written as the Euler-Lagrange equations for some energy 
functional. 
The answer to this question is given by the infinite-dimensional ver-
sion of Theorem 7.1 I of Chapter 1. We summarize: 
1.7 Proposition (i) There is an E: e -> IR such that G(rp, 1)) = 
DE(rp)oll if and only if 
D1G(rp, 1))0; = D1G(rp, ;)01) 
for all if> E e and 1),; E 'D. 
(U) If the condition in (i) holds, E is given by 
E(rp) = ( G(trp, rp) dt. 
The reader may supply a direct proof of this without difficulty. The 
symmetry condition in (i) is just the symmetry of D2 £(if»(1) , ;) in 1) and 
;. The proposition as stated has nothing to do with elasticity. If we 
specialize G to be given by 1.2, then we have 
D1G(rp, 1))0; = L~ A/bB1t1Aeb1B dV 
= f<ll Ao(GRAD 1), GRAD;) dV, 
where A is the elasticity tensor. Thus the symmetry of DIG holds if and 
only if we have the symmetry A/bB = AbBaA • This is, in turn, equivalent 
1 Further aspects of the significance of the weak form are discussed in the next chapter in 
connection with the existence and uniqueness theory. In particular, we shall address the ques-
tion: can E be minimized? 
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to the existence of rji such that P/ = PRer(arjijap,A), reproducing an 
observation we made in Section 3.4. 
Problem 1.1 (J. Mesirov) Show that the equations u" = 
hex, u, u'), where u' = dujdx, u" = d2ujdx2, are the Euler-
Lagrange equations for some variational principle (with u: [0, 1] 
--+ IR, u(O) = a, u(I) = b) if and only if h is independent of u'. 
Do this (a) by directly identifying u" = hex, u, u') with the Euler-
Lagrange equations for fal F(x, U, u') dx and (b) by applying 1.7 
to G(u, 1']) = f [u" - hex, u, u')]1'] dx. 
There are several ways to formulate variational principles for elastodynamics. 
We shall go into these in detail in subsequent sections. For now we state the 
weak form as follows: let G map the pairs (motions satisfying the essential 
boundary condition, curves of virtual displacements) to functions of time by 
where A is the material acceleration of the motion. Then the weak form is 
Find q,t such that G(q,t, '1'1,) = 0 for all'l'lt E -0. 
The calculations above show that if P and '1'1 are CI, then this is equivalent to 
the strong form: PRerA + DIV P= PRerB with boundary conditions q, = q,d on 
ad and P·N = 't on a~. Also, if P is derived from a potential rji, then Gdyn(q", '1'1,) 
= 0 are the Euler-Lagrange equations for the Lagrangian L = t f <B PRer II V 112 dV 
- E(q,,) in the sense that 0 f." L dt = 0 for all variations '1'1, that vanish at two 
It 
specified times, say t = 0 and t = T. 
Problem 1.2 Carry out this idea in detail using Proposition 7.9 in Box 7.2, 
Chapter 1. 
Problem 1.3 Write G(q,,'I'I) = f<B f(q,)·1) dV + fD~g(q,)'1)dA and observe 
that the elastostatic equations linearized about ~, in strong form, are 
{Df(~)'U + f(~) = 0 in (S, Dg(~).u + g(~) = 0 on a~. 
Suppose G(q" 1) = DE(q,).1). Show that the equations linearized at ~ are 
derived from the potential 
Elin(U) = DE(~).u + t D2E(~)'(u, u). 
Work this out for linear elasticity and show that Elin agrees with the energy 
function derived in Section 4.3. 
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Problem 1.4 (Hu-Washizu Theorem) In classical elastostatics, define 
H(u, e, (1, t) = f(J! t cobed eabecd dV - f(J! B1u j dV 
- r (Job(eab - t(ua, b + Ub, a» dV -J, '(;luI dA - J ti(UI - ill) dA. J(J! a~ ad 
Show that DH(u, e, (1, t) = 0 (D taken in all variables) reproduces six sets 
of equations in classical elastostatics (see Washizu [1982], p. 31). 
Box 1.2 Summary of Important Formulas for Section 5.1 
Configuration Space 
e = f</1: ffi __ 1R3 1 </1 satisfies the essential (displacement) boundary 
condition on ad c affi} 
Space of Variations 
"0 = fll: ffi -- [1(311) = 0 on ad} 
Weak Form of the Boundary Value Problem of Elastostatics 
G(</1, '1}) = 0 for a111) E "0, 
where 
G(</1, 11) = i (P: GRAD 1) - PRefB .1) dV - J 't°11 dA (J! . aT 
= r (P/rtIA - PRef Bal1a) dV -J, 7:al1a dA. J(J! ~ 
Energy Functional 
E: e--IR 
E(</1) = r PRef(rfJ - B.4» dV -J, 'to 4> dA J(J! aT 
= i (PRefrfJ, - Ba</1a) dV -J, 7:a</1a dA (J! ilT 
If P/ = PRef(arfJ/aPA), then DE(</1)01) = G(</1,1). 
Potentials 
rfJ exists if and only if D 1 G( </1, 1)) ° ~ = D 1 G( </1, ~) 01) if and only if 
the elasticity tensor is symmetric: A// = A/aA• 
5.2 LINEAR HAMILTONIAN SYSTEMS 
AND CLASSICAL ELASTICITY 
There are a number of subleties involved in generalizing the ideas of Hamil-
tonian mechanics to infinite dimensions. For example, how are Poisson brackets 
and canonical transformations defined? In this and the next section we develop 
some of the basic ideas of this theory and apply them to elasticity. We assume the 
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reader has read Boxes 7.2 and 7.3 in Chapter 1, but shall occasionally give the 
finite-dimensional coordinate analogues to help fix the concepts. 
2.1 Definitions Let X be a Banach space. 
(a) A (weak) symplectic form on X is a continuous bilinear map OJ: 
X x X --> [R that is (i) skew (i.e., OJ(u, v) = -OJ(v, u» and (ii) (weakly) 
non-degenerate (i.e., OJ(u, v) = 0 for all v E X implies u = 0).2 We 
often speak of X with a symplectic structure OJ as a phase space. 
(b) A linear operator A: :DCA) --> X with domain :D(A) a linear subspace 
of X is called Hamiltonian if it is OJ-skew; that is, OJ(Ax, y) = 
-OJ(x, Ay) for all x, Y E :D(A). 
(c) The Hamiltonian or energy function of A is defined by H(u) = 
tOJ(Au, u), u E :D(A). 
(d) A bounded linear operator T: X --> X is called a canonical transfor-
mation if it preserves OJ; that is, OJ(Tu, Tv) = OJ(u, v) for all u, VEX. 
(In the pull-back notation of Chapter 1, this reads: T*OJ = OJ.) 
(e) An operator A = :D(A) --> X is called closed when its domain :D(A) 
is a Banach space using the norm 
\\\u\W = \\Au\\Z + \\u\\Z, 
II • II being the X-norm. We shall assume in the following that A is 
closed and that this Banach space structure is given to :DCA). 
In finite dimensions we often choose X = [Rzn with coordinates (q1, ... ,qn, 
Ph ... ,Pn) and co = dql 1\ dpl' As a bilinear map, co is given by co«q, p), (g, ft» 
= Plql - iF PI' The form co has the matrix 
.n=[0 I] 
-1 0' 1 = Identity 
in the sense that coeu, v) = uT ·.n·v. A linear operator in this case may be 
represented in block form as A = [: ;J. It is easily checked that A is OJ-skew 
when hand c are symmetric and aT = -d. The reader should also check that A 
and H are, in this case, related by Hamilton's equations: if A(q,p) = (q,jJ), 
then 
Ii = (aq + bp)' = al,qi + bl'p, = aaH , 
'PI 
. ( d) i + dl aH p, = cq + 'P J = cljq ,PI = - aq" 
This relation between A and H can also be written Au = .n DH(u). 
ZWe call (j) ~trongly non-degenerate if for every continuous linear function «: X --> IR 
(i.e., « E X*), there exists a unique U E X such that (j)(u, v) = «(v) for all VEX. In finite 
dimensions, strong and weak non-degeneracy are coincident concepts, but in infinite dimensions 
they are not; weak nondegeneracy is more important. 
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Prohlem 2.1 If T = [~ ~J, what conditions on e,j, g, and h make T a 
canonical transformation? 
2.2 Proposition In Definition 2.1 we have DH(u)·v = oo(Au, v) for all 
u, v E 5:>(A). 
Proof By definition, H(u) = ~oo(Au, u). Differentiating, we get DH(u)·v = 
!oo(Av, u) + !oo(Au, v). Since A is oo-skew, we get the result. I 
In Box 7.3, Chapter 1 we defined the Hamiltonian vector field XH of an 
energy function H by the relationship ixHoo = dH. Proposition 2.2 shows that 
A is the Hamiltonian vector field for its energy function. The next proposition 
takes this converse point of view: 
2.3 Proposition Let A be a closed operator and let H: 5:>(A) --IR be a Cl 
function such that DH(u)·v = oo(Au, v) for all u, v E 5:>(A). Then A is Hamil-
tonian with energy H, possibly after modifying H by the addition of a constant. 
Proof From the above formula, His C2 and d 2 H(O)(u, v) = oo(Au, v). Since 
this is symmetric in (u, v), A is oo-skew; so A is Hamiltonian. Since DH(u)·v = 
DHoo(Au, u)]·v, H is the energy, up to a constant. I 
2.4 Examples 
l. (a) Let Xl and 'Yl be Banach spaces with 'Yl continuously and densely 
included in Xl. Let X = 'Yl x xt and define 00: X X X --IR by oo«y, ~), 
(y, (2» = /2(y) - ~(y). It is straightforward to check that 00 is a (weak) symplectic 
form. [The reader can check that if 'Y 1 = Xl' 00 is non-degenerate in the strong 
sense if and only if Xl is reflexive (i.e., the canonical inclusion Xl c xt* is 
onto).] 
(b) If < , ) is a weakly non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form on Xl and 
X = 'Yl X Xl' then 
oo«(y, x), (y, x» = <x, y) - <x,y) 
is a (weak) symplectic form. 
In (a) we call 00 the canonical symplectic form on X and in (b) we say 00 is 
the symplectic form induced by <,). In (a) note that oo«(y, ~), (y, (2» = 
(y, (2) • .D. (~), where .D = [~I 6"]. and that A is related to H by A(y, ~) = 
.D.DH(y, ~). If Xl = 'Yl = Xl is a Hilbert space and if Xl is identified with 
XT (by the Riesz representation theorem), then (a) and (b) are identical. How-
ever, the generality given is needed for the examples. 
(c) If Xl is a real Hilbert space and we let X = Xl EB Xl be its complex i-
fication, then the canonical symplectic form induced on X in (b) (with 'lil = 
Xl and Xl = Xl can be wr:tten 
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w: X X X --> lR, W(ifJ, lfI) = -Im(ifJ, lfI), 
as is easily checked. 
2. Let ~ = lRn X (lRn)* and let gii and cli be symmetric matrices. Let points 
in ~ be denoted by (q,p) = (qi,Pi) and set 
H(ql, Pi) = !giipiP i + 1;c1iqlqi, 
and let ro«q, p), (ii., ft» = Pig i - pli. The corresponding linear Hamiltonian 
operator is 
x ( ) - A( ) - (aH aH) _ ( Ii i) H q,p - q,p - ap/ - aql - g Pi' -cliq . 
If P is an n X n orthogonal matrix diagonalizing C = (cli)-that is, if p-ICP = 
A = diag (AI, ... ,An) is diagonal-then T: ~ ---+~, T(q,p) = (P-lq,p.pT) is a 
canonical transformation uncoupling the terms cuglqi. If gij is positive-definite, 
we can simultaneously diagonalize gli and cli and thereby uncouple the equa-
tions into n harmonic oscillators. 
3. The wave equation ~ = i1ifJ is Hamiltonian on ~ = HI(lRn) X L2(lRn) 
with 
H(ifJ,~) = 1; fR'/ ~ /2 dx + !- fR.I VifJ /2 dx, 
Here, HI(lRn) denotes all functions ifJ: IRn ---> lR such that ifJ and VifJ are £2-
that is, such that f 11../ ifJ /2 dx < 00 and f R' / VifJ 12 dx < 00. This is an example of 
a Sobolev space, some of whose properties are discussed in the next chapter. 
Thus, ~ is designed so that H(ifJ, ~) < 00 for (4),~) E ~. The symplectic form 
IS 
w «ifJ, ~), (lfI, ifJ» = f (ifJifJ - ~lfI) dx, 
which is the symplectic form of l(b) with '!:II = HI, ~ = £2, and ( , ) the £2 
inner product. The Hamiltonian operator is given by 
A(ifJ, ~) = (~, i1ifJ) 
with :D(A) = H2(lRn) X HI(lRn), where H2(lRn) denotes those ifJ such that ifJ, DifJ, 
and D2ifJ all lie in £2. 
4. If Hop is a symmetric operator on complex Hilbert space X, the abstract 
Schrodinger equation, 
is Hamiltonian with H(lfI) = KHoplfl, lfI), W(lfI, ifJ) = -1m (lfI, ifJ). (See Example 
l(c», and Alfl = iHoplfl.) 
Now we turn to a few properties of the dynamics of linear Hamiltonian sys-
tems. Our results at this point will be preliminary; the necessary theorems for 
the full theory are presented in Section 6.3. 
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2.5 Definition Let A: :D(A) ~ X be a closed linear operator in X, with 
:D(A) c:: X a dense linear subspace. We shall say A generates a semigroup 
{Vt I t > O} if each V t : X ~ X is a bounded operator defined for t > 0 and: 
(i) Uo = Identity and II V, II is uniformly bounded on bounded t-inter-
vals; 
(ii) U,+s = VtO Us for s, t > 0; 
(iii) for each x E X, Vtx is continuous in t; 
(iv) for each x E :D(A), Vtx lies in :D(A), is differentiable in t as a curve in 
X (differentiable from the right at t = 0) and 
d 
dt Vtx = A·V,x; 
(v) if x E X and Utx is t-differentiable at t = 0+, then x E :D(A). 
If U, is defined for all t E IR, we say A generates the (one-parameter) group 
Vet). 
Conditions under which A generates a semigroup are given in Section 6.3 
along with general properties of semigroups. For example, some of the condi-
tions above are redundant. (Semi-) groups are almost synonymous with (semi-) 
flows in the sense of Section 1.6. However, semigroups are linear for each t, 
and A is only densely defined. The latter is an essential difference between 
ordinary and partial differential equations. In finite dimensions or if A is bound-
ed, then Vt = etA, where etA is defined by, say, a power series, but when A is 
unbounded, this relationship is just formal. 
The following shows that two of the most basic facts about Hamiltonian 
systems hold in this context. 
2.6 Proposition Let A be Hamiltonian with energy H and suppose A generates 
a semigroup [U,I t > OJ. Then 
(i) each Vt is a canonical transformation and 
(ii) H(Utx) = H(x)for each x E :D(A) and t > ° (conservation of energy). 
Proof (i) If u, v E :D(A) then 
d dt OJ(Vtu, V,v) = OJ(AVtu, Vtv) + OJ(Vtu, AVtv) = 0, 
since A is OJ-skew. Hence, OJ(Utu, Utv) = OJ(u, v) for u, v E :D(A) and hence 
everywhere by continuity of Vt and OJ, and denseness of :D(A). 
(ii) Differentiating V,+s = Ut' Vs in s at s = 0, we see that A Vt = UtA on 
:D(A). Thus, for U E :D(A) , H(Vtu) = tOJ(AVtu, Vtu) = tOJ(VtAu, Vtu) = 
tOJ(Au, u) = H(u). I 
The following definition and proposition is a basic criterion for the dynamic 
stability of linear Hamiltonian systems: 
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2.7 Definition We say that the semigroup {Uti t > O} is (dynamically) 
stable if there is a constant M > 0 such that II Utx II < M II x II for all x E X and 
t> O. 
This condition implies that each orbit t ~ Utx remains in a bounded set for 
all time. The following is the energy criterion for stability for linear systems. 
2.8 Proposition Suppose A is a linear Hamiltonian system with energy H. 
Suppose there are positive constants c and C such that 
cllxW < H(x) < CllxW 
for all x in ~(A). Let A generate a semigroup {Uti t > OJ. Then {Uti t > O} is 
stable. 
Proof By conservation of energy, H(Utx) = H(x). Thus 
II UtxW < {-H(Utx) = {-H(x) < ~ IlxW 
so {Uti t > O} is stable with M = Cjc. I 
It turns out that the condition H(x) > ell x W is also one of the important 
hypotheses in a theorem guaranteeing that A generates a semigroup. We shall 
study this issue in Section 6.3. 
Although this proof does not use linearity of A, the hypotheses are not easy 
to satisfy for nonlinear elasticity. The difficulties involved will be apparent when 
we study potential wells and the energy criterion in Section 6-5. 
Problem 2.2 Show that {Uti t > O} is stable in 5)(A) if H(x) > cllxll:O(A). 
2.9 Example (Abstract Wave Equation) Let JC be a real Hilbert space and 
B: 5)(B) -> JC a symmetric operator (i.e., <Bx, y) = <x, By) for all x, y E 
5)(B» that is positive; that is, there is an m > 0 such that <Bx, x) > m 211xW. 
Let ,.JBbe a (closed) positive square root for B with domain denoted 5)(Bl/2). 
Let X = 5)(Bl/2) X JC and let 
A = [~B ~J 
with 5)(A) = 5)(B) x 5)(Bl/2), and let 
co«(x, y), (x, y» = <y, x) - <x, y). 
Then A is Hamiltonian with energy 
H(x, y) = t IlyW + !<Bx, x). 
Proposition 2.8 shows that A generates stable dynamics. The evolution is deter-
mined by the abstract wave equation x = - Bx. This example includes the wave 
equation ii = Au - m 2u for m > 0, with JC the V functions. (A slight modi-
fication of the spaces is needed to include m = 0.) 
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In the next example, we study the case of classical elastodynamics with no 
external forcing. (This is needed so the system is linear.) 
2.10 Example (Classical Elastodynamics) We now show that the homo-
geneous equations of classical linear elastodynamics, 
pii = div(c. Vu), that is, plia = (cabcducld)lb, 
define a Hamiltonian system. We work in a region (B c !R3 with displace-
ment boundary conditions u = 0 on ad and/or traction boundary conditions, 
(c.Vu).n = 0 on a •. Assume, as in Section 4.3, that Cabcd comes from a stored 
energy function; that is, Cabcd = ccdab. We choose OC = HI X L2, with displace-
ment boundary conditions imposed. We set 
oo«u, Ii), (v, b» = f<ll p(b·u - Ii·v) dx, 
A(u, Ii) = (u,- !diV(C.Vu») 
:D(A) = H2 x HI, with displacement and traction boundary conditions im-
posed, and 
H(u, Ii) = t f<ll pilli W dx + t f<ll cabcdeabecd dx, 
where eab = HUaib + Ubi.)· Notice that A = [ !. B &J. where Bu = 
(lIp) div(c·Vu). By symmetry of c, B is a symmetric operator in the space of 
L2 maps u: (B ~ !R\ with the inner product 
<u l , u2) = f<ll p(x)u I (X)'U2(X) dx. 
Thus, as A is oo-skew, we have a Hamiltonian system in OC. It will generate a 
stable group {U(t)} if the energy is positive-definite (and other technical condi-
tions discussed in Section 6.3 hold). From the form of H, we are thus lead to the 
condition that there is an E > 0 such that for any symmetric tensor eab, 
cabcdeabecd > Ell e W (stability condition3) 
As we saw in Section 4.3, this condition implies (but is not implied by) the 
strong ellipticity condition 
Cabcdeaectlbtld > EII!;W 11l1W 
(take eab = ea11b + ebtla). The latter condition was discussed in that section and 
was related to the reality of wave speeds. As we shall see in Section 6.4, the 
strong ellipticity condition is enough to guarantee that A generates a group 
3That this implies positive-definiteness of the energy for the displacement problem relies on 
Korn's inequality. See Sections 6.2 and 6.4. 
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{U(t)} and the stability condition guarantees {U(t)} is stable for the displacement 
problem. 
In Sections 5.3 and 5.4 we shall derive conservation laws for general Hamil-
tonian systems. They apply, in particular, to linear and nonlinear elasticity. In 
preparation for that, it is appropriate to make a few comments here on conser-
vation laws in the framework of abstract linear Hamiltonian systems. 
2.11 Definition Let ~ be a Banach space with symplectic form co and let A 
and B be two Hamiltonian operators in ~ with corresponding energy functions 
HB(U) = !co(Bu, u). 
The Poisson bracket of HA and HB is defined for each x E :D(A) n :D(B) by 
{HA' HB}(x) = co(Ax, Bx). 
The reader can check that for finite-dimensional systems this coincides with 
the usual expression 
2.12 Proposition At x E :D([A, B]), we have {HA' HB} = H[A,Blo where 
[A, B] = AB - BA is the operator commutator. 
Proof By definition, 
{HA' HB}(x) = co(Ax, Bx) = !co(Ax, Bx) - !co(Bx, Ax) 
= -tco(BAx, x) + !co(ABx, x) = !co([A, B]x, x) = H[A,BJ(X). I 
Suppose that A generates a semigroup UI and B generates a group VI' As we 
have seen, UI and Vt are symplectic transformations. 
2.13 Proposition Suppose that VI is a symmetry group of the function HA in 
the following sense: each map VI leaves :D(A) invariant, and HAo Vt = HA. Then 
HB is a constant of the motionfor A; that is, UI leaves :D(B) invariant and HBo Ut = 
HB. Moreover, {Ut} and {VI} commute; that is, U. Vt = VIUJor all s, t > 0. 
Proof Fix t > ° and x E :D(A). Since HAo Vt(x) = HA(x) and Vt is symplectic, 
co(Ax, x) = coCA Vtx, Vtx) = co( V_tA Vtx, x). 
Thus co(Lx, x) = 0, where L = A - V_,A Vt. Now we invoke the following to 
show that A = V_,A Vt' 
2.14 Lemma Suppose L is co-skew and co(Lx, x) = 0 for all x E :D(A), a dense 
subset. Then Lx = 0 for all x E :D(L). 
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Proof 0 = ro(L(x + y), x + y) = ro( Lx, x) + ro(Ly, x) + ro(Lx, y) + ro(Ly, y) 
= 2ro(Lx, y). Since this vanishes for all x, y E ~(L) and ro is nondegenerate, 
Lx = O. I 
To complete the proof of 2.13, we shall also need to know that the semi-
group generated by A is unique. 
2.15 Lemma (Uniqueness of Semigroups) Suppose A generates semigroups 
fUrl and {U,}. Then Ut = U,for all t > o. 
Proof In fact, we shall prove uniqueness of individual integral curves. Sup-
pose c(t) is t-differentiable and satisfies c'(t) = Ac(t). We shall prove c(t) = 
UIC(O). Let to > 0 be fixed and consider h(t) = Uto-,c(t) for to - t > O. We 
have 
If h(t + -r) - h(t) II = II Uto_,_,c(t + -r) - U,o-,c(t) II 
= II Uto_t_.c(t + -r) - U .. _t_.U,c(t) II 
< Gil c(t + -r) - U,c(t) II. 
Now (l/-r)[c(t + -r) - U,c(t)J = (l/'t')[c(t + -r) - c(t)J + (l/-r)[c(t) - U,c(t)J -> 
Ac(t) - Ac(t) = 0 as -r -> 0+. Thus, h is (right) differentiable with derivative 
zero, so h is constant. Hence c(to) = U,o-tc(t); that is, Utc(to) = U,oc(t). Letting 
to -> 0 gives c(t) = Utc(O). I 
Resuming the proof of 2.13, we have shown that A = V_tAV,. Now it is 
easily checked that V_tAV, generates the semigroup {V_,U, Vt Is > OJ. By 2.15, 
we must have U, = V_,U,V,. That is, U,V, = V,U,. From (v) of 2.5, if follows 
that U,~(B) c ~(B). Finally, we have the relation 
U,Bx = ddt u,v,x) = dd v,u,x) = BU,x, 
t-O S ,=0 
X E ~(B). 
Hence 
Ha(U,x) = !ro(BU,x, U,x) = !ro(U,Bx, U,x) = !ro(Bx, x) = HB(x). I 
In order to conclude that the flows U, and V, commute, it is not enough to 
just have {HA• H B} = 0; that is, [A, BJ = O. (See Nelson [1959J for an example.) 
The infinite-dimensional case is much subtler than the finite-dimensional case, 
and it is well to be wary of reliance on formal calculations alone. 
In section 5.5 we shall see how to use 2.13 for conservation laws. For example, 
we can conclude that if a one parameter group obtained from rotations leaves 
a Hamiltonian generator invariant, then the Hamiltonian flow commutes with 
rotations and angular momentum is conserved. (See section 6.2 and Chernoff 
and Marsden [1974] for the technical details needed to apply this to the wave 
equation). 
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Box 2.1 Summary of Important Formulas for Section 5.2 
Symplectic Form on a Banach Space OC. 
co: X X X -> IR is bilinear, skew (co(u, v) = -co(v, u)), and non-
degenerate: co(u, v) = 0 for all v implies u = O. 
Hamiltonian Operator 
A: !D(A) -- OC is co-skew: co(Ax, y) = -co(x, Ay). 
Energy of A 
H(x) = HACx) = -!co(Ax, x), x E !D(A) 
Canonical Transformation T: OC -- OC 
co(Tu, Tv) = co(u, v), u, V E OC 
Semigroup of A. {Ut} satisfies 
d Uo = Id, Ut+s = UtO U., and dt Utx = A Utx for all x E !DCA). 
Properties of {Ut} 
(i) H(Utx) = H(x) 
(ii) Ut is a canonical transformation. 
Stability 
{Ut } is a stable semigroup when II Ut II < M for all t > O. 
Energy Criterion 
If ell x W < H(x) < Cli x W for constants C, c > 0, then {Ut} is 
stable. 
Conservation Laws 
If A generates Un B generates Vt ; and if Vt leaves :D(A) invariant 
and HAo Vt = HA, then HB is a constant of the motion for A: HBo Ut = 
HB • 
Classical Elastodynamics with Homogeneous Boundary Conditions 
pii = div(c·Vu) on (B 
u = 0 on ad, (c·Vu).n = 0 on a. 
OC = {(U, Ii) I f(!l I U 12 dx < 00, t I Vu 12 dx < 00, f(!l I Ii 12 dx < 00, 
co«U, Ii), (v, v)) = f(!l p(b·u - Ii·v) dx 
A(u, Ii) = (Ii, ~ div(c. VU)) 
and u = 0 on ad} 
:D(A) = {(U, Ii) E OC I f(!l I D2u 12 dx < 00, f<ll I Vii 12 dx < 00, 
and (c·Vu).n = 0 on a.} 
H(u, Ii) = ! f<ll pi Ii 12 dx + ! f(!l cabcdeabecd dx, eab = HUai b + Ubla) 
5.3 ABSTRACT HAMILTONIAN AND LAGRANGIAN SYSTEMS 
This section generalizes the notion of a Hamiltonian system from the linear to 
the nonlinear case. The next section shows how the equations of nonlinear 
elasticity fit into this scheme. For the beginning of the section, we shall assume 
the spaces are linear for simplicity; the reader is invited to make the generaliza-
tion to Banach manifolds on a second reading. 
3.1 Definitions Let X and 'Y be Banach spaces, with 'Y continuously and 
densely included in X. Let co: X X X ---> IR be a weakly non-degenerate skew-
symmetric bilinear form (as in the previous section). Let :D c 'Y be an open set 
and let G: :D ---> X be a given mapping. We will say G is Hamiltonian if there is 
a C t function H: :D ---> IR such that 
\ co(Gx, y) = dH(x). y I (1) 
for all x, y E 'Y. As in the finite-dimensional case, we write G = XH • 
The criteria for an operator to be potential (see Box 1.1 in Section 5.1) yields 
the following: 
3.2 Proposition Let G::D c 'Y ---> X be ct. Then G is Hamiltonian if and 
only if the linear operator DG(x): 'Y ---> X is co-skew for each x E :D; that is, 
co{DG(x).u, v) = -co(u, DG(x).v) 
for all u, v E 'Y. If this is the case, we can choose 
H(x) = { co(G(sx), x) ds + const. 
A principal goal is to study properties of the evolution equation 
dx ( dt = G x). 
This is the nonlinear analogue of the linear Hamiltonian evolution equations 
studied in the previous section. Later in this section we will write the equations 
of conservative, nonlinear elastodynamics in this form. To study this abstract 
evolution equation, we need to introduce its flow. Conditions under which there 
is a flow and its detailed properties will be studied in Chapter 6. For now, we 
just assume the properties we need. 
3.3 Definition A (continuous local) flow (resp. semiflow) on 'Y is a conti-
nuous map F:;f) c 'Y x IR ---> 'Y (resp. F:;f) c 'Y X IR+ ---> 'Y), where ;f) is 
open, such that: 
(i) 'Y x {OJ c ;f) and F(x, 0) = x; 
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Oi) if (x, t) E m, then (x, t + s) E m iff (F(x, t), s) E m and in this case 
F(x, t + s) = F(F(x, t), s). 
We shall usually write F,(x) = F(x, t), so (i) and (ii) respectively read Fo = 
identity and Ft+s = FsoF, (where defined). For x E :D, the t > ° for which 
F,(x) is defined is easily seen to be an interval, say [0, TJ; we call Tx the lifetime 
of x, which may be +00. 
We shall say that G: :D c 'Y --> X generates the flow Ft if for each x E :D, 
d dt F,(x) = G(Ft(x» (2) 
(dldt is a right derivative at t = ° if Ft is only a semiflow). 
Some theorems carried over from finite-dimensional Hamiltonian mechanics 
do not make sense unless DF,(x) exists. For example, F, being a canonical 
transformation means FtOJ = OJ, or explicitly, 
OJ(DF,(x)·u, DFt{x).v) = OJ(u, v) (3) 
for all x E :D and u, v E 'Y. Conditions under which F, is differentiable (in an 
appropriate sense) are given in the next chapter. In the following proposition, 
we assume what we need. Formally, by differentiating (2) with respect to x, we 
see that DF,(x) should satisfy the "equation of variation": 
;t DF,(x).u = DG(F,(x».[DF'(x).u]. (4) 
3.4 Proposition Let G be CI, be Hamiltonian, and generate a (semi) flow Ft 
on 'Y. Assume there exist bounded linear operators DF,(x): 'Y --> 'Y satisfying 
Equation (4) and DFo(x) = Identity. (We shall say in what sense DFt is the 
derivative of Ft in Chapter 6; see Box 5.1.) Then Ft is symplectic (where defined),' 
that is, (3) holds. 
Proof By (4), 
~ OJ(DF,(x).u, DF,(x).v) = OJ(DG(F,(x»·[DF,(x)·u], DF,(x).v) 
+ OJ(DFlx)·u, DG(Flx».[DF,(x).v]). 
Since DG(FrCx» is OJ-skew, this vanishes, so the proposition follows. I 
Next we turn to conservation of energy. In fact, we will prove a more general 
theorem involving Poisson brackets. 
3.5 Definition Let X H and X K be two Hamiltonian operators with domains 
:D = :DH and :DK, respectively, where :DH and :DK are open in 'Y c X. The 
Poisson bracket of Hand K is defined on :DH n :DK by 
) {H, K}(x) = OJ(XH(x), XKeX». I 
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For the following, we assume K and XK are defined on a domain:DK ::J :D = 
:DH , so [H, K} is defined on :D. 
3.6 Proposition (Chernoff-Marsden [1974]) Suppose XH::D -> X is con-
tinuous, has energy H: :D -> IR, and generates a (continuous local semi) flow F,. 
Let XK::D -> X be Hamiltonian with energy K::D -> IR. Then for x E :D, 
K(F,(x» is t-differentiable with derivative 
~ K(F,(x» = [K, H}(F,(x» 
for 0 < t < Tx , the lifetime of x. In particular, if[K, H} = 0, then K(F,(x» = 
K(x). Taking K = H, itfollows that H(F,(x» = H(x). 
Proof The tricky point is that K(F,(x» is not obviously t-differentiable under 
these hypotheses; the chain rule does not apply since t ~ F,(x) E :D is not dif-
ferentiable in the 'Y-topology. 
It suffices to prove that for each Xo E :D, 
dd K(F,(xo» I = {K, H}(xo) t '=0 
by the semiflow property of F,. We can also take Xo = 0 without loss of gen-
erality. 
By 3.2, we can relate K to XK by 
K(x) = K(O) + f co(XK(-rx), x) d7:. 
Let x, = F,(O). Then 
+[K(X,) - K(O)} = il co( XK(7:X,), ~,) d7:. 
Now as t -- 0, x, -> 0 in :D and as XK is continuous, XK(7:X,) -- XAO) uniform-
ly for 0 < 7: < 1. Also 
x x-x 
--L =' 0 -> X (0) as t ---> 0 t t H , 
since XH is the generator of F,. Thus, we can pass to the limit under the integral 
sign to obtain 
lim ~(K(x,) - K(O)} = (1 co(XK(O), XH(O» d7: = co(XK(O), XH(O» 
r-O+ t Jo 
= [K, H}(O). I 
For applications to elasticity, it will be necessary to use a number of results 
concerning Lagrangian systems. These applications also must allow X and 'Y 
to be manifolds. For example, the basic configuration space for the place prob-
lem of elastodynamics is a nonlinear space e of maps; it is not even an open set 
in a linear space. For the traction problem it is an open set in a linear space, 
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but this is lost if constraints such as incompressibility are imposed. Thus, if we 
are going to be honest about the configuration spaces, the use of nonlinear 
function spaces is necessary. 
We shall now switch over to this manifold mode. The reader should take time 
to notice that much of what we did in Chapter 1 carries over to infinite-dimen-
sional manifolds. At the appropriate points in what follows, the reader should 
go back to the relevant sections of that chapter and make the generalization 
(consult Abraham, Marsden and Ratiu [1982] or Lang [1972] if necessary). For 
example, let us formulate Definition 3. 1 (a) in this language: 
3.7 Definition A symplectic manifold is a pair (<P, co), where <P is a manifold 
modeled on a Banach space a: and co is a two-form such that 
(i) dco = 0 and 
(ii) co is weakly non-degenerate, that is, for each x E <P, co(vx, wx) = 0 for 
all Wx E Tx<P implies Vx = O. 
A basic symplectic manifold-the cotangent bundle-is constructed as fol-
lows 
3.8 Definition Let fJ be a manifold modeled on a Banach space a:. Let T*~ 
be its cotangent bundle, and n:*: T*Q -+ fJ the projection. The canonical one-
form 0 on T*fJ is the one-form defined by 
O(oc). w = oc· Tn:*(w), 
where oc E T!Q, (x E fJ) and w E T,,"(T*~). 
In a local coordinate chart'll c a:, the formula for 0 reads 
O(x, oc).(u, ft) = oc(u), 
where (x, oc) E 'lL X a:* and (u, ft) E a: x a:*. If fJ is finite dimensional, 0 can 
be written 
where ql, ... ,qn, PI, ... ,Pn are coordinates for T*~ corresponding to coor-
dinates ql, ... ,qn for fJ. 
3.9 Definition The canonical two-form is defined by co = -dO, where dis 
the exterior derivative. 
Problem 3.1 Using the local formula for d from Section 1.7 (see Formula 
4(b) in Box 7.1, Chapter 1), show that in a local coordinate chart'll c ~ 
for ~, 
co(X, oc).«u h oc l ), (u2, oc2» = ociu l ) - OC1(U2), 
which coincides with the canonical symplectic form in the linear case 
discussed in the previous section (see 2.4, Example 1). In the finite-dimen-
sional case, show that this formula for co becomes co = dql A dpi (as 
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usual, there is a sum on repeated indices). Conclude that the canonical 
two-form co on T*Q is a weak symplectic form; that is, conditions (i) and 
(ii) of 3.7 hold for this co on cP = T*Q. 
Next we consider symplectic forms induced by metrics. 
3.10 Definition Let < , ) be a (weak) Riemannian metric on Q; that is, for 
each x E Q, < , )x is an inner product on TxQ. Then we have a smooth map 
1: TQ -> T*Q defined by l(vJwx = <vx, wx)x, where x E Q and vx, Wx E TxQ. 
[If < , ) is a (strong) Riemannian metric, it follows (from the implicit function 
theorem) that 1 is a diffeomorphism of TQ onto T*Q, but this is not the situation 
in most examples.] Set Q = I*(ru), the pull-back of ru by I, where ru is the 
canonical form on T*Q. [Clearly Q is exact since Q = -d(l*(O».] 
Problem 3.2 (Polar Fluids) Let Q = e be the configuration space of maps 
rp: CB ----> S. Let C1f be a given tensor field and set 
<VI' V2 ) = Jll pgabVlaV/ dV + f(Jl pC1fvla 1AV/1B dV 
Show that leV) may be identified with the one form with components 
rxb = p[gabP - (C1fva IA)IB] 
Using the definition of pull-back one can readily verify the following: 
3.11 Proposition 
(a) If < , )x is a weak metric on Q, then Q is a weak symplectic form. In a 
chart 'U c X for Q, we have 
Q(x, u)«VI> WI), (V2' w2» 
= Dx<u, VI)xV2 - Dx<u, V2)XVI + <w2 , vI)x - <WI> V2)X, (5) 
where Dx denotes the (Frechet) derivative with respect to x. 
(b) Q = -de, where, locally, e(x, e)(e l , e2 ) = <e, e l \. 
Problem 3.3 Prove 3.11, and, in the finite-dimensional case, show that 
Formula (5) for Q becomes 
Q = g{jdqi 1\ del + ~;:!eldqj 1\ dqk, 
where ql, ... ,qn, ql, ... ,qn are coordinates for TQ. 
Generalizing the case of'Y c X, two Banach spaces with the inclusion dense 
and continuous, let us call a manifold domain of cP, a subset 5) c cP such that 5) 
has its own manifold structure for which the inclusion i: 5) ----> cP is C~ and such 
that its tangent Ti: T5) -> TcP is also injective. 
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We shall also refer to generators as vector fields. If (CP, ro) is a weak symplectic 
manifold, the condition that a vector field XH = G: :0 -~ TCP (with manifold 
domain:O c TCP) be Hamiltonian with energy H is that 
iGro = dH. 
That is, for all x E CP and v E TxCP we have 
rox(G(x), v) = dH(x).v. 
The reader will note that this is a generalization of the definition in the linear 
case. Also note that locally, G is Hamiltonian if and only if d(iGro) = 0; in a 
chart in which ro is constant4 this says that the linear operator DG(x) is ro-skew, 
that is, just as in 3.2. 
We often write G = X H because usually in examples H is given and then one 
constructs the Hamiltonian vector field XH • In the finite-dimensional case, 
where co = dql 1\ dpl' the generator takes the familiar form of Hamilton's equa-
tions: XH = (aH/a PI' -aHjaql) (see Box 7.1 of Chapter 1). 
Because co is only weak, given H: :0 -> IR, X H need not exist. Also, even if H 
is smooth on all of CP, XH will in general be defined only on a certain subset :0 
of CP, but where it is defined, it is unique. The linear wave equation discussed in 
the previous section is a case in point. Notice, however, that even if H is only 
defined on :0, for x E :0, dH(x) must extend to a bounded linear functional on 
TxCP because of the defining relation between XH = G and H. 
The reader is invited to extend the proofs given in 3.4 and 3.6 on conservation 
of energy and the symplectic nature of the flow to the case in which the phase 
space is not necessarily linear and ro is not necessarily constant. 
For elastodynamics we shall be especially interested in infinite-dimensional 
Lagrangian systems. Before developing this, we recall some of the key defini-
tions in finite-dimensional coordinate language to help bridge the gap to the 
infinite-dimensional case. 
Consider a finite dimensional configuration manifold f.I with coordinates 
(ql, ... , qn). The tangent bundle Tf.I has coordinates (q I, ..• , qn, ql, ... , qn) and 
a Lagrangian is a real-valued function L(ql, ql) that is, L: Tf.I --> IR. The Legendre 
transformation (or the fiber derivative) is the map FL: Tf.I --> T*f.I defined by 
(ql, ql) ~ (ql, pJ, where PI = aL/aql. The Lagrange two-form COL is the pull-back 
of the canonical two-form co = dql 1\ dpi on T*f.I to Tf.I, obtained by substitut-
ing PI = aL/aql for Pi' By the chain rule, we get 
- d I 1\ d(aL) - a2L d I 1\ d J + a2L d I 1\ d'J COL - q aql - aqJ aqi q q aql aqf qq. 
If L is the kinetic energy of a metric, then COL reduces to co defined in 3.10. 
4Such charts always exist under some reasonable technical conditions. This result is called 
Darboux's theorem; for the finite-dimensional case, see Abraham and Marsden [1978], and for 
the infinite-dimensional case, see Marsden [1981]. 
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The action is defined by A(ql, ql) = (aLjaql)qi and the energy is E = A - L. 
Note that 
dE -aLd'l+ a2L 'Id J+ a
2L 'ld'J_aL d l_aLd'l 
-aql q aqJaqlq q aqlaif q q aqiq aql q 
in which the term (aLjaql) dql cancels, The Euler-Lagrange equations are (see 
Box 7,2, Chapter 1) 
Let 
XE(ql, ql) = [ql, (a:12~qJrl (~~ - a;2fqkqk) J 
assuming L is regular; that is, a2Ljaqi aqJ is non-singular, Here (a 2Ljaqi aqi)-I 
stands for the matrix [(a2Ljal/ aqltl]IJ. Then Lagrange's equations in first-
order form are 
by the chain rule. 
d (ql) _ X ( 1 'I) dt Ii - E q, q 
The basic connection with Hamiltonian systems is this fact: XE is the Hamil-
tonian vector field for the Hamiltonian E, using the symplectic form COL (COL is non-
degenerate if L is regular). In other words, ixEcoL = dE. Thus, in this sense, the 
theory of Lagrangian systems is a special case of that of Hamiltonian systems. 
To prove this fact, we compute as follows: if we write X E = (GL GD, then from 
the formula for COL' and ia/dqi 1\ dqi) = G; dql - dqIG{, and so on, we get 
, - GI a2L d' G' a2L d 1+ GI a2L d' l G' a2L d' l IxECOL - la la'i q - 2a ia' i q la'ia'J q - 2a'la" q, qq qq qq qq' 
Now substitute 
Gll(ql, q') = q'i and G q I _ ( a2L )-I(aL a
2L 'k) 
2 - aii aq' aql - aqi aqk 
and the previous formula for dE results. (We will re-do these calculations in 
index-free notation below.) Here are two basic examples (also re-done below), 
1. Let Q be a Riemannian manifold with metric tensor gl,' Let L: TQ -> IR 
be given by L(ql, qi) = t giAiq', the kinetic energy, Then (ql(t), ql(t» satisfies 
Lagrange's equations if and only if ql(t) is a geodesic. 
Proof djdt (aLjaq') = aLjaql reads 
d ( «» 'I) 1 agkl 'k" th ' dt gl, q t q = 2' aql q q, at IS, 
"{ + ag{j '/ 'k _ 1 agkl 'k 'I g{,q aqk q q - '2 aql q q, 
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D· I D~ = o. 
which are the geodesic equations I 
2. Let ~ be as in 1, V: ~.-> IR a given potential and let L(ql, qi) = 
! gllqlqi - V(qi). This time, Lagranges equations read 
~~I = -(VV)i (i.e., acceleration = force), 
where (V V)' = (grad V)' = gil (a Vjaqi) is the gradient of V. 
Now we are ready to re-do these calculations in infinite dimension. One of 
the things that complicates matters is the domains of the various quantities. 
However, the linear case already shows this is quite basic. 
3.12 Definitions Let ml be a manifold modeled on a Banach space ~1> and 
let ~ c ml be a manifold domain. Consider the following subset of the tangent 
bundle Tml: 
<P = U Txml. 
xEQ 
We call <P the restriction of Tml to ~ and write <P = Tmll~. If 11 I is the model 
space for ~, we can endow <P with a manifold domain structure by giving it the 
local product structure ~ = 111 X ~I. 
By a Lagrangian on <P c Tml we mean a smooth function L: <P -> IR. In parti-
cular, for each x E ~, L restricts to a smooth function on Txml. We form the 
fiber derivative FL: <P -> T*ml, defined as follows 
FL(v)·w = dd L(v + tw)! where v, w E Txml. 
t ,=0 
Define Oh = (FL)*w, a two-form on <P, where OJ is the canonical two-form on 
T*ml. Thus OJL= -dOL, where OL = (FL)*O, 0 being the canonical one-form on 
T*ml. We will call L regular if OJL is weakly non-degenerate-that is, if 
DzDzL(x, v) is weakly non-degenerate. This assumption will be made here. 
The action A and energy E are defined by 
A(v) = FL(v)·v and E = A - L. 
Let!.D be the subset of <P consisting of all points v such that XE(v) E T<P is 
defined. Thus we regard XE as a vector field on <P with domain !.D. We call XE 
the Lagrangian vector field determined by L. 
Problem 3.4 Verify the following local formula for OJL : 
OJix, V)«XI' VI), (xz, vz» = D1(DzL(x, v)·xl)·XZ 
-- D)(DzL(x, v)'XZ),x I + DzDzL(x, v),vz 'X I 
(6) 
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The classical Lagrange equations are second-order equations. There is a 
general notion of second-order fields on a tangent bundle Tml, and we can 
extend this notion to the case of vector fields defined on (P c Tml. Indeed the 
projection n: Tml --> ml restricts to a map from (P to Q; we say that XE is of 
second order when Tn(XE(v» = v for each v E 5). If, in a chart, XE(x, u) = 
(Gl(x, u), G2(x, u» (dropping base points), then XE is second order when 
Gl(x, u) = u. In this case, the first-order equations (2) 
x = Gl(x, u), U = Gix, u) 
are equivalent to the second-order equations 
x = Gix, x). 
3.13 Theorem Let L be a regular Lagrangian, with associated vector field 
X E defined on 5) c (P, as above. Then the following hold: 
(i) 5) c TQ, 
(ii) X E is a second-order vector field, 
(iii) In local coordinates, a point (x, v) of TQ belongs to 5) if and only if 
¢(x, v) = D1L(x, v) - DzCD1L(x, v)·v) 
lies in the range of D2D2(x, v), regarded as a map from Xl into 1]f. 
If this condition is met, we have the formula 
XE(x, v) = (v, [D2D2L(x, V)]-I·¢(X, v». 
(iv) A curve (c(t), c'(t» in TQ is an integral curve of XE if and only if 
Lagrange's equations hold: 
~ D2L(c(t), c'(t» = D1L(c(t), c'(t». 
Proof Let 'U c 1]1 be a local chart for Q, and consider 'U X Xl the corre-
sponding local chart for (P. If (x, u) E 'U X Xl' we have E(x, u) = D2L(x, u). 
u - L(x, u) and hence 
dE(x, u)·(u l, u2) = D 1D2L(x, u)·u·u l - D1L(x, u)·u l + D2D2L(x, U)·U·U2' 
where Ul , U2 E 1]1 X Xl C Xl X Xl' 
Locally, at points in 5), let XE = (G l , G2) (base points are omitted). The 
defining condition on XE is the relation 
Cth(x, u)(XE(x, u), (UI> u 2» = dE(x, u).(u l, U2)' 
Using the local formula (6) for Cth, this becomes 
D1D2L(x, u)·Ul·Gl - D1D2L(x, u).Gl·Ul + D2D2L(x, u)·U2·Gl 
- D2D2L(x, u)·G2·Ul 
= D 1D2L(x, u)·u·u l - D1L(x, u)·u1 + D2D2L(x, u)·u·u2· (7) 
If we set u 1, and then u2 , equal to zero in relation (7), and make use of the weak 
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non-degeneracy of D2D2L(x, u), we obtain the following conditions: 
GI(x, u) = u, (8) 
D zD2L(x, u)·G2·UI = DIL(x, u)·u I - DID2L(x, u)·u.u l . (9) 
From these local formulas all our conclusions follow. Indeed, because G I (x, u) 
E 'YI' the relation U = GI(x, u) shows that :D c Tf),. Conclusions (ii) and (iii) 
follow from (7) and (9). Finally, (iv) follows from the relation (9) satisfied by 
G2, as one sees by using the chain rule to differentiate D2L(c(t), C'(t)). I 
Remarks (I) As we shall see below, this form of Lagrange's equations for 
field theories is a statement of the weak form of the equations. 
(2) By a base integral curve we mean the projection to f), of an integral curve 
of XE • Explicitly, let e(t) E :D be an integral curve of XE • (This means that 
e'(t) = XE(e(t)), where e'(t) is computed relative to the manifold structure of 
(p.) Define c(t) = n(e(t)), a curve in f),. This is the base integral curve. Because 
XE is a second-order vector field, we have c'(t) = e(t), where the derivative is 
computed relative to the manifold structure ofm. In components, if XE(x, u) = 
(u, Gix, u)), then the integral curve (x(t), u(t)) satisfies x = u, U = G2(x, u). 
The curve x(t) is thus the base integral curve. 
(3) Because E is a smooth function on (P, it was not necessary to introduce a 
manifold structure on :D in order to construct XE • (Although, in many instances, 
:D will have its own manifold structure) 
3.14 Example To illustrate these constructions, consider the wave equation. 
We start with m = Xl = V(lRn) and the Lagrangian 
L(ifJ,~) = ±<~,~) - ±<VifJ, VifJ) 
defined on the space (P = HI X L2. Regard (P as the restriction of L2 X L2 = 
TV to f), = HI C L2. The fiber derivative of L is the map from HI X V to 
V X (V)* = T*(V) given by the formula FL(ifJ, ~) = (ifJ, <~, . »). Hence we 
have 
Wi(ifJh ~I)' (ifJ2' ~2)) = <~2' ifJI) - <~I' ifJ2)' 
This is the same symplectic form we used in the previous section for the wave 
equation. We know that W L is weakly non-degenerate on (P. By a straightforward 
computation we find the energy to be 
E(ifJ, ~) = 1<~' ~) + ±<VifJ, VifJ), 
whence we have 
dE(ifJ, ~)·(IJI, ifJ) = <~, ifJ) + <VifJ, VIJI)· 
Next, let us use Theorem 3.13 to determine the domain :D of XE • We know that 
:D is contained in f), = HI X HI. We must consider a(lJI) = -<VifJ, VIJI) as a 
function of IJI, then does a lie in the range of D 2D 2L(ifJ, ~) = <~, .)? This is so 
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if and only if ¢ E HZ, in which case (1.,(IfI) = <V¢, 1fI), and so 
XA¢, ~) = (~, il¢) 
CH. 5 
on the domain ~ = HZ X HI. This is then in accord with our treatment of the 
wave equation in the previous section. 
We now generalize this example in a way that is relevant for elastodynamics. 
3.15 Definitions Suppose that mI is a (weak) Riemannian manifold with 
metric <., .). Let V: ~ c mI -> IR be a smooth function on a manifold domain 
~. Define a Lagrangian by 
L(vq) = t<vq, vq) - V(q), where Vq E TqM and q E ~. 
Note that L is a smooth function on <P = TmI I~. Moreover, the fiber derivative 
of L does not involve V; in fact, it is just the map from TmI to T*mI determined 
by the metric <., .). Hence Oh is the weak symplectic form induced by the 
metric; that is, (6) reduces to (5) in this case. 
We say that the weak Riemannian metric has a smooth spray provided there 
is a smooth Hamiltonian vector field XK : TmI -> T(TmI) associated to the 
kinetic energy function K(v) = t<v, v) on TmI. 
If q E ~, we say that grad V(q) exists provided there is a vector U E TqmI 
such that, for all v E Tq~, 
dV(q)·v = <u, v). 
We write u = grad V(q) in this case, and let ~o = {q E ~ I grad V(q) exists}, 
the domain of grad V. 
Problem 3.5 (a) In local coordinates, show that the condition for exist-
ence of a spray is that there be a smooth map Gz(x, v) satisfying the rela-
tion 
<Gz(x, v), vI)x = tD/v, V)x·VI - Dx<v, vI)x·V, 
and that the spray XK is then given by the local formula XK(x, v) X 
(x, Gz(x, v». Show that Gz(x, v) depends quadratically on v; this is a 
characteristic property of sprays. 
(b) Let e be the space of embeddings ¢: CB -> g. Let 
<VI' V z) = t pVI · Vz dV 
Check that this metric has the smooth spray given by 
~~= V, P~~ =0 
Rewrite in spatial form. 
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Even though a metric < , > is weak, it may nevertheless possess a smooth 
spray. This occurs in elastodynamics and fluid mechanics as we shall see in 
Chapter 6. 
We now generalize a familiar theorem of Lagrangian mechanics to the infi-
nite-dimensional case by a straightforward calculation. 
3.16 Theorem Let <', . > be a weak Riemannian metric on ;m that has a 
smooth spray. Let V: ~ c ;m -> IR be a smooth function with manifold domain ~, 
and define L on (P = T;m I ~ as above: L(vq) = K(vq) - V(q). Assume that the 
spray XK exists and maps a> into Ta>. 
The domain ~ of XE , the associated Lagrangian vector field, is ~ = T~ I ~o, 
where ~o is the domain of grad V. Furthermore, we have theformula 
where [ ]t. denotes the canonical injection ("vertical lift") of Tq;m into Tv.(T;m) 
defined by 
Problem 3.6 Prove Theorem 3.16. 
To treat incompressible elasticity, we shall need some general facts about 
constrained systems in the context of the present discussion. A technically useful 
fact is that in many cases the property of having a smooth spray is not destroyed 
by the presence of constraints. For the case of an ideal fluid with the constraint 
of incompressibility this was shown by Ebin and Marsden [1970]. It has technical 
utility for analytical purposes as well as being of interest in its own right. In 
Chapter 6 we shall explain how this same result can be used in elasticity. 
3.17 Theorem Let;m be a weak Riemannian manifold possessing a smooth 
spray S: T;m -> p;m. Let m. be a submanifold of;m. Suppose that, for each 
x E m., there is an orthogonal decompositions Tx;m = Txm. EB ex' Using this 
decomposition, define a projection IP: T;m I m. -> Tm.. Assume IP is smooth. Then 
the restriction to m. of the Riemannian metric has a smooth spray given by 
S'Jt = TlPoS at points ofTm.. 
Problem 3.7 Prove Theorem 3.17. (See Abraham and Marsden [1978], 
p. 229 if you get stuck). 
Problem 3.8 A vector w E p;m is called vertical if Tn M' W = 0, where 
n~: T;m ->;m is the projection. (a) Show that vertical vectors can be 
identified with "ordinary" vectors-that is, tangent vectors to ;m by way 
SThe existence of such decompositions is automatic for strong metrics. For weak metrics 
it usually relies on the Fredholm alternative and elliptic theory; see Chapter 6. 
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of vertical lift. (b) Show that S'J(. - S is vertical at points of;)"(,. (c) Becausl 
of (b), S'J(. - S may be identified with a vector field in :m:, with domain ;)"(, 
Show that Sm - S is orthogonal to ;)"(,. (d) Intuitively, S'J(. - S gives thl 
"forces of constraint" which ensure that particle trajectories remain ir 
;)"(,. (For incompressible fluid dynamics or elasticity, this force of constrain 
is the pressure gradient, as we shall see later). Verify this explicitly in term 
of centripetal force for a particle in 1R2 constrained to move on a circle 0 
radius R. 
Box 3.1 Summary of Important Formulas for Section 5.3 
[Finite-dimensional analogues are given in brackets.] 
Phase Space 
(<P, co); dco = 0 and 
cox(Vx, wx) = 0 
implies Vx = o. 
for all Wx 
Hamiltonian Vector Field 
XH: ~ c <P --> T<P, ixHco = dH 
Flow of XH 
FI : ~ --> ~ satisfies 
d dt FtCx) = XH(FtCx» 
Poisson Bracket 
{H, K} = CO(XH' XK ) and ft K(FtCx» = {K, H}(F,(x» 
where F, is the flow of XH • 
Canonical Forms on T*Q 
O(rt). W = rt· Tn*(w), 
OJ = -dO 
Locally, <P is a Banach space 
and co is a skew-symmetric non-
degenerate bilinear form. 
[co = dqi 1\ dpl] 
O(x, rt)(u, ft) = -rt(u) [0 = PI dql] 
co(x, rt)«u, rt l ), (u2, 1X2» 
= 1X2(U I ) - IX I (U2) 
[co = dqi 1\ dpl] 
Symplectic Form on TQ with Respect to a Metric < , ) on Q 
Q = I*co, where Q(x, U)«VI' WI), (v2, W2» 
I: TQ --> T*Q is defined by = Dx<u, VI)x·V2 - Dx<u, V2)x·VI 
I(v)(w) = <v, w). + <w2, vI)x - <WI' v2)x [n = glJdql 1\ dil + ~!~ql dqJ 1\ dqk] 
Lagrangian 
L: TQ --> IR L = L(x, u) [L = L(ql, ql)] 
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Legendre Transform 
FL: TQ ---> T*Q FL(x, U)(V, W) = DzL(x, U)·W 
FL(v)·w = dd L(v + tW)j t tmQ [PI = ~~J 
Lagrange Two-Form 
Oh = (FL)*ro Oh(X, u),«v to Wt), (vz, wz» 
Action and Energy 
A(v) = FL(v)·v, 
E=A-L 
= Dt[DzL(x, u).vtl·vz - Dt[DzL(xtu),vz]'Vt 
+ DzDzL(x, U)'W2' Vt - DzDzL(x, u).wt,vz 
[ - a2 L d I 1\ d I + az L d i 1\ d I] COL - aql aql q q aql aqi q q 
A(x, u) = D2L(x, u)·u [A = ~~qIJ 
Lagrange Vector Field 
ix/Ph = dE XJI,..x, v) = (v, [DzDzL(x, v)]-t(DtL(x, v) 
- DzCDtL(x, v). v» 
[XJI,..ql, qi) = (ql, [a;Ztqirt(~~ - a;Ztqkqk))] 
Lagrange's Equations (Integral Curves of X E) 
ft D2L(x, x) == DtL(x, x) [ft (~~) = ~~ ] 
Spray of a Metric < , > 
S = Xx, where K(v) = !<v, v) [XX(qi, ql) = (ql, nkqlqk)] 
Motion in a Potential V and Metric < > 
XE(vq ) = Xx(vq) [XJI,..ql, qi) = (ql, rjkqiqk - gilaaq~)] 
- [grad V(q)]~. 
5.4 LAGRANGIAN FIELD THEORY 
AND NONLINEAR ELASTICITY 
This section begins by studying Lagrangian systems whose Lagrangian is defined 
in terms of a density. This is the subject of classical field theory. This theory can 
be extensively developed, but we shall not do so here (see, for example, Truesdell 
and Toupin [1960] and Kijowski and Tulczyjew [1979]). We then show how 
elasticity fits into this context. 
The "fields" of elasticity are the configurations ~: <J3 ---> S. To include elasti-
city, tensor field theories (such as electromagnetism) and other field theories 
(such as gauge theories) in one context, we shall regard the fields as sections of a 
bundle n: 8 ---> <J3; in our case 8 = <J3 x Sand n: 8 -> <J3 is the projection to the 
first factor. We can regard a map ~: <J3 ---> S as a section if): <J3 ---> 8 of 8 by 
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¢(X) = (X, t/>(X» so that no¢ = Identity. In general, n: 8 --> ffi or just 8 will 
denote a fiber bundle. For us, this means that 8 and ffi are manifolds, n: 8 --> ffi 
is a smooth map, non = n and the derivative of n is surjective at each point. 
The fiber over X E ffi is defined by 8x = n-I(X). One can think of 8 as the 
collection of fibers 8x , one at each point of ffi. In fact, fiber bundles are often 
defined by specifying the fiber over a typical point in the base. Vector bundles 
(such as a tensor bundle) are a special case in which each Bx is a vector space. If 
this idea seems foreign, a review of Section 1.4 may be necessary. 
Following elasticity notation, coordinates on ffi are denoted XA and those on 
the fibers are denoted X". Thus, local coordinates for the whole bundle are 
(XA, X"). The reader should fill in the coordinate formulas while reading this 
section. 
We shall assume for simplicity that the fiber bundle 8 carries a splitting 
(connection). This means that at each point p E 8x , there is a projection map 
IPp: Tp8 --> Ti8x). [It follows that Tp8 = TP(8x) EEl ker IPp and that Tn(p) gives 
an isomorphism of ker IP p with Txffi, so we can regard TpB = Tp(Bx) EEl Txffi.] 
For the case B = ffi X S, IPp isjust the tangent of the projection onto the second 
factor. 
If t/>: ffi --> 8 is a section of 8-that is, norp = Identity-we define the deriva-
tive of rp at X to be the linear map Drp(X): Txffi --> T¢>(XlBx given by Drp(X) = 
1P¢>(XloTrp(X). If ¢ is the section of ffi x S corresponding to a map rp: ffi --> S, 
then D¢(X) = Trp(X): Txffi --> TxS is just the deformation gradient of the 
configuration rp. By analogy with this special case, we shall sometimes write 
F(X) = Drp(X) for the derivative of rp at X. 
4.1 Definition Let n: 8 --> ffi be a fiber boundle with a splitting. Its first jet 
bundle is the fiber bundle P(B) over ffi whose fiber at X E ffi is 
JI(8)x = {(rpx, Fx) I rpx E Bx = n-I(X) 
and Fx is a linear map of Txffi to T¢>x8x}. 
If rp is a section of 8, then its first jet is the sectionj(rp) of P(8) given by 
j(t/»(X) = (rp(X), F(X» 
where F = Drp(X) is the derivative of rp at X. 
In the literature (for example, see Palais [1965]) the reader will find the appro-
priate definitions without the splitting assumption. However, for elasticity a 
natural splitting is available, and it simplifies matters somewhat to use it. 
Next, we make up a bundle that incorporates the velocity variables as well 
(in a space-time context, these would already be included as part of Dt/». 
4.2 Definitions Let P(8) be as in 4.1. Define the bundle & over ffi to be the 
bundle whose fiber &x at X E ffi consists of pairs (rpx, ~x), where t/>x E Bx and 
~x E T¢>(Xl 8x. Let the bundle::: over ffi have fiber at X E ffi consisting of triples 
(t/>x, ~x, Fx), where (rpx, ~x) E ex and Fx is a linear map ofTxffi to T¢>(XlB. 
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Let e denote a space of sections ¢: <B -~ 8 so that T",e may be identified with 
sections of the bundle whose fiber at X E <B is T",(x)8x . Thus, Te itself can be 
identified with sections of 8. 
A Lagrangian density is a smooth map cC: :=: ---> IR and we shall, by abuse of 
notation, write cC = cC(X, ¢, ~, F). 
Define the Lagrangian L: Te ---> IR associated to cC and a volume element 
dV(X) on <B by 
L(¢, ~) = fm cC(X, ¢(X), ~(X), F(X» dV(X). 
The notation e for the space of sections is consistent with our earlier usage 
in case 8 = CB X S. (It may be necessary to restrict the sections, for example, by 
imposing regularity conditions and boundary conditions of place.) 
The configuration manifold is (l = e, with appropriate differentiability 
restrictions on elements of (l. Using Theorem 1.13 of Chapter 3, one can show 
that if members of e are at least Cl, then L(¢, ~) is a smooth function. More-
over, we have the following formula (suppressing the variable X): 
DL(¢, ~).(h.Ji) = Dq,L(¢, ~).Ji + D",L(¢, ~).h 
= fm aq,cC(¢;~, Drp)Ji dV + (t a",cC(¢,~, D¢)·h dV + t aD"'cC(¢,~, D¢)·Dh dV). 
(1) 
Consider now Lagrange's equations for L from the previous section: 
(2) 
Using (1), (2) means that for any section h E T",e, the relation 
it 1 aq,cC(¢,~, D¢)·h dV = 1 a",cC(¢,~, D¢)·h dV + 1 aD"'cC(¢,~, D¢).Dh dV 
(3) 
holds. By definition, (3) is the weak form of the field equations. To get the strong 
form, assume h has compact support or vanishes on aCB and that we have enough 
differentiability for the second integral on the right-hand side to be integrated 
by parts. We then get . 
1 (;t aq,cC).h dV = 1 {a",cC - DIV aD",cC}'h dV. 
Since h is arbitrary, we must have the Lagrangian density equation 
(4) 
The expression on the right-hand side is often called the functional derivative 
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of oC and is denoted 
ooC 
o¢ = a",oC - DIY a D",oC. 
The situation is summarized as follows: 
4.3 Proposition Let oC and L be related as in 4.2. Then Lagrange's equation.5 
(2) for L are equivalent to the weak form of the field equations (3). If elements 0) 
e are prescribed on aCB, so elements h of T",e (variations) vanish on aCB, and iJ 
aD",oC is C t , then the weak form (3) is equivalent to the strong form (4). 
The above formalism is suitable for field theories in all of space or with 
Dirichlet boundary conditions-that is, in elasticity, the displacement problem. 
For the traction problem, however, integration by parts leaves a boundary term, 
so we shall have to modify things, as follows. Using elasticity terminology for 
general field theory, we make the following: 
4.4 Definition Let P = -aoC/aD¢ be the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor. 
Suppose boundary conditions of place are prescribed on ad and the traction 
P.N = 't is prescribed on aT> where N is the unit outward normal to aCB. Let 
'0, be a function of ¢ such that - V", '0, ="t (in Euclidean space, with "dead" 
loads, choose '0, = -"t.c{». Consider the Lagrangian 
L(¢, ~) = f oC(¢,~, D¢) dV - f 'O.(¢) dA. Jill aT (5) 
The same procedure as above shows that (if we have enough differentiability to 
pass through the weak from of the equations) Lagrange's equations 
are equivalent to the field equations 
%t aq,oC = a",oC - DIYaD",oC in CB 
and the boundary conditions 
P·N ="t on aT' 
Thus we conclude that with this modified Lagrangian, the boundary condi-
tions of traction emerge as part of Lagrange's equations, in accord with our 
work in the first section of this chapter. 
Problem 4.1 What is the analogue of the Cauchy stress, G? 
4.5 Example Let us specialize to the case of elastitity. Let e be the space 
of all regular configurations ¢: CB -- S of a specified differentiability class, with 
displacement boundary conditions, if any, imposed. As we saw in Chapter 4, the 
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tangent space T¢>e consists of vector fields u: ffi --> TS covering q,; that is, u(X) 
E T;(x)S. (Compare with the definition of the bundle t in 4.2.) 
Consider the basic equations of motion: 
PRerA = DIV P + PRerB. (6) 
We assume that P = PRer(aWjaF) for a stored energy function W, where F = 
Tq, is the usual displacement gradient. Define the potential energy V: e --> [R by 
V(q,) = SGI PRerW(F) dV + SGI PRer1)sCq,) dV 
( + t 1).(q,) dA for the traction problem), (7) 
where V1)B = -B (in Euclidean space with dead loads, we can choose 1)sCq,) = 
- B. ~). Define the kinetic energy K: Te --> [R by 
K(u) = !- t PRer II u W dV, 
and let H = K + V, L = K - V, 
and £(q" ~, Dq,) = !PRefll ~ 112 - PRefW(Dq,) - PRer1)B' (8) 
The Hamiltonian system corresponding to this energy function is defined by 
Lagrange's equations: 
d . . 
dt D",L(q" q,) = D¢>L(q" q,). 
As was explained in Proposition 4.3, these equations are precisely the weak 
form of the equations of motion (and boundary conditions in the traction case), 
and if Pis C1, they give the strong form (6) and the traction boundary condi-
tions. 
Problem 4.2 Make sense out of, and derive, under suitable covariance 
assumptions, the Doyle-Ericksen formula for the Cauchy stress a = 
-a£jag for a general Lagrangian field theory. 
4.6 Example (Incompressible Elasticity). Here we impose the constraint 
J = 1; that is, div v = O. The equations of motion are modified by replacing 
the Cauchy stress (J by (J + pI, where J'aF-T = PRer(a WjaF), that part of the 
stress derived from a stored energy function and where p is to be determined by 
the incompressibility condition. Such models are commonly used for materials 
like rubber. Interestingly, the geometric ideas developed in the last section can 
be of technical benefit for the incompressible case. 
As we saw in the previous example, the equations of clastodynamics may be 
regarded as a Hamiltonian system with configuration space e. For incompres-
sible elasticity we work with 
evo1 = {q, Eel J(q,) = I}. 
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Recall that in the displacement problem rp is fixed on ad, but no boundary condi-
tions are imposed in e for the traction problem. 
One can show that in suitable function spaces (Sobolev spaces; see Chapter 
6), eva! is a smooth submanifold of e. Its tangent space at rp E evo! is 
T",eVol = {V E T",e Idiv(Vorp-l) = O} 
(The proof is given in Ebin-Marsden [1970] and relies on facts about elliptic 
operators that are given in Chapter 6.) 
The main point is that the equations (and boundary conditions) of inc om pres-
sible elasticity are equivalent to Lagrange's equations for the usual Lagrangian 
given by (7) and (8) on Tevol ' The extra term pI in the stress may be regarded as 
a Lagrange multiplier giving the force of constraint. 
Prohlem 4.3 Establish the last two statements above by using 3.17 and 
Problem 3.8. 
For another approach to the Hamiltonian structure of nonlinear elasticity 
based on "Lie-Poisson structures," see Seliger and Whitham [1968], Holm and 
Kuperschmidt [1982] and Marsden, Ratiu and Weinstein [1982]. 
Box 4.1 Summary of Important Formulas for Section 5.4 
Lagrangian Density 
£(X, rp, ~, Drp) 
Lagrangian 
L(rp,~) = Sm £(X, rp(X), ~(X), F(X» dV(X) (- Lm 'O.(rp) dA(X) 
for traction boundary conditions, where V'O. = -1:) 
Piola-Kirchhoff Strtss 
p = _a£ 
aF 
Weak Form of the Lagrange Density Equations for £ (~Lagrange's 
Equations for L): for all variations h, 
it L aq,£(rp,~, Drp)·h dV = L a",£(rp,~, Drp)·h dV 
+ r aD"'£(rp,~, Drp)Dh dV + r 1:.h dV Jm J~ 
Strong Form of the Lagrange Density Equations (equivalent to the 
weak form if the stress is C!) 
:t(aq,£)=a",£-DlvaD",£; P·N='t on aT 
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Elasticity 
£'(t/J, ~, F) = !PRerll ~ 112 - PRefW(F) - pRer'Oit/J) 
Incompressible Elasticity 
Impose the constraint J( t/J) = 1 and replace the Cauchy stress C1 by 
C1 + pI, where p is the pressure. 
5.5 CONSERVATION LAWS 
This section derives special conservation laws for Lagrangian systems. This is 
done first for finite-dimensional systems and then for field theory. These results, 
commonly known as Noether's theorem, play an important role in Hamiltonian 
systems. (See Abraham and Marsden [1978), Chapter 4 for this theory in a more 
general context.) These conservation laws are then applied to elasticity, repro-
ducing as a special case, results obtained by Knowles and Sternberg [1972) and 
Fletcher [1976), who obtained them by other methods. 
For orientation, we give an example from one-dimensional elasticity: con-
sider the equations 
X E IR, 
where P(t/Jx) = W'(t/Jx) for the stored energy function Wand subscripts denote 
differentiation. We assume W is homogeneous-that is, independent of X E IR. 
This homogeneity is associated with the identity 
where £, = !(t/Jt)2 - W(t/Jx). This conservation law may be directly checked; for 
an equilibrium solution, note the special case: (dldx)(P(t/Jx)t/Jx - W(t/Jx» = O. In 
general, spatial and material symmetries lead to such conservation laws or 
identities. 
We begin with the classical Noether theorem for finite-dimensional Lagran-
gian systems. Let L(ql, ... ,qn, ql, ... ,qn) be a Lagrangian and suppose (q'(t), 
(j1(t» satisfies Lagranges equations 
d, .. 1 dt q = q', 
d aL aL . 
-d - = a~ (I = 1, ... , n). t aql q 
(1) 
Suppose Y is a vector field in Q space; Y = (P(q), ... , P(q» such that if 
'fl. is the flow of Y-that is, (alas)'fI~(q) = y'('fI.(q»-then 'fl. leaves L invariant; 
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that is, we have the identity 
L(qi, Ii) = L(VI~(q), ~~;qj). (2) 
In other words, Y is a symmetry of L in the sense that the transformation of 
phase space induced by the flow of Y leaves L invariant. 
5.1 Proposition If Equations (1) and (2) hold, then ~ = (aL/aql) yl is a 
constant of the motion; that is, d~jdt = O. 
Proof Differentiating (2) with respect to s at s = 0 gives the identity 
By (1) we have 
d m _ d (aL Yi) _ aL yt + aL ayi 'J 
dt 1-' - dt aqi - aql a1j aqJ q , 
which vanishes by (3). I 
5.2 Examples 
(a) ~ = [R3 and Y(ql, q2, q3) = e 1 = (1,0,0), the first basis vector. The 
flow of Y is translation in the q 1 direction; the induced transformation of phase 
space is 
ql~ql, 
q2 ~ q2, 
q3 ~ qJ, tl ~ q3. 
Thus the associated conserved quantity for Lagrangians independent of ql is 
!l3 = aLjaii, the momentum in the ql-direction. 
(b) Let ~ = [R3 and Y(qt,q2, q3) = (q2, _ql, 0), the vector field whose flow 
consists of rotations about the q3-axis. If L is invariant under such rotations, 
then the angular momentum about theq 3-axis, !l3 = P1q2 - qlpz is conserved, 
where PI = aLjaql. 
Proposition 5.1 may be generalized to infinite dimensions using the same 
proof as follows: 
5.3 Proposition In the context of 3.13, let VIs be aflow consisting ofe l maps 
of~ to~. Let 
Y(x) = dd Vllx) I so DY(x)·v = dd DVls(X).v'l 
s s~O s s~O 
exist for (x, v) E :D. Suppose DVls leaves L invariant; that is, DVls leaves :D in-
variant and L(x, v) = L(VI.(s), DVI.(x)·v), for (x, v) E:D. Then \j3(x, v) = 
DzL(x, v). Y(x) is a constant of the motion; that is, if(x(t), vet)~ satisfies Lagranges 
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equations 
:r X(t) = vet), 
ft DzL(x(t), vet»~ = D1L(x(t), vet»~, 
then (d/dt)~ = O. 
Next we turn to conservation laws for a Lagrangian field theory using the 
context and notation of Section 5.4. [Note: All of the results that follow are 
given in differential form and assume that the solutions are at least C I. As usual, 
when shocks or other discontinuities are present, the integrated form is prefer-
able: this is, what is obtained if 5.3 is used.] We begin by proving a conservation 
law for the energy density. 
Let .c be a smooth Lagrangian density on a bundle 1C: B ----> <B and let ~(t) be 
a differentiable curve of fields (sections of B) such that the Lagrange density 
equation of motion holds: 
a 
at (a",.c) = a4>.c - DIvaD4>.c. 
5.4 Proposition Define the energy density by @ = ~ .a~.c - .c. Then @ obeys 
the following conservation equation ("continutiy equation"): 
a@· a@· 
at + DIV(~.aD<I>.c) = 0, that is, Tt - DIV(~.P) = o. 
Proof Indeed, using the chain rule together with the equation of motion, we 
find 
a@ a· a.c - . a - 1. 1. at = at (~a~.c) - Tt = ~a~.c + ~ at (a~.c) - ~a~.c - 'Pa4>.c - D'P· aD4>.c 
= ~ %t (a~.c) - ~a4>.c - D~.aD<I>.c 
= ~[a4>.c - DIV aD4>.c} - ~a4>.c - D~.aD4>.c 
= -~ DIV aD4>.c - D~·aD<I>.c = -DIV(~aD<I>.c). I 
One can similarly localize the conservation laws associated with general 
symmetries. This proceeds as follows. Let !fl. be a flow on <B and let til. be a flow 
on B, preserving fibers and covering !fl •. This extends to a flow on Jl(B), called 
say iP. determined by iPso j(~)0!fl;1 = j(til.o~0!fl;I) for ~ a smooth section of 8. 
In coordinates X A on <B and xQ on the fibers of B, 
iP.(XA, xa, P A) = (!fI1(X), til~(X, x), ~~:[ (~i:) -IT A EbB)' 
Let ~cIl and ~8 be the corresponding infinitesimal generators on <B and B, respec-
tively. Assume that .c is invariant in the sense that.c is unchanged under trans-
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formation by 1jJ. x ips of ~ and (q" Dq,), that is, 
£o(ljJs x ips) = £, 
CH. \ 
and that 'fIs preserves the volume element dV on ffi. If q, is a solution of th~ 
Lagrange density equations, set 
T = £!;CB + aDif>£'('f,s0q, - Dq,'!;CB) (a vector field on ffi) 
JJ = a/>£·(!;s°q, - Dq,·f,CB) (a scalar field on ffi), 
where £ stands for £(X, q,,~, Dq,), and so on. 
5.5 Proposition (Noether's Theorem) The following identity (conservation 
law) holds: 
This is proved along the lines already indicated in the proof of the conserva-
tion law for the energy density. 
Problem 5.1 Give the details of this proof, both invariantIy and in 
coordinates (see the summary in Box 5.1 for the coordinate expressions). 
Problem 5.2 
(a) Show that 5.5 implies that the flux of the four-vector (T, JJ) through 
any smooth bounded region in spacetime is zero. 
(b) What is the rate of change of the integral f u ~ dV over a smooth 
bounded region U in ffi? 
(c) Show that under some hypotheses, \l3 in 5.3 is given for field theories 
by \l3 = feB JJ dV. 
We shall now use Noether's theorem to derive conservation laws for elasticity. 
Here we use the set-up and notation from the second half of Section 5.4. In 
carrying this out, it is important to keep straight spatial and material invariances 
-that is, invariances under transformation of S (the space) and of ffi (the body), 
respectively. Such ideas are implicit in the work of Arnold [1966], for instance, 
and it is in this respect that our treatment differs from that of Knowles and 
Sternberg [1972] and Fletcher [1976]. (These authors prove more in the cases 
that they consider. They show that the only transformations that produce the 
desired infinitesimal invariance of £ are those with which they started. 6) 
6These conservation laws can also be carried out for plates and shells in an analogous 
manner (see Naghdi [1972]). A convenient context is nonlinear Kirchhoff shell theory in which 
the stored energy function depends on C and the second fundamental form, k. See also Green, 
Naghdi and Wainwright [1965] and Golubitsky, Marsden and Schaeffer [1983]. 
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5.6 Example Let us begin with spatial invariance. Let IJIs be a flow on S 
generated by a vector field w. This gives a flow on the bundle ffi X S ----> ffi by 
holding ffi pointwise fixed and moving points in S by the mapping IJIs. Invariance 
of £ in this case reads 
£(X, lJIi¢), DlJli¢)'~' DlJIs·F) = £(X, ¢,~, F), 
as an identity on £ in its arguments X, ¢, ~, F. Noether's theorem now states 
that if ¢ satisfies the equations of motion, then we have the identity 
a %",£ow) + DIV(oF£ow) = 0. 
That is, %t(;twa) + (O(otfaXA)Wa)'A = 0. 
(In the notation of Noether's theorem, ;Cl\ = 0, and ;8 = (0, w).) Specializing 
to S = 1R3 and choosing: 
(i) IJIs an arbitrary translational flow-lJIs(x) = x + sw, w a constant 
vector-we recover the equations of motion 
a a£ 
-y--. + DIvaF£ = 0, 
ut a¢ 
that is, balance of momentum. (The assumed invariance of £ holds if 
£ does not depend on the point values of ¢: cf. Chapter 3.) 
(ii) IJIs an arbitrary rotational flow. Here w(x) = Bx, where B is an arbitrary 
skew symmetric matrix. Noether's theorem (together with the equa-
tions of motion) now states: 
(a",£) Q9 ~ + (oF£)oF is symmetric. 
For elasticity, (0",£) Q9 ~ = aJ? ~b = ~a~b a¢a 
is symmetric, so this reduces to the assertion that (J = J-1PFT is 
symmetric-that is, balance of moment of momentum. Again, this 
invariance assumption will hold if £ depends only on F through C. 
5.7 Remark Noether's theorem provides a natural link between balance 
laws and material frame indifference. The assumption of material frame indif-
ference plus the above Hamiltonian structure implies the usual balance laws. 
Thus, from an abstract point of view, the foundations of elasticity theory written 
in terms of a Lagrangian (or Hamiltonian) field theory seem somewhat more 
satisfactory-certainly more covariant-than the usual balance laws. (See Sec-
tion 3.4.) 
5.8 Example Next we examine material invariance. Let As be a volume-
preserving flow on ffi generated by a vector field Won ffi. This induces a flow on 
the bundle ffi X S by holding S pointwise fixed. An important remark is that 
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Noether's theorem is purely local. Thus we may consider rotations about each 
point of (B but restrict attention to a ball centered at each such point. The result 
of Noether's theorem is still valid since the proof is purely local. This is necessary 
since we wish to speak of isotropic materials without assuming (B itself is invar-
iant under rotations. 
Invariance of £ means that 
£(A.(X),,p, ¢, D,poDAs ) = £(X,,p, ¢, D,p) 
as an identity on £ in its arguments. 
Noether's theorem in this case states that 
a 
a/a,,£.D,p. W) + DIV(aF£·Dp. W - £W) = 0, 
that is, i.(a~ PAWA) + (a: PBWB _ £WA) = o. 
at acpa aF A IA 
(In the terminology of Proposition 5.5, ;m = Wand;& = (w, 0). Note that the 
"field values" of;& are zero.) Again this can be rewritten using the equations of 
motion, if desired. 
Now specialize to the case in which (B is open in 1R3 and make the following 
two choices: 
(i) As is an arbitrary translation A,(X) = X + s W, Wa constant vector. 
Then £ will be invariant if it is homogeneous-that is, independent of 
X. In this case, Noether's theorem yields the identity 
~ (;:aPA) + (/;BPA)IB - £IA = 0, 
That is, for any subbody 'U c (B with unit outward normal NA , 
a r a£ r ( a£ ) 
at J'll a¢a PA dV = Ja'll £NA - aPB FaANB dA. 
The identity expresses conservation of material momentum; indeed, for 
elasticity, 
a£ Fa .i. Fa 
a¢a A = PRef'Pa A 
is just the momentum density expressed in material coordinates. Thus, 
£NA - adf:BFQANB = £NA + p/FaANB 
(where P is the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor) may be interpreted 
as a momentum flux. (If £ is independent of X, the momentum identity 
can be verified directly using the equations of motion and the chain 
rule on £IA') 
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Problem 5.3 Show that the identity derived in the introduction to this 
section is a special case of this result. 
OJ) If As is a rotation about the point X 0' then W = R(X - Xo), where R 
is skew-symmetric matrix. In vector notation, 
W = V x (X - Xo), 
where V is a constant vector; in Euclidean coordinates, 
WA = fABCVB(XC - X~), 
where fABC is the alternator. Noether's theorem becomes (in Euclidean 
coordinates) 
~ (a£ Fa fABCX) + (a£ Fa fABCX _ £fDBCX) = 0 
at a~a A C aFaD A C C fD . 
This expresses a conservation law for the material angular momentum 
of the body. For it to hold, £ must be isotropic in the sense discussed 
in Chapter 3, Section 3.5. 
If £ is also homogeneous, then, using the identity in (i), OJ) reduces 
to 
aa;D PAfABD = 0, that is, PaDF"AfABD = 0 (B = 1,2,3). 
Problem 5.4 Use the standard isotropic representation for P to show 
directly that this identity holds. 
Remarks. All of this can equally well be done from a space-time point of 
view. Other symmetry groups (e.g., dilatations, etc.,) can be dealt with in the 
same way. See Olver [1982J for more information. 
Box 5.1 Summary of Important Formulas for Section 5.5 
Noether's Theorem (Finite Dimensional) 
If L(q, q) is invariant under the transformations induced by the flow 
of a vector field Y(q), then ~ is conserved along any solution of Lag-
range's equations, where 
~ = FL·Y, 
Continuity Equation for Energy 
@=~o,,£ -£ 
a@ .1 Tt + DIV(V' ODif>£) = 0 
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Noether's Theorem/or Classical Field Theory 
If £(~, cp, Dcp) is invariant under transformations induced by vector 
fields ;m (with components eA) on the base ill and ;& (with components 
ea) on the fibers of 8, then 
aJ) + DIY T = 0 aJ) + TA 0 
at 'at JA = , 
where 
and 
Noether's Theorem Applied to Elasticity 
Spatial invariance: 
(i) Under translations gives balance of momentum. 
(ii) Under rotations gives balance of moment of momentum. 
Material in variance: 
(i) Under translations (homogeneous material) gives the following 
identity (conservation of linear material momentum): 
It (:tPA) + (/;B P A)18 - .c JA = 0, 
where £ = t~a~b gab - W(F). 
(ii) Under rotations (isotropic material) gives the following identity 
(conservation of angular material momentum): 
.1.- (a£ Fa EABCX. ) + ( a£ Fa EABCX. _ £EDBCX.) = 0 
at a~a A C aFaD A C C ID • 
5.6 RECIPROCITY 
We begin this section with a statement and proof of the reciprocal theorem of 
Betti and Rayleigh. This theorem states that "for a hyperelastic body subject 
to two infinitesimal systems of body and surface forces, the work done by the 
first system in the displacement caused by the second equals the work done by 
the second in the displacement caused by the first." 
The following special case (due to Maxwell) will emphasize the interest of 
this statement. Consider a beam (not necessarily unstressed) and choose two 
points on the beam P and Q. Put a concentrated load Fp at the point P; this 
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causes a proportional displacement denoted {1,QP Fp at the point Q; {1,PQ is called 
the influence coefficient. Likewise, a load F Q at the point Q produces a displace-
ment (1,PQFQ at P. Reciprocity implies the equality of the two workings: 
F Q .({1,QpFp ) = F p .({1,pQFQ); that is, that 
{1,PQ = {1,QP (Maxwell relations). 
Following our discussion of the reciprocal theorem in elasticity, we give a 
brief discussion of reciprocity in terms of Lagrangian submanifolds. The point 
is that whenever there is a potential (variational principle) for a given problem, 
there is a corresponding reciprocity principle and vice versa. For example, in 
thermodynamics the reciprocity principle is called the Onsager relation. 
We begin by deriving the classical reciprocal theorem. We recall from Propo-
sition 2.8, Section 4.2 that the linearized equations about a given solution 1>t 
corresponding to incremental loads B*, t* and boundary conditions of place 
(if any), are given in material form by 
PRef(B* - U) + DIV(A. V U) = 0, } (1) 
<A~VU, N) = t* on aT' U = 0 on ad' 
where A is the elasticity tensor evaluated in the configuration 1>. We consider 
another such system for incremental loads (ii*, t*) satisfying 
PRef(B* - 0) + DIV(A. V 0) = 0, 
<A.VO,N)=t* on a" 0=0 on ad'} (2) 
Now multiply (1) by 0 and integrate over <B to get 
f(ll PRef<B* - U, 0) dV = - f(ll <DIV(A. V U), 0) dV 
= f (A.VU).VO dV - f <t*,O)dA. (3) (ll Jo< 
The quantity (A.VU).VO is given in coordinates by AoAbBUb'BUo'A' which is 
symmetric in V U and V 0 for hyperelastic materials. Thus, (3) yields the follow-
ing: 
6.1 Theorem (Betti Reciprocity) Let U and -0 be two solutions of the linear-
ized equations of hyperelastodynamics corresponding to incremental loads (B*, t*) 
and (.8*, i*), respectively-that is, satisfy (1) and (2). Then 
f PRelB* - U, 0) dV + f <t*O) dA (ll J~ 
= f PRef<iJ* - 6, U) dV + f <t*, U) dA. (ll J~ (4) 
Notice that for the special case of elastostatics, Betti reciprocity states that 
f PRef<B*, O)dV + f <t*, O)dA = f PRef<.8*, U)dV + f <t*, U) dA. (ll Jo< (ll Jo< 
(5) 
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Problem 6.1 Derive the Maxwell relations from Betti reciprocity. 
Problem 6.2 Prove that Betti reciprocity implies hyperelasticity. 
Problem 6.3 Show that if ~ = identity is stress free and the material is 
isotropic and homogeneous, each side of (4) (or (5) for elastostatics) 
becomes 
f [2,uuclducld + 2(div u)(div u)] dv 
(identifying material and spatial quantities). 
Betti's reciprocal theorem is important in several applications. One of these 
is in the theory of bifurcation of three-dimensional elastic bodies, where it limits 
the number of possible solutions. (This theory is described in Section 7.3.) For 
other applications and a historical discussion, see Truesdell and Noll [1965] 
and Sokolnikoff [1956]. 
Now we turn our attention to a reformulation of Betti's theorem in terms of 
Lagrangian submanifolds. (For additional information, see Abraham and 
Marsden [1978], Section 5.3, Guillemin an<l Sternberg [1977], Weinstein [1977], 
Oster and Perelson [1973], and Tulczyjew [1974]).* 
We shall begin by discussing the linear case, and then we shall globalize to 
manifolds. Following this we shall give some simple examples and explain the 
connections with reciprocity. 
6.2 Definitions Let (e, m) be a symplectic vector space (see Section 5.2) and 
g: c e a subspace. The m-orthogonal complement of g: is the subspace defined by 
g:..L = fe E el m(e, e') = 0 for all e' E g:}. 
We say: 
(i) g: is isotropic if g: c g:..L, that is, m(e, e') = 0 for all e, e' E g:; 
(ii) g: is co-isotropic if g: :::> g:.l, that is, m(e, e') = 0 for all e' E g: implies 
e E g:; 
(iii) g: is Lagrangian if g: is isotropic and has an isotropic complement, that 
is, 8 = g: EB g:', where g:' is isotropic. 
(iv) g: is symplectic if m restricted to g: X g: is nondegenerate. 
The terminology "Lagrangian subspace" was appatently first used by Maslov 
[1965], although the ideas were in isolated use before that date. 
To get a feel for some of the ideas we shall assume temporarily that our 
vector spaces and manifolds are finite dimensional. The following collects some 
properties related to Definition 6.2. 
*Marsden/Abraham, Foundation 0/ Mechanics, (2d ed.) © 1978. Addison-Wesley, Read-
ing, MA. Sec. 5.3. Reprinted with permission. 
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6.3 Proposition 
(i) 5' c 9 implies 9-1 c 5'-1. 
(ii) 5'1- () 9-1 = (5' + 9)-1. 
(iii) dim 8 = dim g: + dim g:-1. 
(iv) 5' = 5'H. 
(v) (5' () 9)-1 = g:-1 + 9-1. 
Proof The assertions (i) and (ii) are simple verifications. To prove (iii), con-
sider the linear map COl: S --> 8*. Now for e E g:, col(e) annihilates g:-1, so we 
get an induced linear map co~: g: --> (S/g:-1)*. Since co is non degenerate, this map 
in injective. Thus, by linear algebra 
dim g: < dim (8/g:-1)* = dim S - dim g:-1. 
Next consider COl: 8 --> 8* --> g:*. As a linear map CO& of 8 to g:*, this has kernel 
exactly 5'-1. Thus, by linear algebra again 
dim g: > dim Range co; = dim S - dim g:-1. 
These two inequalities give (iii). 
For (iv), notice that g: c g:H is clear. From (iii) applied to g: and to 5'-1 we 
get dim 5' = dim g:H, so g: = g:H. 
Finally, for (v), notice that, using (ii) and (iv). 
(5' () 9)-1 = (g:H () 9H )-1 = g:-1 + 9-1)H = g:-1 + 9-1. I 
The next result is often used to define Lagrangian subspaces. . 
6.4 Proposition Let (8, co) be a symplectic vector space and g: c S a subspace. 
Then the following assertions are equivalent: 
(i) 5' is Lagrangian. 
(ii) 5' = g:-1. 
(iii) 5' is isotropic and dim 5' = 1- dim S. 
Proof First we prove that (i) implies (ii). We have g: c g:-1 by definition. 
Conversely, let e E g:-1 and write e = eo + el , where eo E g: and e l E g:', where 
g:' is given by Definition 6.2 (iii). We shall show that e l = O. Indeed, e l E g:'-1 
by isotropy of 5", and similarly e l = e - eo E g:-1. Thus el E g:'-1 () 5'-1 = 
(g:, + g:)-1 = 8-1 = {OJ by nondegeneracy of co. Thus e l = 0, so g:-1 C g: and 
(ii) holds. 
Secondly, (ii) implies (iii) follows at once from 6.3 (iii). 
Finally, we prove that (iii) implies (i). First, observe that (iii) implies that 
dim g: = dim 5'-1 by 6.3 (iii). Since 5' c g:-1, we have g: = g:-1. Now we construct 
g:' as follows. Choose arbitrarily VI tt g: and let '0 1 = span(v l ); since g: () '0 1 = 
{OJ, g: + 'Ot = 8 by 6.3(v). Now pick V2 E 'Ot, V2 tt g: + '0 1, let '02 = '0 1 + 
span(V2), and continue inductively until 5' + 'Ok = 8. By construction, g: () 'Ok 
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= [OJ, so 8 = 5" EEl 'Ok' Also by construction, 
'01' = '0 1 + span(Vz»)l- = '0+ n span(vz)l- ~ span(Vl> V z) = 'Oz 
since Vz E '0+. Inductively, 'Ok is isotropic as well. Thus we can choose 5'" = 
'Ok' I 
We can rephrase 6.4 by saying that Lagrangian subspaces are maximal iso-
tropic subs paces. 
6.5 Examples 
(i) Anyone-dimensional subspace of 8 is isotropic, so if 8 is two dimensional, 
anyone-dimensional subspace is Lagrangian. 
(ii) Let 8 = IRz X IRz with elements denoted v = (VI' Vz) and with the usual 
symplectic structure 
w«v1, Vz), (WI' Wz») = <VI' Wz) - <VZ, WI)' 
where < , ) denotes the Euclidean inner product. Then the subspace spanned 
by linearly independent vectors V and W is Lagrangian if and only if 
<V1' wz) = <VZ, WI)' 
For instance IRz X [O} and [O} X IRz are Lagrangian subspaces, as is 
span«(l, 1, 1, 1), (0, 1,0,1», and so forth. 
(iii) Let 8 = '0 EEl '0* with the canonical symplectic form 
w'U«v I , ():1), (v z, cxz» = CXiV 1) - cx 1(vz). 
Then '0 EEl [ 0 } c 8 and { 0 } EEl '0* are Lagrangian, since W'U vanishes on them 
and they have half the dimension of 8. 
(iv) Let 3C be a complex inner product space (regarded as a real vector space) 
with the symplectic form 
W(z, z') = - Im<z, z'). 
(See Example 2A(c), Section 5.2.) Thus a subspace '0 c 3C is isotropic if and 
only if all inner products of pairs of elements of '0 are real. Let .D: 3C -> 3C be 
multiplication by i = ,J=T. Then if '0 is isotropic, so is '0' = .D.'O. Also, 
-0 n .D.'O = { 0 }, as is easily seen. Thus '0 is Lagrangian if and only if all pairs 
of inner products of elements of '0 are real and '0 + .D'O = 3C. This last decom-
position of 3C identifies 3C with the complexification of a real inner product 
space '0 and within 3C, the "purely real" and "purely imaginary" subspaces are 
Lagrangian. Thus, this example merely rephrases Example (iii). 
The next proposition shows that Example 6.5(iii) is, in a sense, the most 
general example. 
6.6 Proposition Let (8, w) be a symplectic vector space and '0 c 8 a Lagran-
gian subspace. Then there is a symplectic isomorphism A: (8, w) -> ('0 EEl '0*, w'U) 
taking '0 to '0 EEl {O }. 
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Proof Let 8 = '0 EB '0', where '0' is isotropic, and consider the map 
T: '0' ---> '0*, 
We claim Tis an isomorphism. Indeed, suppose that T(e t) = 0; then m(e t , e) = 
o for all e E '0 and hence-as '0' is isotropic and 8 = '0 EB 'O'-for all e E 8. 
Since m is nondegenerate, e t = O. Hence T is one-to-one, and since dim '0 = 
dim '0', it is an isomorphism. 
Now let A = Identity EB T. It is now easy to verify that A*m-o = m; indeed, 
(A*m-o)(e, e t), (e', e;)) = m-o«e, Te t), (e', Tem 
= (TeWe) - (Tet)(e') 
= m(e, e;) - m(e', e t) 
= ro(e + et , e' + e~) 
since each of '0 and '0' is isotropic. I 
Now we move from the context of linear spaces to manifolds. We begin with 
the following. 
6.7 Definitions Let (<P, co) be a symplectic manifold and i:.c ---+ <P an 
immersion. We say .c is an isotropic (co-isotropic, symplectic) immersed sub-
manifold of (<P, co) if (T))(T".c) c T/C,.}<P is an isotropic (co-isotropic, symplectic) 
subspace for each x E .c. The same terminology is used for submanifolds of <P 
and for subbundles of T<P over submanifolds of <P. 
A submanifold .c c <P is called Lagrangian if it is isotropic and there is an 
isotropic subbundle 8 c T<P l.c such that T<P l.c = T.c EB 8. 
Notice that i: .c ---+ <P is isotropic if and only if i*co = O. Also note, from the 
linear theory, that if <P is finite dimensional and .c c <P is Lagrangian, then 
dim .c = t dim <P and (T".c)l. = T".c. 
6.8 Proposition Let (<P, co) be a finite-dimensional symplectic manifold and 
.c c <P a submanifold. Then .c is Lagrangian if and only if .c is isotropic and 
dim.c = t dim <P. 
Proof The preceding remark proves the "only if" part. For the "if" part, we 
know T".c has an isotropic complement 8,. at each x E .c. One can readily 
check that they can be chosen in a smooth manner. I 
An important example of a Lagrangian submanifold is given in the next 
proposition. 
6.9 Proposition Let II be a one-form on a finite-dimensional manifold Q and 
.c c T*Q be its graph. Then .c is a Lagrangian submanifold if and only if II is 
closed. 
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Proof ClearlyoC is a submanifold with dimension t dim T*~. However, from 
Definition 3.8, we have, «*0 = «, so 
d« = d*dO = -«*co. 
Thus « is closed if and only if «*co = 0, what is oC is isotropic. I 
In particular, note that ~ itself, being the zero section, is Lagrangian. The 
argument also shows that the Lagrangian submanifolds of T*~ which project 
diffeomorphically onto ~ are in one-to-one correspondence with the closed one-
forms on~. 
Since « is closed, locally « = dS for a function S by the Poincare lemma. 
This remark leads into the next definition. 
6.10 Definition Let (cP, co) be a symplectic manifold, oC a Lagrangian sub-
manifold, and i: oC -~ cP the inclusion. If, locally, co = -dO, then i*co = -di*O 
= 0, so i*O = dS for a function S: oC -> [R (locally defined). We call S a 
generating function or a potential function for oC. 
If oC c: T*Q is the graph of dS, where S: Q -> /R, then oC is Lagrangian and 
we can identify the generating function of oC with S. 
The idea of generating functions really goes back to Hamilton and Jacobi. 
However, the definition in the above. general context is due to Sniatycki and 
Tulczyjew [1972]. 
Most of the concepts of analytical mechanics such as canonical transforma-
tions (and their generating functions) can be expressed entirely in terms of 
Lagrangian submanifolds. See Abraham and Marsden [1978], Section 5.3 for 
details. 
We now turn to the ideas involved in reciprocity. First we consider an exam-
ple,7 namely, a 3- (or generally n-) port nonlinear DC electric network, sche-
matically shown in Figure 5.6.1. Let qi denote voltages applied to each terminal 
and let PI denote the currents flowing into the terminal (in specified directions, 
as in the figure). The applied voltages determine the currents, so we have 
2 
qi = applied voltages 
Pi = currents into terminals 
3 
Figure 5.6.1 
7Many of the ideas here are due to W. Tulczyjew and G. Oster. 
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relations 
PI =;;(ql, ... ,q") (i = 1, ... , n). 
Thus small changes in the q's, i1qi produce small changes i1Pi in the p's. Reci-
procity means that 
i1P2 i1Pl 
i1ql = i1q2 ' 
that is, the proportional change of currentjvoltage induced in port 2 by activating 
port 1 is the same if instead we activate port 1 and look at the current changed 
in port 2. Precisely, this means 
a;; _ afj ( .. - 1 ) 
aql - aql l,] - , ... , n . 
Another way of saying this equality is that the manifold which is the graph of 
f = (fl' ... ,f,,) in IRZn with its usual symplectic structure co = L dql /\ dpi is 
isotropic and hence Lagrangian (since its dimension is n). This fits in with 6.9 
for the above relations say exactly that f regarded as a one-form, f = It dql, is 
closed. 
For a 2-port network, reciprocity (plus a nondegeneracy condition) is equi-
valent to having a function F(q I, qZ) such that PI = -aF/aql and Pz = aF/aqZ; 
that is, F is the generating function of a canonical transformation of (ql, PI) to 
(qZ, pz). For three or higher ports, we still have generating functions (6.10). 
Other physical examples are reciprocal relationships between generalized 
forces and displacements in an elastic system (see below), thermodynamics and 
thermostatics. The generating functions for these examples are the "internal 
energy" and the "free energy." In the first case, e = PI dql is usually called the 
"virtual work." In thermostatics, the reciprocity relations are called the Maxwell 
relations, while in thermodynamics they are called the Onsager relations. Thus, 
pairs of variables in a definite relationship are called reciprocal when they define a 
Lagrangian submanifold of the corresponding phase space. The fact that these 
submanifolds have generating functions means that there will be a potential 
associated to any reciprocity relation, although its physical meaning will depend 
on the particular system. One can carry these ideas further, as Kijowski and 
Tulczyjew [1979] have done, and regard Lagrangian submanifolds as basic enti-
ties describing systems. 
Let us now rephrase Betti's reciprocal theorem for hyperelastostatics in 
terms of Lagrangian submanifolds. Let e denote the space of all configurations 
if>: <B -> S satisfying boundary conditions of place (if any). We identify T*e with 
loads (generalized forces) as follows: an element of T*e is a linear map I: 
T¢>e -> IR. We can identify a pair of (dead) loads (B, 't) with such an Iby mapping 
the infinitesimal displacement U E T¢>e to the corresponding virtual work: 
r B. U dV + r 't. U dA. J(\! Jar 
(One sees again that forces should "really" be one-forms and not vectors.) 
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Given constitutive functions for the stress, let £ c T*(!3 be defined to be the 
set of all (I/J, (R, "t» E T*(!3 such that the equations of elastostatics are satisfied. 
6.11 Theorem £ is a Lagrangian submanifold of T*(!3 if and only if the stress 
is derivedfrom an internal energy function W. Thefunction 
is the generating function for £ in the sense of6.1O. 
Problem 6.4 Verify this theorem and that it yields the reciprocal rela-
tions (5). 
Problem 6.5 Derive a dynamic version of 6.11. (Consult Abraham and 
Marsden [1978]). 
Problem 6.6 (TuIczyjew) An Elastic Beam. Consider an elastic beam in 
Euclidean space. The equilibrium configuration of the beam with no exter-
nal forces is a straight line I. Small deflections induced by external forces 
and torques can be represented by points of a plane m perpendicular to 
the line I. The distance measured along I from an arbitrary reference point 
is denoted by s. We select a section of the beam corresponding to an 
interval [Sl' S2] and assume that external forces and bending torques are 
applied only to the ends of the section. The configuration manifold Q of 
the section of the beam is the product Tm x Tm with coordinates 
(qL q'i, qt, q'D (i,j, k,l = 1,2). The force bundle £f = T*Tm x T*Tm 
has coordinates (qL q'i,f2k, t21> q 1m, q;n,flp, t\). The coordinates f 2k and 
t 2 / are components of the reaction force and the reaction moment respec-
tively at qi; fI p and tl, are components of the force and the torque applied 
to the end of the beam section at qlm. If (Oq2i, oq,!, oPk' 012/, oqlm, oq;n, 
Oflp, 01\) are components of an infinitesimal "displacement" u in £f at 
(q2 i, q~l,f2k' t21> qlm, q;n,flp, t\) then the virtual work is 
w = fli Oqli + t li oq'/ - Pi oq2 i - t2i oq'j = -<U, if), 
where 
if = PI dq/ + t21 dq~ - fIl dqli - tIl dq7 
In the limit S2 ---> Sl the configuration manifold Q' is the bundle TTm 
with coordinates (qi, q'j, il, q'l) and the force bundle g:' is the bundle 
TT*Tm with coordinates (ql, q'j,fk' tl> qm, q'n,jp, i,). The form if becomes 
d = It dql + It dqi + il dq'i + ti dq'i. 
Equilibrium conditions are 
where kij is a tensor characterizing the elastic properties of the beam. These 
conditions express the vanishing of the total force and the total moment, 
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and also Hooke's law. In addition to these conditions there is a constraint 
condition 4t = q'l. This condition defines a constraint submanifold 
e = {w E TT'JrL 1 't"Tm(W) = T't"m(w)}. 
We use on e coordinates (qt, 4', ijk) related to coordinates (qt, q'J, fl, 4'1) 
by 4'1 = il. Show that these conditions define a Lagrangian submanifold 
S' c 5" generated by -L, where 
L( I • j ··k) - 1 k ··1 •• J q , q , q -"I tJq q 
is the potential energy per unit length of the beam and is defined on e. 
Finally, show that the equations 
41 = q'l, q't = klJtJ, (ktJkJI = c5D, it = 0, tl = -j; 
define a Hamiltonian vector field X on 5" and that the Lagrangian sub-
manifold S' is the image of the field X. (See Tulczyjew [1976] for more 
information ). 
Problem 6.7 (Harmonic Maps) A map ¢: ffi ~ S between Riemannian 
manifolds is called harmonic if it minimizes the energy function E(¢) = 
t J(\\ 1 d¢(X) 12 dV(X). (a) Compute the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress and 
write down the Euler-Lagrange equations. (b) Find a Lagrangian sub-
manifold that contains the harmonic maps. (c) Read the introduction to 
Eells and Lemaire [1978] and relate the notions to those of this book. 
Identify their "tension field" as one of the stress tensors. (d) Transcribe the 
results of Tanyi [I978] into the notations of this book. 
Box 6.1 Summary of Important Formulas for Section 5.6 
Betti Reciprocity Principle 
If U and (J solve the linearized equations of hyperelastodynamics 
with incremental loads (B*, t*) and (.8, 't*), respectively, then 
r PRef«B* - U), 0) dV + J < t*, 0) dA Jfu ~ 
is unchanged if the barred and unbarred quantities are swapped. 
Lagrangian Manifolds 
A submanifold .,c of a symplectic manifold (CP, co) is called Lagran-
gian when the form co vanishes when pulled back to .,c and.,c is maximal 
with respect to this property (if CP is finite dimensional this means 
dim .,c = t dim CP). 
Reciprocity and Lagrangian Submanifolds 
If .,c c T*e denotes the set of all solutions (¢, (B, t)) of the equa-
tions of hyperelastics, then .,c is Lagrangian and has the internal energy 
as its generating function. 
5.7 RELATIVISTIC ELASTICITYs 
This section outlines some of the basic ingredients that go into elasticity in the 
context of general relativity. This theory is believed to be important in a number 
of astrophysical situations, such as neutron stars. The theory is also of academic 
interest since related continuum theories such as fluids, magnetohydrodynamics, 
and plasmas are of great astrophysical importance. 
We shall begin by discussing the kinematics of relativistic continua and then 
discuss very briefly the dynamics. We cannot be exhaustive here, as this subject 
should properly take an entire textbook. The reader is assumed to have a 
nodding acquaintance with the basic tools of relativity; our main source is 
Misner, Thorne, and Wheeler [1973] (and its companion problem book by 
Lightman, Press, Price, and Teukolsky). 
There are many references relevant to relativistic elasticity, although the 
literature is discouragingly diffuse. For us, the most useful sourceG have been 
Carter and Quintana [1972] and Carter [1973]. Other standard references are 
Bennoun [1965], Bressan [1978], Lianis and Rivlin [1972], and Maugin [1975]. 
Our aim is to bring out the unity ofthe relativistic and nonrelativistic principles. 
Because of the development of covariant methods in this book, our burden is 
somewhat lightened. 
Let us begin now with kinematics. The reader should consult Section 2.4 for 
a comparison with the nonrelativistic case. In that section '0 denoted a classical 
spacetime. Now it denotes a spacetime in the sense of general relativity; that is, 
'0 is a four-manifold with a pseudo-Riemannian metric (4lg of Lorentz signature 
(+, +, +, -). 
7.1 Definitions 
(1) A world-tube is a one-to-one map <1>: <B X IR ---> '0, where <B is a three-
dimensional reference body (i.e., a particle-label space). 
(2) A slicing of '0 is a diffeomorphism i: S X IR ---> '0, where S is a three-
dimensional reference manifold or physical space, such that the hypersurface 
St = i(S X it}) = ilS) (called a constant-t-slice) is spacelike. 
(3) A motion of <B in S is, as usual, a curve of embeddings from <B into S, 
namely, rp: <B X IR ---> S. 
(4) Given a world tube <I> and a slicing i, we define a corresponding motion rpi 
of <B in S exactly as in Section 2.4 by 
<I>(X, t) = i(rpi(X, t), t). 
SThis section was written in collaboration with David Bao. 
9For a Hamiltonian treatment of relativistic fluids, see Taub [1949] and Hawking and Ellis 
[1973]; for magnetohydrodynamics, see Morrison and Green [1980] and Marsden, Ratiu and 
Weinstein [1982]; for electrofluid dynamics, see Spencer [1982]; for plasmas, see Morrison 
[1980], Marsden and Weinstein [1982], and Bialynicki-Birula and Hubbard [1982]. For a recent 
Hamiltonian treatment of general relativity, see Fischer and Marsden [1979a], and references 
therein. 
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(See Section 2.4 for figures going with these definitions.) As in Section 2.4, note 
that the superscript i refers to a slicing i and not to tensor components. 
This definition of ¢/ makes sense if the world tube and the slicing are synchro-
nized; that is, <I>(X, t) E £, for all X E ffi and t E [R. We shall assume this is 
the case without loss of generality, since the world-tube can always be repara-
metrized if necessary. 
7.2 Definitions We define VIP = a<l>/at: ffi X [R -> TV to be the material 4-
velocity of <I> and let vIP = VIPo<l>-1 be the corresponding spatial velocity. Like-
wise, Vi = ai/at: £ X [R -> TV is the material frame velocity and Vi = Vloi- I 
is the spatial frame velocity. Finally, VIP,i = a¢//at: ffi X [R -> T£ is the apparent 
material velocity and V~,I = V~,io(<P/tl is the apparent spatial velocity. 
By differentiating the defining relation for ¢/ with respect to t, we find, exactly 
as in Section 2.4, that: 
7.3 Proposition At p = i(x, t), vIP - Vi is, tangent to £, and i,*V~,i = vIP - Vi, 
where i,* = Ti, is the tangent of i,. 
Now since '0 has a connection, namely, the Levi-Civita connection <4lV of 
<4lg, we can define accelerations as well. We let V' be the Levi-Civita connection 
of g, on £,' where g, is the metric (4)g restricted (pulled back) to £,. We know 
that 
V' = <4lV - n, Q9 k, = the piece of (4)V tangent to £,' 
where n, is the unit normal vector field on £, and k, is the second fundamental 
form of S, (see Section 1.5 for a discussion of the second fundamental form). 
Finally, let V~pp denote the connection on £,' which is the Levi-Civita connection 
of g: = r:g,. Corresponding to the pull-back of the metric we get a pull-back 
relation for the connections, V~pp = itV', which is defined as (i,*V')vw = 
(i,*)-I V;,*v i,*w. ("app" stands for "apparent"). 
In classical spacetimes, the condition (4)V d1: =0 ensures that (4) V uV is tangent 
to S, whenever u and v are; so even though the notion of a unit normal does not 
make sense there, the second fundamental form-which measures the amount of 
non-tangency of (4)V uv-is effectively zero. 
All the above connections are, by construction, torsion-free and satisfy 
Vuv - Vvu = [u, v]. 
Our index conventions are as follows: Latin indices (say, a, b, c) range from 1 
to 3, while Greek indices (say, (t, p, y) range from 0 to 3. 
7.4 Definitions Let i be a slicing and let <I> be a world-tube that is synchro-
nized with i. The world-tube material 4-acceleration is defined by 
(4)D 
AlP = dt VIP: ffi X [R -> TV, 
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In a coordinate chart, 
(AeI>(X, t»"" = ; (VeI>(X, t»"" + (4lI'Pylel>(x.iVeI>(X, t»P(VeI>(X, t»y. 
The world-tube spatial 4-acceleration is defined by 
ael> = AeI>ocp-1 = (4lVvel> Vel>. 
The frame material 4-acceleration Ai and the frame spatial 4-acceleration ai are 
similarly defined as above. The material apparent 3-acceleration of the motion 
rpi is denoted by Af·i: ffi ~ T~, where, in a coordinate chart, 
(Af·i(x»a = ; (Vf·i(X)a + I'ZcCx, t)( Vf·i(X»b( Vf·i(X»<. 
Finally, the spatial apparent 3-acceleration of the motion rpi is 
Af·io(rp;)-I: ~ ~ T~, which is a time-dependent vector field on ~. 
ael>·l= , 
If we write (Vf·l(x»a as (Vel>·i(rpi(X, t), t))a, use the chain rule to compute 
(d/dt)( V';'·I(x»a, and the definitions of spatial objects, we get 
ael>·1 = ~Vel>.1 .-j- V' eI> I Vel>·i 
, at' app ., • , 
To compute ael>·i in terms of ael> and a i we need to generalize what we did in 
Section 2.4. As we did there, we use: 
7.5 Lemma On the slice ~" 
i,*(~ vf· l) = [Vi, vel> - Vi]. 
Proof Let x = rpl(X, t). Then 
[i'*(%t vf· i) J t,(X) = i,{ (~ V,;,.i) LJ 
_ l' 1 (. (. )-1(' ) eI>.I() . eI>.I(» 
- 1m -h 1,* l,+h * 1,+h *Vt+h X - l,*V, X 
h~O 
r 1 [C' '-I)-I( eI> I)! ( eI> I)!] = 1m -h 1t+ho1, * V - V i'+h(X) - V - V I,(x) , 
h~O 
Now if Fh is the flow on '0 generated by the time-independent vector field Vi, 
then definition-chasing shows that, on ~" Fh agrees with i,+h0i";I, hence Fh"J and 
(i'+hoi~I)*1 have the same effect on vectors tangent to ~t+h' and therefore the 
above limit equals 
lim hI [n'(vel> - Vi) - (vel> - Vi)] !h(x) 
h-O 
= [fsF;(vel> - vi)JLo (i,(x» = [oC.,(vel> - vl)J(i,(x» 
. = [Vi, vel> - vi](i,(x». I 
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7.6 Proposition On the slice S" we have 
Proof 
. ~ I . (a ~ I + v' ~ I) l,*a,' = 1,* at v,' app v~,1 V, ' 
= [Vi V~ - Vi] + V' ~. i V~·I 
, it*vt ,I t* t 
= [Vi, V~] + «4JV - ntkt)(v~_v')(Vr'b - Vi) 
= [Vi, V~] + (a~ + al - 2(4JVv~VI - [Vi, V~]) - kr<v~ - Vi, V~ - vl)nt 
= [Vi, V~] + (a~ - al - 2(4JV(vr'b_v.)VI - [Vi, V~]) - kr<v~ - Vi, V~ - vl)nt 
= a~ - al - 2(4JV(v~_v.)VI - kt(v~ - Vi, V~ - vl)nt I 
In the computation above, there is an intermediate formula worth noting: 
it*a~,1 = [Vi, v~] + V(v~-v')(v~ - Vi). 
Next we discuss the transformation laws for velocity and acceleration under 
a change of framing. 
Let i,.i be slicings that generate the same constant t-slices St; that is, i and j 
are synchronized. We have a motion,: S x IR ---+ S defined by 't = j~1 oit. On 
the other hand, by viewing i as a world-tube and j as a slicing, we can construct 
the motion i j : S x IR ---+ S. 
The definitions show that (ii)t = 't; some straightforward computations then 
give 
V;,j = V1 and v:,j = v;; 
Building on these formulas and with a little care, one gets 
A;,j = A; and a:,j = a;' 
7.7 Proposition Let <I> be a world-tube and i,j, , be as above. Then 
t/Jf = 't°t/J:, 
v~,j = v; + ,,*V~,I, 
a~,J - ae +): ar'b,{ + 2Vt ~ . ve 
t - t ':,,* t apP';t,.vt " t· 
Problem 7.1 Prove these three formulas. 
Box 7.1 The Correspondence with Newtonian Mechanics 
In 7.3 and 7.6, we saw, respectively, that it*V~,1 = v~ - Vi and 
it*a~,1 = ar'b - al - 2 (4JV (v~-v')VI - kr<v~ - Vi, v~ - vi)nt. 
For any four-vector u on '0, let us denote by Un the component of U 
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tangent to Sf; the projection" --> "II is linear. The preceding formulas, 
after a projection and a rearrangement, read 
(V<l»11 = i,*V~,i + (Vi)II' 
(a<l» II = i,*ar" + 2«4)V(v<l>_v.)vi)1I + (ai)II' 
Note that these have a poetic resemblance to the classical statements 
we saw in Section 2.4, namely, 
dx d*x 
dt = dt + co X x, 
~;; = d;t22X + 2(CO X d;t) + [co X (co X x) + d;~ X xl 
where one has, at some fixed origin e, a frame {fl'/2'/3} rotating with 
a time-dependent angular velocity co relative to a frozen background, 
say the distant stars. 
Any vectorial quantity r can be expressed as rafa. We introduce the 
following notation: 
d;r means (~a)fa and ~; means (~a)fa + ra :ria, 
which is simply d*r/dt + co X r because (d/dt)fa = co X fa. 
We want to verify that, in some slicing i to be explicitly constructed, 
first-order approximations of some sort yield the correspondence table 
5.7.l. 
Table 5.7.1 
Relativistic Object Classical Object 
VI (v<l» II dx dt 
V2 it*V~,i d*x dt 
V3 (Vi)1I co X x 
Al (a<l» II d 2x 
-dt 2 
A2 it*a~,i d*2X dt 2 
A3 2«4)V (v<l>_v.)Vi)11 ( d*x) 2coX(ff 
A4 (ai) II d*ro co X (co X x) + dt X x 
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To find a suitable slicing i, we will find an appropriate coordinate 
system i-I (for '0) which is, in some sense, rotating because the classical 
formulas we are trying to make contact with were derived by express-
ing things in terms of rotating coordinates. 
We shall construct this "rotating" coordinate system i-I by trans-
lating the classical set-up into terms that make relativistic sense. We do 
that, step-by-step, as follows: 
(I) The orgin e is fixed, say attached to a distant star; being under 
no acceleration, its history must be a timelike geodesic t ~ A(t) in '0. 
For convenience, let us require A to have unit speed; that is, <dAjdt, 
dA/dt) = -1 for all t. Also, denote dAjdt by eo. 
(2) At t = 0, one selects a preferred frame U; ,f2,J3} attached to e; 
the orientations of this frame at other times t are governed by the dif-
ferential equations 
Relativistically, one goes to the rest space of A(O), namely the three-
dimensional subspace orthogonal to eo, pick out an orthonormal basis 
{el, e2, e3} (this corresponds to {f1,f2,f3} at t = 0), and evolve it along 
A with the help of the differential equations 
We may suggestively abbreviate the above system as 
indicating "spatial" rotation. Incidentally, note that ((4) D/dt)eo = 0 
because A is a geodesic. One must check that the above evolution equa-
tions preserve the orthonormality of {eo, el , e2, e3} at all times. This is 
not difficult; in fact, using the Leibniz rule 
and letting 
d fWD \ f (4lD \ 
dt <u(t), v(t) = \ Tt u, v I + \ u, dt v I 
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one obtains 
and 
d 
-Q= dt 
Q(O) = 
Q= 
-<e l , el >-
<e2,e2> 
<e3 , e3> 
<el , e2> 
<el> e3> 
-<e2' e3>_ 
o 
-ru
2
] 
~I P, 
- 0 0 0 2ru3 -2ru2 0 
0 0 0 -2ru3 0 2rul 
0 0 0 0 2ru2 -2ru1 
. _------------------ ----------------------- . 
-ru 3 ru 3 0 0 rul -ru2 
ru2 0 -ru2 -ru1 0 ru 3 
0 ,-ru1 ru 1 ru2 -ru 3 0 
-I-
I 
1 
0 
0 
0 
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Q, 
Now pet) = P(O) and Q(t) = Q(O) are constant solutions satisfying 
the initial data, so by uniqueness they must be the only solutions. Simi-
lar considerations lead to the fact that <eo, eo> = -1 along A, which 
is consistent with our initial specification that A has unit speed. See 
Figure 5.7.l. 
(3) Now we can define i-I for points close to A. If a point p of 'U 
can be reached by traveling for one unit of parameter time along a 
geodesic emanating from A(t) with initial tangent raea, we define i-l(p) 
to be (rl, r2, r3, t). i-I is unambiguously definable foraII points close to 
A. This completes our construction of the slicing i. 
Readers seasoned in relativity may have already recognized the 
previous construction as an important special case of the Generalized 
e 
Figure 5.7.1 
Fermi-Walker Transport; see Misner, Thorne, and Wheeler [1973], p. 
329. 
Next we need to familiarize ourselves with the connection (4),,{ along 
A and the metric (4)g near A: Geodesics emanating from A(t) with 
tangents orthogonal to eo must, in the coordinate system i-I, have the 
form s ~ (r 1s, r 2s, r 3s, t); the geodesic equation 
d 2x'" + (4),,'" dxfl dxY = 0 
ds2 I fly ds ds 
for these curves reduces to (4)":brarb = 0, which implies that (4)":b = 0 
along A (in fact, along those curves). Also, the geodesic equation for A 
tells us that (4),,~o = 0 along A. Similarly, using our prescriptions for 
«4) Djdt)ea, we obtain 
along A. 
This information, together with the identity 
(4) "'" (4)"" = _g_«4)g _ (4)g + (4)g ) 
I PY 2 "'P,y h,'" Y"',P 
and the fact that (4)g",p = 1'/"'P along A, yields 
(4)gab, c = 0, and 
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o ro
2 
J _:1 ,along A. 
The last equality may be compactly rewritten as (4)gob, c = -roafoabc, 
where f Oabc is totally anti symmetric and f 0123 = 1. 
The above information on (4)glYop,c along A will allow us to approxi-
mate (4)g near A by a first-order Taylor expansion. 
From now on, let us focus on a fixed particle world-line, which will 
be of the form t ~ (xl(t), x 2(t), x 3(t), t) in the coordinate system pro-
vided by i-I because our world-tube ~ is synchronized with respect to 
the slices St generated by the slicing i. Also, let x = (xl(t), x 2(t), x 3(t», 
co = (rol(t), ro2(t), ro 3(t». A Taylor expansion in x, to first order, shows 
that 
(4)g ~ -dxo ® dx O + (co X x)a dxa ® dxo 
+ (co X x)a dxo ® dxa + Oab dxa ® dxb, 
where (co X x)a = (co X x)a = the ath component of the usual cross 
product in [R3, the lowered index a allows us to use the automatic sum-
mation convention. This determines (4) g near A. 
Before we apply these preliminaries to derive the correspondence 
table, let us make an observation that will prove to be repeatedly useful 
later, and that is: the above approximation of (4) g says that, to first 
order in x, the vectors {a/ax l, a/ax2 , a/ax3} remain orthonormal; hence 
standard linear algebra implies that 
( a) (4) a a a-o ~ - (4)goa -a a ~ (CO X X)a-a a (~ means "to first order in x"). x II goo X X 
Now we are prepared to establish the correspondence of velocities. 
Recall that our particle's world-line has coordinates (XI(t), x 2(t), x 3(t), 
t); hence 
Also, examination of the definitions yields 
• 4>,1 _ dxa a 
It*Vt - dt aXa ' 
This verifies items VI to V3 of the correspondence table. 
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The next and final task is to establish the correspondence of accelera-
tions. Let 
x 0 = (dXI , dx2, dX 3) and ro 0 = (dro 1 , dro2, dro3). 
, dt dt dt 'dt dt dt 
All the following approximations will be done, without explicit mention, 
to first order in x and x, o. We will give the details for approximating 
(a~)n and will simply state the answers for the other terms, leaving their 
verifications as instructive exercises. We compute at the point (Xl (t), 
x2(t), x 3(t), t) on the particle's world-line. First we have 
But 
so 
(a~)11 = (a~)O (a~o)1I + (a~)a a~a' 
~ (4),,0 ( .... , X x)a a - 0 
= 100IA(t)"" axa - , 
( ~) ~ ( ~)a a (d2xa + (4) a dxP dX1) a a II = a rxa = dt2 I'hdt dt axa 
~ (d 2Xa + (4)"a + 2(4)"a dXb) ~ 
- dt2 100 IbO dt axa 
~ (d 2Xa + (4) a + (4) a c + 2(4) a dXb) a 
= dt2 1'00IA(t) 1'00,cIA(t)X I'bOIA(t)Tt axa 
( d
2
X4 + (4) a c + 2( X )a) a 
= dt2 I'OO,cIA(t)X ro x, 0 axa • 
Next note that 
Evaluating at A(t) and contracting with xc, we get 
(4)I'~o,cIA(t)Xc = (4)R~cOIA(t)Xc + (ro, 0 X x)a + (ro X (ro X x»a. 
Hence 
( ~) ~ (d2xa + 2( .... ' X )4 + (4)R4 c a I = dt2 ..., X,O OcOIA(t)X 
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Similarly, one finds that 
(ai)i ~ «(4}R~cOIA(,)Xc + (co, 0 X x)a + (m X (m X x»a) a:a 
and 
2«(4}V(.0II_.f)Vi)n ~2(m X x, o)a a:a 
while definition-chasing establishes that 
• 011,1 _ d 2xa a 
l,*a, - dt2 axa ' 
This verifies items Al to A4 of the correspondence table. 
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We hasten to point out that the term (4)R~cOIA(') xc(a/axa) in (aoll) II 
and (al)1I has no classical analogue and may be interpreted as the first 
order "truly gravitational" acceleration; see Misner, Thorne and 
Wheeler [1973], p. 1008. 
The dynamics of relativistic elasticity concerns two basic unknowns: the 
world-tube <I> and the metric (4)g. Our objective is to introduce the most funda-
mental tensors and equations studied by Carter and Quintana [1972], and to 
point out their nonrelativistic analogues within the context of Chapters 1, 2, 
and 3 of this book; then, following Carter [1973], we write relativistic perfect 
elasticity as a classical Lagrangian field theory. To begin the dynamics, we 
present: 
7.8 The Basic Conservation Postulate (B is endowned with a function-the 
local number density of idealized particles in the reference body. Out of this is 
constructed a function n on 'D, which at each event along a particle's world-line 
represents the local number density as seen in the particle's rest space (the three-
dimensional subspace orthogonal to the particle's velocity four-vector). 
By construction, n satisfies the continuity equation (nu");" = 0, where u is the 
unit 4-velocity field of the world-tube and";" denotes covariant differentiation 
with (4)V. At a typical event (xa(t), t) along a particle world-line, u has com-
ponents ua = dxa/d1:, Uo = dt/d1:, where 1: denotes proper time. 
Such a contrived continuity equation is analogous to our conservation of 
mass postulate. This is easily seen by taking its Newtonian limit in Minkowski 
spacetime. There the equation reads (nu"),,, = 0 in Euclidean coordinates, and 
becomes an/at + div(nv) = 0 upon using the Newtonian approximations 
dt 1 
U O = - = = 1 + !V2 + iv4 + ... ~ 1 d1: ,v'1 - v2 - , 
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where 
v· = ~. and v(the Newtonian speed) = ,.jt! (Va)2. 
Such approximations are valid only when v « 1 (1 is the speed of light in geo-
metric units). 
To complete the analogy, one only needs to multiply the above equation by 
,uo-the typical rest mass per particle-and then identify the quantity n,uo-the 
rest mass density as observed in rest spaces-with our time-dependent mass 
density p(x, t). 
Next we shall discuss some fundamental objects of elasticity: In Table 5.7.2 
below, we compare the material and spatial versions of some of the most popular 
functions and tensors with their relativistic analogues, as given by Carter and 
Quintana. An intuitive appreciation of the table hinges on one's awareness that 
our spatial objects correspond, sometimes with the help of an approximation 
scheme, to the so-called "orthogonal" tensors (i.e., any slot, when contracted 
with u, gives 0). These tensors live on spacetime but only carry the information 
about the physics that is present in the local rest spaces of the particles. We have 
already seen this philosophy at work in the case of our p versus Carter and 
Quintana's n (or n,uo). A slightly more sophisticated example is the following: 
the spatial version of our right Cauchy-Green tensor, namely, the metric g in 
our physical space, is the object that determines the distances between neigh-
boring particles; the spacetime object that performs the same duty in the local 
rest spaces is therefore the standard projection tensor r (with both indices down) 
where invariantly rev, w) = <v.i, w.i) (v and ware four-vectors and v.l, w.i 
denote their components orthogonal to the particle's velocity four-vector; e.g., 
v.i = v + <v, u)u, where the plus sign is used because <u, u) = -1) and, in 
coordinates, y"P = (4l g"p + u"up• Clearly, r is an orthogonal tensor. 
After this preliminary discussion, the table on the next page will hopefully 
seem believable. 
To reinforce our understanding of Table 5.7.2, let us now briefly study the 
equations of motion. Relativistic perfect elasticity is described by the symmetric 
stress-energy tensor t"-P = (m;) u"uP + p"P; note that ne gives the total energy 
density and that this t generalizes the case of a relativistic perfect fluid, hence the 
forementioned name. 
The tensor t is to obey the standard conservation law t"P;p = 0 provided that 
external forces (e.g., electromagnetism) are absent. This embodies our balance 
laws for energy and momentum, and is consistent with taking the Newtonian 
limit in Minkowski spacetime, as we shall outline below. 
As a preliminary remark, note that the orthogonality of p (i.e., p"Pup = 0) 
together with the approximations Uo ~ -1, Ua ~ Va (provided that v« 1), 
Rest-mass density 
Deformation, 
separation 
between particles 
Equation of state 
Non-relativistic 
total energy per 
unit rest-mass 
Pressure and stress 
tensors 
The elasticity 
tensor and its 
symmetries 
TabJeS.7.2 
Our Objects 
Material Spatial 
PRef P 
e g 
right Cauchy-Green tensor 
E = E(e, G) e = e(g,c) 
internal energy per unit rest-mass 
E+t<V, V> 
aE 
s= 2PRefae 
second 
Piola-Kirchhoff 
stress tensor 
a2E 
C = 4PRef ae ae 
CABCD is symmetric 
under: A~B 
C~D 
AB~CD 
(hyperelasticity) 
e + !<v, v> 
ae 
(J = 2p ag 
Cauchy stress tensor 
a2e 
c = 4Pagag 
C·bcd is symmetric 
under: a~b 
c~d 
ab~cd 
(hyperelasticity) 
Carter-Quintana's 
Orthogonal Generalizations 
nJ.Lo J.Lo = rest-mass per particle 
1 = (4) g + u (g) u 
(, = (,(1) relativistic total energy per particle 
symmetric pressure tensor 
(-p) = 2n~~ = 2(nJ.Lo) %1 (' ~:o) 
and is identifiable with 
2p %g(e + t(v, v» 
= (J + pv (g) v 
az(, a2 ((, - J.Lo) 
e = 4n a1 a1 = 4(nJ.Lo) a1 a1 ~
and is then identifiable with 
a2 4p ag agee + !<v. v») 
a (ae ) 
= 4p 8g 8g + tv (g) v 
aZe 
=4Pagag = c 
eo.pr6 is symmetric 
under: ~~p (perfect elasticity) 
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imply that pao ~ pabVb and pOo ~ pabvaVb, hence 
tOO ~ ne + pabvaVb, 
tOa = taO ~ neva + pabVb , and 
tab ~ nevavb + pab. 
In flat space using Euclidean coordinates, the four-vector conservation equa-
tion reads t"'~p = O. Geometrically, one expects its component along u to yield 
energy balance and that orthogonal to u to give balance of momentum; in other 
words, one needs to take suitable linear combinations of the coordinate equa-
tions tO~p = 0 and t"'~p = 0 in order to give the whole procedure geometric 
meaning. This can be unnecessarily cumbersome! Fortunately, it turns out that 
in the v ~ 1 limit, tOP,p = 0 alone already gives balance of energy, and likewise, 
ta~p = 0 suffices for balance of momentum. So this is what we will present a 
brief outline of. An exceedingly crude justification (which borders on being 
incorrect) for this simplification is that at low speeds (i.e., v ~ 1), u is practically 
parallel to a/at and therefore the rest space u.L is essentially spanned by 
{a/ax!, a/ax2, a/ax3}. 
We substituted our approximations of t"P into the equations tO~p = 0 and 
ta~p = 0; then, with the help of particle number conservation (i.e., an/at + 
div(nv) = 0), the symmetry of p, and the material derivative notation 
. = a/at + v· V, the above equations respectively become 
. a 
n}! = _pbav - pba V - _(pabV V ) 
.. b, a ,a b at a b 
and 
The correct way to reduce these equations to our balance laws is to reexpress 
all the terms in terms of our classical objects and then do a case study of them in 
order to decide which terms are negligible compared to the others. This is too 
ambitious for our purposes. Instead, we shall take advantage of the following 
controversial but consistent short-cut: 
(1) Recover suppressed factors of c (the speed of light) from each term by 
simply replacing a/at by (l/e)(a/at), v by (1/c)v, and hence the operator' by 
(l/e)' ; for example, if becomes (l/c 2)va• 
(2) Using our correspondence table, reexpress the equations in terms of our 
classical objects. Straightforward examples are ( -p) ---> a and 
n~ -> ~n~ = ~(n.uo)(e - .uo)' 
c c .uo 
-> ~p(e + -!(v, v»)' = ~pe + ~pVbVb' 
C C C 
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A not so straightforward example would be 
J< 'a --> ~J< 'a = (energy density) 'a _ (rest-mass density) 'a 
.. nv c 2 .. nv c2 V - ,Jl _ (VIC)2 V 
~ (rest-mass density)va = pva, 
where the superficial factor l/c2 was canceled by using the famous "E = mc2 " 
equation. 
(3) In each equation, keep only terms of lowest order in l/c. Equivalently, 
cancel off common factors of llc and then let c tend to infinity, assuming that 
all classical objects and their derivatives are bounded. 
Note that steps (1) and (2) modify our equations to read 
1 '+ 1 'b 1 ba + 1 ba + 1 a (ab ) 
- pe - pv Vb = -0' Vb a -0' aVb -3 -a 0' VaVb 
C C C' C' ct 
'a .b (1, + 1 'b) va + 1 a ( .b ) 
PV = 0' ,b - C pe c PV Vb C c2 at 0' Vb' 
Now step (3) simplifies these to 
pe + PVbVb = O'baVb,a + O'ba,aVb 
pV· = O'ab, b' 
The second equation is already balance of momentum; substituting it into the 
first equation, we obtain pe = O'bavb,a, which is balance of energy, 
Finally, we will outline how one could view relativistic perfect elasticity as a 
Lagrangian field theory. The basic "fields" are cJ)-the world-tube-and (4) g. An 
important unknown r = (4) g + u @ u is formed from them; this is the general-
ization of the nonrelativistic right Cauchy-Green tensor. 
The particle number density is specified materially and its spatial analogue 
n = nCr) is to obey the conservation law (nul');" = O. 
As a constitutive assumption, one proposes an equation of state e = e(y) for 
the energy e, computes from it the pressure tensor -p = 2n(aelay), and speci-
fies the stress-energy tensor as 
t = (ne)u@u + p. 
Varying the action J'll ('4) R - 16nne),J _(4)g d 4x with respect to the basic fields 
cJ) and (4) g, one obtains the Euler-Lagrange equations 
\ Ein«4) g) = 8m and t"P;p = O. I 
Here (4) R is the scalar curvature of the four metric (4) g and Ein ('4) g)I'V = 
Rl'v - !Rgl'v = Gl'v is the Einstein tensor of (4)g, These are the basic field equa-
tions of the coupled system-general relativity and perfect elasticity, The second 
set of equations t"P;p = 0 follows from the first using the Bianchi identities, The 
Hamiltonian structure of this coupled system can be obtained by combining the 
methods of this chapter with those of general relativity in, for instance, Fischer 
and Marsden [l979a). 
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In relativity the stress-energy-momentum tensor is usually taken to be the 
derivative of the matter Lagrangian with respect to the spacetime metric (4) g, as 
in Misner-Thorne and Wheeler [1973], p. 491-504 and Hawking and Ellis [1973], 
p. 66. Let us check that this is the case here. Namely, we claim that with t as 
defined above, 
whereas the pressure tensor can be written 
_ ae p - 2na(4)g 
It is the latter which is analogous to G = 2p(ae/ag). 
To prove our claim, note that 
2 a(-ne~=mg) 
~ _(4)g a(4)g~p 
_ -2 [ an e (4) ae /~ a~-(4)gJ 
- ~ _(4)g a(4)g~p ~ - g + na<4Jgtf.p 10,,/ - g + ne a(4)g"p 
now both nand e depend on (4)g through r = (4)g + U ® u, so 
~ _ an ar _ an. I = an a(4)g - ar a(4)g - ar ar 
and likewise, ae/a(4)g = ae/ar; also, 
aic;;;:: = t~_(4)g(4)g~P = t~_(4)g(y~P - u"uP); 
using these, our expression becomes 
-2[ an e + n ae + ne(y~p - u~UP)J' 
ay"p ay~p 2 
Finally, one learns from Carter [1973] that an/ay"p = -tny"P, hence the above 
expression has an internal cancellation, reducing it to -2[n(ae/aytf.p)-
(1/2) n/;u"uP] which is (m;) u ® u - 2n(a/;/ar) = t indeed. 
Box 7.2 Summary 0/ Important Formulas/or Section 5.7 
World Tube 
<1>: CB X IR~'O ('0 = spacetime) 
Slicing 
i: ~ X IR ~ '0 
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Motion 
W(X, t) = i(¢>I(X, t), t) 
Velocity 
V'll = aw (V'll)" = aw" 
at' at 
Material Frame Velocity 
VI = ai (VI)" = ai" 
at' at 
Material Apparent Velocity 
V'II,I - a¢>1 
'-Tt 
Material Acceleration 
A'll = (~~ V'll, (A'll)" = a(~;>" + 'YPreV'll)P(V'II)Y 
Material Frame Acceleration 
AI = (4)Dv l 
dt 
Material Apparent Acceleration 
'(3)DV'II,1 A'II,I = _...,--_ 
, dt 
Spatial Quantities 
v, a; compose material ones with w- I or (¢>I)-I. 
Absolute vs. Apparent Acceleration 
i,*a~,1 = a'll - al - 2 (4) V (v'll_",) Vi - k,(v'll - Vi, v'll - vl)n, 
Change of Framing 
¢>/o(¢>D-I = " 
a~,J = af + ,,*a~,1 + 2V~pp".v'll,1 vf , 
Correspondence with Newtonian Mechanics 
See Table 5.7.1 
Relativistic vs. Non-Relativistic 
Correspondence between stress, energy, and so on; see Table 5.7.2. 
Stress-energy tensor 
2 a --
t = neu ® u + p =,.j (4) aw [-n,,.j - (4) g] 
- g g 
Action for Relativistic Elasticity t «4)R - 16nn,),.j-(4)gd4x 
Field Equations 
Ein(,4)g) = 8nl, 
div t = 0, 
G"p = 8nt"p 
t"P;p = 0 
CH. 5 
CHAPTER 
METHODS OF FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS 
IN ELASTICITY 
The purpose of this chapter is to present some basic theorems in elasticity con-
cerning the boundary value problems of elastostatics and elastodynamics. The 
techniques are primarily those of linear and nonlinear functional analysis. The 
first five sections are motivated by questions of existence and uniqueness, but 
the results turn out to bear on basic questions such as: what constitutive in-
equalities should one impose? Section 6.6discusses what is currently known (to 
the authors) concerning a longstanding problem: are minima of the energy 
stable? This turns out to be a very subtle yet significant point. The final section 
gives an application of nonlinear analysis to a control problem for a beam as a 
sample of how the general machinery can be used in a problem arising from 
nonlinear elasticity. 
This chapter is not intended to be comprehensive. Some of the important 
topics omitted are the methods of variational inequalities (see Duvaut and Lions 
[1972]) and, except for a few illustrative examples, the existence theory for rods, 
plates, and shells. The topics omitted include both the approximate models such 
as the von Karmen equations and the full nonlinear models (see, for example, 
Ciarlet [1983], Berger [1977], Antman [1978a], [1979b], [1980c], and references 
therein). 
6.1 ELLIPTIC OPERATORS AND LINEAR ELASTOSTATICS 
This section discusses existence and uniqueness for linear elastostatics. The 
methods used are based on elliptic theory. Basic results in this subject are stated 
without proof; for these proofs, the reader should consult, for example, Agmon 
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[1965], Friedman [1969], Morrey [1966], or Wells [1980]. These results are then 
applied to linear elastostatics. The methods and emphasis here differ slightly 
trom those in the important reference work of Fichera [I972a]. 
To simplify notation and the spaces involved, we shall explicitly assume the 
body <B is a bounded open set n in IR" with piecewise smooth boundary. The 
reader is forewarned that standard usage and a number of notational conflicts 
have resulted in us adopting various notations for the volume element through-
out this chapter. 
The linearized equations under consideration are as follows (see Chapter 4): 
div(a· Vu)(x) = /(x), x E n, (1) 
where / = -ph - div (J, h is the body force, (J is the Cauchy stress in the con-
figuration we are linearizing about, and a = (J Q9 3 + c is the corresponding 
elasticity tensor; we assume a is Coo. We assume boundary conditions of dis-
placement or traction are used and shall assume them to be homogeneous. 
[This is no real loss of generality, for if the boundary conditions are not homo-
geneous, say u equals some displacement iI on an, replace / by / + div(a· Vii) 
andubyu-il.] 
1.1 Definitions Let V denote the Hilbert space of all displacements u: 
n -+ IR" that are square integrable: 
II u IIi. = In IluW dv < 00. 
Let HI denote the Hilbert space of all displacements u: n -+ IR" that belong to 
V and such that the gradient Vu (initially only a distribution) is also an V 
tensor. The HI-norm is defined by 
IlullHI = (InlluWdv + In IIVull2 dvY/2. 
Similarly, define HS for positive integers s, with the convention HO = V. (One 
can show that HI is a Hilbert space: basic facts about these Sobolev spaces will 
be given shortly without proof; we shall not require these detailed proofs, which 
are contained in the references cited earlier and Adams [1975]. See Box 1.1 for 
further information and some sample proofs.) 
If p is a real number (1 < p < 00), LP denotes the space of displacements u 
such that 
II U ilL' = (In II u W dv rIP < 00 
(with II u IILoo = ess SUPxen II u(x) ID. Define WI,p to be the space of u E U such 
that Vu is U as well, with norm 
II u IIwI,' = (II u IIf. + II Vu IIf.)IIP. 
Similarly, define the Sobolev spaces Ws'P for s a positive integer. I In this 
IFor s not an integer, these may still be defined by means of the Fourier transform; see 
Box 1.1. 
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notation, we have the following coincidences: 
Ws •Z = HS. 
Let Hi denote the set of u E HZ with homogeneous boundary conditions of 
displacement or traction (or both) imposed; that is, 
u = 0 on ad and (a.Vu).n = 0 on a. 
(where one of ad or a. may be empty). (One has to show that Hi is a well-
defined closed subspace of HZ; this is true and relies on the so-called "trace 
theorems"; cf. Adams [1975], Section 5.22 and p. 330 below.) 
Define the linear operator 
A: Hi -> £2 by A(u) = div(a·Vu). (2) 
Problem (1) can be phrased as follows: given f E £2, can we solve Au = f? 
Throughout this section, we shall make the following: 
1.2 Assumptions (i) The elasticity tensor a is hyperelastic; that is, 
(ii) The elasticity tensor a is strongly elliptic; that is, there is an f > 0 such 
that 
aabCd(X)~i;crtbrtd > f II ~ W 1111 W 
for all vectors ~,11 E lRn and all x E Q. 
1.3 Proposition Assumption (i) is equivalent to symmetry of A; that is, 
<Au, v> = <u, Av> 
for u, v E Hi, where ( , ) is the £2 inner product. 
Proof Assume (i). Then 
(Au, v) = fa (aabcdUcld)lbVa dv. 
We can integrate by parts noting that the boundary terms are zero, giving the 
following: 
(Au, v) = - fa aabcducldValb dv. 
(This requires some further justification since u and v are not smooth; this is 
done by an approximation argument which is omitted.) This expression is 
symmetric in u and v. The converse is left as an exercise. I 
1.4 Definition The mapping B from HI X HI to lR defined by 
(3) 
(which is a continuous symmetric bilinear form) is called the Dirichlet form. 
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The next proposition, discussed in Box 1.1, relates the Dirichlet form and 
strong ellipticity. 
1.5 Proposition Let A be defined as above, and let (i) of 1.2 hold. Then strong 
ellipticity is equivalent to Garding's inequality: 
{
There are constants c > 0 and d > 0 such that 
B(a, a) > cllallJr, - dll a IIi, 
for all a E HI. 
Problem 1.1 Use Garding's inequality and the inequality 2ab < Eaz + 
(I/E)b 2 to show that -(Au, u) > clliallJr, - dliialli, for all a E Hi, for 
suitable positive constants C I and d l • 
There are some technical difficulties with the mixed problem that will force 
us to make hypotheses on ad and a~ that are stronger than one would ideally 
like. Specifically, for the validity of certain theorems, we shall need to assume 
that the closures of ad and a~ do not intersect. This means, in effect, that ad and 
iJ. do not touch. An example of something that is allowed by this is when <B is 
an annulus, with ad the outer boundary and a. the inner boundary. For the pure 
displacement or traction problem, we likewise require a<B to be smooth, say CI. 
Again this is an unpleasant assumption', for it eliminates bodies with corners. 
The assumptions in the previous paragraph may well be just technical and not 
necessary, but to eliminate them would require nontrivial modifications of what 
follows. The difficulty lies with the regularity of solutions; for example, if one is 
solving tJ.ifJ = f with Dirichlet boundary conditions and a<B has corners, the 
issue of whether or not ifJ is in HZ whenf is in J.2 is delicate. If <B is a square or 
a cube, this is true and can be seen by using Fourier series. If the angles are not 
90°, however, this assertion need not be true in Sobolev spaces, but analogous 
results may be true in other spaces. As far as we know, this theory has not yet 
been developed, except for isolated cases. (See also the remarks on p. 371.) 
For both the linear and nonlinear theories, these problems do not really 
affect the existence question if one seeks a generalized solution with less regu-
larity. However, if regularity is desired, or if the inverse function theorem is to 
be used, the above assumptions must be made, or else the spaces must be modi-
fied. The situation calls for further research to see if these difficulties are just 
technical or are of physical interest. Presumably the modifications in the spaces 
needed correspond to known asymptotic solutions near corners, cracks, etc. 
For the rest of this section we shall make the assumptions of 1.2 and those on 
a<B above without explicit mention. 
1.6 Basic Facts about Elliptic Operators 
(i) Elliptic estimates. If u E H;, then for each s > 2 there is a constant 
K such that 
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More generally, jf 1 < p < 00, 
II ullw',p < K(II Aullw'-"p + II u lip)· 
The proof is omitted. See Box 1.1 for the proof in a simple case. 
(ij) The kernel of A is finite dimensional. [Proof' The elliptic estimates 
show that II u IIH' < C II u IlL' on Ker A. Rellich's theorem, which states that the 
inclusion HS -> Hr (s > r) is compact, then implies that the unit ball in Ker A 
is compact. Hence it is finite dimensional. 2] We also get II u IIH' < Cli U IlL' so 
Hoo = n.;;o:o HS c Ker A. Since Hs c Ck if s > nl2 + k (see Box 1.1), HOO = 
Coo, so elements of Ker A are smooth in this case. Similarly, the spectrum of A is 
discrete and each eigenvalue has finite multiplicity. 
(iii) The range of A is closed in L2. The outline of the proof of this for those 
knowing some functional analysis requires the following facts: 
(1) Let T be a closed linear operator in a Banach space X with domain 5)(T) 
(T closed means its graph is closed). Then if T is continuous, 5)(T) is closed. 
This follows from the definition. 
(2) Let ~ and cy be Banach spaces, C: X ---> cy a 1 - 1 continuous linear 
map with closed range, and B: X -> cy a compact linear operator. Suppose 
C + B is 1 - 1. Then C + B has closed range. 
Proof The operator (C + B)-I defined on Range(C + B) is closed since the 
inverse of a 1 - 1 closed operator is closed (consider the graphs). Thus, by (1), it 
suffices to show that (C + B)-I is continuous. Suppose that (C + B)-IYn = Xn 
and Yn -> O. Suppose Xn + O. By passing to a subsequence, we can suppose 
II Xn II > f > O. Let xn = xnlll Xn II. Then 
II(C + B)(xn) II = II;nllll(C + B)xnll = ::~::: < ; IIYnll, 
so (C + B)(xn) -> O. Since B is compact and II xn II = 1, we can suppose B(xn) 
converges. Thus C(xn) converges too. Since C has closed range, C(xn) -> Cx for 
some X E X. By the closed graph theorem, C has a bounded inverse on its range. 
Thus xn -> X, so II x II = 1. But (C + B)(xn) -> 0 and so (C + B)(x) = 0 and 
thus x = 0, a contradiction. 
(3) Now, let X = Hi, 'Y = L2 X L2, Cu = (Au, u), and Bu = (0, -u). Let 
X be the Hilbert space orthogonal complement of ker (C + B) in fr, and re-
strict C and B to X. By construction, C + B is 1 - 1. Clearly Cis 1 - 1; more-
over, using the sum norm on cy, 
II Cull'Y = II Au I!£. + IluliL' > ~llull!l: 
by the elliptic estimate (i) with ~ = II K. This estimate shows directly that the 
2 A Banach space is finite dimensional if and only if its unit ball is compact (another theorem 
of RelIich). 
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range of C is closed. Finally, B is compact by Rellich's theorem. Thus, by (2), 
(C + B)(u) = (Au, 0) has closed range. Hence A has closed range. I 
(iv) Weak solutions are strong solutions. Suppose u E L2,/ E L2, and 
<u, Av) = </, v) for all v E H;. Then u E H; and Au = / 
Proof We sketch the proof of (iv) as follows: This is a regularity result. The 
statement <u, Av) = </, v) implies that Au = / in the sense of distributions, so 
Au E U. Thus, as in the basic elliptic estimate (i), u E H2. In fact, the most 
delicate part here is that u is H2 near the boundary, a relatively deep fact. That 
u must satisfy the boundary conditions comes about formally as follows. Inte-
grating by parts, 
<u, Av) = t u.div(a. Vv) dv 
= - r Vu.a.Vv dv + f u.[a·Vv·nJ da Jg ag 
= r div(a. Vu)v dv + f {u·[a· Vv·nJ - v·[a. Vu.n]} da, 
Jg ag 
Suppose the boundary conditions are v = 0 on an. If this is to equal </, v) for 
all v E H:, then first take v of compact support in n to get div(a. Vu) =/ Thus, 
we are left with the identity 
f u·[a.Vv·nJ da = O. ag 
Since no condition is imposed on a.(Vv·n] on an, u must vanish on an. A simi-
lar argument holds for the traction or mixed case. I 
From these facts we can deduce the following crucial result for symmetric 
elliptic operators; 
1.7 Fredholm Alternative Theorem U = Range A EEl Ker A, an L2 ortho-
gonal sum. 
Proof By 1.6(iii), Range A is closed. Let ~ be its U orthogonal complement. 
We claim that ~ = Ker A. This will prove the result. First of all, if u E Ker A 
and/= Av E Range A, then as A is symmetric, <u,/) = <u, Av) = <Au, v) = 
O. Conversely, if u E ~, then <u, Av) = 0 for all v E H;. Thus by 1.6(iv) 
u E H: and Au = 0; that is, u E Ker A. I 
Remarks From the elliptic estimates, the decomposition in 1.7 has a regu-
larity property; 
Ws,p = Range(A I H: n Ws+2,P) EEl Ker A. 
For non-symmetric elliptic operators, the Fredholm alternative reads 
U = Range A EEl Ker A*, 
where A* is the adjoint of A. 
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Problem 1.2 Use the Fredholm alternative applied to AI - A and Gard-
ing's inequality to show that AI - A: H; -> V is an isomorphism, where 
.A. > dl> with d1 given in Problem 1.1. 
From 1.7 we obtain the following main result for our boundary value 
problem. 
1.8 Theorem Let / E V. Then there exists a u E H; such that Au = / if 
and only if 
<J, h) = 0 for all h E Ker A. 
In this case, (i) u is unique up to addition of elements in Ker A, and (ii) if/is of class 
W',P, u is of class W·+ 2 ,p (up to and including the boundary). 
Theorem 1.8 gives complete information on when the boundary value prob-
lem 
Au =J, U E Hi 
is solvable for u. To be useful, one must be able to compute Ker A in a specific 
instance. We show how this may be done for the important case of stable classi-
cal elasticity (see Section 4.3). Thus we now deal with the case Au = div(c· Vu) 
on <B = n c 1R3. 
1.9 Definition Let Cabcd be a classical elasticity tensor on n. We say c is 
uniformly pointwise stable if there is an 11 > 0 such that 
E = !e·c.e > 11 II eJ12 
for all symmetric e (see 3.5 and 3.6 in Section 4.3). 
The argument of 3.9, Section 4.3 shows that uniform pointwise stability implies 
strong ellipticity, but not conversely. 
1.10 Lemma If c is uniformly pointwise stable and if u E Ker A, then u is 
an infinitesimal Euclidean motion; i.e. a rotation or translation. 
Proof If u E Ker A, then div(c. Vu) = O. Thus, multiplying by u and inte-
grating, 
0= 50 u.div(c. Vu) dv = -50 Vu·c· Vu dv. 
Here we integrated by parts using the boundary conditions. By c's symmetries, 
Vu·c·Vu = e·c·e, where e = !£.g; that is, eab = !(Ualb + Ubla)' By 1.9 we 
conclude that e = 0, so u is an infinitesimal rotation or translation. I 
For the displacement or mixed problem, any infinitesimal rotation must 
vanish since it vanishes on a portion of an containing three linearly independent 
points. For the traction problem any infinitesimal rotation or translation lies 
in Ker A. Thus, we have proved the following: 
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1.11 Theorem For classical elasticity, a&mme c is uniformly pointwise stable, 
and the hypotheses on the boundary conditions preceding 1.6 hold. Then 
(i) For displacement or mixed boundary conditions and any fEU, the 
problem div(c o Vu) =f, has a unique solution u E H~.Iff E Ws,p, then 
u E Ws+2,p for s > 0, 1 < p < 00, 
(ii) (Traction Problem) The equation 
div(c o Vu) = f, fEU 
with c· Vu = 0 on an has a solution u E H~ if and only if 
L/(x)o(a + bx) dv = 0, 
where a is any constant vector and b is any skew-symmetric matrix. If 
this holds, u is unique up to the addition of a term of the form a + hx, h 
a skew matrix. Iff E Ws'P (s > 0, 1 < p < 00), then u E Ws+2,P. 
Sometimes Korn's inequalities are used in studying results like those in 
Theorem 1.11; however, our presentation did not require or use them. They are 
very relevant for questions of stability in linear elastodynamics, as we shall see 
in Section 6.3. We shall state these without detailed proof (see Fichera [1972a], 
Friedrichs [1947], Payne and Weinberger [1961], the remark below and Box 1.1 
for the proofs). 
1.12 Korn's Inequalities 
(i) First Inequality. For u E H~ satisfying displacement boundary con-
ditions on ad c an, we have 
Ll/e W dv > cllul/~, 
for a susitable constant c > ° independent of u. 
(ii) Second Inequality. There is a constant c > ° such that 
In 1/ e W dv + L 1/ u W dv > C 1/ u 1/;, 
for all u E HI. 
The first inequality is fairly straightforward (see Box 1.1) while the second is 
more subtle. For the displacement or mixed problem, uniform pointwise sta-
bility implies that we have 
-<Au, u) = In eoCoe dv > 211 I 1/ e W dv > 211C 1/ u I/~,. 
So it follows that Ker A = {OJ in this case, reproducing what we found above. 
As indicated in 2.8, Section 5.2, this inequality will guarantee dynamic stability. 
Korn's inequalities are actually special cases of Gdrdings inequality for (not 
necessarily square) elliptic systems. The Lie derivative operator 
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is in fact elliptic in the sense of systems of partial differential equations (see, for 
example, Berger and Ebin [1969]). Gardings inequality applied to L is exactly 
Korn's second inequality. The first inequality comes from the general fact that 
for elliptic operators with constant coefficients satisfying zero boundary condi-
tions, Gardings inequality reads B(u, u) > ell u II~l-that is, stability. (This is 
seen by examining the proof; see Box 1.1.) 
Box 1.1 Some Useful Inequalities 
This box discusses four topics: (1) Gardings inequality (see 1.5); 
(2) Korn's first inequality (see 1.12); (3) a sample elliptic estimate (see 
1.6(i); and (4) some key Sobolev inequalities. 
(1) Garding's inequality 
(a) Let us prove the inequality 
B(u, u) > cllull~l - dll u lIZ. 
in case a is strongly elliptic and is constant (independent of 
x). We shall also assume u is c~ with compact support in IRn. 
Let fi be the Fourier transform of u: 
fie;) = (2n\nI2 i. e-I~'''U(X) dx (i = ,veT). 
The HI-norm of u is given by 
II u 1I~1 = ~ r (a u:) 2 dx + ~ r (U I )2 dx. 
1.1 JR' X I JR' 
Since the Fourier transform preserves the V-norm (Plan-
cherel's theorem), and (aul/ax})" = e/ul/i, we have 
II U 1I~1 = L 1 ; 0 fie;) 12 de + L 1 fie;) 12 d;. 
By strong ellipticity, 
i aut auk B(u,u) = a/kl-a i-a I dx IR' X X 
= f e}el a//t1 I t1 k d; > i f I; 121 fi 12 d; JRn Rn 
= f i I; 0 fi 12 d;. 
R' 
Thus, we can take c = f and d = f. The case of variable 
coefficients and a general domain requires a modification of 
this basic idea (cf. Yosida [1971] or Morrey [1966]). 
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(b) Relevant to Garding's inequality is the Poincare inequality, 
one version of which states that if u = 0 on an, then 
II uiIL• < Cli DUI\L'. 
In this case, HJ can be normed by II Du ilL" and so if a has 
constant coefficients, we can choose d = 0 in Garding's 
inequality. 
(c) Next we discuss Hadamard's theorem [1902], which states 
that Gdrding's inequality implies strong ellipticity. Let us 
again just prove a simple case. Suppose a is constant and 
assume 0 E n. Choose u(x) = 1;<p(I •• x), where I; and)" are 
constant vectors in IRn and <p; IR ---> IR is smooth with compact 
support. Then 
B(u, u) = fa al}klc!IA}c!kAll<p'()"·x)12 dx 
= (fa I <p'().,.x) 12 dx )(al}klelc!kA}Al). 
By assumption, we get 
(fa I <p'().,.x) 12 dx )(aliklc!lc!kAJAl) 
> c(fa I I; 12 1)" 12 <p'().,.x) dX) 
+ (c - d)(fa I I; 121 <p()".x) r~ dX). 
It is easy to see that we can choose a sequence of <Pn's such 
that (t I <Pi).,· x) 12 dX) I t I <p~().,.x) 12 dx ---> 0 as n ---> 00. 
Dividing the preceding inequality by t 1 <Pn'()".x) 12 dx and 
letting n ---> 00, we see that strong ellipticity holds with 
f = c. 
(2) Korn's first inequality Let us prove that 
fie 12 dx > c II u 1 IiI. 
for u a c~ displacement in IRn with compact support. As in Garding's 
inequality, the general case can be reduced to this one. Let Ii(l;) be the 
Fourier transform of u as defined above. Thus 
e(l;) = 1(1; ® Ii + Ii ® ;). 
Therefore, by Plancherel's theorem for Fourier transforms of tensor 
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fields, 
However, 
~ (etU, + eA)2 = ~ (etu; + e;ut + 2etUie,U,) 
t" I" 
= 4 ~ (etut) + ~ (etu; + e}UI2) 
I I'¢, 
+ 2(~ e1u1e,u,). 
I'¢, 
Using the inequality 2etule,u, > -(etut + e;uJ), we get 
~ (elu, + eA)2 > 2 ~ etut + ~ (etu; + e;uf) 
t" I I'¢, 
= 2 ~ etu;. 
I" 
Thus, Lie 12 dx > 2 III.! Du 12 dx 
which gives Korn's first inequality (cf. the Poincare inequality above). 
As pointed out in the remark preceding this box, this inequality is, 
secretly, Garding's inequality for the elliptic operator u H> e. 
(3) A sample elliptic estimate Suppose a is constant and strongly 
elliptic and u is smooth with compact support on [Rn. We will prove the 
inequality 
lIull~. < CCIiAulli. + II u Iii.) 
for a constant C. We have 
lIull~· = ~ i ete;uz de + ~ f. etu; de +:E f. ut de. 
i,J,k Rn i,i R" t R1J 
It suffices to deal with the top order terms by Garding's inequality. 
Now by strong ellipticity, 
II Au IIi. = ~ i I ai'kle,eIUk 12 d; 
i,j,k,l RlI 
Using ere; < teet + eJ), we get 
~ i ete;uz d; < t ~ f. (c + enuz d; 
4hk P 4hk r 
This gives the desired inequality. 
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(4) Some key Sobolev inequalities Let us begin by being a little 
more precise in our definitions of Sobolev spaces. Let n be an open set 
in IR" with piecewise smooth boundary. Let C~(n, 1R1) denote the maps 
f: n ~ IRI that have c~ extensions to maps 1. which are c~ on all of 
IR". If n is bounded, we set 
{
completion of C~(n, 1R1) in the norm, Wk,p(n, 1R1) = . 
Ilfllk,p = 1: II Difli£., 
05,i:S;k 
where II cf> Ii£. = (In II cf>(x) W dXr lP is the U-norm on n, D'l'is the ith 
derivative of J, and we take its norm in the usual way, For p = 2 we 
set HS(n, 1R1) = WS,2(n, 1R1). Thus H' is a Hilbert space. (One can 
show that HS consists of those L2 functions whose first s derivatives, 
in the sense of distribution theory, lie in £2. This is called the Meyer-
Serrin theorem. A convenient reference for the proof is Friedman 
[1969].) 
For general n, set C;;,(n, 1R1) = the C~ functions from n to IR" that 
have compact support in n. The completion of this space in the 11.lIk,p 
norm is denoted wt,p, and the corresponding HS space is denoted H~. 
For n = IR" we just write HS = H~. Again HS(IR", 1R1) consists of those 
L2 functions whose first s derivatives are in L2. 
In order to obtain useful information concerning the Sobolev spaces 
Wk,p, we need to establish certain fundamental relationships between 
these spaces. To do this, one uses the following fundamental inequality 
of Sobolev, as generalized by Nirenberg and Gagliardo. We give a 
special case (the more general case deals with Holder norms as well 
as Wk,p norms). 
1.13 Theorem Let 1 <q< 00, 0 <r< 00, 0 <j < m, j/m < a 
< 1,0 < p < 00, withj, m integers > 0; assume that 
1 j ( 1 m) ( 1 
-=-+a --- + l-a)-p n r n q (1) 
(if 1 < r < 00 and m - j - n/r is an integer > 0, assumej/m < a < 1). 
Then there is a constant C such that for any smooth u: IR" ~ IRI, we have 
(2) 
(If j = 0, rm < n, and q = 00, assume u ~ ° at 00 or u lies in U for 
some finite q > 0.) 
Below we shall prove some special cases of this result. (The argu-
ments given by Nirenberg [1959] are geometric in flavor in contrast to 
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the usual Fourier transform proofs and therefore are more suitable for 
generalization to manifolds; cf. Cantor [I 975a] and Aubin [1976].) 
The above theorem remains valid for u defined on a region with 
piecewise smooth boundary, or more generally if the boundary satis-
fies a certain "cone condition." 
Note: If one knows an inequality of the form (2) exists, one can 
infer that (I) must hold as follows: replace u(x) by u(tx) for a real 
t > O. Then writing ut(x) = u(tx), one has 
II DiutllLP = II Diullu·ti - n/ p , 
II Ut Ill." = II u Ill."· t-n(l-ol/g. 
Thus if (2) is to hold for U t (with the constant independent of t), we 
must have j - nip = a(m - nlr) - n(1 - a)/q, which is exactly the 
relation (1). 
The following corollary is useful in a number of applications: 
1.14 Corollary With the same relations as in Theorem 1.13, for any 
f > 0 there is a constant K< such that 
II Diu IlL" < f II Dmu IlL" + K< II U IlL" 
for all (smooth) functions u. 
Proof This follows from 1.13 and Young's inequality: xayl-a < ax 
+ (1 - a)y, which implies that xayl-a = (fx)O(K<y)l-o < afX + 
(1 - a)K,y where, K, = l/fo/(l-ol. I 
Let us illustrate how Fourier transform techniques can be used to 
directly prove the special case of 1.14 in which n = 3, I = 1, j = 0, 
p = 00, m = 2, r = 2, and q = 2. 
1.15 Proposition There is a constant c > 0 such that for any f > 0 
andfunctionf: 1R3 -> IR smooth with compact support, we have 
Ilfll~ < c(f 3/ z lIfIIL' + c1/zll AfIlL')' 
(It follows that if f E HZ(1R 3), then f is uniformly continuous and the 
above inequality holds.) 
Proof Let 
j(k) = (2nl)3/z L e-1k'J'f(x) dx 
denote the Fourier transform. Recall that (Aj)(k) = -II k Wj(k). From 
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Schwarz' inequality, we have 
(f I J(k) I dk r < (f (f2 +d~ k W)2)(f (f2 + II k W)2IJ(k) IZ dk) 
= E1.11(fZ - L\)fllz·, 
f 
where 
C I = L (1 + ~~;W)Z < 00. 
CH. 6 
Here we have used the fact that h ~ h is an isometry in the V-norm 
(Plancherel's theorem). Thus, from f(x) = (2';)3/Z JR' elk." J(k) dk, 
(2n)3/zllfll= < IIJllLl < JZf II(fZ - L\)fIIL' 
< CZ(f3/2 1IfIIL' + f- I / 2 11 L\fIIL')' I 
Thus we have shown that H2([R3) c CO([R3) and that the inclusion is 
continuous. More generally one can show by similar arguments that 
HS(o.) c Ck(o.) provided s > nl2 + k and ws.P(o.) c Ck(o.) if s > nip 
+ k. This is one of the celebrated Sobolev embedding theorems. 
Prohlem 1.3 Prove that the last assertion is a special case of the 
result in Theorem 1.13. 
For 0. bounded, the inclusion Ws.P(Q) ~ Ck(o.), s > nip + k is 
compact; that is, the unit ball in ws.P(o.) is compact in Ck(o.). This is 
proved in a manner similar to the classical Arzela-Ascoli theorem, one 
version of which states that the inclusion CI(o.) c CO(o.) is compact 
(see Marsden [1974a], for instance). Also, ws.p(o.) c Ws'.P'(o.) is com-
pact if s > s' and p = p' or if s = s' and p > p'. (See Friedman [1969] 
for the proofs.) 
We already saw one application of Rellich's theorem in our proof of 
the Fredholm alternative. It is often used this way in existence theorems, 
using compactness to extract convergent sequences. 
As we shall see later, compactness comes into existence theory in 
another crucial way when one seeks weak solutions. This is through the 
fact that the unit ball in a Banach space is weakly compact-that is, 
compact in the weak topology. See, for example, Yosida [1971] for the 
proof (and for refinements, involving weak sequential compactness). 
We shall give another illustration of Theorem 1.13 through a special 
case that is useful in the study of nonlinear wave equations. This is the 
following important inequality in [R3: 
II u ilL" < Cli Du IlL" 
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1.16 Proposition Let u: 1R3 -+ IR be smooth and have compact sup-
port. Then 
soC=~. 
Proof 3 From 
one gets 
s~pl u3(x, y, z) I <3 L~ IU2 ~i I dx. 
Set I = f u6 dx and write JsP 
1= t: (Sf I u3" u31 dy dZ) dx 
< r~[(s~p r~lu3Idz)(r~ s~plu3IdY)Jdx 
< 9 L~ [(ff IU2 ~I dy dz)(ff IU2 ~~I dy dZ) ] dx· 
Using Schwarz' inequality on this gives 
~ ~ 
I <9 L~ [(Sf u4 dy dZ) (ff (~;r dy dz yl2 (ff (~~r dy dz r/] dx 
-~ -~ 
~ ~ ~ 
< 9 m~x (ff u4 dy dZ) (fff (~;) 2 dx dy dZ) 1/2 (fff (~~) 2 dx dy dZ) 1/2 
< 36 1. I u3 ~~ I dx dy dz (1. (~;) 2) 1/2 (1. (~~) 2) 1/2 
< 36~T (1. (~irr/2 (1. (~;rr/2 (1, (~~rr/2. 
Now using the arithmetic geometric mean inequality ra;;jb rc < 
(a ~ b ~ c)/3 gives 
I < 36~TU~, II grad u 112)3/2/33/2. 
3Following Ladyzhenskaya [1969]. 
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That is, 
One can use the same technique to prove similar inequalities. 
There is another important corollary of Theorem 1.13 that we shall 
prove~ The techniques can be used to determine to which Ws,p space a 
product belongs. 
1.17 Corollary For s> n12, Hs(lRn) is a Banach algebra (under 
pointwise multiplication). That is, there is a co'tstant K> 0 sflch that for 
u, v E HS(lRn), 
Ilu·vIIH• < KII~IIH.llvIIH" 
This is an important property of Hs not satisfied for low s. It certainly 
is not true that L2 forms an algebra under multiplication. 
Proof Choose a = j/s, r = 2, q = 00, p = 2s/j, m = s (0 <j < s) 
to obtain 
II Dju IIL"I! < const.11 DSu IIr.s II u II';'-J/' < const.11 u IIH" 
(See 1.15.) Letj + k = s. From Holder's inequality we have 
II DJu·Dkv Iii. < II Dju Iii,·!! II Dkv liz"" < const.11 u II~·II v II~·· 
Now DS(uv) consists of terms like Dju· DkV , so we obtain 
II D'uv IlL' < const.1I u liB' II V IIH" 
Similarly for the lower-order terms. Summing gives the result. I 
The trace theorems have already been mentioned in 1.1. Generally, 
they state that the restriction map from Q to a submanifold mz c Q of 
codimension m induces a bounded operator from W"p(n) to 
Ws-(l/mp),p(mz). Adams [1975] and Morrey [1966] are good references; 
the latter contains some useful refinements of this. 
There are also some basic extension theorems that are right inverses 
of restriction maps. Thus, for example, the Calderon extension theorem 
asserts that there is an extension map T: WS,P(Q) ---> WS,P(lRn) that is a 
bounded operator and "restriction to Q" oT = Identity. This is related 
to a classical Ck theorem due to Whitney. See, for example, Abraham 
and Robbin [1967J, Stein [1970J, and Marsden [1973a]. 
Finally, we mention that all these IRn results carry over to manifolds 
in a straightforward way. See, for example, Palais [1965] and Cantor 
[1979J. 
Problem 1.4 Prove a Ws, P version of the ro-lemma given in Box 
1.1, Chapter 4, by using the results of this box. 
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Box 1.2 Summary of Important Formulas for Section 6.1 
Sobolev Spaces on n c [Rn 
£2 = {u: n ---> [Rn I In II u2 11 dv < oo} 
<u, v) = fo U·V dv = fo ua(x)va(x) dx 
HS = {u: n ---> [Rn lu, Du, ... , DSu are in L2} 
norm: Ilull~' = Ilulli, + ... + II Dsulli,. 
H; = {u E H21 u satisfies the boundary conditions (displacement, 
traction or mixed)} 
Ws,p = {u: n ---> [Rn I u, Du, ... , DSu E LP} 
Symmetric Elliptic Operator 
Form: Au = div(a·Vu) (Au)a = (aabCducld)lb 
Symmetry: aabcd = acdab, <Au, v) = <u, Av) for u, v E H; 
Strong ellipticity: aabcdeaec'1b'1d > f II ~ 1121111112 for some f > 0 
and all ~, 11 E [Rn 
Gdrding's Inequality (<:> Strong Ellipticity) 
B(u, u) > cllull~l - dllulli, for all u E HI, where 
B(u,v)= fo Vu·a·Vvdv= foUa,baabcdvclddv 
(= -<Au, v) for u, v E HD. 
Fredholm Alternative 
(1) £2 = Range A E8 Ker A, an £2 orthogonal sum. 
(2) Au = fis solvable for u E H; if and only iff -L Ker A. 
Classical Elasticity 
Uniform pointwise stability: 1- e·c·e > 1111 e W, 1-eabcabCdecd > 
l1eabeab, implies strong ellipticity. In n c [R3, 
div(c· Vu) = f is solvable for u E H; using displacement or 
mixed boundary conditions for any fand for traction boundary con-
ditions if fof(x)(a + bx) dx = 0 for a any constant vector and b any 
3 X 3 skew matrix. 
Korn's Inequalities 
(1) Displacement (or mixed) boundary conditions: 
In lie W dv > c II U 11~1, eab = 1-(Ualb + Ub/a) 
(2) General: 
In lie W dv + In II u W dv > c II U 1I~1 
6.2 ABSTRACT SEMIGROUP THEORY 
This section gives an account of those parts of semi group theory that are needed 
in the following section for applications to elastodynamics. Although the ac-
count is self contained and gives fairly complete proofs of most of the theorems, 
it is not exhaustive. For example, we have omitted details about the theory of 
analytic semigroups, since it will be treated only incidentally in subsequent 
sections. The standard references for semi group theory are Hille and Phillips 
[1957], Yosida [1971], Kato [1966], and Pazy [1974]. This theory also occurs in 
many books on functional analysis, such as Balakrishnan [1976]. 
We shall begin with the definition of a semigroup. The purpose is to capture, 
under the mildest possible assumptions, what we mean by solvability of a linear 
evolution equation 
du ( dt = Au t > 0), u(O) = uo. (I) 
Here A is a linear operator in a Banach space X. We are interested in when (1) 
has unique solutions and when these solutions vary continuously in X as the 
initial data varies in the X topology. When this holds, one says that Equation 
(I) is well-posed. If A is a bounded operator in X, solutions are given by 
= (tA)k 
u(t) = etAuo = 2: -,-uo· 
k=O k. 
For partial differential equations, however, A will usually be unbounded, so 
the problem is to make sense out of etA. Instead of power series, the operator 
analogue of the calculus formula eX = limn_= (1 - x/ntn will turn out to be 
appropriate. 
2.1 Definitions A (CO) semigroup on a Banach space X is a family 
{U(t) I t > OJ of bounded linear operators of X to X such that the following 
conditions hold: 
(i) U(t + s) = U(t)oU(s) (t, s > 0) (semi group property); 
(ii) U(O) = Identity; and 
(iii) U(t)x is t-continuous at t = 0 for each x EX; that is, 
limt! 0 U(t)x = x. (This pointwise convergence is also expressed by 
saying strong limt! 0 U(t) = 1.) 
The infinitesimal generator A of U(t) is the (in general unbounded) linear 
operator given by 
Ax = lim U(t)x - x (2) 
t! 0 t 
on the domain~(A) defined to be the set of those x E X such that the limit (2) 
exists in X. 
We now derive a number of properties of semigroups. (Eventually we will 
prove an existence and uniqueness theorem for semigroups given a generator A.) 
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For Propositions 2.2-2.12, assume that U(t) is a given Co semigroup with infini-
tesimal generator A. 
2.2 Proposition There are constants M> 0, P > 0 such that II U(t) II < 
Metp for all t > O. In this case we write A E seX, M, p) and say A is the gener-
ator of a semigroup of type (M, P). 
Proof We first show that II U(t) II is bounded on some neighborhood of zero. 
If not, there would be a sequence tn ! 0 such that II U(tn) I I > n. But U(tn)x ~ x 
as n ~ 00, so U(tn) is pointwise bounded as n ~ 00, and therefore by the Uni-
form Boundedness Theorem4 II U(tn) II is bounded, which is a contradiction. 
Thus for some 0 > 0 there is a constant M such that II U(t) II < M for 0 < 
t < O. For t > 0 arbitrary, let n be the largest integer in t/o so t = no + -r, 
where 0 <-r < O. Then by the semi group property, 
II U(t) II = II U(no)U(-r) II < II U(-r)1111 U(o)W < M·Mn < M·Mt/li < MetP. 
where P = (I/o) log M. I 
2.3 Proposition U(t) is strongly continuouss in t; that is, for each fixed 
x E X, U(t)x is continuous in X as a function of t E [0, 00). 
Proof Let s > O. Since U(-r + s)x = U(s)U(-r)x, 2. 1 (iii) gives 
lim U(t)x = lim U(-r + s)x 
tls dO 
= U(s) lim U(-r)x = U(s)x, 
Tlo 
so we have right continuity in tat t = s. For left continuity let 0 < -r < s, and 
write 
II U(s - -r)x - U(s)x II = II U(s - r)(x - U(-r)x) II < Me PCS - T ) II x - U(r)x II, 
which tends to zero as -r ~ o. I 
2.4 Proposition 
(i) U(t)~(A) c ~(A); 
(ii) U(t)Ax = AU(t)xfor x E ~(A); and 
(iii) (d/dt)U(t)xo = A(U(t)xo) for all Xo E ~(A) and t > O. In other 
words, 
dx ( x(t) = U(t)xo satisfies dt = Ax and x 0) = Xo. 
4This theorem states that if {Ta} is a family of bounded linear operators on OC and if {TaX} 
is bounded for each x E OC, then the norms II Ta II are bounded. See, for example, Yosida 
[1971], p. 69. 
SOne can show that strong continuity at t = 0 can be replaced by weak continuity at t = 0 
and strong continuity in t E [0, (0) can be replaced by strong measurability in t. See Hille and 
Phillips [1957] for details. 
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Proof From [U(h)U(t)x - U(t)x]/h = U)t)[(U(h)x - x)/h] we get (i) and (ii) 
We get (iii) by using the fact that if x(t) E X has a continuous right derivative 
then x(t) is differentiable--.1from the right at t = 0 and two sided if t > 0. 6 I 
From (i) and (ii) we see that if x E ~(An), then U(t)x E ~(An). This is often 
used to derive regularity results, because if A is associated with an elliptic 
operator, ~(An) may consist of smoother functions for larger n. Notice that we 
have now shown that the concept of semigroup given here and that given in 
2.5, Chapter 5, agree. 
2.5 Proposition ~(A) is dense in X. 
Proof Let cp(t) be a COO function with compact support in [0, 00), let x E X 
and set 
x¢ = r cp(t)U(t)x dt. 
Noting that 
U(s)x¢ = r cp(t)U(t + s)x dt = r cp(. - s)U(r)x d. 
is differentiable in s, we find that x", E ~(A). On the other hand, given any 
E > 0 we claim that there is a cp (close to the "0 function") such that II x", - x II 
< f. Indeed, by continuity, choose 0 > 0 such that II U(t)x - x II < E if 0 < 
t < O. Let cp be COO with compact support in (0, 0), cp > 0 and r cp(t) dt = 1. 
Then 
II x", - x II = II r cp(t)(U(t)x - x) dt II < S: cp(t) II U(t)x - x II dt 
< E S: cp(t)dt = E. I 
The same argument in fact shows that n:=1 ~(An) is dense in X. 
2.6 Proposition A is a closed operator; that is, its graph in X X X is closed.' 
Proof Let Xn E ~(A) and assume that Xn -> Xo and AXn -> y. We must 
show that x E ~(A) and y = Ax. By 2.4, 
U(t)xn = Xn + S: U(s)Axn ds. 
6This follows from the corresponding real variables fact by considering /(u(t)) for / E ~*. 
See Yosida [1971], p. 235. 
'We shall prove more than this in Proposition 2.12 below, but the techniques given here 
are more direct and also apply to certain nonlinear semi groups as well. See Chernoff and 
Marsden I1974]. 
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Since U(s)Axn ~ U(s)y uniformly for s E [0, t], we have 
U(t)x = x + s: U(s)y ds. 
It follows that (dfdt+) U(t)x It-o exists and equals y. I 
Next we show that integral curves are unique. (Compare 2.15, Chapter 5.) 
2.7 Proposition Suppose e(t) is a differentiable curve in X such that e(t) E 
:D(A) and e'(t) = A(e(t» (t > 0). Then e(t) = U(t)e(O). 
Proof Fix to > 0 and define h(t) = U(to - t)e(t) for 0 < t < to. Then for-r 
small, 
Ilh(t + -r) - h(t) II = II U(to - t - -r)e(t + -r) - U(to - t - -r)U(-r)e(t) II 
< MeP(to-t-T) II e(t + -r) - U(-r)e(t) II. 
However, 
1 1 1 
-[e(t + -r) - U(-r)e(t)] = -[e(t + -r) - e(t)] - -[U(-r)e(t) - e(t)], 
-r -r -r 
which converges to Ae(t) - Ae(t) = 0, as -r ~ O. Thus, h(t) is differentiable for 
0< t < to with derivative zero. By continuity, h(to) = limtltoh(t) = e(to) = 
limt1to h(t) = U(to)e(O). (The last limit is justified by the fact that II U(t) II < 
MetP.) This is the result with t replaced by to. I 
One also has uniqueness in the class of weak solutions as is explained in the 
optional Box 2.1. 
Box 2.1 Adjoints and Weak Solutions (Balakrishnan [1976] 
and Ball [1977c]) 
Let the adjoint A*: :D(A*) c X* ~ X* be defined by :D(A*) = 
{v E X* I there exists aWE X* such that (w, x) = (v, Ax) for all 
x E :D(A)}, where ( , ) denotes the pairing between X and X*. Set 
A*v = w. If e(t) is a continuous curve in X and if, for every v E :D(A*), 
(e(t), v) is absolutely continuous and 
~ (e(t), v) = (e(t), A*v) almost everywhere 
that is, (e(t), v) = (e(O), v) + f: (e(s), A*v) ds, then e(t) is called a 
weak solution of dxfdt = Ax. 
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2.8 Proposition Let {U(t)} be a CO semigroup on a:. If c(t) is a weak 
solution, then c(t) = U(t)c(O). Conversely, for Xo E a: (not necessarily 
in the domain of A), then c(t) = U(t)xo is a weak solution. 
Proof If Xo E :D(A), then U(t)xo is a solution in :D(A) and hence a 
weak solution. Since U(t) is continuous and :D(A) is dense, the same is 
true for Xo E a:; that is, we can pass to the limit in 
<U(t)xm v) = <Xn, v) + 5: <U(-r)xm v) d-r 
for Xn E :D(A), Xn ---> Xo E a:. 
Now suppose c(t) is a weak solution. Let wet) = c(t) - U(t)c(O). Then 
w(O) = 0 and for v E :D(A*), 
<wet), v) = 5: <w(-r), A*v) d-r = (5: w(-r) d-r, A*V)' 
Thus, s: w(-r) d-r E :D(A) since A is closed (see 2.6). Here we have used 
the fact that if A is closed, then A** c A, where we identify a: with a 
subspace of a:: * * . (If a:: is reflexive, A** = A; cf. Kato [1966], p. 168.) It 
follows that z(t) = S: w(-r) d-r satisfies i = Az, and since z(O) = 0, z is 
identically zero by 2.7. I 
Ball [1977c] also shows that if the equation x = Ax admits unique 
weak solutions and A is densely defined and closed, then A is a 
generator. 
We continue now to develop properties of a given semigroup of type (M, p). 
If P = 0, we say the semigroup is bounded, and if M = 1, we say it is quasi-
contractive. If M = 1 and P = 0, it is called contractive. 
2.9 Proposition If U(t) is (a Co semigroup) of type (M, p) on a:, then: (i) 
T(t) = e-'PU(t) is a bounded semigroup with generator A - pI; (ii) there is an 
equivalent norm 111·111 on a: relative to which U(t) is quasi-contractive. 
We shall leave the proof as an exercise. For (ii), use the norm III xiii = 
sup,;;,o II e-'PU(t)x II· 
2.10 Example Let a:: = V(IR) with the norm 
IIJW = fl IJ(x) 12 dx + t SR\[-1,llIJ(x) 12 dx 
and let (U(t)f)(x) = J(t + x). Then U(t) is a Co semi group and AJ = dfldx 
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with domain H!(IR) (absolutely continuous functions with derivatives in V). 
Here, II U(t) II < 2. If we form the norm III III, we get the usual V-norm and a 
contraction semigroup. 
2.11 Proposition U(t) is norm continuous at t = 0 if and only if A is bounded. 
Proof Choose f > 0 so that II U(t) - III < f if 0 < t < f and pick if> to be 
a Coo function with compact support in [0, f) such that if> > 0 and fa' if>(t) dt = 1. 
Let J¢>(x) = r if>(-r)U(-r)x d-r and note that 
JiU(t)x) = r if>(-r)U(-r + t)x d-r = f if>(-r - t)U(-r)x d-r. 
However, 
II (Jill - I)(x) II = II r if>(-r)(U(-r)x - x) d-r II < f r if>(-r) II x II d-r = fll x II, 
so II J¢> - I II < f and hence Jill is invertible. By construction 
U(t)x = J;!(f if>(-r - t)U(-r)x d-r), 
which is therefore differentiable in t for all x and also shows A E ffi(a:) (the set 
of all bounded linear operators on a:). The converse is done by noting that 
etA = ~:=o(tA)nl(n!) is norm continuous in t. I 
Next we give a proposition that will turn out to be a complete characteriza-
tion of generators. 
2.12 Proposition Let A E sea:, M, P). Then: 
(i) :D(A) is dense in a:; 
(ii) (A - A) is one-to-one and onto a: for each A > p and the resolvent 
R;. = (A - At! is a bounded operator; and 
(iii) II (A - Atn II < MI(A - p)n for A > P and n = 1,2, .... 
Note. Here and in what follows, A - A stands for AI - A, where I is the identity 
operator. 
Proof Given x E a:, let 
Then 
A>P· 
(U(s) - I)y;. = r e-J.tU(t + s)x dt - y;. 
= eAS f.oo e-;'TU(-r)x d-r - y;. 
= (e;'s - l)y;. - e;" I: e-;'tU(t)x dt. 
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Hence YA E ~(A) and Ay.t = Ay.t - X. Thus (A - A) is surjective. (Taking A-
00 shows that AYA -> x, which also shows ~(A) is dense, reproducing 2.5.) Thl 
formula 
u = r e-1tU(t)(A - A)u dt, U E ~(A), 
which follows from -(dldt)e-1tU(t)u = e-AtU(t)(A - A)u, shows that (A - A) i! 
one-to-one. 
Thus we have proved the Laplace transform relation 
R1x = (A - A)-IX = {O e-.ttU(t)x dt, (A> P), 
from which it follows that 
II(A - A)-III < fO e-).tMePt dt = AMp" 
The estimate (iii) follows from the formulas 
(n - I)! (A - Atnx = r e-1ttn- 1 U(t)x dt, 
J~ e-pttn-I dt = (n - I)!. o J.ln 
(3) 
(4) 
Equation (4) is proved by integration by parts and (3) follows from the relation 
(~r-I (A - A)-I = (-I)n-I(n - I)! (A - Atn. I 
Problem 2.1 Show that the resolvent identity Rl - Rp = (J.l - A)R1Rp 
holds and that J.lR1 -> Identity strongly as A -> 00. 
The following Hille- Yosida theorem asserts the converse of 2.12. It is, in 
effect, an existence and uniqueness theorem. Uniqueness was already proved 
in 2.7. 
2.13 Theorem Let A be a linear operator in X with domain ~(A). Assume 
there are positive constants M and P such that: 
(i) ~(A) is dense; 
(ii) (A - A) is one-to-one and onto X for A > P and (A - A)-I E <B(X); 
and 
(iii) II (A - A) II-n < MI(A - p)n (A > p, n = 1,2, ... ). 
Then A E seX, M, p); that is, there exists a Co semigroup of type (M, P) whose 
generator is A. We shall often write etAfor the semigroup generated by A. 
Proof If (A - PI) generates the semigroup U, then A generates the semi-
group etPU (see 2.9). Thus it suffices to prove the theorem for P = O. 
Rewrite (iii) as II (I - ~A)-n II < M (~ > 0, n = 1, ... ) by taking ~ = Ill. 
Thus, if x E ~(A), then (I - ~A)-IX - X = ~(I - ~A)-IAx, so (I - ~A)-I - I 
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-> 0 strongly on :D(A) as 0: ~ O. Since (I - o:A)-1 - I E <B(OC), convergence 
also holds on OC. 
Let U,,(t) = (1 - (t/n)At", a uniformly bounded sequence of operators. We 
shall show it converges on a dense set. Write 
i t d U,,(t)x - Um(t)x = Um(t - s)U,,(s)x I~;;~ = s-lim -d Um(t - s)U,,(s)x ds dO • S 
i t ( t ) ( t )-m-l( )-"-1 = s-lim ..£ - - S A2 1 - - SA  - ..£A x ds. dO • n m m n 
Thus, if x E :D(A2), we get, 
IIU,,(t)x - Um(t)xll<M21IA2xllt(! + ~)t2. 
Thus U,,(t)x converges for x E :D(A2). But 
:D(A2) = :D«(I - A)2) = Range(I - A)-2 = (l - A)-I:D(A). 
Now (1 - A)-I: OC --> :D(A) is bounded and surjective. Since :D(A) c OC is dense, 
(1 - A)-I(:D(A» c :D(A) is dense; that is, :D(A2) c OC is dense. 
Let U(t)x = s-lim,,_oo U,,(t)x. Clearly, II U(t) II < M, U(O)x = x, and U(t + s) 
= U(t)oU(s). Since U,,(t)x -> U(t)x uniformly on compact t-intervals for x E 
:D(A2) and this is dense, U(t)x is t-continuous. Thus we have a Co semigroup. 
Let A' be the generator of U(t). We need to show that A' = A. For x E :D(A), 
d (t )-1 dt U,,(t)x = A 1 - nA U,,(t)x. 
Thus 
U,,(t)x = x + s: (I - ~ Ar 1 U,,(s)Ax ds, 
and so 
U(t)x = x + s: U(s)Ax ds. 
Therefore x E :D(A') and A' ::J A. But (I - A')-1 E <B(OC) by the previous 
proposition and (1 - A)-1 E <B(OC) by assumption, so they must agree. I 
We shall give some concrete examples of how to check these hypotheses 
below and in the next section. In this regard, note that if M = 1, we -have a 
quasi-contractive semigroup and verification of (iii) for n = 1 is sufficient. Also, 
as the proof shows, it suffices to verify (ii) and (iii) for some sufficiently large 1. 
Finally, we note that if (ii) and (iii) hold for Ill> p, then U(t) is a group-that 
is, is defined for all t E IR, not just t > O. 
For applications, there are two special verisions of the Hille-Yosida theorem 
that are frequently used. These involve the notion of the closure of an operator. 
Namely, A is called closable if the closure of the graph of A in OC x OC is the 
graph of an operator; this operator is called the closure of A and is denoted A. 
In practice, this often enlarges the domain of A. (For example, the Laplacian 
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V2 in ~ = L2 may originally be defined on smooth functions satisfying desired 
boundary conditions; its closure will extend the domain to Hi.) 
2.14 First Corollary A linear operator A has a closure A that is the generator 
of a quasi-contractive semigroup on ~ if and only if (i) ~(A) is dense and (ii) for 1 
sufficiently large, (1 - A) has dense range and 11(1 - A)x II > (1 - ft) II x II. 
Proof Necessity follows Proposition 2.12. For sufficiency, we use the follow-
ing: 
2.15 Lemma (a) Let B be a closable linear operator with a densely defined 
bounded inverse B-1. Then (B-1) is injective, and (B)-I = (B-1). 
(b) Suppose that A is a densely defined linear operator such that (1 - A)-I 
exists, is densely defined, with 11(1 - A)-I II < Kl1for large 1. Then A is closable. 
(Hence, by part (a), (1 - A) is invertible, with (1 - A)-I = (1 - A) I.) 
Proof (a) Since B-1 is bounded, B-1 is a bounded, everywhere-defined 
operator. Suppose that B-Iy = O. We will show that y = O. Let Yn E Range of 
Band Yn -> y. Then Yn = BXn for Xn E ~(B), and Ilxnll < IIB-IIIIIYnll- O. 
Since B is closable, we must have Y = O. Thus fFT is injective and (a) follows. 
(b) We shall first show that 1R;. ---> I as 1----> 00, where R;. = (1 - A)-I by 
definition. By assumption, II R;.II < KIA. Now pick any x E ~(A). Then x = 
R;.(A - A)x, so x = AR;.x - R;.Ax, and II R;.Ax II «KIA) II Ax 11---> 0 as A----> 00. 
Thus 1R;. -> I strongly on ~(A). But ~(A) is dense and liAR;. II < K for all large 
A, so AR;. --> Ion the whole of~. 
To prove that A is closable, we suppose Xn E ~(A), Xn ---> 0, and AXn ----> y. We 
claim that y = O. Indeed, choose a sequence An ---> 00 with AnXn -> O. Then 
(An - A)xn + Y ----> O. Since II AnR;'n II < K, we have AnR;.J(An - A)xn + y] --> O. 
Thus, AnXn + AnR;'nY ---> O. But AnXn ---> 0 and AnR;'nY ---+ y, so Y = o. I 
The rest of 2.14 now follows. Indeed, A satisfies the conditions of part (b) of 
the lemma, and hence A satisfies the hypothesis of the Hille-Y osida theorem 
with M = 1). I 
Now we give a result in Hilbert space. We will sometimes refer to this result as 
the Lumer-Phillips Theorem. 8 For applications we shall give in the next section, 
it will be one of the most useful results of this section. 
2.16 Second Corollary Let A be a linear operator in a Hilbert space X. Then 
A has a closure A that is the generator of a quasi-contractive semigroup on X (that 
is, A E S(X, 1, ft)) if and onZy if: 
(i) ~(A) is dense in X; 
8See Lumer and Phillips [1961J for the case of Banach spaces. It proceeds in a similar way. 
using a duality map in place of the inner product. 
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(ii) <Ax, x) < p<x, x) for all x E !D(A) (If P is zero, we call A dissipative); 
and 
(iii) (2 - A) has dense range for sufficiently large 2. 
If in (iii) (2 - A) is onto, then A is closed and A E g(X, 1, P). 
Proof First suppose (i), (ii), and (iii) hold. Then «2 - A)x, x) > (2 - P)· 
IlxW, and so by Schwarz's inequality, 11(2 - A)xll > (2 - P)l\xll. Thus A E 
g(X, 1, P) by 2.15. 
Conversely, assume A E g(X, 1, ft). We need only show that 
<Ax, x) < P<x, x) for all x E !D(A). 
By 2.9 we can assume that P = 0 and U(t) is contractive. Now <x, U(t)x) < 
\I xliii U(t)x \I < II x Wand therefore <x, U(t)x - x) < O. Dividing by t and 
letting t ! 0 gives <x, Ax) < 0 as desired. I 
2.17 Further Results Some additional useful results that we just quote are 
as follows: 
1. Bounded Perturbations If A E g(X, M, P) and B E <B(X), then A + B 
Eg (X, M, P + II BII M) (Kato [1966], p. 495). 
2. Trotter-Kato Theorem If An E g(X, M, P) (n = 1,2,3, ... ) A E g(X, 
M, P) and for 2 sufficiently large, (2 - An)-1 ---> (2 - A)-1 strongly, then 
etAn ---> etA strongly, uniform on bounded t-intervals (Kato [1966], p. 502). 
Problem 2.2 Show that if !D(An) and !D(A) all have a common core 
'Y c X-that is, An, A are the closures of their restrictions to 'Y, and 
An ---> A strongly on 'Y-then (2 - AntI ---> (2 - A)-1 strongly, from the 
resolvent identity (see Problem 2.1). 
3. Lax Equivalence Theorem If A E g(X, M, P), and K. E <B(X) is a family 
of bounded operators defined for f > 0, with Ko = I, we say {K.} is: 
(i) stable if II K~/n II is bounded on bounded t-intervals (n = 1,2, ... ); 
(ii) resolvent consistent if for 2 sufficiently large 
(2 - A)-1 = s-lim (2 - .l(K. - 1»)-1 (strong limit); 
dO f 
(iii) consistent if (d/df+ )K.(x)I.=o = Ax, x E a core of A. 
The Lax equivalence theorem states that etA = s-limn~~ K'/;n uniformly on 
bounded I-intervals if and only if {K,} is stable and resolvent consistent (see 
Chorin, Hughes, McCracken, and Marsden [1978] for a proof and applications). 
Assuming stability, consistency implies resolvent consistency. 
4. Trotter Product Formula If A, B are generators of quasi-contractive 
semi groups and C = A + B is a generator, then 
etC = s-lim (etA/netB/n)n. 
(This is a special case of 3.) 
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5. Inhomogeneous Equations Let A E g(~, M, p) and consider the fol-
lowing initial value problem: Let J(t) (0 < t < T) be a continuous ~-valued 
function. Find x(t) (0 < t < T) with x(O) a given member of 5)(A), such that 
x'(t) = Ax(t) + J(t). (I) 
If we solve (I) formally by the variation of constants formula, we get 
x(t) = etAx(O) + f~ e(t-.)AJ(1:) d1: (0 < t < T). 
However, x(t) need not lie in ~(A); but it will ifJis a Cl function from [0, T] to 
~. Then (I) is satisfied in the classical sense (Kato [1966], p. 486). For uniqueness, 
suppose yet) is another solution of (I), with yeO) = x(O). Let z(t) = x(t) - yet). 
Then z'(t) = Az(t) and z(O) = 0, so z(t) = 0 by uniqueness. Thus x(t) = yet). 
6. Trend to Equilibrium Let A E g(~, 1, ft) and suppose there is a 0 > 0 
such that the spectrum of eA lies inside the unit disk a positive distance 0 from the 
unit circle. Then for any x E ~, 
etAx --> 0 as t --> +00. 
Indeed, if 0 < 0' < 0, we can, by way of the spectral theorem, find a new norm 
in which 
A E g(~, 1, -0'), 
from which the result follows. (See Marsden and McCracken, [1976], §2A, 
Slemrod [1976], and Dafermos [1968].) Abstract conditions under which spec-
trum eA = e"pectrum A are unfortunately rather complex (see Carr [1981] and 
Roh [1982]). 
7. Analytic Semigroups. Ifll (' - A)-l II < MIl' I for' complex and belong-
ing to a sector I arg' I < nl2 + (j) «(j) > 0), then A generates a bounded semi-
group Vet) that can be extended to complex t's as an analytic function of t 
(t =1= 0). For real t > 0, X E ~ one has V(t)x E 5)(A) and 
II dn~~)x II < (const.)·11 x II·rn • 
Consult one of the standard references for details. 
2.18 Comments on Operators in Hilbert Space and Semigroups The results 
here are classical ones due to Stone and von Neumann, which may be found in 
several of the aforementioned references. A densely defined operator in Hilbert 
space is called symmetric if A c A*; that is, <Ax, y) = <x, Ay) for all x,y E 
5)(A) (see Box 2.1 for the definition of A*; replace ~* by ~ in Hilbert space), 
self-adjoint if A = A* (i.e., A is symmetric and A and A* have the the same 
domain), and essentially selj:adjoint if A is self-adjoint. 
For the first two results following, ~ is assumed to be a complex Hilbert 
space. 
1. Let A be closed and symmetric. Then A is self-adjoint if and only if A + )J 
is surjective when 1m A. =1= O. 
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Problem 2.3 (a) Show that a symmetric operator is closable. (b) By con-
sulting a book on functional analysis, prove 1. 
2. (Stone's Theorem) A is self-adjoint if and only if iA generates a one-
parameter unitary group. 
Proof From the symmetry of A and II (A + A)X W > 0, we get II(A + A)X II 
> 11m A III x II, and so for 2 real, 11(2 - iA)x II > 12 III x II. Thus 2 results from 
1 and the Hille-Y osida theorem. I 
3. (Real version of Stone's Theorem) Let A be a skew-adjoint operator on a real 
Hilbert space (i.e., A = -A*). Then A generates a one-parameter group of 
isometries and conversely. (This follows by an argument similar to 2.) 
4. Let A be closed, symmetric, and A < 0; that is, <Ax, x) < 0 for all x E 
!D(A). Then A is self-adjoint if and only if (2 - A) is onto (A > 0). 
Problem 2.4 Use this and the Fredholm alternative to show that the 
symmetric elliptic operator A in Section 6.1 is self-adjoint. See Problem 
1.2. 
5. If A dissipative «Ax, x) < 0) and self-adjoint, then A generates a con-
traction semigroup. (This follows from 4 and the Lumer-Phillips theorem.) 
2.19 Example (Heat Equation) Let 0 c [Rn be an open region with smooth 
boundary, X = V(O), Au = ilu, and !D(A) = C;;'(O), where CoCO) are the C~ 
functions with compact support in O. Then A generates a contraction semi group 
in X. (A will turn out to be the Laplacian on !D(A) = H;(O), the H2 functions 
with 0 boundary conditions.) 
Proof Obviously A is symmetric. It follows that it is closable (Problem 2.3). 
Moreover, for u E !D(A), 
<Au, u) = In ilu·u dx = - fa Vu·Vu dx < 0, 
so A is dissipative. By the second corollary of the Hille- Y osida theorem, it 
suffices to show that for 2 > 0, (A - A) has dense range; that is, A is self-
adjoint. Suppose v E L 2(O) is such that 
«A - A)u, v) = 0 for all u E !D(A). 
Then 
«2 - il)u, v) = 0 for all u E C;;'CO). 
By the regularity of weak solutions of elliptic equations, v is in fact C~ and 
v = 0 on ao. (See 1.6(iv).) Thus, setting u = v and integrating by parts, 
2 In 1v l2 dx + folVvl2dx = 0, 
and so v = o. I 
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The semi group produced here is actually analytic. 
Problem 2.5 Show directly, using the elliptic theory in Section 6.1 (see, 
especially, Problem 1.2) that L\ on H; generates a semigroup. Conclude 
that this is A. 
Problem 2.6 Generalize 2.19 to the equation du/dt = Au, where A is the 
operator discussed in Section 6.1. 
The above example concerns the parabolic equation au/at = Au. The hyper-
bolic equation aZujatZ = Au is directly relevant to linear elastodynamics and 
will be considered in the next section. 
Box 2.2 Summary of Important Formulas for Section 6.2 
Semigroup in a Banach Space 
U(t): OC -> OC is defined for t > 0, U(t + s) = U(t)oU(s), U(O) = I, 
and U(t) is strongly continuous in tat t = 0+ (and hence for all t > 0). 
Infinitesimal Generator 
Ax = lim U(t)x - x 
t~O+ t 
on the domain !D(A) for which the limit exists (!D(A) is always dense). 
We write U(t) = etA. 
Class (M, p) 
A E S(OC, M, P) means A is a generator of a U(t) satisfying" U(t) " 
< Metfl• (Bounded if p = 0; quasi-contractive if M = 1, and con-
tractive if both.) 
Evolution Equation 
If Xo E !D(A), then x(t) = U(t)xo E !D(A), x(O) = Xo and dxJdt = 
Ax. Solutions are unique if a semigroup exists. 
Hille- Yosida Theorem Necessary and sufficient conditions on an 
operator A to satisfy A E S(OC, M, ft) are: 
(i) !D(A) is dense; 
(ii) (A. - A)-l E ffi(OC) exists for .A. > p; and 
(iii) II (A. - At"11 < MI(A. - ft)" (n = 1,2, ... ). 
Useful Special Case (Lumer-Phillips Theorem) On Hilbert space 
X, A E S(X, 1, P) if and only if !D(A) is dense, <Ax, x) < p<x, x) 
for all x E !D(A), and (A. - A) has dense range. (If (A. - A) is onto, 
there is no need to take the closure.) 
6.3 LINEAR ELASTODYNAMICS 
In this section we discuss various aspects of the initial value problem in linear 
elastodynamics using the theory of semigroups developed in the previous sec-
tion. We begin with the main result for hyperelasticity: strong ellipticity is 
necessary and sufficient for the equations to generate a quasi-contractive semigroup 
in ~ = HI X V. 9 Following this, we discuss stability and show that definiteness 
of the energy implies dynamical stability (the linear energy criterion). It is also 
shown, using a result of Weiss [1967], that if Cauchy elasticity generates stable 
dynamics, then it is necessarily hyperelastic. Box 3.1 describes some general 
abstract results for Hamiltonian systems, linear hyperelasticity being a special 
case. Box 3.2 shows how semigroup techniques can be used in a problem of 
panel flutter, and in Box 3.3 various linear dissipative mechanisms are con-
sidered, again using semigroup techniques. Finally, Box 3.4 considers symmetric 
hyperbolic systems and how they may be used in linear elasticity. 
Table 6.3.1 shows the interrelationships between some of the topics con-
sidered in this section. 
Table 6.3.1 
A. Linear Hyperelasticity 
Strong ellipticity 
(Gcirding) 
Stability (classical elasticity) 
it (Korn) 
Elasticity tensor positive-definite 
The equations of motion generate a 
quasi-contractive semigroup in 
HI x L2 (relative to some Hilbert 
space structure). 
it 
Generates a contractive semigroup on 
HI x £2 (relative to some Hilbert 
space norm). 
B. Cauchy Elasticity 
Generation of a contractive semi-
group on a Hilbert space of the 
form 11 x £2,11 c £2 ==> 
Hyperelasticity 
C. Logarithmic Convexity 
Strong ellipticity "strictly" fails No semigroup on any space of the 
form 11 X £2,11 c V. 
Consider then the equations of linearized elasticity on a region n that is (for 
simplicity) a bounded open set in lRn with piecewise smooth boundary or else 
9The fact that the equations generate a semigroup in ~ embodies the idea that we have a 
continuous linear dynamical system in ~. In particular, the solutions depend continuously in 
~ as the initial conditions are varied in the same space ~. This is to be compared with other 
types of continuous data dependence where the solution and initial data vary in different spaces. 
For the latter, strong ellipticity is not required. See Knops and Payne [1971] for an extensive 
discussion of this point. 
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n = [Rn. These equations are 
pu = div(a·Vu) on n,} 
that is, pita = (aabedueld)lb on n. (1) 
We have dropped the inhomogeneous terms/= -pa + ph + div(a), for they 
cause no added difficulty in questions of existence and uniqueness; see item 5 
in 2.17. 
The boundary conditions are assumed to be either 
displacement: u = 0 on an,} 
traction: a·Vu·n = 0 on an, 
or mixed: u = 0 on ad and a·Vu = 0 on aT 
(2) 
again taken to be homogeneous without loss of generality. We assume the elas-
ticity tensor aabed(x) is CI in x and p(x) > J > 0 is Co. 
We recall that the material in question is hyperelastic when a"bed = aedab. This 
is equivalent to symmetry of the operator Au = (lIp) div(a·Vu) in £2 as in 1.3, 
where we put on L 2 a modified inner product corresponding to the 1/ p factor in 
A, namely, <u, v) = In p(x)ua(x)va(x) dv(x). 
Rewrite the equations of motion as if = Au or 
where A' = e ~). (3) 
The domain of A is taken to be Hi(n), defined in 1.1. 
The main existence theorem for linear elastodynamics is as follows: 
3.1 Theorem Let a be hyperelastic and let the symmetric operator A: 5)(A) = 
Hi -> L2 be defined by Au = [div(a. Vu)]lp. Let X = HI X £2 and let A' be 
defined by (3) with 5)(A') = 5)(A) X HI. The following assertions are equivalent: 
(i) There is a Hilbert space norm on HI such that A' generates a quasi-con-
tractive group on X. 
(ii) a is strongly elliptic. 
Proof First, assume a is strongly elliptic. For v E 5)(A) and u E Hl(n), the 
Dirichlet from is given by B(u, v) = -<u, Av), where the L2 inner product is 
weighted with p, as above. By Garding's inequality, 
B(u, II) + d II u Iii, = III u III~' 
is equivalent to the HI-norm. We use norm (III U",~, + II Ii IIi,)1/2 on X = HI X 
£2. If ~" . }H' and ~" .} denote the corresponding inner products on HI and 
X, respectively, then 
~A'(u, Ii), (u, Ii)} = ~u, Ii}Hl + <Au, Ii)L' 
= B(u, Ii) + d<u, ")L' + <Au, ")L' = d<u, ")L' 
< ! dO' u "i. + II Ii "i.) <! d(", U",~, + II" IIi.)· 
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The same estimate holds for -A' since iI can be replaced by -il. By Problem 
1.2 of Section 6.1, AU - Au = fis solvable for u if A> d l • The solution of 
(A - A')(u, iI) = (f,j) 
is readily checked to be 
u = (A 2 - A)-Ij + AI. iI = -f + AU, 
so (A - A') is onto for I A I sufficiently large. Thus by the second corollary of 
the Hille-Yosida theorem (2.16), A' is the generator of a quasi-contractive 
semigroup. 
Next we prove the converse. If A' generates a quasi-contractive semigroup, 
then 2.16 gives the estimate 
{u, iI~Hl + <Au, iI)L' < P[{u, U~Hl + <ii, iI)L'} 
for all u E !D(A) and ii E HI. Letting ii = rxu (rx > 0) and using the equivalence 
of the II·IIHI and 1I1·IIIHl norms, 
1 
-<Au, U)L' > "i"[rx{u, U~Hl - P{u, U~Hl - Prx2<u, U)L'} 
> ! [rxllull~l - l' Ilull~l - Prx2 I1 ulli.} 
for a constant l' > O. Choosing rx > 1'2, we get 
-<Au, U)L' > cllull~l - dllulli., 
where c = (rx - 1'2)/rx1', d = prx. Thus Garding's inequality holds and so by 
1.5, we have strong ellipticity. I 
Remarks 
(1) This argument also gives a sharp regularity result. Recall from 1.6(i) 
that if u E H2(O), u satisfies non-mixed boundary conditions, and 0 has a 
smooth boundary, then for s > 2, 
lIullH· < C(IIAuIlH ·-. + IluIIL .). 
This shows that X>(Am) c H2m (which, by the Sobolev embedding theorem, lies 
in Ck if k < 2m - n/2). From the abstract theory of semi groups in Section 6.2, 
we know that if (u(O), ii(O» E X>«A')m), then (u(t), ii(t» E !D(A')m) as well. For 
instance (u(O), ii(O» E X>«A')3) means that 
u(O) E X>(A2) and ii(O) E X>(A). 
Note that this automatically means u(O) and ii(O) must satisfy extra boundary 
conditions; in general, these extra conditions for (u, ii) to belong to X>(A')m) are 
called the compatibility conditions. 
In particular, if u(O) and ii(O) are CO" in x and belong to the domain of every 
power of A, then the solutions are Coo in (x, t) in the classical sense. 
(2) If we have 
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and f(X) vanishes at some points, then one can still, under technical condition 
sufficient to guarantee A is self-adjoint (see, e.g., Reed and Simon [l975), an( 
references therein), get a quasi-contractive semigroup on 'Y xV, where 'Y is thl 
completion of HI(n) in the energy norm. One can show along the lines of 3.1 
that if A' generates a quasi-contractive semigroup on 'Y X L2, then we must hav( 
aabcd(x)'a'cllblld > o. 
If aabCd'a'cllblld < 0 somewhere in n, we say strong ellipticity strictly fails. III 
3.7 it is shown that in this case no semi group is possible on any space 11 X V. 
Next we mention the abstract version of 3.1 (see also Box 3.1). 
3.2 Theorem (Weiss [1967] and Goldstein [1969]) Let X be a real Hilbert 
space and A a self-adjoint operator on X satisfying (Ax, x) > c(x, x) for a 
constant c > O. Let AI/2 be the positive square root of A and let Xl be the domain 
of AI/2with the graph norm. Then the operator 
A'- ( 0 1) 
-A 0 
generates a one-parameter group on Xl X X with domain :D(A) X Xl' The 
semigroup etA' solves the abstract wave equation (alx)j(atl) = -Ax. 
Proof Our condition on A means that the graph norm of AI/2 is equivalent 
to the norm III x III = <AI/2x , AI/2x). Thus on XI X X we can take the Hilbert 
space norm 
II (x, y) W = (AI/2x, AI/2x) + <y, y). 
We will show that A' is skew-adjoint on Xl X X, so the result follows from the 
real form of Stone's theorem (2.18(3». Let us first check skew symmetry. Let 
Xl' Xl E :D(A) and YI' Y2 E Xl' Then 
<A'(xl' x 2), (YI' Y2» = «X2' -Ax!), (Yl> Y2» 
= <AI/2X2 , Al/2yl ) + < -AXI' Yl) 
= <Ax2, Yl) - <Ax!, Y2> 
since X2 E :D(A). Similarly, for Xl> X2 E X, and YI' Yz E :D(A), 
«Xl> x 2), A'(YI, Y2» = (XI' AY2> - (X2' AYI), 
so A' is skew-symmetric. 
To show A' is skew-adjoint, let (YI' Y2) E :D(A'+), where A'+ denotes the 
skew-adjoint of A'. This means there is (ZI' Z2) E XI X X such that 
(A'(XI' x 2), (YI' Y2» = -«XI' Xl), (ZI' zz» 
for all (XI' X2) E :D(A) X XI' This assertion is equivalent to 
(AI/2X2' AI/ZyI ) = -(X2' Z2) for all Xz E :D(AI/2) 
and 
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The first statement implies AI/2YI E ~(AI/2) or YI E ~(A) and the second 
implies Y2 E ~(AI/2). Hence ~(A'+) = ~(A') so A' is skew-adjoint. I 
Remarks 
(1) The group generated by A' can be written explicitly in terms of that 
generated by C = A 112 as 
etA' = cosh(tC)(Identity) + sin~tC) A', 
where for example cosh tC = (etC + e-tC)j2. Division by C is in terms of the 
operational calculus. 
(2) The condition c > ° in the hypothesis can be relaxed to c = ° if the 
spaces are modified as follows. Let A be self-adjoint and non-negative with 
trivial kernel and let JCA be the completion of JC with respect to the norm 
Ilxll~ =<Ax,x). Let OC =JCA x JC and let A'(X,y) =(y, -Ax). Then the 
closure of A' is a generator in oc. The argument follows the lines above (see 
Weiss [1967]). 
(3) The wave equation Utt = V2u does not generate a semigroup in Wl.P X 
U if p *" 2 and n > 1. See Littman [1973]. 
Problem 3.1 Show that A' cannot be a generator on JC X JC unless A is 
a bounded operator. (Hint: (~ ~) is bounded on JC X JC; so if A' is a 
generator, so is Ao = (~ ~). Now compute etA,.) 
The next abstract theorem will show that stable dynamics implies hyper-
elasticity. Here, we say A' is dynamically stable if it generates a contractive semi-
group on OC (relative to some norm on HI). 
3.3 Theorem (Weiss [1967]) Let A be a linear operator in a Hilbert space JC 
with domain ~(A). Let 'Y be a Hilbert space, with ~(A) c 'Y c JC. Assume that 
(0 I) A'-,- A 0' ~(A') = ~(A) X 'Y 
generates a contractive semigroup on OC = 'Y X JC. Then A is a self-adjOint operator, 
and in particular is symmetric. 
Proof By the Lumer-Phillips theorem 2.16, withP = 0, we have 
<Cu, u), A'(u, u»oc < 0, that is, <u, u)'Y + <u, Au)x < 0. 
Since this holds for all u E ~(A), U E 'Y, we can replace u by -u. The left-hand 
side changes sign, so we must have <u, u)'Y + <u, Au)x = 0. Thus, <u, Au)x = 
-<u, u)'Y' and so A is symmetric and non-positive. It is also self-adjoint since 
(l - A) is surjective for l > ° (see 2.18(4». I 
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This result shows that linear Cauchy elasticity cannot give a stable dynamical 
system in 'Y X L2 unless it is hyperelastic. This is, presumably, an undesirable 
situation for Cauchy elasticity. It is a semigroup analogue of the work theorems 
that are used to cast doubt on Cauchy elasticity (cf. Gurtin [1972b], p. 82). 
The proof of the above theorem has another interesting corollary. It 
shows that, under the hypothesis given, the 'Y-norm is necessarily the energy 
norm, II u II~ = -<u, AU)3C, and that our semigroups are forced to be groups 
of isometries. 
Remarks 
(1) Weiss [1967] also shows that one is forced into working on Hilbert space 
as opposed to general Banach spaces (cf. Remark 3 following 3.2). 
(2) Related to the contractive assumption is an abstract result of Nagy 
(Riesz and Nagy [1955], p. 396), namely, that a bounded one-parameter group 
on Hilbert space is actually unitary in an equivalent Hilbert norm. 
Next we discuss the energy criterion for linear elastodynamics. 
3.4 Definition We say that a is stable provided that there is a c > 0 such 
that 
B(u, u) > c II U 11~1 for all u E HI(D). 
That is, the elastic potential energy is positive-definite relative to the HI-norm. 
We recall from 1.5 that stability implies strong ellipticity. 
3.5 Theorem A' is dynamically stable (in the sense that A' generates a con-
tractive group on HI X V relative to some inner product on HI) if and only if a is 
stable. lO 
Proof In the proof of sufficiency in 3.1 we can take p = 0 by stability, so 
we get a contractive group. 
Conversely, if we get a contractive group relative to some equivalent inner 
product { , }Hl on HI, we saw in the proof of Weiss' theorem 3.3 that we must 
have B(u, u) = {u, U}Hl, which implies stability. I 
3.6 Corollary For the displacement problem in classical elasticity, uniform 
pointwise stability of the elasticity tensor, that is, there is a 0 > 0 such that 
eocoe>ol!eUZ 
for all symmetric eab , implies stability. 
lOIn 2.7, Chapter 5 we defined a semigroup to be stable when it is bounded. Note that there, 
stable means contractive relative to some Hilbert space structure. There is a slight technical 
difference. 
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Proof This follows by virtue of Korn's first inequality 
fn"eW dx > cllull~, (c> 0), 
where eab = t(Ua,b + ub,a) and u = 0 on an. (See 1.12.) I 
For the traction problem, Korn's first inequality cannot hold since e is 
invariant under the Euclidean group. Instead we have Korn's second inequality 
(see 1.12), 
fo.lleW dx + fnlluW dx > cllullt-,. 
As it stands, this_shows that positive-definiteness of the elasticity tensor implies 
Garding's inequality. However, we already know Garding's inequality is true 
from strong ellipticity alone. Thus Korn's second inequality is not required for 
existence. However, there is a deeper reason for Korn's second inequality. 
Namely, if we view the traction problem as a Hamiltonian system (as in Chapter 
5) and move into center of mass and constant angular momentum "coor-
dinates,"!! then in the appropriate quotient space of H! x L2, we get a new 
Hamiltonian system and in this quotient space, Korn's second inequality can be 
interpreted as saying that positive-definiteness of the elasticity tensor implies 
stability and hence dynamical stability. 
Prohlem 3.2 (On the level of a masters thesis.) Carry out the details of 
the remarks just given. 
Finally, we sketch an argument due to Wilkes [1980] based on logarithmic 
convexity (see Knops and Payne [1971J) to show that dynamics is not possible 
when strong ellipticity fails, even when H! is replaced by some other space CY 
in 3.1. 
3.7 Theorem If the strong ellipticity condition strictly fails then A' cannot 
generate a semigroup on CY X V, where :D(A) c: CY c: V andCY is a Banach space. 
Proof Suppose A' generates a semigroup U(t) of type (M, p). Since strong 
ellipticity strictly fails, the argument used to prove Hadamard's theorem (Box 
2.2) shows that 
inf - <u, Au) = -00. 
II.IIL'~! 
(Roughly speaking, one can rescale u(x) keeping its L2-norm constant, but 
blowing up its H!-norm.) We can thus choose u(O), riCO) such that 
2<ri(0), u(O» > p, II u(O) Iii. = 1 
and 
Kri(O), ri(O» - Ku(O), Au(O» = c < o. 
!! In Hamiltonian systems language this is a special case of the general procedure of 
"reduction." See Abraham and Marsden [1978] and Marsden and Weinstein [1974]. 
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Here < , ) is the V inner product. (For example, we can let li(O) = /lu(O) when 
/l > Pl2 and u(O) has unit V-norm.) Let (u(t), li(t» = U(t)(u(O), ';(0» and F«( 
= t(u(t), u(t». Then clearly 
P = (li, u) and F = (u, Au) + (,;, li). 
Note that c is the initial energy, and the energy is constant in time. By Schwarz's 
inequality, 
p2 _ 2(';, U)2 < 211 '112 - 2 + F" F - (u, u) - U L' - C • 
Thus, FE - £2 > -2cF > O. Hence, (d 2Jdt 2)(log F) > 0, and so 
( P(O) ) F(t) > F(O) exp F(O) t , that is, II u Iii:. > II u(O) ilz, e~t, 
where r = 2(li(0), u(O»/(u(O), u(O». Because Vet) is a semigroup of type 
(M, P), the 'Y topology is stronger than the V topology and r > p, such an 
inequality is impossible. I 
Box 3.1 Hamiltonian One-Parameter Groups 
In Section 5.2 we studied some properties of linear Hamiltonian sys-
tems. Now we re-examine a few oftliese topics in the light of semigroup 
theory. The main result is an abstract existence theorem that applies to 
hyperelasticity under the assumption of stability. 
Let ~ be a Banach space and (f) a (weak) symplectic form (see Defi-
nition 2.1 in Chapter 5). We recall that a linear operator A on X is 
called Hamiltonian when it is (f)-skew; that is, (f)(Ax, y) = -(f)(x, Ay) 
for all x, y E :D(A). Let A+ denote the (f)-adjoint of A; that is, 
:D(A+) = {w E X I there is a z E ~ such that (f)(z, x) = (f)(w, Ax) 
for all x E :D(A)} 
and A+w = z. We call A (f)-skew-adjoint when A = -A+. This is a 
stronger condition than (f)-skew symmetry. 
In 2.6, Chapter 5, we saw that if A is Hamiltonian and generates a 
semigroup Vet), then each U(t) is a canonical transformation. The next 
result shows that A is necessarily (f)-skew-adjoint. The result, whose 
proof is based on an idea of E. Nelson, is due to Chernoff and Marsden 
[1974] (see also Marsden [1968b]). 
3.8 Proposition Let Vet) be a one-parameter group of canonical 
transformations on X with generator A. Then A is (f)-skew-adjoint. 
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Proof Let A+ be the co-adjoint of A. Since co(U(t)x, U(t)y) = co(x, y), 
we have 
co(Ax, y) + co(x, Ay) = 0 for x, y E ~(A), 
so A+ ::J -A. Now letf E :D(A+) and A+f = g. For x E :D(A), write 
U(t)x = x + t AU(s)x ds, 
so 
co(U(t)x,f) = co(x,f) + S: co(AU(s)x,f) ds. 
Thus 
w(x, U( -t)f) = co(x, f) + t co(x, U( -s)A+f) ds. 
Since ~(A) is dense, 
U( -t)f = f + S: U( -s)A+ f ds. 
It follows thatf E :D(A) and -Af = A+f· I 
Problem 3.3 Deduce that the generator of a one-parameter uni-
tary group on complex Hilbert space is i times a self-adjoint 
operator (one-half of Stone's theorem). 
In 3.8, co-skew-adjointness is not sufficient for A to be a generator. 
(This is seen from the ill-posed problem ~ = - V2 l/J, for example.) How-
ever, it does become sufficient if we add a positivity requirement. 
3.9 Theorem (Chernoff and Marsden [1974]) Let X be a Banach 
space and co a weak symplectic form on X. 
Let A be an co-skew-adjoint operator in X and set 
[x, y] = co(Ax, y), 
the energy inner product. Assume the following stability condition: 
[x, x] > ell xll& 
for a constant c > O. 
Let X be the completion of~(A) with respect to [ , ], let 
~(.A) = {x E :D(A) I Ax E X} and set Ax = Ax for x E :D(A). 
Then A generates a one-parameter group of canonical transformations 
in X (relative to 00, the restriction of 00 to X) and these are, moreover, 
isometries relative to the energy inner product on X. 
Proof Because the energy inner product satisfies [x, x] > c II x 11&, we 
can identify X with a subspace of X. Relative to [ , ] we note that A is 
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skew-symmetric: for x, y E :DCA), 
[x, Ay] = co(Ax, Ay) = -co(Ay, Ax) = -[y, Ax] = -[Ax, y]. 
We next shall show that A is skew-adjoint. To do this, it is enough to 
show A: :D(.A) -> X is onto. This will follow if we can show that A: 
:D(A) ----> X is onto; see 2.18. 
Let W E X. By the Riesz representation theorem, there is an x E X 
such that 
co(W, y) = [x, y] for all Y E X. 
In particular, 
co(w, y) = co(Ay, x) = -co(x, Ay) for all y E :D(A). 
Therefore, x E :D(A+) = :D(A) and Ax = w. Thus A is onto. 
It remains to show that cD is invariant under U(t) = etA. By 2.6, 
Chapter 5, we need only verify that A is cD-skew. Indeed for x, y E :D(A), 
cD(Ax, y) = co(Ax, y) = -co(x, Ay) = -cD(x, Ay). I 
3.10 Example (Abstract Wave Equation) (See Examples 2.9, Chap-
ter 5 and Theorem 3.2 above.) Let X be a real Hilbert space and B a 
self-adjoint operator satisfying B > c > O. Then 
A = (~B ~) 
is Hamiltonian on X = :D(BI/2) X X with :D(A) = :D(B) X :D(BI/2), 
co«Xl> YI), (x2, 12» = <Y2' XI) - <X2' YI), and energy H(x, y) = 
t Ily W + t<Bx, x). Theorem 3.9.then reproduces Theorem 3.2, which 
we proved above concerning the abstract wave equation x = - Bx. It 
follows from 2.6, Chapter 5 that the corresponding one-parameter 
group consists of canonical transformations that preserve energy. The 
dynamics is thus stable. 
Prohlem 3.4 Show that if a is stable in the sense of 3.4, then 
Theorem 3.9 applies to A' and reproduces one direction of the 
result obtained in 3.5. 
Prohlem 3.5 (Converse of 3.9.) Suppose A is Hamiltonian on X 
and generates a one-parameter group U(t). Suppose, relative to 
some complex Hilbert space structure < , ) on X, that U(t) is 
contractive and co(x, y) = -Im<x, y). Show that co(Ax, y) = 
Re(x, y) and hence that A is stable (cf. 3.3). 
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Box 3.2 A Semigroup Arising in Panel Flutter 
Consider small vibrations of a panel, as shown in Figure 6.3.1. 
Neglecting nonlinear and two-dimensional effects, the equations for 
the panel deflection vex, t) are 
v + rt.,{/'" + v"" - rv" + pv' + FP OiJ = 0, (PF) 
where' = a/at and' = a/ax. Here rt., is a viscoelastic structural damp-
ing constant, p is an aerodynamic pressure, r is an in-plane tensile 
load, and,.jp 0 is aerodynamic damping. We assume rt., > 0, 0> 0, 
and p > O. If the edges of the plate are simply supported, we impose 
the boundary conditions v = 0, v" + rt.,iJ" = 0 at x = 0, 1. 
~(t,X) ~ -------------f----- r 
•• ---------x • 
p / 
r7= 
x=o x=i 
Figure 6.3.1 
The equations (PF) are derived in Dowell [1975]. Nonlinear versions 
of (PF) are discussed in Chapter 7. Let Hi = {u E H2([0, 1]) I u = 0 at 
x = 0, I} and X = Hi X L2. Define the operator A on X by 
A ( ;) = (-rt.,iJ'''~ _ V",,) 
with ~(A) = {(v, iJ) E Hi X LZI v + rt.,iJ E H4, v" + rt.,iJ" = 0 at x = 
0, 1, and iJ E Hli}. On X define the inner product 
<Cv, iJ), (w, w» = <v", W")L2 + <iJ, W)L2, 
where < , )L2 denotes the LZ inner product. 
Let B: X --> OC be defined by 
B(; ) = (rv" _ pv,O _ ,.jji OiJ) 
and observe that equations (PF) may be written 
(PF), 
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3.11 Proposition The equations (PF), generate a contraction semi-
group on a:. 
Proof Since B is a bounded operator, it suffices to show that A is a 
generator. (See 2.17(1).) To do this, observe that 
( A (V) , (V)) = ( v , V) = <il' v") , _ <rxv"" + v"" v) , •• ."""" • ,L , L V V -rxv - v v 
- <." v") - <N'" + v" ''') V, L' wV ,V L' 
= -rx<v", V")L' < O. 
Thus A is dissipative. Next we show that (A - A) is onto for A> O. We 
do this in two steps. 
First of all, the range of A - A is closed; let x. = (vm v.) EO l)(A) 
and suppose Y. = (A - A)(vm v.) -> Y EO a:. From the above dissipative 
estimate, and Schwarz's inequality, we get 
II Ax. - Ax. Ilx > A II x.ll, 
from which it follows that x. converges to say x in a:. Since Y. -> y, 
Ax. converges as well. Thus rxv. + v. converges in H4, so x EO l)(A) 
and Ax = y. 
Secondly, the range of A - A is dense. Suppose that there is a y EO a: 
such that «A - A)x, y) = 0 for all x EO l)(A). Thus if x = (v, v), y = 
(w, w), then 
<AV" - v", W")L' = 0 and <AV + rxv"" + v"", w)L' = O. 
Set v = 0; the first equation gives w" = 0, so w = O. The second equa-
tion with v = 0 shows w satisfies w"" = 0 in the weak sense, so is 
smooth. Setting v = 0 and v = w then shows w = 0 since A > 0 and 
rx > O. 
The result now follows from 2.16. I 
Problem 3.6 
(a) Show that the operator 
is Hamiltonian on a: and generates a group. Show that 
the energy is 
H(v, v) = i II V Iii, - ~ II villi, + i II v" IIi,. 
(b) Prove the inequality II villi, < II v" Ili,/n2 using Fourier 
series. (A Wirtinger inequality.) 
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(c) Show that fo is stable if 0 < r < n2 • (Buckling occurs 
for r > n2.) 
We have shown that etA is a contractive semigroup. Actually, the 
origin is globally attracting in the sense that in a suitable equivalent 
norm 
(E> 0). 
This is, roughly speaking, because the spectrum of A (computed by 
separation of variables) is discrete and consists of eigenvalues 
j4n 4a.( / 4). A} = - -2- 1 ± -V 1 - a.2n4j4 (j = 1,2, ... ) 
with Re A} < max {-a.n4/2, -1/a.}. (See 2.17(vi).) 
For additional information, see Chapter 7, Parks [1966], Holmes 
and Marsden [l978a], and Walker [1980]. 
Box 3.3 Linear Elastodynamics with Dissipative Mechanisms 
We give three examples of how semigroup theorems can be applied 
to modifications of the equations of linear elastodynamics. These are: 
(1) viscoelasticity with dissipation of rate type; (2) thermal dissipation; 
and (3) viscoelasticity of memory (or Boltzmann) type. References for 
these topics, where related topics may be found, are Weiss [1967], 
Dafermos [1976], and Navarro [1978]. 
1. Dissipation of Rate Type The form of the abstract equations is 
ii = Au + Bu, and the relevant abstract theorem is as follows. 
3.12 Proposition Suppose A and B generate (quasi)-contractive 
semigroups on Hilbert space Je andX>(B) c X>(A). Suppose A' = e ~) 
generates a (quasi)-contractive semigroup on 'Y X Je with domain 
X>(A) X 'Y, where X>(A) c 'Y. Let C = e ~) with X>(C) = X>(A) X 
X>(B). Then C, the closure of C, generates a (quasi)-contractive semigroup 
on'Y X Je. 
The proof will use the following result. 
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3.13 Lemma Let A and B generate (quasi)-contractive semigroups 
on a Banach space X and let 5)(B) c 5)(A). Then there is a 0 > 0 such 
that cA + B generates a quasi-contractive semigroup i/O < c < o. 
This result is due to Trotter [1959]. The interested reader should look 
up the original article for the proof, or else deduce it from 2.17(4). 
Proof of3.12 From 2.16, there is a P > 0 such that 
«u, u), A'(u, u»'Yx:JC < P II (u, u) II~x:JC 
and a I' > 0 be such that (Bu, u):JC < I'll u II~. Setting B' = (~ ~), we 
get 
«u, u), (A' + B')(u, u»yx:JC 
< P(I! u II~ + II u II~) + I'll u II~ < p II (u, u) lI~x:JC' 
where p = P + 1'. By 2.16 it is sufficient to show that A - C = A - A' 
- B' has dense range for A sufficiently large. Suppose (v, v) is orthogonal 
to the range of A-C. Then 
(AU - U, v)'Y + (AU - Au - Bu, v):JC = 0 
for u E 5)(A) and u E 5)(A). 
Setting U = AU, we get 
(A 2U - Au - ABu, v) = 0, that is, (AU - 1 Au - Bu, v) = O. 
If A > 0- 1, where 0 is given in the lemma, we conclude that A - AlA - B 
is onto, so v = O. From the original orthogonality condition, we get 
v = O. I 
If A is symmetric, then ii = Au is Hamiltonian. Furthermore, if 
B < 0, then the energy is decreasing: 
-t it «u, u) - (u, Au» = (u, Bu) < O. 
This is the usual situation for rate-type dissipation. 
3.14 Example If aabed is strongly elliptic, then 
piia = (aabedUeld)lb + Ualblb, 
that is, 
pii = div(a. Vu) + TiPu 
with, say, displacement boundary conditions, generates a quasi-con-
tractice semigroup on JC = HI xV. If the elastic energy is positive-
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definite-that is, stability holds-then the semi group is contractive. 
One can establish trend to equilibrium results either by spectral methods 
(see 2.17(vi)) or by Liapunov techniques (see Dafermos [1976] and 
Potier-Ferry [1978a], Ch. 11). 
Prohlem 3.6 Show that 3.12 applies to the panel flutter equa-
tions (PF) in the preceding box, with A' Hamiltonian. For what 
parameter values is the energy decreasing? 
2. Dissipation of Thermal Type Now the equations take the form 
ii = Au + BB, () = CB + Du. (TE) 
We make these assumptions: 
(i) A' = C ~) generates a quasi-contractive semigroup on 
'Y x X. 
(ii) C is a non-positive self-adjoint operator on a Hilbert space 
X/I' 
(iii) B is an operator from X/I to X, is densely defined; D = - B*, 
and is densely defined. 
(iv) ~(A) c ~(D) c 'Y. 
(v) ~(C) c ~(B). 
(vi) B(l - C)-l D, a non-positive symmetric operator, has self-
adjoint closure (i.e., is essentially self-adjoint). (In Example 
3.16 below B(1 - C)-I D is bounded.) 
Let G = (~ ~ ~) with domain ~(A) x ~(D) X D(C) c 'Y X 
o D C 
OC X OC. ~~, so that :, ( :) ~ G( :) represents the thermoelastic 
system (TE). 
3.15 Proposition Under assumptions (i)-(vi), G generates a quasi-
contractive semigroup on X. If A' generates a contractive semigroup, so 
does G. 
Proof In the inner product on 'Y X X X X/I, we have 
«u, u, B), G(u, u, B» = «u, u, B), (u + Au + BB, cB + Du» 
= <u, u)'!I + <u, Au + BB)3C + <B, CB + DU)3Ce 
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< P II(u, u)lltx3C + <u, BO) + <0, Du) + <e, CO) 
= P II (u, u) Iltx3C + <0, CO) 
< P II (u, u) Iltx3C < P II (u, u, 0)11&, 
so (G - p) is dissipative. By 2.16, it remains to show that for)" suffi-
ciently large, ().. - G) has dense range. Let (v, V, g) be orthogonal to the 
range: 
<)..u - u, v) + <Au - Au - Be, v) + <),,0 - CO - Du, g) = O. 
For u E :D(A), let u =)..u and 0 = )..().. - ct l Du. Then 
<)..2U - Au - )..B().. - C)-IDu, v) = O. 
Using 3.13 and the same argument as in the preceding proposition, we 
see that if ).. is sufficiently large, )..2 - A - )..B().. - C)-I D has dense 
range. Thus v = O. Taking u and 0 = 0, one sees that v = 0 and taking 
u = 0 = U, one gets 0 = o. I 
3.16 Example If a is strongly elliptic, then the system 
{
pi = div(a o Vu) + mVe, 
cO = kV20 + ; Voil (u, e = 0 on an), 
generates a quasi-contractive semigroup on HI X L2 X L2 (with the 
£2 spaces appropriately weighted), where c, k > 0, m > 0. 12 
3. Viscoelasticity of Memory (or Boltzmann) Type The equations 
now have the form 
i1 = Au + Bw, w =Cw. (BE) 
We make these assumptions: 
(i) A' = (~ ~) generates a quasi-contractive semigroup on 
'Y X X. 
(ii) C generates a contractive semigroup on X. 
(iii) There is an injection i: X ----> at (corresponding to constant 
histories) such that Coi = O. 
(iv) B is a densely defined operator of X to X such that ioB is 
symemtric and non-negative, :D(B) c :DC C), :D(B) is a core 
for C, and B is one-to-one. 
12In Theorem 3.1 we saw that "well-posed ness" of the elastic part implies a is strongly 
elliptic. The Clausius-Duhem inequality implies k ~ O. Well-posedness of the heat part then 
implies c > 0, and then of the whole implies m;;::: O. 
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(v) Let m(wI' wz) = (i·Bwl> wz):iC for WI, W z E !J(B). Suppose 
that on ~ = cy X JC X X, 
II (u, u, W) Iii = II (u, u) II~x:JC + m(iu - w, iu - w) - m(iu, iu) 
is an inner product equivalent to the original one. Let 
(0 I 0) G= A ° B, 
° ° C 
which is the operator on ~ corresponding to the equations 
(BE), with domain !J(A) X CY X !J(B). 
(vi) (iBw, Cw) > ° for all W E !J(B). 
3.17 Proposition Under assumptions (i)-(vi), G generates a quasi-
contractive semigroup on ~. Moreover, exp(tG) is contractive if A' 
generates a contractive semigroup. 
Proof Using the ~ inner product of (v), 
«u, u, w), (u, Au + Bw, Cw» 
= <u, u) + (u, Au) + (u, Bw) + (iB(iu - w), iu - Cw) 
- <iBiu, iu) 
= <u, u) + (u, Au) + (iB(iu - w), - Cw) 
= (u, u) + (u, Au) - (iB(iu - w), C(iu - w» 
< <u, u) + (u, , Au) < P II U, ull~x:JC < P II (u, u, w) Iii 
for a constant p. 
It remains to show that (A - G) has dense range for A sufficiently 
large. If (v, V, h) is orthogonal to the range in the original inner product, 
(Au - U, v)'Y + (Au - Au - Bw, V):JC + <Aw - Cw, h):iC = 0, 
for all U E !J(A), u E cy and w E !J(B). Taking u = AU and w = 0, and 
using the fact that (A - A) is surjective, we get v = 0. Choosing u, U = 0, 
and using the fact that !J(B) is a core for C, we find that h = 0, and 
finally choosing u = 0 and w = 0 gives v = O. I 
3.18 Example (See Coleman and Mizel [1966] and Navarro [1978].) 
Suppose that the body occupies a bounded region n c [Rn with smooth 
boundary an, and diat the reference configuration is a natural state in 
which stress is zero and base temperature eo is a strictly positive con-
stant. Let x E n be the position of a material point, u(x, t) the dis-
placement, and e(x, t) the temperature difference from eo. 
We assume that the Cauchy stress a and specific entropy difference 
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11 are given by functionals depending upon both displacement and tem-
perature difference history in the following form: 
a(x, t) = g(x, 0)- Vu(x, t) - O(x, t)l(x, 0) 
+ fo= {g'(x, s)- Vu(x, t - s) - l'(x, s)O(x, t - s)} ds 
P(x)l1(X, t) = lex, 0). Vu(x, t) + p(x)c(x, O)O(x, t)/Oo 
+ r {['(x, s)· Vu(x, t - s) + p(x)c'(x, s)O(x, t - s)/Oo} ds, 
where p(x) is the mass density in the natural state and aa/as is denoted 
by a'. The material functions g(x, s), lex, s), and c(x, s) (s > 0) are the 
relaxation tensors of fourth, second, and zero order, respectively (g is 
assumed to have the symmetry gabcd = gcdab). We call g(x, 0), lex, 0), 
and c(x, 0) the instantaneous elastic modulus, instantaneous stress-tem-
perature tensor, and instantaneous specific heat, respectively. We also 
assume Fourier's law for the heat flux vector q(x, t); 
q(x, t) = -K(X). VO(x, t), that is, qa = -kabO/b, 
where K(X) is the thermal conductivity in the reference configuration. 
The local equation for balance of momentum is then 
p(x)v(x, t) = diva(x, t), where v = U, 
while the linearized energy balance equation becomes 
Oop(x)fJ(x, t) + div q(x, t) = O. 
Substitution of G, 11, and q into these equations then yields the system 
of coupled equations for the linear theory of thermoeleastic materials 
with memory (with no body forces or heat supply): 
vex, t) = P~x) div(g(x, 0). Vu(x, t» - O(x, t)l(x, 0) 
+ r {g'(x, s)· Vu(x, t - s) - I'(x, s)O(x, t - s)} ds) 
e(x, t) = Oo(div[K(x). VO(x, t)}/Oo - I(x, 0). Vv(x, t) (TEM) 
+ r {I'(x, s)· Vu(x, t - s) 
+ (p(x)Oo)c'(x, s)6(x, t - s)} ds)/(p(x)c(x, 0» 
The boundary conditions are assumed to be 
u(x, t) = 0, O(x, t) = 0 on an x [0, 00), 
while the prescribed initial histories for the displacement and temper-
ature difference are given by 
u(x, -s) = WO(x, -s), O(x, -s) = IXO(X, -s) (0 < s < 00, X En.) 
We shall now state the main hypothesis on the material properties. 
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First, we assume that K(X), and g(x, s), /(x, s), and c(x, s) for fixed 
s > 0, are Lebesgue measurable and essentially bounded on O. 
In addition, we also postulate the foHowing conditions: 
(i) 0 < Po < ess. inf Plx). 
xEO 
(ii) 0 < Co < ess. inf c(x, 0). 
xEO 
(iii) 9 is stable: 
In Vy(x)·g(x, 00)' Vy(x)dV > g In 1 Vy 12 dV, 
where g is a positive constant and g(x, 00) = lims~~g(x, s) 
is called the equilibrium elastic modulus. 
(iv) K is positive-definite: 
In V P(X)'K(X)' V P(x) dV > k fo 1 V P 12, 
where k is a positive constant. 
(v) g" is stable: 
In Vy(x).g"(x, s). Vy(x) dV > gz(s) In 1 Vy 12 dV, 
where 0 < s < 00 and g2(S) > O. 
(vi) -In c"(x, S)P2(X) dV > c2(s) In I P(x) 12 dV, 
where 0 < s < 00 and cis) > 0. 
(vii) For all s > 0, 
111'(s)11 = ess. sup III'(x, s)1I E £1(0,00) 
."tEn 
111"(s) II < (~:) 1/2 fc2(S)Jl/2[gz(S)Jl/2. 
Let w(x, t, s) and ~(x, t, s) denote the displacement and temperature 
difference histories; that is, w(x, t, s) = u(x, t - s) and ~(x, t, s) = 
e(x, t - s)(O < s < 00). Denote by X the Hilbert space obtained as 
the completion of the space 
(u, v, e, w,~) E C;;'(O; [R3) X C;;'(O; [R3) X C;;,(O) 
X C~([O, 00); HJ(O; [R3» 
X C~([O, 00); HJ(O» 
under the norm induced by the inner product 
«u, v, e, w, ~), (ii, V, e, Hi, fi» 
= L {Vu.g(oo).VU + pV·v +p~:O)ee} dV 
- ff {rvu - Vw(s)J·g'(s)·[Vii - VHi(s)] + fi(s)l'(s).[Vu 
o 
- Vw(s)1 + ~(s)l'(s).[Vu - Vw(s)1 - C~c'(S)~(S)fi(S)} ds dV. 
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Define the operator 
u v 
v ~ diV{9(0). Vu - 0/(0) + i= [g'(S)' VW(S) -1'(S)~(S)] dS} 
G 0 
~{-I'(O)'VU-I(O).Vv + div(x·VO) _ pC'(O) 
pC(O) 00 00 
-r [/"(s)· VW(S) + (p!Oo)c"(s)~(s)l dS} 
w -w'(s) 
-~'(s) 
with domain ~(G) given by those (u, v, 0, W, ~) such that the right-hand 
side of the above equation lies in OC. Thus, we obtain the abstract evolu-
tionary equation 
u(t) u(t) 
vet) vet) it O(t) = G O(t) , 
wet) 
~(t) 
wet) 
~(t) 
u(O) 
v(O) 
0(0) 
w(O) 
~(O) 
(TEM)' 
The existence and uniqueness result for equation (TEM) is as follows: 
The operator G is the infinitesimal generator of a CO contractive semi-
group on OC. 
In fact, 3.17 shows that G generates a contractive semi group. A 
slightly more careful analysis shows G = G; that is, G is already closed. 
(See Navarro [1978].) 
Box 3.4 Symmetric Hyperbolic Systems 
Here we study the symmetric hyperbolic systems of Friedrichs [1954], 
[1958]. This type of system occurs in many problems of mathematical 
physics-for example, Maxwell's equations, as is shown in Courant and 
Hilbert [1962]. As we shall see below, this includes the equations of 
linear elasticity. As Friedrichs has shown, many nonlinear equations 
are also covered by systems of this type. For elasticity, see Section 6.5 
below, John [1977], Hughes and Marsden [1978], and, for general rela-
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tivity, see Fischer and Marsden [1972b]. For time-dependent and non-
linear cases, see Section 6.5 below, Dunford and Schwartz [1963], and 
Kato [1 975a]. We consider the linear equations in all of space (.0 = [Rn) 
for simplicity. For general n, see Rauch and Massey [1974]. 
Let U(x, t) E [RN for x E [Rm, t > 0 and consider the following 
evolution equation 
au m au Qo(X) dt = j~ aix ) dX' + b(x)U + I(x), (SH) 
where ao, a, and bare N X N matrix functions. We assume ao and a, 
are symmetric and ao is uniformly positive-definite; that is, ao{x) > E 
for some E> O. (This is a matrix inequality; it means (ao(x);,;) > 
Ell; W for all ; E [RN.) To simplify what follows we shall take Q o = 
Identity. The general case is dealt with in the same way by weighting 
the V-norm by ao. We can also assume I = 0 by the remarks 2.l7{v) 
on inhomogeneous equations. 
We make the following technical assumptions. The functions a, and 
b are to be of class CI, uniformly bounded and with uniformly bounded 
first derivatives. 
3.19 Theorem Let the assumptions just stated hold and let Amin: 
CO' -> V([Rm, [RN) (CO' denotes the C~ functions U: [Rm ----> [RN with com-
pact support) be defined by 
m au 
AminU = 2: aix)-a . + b(x)U(x). j~l Xl 
Let A be a closure of Amin . Then A generates a quasi-contractive one-
parameter group in V([Rm, [RN). 
Proof Define Bmin on CO' by 
a BminU = - 2: aX,(alx)U) + b(x)U. 
Integration by parts shows that Bmin is a restriction of the adjoint of Amin 
on CO',' Am~ ~ Bmin . Let Amax = B!in' (In distribution language, Amax 
is just Amin defined on all U for which Amin U lies in V with derivatives 
in the sense of distributions.) 
We shall need the following: 
3.20 Lemma Amax is the closure of Amin · 
Prool We shall sketch out the main steps. The method is often 
called that of the "Friedrichs Mollifier." 
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Let U E ~(Amax)' We have to show there is Un E Co such that 
Un -> U and Amin Un -> Amax U E L2. Let p: IRm -> IR be C~ with sup-
port in the unit ball, p > 0 and f p dx = 1. Set 
pix) = ;n P ( ; ) for € > O. 
Let U, = p,*U (componentwise convolution). We assert that U, ---> U 
as € ---> 0 (in V). Indeed, II U, II < II UII, so it is not enough to check this 
for U E Co. Then it is a standard (and easy) argument; one actually 
obtains uniform convergence. 
Now each U, is C~. Let L denote the differential operator 
a 
L = 1: alx) ax. + hex). 
J 
Then one computes that 
L(U,) = f {-~ a~j[aiY)p.(x - y)] + h(y)p.(x - y)} U(y) dy 
+ f {1: a~j([aiY) - aix)]p.(x - y» 
- [hey) - h(x)]p.(x - y)} U(y) dy. 
The first term is just p,*(Amax U) and thus we have proved that L(p.* U) 
- p,*AmaxU ~ 0 as € ~ O. It follows that Co n P is a core of AmaX' 
That is, Amax restricted to Co n P n ~(A)max has closure Amax. 
Let W E Co(lRm), W with support in a ball of radius 2, and W = 1 on 
a ball of radius 1, and let wn(x) = w(x/n). Then wnU, E Co and 
L(wnU,) = wnLU, + 1: alx) ~~j U .. 
As n ---> 00, this converges to L(U,), which proves the lemma. T 
Now we shall complete the proof of 3.19. Let A = Amax. For U E Co, 
<AU, U) = L ~ (a, ;~, uj + <hU, U)dx 
= i {1: t a:,(aju, U) - t(~:)U, U) + (hU, U)} dx 
(by symmetry of a,) 
= i -!(~i~U, uj + <bU, U)dx. 
Thus, 
<AU, U) < PI t <U, U)dx, where PI = sup(tl;:~1 + Ihl)' 
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By the lemma, this same inequality holds for all U E ~(A). Thus, 
«,1. - A)U, U) > (,1. - PIKu, U) from which it follows that 
II (,1. - A)UII > (,1. - PI) II UII· Thus (,1. - A) has closed range if,1. > PI' 
and is one-to-one. To show the range is the whole space we must show 
that (,1. - A)*co = 0 implies co = O. «,1. - A)*co = 0 means co is 
orthogonal to the range.) But B = closure of Bmin (defined in the proof 
of the lemma) equals A*. Thus (,1. - B)co = O. As above, we have 
II (,1. - B)co II > (,1. - P2) II co II so (,1. - B)co = 0 implies co = 0 for,1. > 
P2' For P = SUP(PI, P2) and ,1. > P, we have 
II (,1. - A)-I II < 1/(,1. - p). 
Since conditions on A are unaffected by replacing A with -A, we 
see that 
II(A + ,1.t l ll < 1/(1,1.1- p) (1,1.1> Pl. 
Hence A generates a quasi-contractive group. I 
Provided the coefficients are smooth enough, one can also show that 
A generates a semigroup on HS as well as on HO = LZ. (This follows by 
using Gronwall's inequality to show that the HS norm remains bounded 
under the flow on LZ.) 
3.21 Example (The Wave Equation) Consider the system: 
auo = U.+I 
at ' 
Here 
aUI aU·+I 
Tt=axr-' 
au· aU·+I 
Tt = ax· ' 
aU·+I aUI au· ~ = axl + .,. + ax·' 
000 
001 
o 0 0 
(W) 
and so on 
o ... 0 
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so our system is symmetric. By Theorem 3.19, it generates a group. Let 
u, U E HI X L2 and consider the initial data 
UO = u, U I - au un _ au 
- ax p ••• , - axn' un+1 = U. 
Then the equations for U reduce exactly to the wave equation for u, so 
azu/atZ = Au generates a group on HI X L2, reproducing the result 
we found by second-order methods in 3.2. 
3.22 Example (Linear Hyperelasticity) We will use symmetric 
hyperbolic methods to reproduce the implication (ii) ~ (i) in Theorem 
3.1 for n = IRn. Consider, then, the system pi = div(a.Vu), where a is 
symmetric (hyperelastic) and strongly elliptic. 
This is easiest to carry out in the case of stable classical elasticity, so 
we consider it first. Thus, we begin by dealing with 
P azua _ (C.bcdU ) _ CabcdU + cab cd U atZ - cld Ib - cldlb Ib cld· 
Following John [1977], let U be defined by U ab = U.lb and U aO = ua• 
The system under consideration is thus (in Euclidean coordinates) 
jp 1t U/O = C1kim a:k U im + C/kfm,kUfm, a a C1kfm a- U im = C1kfm -a UfO' t Xm 
This has the form (SH) and ao is positive-definite if c is uniformly point-
wise stable. Thus Theorem 3.19 applies. 
In the general strongly elliptic case, one can replace a1kfm by 
1ll1kfm = a1kfm + y(OlkOfm - OlmOfk) 
for a suitable constant "1, so Ill/kfm becomes positive-definite: 
Illlkfm(ik(jm > f 1 ~ 12 for all 3 X 3 matrices ~ (not necessarily symmetric). 
This may be proved by the arguments in 3.10, Chapter 4. * 
Prohlem 3.7 Carry out the details of this, and for isotropic clas-
sical elasticity, show that one can choosey = d, where Cz is the 
wave velocity defined in Problem 3.4, Chapter 4. 
A calculation shows that the added term, miraculously, does not 
affect the equations of motionY Therefore, the preceding reduction 
applies and we get a symmetric hyperbolic system. 
13 As was pointed out by J. Ball, this is because it is the elasticity tensor of a null Lagrangian 
-that is, a Lagrangian whose Euler-Lagrange operator vanishes identically. Apparently this 
trick of adding on I' was already known to Hadamard (cf. Hill [1957]). See Ball [1977al for a gen-
eral discussion of the role of null-Lagrangians in elasticity. They will appear again in our dis-
cussion of the energy criterion in Section 6.6. 
*As pointed out by S. Spector, this trick does not universally work. See also Arch. Rat. Mech. An. 98 
(1987):1-30. 
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Box 3.5 Summary of Important Formulas for Section 6.3 
Linear Elastodynamics 
{
Pii = div(a. Vu) 
(LE) u = 0 on ad' 
a·Vu·n = 0 on a. 
Initial Value Problem (Hyperelasticity) 
pita = (aabCduc1d)lb 
u
a 
= 0 on ad' 
The equations (LE) are well posed (give a quasi-contractive semi-
group in HI X V) if and only if a is strongly elliptic. 
Cauchy Elasticity 
If (LE) generates a contraction semigroup in HI X V, then a is 
hyperelastic. 
Energy Criterion 
If a is hyperelastic and stable: 
fo Vu' a· Vu dv = fa Ualbaabcducld dv 
> c fa ualbUalb dv (c = const. > 0), 
then a is strongly eIIiptic and (LE) generates stable dynamics (a contrac-
tive semigroup in a suitable norm) in HI X V. 
Korn's Lemma (Classical Elasticity) 
If c is uniformly pointwise stable, then c is stable. 
Hamiltonian Existence Theorem 
If (a:, co) is a Banach space with symplectic form co and A is co-skew-
adjoint and if the energy H(x) = ro(Ax, x) satisfies the stability condi-
tion H(x) > c II x W, then in the completion of :D(A) in the energy 
norm, A generates a one-parameter group. 
Panel Flutter Equations 
The equations 
ii + (1.,i/'" + v"" + r" + pv' + ~p Oi; = 0, 
v = v" + (1.,i;" = ° at x = 0, 1. 
generate a semigroup in a: = H5 xV. 
Dissipative Mechanisms 
(1) Rate type: 
it = Au + Bit 
(2) Thermal type: 
it = Au + Bf) 
0= Cf) + Dit, 
or pii = div(a. Vu) + V21i 
or pii = div(a. Vu) + mVf) 
cO = kV2f) + m V.1i p 
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(3) Memory: 
u = Au + Bw 
(In models, w(x, t, s) = u(x, t - s) is the retarded value of u.) 
w =Cw 
Symmetric Hyperbolic Systems for U(x, t) E IRN , X E IRm 
CH. 6 
au au 
ao Tt = a, axi + bU + f, (SH) 
where ao, ai' bare N X N matrices with ao, ai symmetric and ao uni-
formly positive-definite. (SH) generates a quasi-contractive group in 
V(lRm, IRN ). 
For linear elasticity use the vector U given by Uti = ui , i' Uto = til to 
write (LE) in the form (SH). 
6.4 NONLINEAR ELASTOSTATICS 
This section begins by giving the perturbation theory for nonlinear eIastostatics 
in cases where solutions of the linear problem correspond faithfully to those of 
the nonlinear problem-that is, when there is no bifurcation. Bifurcation prob-
lems are studied in Chapter 7. In particular, we show that if the linearized 
problem has unique solutions, then so does the nonlinear one, nearby. This is 
done using the linear theory of Section 6.1 and the implicit function theorem 
(see Section 4.1). These results are due essentially to Stoppelli [1954]. This 
procedure fails in the important case of the pure traction problem because of its 
rotational invariance; this case is treated in Section 7.3. We also give an example 
from Ball, Knops, and Marsden [1978] showing that care must be taken with 
the function spaces. 
Following this, we briefly describe some aspects of the global problem for 
three-dimensional elasticity following Ball [1977a, b] and state some of the open 
problems. 
For the perturbation theorem (4.2 below), we make the following assump-
tions; 
4.1 Assumptions 
(i) The material is hyperelastic; P = aW/aF and P is a smooth function 
of x and F (Cl will do). 
(ii) The boundary of <B is smooth (Cl will do). Here we use <B c 1R3 to 
simplify the function spaces involved, but this is not an essential 
assumption. 
(iii) ad; the portion of a<B on which the displacement is prescribed is a 
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connected component of a(B (or a union of components), and a. the 
portion of a(B on which the traction is prescribed is a (union of) com-
ponent(s) of a(B. Assume ad "* 0. 
(iv) q,o: (B _[R3 is a given regular deformation (C3 will do) and the 
elasticity tensor at q,o is strongly elliptic. 
(v) The equations of the linearized theory have unique solutions; that is, 
DIV[A. VU] = 0 
U = 0 on ad and <A. VU, N) = 0 on a. implies U = 0 (A is the 
elasticity tensor evaluated at q,o). 
There are several remarks to be made on these assumptions. 
(a) Condition (ii) is unpleasant but is necessitated by the function spaces 
we use. Bodies with corners are excluded by these methods. 14 The 
example given below in 4.4 shows that in function spaces such as 
Wl,p (suitable for regions with corners), the results predicted by a 
formal application of the inverse function theorem simply are not 
true. It is possible that the source of the difficulties is stress concen-
trations in corners and that this may be a real problem. (See also p. 318.) 
(b) Similar remarks hold for (iii). We do not allow genuine mixed problems 
where ad and a. have common boundaries. 
(c) These assumptions imply existence and uniqueness for the linearized 
problem by the basic existence theorem for linear elasticity, 1.8. 
Indeed, assumption (v) states exactly that Ker A = [OJ. 
Next define the Banach space X to be all Ws,p maps q,: (B _[R3 and let 
e c X be the regular q,'s. If s > 3/p + 1, then e is open in X because Ws,p c 
CI. Let 'Y consist of all triples (B, 'fI, 1:), where B is a Ws-2,P vector function B: 
(B --> [R3, 'fI is a Ws-l/P,P map of ad to [R3, and 1: is a Ws-I-I/P,P map of a. to [R3. 
Define F: e c X --> 'Y by 
F(q,) = (-DIV P(F), q,1 ad, p.NI a.). 
4.2 Theorem (Stoppelli [I954])IS Make the assumptions (i)-(v) above and 
that s > 3/p + 1 (1 < p < 00) (e.g., for p = 2, s > t). Then there are neigh-
borhoods'lL of q,o in X and V of(PRefB = -DIV peE), q,o 1 ad, P.NI a.) such that 
F: 'lL --> V is one-to-one and onto. 
Proof By the co-lemma for composition (see Box 1.1, Chapter 3 and Box 
1.1, this chapter), F is a CI mapping. By Theorem 1.8, and elliptic regularity, 
14The situations in Figure 4.2, page 13 are examples where the results do not apply unless 
the corners are "smoothed out" a bit or meet at 90°. There is a clear call for better techniques 
here. See Kellogg and Osborn [1976] and references therein for related work. 
I SRelated references are Van Buren [1968], John [1972], and Wang and Truesdell [1973]. 
The work of John [1972] is especially interesting since he is able to prove uniqueness under a 
hypothesis of small stress. 
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the derivative of F at rpo is a linear isomorphism. Therefore the result follows 
by the implicit function theorem (Box 1.1, Chapter 4). I 
The assumption s > 31p + 1 (or nip + 1 in n dimensions) is crucial for Fto 
be smooth. Indeed, Example 4.4 below shows that the conclusion is not true 
without this assumption. 
Rephrased, 4.2 states that if the linearized problem is strongly elliptic, hyper-
elastic,16 and has unique solutions, then for slight perturbations of the load or 
boundary conditions from their values at the given displacement, the nonlinear 
problem 
DIV P + PRefB = 0, rp = rpd on ad, P·N = 1: on aT 
has a unique solution rp near rpo. Moreover, rp is a smooth function of B, rpd and 
1: (in the topologies above). 
4.3 Corollary Assume (i), (ii), (iii) with ad *- 0 in 4.1, take 1>0 = Identity 
and assume that 1>0 is a natural state; that is P = O. Assume that the elasticity 
tensor C is uniformly pointwise stable. Then conditions (iv) and (v) are satisfied and 
so Theorem 4.2 applies. 
The proof of 4.2 shows that the existence of a unique solution remains valid 
if the constitutive function P(F) is also perturbed. This is important philoso-
phically since in any given situation P(F) is only known approximately and the 
"real" material will have various imperfections. This apparently obvious remark 
takes on deeper significance in the context of bifurcation theory in Chapter 7. 
It is clear that in most situations, the neighborhoods 'U. and 'D in Theorem 4.2 
really are small. Indeed, a bar in a natural state has unique solutions if the 
boundary is given a small prescribed displacement. If, however, the prescribed 
displacements are large, buckling and non-uniqueness can occur. (The fact that 
Theorem 4.2 cannot handle the traction or mixed problems makes examples of 
this a bit artificial.) One example, due to Fritz John, is shown in Figure 6.4.1(a) 
and another for a nonhomogeneous material pointed out by John Ball is shown 
in Figure 6.4.1(b). 
Problem 4.1 Let 1>0 = Identity be a stress-free (natural) configuration 
for a strongly elliptic hyperelastic material, satisfying material frame indif-
ference. Consider the problem DIV P = 0 with P·N = 0 on aa.t We have 
the solution rp = rpo. We wish to show that all solutions near rpo are ob-
tained by translating and rotating rpo. The case B *- 0 and P·N *- 0 is the 
most interesting and is the one discussed in Section 7.3. 
(a) Let etr = {rp E e IP.N = 0 on affi}. Show that etr c e is 
a smooth submanifold of ws.P, s < nip + 1. (Hint: Show 
161f the problem is not hyperelastic, one must also assume the adjoint A* has trivial kernel. 
<I> = Identity 
(a) 
One solution 
<1>0 = Identity 
Second solution 
is material severely 
deformed by rotating 
the inner circle through 
2 ?T. 
Displace 
-
Fixed 
One W 
solution L..:J 
,-L----, / 
Soft /' 
Fixed 
(b) 
~ 
Second 
solution 
Figure 6.4.1 Global non-uniqueness of solutions for the displace-
ment problem. 
that ifJ ~ p.NI aB has a surjective derivative by using strong 
ellipticity.) 
(b) Let X be the space of Ws-2,p vector fields on CB and let Xo c X 
be the six-dimensional subspace of vector fields of the form 
a + hx, as in 1.11 (at ifJ = ifJo, identify material and spatial coor-
dinates). Define F: Gtr ~ X by F(ifJ) = DIV P. Use 1.11(ii) to 
show that the range of DF(ifJo) complements Xo. (We say F is 
transversal to Xo.) 
(c) Deduce from (b) and the implicit function theorem that F-I(XO) 
is, near ifJo, a smooth manifold of dimension six. Compute its 
tangent space at ifJo. 
(d) Let 0"" denote all rigid motions of ifJo. Show that 0"" c Gtr is 
six dimensional and, by material frame indifference, show that 
F(0",,) = O. Deduce that every zero of F near ifJo lies in 0"". 
The problems with mixed boundary conditions discussed above may be just 
technicalities that could be overcome by means of a more powerful differential 
calculus. For example, it seems intuitive that the inverse function theorem and 
bifurcation theory should work for situations like that in Figure 6.4.2. (For-
mally, the operator A remains strongly elliptic but picks up a kernel when 
buckling occurs; this kernel is associated with the axial symmetry of the prob-
lem; see Chapter 7.) One way to handle such situations to allow, for example, 
large stress concentrations in the corners, is to use function spaces like WI,p for 
ifJ. Then the stress can be (pointwise) unbounded. These function spaces are 
used in the global theory of Ball, described below. However, we shall now give 
an example which shows that in WI,P, the conclusions of 4.2 are not true. In 
fact, we do it just in one dimension (n = 1) and show that while the formal 
linearization is an isomorphism and so by 4.2 the solution is isolated in W2,P, it 
w 
/' 
/' 
; i i ,. , • P- Po p+ Ux 
Figure 6.4.2 
is not isolated in WI,p. The difficulty is precisely that the nonlinear map is not 
CI. (See Morrey [1966] and Martini [1979] for related results.) 
4.4 Example (Ball, Knops, and Marsden [1978]). We consider the displace-
ment problem in one dimension, writing u for the nonlinear displacement: 
u = if> - Identity. On [0, I] we consider a stored energy function W(ux), suppose 
there are no external forces, and assume the boundary conditions u(O) = u(l) = 
O. Assume W is smooth and let p_ < 0 < p+ be such that 
W'(p_) = W'(O) = W'(p+) and W"(O) > O. 
(See Figure 6.4.2.) 
In W2,p (with the boundary conditions u(O) = 0, u(I) = 0), the trivial solu-
tion Uo = O'is isolated because the map u ~ W(ux)x from W2,p to LP is smooth 
and its derivative at Uo is the linear isomorphism v ~ W"(O)v xx' Therefore, by 
the inverse function theorem, zeros of W(ux)x are isolated in W2,P, as above. 
Note that the second variation of the energy V(u) = f W(ux) dx is positive-
definite (relative to the HI = WI,2 topology) at Uo because if v is in W1.2 and 
vanishes at x = 0, I, then 
::2 V(uo + EV)IE=O = W"(O) II v; dx > c II v Ilrvlo •. 
Now we show that Uo is not isolated in WI,p. Given E > 0, let 
for O<X<E, 
for 
for 
.,. .. " 
Slope = p+ Slope = p 
-!"--'-.30. __________ x 
o € 
Figure 6.4.3 
(See Figure 6.4.3.) Since W'(uex) is constant, each u. is an extremal. Also 
f I u.x - UOX Ip dx = f Ip+ Ip + flp_lplp+ Ip, 
which tends to zero as f --? O. Thus Uo is not isolated in W1.p. 
Remarks If W(p_) = W(p+) = W(O) and if W(p) > W(O) for allp, the same 
argument shows that there are absolute minima of V arbitrarily close to Uo in 
WI,P. 
Phenomena like this seem to have first been noticed by Weierstrass. See 
Bolza [1904], footnote 1, p. 40. The "pathology" could possibly be eliminated 
by making good constitutive assumptions on W. 
Now we turn to a discussion of global existence of solutions for the elasto-
tatics problem. Thus, we wish to remove the restriction of locality in Theorem 
4.2 and prove the existence of solutions for arbitrary loads. This is, then, a 
global nonlinear elliptic boundary value problem for a system. There have been 
at least four (overlapping) general methods used for dealing with such problems: 
1. Convexity methods and monotone operators 
2. Continuity methods 
3. Topological methods and degree theory 
4. Calculus of variations and minimizers 
Method 1 considers an abstract operator F: 'Y --? X, where X is a Hilbert 
space and 'Y c X is a compactly embedded Banach space. We seek to solve 
F(u) = 1 assuming: 
(i) F is CI ; F(O) = O. 
(ii) DF(u) is symmetric, so F(u) = 1 is the Euler-Lagrange operator of 
J: 'Y --? IR, 
J(u) = f <F(tu), u) dt - <I, u) (see Box 7.2, Chapter 1). 
(iii) <DF(u)·h, h) > ell h II~ for all h E 'Y. 
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Condition (iii) implies that J is strictly convex; if u -=1= v and 0 < t < 1, then 
J(tu + (I - t)v) < tJ(u) + (I - t)J(v), that J is bounded below and that F is 
strictly monotone: 
<F(u) - F(v), u - v) > 0 if u -=1= v. 
From this it is easy to see that solutions of F(u) = fare unique. Also, by selecting 
a minimizing sequence, one shows that it converges to a unique (generalized) 
solution of F(u) = f This idea is developed by Langenbach (1961] and is applied 
to elasticity by, for example, Beju [1971]. However, the convexity assumption 
(iii) is unsatisfactory for three good reasons: (1) it implies uniqueness of solutions 
and so precludes buckling; (2) convexity is incompatible with material frame 
indifference (Coleman and Noll [1959]); and (3) even in ranges where solutions 
may be unique, convexity need not hold, as is seen from the stretching experi-
ment discussed in Ball [1977a]. 
Thus, while method 1 is mathematically very powerful and is appropriate for 
a number of important situations, it is not appropriate in its present form for 
three-dimensional nonlinear elasticity. 
Gurtin and Spector [1979] (see also Gurtin [198Ia]) have looked for regions 
in the space of deformations where a convexity argument might be useful, and 
thereby have attempted to find sets of deformations in which uniqueness does 
hold. 
Method 2 is based on the following "principle": to solve F(u) == j; we look 
at the range of F. Using the implicit function theorem as in 4.2, one can some-
times show that the range of F is open. Some additional estimates could be used 
to show the range is closed. By connectedness, this would imply that Range(F) = 
X, so F(u) = fwould be solvable. The following proposition illustrates the idea, 
although what is important is the method of proof. As far as we know, this 
technique has not yet been successfully applied in elasticity. 17 
4.5 Proposition Suppose X, ~ are Banach spaces and F: ~ ----> X is a CI map 
and that at each point x E ~, DF(x) is an isomorphism of~ onto X. Assume that 
F is proper; that is, if C c X is compact, then F-I(C) c ~ is compact. Then 
F: ~ ----> X is onto. 
Proof We can suppose without loss of generality that F(O) = O. Let x E X 
and consider the curve aft) = tx. By the inverse function theorem, there is a 
unique CI curve pCt) defined for 0 < t < f such that F(pCt)) = aCt). As in ordi-
nary differential equations, extend p uniquely to its maximum domain of exist-
ence; say 0 < t < T < l. Let tn ----> T; then F(p(tn)) = a(tn) ----> aCT), so by the 
properness of F, p(tn) has a convergent subsequence, converging, say, to Yo. 
But as F is a local diffeomorphism in a neighborhood of Yo, the curve pCt) can 
17For another proof and references, see Wu and Desoer [1972]. 
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be defined up to and including T and beyond T if T < 1. Thus p is defined for 
o < t < 1 and F(p(I» = x. I 
Problem 4.2 (a) Show that Fis proper if one has the estimate II DF(x)-l" 
> m > 0 for a constant m > O. (b) Show that Fin 4.5 is, in fact, one-to-
one by using the above proof and the fact that ~ is simply connected. 
This proposition may be regarded as a primitive version of method 3, as 
well as an illustration of method 2. However, in method 3 the most common 
device used is not so much the use of curves in the domains and ranges of F, 
but rather to join the map F to another one Fo that can be understood; for exam-
ple, Fo can be a linear map and the curve could be a straight line: F(t) = tF + 
(1 - t)Fo. The idea is to now invoke topological tools of degree theory to show 
that questions of solvability of F(u) = f can be continued back to those for 
solvability of Fo(u) = f The details are not appropriate for us to go into at this 
point; however, the method is powerful in a number of contexts. It allows mul-
tiple solutions (indeed it is very useful in bifurcation theory) and does not 
require any convexity assumptions. For general background and some applica-
tions, see Choquet-Bruhat, DeWitte, and Morette [1977]. For applications to 
rod and shell theory in elasticity, see Antman [1976a, b]. A global uniqueness 
theorem in the same spirit is given by Meisters and Olech [1963]. 
Now we turn to method 4, which we shall discuss a bit more extensively, fol-
lowing parts of Ball [l977a, b]. Let (B = n be a region in 1R3 with piecewise Cl 
boundary, and t/>: n -> 1R3 a typical deformation. Let W(F) be a given smooth 
stored energy function, 'OB a potential for the body forces, and '0, a potential 
for the tractions. As usual, the displacement will be prescribed t/> = t/>d on 
ad c an and the traction will be prescribed on a.: P·N = t. The energy func-
tional whose critical points we seek is (see Section 5.1) 
I(t/» = f. W(F) dV + f. 'OB dV + r '0, dA. 
n Q Ja, 
In fact, we seek to minimize I(t/» over all t/> satisfying t/> = t/>d on ad' For dead 
loads we can take 'OB = -Beet> and '0, = -teet>, which are linear functions of t/>. 
The essential part of I(t/» is the stored energy function, so we shall assume that 
I(t/» = L W(F) dVfor simplicity. 
The method for minimizing I(t/» proceeds ~ccording to the following outline. 
On a suitable function space e of t/>'s: 
(1) Show I is bounded below; then m = infl"'Ee 1(",) exists as a real number. 
Let t/>n be such that I(t/>n) -> m as n -> 00; that is, select a minimizing sequence 
(this is possible as m > - 00). 
(2) Find a subsequence of t/>n that converges weakly; that is, t/>n ----> t/> (this 
notion is explained in Box 4.1). 
(3) Show that I is weakly sequentially lower semicontinuous; that is, 
t/>n -~ t/> implies that I(t/» < lim infn~~ I(t/>n). 
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If each of these steps can be effected, then rp is the minimizer of I. [Proof' 
Clearly I(rp) > m by definition of m. Also, if I(rpn) -> m, then lim infn~~ I(rpn) = 
m, so by 3, I(rp) < m. Thus I(rp) = m.] 
In one dimension, this method can only work if W is convex. Indeed for this 
case, a theorem of Tonelli states that if I(rp) is weakly sequentially semi-
continuous, then W is convex, and conversely. This is actually not difficult 
and is proved in Box 4.1. The related "relaxation theorem" is discussed in 
this box as well. 
In elasticity, even in one dimension, two of the properties of minimizers rp 
that have to be carefully considered are smoothness and invertibility of rp. These 
are not simple; in one dimension, however, the situation is fairly well under-
stood (mostly due to Antman [1976a, b]) and is discussed in Box 4.1. 
In three dimensions, convexity of W is not necessary for this method to 
work. Indeed, it can be made to work under hypotheses that are reasonable 
for elasticity. The analog of Tonelli's result is due to Morrey [1952]; assume 
throughout that I W(F) I < C I + C2 1 Flp for constants C I and C2 , so I(rp) is 
defined for rp E WI,p(n). 
4.6 Proposition If I(rp) = In W(F) dV is weakly sequentially lower semi-
continuous on WI,p(n), then W is quasi-convex; that is, for all (constant) 3 x 3 
matrices F with det F > 0 and all 1fI: n -> IR 3 that are C~ with compact support 
in n, 
In W(F + VIfI(X» dV(X) > W(F) x volume(n). (QC) 
This also implies strong ellipticity. 
The proof is actually similar to Tonelli's theorem proved in Box 4.1, and 
reduces to it in one dimension, so is omitted. The inequality (QC) says essentially 
that if rph is a homogeneous deformation, I(rph) is a minimum among deforma-
tions rp with the same boundary conditions. Morrey also shows that (QC) and 
growth conditions imply sequential weak lower semicontinuity. However, this 
does not apply to elasticity because of the condition det F > 0 that we must be 
aware of. 
To understand which stored energy functions give sequentially weakly lower 
semicontinuous (s.w.l.s) ['s, first consider the question of which ones give 
sequential weak continuity (s.w.c.). We state the following without proof: 
4.6' Proposition (Ericksen, Edelen, Reshetnyak, Ball) Let W: Mmx n (the m X n 
matrices) ~ IR be continuous, I W(F) I < CI + C21 Flp (1 < p < 00), and let 
L(~) = W(Vrp); L: Wl.p -> Ll. Thefollowing are equivalent: 
(1) Lis s.w.c. 
(2) L is a null Lagrangian; that is, L(rp + 1fI) = L(rp) for alllfl smooth with 
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compact support in n and all CI maps if>: n --> 1R3. (If W is smooth, this means the 
Euler-Lagrange equations for Ware identically satisfied for any if>.) 
(3) W(F) = Constant + linear combination of r X r minors ofF for 1 < r < 
min(m, n). 
For example, in three dimensions the null Lagrangians are W(F) = C + 
A·F + B·(adj F) + D(det F), where (adj F) is the matrix of cofactors of F and 
C, A, B, and D are constant. Some feeling for what is involved in 4.6 can be 
gained by working the following problem. (See Ball [1977a] for the complete 
proof.) 
Problem 4.3 (Ball) Prove that det F is s.w.c. for 2 X 2 matrix functions 
by using the identity 
det V'/' = ,/,1,/,2 _ ,/,1,/,2 = (,/,1'/'2) _ (,/,1'/'2) 
.,., "",1'11,2 '1',2'#',1 'II .,.,,2 .1 'I' '1',1 ,2 0 
(This sort of trick is used in "compensated compactness"; cf. Tarter 
[1979].) 
A good hypothesis on constitutive functions must be invariant under various 
transformations of coordinates. The following is one that is invariant under 
adding on null Lagrangians and the inversion transformation of fields if> ~ if>-I. 
4.7 Definition W is called (strictly) polyconvex if there is a (strictly) convex 
function g: Mtx3 X M3 x3 X (0,00) --> IR such that W(F) = g(F, adj F, det F) 
for all FE Mt X3 • 
One has the following chain of implications 
Strict Convexity ==> Strict Polyconvexity ==> Quasi-Convexity 
~ ~ I -? Strong Ellipticity 
s.w .. s. 
As remarked before, convexity is not a useful assumption. However, polycon-
vexity is valid for many specific materials, such as the Mooney-Rivlin and 
Ogden materials. 
The following is a sample of one of Ball's results. 
4.8 Theorem (Ball [I977b]) Suppose: 
(HI) W is polyconvex. 
(H2) g(F, H, 0) < C + K(I FIP + I Hlq + 0') for constants K> 0, p > 2, 
q > p/(p - 1), and r > 1. 
(H3) if (Fm Hn, On) --> (F, H, 0), then g(Fn' Hn> On) --> 00. 
Let a = {if> E wI·p(n) I adj(Vif» E U, det Vif> E L',I(if» < 00, and if> = if>d on 
ad} and suppose a =1= 0. Then there exists a if> E a that minimizes I in a. 
Sketch of Proof Take a minimizing sequence if>n. By (H2), we see that V if>n 
is bounded in Y, adj(Vif>n) is bounded in Lq, and det(Vif>n) is bounded in C. By 
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the Poincare inequality and weak compactness of the unit ball we get a sub· 
sequence ¢I' such that 
¢I' ~ ¢o in WI,P, adj V¢I' ~ H in U, and det V¢I' ~<5 in L' 
By 4.6', adj and det are weakly continuous, so H= adj(V¢o) and <5 = det(V¢o) 
Since g is convex, ¢ ~ /(¢) = fo g(F, adj F, det F) dV is s.w.l.s. so ¢o is thf 
required minimizer. I 
This sort of argument works well for the incompressible case, too, by weak 
continuity of det. 
Open Problems 
(a) Are minimizers weak solutions of the Euler-Lagrange equa-
tions? 
(b) Are minimizers CI? (Ball [1980] has shown that strong elliptic-
ity is necessary for regularity; however it may be sufficient if 
W(F)/IF 13 ---> 00 as IFI---> 00. Without such a condition, Ball 
[1982] has shown by means of a very important example in-
volving cavitation that minimizers need not be smooth.) 
(c) Are minimizers 1-1 deformations? (Using a result of Meisters 
and Olech [1963], Ball [1981] shows that this is true in the incom-
pressible case.) 
Box 4.1 Some Facts About Weak Convergence l8 
In this box we shall state a few basic properties and examples of 
weak convergence; prove Tonelli's theorem and discuss the related 
relaxation theorem of L.e. Young; and discuss the proof of existence 
and regularity for one-dimensional problems. 
These results only hint at the extensive literature on uses of the weak 
topology. Besides the work of Ball already cited, the articles of Tartar 
[1979] and DiPerna [1982] are indicative of current research in this area. 
Ifa: is a Banach space and Xn is a sequence in OC, we write Xn ~ x and 
say Xn converges weakly to x if for all I E a:* (i.e., I: a: --> [R is contin-
uous and linear), I(xn) --> lex) in [R. If a: = U([O, 1]), (1 < p < 00), 
then Un ~ U means that 
fol Unv dx --> f uV dx 
for all v E U'[O, 1], where (lIp) + (lIp') = 1. This is because (U)* = 
I 8We thank J. Ball for help with this box. 
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LP' (Riesz representation theorem). For X = L~ and we choose v E Lt, 
we speak of weak* convergence. Clearly ordinary convergence implies 
weak convergence. 
Problem 4.4 Let ° < A < 1, a, b > 0, and Un = a on [0, Aln], 
Un = b on [Aln, lin], and repeat on every subinterval [i/n, 
(i + 1)ln] (i = 0, 1, ... , n - 1). Prove that Un ~ U = Aa + 
(I - A)b weak* in L~ [and hence in U[O, 1] (1 < p < 00)], but 
Un -h u. 
In a reflexive separable Banach space X (such as WS,P(Q), 1 < p < 
00) the unit ball is weakly sequentially compact; that is, if Un E X and 
II Un II = 1, then there is a subsequence Un. ~ U E X. The unit ball (or 
in fact any closed convex set) is weakly closed, so II U II < 1. (This result 
may be found in Yosida [1971], p. 125.) 
Problem 4.5 In L2[0,2n] show that (l/--/"1t) sin nx = unCx) 
satisfies Un ~ 0, yet II Un II = 1. (Hint: Use the Riemann-Lebesgue 
lemma from Fourier series.) 
Suppose W: [R+ --> [R is a given smooth function and for ifJ: [0, 1] --> 
[R, ifJ' > 0 almost everywhere, define 
I(ifJ) = f W(ifJ'(X» dX. 
Assume I W(F) I < CI + C2 1 FIP so I maps {ifJ E WI,p I ifJ' > 0 a.e.} to [R. 
4.9 Proposition (Tonelli) I is weakly sequentially lower semi-
continuous (w.s.l.s.) if and only if W is convex. 
Proof First of all, assume W is convex and let ifJn ~ ifJ in WI,p. By 
Mazur's theorem (see Yosida [1971]) there is a sequence of finite convex 
combinations, say IJIn = L, A~ifJ" L, A~ = 1 (0 < A, < 1) such that 
IJIn --> ifJ (strongly) in WI,p. By going to a further subsequence we can 
suppose IJI: --> IJI' a.e. By Fatou's lemma, 
f W(ifJ'(X» dX < li~~nf f W(IJI~(X» dX. 
By convexity of W, the right-hand side does not exceed 
li~~nf ~ A~ f W(ifJ~(X» dX < li~~nf f W(ifJ~(X» dX. 
Thus I is w.s.l.s. 
Conversely, assume I is w.s.l.s. Let ifJn(O) = ° and let ifJ:(X) = un(X), 
given by Problem 4.4. By that problem, ifJn ~ ifJ(X) = (Aa + (I - A)b)X 
and W(ifJ~) ~ AW(a) + (1 - A) Web). Thus by w.s.l.s. I(ifJ) < lim infn~~ 
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I(¢n) becomes W(Aa + (1 - A)b) < AW(a) + (1 - A)W(b); that is, W 
is convex. I 
Problem 4.6 Use this argument to prove that I is W.S.c. if and 
only if ¢(X) = aX + b for constants a and b. (This is the special 
case of Proposition 4.6 when n = 1 = m.) 
In one dimension there is evidence that non-convex W's may be 
useful for describing phase transitions (Ericksen [1975]).19 However, in 
static experiments the non-convexity of W may not be observable. 
Indeed, the relaxation theorem of L.C. Young states that the minimum 
of f W(¢'(X»dX is the same as that of f W*(¢'(X)dX, where W* is 
the convex lower envelope of W (Figure 6.4.4). A convenient reference 
for this is Ekeland and Temam [1974]. In three dimensions the situation 
is far from settled. 
w 
--~----------~----------~¢/ 
Figure 6.4.4 
Remaining in one dimension, consider the following hypotheses on 
W(X,F): . 
(HI) W: [0, I] X (0,00) -> IR is CI. 
(H2) W(X, F) -> +00 as F -> 0+. 
(H3) W(X, F)/F -> 00 as F -> +00 uniformly in X. 
(H4) W(X, F) is convex in F. 
19Phase transitions contemplated here may be seen if the polyethelene used in beer can 
packaging is stretched with your hands. It turns white, changing phase. Gentle heat will restore 
the original phase. 
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(H5) V: [0, 1] x [0, 00) --+ [R is CI. Let 
J(¢) = f W(X, ¢'(X» dX + f VeX, ¢(X) dX. 
The following refines 4.8 slightly in one dimension. 
4.10 Proposition If (Hl)-(H4) hold and ~ is given, then there is a 
member of 
a = {¢ E WLI I J(¢) < 00, ¢(O) = 0, ¢(1) = ~} 
that minimizes 1. (Note that WI.I c Co, so if¢ E a, then by (H2), ¢' > 
° a.e., so ¢ is one-lo-one.) 
Proof Note that a =1= 0 since ¢(X) = ~X lies in a. We first prove J 
is bounded below on a. 
By (H2) and (H3), W is bounded below, so f W(X, ¢'(X) dX is 
bounded below. Since members of a are continuous and one-to-one, 
they are bounded between ° and ~. Thus VeX, ¢(X» is uniformly 
bounded. Hence J(¢) is bounded below. 
Let ¢n E a be such that J(¢n) '\. inf {I(¢) I ¢ E a}. (H3) implies ¢n 
are bounded in WI.I. However, asp = 1, the space is not reflexive, so it 
is not obvious we can extract a weakly convergent subsequence. How-
ever, a result of de la Vallee Poussin shows that we can (see Morrey 
[1966]). The proof is then completed using w.s.l.s. of J from 4.9. I 
The condition W(X, F)fF -> +00 as F -> +00 has direct physical 
meaning. Namely, consider a small piece of material that undergoes the 
homogeneous deformation ¢(X) = FX. This stretches a length IfF to 
the length I. The energy required to do this is W(F)I/F. Thus, (H3) means 
it takes more and more energy to stretch small lengths out to a pre-
scribed length. The analogue in dimension three was mentioned in open 
problem (b) above. 
Without the conditions of convexity or W(X, F)/F -> 00 as F -> 00, 
one runs into difficulties. The following examples (motivated by exam-
ples of L.C. Young) show this. 
4.11 Examples (J. Ball) (a) Consider the (non-convex) problem of 
minimizing II (¢' - 1)~\¢' - 2)2 + (¢ _ !X)2) dX 
for x = ¢(X) with ¢' > 0, ¢(o) = 0, and ¢(l) =!. One sees by taking 
small broken segments as in Figure 6.4.5(a) that the minimum is zero. 
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x x 
Slope = 2 
x 
(a) (b) 
Figure 6.4.5 
However, the minimum can never be attained. Roughly, it is a line 
with infinitely many zig-zags. If W does not depend explicitly on X, then 
examples like this are not possible (cf. Aubert and Tahraoui [1979]). 
(b) An example violating W(X, F)/F ~ 00 is 
il (~, + cP' + cP) dX, cP(O) = 0, cP(1) = lX. 
Direct calculation shows that the solution does not exist for lX > 2. See 
Figure 6.4.5(b). (This problem can be dealt with by making the trans-
formation cP ~ cP-l-that is, by interchanging the roles of x and x.) 
In one dimension there is more known about regularity than in three 
dimensions. In fact, we have the following (Antman [1976b]): 
4.12 Proposition Suppose (HI), (H2), and (H5) hold and cP mini-
mizes I in <t. Then the Euler-Lagrange equations 
d~ Wp(X, cP'(X» = ViX, cP(X» 
hold a.e. on [0, 1]. If, moreover, W is strictly convex in F and (H3) holds, 
then cP is 9 1 and cP' is bounded away from zero. 
Proof The usual derivation of the Euler-Lagrange equations is not 
valid, so some care is needed; indeed, on <t, I is not differentiable. Let 
nn = fX E [0, 1] 11/n < cP'(X) < n}. 
Thus nn c nn+1 and .u([O, 1]\ Unn) = 0. Let v E L~, let Xn be the char-
acteristic function of nn, and define If/(t, X) by 
If/'(t, X) = cP'(X) + txiX)v(X), '1'(0) = 0. 
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We will show that (d/dt)/(If/(t, .» It=o exists. Since if> is a minimum, this 
is then zero. We have 
+[[(If/(t, .» - [(If/(O, . »] = 
..lll {W(X, if>'(X) + tx,,(X)v(X» - W(X, if>'(X»} dX 
t 0 
+ + f {v(x, IX fif>'(X) + tx,,(X)V(X)]dX) - vex, if>(X)}dX 
From the mean value theorem and the definition of 0" We see that the 
integrands are bounded, so we can pass to the limit t -> 0 by the domi-
nated convergence theorem to get 
o = it [(If/(t, .» It=o = in Wp(X, if>'(X»v(X) dX 
+ t. V~(X, if>(X»(f x,,(X)v(X) dX) dX. 
Integration by parts gives 
o = t. Wp(X, if>'(X»)v(X) dX - t U: ViX, if>(X» dX) veX) dX. 
Since v and n are arbitrary, we get 
Wp(X, if>'(X» = r ViX, if>(X» dX a.e. 
But this implies, by continuity of the integrand, 
d~ Wp(X, if>'(X» = ViX, if>(X». 
The second part follows by implicitly solving 
Wp(X, if>'(X» = f v~Cf, if>(X» dX 
for if>'. I 
Box 4.2 Summary of Important Formulas for Section 6.4 
Local Existence Theory for Elastostatics 
If about a given configuration if>o the linearized problem has unique 
solutions (see Section 6.1, so the problem is not pure traction and no 
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bifurcation occurs), and the boundaries of <B are smooth and no mixed 
boundary conditions with contiguous parts occur, then a small change 
in any of the data (boundary conditions, forces, or constitutive func-
tions) produces a corresponding unique configuration if> in W',P, s > 
3/p + 1 depending smoothly on the data. 
Non-Applicability of the Inverse Function Theorem in Wl,P 
In W1,p solutions to the elastostatics equations need not be isolated, 
even though the formal linearization of the equations is an isomorphism. 
Convexity 
The assumptions of convexity and monotonicity are not appropriate 
for the operators in three-dimensional elasticity. 
Topological Methods 
Degree theory, Morse theory, and so on may be useful in three-
dimensional elasticity, but so far have not been successfully applied 
because of technical difficulties. 
Minimizers 
Global solutions in W1,p for elastostatics can be found by using weak 
convergence and minimizers. Under the assumption of polyconvexity 
and growth conditions on the stored energy function, minimizers exist. 
Their regularity is not known, except in one dimension. 
6.S NONLINEAR ELASTODYNAMICS 
This section surveys some results that are relevant to elastodynamics. The only 
part of this theory that is well understood is that dealing with semilinear equa-
tions-that is, equations that are linear plus lower-order nonlinear terms. This 
theory, due to Jorgens [1961] and Segal [1962], will be presented and applied to 
an example-the equations of a vibrating panel. The theory for quasi-linear 
equations-equations whose leading terms are nonlinear but depend linearly on 
the highest derivative-is appropriate for three-dimensional nonlinear elasticity. 
This will be briefly sketched, but much less is known. The primary difficulty is 
the problem of shock waves. The recent literature will be briefly discussed 
concerning this problem. 
Elastostatics is imbedded in elastodynamics; each solution of the elastostatic 
equations is a fixed point for the equations of elastodynamics. Eventually, the 
dynamical context provides important additional information and intuition. 
For example, we may wish to know if the fixed points are stable, unstable, or are 
saddle points. We may also wish to find periodic orbits and examine their sta-
bility. For ordinary differential equations this leads to the large subject of dy-
namical systems (cf. Abraham and Marsden [1978] for more information and 
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references). For partial differential equations a good deal is known for semilinear 
equations and we shall give some examples in Section 6.6 and in Chapter 7. 
However, for the quasi-linear equations of three-dimensional elasticity, much 
less is known about qualitative dynamics. 
Let us begin by recalling some general terminology (see Definition 3.3, 
Chapter 5). 
A continuous local semiflow on a Banach space 'Y is a continuous map 
F: '!l c 'Y X IR+ ---+ 'Y, where '!l is open, such that: (i) 'Y X {OJ c '!l and 
F(x, 0) = x; and (ii) if (x, t) E '!l, then (x, t + s) E '!l if and only if 
(F(x, t), s) E '!l and in this case F(x, t + s) = F(F(x,t), s). 
Suppose 'Y is continuously included in another Banach space X and G maps 
'Y (or an open subset :D of 'Y) to X. We say G generates the semi flow jf for t > 0 
and for each x E 'Y, F(x, t) is t-differentiable and 
d dt F(x, t) = G(F(x, t»). (1) 
As usual, if F(x, t) is defined for all t E IR, we call F a flow. 
There is a slight philosophical difference with the linear case. For the latter, 
we started with F t : X -> X and constructed the generator by looking at where 
F t is t-differentiable at t = 0+. The domain of the generator is a Banach space 
'Y with the graph norm, and Ft maps it to itself. This is compatible with the 
above definition. In the nonlinear case, it is better to start right off with Ft 
defined on the smaller space 'Y. Then Ft mayor may not extend to all ofX. As 
we shall see, it does in the semilinear case. In this case we can use the phrase 
"G is the generator of F,." 
Often we are given G and want to construct F(x, t) such that (1) holds. If an 
F exists, satisfying 5.1, we say the equations dxJdt = G(x) are well-posed. If 
solutioqs exist for all time t > 0 (or all t for flows), we say the equations gen-
erate global solutions. 
A crucial part of well-posed ness is the continuous dependence of the solution 
F(x, t) on the initial data x-that is, continuity of the map x ~ F(x, t) from 
(an open subset of) 'Y to 'Y for each t > O. The satisfactory answer to such 
problems can depend on the choice of'Y made. 
Sometimes it is necessary to study the case in which G depends explicitly on 
time. Then the flow is replaced by evolution operators Ft. s: 'Y -> 'Y satisfying 
F.,. = Identity and Ft,soFs.r = Ft.r • This is just as in Definition 6.5, Chapter 1. 
We replace (1) by 
d dt Ft,.(x) = G(Ft..(x), t) (1 ') 
with initial condition Fs..(x) = x (so "s" is the starting time). 
We begin now with a discussion of the semi linear case. The main method is 
based on the Duhamel, or variation of constants, formula; namely, the fact 
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that the solution of 
du f dt = Au + , u(O) = Uo 
is u(t) = etAuo -+- s: e(t-slA!(s) ds. 
CH. ( 
(See 2.l7(5) in Section 6.2.) If B depends on t and u, we conclude that the solu-
tion u(t) of 
~~ = Au + B(t, u), u(O) = Uo (2) 
satisfies the implicit equation 
u(t) = etAuo + s: e(t-slAB(s, u(s» ds. (3) 
The point now is that if B is a Lipschitz operator on the Banach space ~ (on 
which etA defines a semigroup), then the Picard iteration technique from ordinary 
differential equations applies to (3). If B is actually a C I map of ~ to ~, then we 
will show that solutions of (3) are in fact in :D(A) if U o E :D(A) and satisfy (2) 
in the strict sense. 
The part of the analysis of (3) that is the same as that in ordinary differential 
equations is outlined in the following problem. 
Prohlem 5.1 (Existence) Let A generate a Co semigroup on ~ of type 
(M, p) and let ~ = {u E C([O, toJ, ~) III u(t) - Uo II < R}, where to > ° 
and R > ° are constants and C([O, to], ~) is the set of continuous maps 
of [0, toJ to ~. Suppose B(t, u) is continuous and II B(t, u) II < Cp(t) if 
II U - Uo II < Rand ° < t < to. Define 
T: ~ ---4 C([O, to], ~); (Tu)(t) = etAuo + J: e(t-slAB(s, u(s» ds. 
(i) Show that if 
II etAuo - Uo II + MePtoC fO Ip(s) Ids < R (0 < t < to), 
then T maps ~ to ~. 
(ii) If B satisfies II B(t, uI) - B(t, u2) II < Kp(t) II UI - U2 II for UI and 
U2 in the ball II U - Uo II <R and ° < t < to, where K is a 
(Lipschitz) constant (depending on R), then T satisfies 
II TU I - Tu2 11 < f1" II UI - u2 11, 
where the distance function on ~ c C([O, t 0]' ~) is 
Ilu I - u2 11 = sup !lUI(t) - U2(t) II 
O:;E;t~to 
and f1" is defined by 
ito f1" = KMept• 0 Ip(s) Ids. 
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(iii) Deduce that jf IX < 1, then T has a unique fixed point by the 
contraction mapping principle (see Lemma l.3 of Section 4.1). 
(iv) Show that instead of continuity of B, it is sufficient for B(t, u) 
to be V in t and Lipschitz in u. 
Problem 5.2 (Uniqueness and Continuous Dependence on Initial Data) 
(i) Prove Gronwall's inequality: if p is integrable on [a, b] and v is 
non-negative, bounded, and measurable on [a, b] and there is 
a constant C > 0 such that for all t E [a, b], 
vet) < C + f Ip(s) 1 v(s) ds, 
then vet) < C exp (f Ip(s) I) ds. 
(See any book on ordinary differential equations; the solution 
is on p. 124 of Carroll [1969].) 
(ii) In the setting of Problem 5.1, show that solutions of (3) satisfy 
II u(t) II < MefJt• II U o II exp (CMe fJt• f: Ip(s) 1 dS) 
and II u(t) - v(t) II < MefJt'li Uo - Vo II exp ( KMefJt• Dp(s)lds). 
(iii) Use (ii) to show that solutions of (3) are Lipschitz functions of 
the initial data. 
(iv) Use (ii) to give another proof of local uniqueness of solutions. 
(v) Prove that any two solutions of (3) are globally unique on their 
common domain of definition if B is locally Lipschitz. (Hint: 
Show that the set of t where the two solutions coincide is both 
open and closed.) 
Now we shall state the main theorem for semi linear equations in a version 
due to Segal [1962]. (Further important information is contained in subsequent 
corollaries.) To simplify the exposition, we shall assume B is independent of s. 
(The reader should do the general case.) 
5.1 Theorem Let X be a Banach space and Ut a linear semigroup on X with 
generator A having domain ~(A). Suppose B: X -> X is a C k map (k > 1). Let 
G(u) = Au + B(u) on ~(A). Then (3) defines a unique local semiflow u(t) = 
F,(uo) on X (t > 0); Ft is a local flow if A generates a group. If Uo E ~(A), then 
Ft(uo) E ~(A) and (1) holds. Moreover,for each fixed t, Ft is a C k mapping of an 
open set in X to X. 
Proof Problems 5.1 and 5.2 show that (3) defines a local flow and that Ft is 
locally Lipschitz. We next show that Ft(x) is differentiable in x. To do so one 
can appeal to a general theorem on ordinary differential equations in Hale 
[1969] (Theorem 3.2, p. 7). We can also show that F t is Cl by a direct calculation 
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as follows. For x E ~, let 8lx) E (B(~) (the bounded linear operators from 
~ to ~) satisfy the linearized equations: 
8t(x) = U, + I: Ut_sDB(F.(x»·8.(x) ds. 
8,(x) is defined as long as F;(x) is defined. It is easy to check that t ~ 8lx) is 
continuous in the strong operator topology and that (for fixed t), x ~ 8,(x) is 
norm continuous. We claim that DF,(x) = 8lx), which w;ll thus prove Ft is CI. 
Let 
Then 
AlX,h)=11 I: Ut_s{B(F.(x + h» - B(Fs(x» - DB(F.(x».8.(x)'h} ds ll 
< Mexp(Plt I){DI B(F.(x+h»-B(F.(x»-DB(F.(x»·[Fix+h) - F.(x) lid 
+ I:IIDB(Fix».[Fix + h) - Fix) - 8ix).h]llds}. 
Thus, given E > 0, there is a J > ° such that II h II < J implies 
A,(x, h) < (const.)· {II h II E + s: A.(x, h) ds}. 
Hence (by Gronwall's inequality), A,(x, h) < CCt) II h II E. Hence, by definition 
of the derivative, DF,(x) = O,(x). Thus F, is C I. An induction argument can be 
used to show F, is C k • 
Now we prove that F, maps 1>(A) to 1>(A) and 
d dt F,(uo) = G(F,(uo» 
is continuous in t. Let Uo E 1>(A). Then, setting u(t) = F;(uo), (3) gives 
1 1 1 (' h[u(t + h) - u(t)J = h(Ut+huO - U,u o) + h Jo (U,+h-s - U,_s)B(u(s»ds 
1 (,+h 
+ h Jo U,+h_sB(U(s» ds 
1 1 f'+h 
= h [Uiu(t» - u(t)] + h, U,+h_sB(U(s» ds. (4) 
The second term approaches B(u(t» as h ---> O. Indeed, 
il l ft+h II 1 f'+h h t Ut+h-sB(u(s» ds - B(u(t» < h t II Ut+h_.B(U(s» - B(u(t» lids 
1 f'+h 
< h t II U,+h_sB(U(s» - Ut+h_sB(u(t» II ds 
1 f'+h + h t II U'+h_.B(U(t» - B(u(t» lids 
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I It+h 
< h . C(t) • . t II B(u(s» - B(u(t» II ds 
I It+h + h t II Ut+h_sB(u(t» - B(u(t» lids 
and each term ----> 0 as h ----> O. 
It follows that Ft(uo) is right differentiable at t = 0 and has derivative G(uo). 
To establish the formula at t =1= 0 we first prove that u(t) E ~(A). But 
1 1 h (Ft+hu O - Ftuo) = h (FtFhuO - F,uo) 
has a limit as h ----> 0 since F, is of class CI. Hence, from (4), 
! [Uiu(t» - u(t)] 
has a limit as h ----> O. Thus, u(t) E ~(A). It follows that 
d dt Fluo) = G(Ft(uo» = DFt(uo)·G(uo)· 
Since the right derivative is continuous, the ordinary (two-sided) derivative 
exists as well. I 
Next we give a criterion for global existence. 
5.2 Proposition Let the hypotheses of 5.1 hold. Suppose u(t) is a solution of 
(3) defined for 0 < t < T and that II B(u(t» II is an integrable function of t on 
[0, T]. Then u(t) can be continued to a solution for 0 < t < T + f for f > o. 
Proof For 0 < t, s < T, we have from (3), 
II u(t) - u(s) II < II etAuo - esAuo II + II f e(t-<)AB(u(r» II d-r 
< IIetAuo - eSAuol1 +MePT f" B(u(-r»lI d-r 
Thus u(t) is a Cauchy sequence as t ----> T, so converges, to, say uT. The local 
existence theory applied in a neighborhood of UT shows the time of existence is 
uniformly bounded away from zero as t ----> T; so the result follows. I 
Here is an example of how this works. 
5.3 Corollary Suppose B satisfies II B(u) II < C + KII u II for constants C and 
K. Then the semijlow Ft is global-that is, is defined for all t > o. 
Proof Fix T> 0 and let u(t) solve (3) for 0 < t < T. Then 
II u(t) II < MePTlluo II + s: MePT(C + Kllu(-r)II)d-r. 
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From Grownwall's inequality (Problem 5.2), 
II u(t) II < [MePT II UO II + CT] exp(KMePT) 
so II u(t) II and hence II B(u(t» II are bounded for ° < t < T. Thus u can be extended 
beyond T by 5.2. Hence u is defined for all t > 0. I 
Prohlem 5.3 Prove a global existence theorem if 
II B(t, u) II < p(t)[C + KII u II], 
where pet) is V on every finite interval. 
Another way of obtaining global existence is through energy estimates. That 
is, if the equations are Hamiltonian (or are related to a Hamiltonian system), 
there may be a conserved (or decreasing) energy function that can be used to 
obtain the needed estimate in 5.2. We give an example in the following: 
5.4 Corollary Suppose the conditions of Theorem 5.1 hold. Suppose, more-
over, that there is a Cl function H: X -- IR such that: 
(i) there is a monotone increasing function if>: [a, 00) -- [0, 00), where 
[a, 00) -=> Range H, satisfying II x II < if>(H(x»; 
Oi) there is a constant K > ° such that ifu(t) satisfies (3), then 
(iii) 
ft H(u(t» < KH(u(t». 
Then Ft(uo) is defined for all t > ° and Uo E X; that is, the semiflow is 
global. 
If, in addition, H is bounded on bounded sets and 
ft H(u(t» < ° if II u(t) II > E, 
then any solution of (3) remains uniformly bounded in X for all time; 
that is, given Uo E ~(A), there is a constant C = C(uo) such that 
II u(t) II < C for all t > 0. 
Proof By (ii), H(u(t» < H(uo) exp(Kt) so by (i), II u(t) II < if>(H(uo) exp(Kt». 
Thus, global existence follows by 5.2. Let HB = sup [H(u) III u II < B}, so, by (iii), 
H(u(t» < max [H(uo), HB}. Hence, by (i), we can take C = if>(max[H(uo), HB}). I 
Next we have a criterion for asymptotic stability of a fixed point Xo; that is, 
FtCxo) = Xo and Flx) -- Xo as t -- +00 for all x E X. (See Theorem 4.1 of 
Chapter 7 for the use of spectral methods to obtain a related result.) 
5.5 Proposition Let (i) and (U) of 5.4 hold, and suppose G(xo) = 0; that is, 
Xo is a fixed point, and: 
(iii') There is a continuous monotone function f: [0, 00) -- [0, 00), locally 
Lipschitz on (0, 00) such that 
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(a) ~~ (F,(x)) < -f(H(F,(x)) for x E U, a neighborhood of x o, 
and 
(b) solutions ofr = -fer) tend to zero as t ---> +00. 
(iv) H(x) > ° and there is a strictly monotone continuous function 
lfI: [0, (0) ---> [0, (0) such that 
II x - Xo II < lfI(H(x)). 
Then Xo is asymptotically stable. 
Proof Let ret) be the solution of r = - f(r) with reO) = H(x), x E U, X *" Xo. 
Then, by (iii'), H(F,(x)) < ret). Hence H(F,(x)) ---> ° as t ---> +00. Thus by (iv), 
F,(x) converges to Xo as t ---> +00. I 
Problem 5.4 Consider ii + u + u3 = 0. Show that solutions decay to 
zero like C/~t as t ---> +00, by considering H(u, u) = (u + U)2 + u2 + 
u4 • (See Ball and Carr [1976] for more information.) 
The following is a specific situation relevant for some semi linear wave equa-
tions. See 3.10 in Box 3.1, Section 6.3. 
5.6 Proposition Let JC be a real Hilbert space and B a self-adjoint operator in 
JC with B > c > 0. On X = ~(Bl/2) X JC, let A = [ _ ~ ~J with domain 
~(A) = ~(B) X ~(Bl/2). Let V: ~(Bl/2) ---> IR be a smooth function and suppose 
V has a smooth gradient; that is, V V: ~(Bl/2) ---> JC is smooth and satisfies 
<VV(x),y) = dV(x)· y 
for all x, y E ~(Bl/2). Suppose V > ° and V is bounded on bounded sets in 
~(Bl/2). Let 
G: ~(A) ---> X, defined by G(u, u) = A(u, u) + (0, VV(u)). 
Then the flow of G is globally defined and solutions are uniformly bounded for 
all time. 
Proof Clearly G satisfies the conditions of 5.1. Also, G is Hamiltonian with 
energy 
H(u, u) = t II u W + t(Bl/2U, Bl/2U) + V(u) 
and H is conserved along solutions. Since V > 0, 
H(u, u) > t(lIuW + II Bl/2U In 
The result therefore follows by 5.4. I 
Problem 5.5 Instead of V >0, assume V(O) = 0, D V(O) = ° and 
D2 V(O) = 0. Show that in a neighborhood of (0, 0), solutions are globally 
defined and remain in a ball about (0,0). (Hint: Apply Taylor's theorem to 
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H to show that in a neighborhood of (0,0), cI11 (u, u) W < H(u, u) < 
Cz " (u, u) W for constants C I and Cz.) 
Problem 5.6 (Regularity) Let 5.1 hold and suppose that B: ~(Ak-l)----> 
~(Ak-l) is C1-I, 1= 1, ... ,k - 1, where ~(Ak-l) has the graph norm. 
Prove that F, maps ~(Ak-I) to itself and is Ck-I. 
Problem 5.7 (Singular Case) Let A generate a Co semi group on OC and 
let :D(A) have the graph norm. Suppose B: ~(A) ----> OC is CI and the tan-
gent of B, TB: (u, v) 1---)0 (u, DB(u)·v) extent to a CI map of~(A) X OC to 
~(A) X OC. Then G = A + B generates a unique local CI flow. (Hint: 
Apply 5.1 to the operator TG(u, v) = (0, v) + TB(u, v); the first com-
ponent of this flow gives the flow of G; cf. Segal [1962].) 
We will now give two applications of this theory. The first is to semilinear 
non-linear wave equations and the second is to a problem of panel flutter. The 
first is perhaps not directly relevant to elasticity, but it is a topic of current 
interest and illustrates the methods well. (See Reed [1976] for similar results 
from a different point of view. For a recent spectacular application of the semi-
linear theory, see Eardley and Moncrief [1982].) 
5.7 Example (Semilinear Wave Equation) We consider the following equa-
tion for rp(x, t) E IR, where x E IRn and t E IR: 
~:t = VZif> - m2rp - grpp,} (5) 
if>(x, 0) and ~(x, 0) given 
where p > 2 is an integer and g E IR is a constant. (One can also consider this 
problem on complete Riemannian manifolds, but we stick to IRn for simplicity.) 
To obtain the results, essential use is made of the Sobolev spaces HS(IRn) and the 
Sobolev inequalities. To obtain global solutions, these inequalities must be 
applied with care. The relevant facts we need were given in Box 1.1, Section 6.1. 
The results for Equation (5) are summarized as follows: 
(i) For n = I, 2, m > 0, g > 0, p an odd integer, and s > I, Equation (5) 
has unique global solutions in HS+I(IRn , IR) X HS(IRn , IR) for any initial 
data in this space. 
(ii) For n = 3, m > 0, g > 0, and p = 3, the conclusion (i) remains valid. 
(iii) For n = 1, 2, m > 0, any g, and any p, there are unique global solutions 
as in (i) if the initial data is small enough in HI X V norm. The same 
holdsfor n = 3 ifp < 4. 
(iv) For any n, m, g, p, there are unique solutions local in time in HS+ I(IRn, IR) 
X HS(IRn, IR) if s + I > n12. 
Note: From hyperbolicity arguments (Courant and Hilbert [1962]) it fol-
lows that if we start with COO data with compact support, the solution will be COO 
with compact support as well. 
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To establish (i) and (ii), we use Proposition 5.6 (with a slight modification if 
m = 0), and to prove (iii) we use Problem 5.5, and to prove (iv) we use Theorem 
5.1. We shall give the details for case (ii). 
First, suppose m > O. Then as was discussed in Section 6.3 the Klein-
Gordon operator 
A=[~~m2 ~J 
is skew-adjoint on HI X P with the energy norm, which is equivalent to the 
usual Sobolev norm. We set 
V:HI ----->IR, 
Here is the key fact: 
V(¢) = K r ¢4 dx. 
4 J~3 
Lemma 1 V is a well-defined smooth map with defivative 
DV(¢)'1jI =g r ¢3Ij1dx. J~3 
Proof From the Sobolev-Nirenberg-Gagliardo inequality (see Box 1.1), 
there is a positive constant C such that for ¢ E P(1R 3), 
II ¢J Ib < C II V ¢ 11~211 ¢J Ill,a 
for 2 <p< 6 and a = 3·(± - lip). In particular, we have the estimate 
//¢Jlb < C//¢//Hl 
for 2 <p< 6. The main case, p = 6, was proved in Proposition 1.16. Taking 
p = 4 we see that V is well defined. Consider 
From the Schwartz inequality, 
Hence '0 is a continuous multilinear map; so is C=. Hence V is as well, and so 
the lemma follows. I 
Lemma 2 Set Y: HI -----> P; Y(¢J) = (_g¢3). Then Y is a C= map and the 
conditions of Proposition 5.6 hold, with A as above, JC = P, and V V = Y. 
Proof Since £6 CHI, Y is well defined. Consider ID: H I X H I X HI -----> L2, 
ID(¢JI' ¢2' ¢3) = IIl=I ¢i' Then by HOlder's inequality, 
Thus ID and hence Y is smooth. 
A straightforward calculation shows that V V = Y. I 
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That solutions which start in HS+ I X HS for s > 2 stay in that space follows 
by regularity (Problem 5.6). We ask the reader to supply the details. 
The case m = ° may be dealt with as follows. Using the usual norm on 
HI X V, conservation of energy and v> ° implies that II ViP IlL' + II ~ ilL' is 
bounded, say, by M. But this implies that II ViP ilL' + II iP ilL' + II ~ ilL' < M + 
tMil iPo ilL" so the (HI X U)-norm is bounded on finite t-intervals. Thus we 
again get our result. 
The result (iv) is perhaps the easiest of all. Indeed, for s > n/2, HS(fRn , fR) is a 
ring: II/gliH' < CII/IIH'IIgIIH" so multiplication is smooth. (See 1.17 in Box 
6.1.1.) Therefore, we can apply Theorem 5.1 directly because any polynomial Y 
on H' will be smooth. 
5.8 Example (Panel Flutter) The linear problem was considered in Box 
3.2. (See Figure 6.3.1.) Here we consider the nonlinear problem. The equations 
are 
(X/i/'II + Villi - {r + IC f (V'(t, e»2 de + u f (v'(t, e)i/(t, e» de} v" 
+ pv' + ",Jfi ov + v = o. (6) 
(See Dowell [1975] and Holmes [l977a].) As in Box 3.l, . = a/at, I = a/ax, and 
we have included viscoelastic structural damping terms (x, u as well as aerody-
namic damping ",Jfi 0; IC represents nonlinear (membrane) stiffness, p the 
dynamic pressure, and r an in-plane tensile load. We have boundary condi-
tions at x = 0, 1 that might typically be simply supported (v = (v + (XV)" = 0) 
or clamped (v = v' = 0). To be specific, let us choose the simply supported 
condition. 
To proceed with the methods above, we first write (6) in the form (2), choosing 
as our basic space OC = H;([O, 1]) X V([O, 1]), where Hi denotes H2 functions 
in [0, 1] that vanish at 0, 1. Set II (v, v) IIoc = (II v W + II v" W)I/2, where II· II 
denotes the usual V-norm. This is equivalent to the usual norm because of the 
boundary conditions. In fact, the two Poincare-type inequalities II v' W > 
11:2 11 v Wand II v" II > 11:4 11 v W may be checked using Fourier series. Define 
A = where (
0 I) {CV = -V'II' + rv" - pv', 
CD' Dv = _(XV"" - ",Jp ov. (7) 
The domain ~(A) of A consists of all pairs (v, v) E OC such that v E Hi, 
v + (Xv E H4, and v" + (Xv" = ° at x = 0, 1. Define the nonlinear operator 
B(v, v) = (0, [IC II v' 112 + u<v', V')]V"), where <.) denotes the V inner product; 
so (6) can be rewritten as 
~: = Ax + B(x) = G(x), where x = (v, v) and x(t) E ~(A). (8) 
By Proposition 3.11 in Box 3.2, Section 6.2, A generates a semigroup on OC. 
In one dimension HI forms a ring; so as in the previous example, B: OC -> OC is 
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a Coo mapping bounded on bounded sets. Thus, by Theorem 5.1, Equations (6) 
generate a local semiflow on oc. We claim that this semiflow is global. To see 
this, we temporarily omit the dissipative terms in (6), namely, we consider 
v"" - {r + 1C ( (v'(t, e))2 de} v" + ii = o. 
As in Problem 3.6, Section 6.3, this is Hamiltonian with 
H(v, v) = !llvW + !llv"JIl + ~ Ilv'W + ~ IIv'W· 
For the full equation (6) we find by a simple calculation that 
~~ = -p(v', v) - -/ pollvW - o:llV"JIl - ull(v, v)JI2. 
< -p<v', v) < p Ilv' IllIv II <tp(11 v' JI2 + Ilv W)· 
For II v' II large enough, 
H(v, v) > Gil (v, v) Iii. 
[Note that r can be < 0; write 
£11 v' 112 + !£ II v' II' = !£ II v' JI2 {II v' 112 + 2r} 2 4 4 1C 
to see this.] Thus, for II v' II large, hypotheses (i) and (ii) of 5.4 are satisfied, and 
so we have global solutions. We shall return to this example again in Chapter 7. 
Problem 5.8 (Parks [1966], Holmes and Marsden [1978aD Let H(v, v) = 
!{-/Ji 0 II v JI2 + 0: II v" JIl + 2(v, v) + (uI2) II v' W} and let XCv, v) = 
H(v, v) + vH(v, v), where v = (-/po + 0:1C4)/2. If p2 < (-/ po + 0:1C 4)2 X 
(r + p2), show that dXldt < 0 along non-zero solutions. Use 5.5 to show 
that in these circumstances solutions tend to (0,0) as t -> +00. 
While the above theory does apply to a number of special situations in 
elasticity involving rod and plate approximations, it does not apply to the 
"full" theory of nonlinear elasticity, even in one dimension. Here the equations 
have the form 
u = A(t, u)u + J(t, u) (0 < t < T, u(O) = uo), (9) 
the point being that the linear operator A depends on u. For example, one-
dimensional elasticity has this form: 
Such equations in which the highest derivatives occur linearly, but possibly 
multiplied by functions of lower derivatives, are called quasi-linear. The remain-
der of this section discusses the theory for these equations. This theory began 
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with Schauder [1935J with contributions by Petrovskii [1937J, Sobolev [1939], 
Choquet-Bruhat [1952J, and many others. However, most of these treatments 
had a few loose ends, and none proved the continuous dependence on initial 
data (in the same space Y). We shall follow the formulations of Kato [1975bJ, 
[1977], and of Hughes, Kato, and Marsden [1977]. 
The abstract theory for (9) divides into the local theory and the global 
theory. We begin with a discussion of the local theory. Proofs will be omitted 
as they are rather technical. 
We start from four (real) Banach spaces 
'Y c X c Z' c z, 
with all the spaces reflexive and separable and the inclusions continuous and 
dense. We assume that 
(Z') Z' is an interpolation space between 'Y and Z; thus if V E <B('Y) n 
<B(Z), then V E B(Z') with II Vllz' < c max {II VII')!, II VllzJ; <B('Y) 
denotes the set of bounded operators on 'Y. 
Let m:(Z) be the set of all norms in Z equivalent to the given one II liz. Then 
m:(Z) is a metric space with the distance function 
d(1I II", II IIv) = log max { sup liz 11,,/ II z II .. sup II z IIvI II z II,,}· 
O,ozEZ O,ozEZ 
We now introduce four functions, A, N, S, andJon [0, T] x 'W, where T > ° 
and'W is an open set in 'Y, with the following properties: 
For all t, t', ... , E [0, TJ and all w, w', ... E 'W, there is a real number p 
and there are positive numbers AN, J.lN, ... such that the following conditions 
hold: 
(N) N(t, w) E m:(Z), with 
d(N(t, w), II liz) < AN, 
d(N(t', w'), N(t, w» < J.lN(1 t' - t I + II w' - w Ib)' 
(S) Set, w) is an isomorphism of'Y onto Z, with 
IIS(t, w)II')!,z < As, IIS(t, w)-lllz,,)! < A:, 
II Set', w') - Set, w) 1I')!,z < J.lsCl t' - t I + II w' - w IbJ 
(AI) A(t, w) E G(ZN(t,W) I, P), where ZN(t,w) denotes the Banach space Z 
with norm N(t, w). This means that A(t, w) is a Co-generator in Z 
such that II eTA(t,w) z II < efi< II z II for all 't" > ° and z E Z. 
(A2) Set, w)A(t, w)S(t, W)-l = A(t, w) + B(t, w), where B(t, w) E <B(Z), 
II B(t, w) liz < AB • 
(A3) A(t, w) E <B('Y, X), with II A(t, w) 1I')!,oc < AA and II A(t, w') -
A(t, w) 1I')!,z' < J.lAIl w' - w liz' and with t 1---+ A(t, w) E <B('Y, Z) con-
tinuous in norm. 
(fl) J(t, w) E 'Y, IIJ(t, w) II')! < A" IIJ(t, w') - J(t, w) liz' < J.l,1I w' - w liz, 
and t 1---+ J(t, w) E Z is continuous. 
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Remarks (i) If N(t, w) = const. = 1/ liz, condition (N) is redundant. If 
Set, w) = const. = S, condition (S) is trivial. If both are assumed, and X = 
Z' = Z, we have the case of Kato [1975b]. 
(ii) In most applications we can choose Z' = Z and/or Z' = X. 
(iii) The paper of Hughes, Kato, and Marsden [1977] had an additional 
condition (A4) that was then shown to be redundant in Kato [1977]. 
(iv) The possibility of dropping (S) and related refinements are discussed in 
Graff [1981] and Altman [1982]. 
5.9 Theorem Let conditions (Z/), (N), (8), (AI) to (A3), and (fl) be satified. 
Then there are positive constants p' and T' < T such that if Uo E 'Y with 
II UO - Yo 11')1 < p', then (9) has a unique solution u on [0, T'] with 
u E CO([O, T']; 'W) n C 1([0, T']; X). 
Here p' depends only on AN, As, A~, and R = dist (Yo, 1/\'W), while T'may 
depend on all the constants p, AN, PN, ... and R. When Uo varies in 1/ subject 
to II uo - Yo 11')/ < p', the map Uo ~ u(t) is Lipschitz continuous in the Z'-norm, 
uniformly in t E [0, T']. 
To establish well-posed ness, we have to strengthen some of the assumptions. 
We assume the following conditions: 
(B) II B(t, w') - B(t, w) liz < PB II w' - w 11')1' 
(f2) Ilf(t, w') - f(t, w) II 1/ < pi II w' - w 11')1' 
5.10 Theorem Let conditions (Z'), (N), (8), (AI) to (A3), (B), (fl), and (f2) 
be satisfied, where Set, w) is assumed to be independent of w. Then there is a posi-
tive constant T" < T'such that when Uo varies in 1/ subject to II Uo - Yo 11')1 < p', 
the map uo ~ u(t) given by Theorem 5.9 is continuous in the 1/-norm, uniformly in 
t E [0, T"]. 
As in Kato [1975b], one can prove a similar continuity theorem when not 
only the initial value uo but also the functions N, A, andJare varied; that is, the 
solution is "stable" when the equations themselves are varied. Variation of S is 
discussed in Graff [1981]. In summary, Theorem 5.10 guarantees the existence of 
(locally defined) evolution operators Ft .• : 1/ -> 1/ that are continuous in all 
variables. 
The idea behind the proofs of the Theorems 5.9 and 5.10 is to fix a curve 
vet), in 1/ satisfing v(O) = uo and let u(t) be the solution of the "frozen coefficient 
problem" 
u = A(t, v)u + J(t, v), u(O) = uo, 
which is guaranteed by linear theory (Kato [1970], [1973]). This defines a map 
<II: v ~ u and we look for a fixed point of <II. In a suitable function space and for 
T' sufficiently small, <II is in fact a contraction, so has a unique fixed point. 
However, it is not so simple to prove that u depends continuously on uo and 
detailed estimates from the linear theory are needed. The proof more or less 
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has to be delicate since the dependence on Uo is not locally Lipschitz in general. 
For details of these proofs, we refer to Kato [1975b], [1977] and Hughes, Kato, 
and Marsden [1977]. The continuous dependence of the solution on Uo leads us 
to investigate if it is smooth in any sense. This is important in Hamiltonian 
systems, as we saw in Proposition 3.4, Chapter 5. This is explored in Box 5.1 
below. 
Next we give some specific systems to which 5.10 applies. These will be non-
linear versions of first-order symmetric hyperbolic systems and second-order 
hyperbolic systems. Each of these applies to nonlinear elasticity; to verify the 
hypotheses (details of which are omitted) one uses the linear theory presented in 
Theorems 3.1 (for the second-order version) and 3.19 of Section 6.3. We shall 
treat these equations in all of IRm as the machinery needed for boundary value 
problems is yet more complex (see Kato [1977] and Box 5.2 below). 
5.11 Example (Quasi-linear Symmetric Hyperbolic Systems) Consider the 
equation 
au {!-, au 
ao(t, x, u)-a = k.J ait , x, u)-a . + aCt, x, u). t j~ I Xl (10) 
for x E IRm, t E IR, u(t, x) E IRN , and ai' a real N X N matrices. We assume: 
(i) s> 1m + 1 and ao, a are of class Cs+I in the variables t, x, u (possi-
bly locally defined in u); 
(ii) there are constant matrices aj, a OO such that 
ai - aj, a - a OO E C([O, T], HO(lRm) n L 00([0, T], Hs(lRm» 
ao - aD E Lip([O, T], H S-I(lRm», 
locally uniformly in u; 
(iii) ai' (j = 0, ... , m) are symmetric; 
(j = 0, 1, ... , m), 
(iv) ao(t IX, u) > cJ for some c > 0 for all x and locally in t, u. 
Under these conditions, the hypotheses of Theorem 5.10 hold with 
x = HS-l(lRm), 
S = (1 - Ll)s/z, 
Thus (10) generates a unique continuous evolution system F t •s on 'Y. 
5.12 Example (Second-order Quasi-linear Hyperbolic Systems) Consider 
the equation 
aZu m dZu 
aoo(t, s, u, VU)-a Z = I: aJt, x, u, VU)-a i a j t l.j~l X X 
m azu + 2 ~ aolt, x, u, Vu) at axi + aCt, x, u, Vu). (1 I) 
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Here 
We assume: 
(i) S> (mI2) + 1 and a"p, a are of class cs+1 in all variables (possibly 
locally defined in u); 
(ii) there are constant matrices a';p, aOO such that 
a"p - a';p, a - aOO E Lip([O, T]; Hs-I(IRm» c Loo([O, T]; Hs(IRm», 
locally uniformly in u; 
(iii) a"p is symmetric; 
(iv) aoo(t, x, u) > cI for some c > 0; 
(v) strong ellipticity. There is an € > 0 such that 
I'~I alit, x, u)c!/ei > € C~ WJ2) 
(a matrix inequality) for all l; = (e l , ••. ,em) E IRm, x E IRm, and 
locally in t, u. 
Under these conditions, Theorem 5.10 holds with 
X = Hs(IRm) X Hs-I(IRm), 
Z = Z' = HI(lRm) X HO(IRm), 
'Y = HS+I(IRm) X Hs(lRm), 
S = (1 - A)s/2 X (1 - A)s!2, 
A(t) = ( _. [ 0 a' ] -f [ a J). 
aOO 1: ali axl axi aOO 2 1: aO} ax} 
Thus (11) generates a unique continuous evolution system on 'Y. 
From either 5.11 or 5.12 we conclude that the equations of nonlinear elasto-
dynamics generate a unique continuous local evolution system on the space of 
if>, ~, which are sufficiently smooth; if> is at least C2 and ~ is C I. 
There are several difficulties with theorems of this type: (A). The existence is 
only local in time. (B). The function spaces are too restrictive to allow shocks 
and other discontinuities. 
With regard to (A), some global results for (11) have been proved by Klainer-
mann [1978] (and simplified by Shatah [1982]) in four or higher dimensions for 
small initial data. However, these global Properties are not true in three dimen-
sions (John [1979]). Much work has been done on (B), but the success is very 
limited. In fact, the problem in one dimension is not settled. Simple dissipative 
mechanisms sometimes relieve the situation, as is discussed below. 
A few selected topics of current interest related to difficulties (A) and (B) are 
as follows: 
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1. Lax [1964] proved the non-existence of global smooth solutions to 
assuming that a" never vanishes. Equation (12) is studied by writing it as a 
system of conservation laws: 
where w = U x and v = ut • 
2. The assumption aU =F 0 is unrealistic for nonlinear elasticity. Indeed it 
is reasonable that a stress-strain function a(ux ) should satisfy a(p) -> + 00 as 
p -> +00 and a(p) -> -00 as p -> 0+. Strong ellipticity is the assertion that 
a'(p) > ~ > O. This does not imply that aU never vanishes. This hypothesis was 
overcome by MacCamy and Mizel [1967] under realistic conditions on a for the 
displacement problem on [0, 1] (representing longitudinal displacements of a 
bar). These results have been improved by Klainermann and Majda [1980] who 
show that singularities develop in finite time for arbitrarily small initial data 
under rather general hypotheses. The results are still, however, one dimensional. 
3. A general existence theorem for weak solutions of (12) was proved by 
Glimm [1965] and Dafermos [1973]. The crucial difficulty is in selecting out the 
"correct" solution by imposing an entropy condition. This problem has been 
recast into the framework of nonlinear contractive semigroups by several 
authors, such as Quinn [1971] and Crandall [1972]. 
Glimm constructed solutions in the class of functions of bounded variation 
by exploiting the classical solution to the Riemann problem for shocks. The 
proof that the scheme converges involves probabilistic considerations. DiPerna 
[1982], using ideas of Tartar [1979], obtains solutions in L= as limits of solutions 
of a viscoelastic problem as the viscosity tends to zero. DiPerna's results involve 
acceptable hypotheses on the stress a and impose correct entropy conditions 
on the solutions. (The solutions are not known to be of bounded variation). 
4. Much has been done on equations of the form (12) with a dissipative 
mechanism added on. For example, viscoelastic-type dissipation is considered 
in MacCamy [1977], Matsumura and Nishida [1980] and Potier-Ferry [1980] 
and thermoeleastic dissipation is considered in Coleman and Gurtin [1965J and 
Slemrod [1981]. It is proved that smooth initial data with small norm has a 
global solution. Dafermos [1982], using the ideas in Andrews [1980], shows 
smooth, global existence for arbitrarily large initial data for thermovisco-
elasticity. 
5. The viscoelastic equations UtI = a(uxL + Uxxt without the assumption 
of strong ellipticity are shown to have unique global weak solutions in Andrews 
[1980]. This is of interest since, as we mentioned in the previous section, a a 
without the restriction a' > 0 may be relevant to phase transitions. 
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Box 5.1 Differentiability of Evolution Operators 
This box gives an abstract theorem which shows that in some sense 
the evolution operators Ft .• for a system of the type (1)' are differen-
tiable. This is of interest for quasi-linear systems and applies, in parti-
cular, to the situation of 5.10. For semilinear systems, Ft•s is smooth in 
the usual sense, as we already proved in Theorem 5.1. However, the 
example U t + uUx = 0 shows that F t : HS --> Hs is not even locally 
Lipschitz, although F t : HS --> Hs-l is differentiable (see Kato [I 975aJ), 
so the situation is more subtle for quasi-linear hyperbolic systems. 
Despite this, there is a notion of differentiability that is adequate for 
Proposition 3.4, Chapter 5, for example. For quasi-linear parabolic 
systems, the evolution operator will be smooth in the usual sense. For 
more details, see Marsden and McCracken [1976], Dorroh and Graff 
[1979], and Graff [1981]. 
First, we give the notion of differentiability appropriate for the gen-
erator. Let a: and cy be Banach spaces with cy c a: continuously and 
densely included. Let 'll c cy be open and f: 'll --> a: be a given map-
ping. We say f is generator-differentiable if for each x E 'll there is a 
bounded linear operator Df(x): cy --> a: such that 
Ilf(x + h) - f(x) - Df(x)·h Ilx --> 0 
II h Ilx 
as II h II'Y --> O. If/is generator-differentiable and x ~ Df(x) E CB(CY, a:) 
is norm continuous, we call f Cl generator-differentiable. Notice that 
this is stronger than Cl in the Frechet sense. Iffis generator-differentia-
ble and 
Ilf(x + h) - f(x) - Df(x)·h II xiii h Ilx 
is uniformly bounded for x and x + h in some cy neighborhood of each 
point, we say thatfis locally uniformly generator-differentiable. 
Most concrete examples can be checked using the following 
proposition: 
5.13 Proposition Suppose f: 'll c cy --> a: is of class C2, and locally 
in the cy topology 
II D2f(x)(h, h) Ilx 
x ~ II h II'Y II h Ilx 
is bounded. Then f is locally uniformly C 1 generator-differentiable. 
This follows easily from the identity 
f(x + h) - f(x) - Df(x)·h =:, fa' fa' D2f(x + sth)(h, h) ds dt. 
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Next, we turn to the appropriate notion for the evolution operators. 
A map g: 'U c 'Y ---> X is called flow-differentiable if it is generator-
differentiable and Dg(x), for each x E '\1, extends to a bounded operator 
X to X. Flow-differentiable maps obey a chain rule. For example, if 
gl: 'Y ---> 'Y, g2: 'Y ---> 'Y and each is flow-differentiable (as maps of 'Y 
to X) and are continuous from Y to 'Y, then g2 o g1 is flow-differentiable 
with, of course, 
The proof of this fact is routine. In particular, one can apply the chain 
rule to Ft.soFs.r = Ft.s if each Ft .• is flow-differentiable. Differentiating 
this in sat s = r gives the backwards equation: 
a as Ft..(x) = -DFt . .(x)·G(x). 
Differentiation in r at r = s gives 
DFtjx)·G(x) = G(Ftjx)), 
the flow invariance of the generator. 
Problem 5.9 Use the method of Proposition 2.7, Section 6.2 to 
show that integral curves are unique if (l)' has an evolution oper-
ator that is flow-differentiable. 
For the following theorem we assume these hypotheses: Y c X is 
continuously and densely included and F t •s is a continuous evolution 
system on an open subset:D c 'Y and is generated by a map G(t)::D ---> 
X. Also, we assume: 
(HI) G(t): :D c Y ---> X is locally uniformly CI generator-differ-
entiable. Its derivative is denoted DxG(t, x) and is assumed 
strongly continuous in t. 
(H2) For x E :D, s > 0, let T x •s be the lifetime of x beyond s: 
that is, T x.s = sup [t > s I Ft.s(x) is defined}. Assume there is 
a strongly continuous linear evolution system [Ux.S(r, a) I 
° <a < r < T x •s} in X whose X-infinitesimal generator is 
an extension of [DxG(t,Ft.sx) E B(Y,X)IO<t<Tx.s}; 
that is, if y E 'Y, then 
a~+ Ux.s(r, a)·y L. = DxG(r, F •. .(x))·y. 
(Sufficient conditions for (H2) are given in Kato [1973].) 
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5.14 Theorem Under the hypotheses above, Ft.s is flow-differentiable 
at x and, in fact, 
DFt./x) = ux.s(t, s). 
Proof Define rp,(x, y) = rpU, x, y) by 
G(t, x) - G(t, y) = DxG(t, y)·(x - y) + II x - y Ilxrpt(x, y) 
(or zero if x = y) and notice that by local uniformity, II rp(t, x, y) Ilx is 
uniformly bounded if x and yare <y-close. By joint continutity of Ft.sCx), 
for 0 < t < Tx.s> II rp(t, Ftjy), Ft./x)) Ilx is bounded for 0 < s < T if 
II x - y 11'1:1 is sufficiently small. 
By construction, we have the equation 
d dt Ftjx) = G[Ft.lx)] (0 < s < t < Tx,s> x E ~). 
Let wet, s) = Ftjy) - Ft.sCx) 
so that aw(t, s) ( ( « at = G t, Ft.s y)) - G t,Ft.s x)) 
= DxG(t, Ft./x))w(t, s) + II w(t, s) Ilxrp(t, F"sY, F,.sx). 
Since DxG(t, F"sx)·w(t, s) is continuous in t, s with values in a:, and 
writing U = ux.s, we have the backwards differential equation: 
a ( ) ( ) _ ) aw(a, s) ) aa U t, a w a, s - U(t, a aa - U(t, a)DxG(a, F"jx)).w(a, s 
= U(t, 0')·11 w(a, s) Ilxrp(a, F"jy), F"jx)). 
Hence, integrating from a = s to a = t, 
w(t, s) = U(t, s)(y - x) + s: U(t, a) II w(a, s) Ilxrp(a, F"jy), F"jx)) dO'. 
Let II U(-/:, a) Ilx,x < M, and II rpCa, F"jy), F"jx)) Ilx < M 2 , (0 < s < 
a < l' < T). Thus, by Gronwall's inequality, 
IIw(t,s)llx < MleM,M2Tlly - xlix = M 3 11y - xlix. 
In other words, 
IIF,.ly) - F,.sCx) - Vet, s)(y - x) Ilx 
Ily - xlix . 
< MI M 3 s: II rp(a, F",s(Y), F"jx)) Ilx dO'. 
From the Lebesgue bounded convergence theorem, we conclude that Ft •s 
is flow-differentiable at x and DFt.sCx) = U(t, s); (rp(t, F, . .(y), Ft.sex)) is 
strongly measurable in s since rp(x, y) is continuous for x "* y.) I 
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Box 5.2 Remarks on Continuity in the Initial Data for the Initial 
Boundary Value Prohlem for Quasi-linear Systems 
CH. ( 
As stated, Example 5.12 applies only to an elastic body filling all of 
space. For the initial boundary value problem, Kato [1977] has shown 
local existence and uniqueness, but the continuous dependence on the 
initial data is not yet known. The method is to replace CY by the domain 
of a power of A, such as A3. The major complication that needs to be 
dealt with is the compatability conditions and the possibility that the 
domains of powers of A will be time dependent, even though that of A 
is not. All of this is caused by the degree of smoothness required in the 
methods and the dependence of A on u. 
We shall now sketch a method that may be used in proving the con-
tinuous dependence in certain cases. 20 Write the equations this way: 
U + ~(u) = 0, Uo = ifJ, 
where ~(u) = A(u)·u and we have dropped the termf(u) for simplicity. 
Suppose that the boundary conditions are written 
B(u) = 0, u E :D(~). 
If we seek solutions in the domain of[A(uW, then the compatability 
conditions for the initial data are obtained by differentiating B(u) = 0 
twice: 
(i) B(ifJ) = 0; 
(ii) B'(ifJ)'~(ifJ) = 0; 
(iii) B"(ifJ)·(IJ(ifJ), IJ(ifJ)) + B'(ifJ)·IJ('(ifJ)·IJ(ifJ) = O. 
The difficulty is that even if B(ifJ) = 0 are linear boundary conditions, 
this is a nonlinear space of functions in which we seek the solution. Let 
C denote the space of functions satisfying the compatability conditions. 
It seems natural to try to show C is a smooth manifold. We assume B 
itself is linear for simplicity and assume our function spaces are Hilbert 
spaces, so closed subspaces will split. 
5.15 Proposition Let ifJ E C and assume: 
(a) B is surjective; 
(b) the linear boundary value problem 
~'(ifJ)' '" = p, 
has a solution", for any p; and 
E·", = 0, 
20M. Ortiz has pointed out to us that this result may also be provable using product formula 
methods. C. Dafermos has noted that for the second order hyperbolic case, which includes 
elasticity, classical energy and elliptic estimates may give the result. 
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(c) the linear boundary value problem 
S!!"(¢)(S!!(¢), IJI) + (S!!'(¢»21J1 = p 
B'S!!'(¢)'IJI = 0 
has a solution IJI for any p. 
B'IJI = 0, 
Then C is a smooth manifold in the neighborhood of ¢. 
Proof Let C 1 = Ker B, the "first" boundary conditions. Map 
¢ E C 1 ~ B(¢).S!!(¢) = B·S!!(¢). 
This has derivative at ¢ given by IJI ~ B·S!!'(¢)·IJI. Since B is surjective 
and S!!'(¢): Ker B --> (range space) is surjective by (b), this map has a 
surjective derivative, so C2 = {¢ E C 1 lB· S!!(¢) = O} is a submanifold 
of C 1 with tangent space T",C2 = {IJI: BIJI = 0 and B'S!!'(¢)'IJI = OJ, by 
the implicit function theorem. 
Finally, map 
C2 --> (range space), -¢ ~ B.S!!'(¢)·S!!(¢), 
which has the derivative IJI ~ B· [S!!"(¢)(S!!(¢), IJI) + (S!!'(¢»2 ·IJIJ. Thus, 
by assumption (c), this is surjective on T",C2 • Thus, 
C3 = {¢ E C2 IB.S!!'(¢)·S!!(¢) = O} = C 
is a submanifold by the implicit function theorem. I 
We want to solve 
du + S!!(u) = 0 dt 
for u(t) E C with a given initial condition ¢ E C. To do so, we can use 
the local diffeomorphism 
ct>: C ---> (linear space) = 1', 
with ct>( ¢) = ¢ mapping a neighborhood of ¢ in C to a ball about ¢ in a 
linear space obtained from the proof above. (So ct> is only defined impli-
citly.) Let v = ct>(u). Thus 
q'l}. = ct>'(u)du = ct>'(ct>-l(V»'( -S!!(ct>-l(V») 
dt dt ' 
so v satisfies the modified equation 
dv -
cli + S!!(v) = 0, 
where ~(v) = ct>'(ct>-l(V»' S!!(ct>-l(V». (In geometry notation, ~ = 
ct>*S!!.) If the modified problem is well-posed, then clearly the original 
one is as well. We can choose Y = {IJII BIJI = 0, B· S!!'(¢)'IJI = 0 and 
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B· [W"(¢)(W(¢), '1') + (W'(¢))21j1] = OJ and let <I> be the projection of C 
onto Y; see Figure 6.5.1. 
All functions u 
'- y'
C 
'Y = Functions satisfying the 
linearized compatibility 
conditions at </>. 
Figure 6.5.1 
Now let W have the form W(u) = A(u)· u. Since <I> is a linear projection, 
the equation 
§'rev) = <I>·A(<I>-I(V))·<I>-I(V) 
is still quasi-linear. It seems reasonable to ask that the abstract quasi-
linear Theorem 5.11 applies to the new system W. If it does, then con-
tinuous dependence for the initial boundary value problem follows. 
Box 5.3 Remarks on Incompressible Elasticity 
In Example 4.6 Section 5.4 we remarked that the configuration space 
for incompressible elasticity is evoh the deformations ¢ with J = 1. (This 
requires careful interpretation if ¢ is not CI.) The equations of motion 
are modified by replacing the first Piola-Kirchhofl" stress P / = 
PRer(aWjaPA ) by PRer(aWjaPA ) + Jp(F-l)aA, wherep is a scalar func-
tion to be determined by the condition of incompressibility. A fact 
discovered by Ebin and Marsden [1970] is that this extra term 
Ppresur.(¢'~) = Jp(F-I) in material coordinates is a C~ function of 
(¢, ~) in the HS X HS (and hence Hs+1 X HS) topology. (In fact, there 
is one order of smoothing in the H s+ 1 X H s topology; see also Cantor 
[1975b].) This remark enables one to deduce that in all of space the equa-
tions of incompressible elasticity are well-posed as a consequence of 
that for the compressible equations. (One can use, for example, Marsden 
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[1981] for this, or the abstract Theorem 5.10.) Again the boundary value 
problem requires further technical requirements. 
The smoothness (as a function of if» of the pressure term Ppressure in 
the stress seems not to have been exploited fully. For example, it may 
help with studies of weak (Hopf) solutions in fluid mechanics. In partic-
ular, it may help to prove additional regularity or uniqueness of these 
solutions. In general (as has been emphasized by J. Ball) it is a good 
idea in fluid mechanics not to forget that material coordinates could be 
very useful and natural in studies of existence and uniqueness. 
We conclude with a few remarks on the incompressible limit, based 
on Rubin and Ungar [1957], Ebin [1977], and Klainerman and Majda 
[1918}. If the "incompressible pressure" p is replaced by a constitutive 
law Pk(p), where (dPkldp) = k, so 11k is the compressibility, then a 
potential Vk is added to our Hamiltonian which has the property: 
Vk(if» = 0 if if> E eVO\ and Vk(if» --> 00 as k --> +00 
if if> 1:- evol ' 
In such a case, it is intuitively clear from conservation of energy that 
this ought to force compressible solutions with initial data in eval to 
converge to the incompressible solutions as k --> 00. 
Such convergence in the linear case can be proved by the Trotttr-
Kato theorem (see Section 6.2). Kato [1977] has proved analogues of 
this for non-linear equations that, following Theorem 5.10, are applica-
ble to nonlinear e1astodynamics. These approximation theorems may 
now be used in the proofs given by Ebin [1977]. Although all the details 
have not been checked, it seems fairly clear that this method will enable 
one to prove the convergence of solutions in the incompressible limit, at 
least for a short time. (See Klainerman and Kohn [1982].) 
We also mention that the smoothness of the operator Ppressure and 
the convergence of the constraining forces as k --> 00 should enable one 
to give a simple proof of convergence of solutions of the stationary 
problem merely by employing the implicit function theorem. Rostamian 
[1978} gives some related results. 
Problem 5.10 Formulate the notion of the "rigid limit" by con-
sidering SO(3) c e and letting the rigidity --> 00. 
Problem 5.11 A compressible fluid may be regarded as a special 
case of elasticity, with stored energy function W(F) = h(det F), 
where h is a strictly convex function. 
(a) Show that the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress is P = 
h'(det F) adj F (or (J = h'(det F)/) and the elasticity 
tensor is 
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A = h"(det F) adj F ® adj F + h'(det F) • a(a:~ F). 
(b) Show explicitly in two dimensions using suitable coor-
dinates, that A is not strongly elliptic. 
(c) Despite (b), show that the equations are locally well-
posed by using Ebin (1977] or a direct argument to 
check the abstract hypotheses of 5.9 and 5.10. 
Box 5.4 Summary of Important Formulas for Section 6.5 
Semiflow on 11 
Autonomous: F,: 11 -> 11; Fo = Identity, F,+s = F,oFs 
Time-dependent: F,.s: 11 ---> 11; Fs •s = Identity, F,.s = F,.roFr.s 
Generator it F,(x) = G(F,(x» (autonomous) 
it F, . .<x) = G(F,..(x), t) (time-dependent) 
Variation oj Constants Formula 
If du/dt = Au + J(t), then u(t) = e'Auo + t eC'-S)AJ(s) ds. 
Semilinear Equations 
If A is a linear generator on X and B: X ----> X is Coo, then G(x) = 
Ax + B(x) generates a smooth local semi flow on X. Ifan a priori bound 
for II B(x) II can be found, the semiflow is global. 
Panel Flutter 
The equations 
a:i;"" + v"" - {r + "Ii v' iii, + a<v', V')L'}V" + pv' + .-.Iii ov + v = ° 
on [0, 1] 
with boundary conditions 
v = (v + !Xv)" = 0 at x = 0, I 
generate a unique smooth global semi flow on Hi X L2. 
Quasilinear Equations 
Hyperbolic (symmetric first-order or strongly elliptic second-order) 
systems define local flows on spaces of sufficiently smooth functions. 
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The evolution operators are differentiable in the technical sense of "flow 
differentiability. " 
Little is known about global solutions for quasi-linear equations, 
although some results that necessarily involve entropy conditions are 
known in one dimension. 
6.6 THE ENERGY CRITERION 
The energy criterion states that minima of the potential energy are dynamically 
stable. A major problem in elasticity (that is not yet settled) is to find condi-
tions appropriate to nonlinear elasticity under which this criterion can be 
proved as a theorem. The purpose of this section is to discuss some of what is 
known about the problem for nonlinear elasticity. The linearized case has been 
discussed in Theorem 3.5. There are both positive and negative results con-
cerning the criterion for nonlinear elasticity; examples discussed below show 
that the criterion is probably false as a sweeping general criterion; but there are 
theorems to indicate that these counterexamples can be eliminated with reason-
able hypotheses. 
The energy criterion has been extensively discussed in the literature. It seems 
to have first been explicitly recognized as a genuine difficulty by Koiter [1945], 
[1965b], [1976a], although it has been very successfully used in engineering for 
much longer. Relevant mathematical theory is closely related to bifurcation 
theory and goes back at least to Poincare [1885]. A detailed account of the his-
tory and basic results available up until 1973 are contained in Knops and Wilkes 
[1973], which should be consulted by any readers who have a serious interest in 
pursuing this subject. Some of the other more recent references that are impor-
tant are (chronologically): Ericksen [1966a, b], Coleman [1973], Naghdi 
and Trapp [1973], Knops, Levine, and Payne [1974], Gurtin [1975], Payne and 
Sattinger [1975], Mejlbro [1976], Ball, Knops, and Marsden [1978], Knops and 
Payne [1978], Ball and Marsden [1980], and Ball [1982]. There are many refer-
ences that deal with stability in the context of bifurcation theory such as Ziegler 
[1968] and Thompson and Hunt [1973]; these aspects will be discussed in 
Chapter 7. 
The difficulties with the energy criterion for conservative infinite-dimensional 
quasi-linear systems may be genuine ones. Some possible alternatives are: 
0) Use some kind of averaging technique to mask the higher frequency 
motions, thereby making semilinear techniques applicable (see 6.10 
below). As far as we know this possibility has not been explored. 
(ii) Employ a dissipative mechanism in addition to a conservative minimum 
of the potential. It is possible that a suitable mechanism will move the 
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spectrum into the left half-plane so that Liapunov's theorem (4.1 0 
Chapter 7) becomes applicable. In Potier-Ferry [1980] this is estah 
lished for viscoelasticity of Kelvin-Voigt type, as in Propositior 
3.12, Section 6.3, generalizing the work of Dafermos [1969], [1976] 
For a dissipative mechanism of thermal type, see Slemrod [1981]. Fo] 
both thermal and viscous dissipation, see Dafermos [1982]. 
The contents of this section are as follows. 
1. First we give (in 6.3) sufficient conditions for validity of the energy cri· 
terion. This involves the notion of a potential well. 
2. The applicability of this theorem to elasticity is then criticized and exam· 
pIes are presented to show that it is at best difficult to satisfy the hypotheses. 
3. A positive result is proved showing that potential wells can be obtained 
in Wl,P (spaces in which the existence of dynamics is questionable). 
4. Semilinear equations are discussed and the validity of the energy cri-
terion is proved under acceptable hypotheses in this case. 
5. Some discussion of the role of dissipative mechanisms is given. 
Let us begin with sufficient conditions for the validity of the energy criterion. 
This version goes back at least to Lagrange and Dirichlet and is satisfactory for 
finite degree of freedom systems and for some infinite degree of freedom sys-
tems (the semi linear ones), as we shall see. 
The general context is that of Hamiltonian systems with energy of the form 
kinetic-plus-potential. To be a bit more concrete than the context of Section 5.3, 
let us adopt the following set-up: 
(a) X and cy are Banach spaces. 
(b) K: cy --> IR, called a kinetic energy function, is a given continuous 
function that satisfies K(y) > 0, with K(y) = ° only if y = 0. 
(c) V: X --> IR is a given continuous potential energy function. Let H: 
X x cy --> IR be defined by H(x, y) = K(y) + Vex). 
We are contemplating the dynamical system associated with Hamilton's 
equations, so let us write x for y, although it need not be a time derivative. We 
consider the following two assumptions. 
6.1 Assumptions Let Xo E X be fixed. For each 11 > 0 and b> 0, let the 
K-neighborhood about (xo, 0) of radius (11, b) be defined by 
S'1'~ = {(x, x) E X X cy III x - XO II < 11 and K(x) < b}. 
Assume: 
(Sl) There is an 110 > 0, bo > 0, and 'C > 0 and a continuous local semi-
flow F, defined on S'10'~O for 0 < t < 'C such that (i) (xo, 0) is a fixed 
point for F,-that is, F,(xo, 0) = (xo, D)-and (ii) H(x(t), x(t» < 
H(x(O) X(O» for all (x(O), x(O» E S'10'~O' where (x(t), x(t» = 
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F,(x(O), x(O». [This implies that there is a uniform time for which 
(x(!), x(t») is defined if (x(O), x(O» E S~o.Jo and that H decreases 
along orbits for as long as they are defined.] 
(S2) Xo lies in a potential well; that is, there is an f 0 > 0 such that (a) 
V(xo) < Vex) if 0 < II x - XO II < fo, and (b) for each 0 < f < fo, 
peE) > 0, where p(f) = infllx-xoll~€ Vex) - V(xo). 
(If ~ is finite dimensional, (b) follows from (a), but this need not be true in 
infinite dimensions.) 
6.2 Definition We say (xo, 0) is (Liapunov) K-stable if for any 17, ~ > 0 
there is an (111, ~I) such that if (x(O), x(O» E S~l.Jl' then (x(t), x(t» is defined 
for all t > 0 and lies in S~.J. If K(x) = \I x W12, we will just say "stable" for 
"K-stable. " 
6.3 Theorem 1f(SI) and (S2) hold, then (xo, 0) is K-stable. 
Proof Let 11 > 0 and ~ > 0 be given. Choose J = min (£5, fo) and fi = 
min(l1, p(J)). By (S2), fi > O. Next, choose £5 1 < J such that V(x(O) - V(x o) < 
fil2 if 1\ x(O) - XO II < £5 1 and choose 111 = fi12. 
We will show that if (x(O), x(O», E S(~l.Jl» then (x(t), x(t» is defined for all 
t > 0 and lies in S~.(J). Suppose (x(t), x(t» lies in S~.J for a maximal interval 
[0, T). By (S1), (x(t), x(t») is defined on [0, T + -r), and so (x(T), x(T)) is defined 
and lies on the boundary of S~.J. Thus, II x(T) - XO II = J or K(x(T) = fi. We 
will derive a contradiction that will prove the proposition. We have 
K(x(T» + V(x(T) < K(x(O» + V(x(O», 
so K(x(T) + V(x(T» - V(xo) < K(x(O») + V(x(O) - V(xo) 
< fil2 + fil2 = fi· 
But the left-hand side is at least fi· I 
Now we need to discuss whether or not this "potential well approach" is 
applicable to nonlinear elasticity. (One should bear in mind that a totally dif-
ferent approach based on more than simple energy estimates may be ultimately 
required.) 
In discussing this, the choice of topologies is crucial. Let us first suppose that 
fairly strong topologies are chosen so that results from the previous section 
guarantee that a local semiflow F, exists. We shall show in the example below 
(6.4) by means of a one-dimensional example that the choice of a strong to-
pology implies that while (S2)(a) is satisfied, (S2)(b) cannot be satisfied. (See 
Knops and Payne [1978] for some related three-dimensional examples.) 
Conclusion: Theorem 6.3 is not applicable in function spaces for which the 
elastodynamic equations are known to be (locally) well-posed. (In such spaces, the 
deformations are at least C 1 .) 
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6.4 Example (Ball, Knops, and Marsden [1978]) Let ill = [0, 1] and con-
sider displacements ¢: [0, 1] -> IR with ¢(o) = ° and ¢(1) = 2 > ° prescribed. 
The potential is V(¢) = f W(¢x) dX. Suppose that W is C2, W'(l) = 0, and 
W"(l) > O. Then ¢o(X) = 2X is an extremal for V. Let a: be a Banach space 
continuously included in W I ,=. 
1. Under these conditions, (S2)(a) holds; that is, there is an £ > ° such that 
if 0 < II ¢ - ¢o Ilx < £, then V(¢) > V(¢o). That is, ¢o is a strict local minimum 
for V. 
Proof This follows from the fact that l is a local minimum of Wand that 
the topology on a: is as strong as that of W I ,=. I 
2. We necessarily have failure of (S2)(b) in a:; that is, 
inf V(¢) = V(¢o)' 
II¢-¢ollx~' 
Proof By Taylor's theorem, 
V(¢) - V(¢o) = f (W(¢x) - W(2» dX 
= f f (1 - s)W"(s¢x + (1 - s)2) ds dX. 
Thus, as s¢x is uniformly bounded (a: c W I ,=) and W" is continuous, there 
is C > 0 such that 
V(¢) - V(¢o) < C f (¢x - 2)2 dX. 
However, the topology on a: is strictly stronger than the Wl,2 topology, and so 
inf 51 (¢x - 2)2 dX = 0, 
II¢-¢ollx~' 0 
which proves our claims. I 
3. In Wl,p one cannot necessarily conclude that ,po is a local minimum even 
though the second variation of Vat ¢o is positive-definite. 
Proof The example W(¢x) = t(¢i - ¢i) shows that in any WI.P neigh-
borhood of ¢o, V(¢) can be unbounded below. I 
There is a Morse lemma available which enables one to verify S2(a) and to 
bring V into a normal form. See Tromba [1976], Golubitsky and Marsden 
[1983] and Buchner, Marsden and Schecter [1983]. The hypotheses of this 
theorem are verified in item 1 above but fail in item 3. 
A more important example of the failure of the energy criterion has been 
constructed by Ball [1982]. He shows that a sphere undergoing a radial tension 
will eventually rupture due to cavitation. This is done within the framework of 
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minimizers in Wl,p discussed in Section 6.4. The "rupture" solution corresponds 
to a change in topology from CB, a sphere, to cp(CB), a hollow sphere; clearly cP 
cannot be continuous at the origin, but one can find such a cP in Wl,p for a 
suitable p < 3. Formally, the energy criterion would say that the trivial unrup-
tured radial solution is stable, but in fact it is unstable to rupturing, a phenome-
non not "detected" by the criterion. 
Since the hypothesis (S2)(b) fails if the topology is too strong, it is natural to 
ask if it is true in weaker topologies, especially WI,p. In fact, we shall prove that 
with reasonable h}potheses in WI,P, (S2)(b) follows from (S2)(a). However, as 
there is no existence theorem for elastodynamics in Wl,p, (SI) is unknown (and 
presumably is a difficult issue). 
The heart of the argument already occurs in one dimension, so we consider 
it first. 
Let W: [R + -> [R be a strictly convex C 1 function satisfying the growth 
condition 
Co + 0(;01 s Ip < W(s) 
for constants Co > 0, 0(;0 > 0, p > 1. Fix A> ° and let Wl'P denote those 
cP E WI,P([O, 1]) such that cp(O) = 0, and cp(l) = A. Define V: Wl'P --> [0,00] by 
V(cp) = fa' W(CPx) dX 
and let 
II cp III.p = (II CPx Ip dXYIP 
Let CPo (X) = AX, so CPo E Wp and V(CPo) = W(A). 
6.5 Proposition (Ball and Marsden [1980]) V has a potential well at CPo; that 
is, (a) V(cp) > V(cpo)for cP *- CPo, cp E WI'P, and (b) for f > 0, 
inf V(cp) > V(CPo)' 
114>-4>011".=< 
4> EWX' 
Proof 
(a) Integration by parts and the boundary conditions give 
° = fa' W'(A)(CPx - (CPoh) dX 
and so 
Sal [W(CPx) - W(A)] dX 
= fa' {W(cpx) - W(A) - W'(A)(CPx - A)} dX > ° 
since W lies strictly above its tangent line. This proves (a). 
(b) We prove (b) by contradiction. By (a), 
inf V(cp) > V(CPo)· 
114>-</>0111 •• =< 
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Suppose equality held. Then there would be a squence ifJ~ EO Wl'P satisfying 
II ifJ~ - ifJo II1.p = E (1) 
and 
(2) 
From (1) we can extract a weakly convergent subsequence of the ifJ~ (See Box 
4.1, Section 6.4). Thus we may suppose that ifJ~ -' ~ in W!'p. I 
6.6 Lemma ~ = ifJo. 
Proof By weak lower sequential continuity of V (Tonelli's theorem; see 
Box 4.1), 
By (2) we get 
so by part (a), ~ = ifJo' I 
6.7 Lemma lfv~ --> v in LP, 
( W(v) dX < 00 and (W(vn) dX ---> ( W(v) dX, 
then there is a subsequence V~k -~ v a.e. 
Proof Fix some 0 EO (0, 1) and let 
f~ = (JW(vn) + (1 - O)W(v) - W(Ovn + (1 - O)v). 
Then fiX) > 0 by convexity of W. Notice that 
f W(Ovn + (1 - O)v) dX < 00 
fromliX) > ° and the finiteness of fa' W(vn) dX and ( W(v) dX. Now 
o < lim f In(X) dX 
= 05.
1 
W(v) dX + (1 - 0) it W(v) dX - lim rt W(vn + (l - O)v) dX 
o 0 - Jo 
= f W(v) dX - lim f W(Ovn + (1 - O)v) dX. 
By weak lower sequential continuity of ( W(v) dX, Vn -' v implies 
lim f W(Ovn + (1 - O)v) dX > f W(Ov + (1 - O)v) dX 
= f W(v)dX. 
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Thus 0 <lim f.1/.(X)dX < o and so lim (1/.(X)dX =0. There is a subsequence 
-- 0 Jo 
such that In/X) ~ 0 a.e. Since W is strictly convex, this implies vn• ~ va.e. I 
From Lemmas 6.6 and 6.7 we can pass to a subsequence and obtain CPnX --4 
CPox = l a.e. By the growth condition, W(s) - Co - oc Is IP > 0, and so by 
Fatou's lemma 
f lim [We CPnX) - Co -- oc I CPnX Ip] dX < lim f [We CPnX) - Co - oc I q,nX Ip] dX, 
that is, 
f [W(l) -- Co -~ oc I lip] dX < W(l) - Co + lim focI CPnX Ip dX 
by CPnx ~ l a.e. and (2). Thus 
-oc I A /p < lim (I -OCo / CPnX Ip dX = -oc lim (11 CPnX Ip dX, 
-Jo Jo 
and so lim f I CPnx Ip dX < f I q,ox Ip dX 
< lim f I CPnx IP dX 
(again using Fatou's Jemma). 
Thus II CPnx lip ~ II q,ox lip' But in U, convergence of the norms and weak con-
vergence implies strong convergence (see Riesz and Nagy [1955], p. 78), so 
CPn --> CPo strongly in Wi'p. This contradicts our assumption (1) that II q,n - ifJo III.p 
= f > O. (We do not know if the infimum in (b) of the theorem is actually 
attained.) I 
Now we discuss the three-dimensional case. Following the results of Section 
6.4 we assume that W is strictly polyconvex; that is, 
W(F) = g(F, adj F, det F), (3) 
where g: M!X3 X M3 X 3 X (0,00) --> [R 
is strictly convex; M3 x 3 denotes the space of 3 X 3 m3.trices and F denotes the 
deformation gradient, F = Dq,. Assume g satisfies the growth conditions 
g(F, H,~) > Co + kOF Ip + IHlq+ ~r), 
where k > 0 and, say, Co > O. Assume that p, q, r satisfy 
p>2, q>~I' p- r> 1. 
(4) 
(5) 
Let n c [R3 be a bounded open domain with, say, piecewise Cl boundary, and 
let displacement (and/or traction boundary conditions) be fixed on an. Denote 
by X the space of WI.P maps ifJ: n --> [R3 subject to the given boundary condi-
tions and satisfying 
F E £P, adj FEU and det FEU 
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with the metric induced from U x V x Lr. (Note that a: ~ WJ'p if q < p/2, 
lip + I/q < I/r). Let dx(¢, IJI) denote the distance between ¢ and IJI in a:. 
6.8 Theorem (Ball and Marsden [1980]) Suppose conditions (3), (4), and (5) 
above hold and that ¢o E a: is a strict local minimizer; that is, for some € > 0, 
In W(D¢) dX > In W(D¢o) dX. 
ifO < dx(¢, ¢o) < €. Then there is a potential well at ¢o; that is, 
dX(!~~h In W(D¢) dX > t W(D¢o) dX. 
!6EX 
The one-dimensional proof readily generalizes to this case, so we can omit it. 
Remarks 
1. There is a similar two-dimensional theorem for W(F) = g(F, det F). 
2. Examples of stored energy functions W appropriate for natural rubber 
satisfying (3)-(5) and having a unique natural state F = I (up to rotations) are 
the Ogden materials: 
W(F) = A~ + A~ + A3 + (A2A'3)P + (A 3AI)P + (A IA2)P + h(A IA2A3), 
where IX > 3, ft > t, h" > 0, IX + 2ft + h'(l) = 0, and where AI, A2, A3 are the 
principal stretches (eigenvalues of (FT F)I/2). , 
3. Homogeneous deformations provide basic examples of strict local mini-
mizers. 
4. The method shows that minimizing sequences actually converge strongly. 
5. An obvious question concerns when (S2)(a) holds in three dimensions-
that is, with V(¢) = f n W(D¢) dX, if V'(¢o) = ° and V"(¢o) > ° under condi-
tions of polyconvexity-is ¢o a strict local minimum of V in WI ,P? (Example 
6.4 shows that some condition like polyconvexity is needed.) Also, Ball's exampk 
on cavitation shows that the answer is generally "no" without additional growth 
conditions on W. However, Weierstrass' classical work in the calculus of varia-
tions (see BoIza [1904]) indicates that this problem is tractable. (Weierstrass 
made the big leap from C I to CO for the validity of (S2)(a) in one-dimensional 
variational problems.) 
In practice the energy criterion has great success, according to Koiter [1976a]. 
However, this is consistent with the possibility that the energy criterion may fail 
for nonlinear elastodynamics. Indeed, "in practice" one usually does not ob-
serve the very high frequency motions. Masking these high frequencies may 
amount to an averaging process in which the quasi-linear equations of elasto-
dynamics are replaced by finite-dimensional or semilinear approximations. For 
the latter, the energy criterion is valid under reasonable conditions. Indeed, for 
semilinear equations there usually are function spaces in which (SI) holds by 
using the semilinear existence theorem 5.1 and in which (S2) can be checked by 
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just using differential calculus. The method was already applied to nonlinear 
wave equations in the previous section.zt We isolate the calculus lemma as 
follows. 
6.9 Proposition Let X be a Banach space and V: X -> IR be C2 in a neigh-
borhood of Xo E X. Suppose that (i) DV(xo) = 0, and (ii) there is a c> Osuch 
that D2 V(xo)· (v, v) > cll v W. Then Xo lies in a potential well for V. 
Proof By Taylor's theorem and (i), 
Vex) - V(xo) = 501 (1 - S)D2V(SX + (l - s)xo)(x - Xo, x -- x o) ds 
= -!-D2V(xo)(x - x o, x - x o) 
+ f (l - s)[D2 V(sx + (\ - s)xo) - D2 V(xo)](x - Xo, x - Xo) ds 
= -!-D2V(XO)(x - Xo, x - x o) + R(x, x o). 
By continuity of D2 V, there is a ~ > ° such that II x - Xo II < ~ implies 
I R(x, x o) I < (cf4) II x - XO W. Since the first term is > c II x - Xo W/2, we get 
Vex) - V(xo) > ~ II x - Xo W if II x - Xo II < ~. 
This inequality gives (S2). I 
Note that condition (ii) states that <v, w) = D2V(xo)·(v, w) is an inner 
product on X whose topology is the same as the X-topology. 
The following theorem shows how the semilinear theory works. We take 
Xo = ° for simplicity. 
6.10 Theorem Let X be a Hilbert space and let A be a positive-definite 
(A > c> 0) self-adjoint operator and let Xl be the domain of ,.jA with the 
graph norm. Let V: Xl -> IR be given by Vex) = -!-<,JAx,,J Ax) + Vex), where 
V is C2 and YeO) = 0, DV(O) = 0, and D2V(0) > 0; that is, D2V(0)(V, v) > 0. 
Suppose that VV(x) exists and is a Cl map of Xl to X (cf. 5.6). Then the hypothe-
ses (S \) and (S2) hold for the H ami/tonian equations 
(6) 
with H(x, x) = -!-II x W + -!- II fix W + Vex) and so (0, 0) is dynamically stable. 
Proof This follows directly from 3.2, 5.\, 5.6, and 6.9, with Vex) = 
<-lAX, ,J Ax) + Vex). I 
Problem 6.1 Use this theorem to re-derive the results of Example 5.7(iii). 
21 These methods appear in a number of references, such as Marsden [1973b] and Payne 
and Sattinger [1975]. 
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6.11 Example (R. Knops) Consider the following equations: 
u" = (P(ux»)x - U xxxx, 
where P(ux ) = W'(uJ, W(O) = W'(O) = 0, W"(O) > 0, and W is smooth. We 
work in one dimension on an interval, say [0, 1], with boundary conditions, sa) 
u = 0 and Uxx = 0, at the ends. We claim that Theorem 6.10 applies to thi~ 
example with X = £2[0, 1], 
A(u) =- U xxxx, ,.)Au = Uxx 
XI = :D(,v'A) = H't = {u E H 2 /u = 0 at x = 0, I} 
and 
:D(A) = H: = {u E H4/ u = U xx = 0 at x = 0, I}. 
We have P(u) = f W(uJ dx. Then since H2 c CI in one dimension, Y is smooth, 
with 
and (8b) 
From (8a) -VY(u) = (W'(uJL, so (6) and (7) coincide and -VY is a 
smooth function from H't to U. Finally, it is clear from (8a) that DY(O) = 0 and 
as W"(O) > 0, (8b) gives D2Y(0)(v, v) > O. Thus, the trivial solution (0,0) is 
(dynamically) stable in H't X U. 
P,·oblem 6.2 Modify (7) to u" = P(uJx + Uxxxx where boundary con-
ditions u(O) = 0, u(l) = A, u"xCO) = 0, uxx(I) = 0 are imposed and we 
insist u'(x) > O. 
Box 6.1 Summary 0/ Important Formulas/or Section 6.6 
Energy Criterion 
"Minima of the potential energy are stable." This assertion "works," 
but a satisfactory theorem justifying it for nonlinear elasticity is not 
known. 
Potential Well Conditions 
(a) Vex) > V(xo); x oF x o, x near Xo' 
(b) ( inf Vex»~ > V(xo). 
"x-xo"~' 
Stability Theorem 
Well-posed dynamics and a potential well implies stability. 
Applicability 
1. The potential well condition (b) cannot hold for nonlinear elas-
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ticity in topologies as strong as C I, but in W I,p (b) follows from (a) and 
the assumption of polyconvexity. Dynamics however is not known to 
exist in WI,p. 
2. The stability theorem does apply to situations in which the basic 
equations are semilinear (rather than the quasi-linear equations of non-
linear elasticity). 
6.7 A CONTROL PROBLEM FOR A BEAM EQUATION22 
This section discusses the abstract problem of controlling a semilinear evolution 
equation and applies the formalism to the case of a vibrating beam. The beam 
equation in question is 
Wit + Wxxxx + p(t)wxx = 0 (0 < x < 1) 
with boundary conditions W = Wxx = 0 at x = 0, 1; see Figure 6.7.1. Here W 
represents the transverse deflection of a beam with hinged ends, and pet) is an 
axial force. The control question is this; given initial conditions w(x, 0), w(x, 0), 
can we find pet) that controls the solution to a prescribed w, w after a prescribed 
time T? 
x=o x x = I 
Figure 6.7.1 
The beam equation is just one illustration of many in control theory, but it 
has a number of peculiarities that point out the caution needed when setting up 
a general theory for the control of partial, rather than ordinary, differential 
equations. In particular, we shall see that it is easy to prove controllability of any 
finite number of modes at once, but it is very delicate to prove controllability of 
all the modes simultaneously. The full theory needed to prove the latter is 
omitted here, but the points where the "naive" method breaks down will be 
discussed. For the more sophisticated theory needed to deal with all the modes 
22This section was done in collaboration with J. M. Ball and M. Slemrod and is based on 
Ball, Marsden, and Slemrod [1982]. 
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of the beam equation, see Ball, Marsden, and Slemrod [1982]. The paper of Ball 
and Slemrod [1979] considers some related stabilization problems. For back-
ground in control theory, see, for example, Brockett [1982] and Russell [1979]. 
References related to the work in this section are Sussman [1977], Jurdjevic and 
Quinn [1978] and Hermes (1979]. For control in the Hamiltonian context, see 
for example, Van der Schaft [1981]. 
We begin by treating the situation for abstract semilinear equations. Thus, 
we consider an evolution equation of the form 
u(t) = mu(t) + p(t)58(u(t», (1) 
where m generates a CO semigroup on a Banach space X, pet) is a real valued 
function of t that is locally £I and 58: X -> X is C k (k > 1). Let U o be given ini-
tial data for u and let T> ° be given. For p = 0, the solution of (1) after time T 
is just eT\l(uo, which we call the free solution. 
7.1 Definition Jfthere exists a neighborhood '0 of e\l(Tuo in X with the prop-
erty that for any v E V, there exists a p such that the solution of (1) with initial 
data U o reaches v after time T, we say (1) is locally controllable about the free 
solution e\l(Tuo . 
One way to tackle this problem of local controllability is to use the implicit 
function theorem. Write (1) in integrated form: 
u(t) = e\l(tuo + s: e(I-S)\l(p(s)58(u(s» ds. (2) 
Let p belong to a specified Banach space Z eLl ([0, T], [R). The techniques used 
to prove Theorem 5.1 show that for short time, (2) has a unique solution 
u(t, p, uo) that is C k in p and uo. By Corollary 5.3, if 115B(x) II < C + KII x II (for 
example,58 linear will be of interest to us), then solutions are globally defined, so 
we do not need to worry about taking short time intervals. 
Let L: Z -> X denote the derivative of u(T, p, u 0) with respect to p at p = 0. 
This may be found by implicitly differentiating (2). One gets 
Lp = s: e(T-S)\l(p(s)58(es\l(uo) ds. (3) 
The implicit function theorem then gives: 
7.2 Theorem If L: Z --> X is a surjective linear map, then (1) is locally 
controllable around the free solution. 
If ~( generates a group and 58 is linear, then surjectivity of L is clearly equiva-
~ rT lent to surjectivity of Lp = J
o 
pes) e·· s\l(58e'\l(uo ds. 
7.3 Example If X = [Rn and 58 is linear, we can expand 
S2 
e- sW58es\l( = 58 + scm, 58] + T [m, [m, 58]] + 
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to recover a standard controllability criterion: if 
dim span{5Buo, [m, 5B]uo, [m, [m, 5B]]uo, ... } = n, 
then (1) is locally controllable. These ideas lead naturally to differential geo-
metric aspects of control theory using Lie brackets of vector fields and the 
Frobenius theorem. See, for example, Sussman [1977] and Brockett [1982]. 
Next, suppose we wish only to control a finite-dimensional piece of u or a 
finite number of modes of u. To do so, we should "observe" only a finite-
dimensional projection of u. This idea leads to the following: 
7.4 Definition We say that (1) is locally controllable about the free solution 
eT'lluo for finite-dimensional observations if for any surjective continuous linear 
map G: OC --> IRn there exists a neighborhood 'U of G(e'llTuo) in [Rn with the prop-
erty that for any v E 'U there exists apE Z such that 
G(u(T, p, uo)) = v. 
As above, we have: 
7.5 Theorem Suppose L, defined by (3), has dense range in OC. Then (1) is 
locally controllable about the free solution for finite-dimensional observations. 
Proof The map p ~ G(u(T, p, uo)) has derivative GoL: Z --> [Rn at p = o. 
Since L has dense range, GoL is surjective, so the implicit function theorem 
applies. I 
As above, if m generates a group, it is enough to show that L has dense range 
to get the conclusion of 7.5. For the beam equation we shall see that L does have 
dense range but in the space OC corresponding to the energy norm and with 
Z = L2, is not surjective. To see this, we shall need some more detailed com-
putations concerning hyperbolic systems in general. 
Let A be a positive self-adjoint operator on a real Hilbert space X with inner 
product < , )3C' Let A have spectrum consisting of eigenvalues A; (0 < AI < 
A2 < A3 < ... ) with corresponding orthonormalized eigenfunctions ifJn. Let 
B: ~(AI/2) -> X be bounded. We consider the equation 
IV + Aw + pBw = O. (4) 
This in the form (1) with 
u = (;) 
and m = (0 I) 
-A 0' 
Here OC = ~(Al/2) X X and, by 3.2, 2{ generates a Co group of isometries on 
OC. The inner product on OC is given by the "energy inner product": 
«YI' Zl), (h, Z2)OC = <Al/2y1 , Al/2 Y2)3C + <ZI> Z2)3C' 
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Write 
~ 
where :E A!(b! + c!) < 00. 
m=l 
e~(su _ m=1 ( 
t [am exp(iAmS) + am exp( -iAmS)]ifJm ) 
o - mY;1 iAm[am exp(iAmS) - am exp( -iAmS)]ifJm . 
In particular, this gives an explicit formula for the free solution. Applying 58, 
we get 
58e&suo = (~ 0 ). 
m"i;l [am exp(iAms) + am exp( -iAmS)]BifJm 
To simplify matters, let us assume that B is diagonal; that is, <BifJm, ifJn)X = 
dmomn. Then a little computation gives 
[n~ 2i~n [an exp(2iAnS) - an exp( -2iAnS) - (an - an)}ifJn] e- s&58es&uo = (5) ~ - ~ [an exp(2iAnS) + an exp( -2iAnS) + (an + an)}ifJn 
This formula can now be inserted into (3) to give Lp in terms of the basis ifJn' 
Since ~t generates a group, surjectivity of L comes down to solvability of 
A fT Lp = J
o 
p(s)e- s&58(es&uo) ds = h (6) 
for pes) given h E ~. Also, (4) is locally controllable for finite-dimensional 
observers if L has dense range. 
Let us now turn to our vibrating beam with hinged ends and an axial load 
pet) as a control: 
Wit + Wxxxx + p(t)wxx = 0 (0 < x < I), 
w = w xx = 0 at x = 0, 1. 
(7) 
Here, Aw = W xxxx' Bw = W xx, An = n2n 2 , ifJn = (l/.v'"2) sin(nnx), dn = -n2n 2 , 
and ~ = Hi x £2 (see Box 3.2). 
7.6 Theorem If T > lin, ~ = Hi x £2, Z is £2 or more generally is dense 
in V and the Fourier coefficients of the initial data Uo satisfy an ,* 0 (n = 1,2, 
3, ... ) (i.e., Uo is active in all modes), then (7) is locally controllable about the free 
solution eT&uo for finite-dimensional observations. 
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Proof We have to show that L defined by (5) and (6) has dense range. To do 
this we show that any h E ~ orthogonal to the range of L must vanish. 
If h E ~ is orthogonal to the range of L, then 
s: p(sXe-S~~es~uo, h) ds = ° 
for all P E V. This implies that 
<e-s~~es~uo, h) = 0, s E [0, T]. 
h = (L rt.mtPm ) 
L -- AmPmtPm 
Write 
(8) 
(9) 
so h E ~ means L n41l4(rt.;' + P;,) < 00. Using (5) and (9), (7) simplifies to 
(10) 
+ i[aneZin''''s + ti.e- Zln'"'' + (an + tin)]Pn} = o. 
However, this represents some of the terms of a convergent Fourier series on 
[0, l/ll], so all the coefficients must vanish. Since an =F 0, this implies rt.n and 
Pn = 0. I 
Prohlem 7.1 Redo the above computations for general hyperbolic 
equations using complex notation by writing z = ,JAw + iw. Show that 
(4) becomes 
ii = ,JAz + pBA-1/2 Re z so m. = -i,J A, ~ = -iBoA-1/2oRe 
and (5) becomes 
Use this to give a cleaner looking expression for (10). 
One can now ask if L is surjective. For Z = LZ, we can see that it is not, as 
follows. To solve i p = h we loose no generality by seeking p's on [0, llll] in the 
form 
pes) = Po + L {Pn' exp(2in21l2s) + fin' exp( - 2in21l2s)} (II) 
and suppressing the remaining coefficients. Inserting (5) and (11) into (6), we can 
determine the Fourier coefficients of h. As in (9), the condition for h to be in ~ 
is ::E A;'(rt.;' + P;,) < 00. But the condition for h to be in the range of L with an 
V function P is that {andnPn'} E [2. This is, however, a stronger condition than 
h E ~. Thus, we conclude that L and hence L has range that is not equal to ~. 
In fact, one can show that not only is L not surjective, but that (7) is not 
locally controllable in the energy norm. To overcome this difficulty one can 
contemplate more sophisticated inverse function theorems and indeed these may 
be necessary in general. However, for a certain class of equations another trick 
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works. Namely, instead of the X-norm, make up a new space related to the range 
of L and the graph norm. Miraculously, the solution u(t, p, uo) stays in this 
space and is stilI a smooth function of p in the new topology. Consequently, in 
this stronger norm the implicit function theorem can, in effect still be used. For 
the beam example, this trick (combined with a certain averaging method) 
actually works. In the end one finds a new space that differs from the space of 
the finite energy solution in that a more severe condition on the asymptotic decay 
rate of the modal amplitudes is required. In this space, control is possible. See 
Ball, Marsden, and Slemrod [1982] for details. 
Problem 7.2 Show that the problem 
Utt - Uxx + pu = 0 (0 < x < 1), 
U = 0 at x = 0, 1, 
is controllable for finite-dimensional observers provided the initial data is 
active in all modes. 
Box 7.1 Summary of Important Formulasfor Section 6-7 
Local controllability of Ii = ~u + p'i3u about the free solution eTWuo 
means that we can hit a whole neighborhood of eTWuo by starting at Uo 
and varying the control p in a neighborhood of o. 
If we ask only for Gu to hit a neighborhood of G(eTWuo), where G is 
any surjective linear map to [Rn, we says the equation is locally control-
lable for finite-dimensional observations. 
Criteria 
1. If Lp = r e(T-slWp(s)'i3eswuo ds is surjective, then the equation is 
locally controllable. 
2. If L has dense range, then the equation is controllable for finite-
dimensional observations. 
3. If the equation is on [Rn, )8 is linear, and 
dim span['i3uo, [~, 'i3juo, [~, [~, 'i3]]uo, ... } = n, 
then the equation is locally controllable. 
The Beam Equation 
Equation (7) is controllable for finite-dimensional observations pro-
vided the initial data are active in all modes. It is never controllable to 
a full neighborhood of the free solution in the energy norm; however, 
it is controllable to a dense subset. 
CHAPTER 
SELECTED TOPICS IN 
BIFURCATION THEORY 
This chapter introduces some basic ideas in bifurcation theory and gives a few 
examples of current interest. This subject is very large and the chapter cannot 
pretend to cover anything but a sampling. For this reason two sections-7.2 and 
7.S-are written in the nature of surveys; we hope these will alert the reader to 
some of the important current literature. Sections 7.1 and 7.4 introduce basic 
ideas in the static and dynamic theory, respectively, and Sections 7.3 and 7.6 
select a nontrivial example from each theory to work in detail. These examples 
are biased towards the authors' interests, so readers may wish to substitute one 
of their own choosing from the literature. 
7.1 BASIC IDEAS OF STATIC BIFURCATION THEORY 
This section presents a few sample results in static bifurcation theory. The 
reader should understand that there are many different points of view in this 
subject and that the results can be refined in several directions. Some of the 
books that the serious reader should consult after reading this section are Keller 
and Antman [1969], Sattinger [1973], Nirenberg [1974J, Berger [1977], looss and 
Joseph [1980], and Antman [1983J. 
We begin with a few introductory remarks. Consider a beam free to move in 
a plane, distorted from its natural state by the application of a load A, as shown 
in Figure 7.1.1. For small A, the beam slightly compresses, but after a critical 
load Ac is reached, it buckles into one of two possible states. The compressed 
state is still there, but it has become unstable; the stability has been transferred 
from the original trivial solution to the stable buckled solutions. The situation 
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Figure 7.1.1 
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Figure 7.1.2 
can be summarized by drawing the pitchfork bifurcation diagram, as in Figure 
7. I .2. The vertical axis u represents the displacement of the center line of the 
beam. In this diagram, stable solutions are drawn with a solid line and unstable 
ones with a dashed line. One usually concentrates on stable solutions since these 
are the only ones one will "see." 
There are many ways one can model the beam depicted in Figure 7.1.1. First, 
one could use a full model of three-dimensional elasticity. Second, one could use 
a rod-model and take into account shearing and extensibility. Perhaps the sim-
plest, however, is the original model adopted by Euler in 1744, which effectively 
started the subject of bifurcation theory. He assumed the beam is an "elastica"; 
inextensible and unshearable. If s, ranging from 0 to 1, represents arc length 
along the beam (so s is a material variable) and (J(s) is the angle of deflection of 
the tangent at s, Euler derived the equation 
EI(J" + A. sin (J = 0, (J(O) = (J(I) = 0, 
where EI is a constant. There is extensive literature on this equation; we recom-
mend the introductory article in Keller and Antman [1969] for an account. The 
problem was largely solved by Euler and one gets a bifurcation diagram as 
shown in Figure 7.1.3. As we shall see shortly, the points of bifurcation A.I EI = 
Pn2 (k = 1,2,3, ... ) on the A.-axis can be readily computed; they are the 
eigenvalues of the linearized problem about the trivial solution (J = 0; that is, 
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Figure 7.1.3 
--",,-
Spring resisting bending (torsional spring) 
Rigid rods (unit length) 
Figure 7.1.4 
Elif>" + )"if> = 0, if>(0) =if> (I) = O. See Love [1927], §263 for the actual configu-
rations of the elastica. 
A "simpler" model that has the same buckling features as in Figure 7.l.2 is 
obtained by restricting to a "one mode" model, as in Figure 7.1.4. If the torsional 
spring has a spring constant ", the potential energy is V = ,,(PI2 + 
2)"(cos 0 - l). The equilibria are the critical points of V: 
,,0 - 2)" sin 0 = O. 
Near }"f" = 1, the trivial solution 0 = 0 bifurcates into two solutions, as in 
Figure 7.l.2. Note that this can be predicted by the inverse function theorem; if 
F(O, ),,) = ,,0 - 2)" sin 0, then (aFjaO)(O,)") = " - 2)" cos 0 = " - 2)", which 
vanishes when" - 2)" = 0; that is, )"1" = 1- Thus it is near this point that the 
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implicit function theorem fails to show that () = ° is the unique solution. Ir 
terms of a series, 
and the first term vanishes if K = 2A. For AlK > t there are two solutions, () = ( 
and the solutions of 
2A()2 U()4 (K _. U) + 3! -- 4! + ... = 0. 
Clearly, if () is a solution, so is -(), and so () is approximately the solution of 
(K - 2A) + ~~()2 = 0, 
that is, 
() = ±[3(U - K)JI/2 + higher-order terms. 
Graphically, we see the two solutions in Figure 7.1.5. From this graph we can 
also obtain the global bifurcation picture, as in Figure 7.1.6. Note the differ-
ences with Figure 7.1.3. The stability of solutions can be examined by looking 
at whether or not the solution is a maximum or minimum of V. For example, as 
AIK is increased beyond t, what happens to V in a neighborhood of () = ° is 
depicted in Figure 7.1.7. 
Before beginning the theory, we summarize a few things that examples like 
this teach us. 
1.1 Remarks 
(a) The problem of static bifurcation may be stated abstractly as that of 
solving an equation I(x, A) = 0, where A denotes one or more param-
y 0: = K/(2?.) 
(0:> 1) 
Y = o:£) (0: < 1) 
----~F_------~------~~-----~r_------~~£) 
Figure 7.1.5 
e 
v 
I 
2 
Limit point 
Figure 7.1.6 
v 
-----~~~---.-e ----' .......... rL--___ e 
e=o 
is stable 
(minimum of V) 
(a) (b) 
---- ......... 
v 
Stable 
(c) 
Figure 7.1.7 (a) AIK < t· (b) AIK = i+. (c) AIK > 1--
eters to be varied and x is a variable representing the state of the 
system. 
(b) When solutions are located, it is important to decide which are stable 
and which are unstable; this may be done by determining the spect-
rum of the linearization or by testing for maxima or minima of a 
potential. 
(c) Is the bifurcation diagram sensitive to small perturbations of the 
equations or the addition of further parameters? A bifurcation dia-
gram that is insensitive to such changes is called structurally stable. 
(d) Before any declaration is made that "the complete global bifurcation 
diagram is obtained," the following criteria should be fulfilled: (i) Are 
you sure you have all the essential parameters (see (c»? (ii) Does the 
model you have chosen remain a good one for large values of the 
parameter and the variable? 
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Let us comment briefly on (c) and (d). The bifurcation diagram in 7.1.6 near 
(J = 0, AIK = -! is structurally unstable. If an additional imperfection parameter 
is included, the bifurcation diagram changes. For example, in Figure 7.1.4, let 
€ be the distance between the direction of A and the point A-that is, the vertical 
distance between A and C. If the solutions are plotted in €, (J space, where 
p, = (AIK) - -!, we get the situation shown in Figure 7.1.8. This is generally 
e 
~~------~------~--~€ 
'----Projection 
to E - J.L space 
I € = constant t slices 
e e e 
, 
..... _--
--:=-!----------~ J.L -i-------~ J.L 
_ E2/3 
E=O 
Figure 7.1.8 
called an imperfection-sensitivity diagram. (The % power law of Koiter [1945] is 
noted.) We discuss these points in greater depth in Box 1.1, and especially the 
important point: is one extra parameter like € sufficient to completely capture 
all possible perturbations? (It is not, even for this basic example.) 
Comment d(ii) is also relevant; suppose one goes to the trouble to produce 
the global bifurcation diagram in Figure 7.1.6. Are these extra branches mean-
ingful? They correspond to (J beyond the range [0,2n], where the torsional 
spring has been "wound up" a number of extra times. For very large windings 
the linear spring law presumably breaks down, or, due to other constraints, 
large windings may be prohibited (the mechanism may not aIJow it). It then 
requires some work to decide which portions of Figure 7.1.6 are actuaIJy rele-
vant to the problem at hand. 
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Now we begin the mathematical development of static bifurcation theory. Let 
us start with the simplest situation in which we have a trivial solution avail-
able and have one parameter. Thus, let a: and 'Y be Banach spaces and let 
f: 'Y X fR --> a: be a given c~ mapping; assume thatf(O, A) = 0 for all A. 
1.2 Definition We say that (0, Ao) is a bifurcation point of the equation 
f(x, A) = 0 if every neighborhood of (0, Ao) contains a solution (x, A) with 
x,*O. 
The following gives a necessary condition for bifurcation. 
1.3 Proposition Suppose that AA = DJ(O, A) (the derivative with respect to 
x) is an isomorphism from 'Y to a:. Then (0, A) is not a bifurcation point. 
Proof By the implicit function theorem (see Section 4.1) f(x, A) = 0 is 
uniquely solvable for X(A) near (0, A); since x = 0 is a solution, no others are 
possible in a neighborhood of (0, A). I 
1.4 Example Supposef(x, A) = Lx - Ax + g(x, A), where g(O, A) = 0 and 
Dxg(O, A) = O. For this to make sense, we assume L is a linear operator in a 
Banach space a: and let 'Y be its domain. Here AA = DJ(O, A) = L - AI; so 
this is an isomorphism precisely when A is not in the spectrum of L. (This is the 
definition of the spectrum.) Thus, loosely speaking (and this is correct if AA has 
discrete spectrum), bifurcation can occur only at eigenvalues of L. 
Problem 1.1 Verify that this criterion correctly predicts the bifurcation 
points in Figure 7.1.3. 
It is desirable to have a more general definition of bifmcation point than 
1.2, for bifurcations do not always occur off a known solution. The limit point 
in Figure 7.1.6 is an example; limit points also occur in Figure 7.1.8. Limit 
points are sometimes called fold points, turning points, or saddle-node bifurcations 
in the literature. 
A general definition of bifurcation point suitable for our purposes is this: we 
call (xo, Ao) a bifurcation point off if for every neighborhood 'U of Ao, and '0 of 
(xo, Ao), there are points Al and A2 in 'U such that the sets ~Al II '0 and 
~l2 n '0, where ~l = [x E 'Y' f(x, A) = OJ, are not homeomorphic (e.g., 
contain different numbers of points). However, there is a sense in which even 
this is not general enough; for example, consider f(x, A) = x 3 + A2 X = O. 
According to the above definitions this does not have a bifurcation point at 
(0,0). However, bifurcations do occur in slight perturbations of f (such as 
imperfections). For these reasons, some authors may wish to call any point 
where D xf is not an isomorphism a bifurcation point. It may be useful, however, 
to call it a latent bifurcation point. 
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We will now give a basic bifurcation theorem for f: IR X IR --> IR. Below we 
shall reduce a more general situation to this one. This theorem concerns the 
simplest case in which (0, Ao) could be a bifurcation point [so (aflax)(O, Ao) 
must vanish], x = ° is a trival solution [f(O, A) = ° for all A, so (aflaA)(O, Ao) = 
0], and in which f has some symmetry such as f(x, A) = -fe-x, A), which 
forces fxx(O, A) = 0. 
There are many proofs of this result available and the theorem has a long 
history going back to at least Poincare. See Nirenberg [1974] for an alternative 
proof (using the Morse lemma) and Crandall and Rabinowitz [1971] and 100ss 
and Joseph [1980] for a "bare hands" proof. The proof we have selected is based 
on the method of Lie transforms-that is, finding a suitable coordinate change 
by integrating a differential equation. These ideas were discussed in Section 1.7 
(see the proof of the Poincare lemma in Box 7.2, Chapter I). This method turns 
out to be one that generalizes most easily to complex situations. I 
1.5 Theorem Let f: IR X IR --> IR be a smooth mapping and satisfy the fol-
lowing conditions: 
(i) f(xo, Ao) = 0, fx(x o, Ao) = 0, h(xo, Ao) = 0, andfxxCxo, Ao) = 0; and 
(ii) fxxx(xo, Ao) =1= ° and fxixo, Ao) =1= 0. 
Then (xo, Ao) is a bifurcation point. In fact, there is a smooth change of coor-
dinates in a neighborhood of (xo, Ao) of the form 
x = </>(x, A) with </>(0, Ao) = Xo 
and a smooth nowhere zero function T(x, A) with T(O, Ao) = + 1 such that 2 
T(x, A)f(</>(x, A), A) = x 3 ± AX 
with ± depending on the sign of[fx;.(xo, AO)'fxxxCxo, Ao)]. See Figure 7.1.9. 
x x 
-- ............ 
"' \ 
I 
'" 
----
(a) (b) 
Figure 7.1.9 (a) The "+" case: x 3 + Ax = O. (b) The "-" case: 
x 3 - AX = O. 
IWe thank M. Golubitsky for suggesting this proof. 
2This kind of coordinate change (called contact equivalence), suggested by singularity 
theory, is the most general coordinate change preserving the structure of the zero set off See 
Box 1.1 for the general definitions. 
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Proof We can assume that (xo, Ao) = (0, 0). By an initial rescaling and mul-
tiplication by -I if necessary, we can assume thatf""iO, 0) = 6 andf"lO, 0) = 
± I, say + I. We seek a time-dependent family of coordinate transformations 
¢>(x, A, t) and T(x, A, t) (0 < t < 1) such that 
T(x, A, t)h(¢>(x, A, t), A, t) = x 3 + AX = g(x, A), (I) 
where hex, A, t) = (I - t)g(x, A) + tf(x, A). If (I) can be satisfied, then at t = 1 
it is the conclusion of the theorem. To solve (I), differentiate it in t: 
th + Th + Th,,~ = 0, 
that is, 
(2) 
Now we need the following: 
1.6 Lemma Let k(x, A:) be a smooth function of x and A satisfying k(O, 0) = 
0, k,,(O, 0) = 0, and k"iO, 0) = ° and klO, 0) = 0. Then there are smoothfunc-
tions A(x, A) and B(x, A) with B vanishing at (0, 0) satisfying 
k(x, A) = A(x, A)(X3 + AX) + B(x, A)(3xZ + A). 
Moreover, if k"",,(O, 0) = ° and k"lO, 0) = 0, then A(O, 0) = ° and BiO, 0) = 0. 
Proof By Taylor's theorem we can write 
But 
and 
k(x, A) = AZa 1(x, A) + x 3b 1(x, A) + XAC 1(X, A). 
x 3 = t[x(3xZ + A) - (x 3 + Ax)], 
Ax = t[3(x3 + AX) - X(3X2 + A)], 
AZ = A(3xZ + A) - 3X(AX). 
Substituting these expressions into the Taylor expansion for k gives the desired 
form for k. We have B(O, 0) = klO, 0) = ° by assumption. If, in addition, 
k""iO, 0) = ° and if k"lO, 0) = 0, then we can use Taylor's theorem to write 
k(x, A) = AZaz(x, A) + x4bz(x, A) + XZACz(X, A). 
Substituting the above expressions for x 3 and XA into X4 = x·x 3 and XZA = X'XA 
we get the desired form of k with A(O, 0) = ° and B(O, 0) = 0. We then compute 
that k""xCO, 0) = 6B,,(0, 0) and so B,,(O, 0) = ° as well. I 
1.7 Lemma (Special Case of Nakayama's Lemma) Let g(x, A) = x 3 + AX 
and hex, A, t) = g(x, A) + tp(x, A), where p(x, A) = f(x, A) - g(x, A). Then 
for ° < t < 1 and (x, A) in a neighborhood of (0,0), we can write 
p(x, A) = a(x, A, t)h(x, A, t) + b(x, A, t) h,,(x, A, t), where a(O,O, t) = 0, 
b(O, 0, t) = ° and b,,(O, 0, t) = 0. 
Proof By 1.6 we can write p(x, A) = A(x, A)g(X, A) + B(x, A)g,,(X, A). Thus 
h = (1 + tA)g + tBg" and hence h" = tA"g + (1 + tA + tB"k" + tBg"". Since 
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B = Bx = ° at (0,0), 1.6 can be used to write 6xB = Bgxx = Eg + Fgx' Thus, 
hx has the form hx = tCg + (1 + tD)gx, where D(O, 0) = 0. Hence 
GJ -C 7ctA 1 ~BtD) (:J 
At (x, A) = (0, 0) this matrix has the form (1 0), so it is invertible in a 
tqo, 0) 1 
neighborhood of (0, 0). Hence g and gx can be written as a linear combination of 
hand hx • Substitution gives the result claimed. I 
Let us now use 1.7 to solve (I) and (2). First find ifJ by solving the ordinary 
differential equation 
~(x, A, t) = -b(ifJ(x, A, t), A, t), ifJ(x, A, 0) = x. 
This can be integrated for the whole interval ° < t < 1 in a neighborhood of 
(0, 0) because b vanishes at (0, 0). Next solve 
T(x, A, t) = -a(ifJ(x, A, t), A, t)T(x, A, t), T(x, A, 0) = 1. 
This is linear, so can be integrated to t = 1. This produces ifJ, T satisfying (2) 
and so, by integration, (I). Moreover, a(O, 0, t) = 0, so T(O, 0, t) = 1 and 
b(O, 0, t) = 0, bx(O, 0, t) = ° so ifJ(O, 0, t) = 0, ifJx(O, 0, t) = 1. Thus, the trans-
formation is of the form T(x, A) = 1 + higher order terms and ifJ(x, A) = 
x + higher order terms. I 
One calls the function g(x, A) = x 3 ± AX into whichfhas been transformed, 
a normal form. The transformation of coordinates allowed preserves all the 
qualitative features we wish of bifurcation diagrams (note that the A-variable 
was unaltered). Furthermore, once a function has been brought into normal 
form, the stability of the branches can be read off by a direct computation 
(stability in the context of the dynamical theory is discussed in Section 7.3 
below). In Figure 7.1.9 note that the sub critical branch in (a) is unstable, while 
the supercritical branch in (b) is stable. 
Problem 1.2 Letf(O, O) =O'/x(O, 0) = ° andfxx(O, 0) =1= 0,/;.(0,0) =1= 0. 
Show thatfhas the normal form x 2 ± A (limit point). 
These techniques lead to the results shown in Table 7.1.1 classifying some of 
the simple cases in one variable. (The "index" equals the number of negative 
eigenvalues.) Methods of singularity theory, a special case of which was given in 
1.5, allow one to do the same analysis for more complex bifurcation problems. 
In Box 1.1 we describe the imperfection-sensitivity analysis of the pitchfork. 
Next, however, we shall describe how many bifurcation problems can be reduced 
to one of the above cases by means of the Liapunov-Schmidt procedure. 
Suppose f: 11 x A ~ X is a smooth (or Cl) map of Banach spaces. Let 
f(x o, AD) = ° and suppose that (xo, AD) is a candidate bifurcation point; thus 
the linear operator A = Ax. = DJ(xo, AD): 11 ~ X will in general have a 
Definining Conditions 
at (0,0) 
(1) /=/" = 0 
(2) /=/" =/;. = 0 
(3) /=/x =/;. = 0 
(4) /=/x =/xx = 0 
Table 7.1.1 
Nondegeneracy 
Conditions Normal 
at (0, 0) Form 
/xx =F 0, D2/ has 
index 0 or 2 
/xx =F 0, D2/has X2 - A2 
index 1 
(5) /=/" =/;. =/xx = 0 /xxx =F O,/x). =F 0 X3 ± AX 
Picture ( + case) 
x e A 
~A 
(limit 
point) 
(isola) 
A (trans-
,," '__ critical *
-
" x tr A bifurcation) 
~. (hysteresis) 
xV-~A (pitchfork) 
kernel Ker A *- {OJ and a range Range A*- X. Assume these spaces have 
closed complements. Keeping in mind the Fredholm alternative discussed in 
Section 6.1, let us write the complements in terms of adjoints even though they 
could be arbitrary at this point: 
'Y = Ker A EB Range A*, 
X = Range A EB Ker A*. 
Recall that A is Fredholm when Ker A and Ker A* are finite dimensional, for 
example, this is the case for the operator A of linear elastostatics; then A is 
actually self-adjoint: A = A*. 
Now let 11': X -> Range A denote the orthogonal projection to Range A and 
split up the equationf(x, A) = 0 into two equations: 
II' f(x, A) = 0 and (I - 11') f(x, A) = O. 
The map II' f(x, A) takes 'Y x A to Range A and has a surjective derivative at 
(xo, Ao). Therefore, by the implicit function theorem the set of solutions of 
II' f(x, A) = 0 form the graph of a smooth mapping If/: (a neighborhood of 0 in 
Ker A translated to xo) X (a neighborhood of Ao in A) -> Range A* (translated 
to x o). See Figure 7.1.10. By construction, If/(xo, Ao) = (xo, Ao) and Dulf/(xo, Ao) 
= 0 (u is the variable name in Ker A). This information can be substituted into 
the equation (J - lP)f(x, A) = 0 to produce the following theorem. 
1.8 Theorem The set of solutions of f(x, A) = 0 equals, near (xo, Ao), the 
set of solutions of the bifurcation equation: 
(J - lP)f«u, If/(u, A», A) = 0, 
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Figure 7.1.10 
where", is implicitly defined by IP f«u, ",(u, A», A) = 0 and where (u, ",(u, A» E 
'Y = Ker A E8 Range A* + {xc}. 
Sometimes it is convenient to think of the Liapunov-Schmidt procedure thiE 
way: the equation IPf(x, A) = 0 defines a smooth submanifold ~~ of'Y X A 
(with tangent space Ker A E8 Ker IP DJ(xo, AD) at (xo, AD)); the bifurcation 
equation is just the equation (I - lP)f I ~ ~ = O. For computations it is usually 
most convenient to actually realize ~ ~ as a graph, as in 1.7, but for some 
abstract considerations the manifold picture can be useful (such as the fol· 
lowing: if the original equation has a compact symmetry group, so does the 
bifurcation equation). Sometimes/is to be thought of as a vector field, depending 
parametrically on A. This suggests replacing ~ ~ by a manifold C tangent to Ker A 
and such that/is everywhere tangent to C. The bifurcation equation now is just 
fl C = O. This has the advantage that if / is a gradient, so is the bifurcation 
equation. The manifold C is called a center manifold and is discussed in Section 
7·4. The relationship between the center manifold and Liapunov-Schmidt 
approaches is discussed there and in Chow and Hale [1982] and in Schaeffer 
and Golubitsky [1981]. In Rabinowitz [1977a] it is shown how to preserve the 
gradient character directly in the Liapunov-Schmidt procedure. Another closely 
related procedure is the "splitting lemma" of Gromoll and Meyer; cf. Golubitsky 
and Marsden [1983]. 
Let us now apply the Liapunov-Schmidt procedure to the pitchfork. This is 
called bifurcation at a simple eigenvalue for reasons that will be explained below. 
(See Golubitsky and Schaeffer [1984], Ch. 4 for a generalization.) 
1.9 Proposition Assume f' 'Y X IR --> X is smooth, f(xo, Ao) = 0, and: 
(i) dim Ker A = 1, dim Ker A* = 1; 
(ii) DJ(xo, Ao) = 0, and D';J(xO' Ao)·(Uo, uo) = 0, where Uo spans Ker A; , 
438 
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(iii)3«D;f(xo, Ao)(Uo, Uo, Uo», Vo> * ° and «DxDJ(xo, Ao)'Uo), vo> * 
0, where Vo spans Ker A. 
Then near (xo. Ao), the set of solutions of f(x, A) = ° consists of a pitchfork lying 
in a two-dimensional submanifold of cy X IR. 
Proof We can suppose that xo = ° and Ao = 0. Identify Ker A and Ker A* 
with IR by writing elements of Ker A as U = ZUo, Z E IR and elements of Ker A* 
as WVo, wEIR. Define F: IR X IR ~ IR by F(z, A) = <f(zuo + lJI(zuo, A), A), vo>. 
By the Liapunov-Schmidt procedure, it suffices to verify the hypotheses of 1.5 for 
F. Since IJI(O, 0) = ° and f(O, 0) = 0, clearly F(O, 0) = 0. Also 
Fz(z, A) = «DJ(zuo + lJI(zuo, A), A)'(Uo + DulJl(zuo, A)'Uo), vo>, 
which vanishes at (0, 0) since Vo is orthogonal to the range of DJ. Similarly, 
Flz, A) = <DJ(zuo + lJI(zuo, A), A), vo> 
+ <DJ(zuo + IJI(ZUo, A), A)' DxlJl(zuo, A), Vo> (3) 
vanishes at (0, 0) since <DJ(O, 0), vo> = ° and vo is orthogonal to the range of 
DJ(O, 0). Next, 
Fziz, A) = <D;f(zuo + lJI(zuo, A), A)' ruo + DulJl(zuo, A)' uoF, vo> 
+ <DJ(zuo + lJI(zuo, A), A)·D;IJI(zuo, A),u5, Vo> (4) 
At (0, 0) the first term vanishes since DulJl(O, 0) = ° and by our hypothesis on 
D;f. The second term vanishes since Vo is orthogonal to the range of Dxf(O, 0). 
By implicit differentiation, note that 
rpDJ(u + lJI(u, A), A)'(W + DulJl(u, A)'W) = ° 
so differentiating in U again, 
rpD;f(u + lJI(u, tl), tl)·[w + DulJl(u, tl)·wF 
+ rpDJ(u + lJI(u, tl), tl)·D;IJI(u, tl)·[wF = 0. 
Thus, D;IJI(O, 0) = ° since D;f(O, 0) = ° by assumption. Similarly from DJ(O, 0) 
= ° we get DllJI(O, 0) = 0. Therefore, we compute from (3) and (4), 
F,lO, 0) = <DzJ(O, O)·uo, Vo> * ° 
and 
Condition (ii) is sometimes associated with the assumption of ~2-symmetry 
fe-x, tl) = -f(x, tl). 
1.10 Example Suppose f(x, A.) = Lx - AX + g(x, A), as in 1.4. Suppose 
L* = Land Ao is a simple non-zero eigenvalue of L. Then Ker A = Ker A* = 
3In the abstract context, <~, v> = (/ - IP)~, but in actual problems, where A is an eIliptic 
operator, IP is the V-orthogonal projection and <,> is the L2-inner product. 
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span uo, where Uo satisfies Luo = AUo' Then condition (i) of 1.9 holds. Condition 
(ii) holds if, for example, g( -x, A) = -g(x, A), and condition (iii) holds if 
<D!g(O, .1.0). [un uo> =f::. ° (i.e., the leading term in g is a nontrivial cubic term). 
Note that <DxDJlO, Ao)·uo, vo> = -.1.0 II uo W =f::. 0 automatically. For instance, 
these conditions apply to the problem 
Arp - Arp + Arp3 = 0 
on a region n c [R3, where Dirichlet boundary conditions hold, choosing 
X = V(!l), 'Y = HH!l), provided .1.0 is a simple eigenvalue for A on !l.4 
Problem 1.3 For the Euler beam, prove that a pitchfork bifurcation 
occurs at AIEl = k 2n2 (k = 1,2, ... ); see Figure 7.1.3. 
Problem 1.4 Derive criteria for a transcriticaI bifurcation in a Banach 
space under condition (i) of 1.9 by imposing conditions (3) of Table 7.1.1 
on the bifurcation equation. 
For bifurcation at multiple eigenvalues one can in principle go through 
similar procedures, although the algebra becomes more complex. There are a 
number of observations to be made concerning mUltiple eigenvalues. 
1.11 Remarks 
(a) Bifurcation at multiple eigenvalues is often associated with symmetries 
of I and of the bifurcation point, just as the pitchfork is associated 
with th~ reflection symmetry I( -x, A) = - I(x, A). When studying 
the bifurcation problem or imperfection-sensitivity analysis of it, this 
symmetry group must be taken into account. (See Golubitsky and 
Schaeffer [1979b] and Box 1.1 for more inform~tion.) 
(b) Many problems of secondary bifurcation (further branching, appear-
ance of limit points, etc.) can be dealt with by perturbing a bifurcation 
problem with a multiple eigenvalue (see, e.g., Bauer, Keller and Reiss 
[1975], Chow, Hale, and MaI1et-Paret [1975J, and Golubitsky and 
Schaeffer [1979a, b]; some examples are sketched in Section 7.2). 
(c) Simple rules for the pitchfork such as "supercritical branches are 
stable" do not necessarily apply at multiple eigenvalues (see, e.g., 
McLeod and Sattinger [1973]). However, this information can usually 
be filled in using symmetries, considering the perturbed situation and 
applying the simple rules (from Table 7.1.1) to its component parts; see 
Schaeffer and Golubitsky (1981] and Section 7.2 for examples. 
(d) See Nirenberg (1974] for a simple example of a problem with a double 
eigenvalue for which no bifurcation occurs; it is, however, a "latent" 
bifurcation point. Using degree theory, Krasnoselskii [1964] has 
shown, under some hypotheses, that an eigenvalue of odd multiplicity 
4The first eigenvalue of a self-adjoint l'J\iptic operator on scalars is always sim pIe. 
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of a problem of the form 
I(x, A) = x - ATx + g(x, A), 
where T and g are compact, is a bifurcation point. This applies to 
Example 1.9 if L has a compact inverse by rewriting Lx - AX + g(x, A) 
= 0 as x - AL-IX + L-Ig(X, A) = O. Notice, however, that the 
details of the bifurcation (how many branches, their stability and 
structural stability) require further analysis. Krasnoselskii's theorem 
is discussed in Box 1.2. Conditions for an eigenvalue of even multi-
plicity to be a bifurcation point are given in Buchner, Marsden, and 
Schechter [1982] and references therein. 
For problems in elasticity, most applications have been made to rods, plates, 
and shells as we shall outline in Section 7.2. Three-dimensional elasticity prob-
lems for pure displacement can be dealt with by the techniques outlined above, 
although no seminal examples have been computed. Most interesting examples 
are pure traction or have mixed boundary conditions. The mixed case is com-
plicated by technical problems (with function spaces). Some basic examples for 
the pure traction problem are, however, available. Rivlin's example of homoge-
neous deformations of an incompressible cube will be given in ~ection 7.2 and 
the Signorini-Stoppelli problem of a natural state subjected to small loads will 
occupy the whole of 7.3. These problems both require great care with the sym-
metry group. 
Box 1.1 Imperfection-Sensitivity Analysis of the Pitchfork 
That small imperfections can perturb a bifurcation diagram and, for 
example, bring about the onset of buckling significantly earlier than 
that predicted by the ideal theory has a long history in the engineering 
literature, going back at least to Koiter [1945]. For accounts in the 
engineering literature, Ziegler [1968] and references therein may be con-
sulted. 
Recent history developed along three more or less separate lines; in 
pure mathematics, the subject of catastrophe theory and more general-
ly singularity theory was developed, starting with R. Thorn around 1955, 
and is now a large subject; see, for example, Golubitsky and Guillemin 
[1973]. Secondly, in applied mathematics, the subject of perturbed 
bifurcation theory was developed by many authors, such as Keener and 
Keller [1973] and Benjamin [1978]. Thirdly, in engineering the subject 
was developed by Roorda [1965], Sewell [1966b], and Thompson and 
Hunt [1973], [1975]. These three lines of development are now merging 
through the works of people in all these branches; the papers of Chow, 
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Hale, and Mallet-Paret [1975] and Golubitsky and Schaeffer [1979a] have 
been especially important in making the unification. We shall present a 
few ideas of Golub it sky and Schaeffer [I 979a] to indicate how the modern 
theory goes. Their theory differs from previous works in that they dis-
tinguish between bifurcation parameters and imperfection parameters; 
for example, catastrophe theory does not make this distinction explicit. 
This important point was already hinted at in the work of Thompson 
and Hunt. 
The mathematical theory centers around two notions, called contact 
equivalence and universal unfolding. Let f: IRn X IR -> IRm be given and 
suppose f is COO and 1(0, 0) = 0. For example, f may be the map ob-
tained from the bifurcation equation in the Liapunov-Schmidt proce-
dure. Everything will be restricted to a small neighborhood of (0, 0) 
without explicit mention. 
1.12 Definition We say fl and f2 are contact eqUivalent at (0,0) if 
there is a (local) diffeomorphism of IRn X IR to itself of the form (x, l) 
~ (t/>(x, l), A(l) such that t/>(O, 0) = 0, A(O) = 0, and a (smooth, 
local) map (x, l) f--7 T(x, l) from IRn X IR to the invertible m X m 
matricesS such that 
fl(x, l) = T(x, l)·flt/>(x, l), A(l». 
Notice that the change of coordinates on IRn X IR maps sets on which 
1 = constant, to themselves. In this sense, this notion of equivalence 
recognizes the special role played by the bifurcation parameter, A. It 
should be clear that the zero sets of fl and f2 can then be said to have 
the "same" bifurcation diagram. See Figure 7.1.11. 
Zero set for II 
Not contact 
equivalent 
~
~ 
Contact 
equivalent 
Figure 7.1.11 
x Zero set for 12 
-l------- A 
Zero set for fz 
x 
S Allowing nonlinear changes of coordinates on the range turns out not to increase the 
generality (cf. Golubitsky and Schaeffer [1979a), p. 23). 
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We can rephrase Theorem 1.5 by saying that if n = m = 1 and 
f(O, 0) = 0, fx(O, 0) = 0, fiO, 0) = 0, fxx(O, 0) = 0, and fxxx(O, 0) X 
fxlO, O) =1= 0, thenfis contact equivalent to g(x, l) = x 3 ± lx. 
Now we consider perturbations (or imperfections) off 
1.13 Definition Let f: [Rn x [R -> [Rm be smooth and f(O, 0) = 0. 
An I-parameter unfolding off is a smooth map F: [Rn X [R X [RI -> [Rm 
such that F(x, l, 0) = f(x, l) for all x, l (in a neighborhood of (0,0)). 
Let FI be an II-parameter unfolding off and Fz be an /z-parameter 
unfolding. We say that FI factors through Fz if there is a smooth map 
If!: [RI! -> [RI, such that for every P E [R\ F\ (', " P) (i.e., P is held 
fixed) is contact equivalent to F z(', " If! (P)). 
An I-parameter unfolding F of f is called a universal unfolding of f 
if every unfolding off factors through F. 
Roughly speaking, a universal unfolding F is a perturbation of fwith 
I extra parameters that captures all possible perturbations of the bifur-
cation diagram off(up to contact equivalence). Thus, if one can find F, 
one has solved the problem of imperfection-sensitivity of the bifurcation 
diagram for f The number of extra parameters I required is unique and 
is called the codimension off 
The complete theory for how to compute the universal unfolding 
would require too much space for us to go into here; see Golubitsky 
and Schaeffer [1 979a]. However, we can indicate what is going on for the 
pitchfork. If we return to the proof of 1.5, we see that a general un-
folding of g(x, l) = x 3 ± lx will have a Taylor expansion of the form 
F(x, l, at> ... , al) = x 3 ± lx + a l + azx + a 3l + a4 x z + aslz 
+ a6 x2l + a7xlz + a sl 3 + Remainder. 
A more difficult argument than the one given in the proof of 1.5 (though 
similar in spirit) shows that under contact equivalence, we can transform 
away all the terms except a4 x z and a l (these, roughly, correspond to the 
fact that before, we had f(O, 0) = ° and fx/O, 0) = 0, so these terms 
were absent in its Taylor expansion).6 This is the idea of the method 
behind the proof of the following. 
1.14 Proposition 
(a) A universal unfolding of x 3 ± lx is F(x, l, a, P) = x 3 + px2 
± lx + a. 
6A subtlety is that after transformation the new 1X4 will depend on the old 1X4 and 1X3. To 
properly deal with the Taylor expansion in this case requires the "Malgrange preparation 
theorem." 
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(b) Let f(x, A) satisfy the hypotheses of l.5 and let F(x, A, a, b) be 
a two-parameter unfolding off Then F is universal if 
Problem 1.5 Show that another universal unfolding of the pitch-
fork is x 3 - AX + PA + IX. 
Part (b) of 1.14 is useful since one may wish to put on a variety of 
imperfections. For example, in the buckling of a beam one may wish to 
give it slight inhomogeneities, a slight transverse loading, and so on. 
The criterion above guarantees that one has enough extra parameters. 
The perturbed bifurcation diagrams that go with the universal un-
folding Fin 1.l4(a) are shown in Figure 7.1.12. Note that transcritical 
bifurcation8 and hysteresis are included, unlike Figure 7.l.8. 
F~gure 7.1.12 
Problem 1.6 Show that the hysteresis in Figure 7.1.12 can be 
obtained by passing through the cusp (Fig. 7.1.8) along various 
lines for 1.14(a) and straight lines through the origin in Problem 
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1.5. (See Golubitsky and Schaeffer [1979a], p. 53 for the answer to 
the first part.) 
Problem 1.7 Write an essay on imperfection-sensitivity analysis 
of the Euler beam using Zeeman [1976] and Golubitsky and 
Schaeffer [l979a]. Utilize the function spaces from Chapter 6. 
Box 1.2 Remarks on Global Bifurcation 
There are some results on global bifurcation available that are useful 
in elasticity. The main result is a globalization of Krasnoselski's theorem 
mentioned above due to Rabinowitz [1971]. There have been important 
variants (useful for operators preserving positivity) due to Dancer [1973] 
and Turner [1971]. Most of the applications in elasticity under realistic 
global assumptions are due to Antman and are described in the next 
section. However, there are also a number of other intersting applica-
tions to, for instance, solitary water waves by Keady and Norbury [1978] 
and by Amick and Toland (1981]. 
We shall just state the results; the works of Nirenberg (1974] and Ize 
[1976] should be consulted for proofs. It is to be noted that global im-
perfection-sensitivity results are not available (to our knowledge). 
One considers mappings of X X IR to X of the form 
f(x, A) = x - ATx + g(x, A), 
where T: X -- X is compact, g is compact and g(x, A) = 0(11 x II), uni-
formly on compact A-intervals. The proof of the following theorem is 
based on the notion of topological degree. 
1.15 Theorem (Krasnoselskii [1964]) If I/Ao is an eigenvalue of T of 
odd multiplicity, then (0, Ao) is a bifurcation point. 
Let S = {(x, A) I f(x, A) = ° and x*' o} U (0, I/Ao) (the nontrivial 
solutions) and let e be the maximal connected subset of S containing 
(0, l/Ao). The theorem of Rabinowitz basically states that e cannot 
"end in mid-air." 
1.16 Theorem (Rabinowitz [1971]) Let Ao and e be as above. Then 
either e is unbounded or it intersects the A-axis at a finite number of 
points 0, I/A" where A, are eigenvalues of T; the number of A, with odd 
multiplicity is even. 
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The two alternatives are shown schematically, in Figure 7.1.13. 
Ilx II Ilx II !J 
(a) (b) 
Figure 7.1.13 (a) e unbounded. (b) e returns to A-axis. 
Similar results for dynamic bifurcations (see Section 7.3) have been 
obtained by Alexander and Yorke [1978] and Chow and Mallet-Paret 
[1978]. 
Box 1.3 Summary of Important Formulas for Section 7.1 
Necessary Condition for Bifurcation 
The necessary condition for bifurcation of f(x, A) = 0 from a trivial 
solution x = 0 at Ao is that DJ(O, Ao) not be an isomorphism. 
Pitchfork Bifurcation 
If f(x, A), x E [R, A E [R satisfies f(x o' Ao) = 0, fx(xo' Ao) = 0, 
fixo, Ao) = O,fxx(xo, Ao) = 0, andfxxx(xo, Ao)·fx;..(xo, Ao) =1= 0, then the 
zero set off near (xo, Ao) is a pitchfork:flooks like x 3 ± AX near (0,0). 
Imperfection Sensitivity 
The imperfection sensitivity analysis of Xl ± AX requires two extra 
imperfection parameters and is completely described by F(x, A, IX, p) = 
x3 ± AX + px2 + IX. 
Liapunov Schmidt Procedure 
If IP is the projection onto Range D J(xo' Ao), then solve f(x, A) = 0 
by solving IPf(x, A) = 0 implicitly for X = u + if>(u, A), u E Ker 
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DJ(xo, Ao), and substituting into (I - [P)f(x, A) = O. The resulting 
equation, (I - [P)f(u + cp(u, A), A)) = 0 is the bifurcation equation. 
The pitchfork criterion may be applied to this if dim Ker D J(xo, Ao) = 
1 and if D J(xo, Ao) is self-adjoint. 
7.2 A SURVEY OF SOME APPLICATIONS TO 
ELASTOSTATICS 
This section is divided into three parts. First of all we present a basic example 
due to Rivlin. This concerns bifurcations that occur in an incompressible cube 
subject to a uniform tension on its faces. This is of interest because it is one of 
the few three-dimensional examples that can be computed explicitly. Further-
more, it is a seminal example for seeing how imperfection-sensitivity and sym-
metry can affect examples. We recommend reading Section 4 of the introductory 
chapter to review the context of the example. Secondly, we shall review some of 
the literature on the buckling of rods, plates, and shells. This literature is vast 
and our review is selective and biased towards the papers relevant to those 
current theoretical research directions that we know about and think are the 
most promising. Thirdly, we discuss (in Boxes 2.1 to 2.3) the following three 
points in conjunction with examples: 
I. global versus local bifurcation analyses and exact verses approximate 
theories; 
2. imperfection-sensitivity (Are there enough parameters?); 
3. the role of symmetry. 
In the next section we give a relatively detailed discussion of an important 
example: the traction problem near an unstressed state. This example was 
chosen for its interest to us and because it is in line with our emphasis in this 
book on three-dimensional problems. However, it might be of benefit to some 
readers to replace it by one of the examples mentioned in this section's survey, 
depending on interest. 
We begin now with a discussion of Rivlin's [1948b] example of homogeneous 
deformations of a cube of incompressible neo-Hookean material. We thank 
John Ball and David Schaeffer for their help with this problem. The (dead 
load) traction problem is considered. The prescribed traction 1: is normal to each 
face of the cube with a magnitude 'r, the same for each face, as in Figure 7.2.1. 
We take a stored energy function for a homogeneous isotropic hyperelastic 
material; that is, of the form 
W(F) = <I>(Al' A2' A3 ), 
where AI' A2, .13 are the principal stretches and <I> is a symmetric function of 
.,. 
, 
/ , 
.,. .,. 
Figure 7.2.1 
AI' Az, A3 • Recall that the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor P is given by 
pA_ aw 
a - PRef aFa
A 
• 
We shall choose PRef = 1. 
Place the center of the cube at the origin and consider homogeneous defor-
mations; that is, x = F·X, where F is a constant 3 X 3 matrix. In particular, we 
seek solutions with F = diag(Al' Az, A3) relative to a rectangular coordinate 
system whose axes coincide with the axes of the block; the spatial and material 
coordinate systems are coincident. (This turns out to be the most general homo-
geneous solution; cf. Problem 2.2 below.) 
Problem 2.1 Introduce an off diagonal entry 0 into F and show that the 
new principal stretches Xl' X2 , X3 satisfy Xf + X~ +.Xi = AI + A~ + Ai + 
OZ. Show that aX;/ao = 0 at 0 = 0 (i = 1,2,3). Conclude that P is 
diagonal. 
Since P is diagonal by this problem, we find that 
. (all> all> all> ) p = dlag aA
I
' aA
z
' aA
3 
• 
For a neo-Hookean material, 
Il> = Q:(M + A~ + Ai - 3), Q: > 0 a constant. 
The equilbrium equations for an incompressible material are obtained from the 
usual ones by replacing P by P - pF-I, where p is the pressure, to be deter-
mined from the incompressibility condition J = 1; that is, AIA.2A.3 = 1. Thus we 
must have 
and 
448 
DIV(P - pP-I) = 0 in <B 
(P - pF-l).N = t on a<B. 
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We must solve these for the unknowns At, ..1. 2 , ..1. 3 ' For W = 4>, these equations 
read 
a(a4> P)_ . 
ax; aA/ - ~ - ° In ffi 
and 
~~ - f/ = -r on the face along the ith axis (i = 1, 2, 3). 
For a neo-Hookean material, a4>/aA/ = 2OGAi, a constant, so the first equation 
is equivalent to the assertion that p is a constant in ffi. The second equation 
becomes 
Eliminating p gives 
20GAf - p = -rAt, 
2OGA~ - p = l'A2, 
2OGA~ - p = -rA 3 • 
[2a;(A J + A2 ) - -r](A t - A2) = 0, 
[2OG(A2 + A3 ) - -r](A2 - A3 ) = 0, 
[2OG(A3 + At) - l'](A 3 - At) = 0. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
Case 1 The A/s are distinct. Then (1), (2), and (3) yield l' = 2OG(A t + ..1.2 ) = 
2oc(A2 + A3 ) = 2oc(A 3 + At), which implies At = A2 = A3 , a contradiction. 
Thus, there are no solutions with the A/S distinct. 
Case 2 At = A2 = A3 • Since AtA2A3 = 1, we get Ai = 1 (i = 1,2,3) (and 
p = 20G - l'). This is a solution for all OG, the trivial one. 
Case 3 Two A/S equal. Suppose A2 = A3 = A, so AI = A-2 • Then (1) and 
(3) coincide, giving 
2OG(A -2 + A) - l' = 0. 
Thus, we need to find the positive roots of the cubic 
f(A) = A3 - {OGA2 + 1 = O. 
Sincef(O) = 1 andf'(A) = 3A(A - l'/3OG), a positive root requires -r > O. There 
will be none if J(l'/3OG) > 0, one if J(l'/3OG) = 0, and two if J(-r/3oc) < 0; see 
Figure 7.2.2. 
Since J(-r/3OG) = -t(l'/3OG)3 + 1, there are no positive roots ifl' < 3J'2OG, 
one ifl' = 3J'2 OG, and two ifl' > 3J'2 OG. The larger of these two positive roots 
is always greater than unity; the smaller is greater than unity or less than unity 
according as 3J'2OG < l' < 40G or 40G < l', respectively. These solutions are 
graphed in Figure 7.2.3, along with the trivial solution A/ = 1, -r artibrary. Thus 
taking permutations of At, A2, A3 into account, we get: 
(a) One solution, namely, AI = A2 = A3 = 1 ifl' < 3J'2 OG. 
Figure 7.2.2 
A=l~----------~~~------------------
3 ij2a 4a 
Figure 7.2.3 
(b) Four solutions if r = 3,.)"2(£ or r = 4(£. 
(c) Seven solutions if r > 3,.)"2 ex, r oF 4ex. 
r 
If we regard t as a bifurcation parameter, we see that six new solutions are 
produced in "thin air" as r crosses the critical value r = 3,.)"2 ex. This is clearly 
a bifurcation phenomenon. Bifurcation of a more traditional sort occurs at 
r = 4ex. For unequal forces, see Sect. 7.3 and Sawyers [1976]. 
Rivlin [1 948b], [1974b] shows that the trivial solution is stable for 0 <r/ex < 4 
and unstable for r/ex > 4; the trivial solution loses its stability when it is crossed 
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by the nontrivial branch at 't' = 4a. The three solutions corresponding to the 
larger root off are always stable, and the three solutions corresponding to the 
smaller root are never stable. Beatty [1967bJ established instability for 't' < O. 
Symmetry plays a crucial role in this problem. The two solutions found above 
led to six solutions when permutations of AI' A2 , A3 were considered. This suggests 
that the basic symmetry group for the problem is S3' and this is essentially 
correct-although the cube admits a much larger group of symmetries, most 
elements act trivially in the problem at hand, leaving only the group S3' The 
same group and similar mathematics occurs in a convection problem studied 
by Golubitsky and Scheaffer [1981]. 
Because of the presence of this symmetry group, the transcritical bifurcation 
in Figure 7.2.3 at 't' = 4a is structurally stable. Without the symmetry the 
bifurcation would be imperfection sensitive; that is, a generic small perturbation 
would split the diagram into two distinct components. However, the bifurcation 
cannot be destroyed by a small perturbation that preserves the symmetry. 
Moreover, the usual rules about exchange of stability are completely modified 
by the symmetry. In particular, the nontrivial branch of solutions that crosses 
the trivial solution at 't' = 4a is unstable both below and above the bifurcation 
point. 
Interesting new phenomena appear if a more general stored energy function 
is considered. Consider the Mooney-Rivlin material for which 
<D(A I , A2, A3) = a(M + A~ + Ai - 3) + P(ki 2 + A22 + A:;-2 - 3), 
where a and P are positive constants. (This reduces to the neo-Hookean case if 
P = 0.) If 0 < Pia < t, there are new fully asymmetric solutions of the equa-
tions (corresponding to Case 1 above) that bifurcate from the nontrivial sym-
metric solutions (Case 3). These new bifurcations cause some surprising changes 
of stability of the symmetric branches. As Pia -- t from below, the fully asym-
metric solutions collapse into the original bifurcation from the trivial solution, 
and for Pia> t, they move off into the complex plane. This transition provides 
an example of a bifurcation problem that itself is structurally unstable but occurs 
stably in a one-parameter family of bifurcation problems; that is, it is of codi-
mension one. See Ball and Schaeffer [1982] for details. 
Problem 2.2 Consider the traction problem with 't = 't'N for a constant 't 
and an isotropic material. (a) Show that if r/>o is a solution, then so is 
Qor/>ooQ-1 for Q E SO(3). (b) Conclude that nontrivial solutions can 
never be strict local minima of the energy (cf. Adeleke [1980]). {Thus, 
stability in this traction problem refers to neutral or conditional stability; 
see Ball and Schaeffer [1982] for more information.} (c) If r/>o(X) = diag(A -2, 
A, A)(X) for A '* 1, show that (a) yields a set of solutions identifitable with 
1R1P2, real projective 2-space; i.e. the space of lines in [1<3. 
Another example that can be worked out fairly explicitly is anti-plane shear, 
due to Knowles, and is described in Gurtin [1981a]. This example is important 
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for light it may shed on the role of strong ellipticity and phase transitions. Phase 
transitions are of current interest in continuum mechanics (see Box 4.1, Chapter 
6) but there seems to be a large gap to be bridged to the concepts one hears from 
physicists on the subject: symmetry breaking, renormalization group, and 
chaotic dynamics. The only thing one sees in common are energy functions with 
dimples, as in Figure 7.2.4. It is true that such pictures are common to the 
pitchfork bifurcation and its attendant symmetry breaking, to a loss of strong 
ellipticity, to chaotic dynamics, and to the Maxwell rule in thermodynamics. 
However, such observations are shallow. What are the deeper connections? 
Energy 
----It-----..... ~---~----State 
Figure 7.2.4 
We turn next to surveying some of the literature on applications of bifurca-
tion theory to elastostatics. Apart from Rivlin's example above, the Signorini-
Stoppelli problem treated in the next section, and some semi-inverse methods 
(see below), virtually all the remaining examples are for rod, shell, and plate 
theories. The literature is massive and we can pretend to do no more than give 
a brief indication of some of the papers. We shall simply organize our selections 
in loosely grouped categories and make a few comments as we proceed. The 
following boxes discuss a few directions of current research and unifying treads. 
Of course it is impossible to be sure exactly in what directions current research 
will become most active. 
Warning: Our list is not comprehensive, and many important papers are 
left out. We apologize for this, but a selection was necessary because of the 
massive undertaking involved. 
Mathematical Theory. This in itse1fis a vast topic. The methods range from 
analytical to very geometric. Stackgold [1971], Sattinger [1973], Nirenberg 
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[1974], Berger [1977], Stuart [1979], and Iooss and Joseph [1980] are good places 
to begin. There the basic theorems on bifurcation at simple eigenvalues are 
proved by various methods, all different from ours in the previous section. 
Crandall and Rabinowitz [1971], [1973] is a standard reference, noted for clean 
and complete proofs. Nirenberg and Berger also discuss Kransoselski's [1964] 
basic results and methods based on topological degree. Nirenberg [1974] and 
Ize [1976] are good references for the global theory of Rabinowitz [1971]. 
The literature for bifurcation at multiple eigenvalues is more specialized, but 
still large. Some samples are McLeod and Sattinger [1973], Magnus [1976b], 
Shearer [1976, 7] and Marsden [1978], and Buchner, Marsden, and Schechter 
[1982]. 
Imperfection-sensitivity questions spawned a whole series of papers, especial-
ly recent ones using singularity theory. Three papers using classical methods 
that were among the first to exploit the fact that multiple eigenvalue problems 
can be very sensitive unless enough parameters are included and that including 
them can yield new solutions and explanations, are Keener and Keller [1973], 
Keener [1974], and Bauer, Keller, and Reiss [1975]. These new solutions are 
called "secondary bifurcations." Examples were given in the previous section. 
The first papers to attempt to systematically use singularity theory in bifurcation 
problems are those of Chow, Hale, and Mallet-Paret [1975], [1976]. See also 
Hale [1977]. This theory was advanced considerably by Golubitsky and Schaeffer 
[I979a, b], whose methods were outlined in the previous section. 
Applications Using Analytic Methods. Again the literature here is massive. 
We shall only discuss some of the recent references. First, the collections Keller 
and Antman [1969] and Rabinowitz [1977b] contain many valuable articles. Also, 
there are numerous papers that were very important for the recent history such 
as Friedrichs [1941], Keller, Keller, and Reiss [1962] and Bauer and Reiss [1965]. 
Sturmian theory is used in Kolodner [1955] who analyzed the states of a 
rotating string. This was improved considerably by exploiting Rabinowitz' 
global theory as well as Sturmain theory by Antman [I 980a]. 
For plate theory, Yanowitch [1956] is important for it is one of the first to 
discuss symmetry breaking. The von Karman and related equations are often 
used to model plates, and many papers are written on this, such as Knightly 
[1967], Wolkowski [1967] (circularly symmetric bifurcations), Berger and Fife 
[1967] (global analysis using calculus of variations and degree theory; see also 
Berger [1974]), Bauer, Keller, and Reiss [1970], Knightly and Sather [1970], 
[1974], [1975] (local analysis using the Liapunov-Schmidt procedure), and 
Matkowsky and Putnik [1974]. There are a number of similar papers for shell 
models, such as Knightly and Sather [1975], [1980], Sather [1977], and Shearer 
[1977]. 
In a series of important papers-Antman [1977], [1978a], [1979a], [1980c], 
Antman and Rosenfeld [1978], Antman and Nachman [1979], and Antman and 
Dunn [1980]-use Sturmian theory together with Rabinowitz' global theory to 
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prove global bifurcation and preservation of nodal structure for geometrically 
exact models; see Box 2.1 below. This extends earlier work of, for example, 
Greenberg [1967]. Antman and Kenney [1981] use an extension of the 
Rabinowitz theory due to Alexander and Antman [1981] to study a two-
parameter problem. Antman and Carbone [1977] show that shear- and necking-
type bifurcations with hysteresis can occur within the context of hyperelasticity 
without plasticity-type assumptions. Maddocks [1982] considers non-planar 
configurations of the elastica. 
A number of three-dimensional problems can be done by semi-inverse 
methods-that is, assuming symmetry and looking for solutions of a particular 
form. Perhaps the most famous is Antman [1978b], [1979b], where it is shown 
that thick spherical shells admit everted solutions (a tennis ball cut in half and 
then pushed inside out). Some bareHing solutions in three dimensions for a 
traction displacement problem of a compressed cylinder were found by Simpson 
and Spector [1982]. 
Applications Using Imperfection-Sensitivity or Singularity Theory. Historical-
ly this really started with Koiter [1945], Roorda [1965], Sewell [1966b), and 
Thompson and Hunt [1973]. More systematic, but still "bare hands" methods 
were applied in Keener and Keller [1972] and Keller [1973]. 
Singularity theory was applied to the von Karman equatiohs in Chow, Hale, 
and Mallet-Paret [1975]. Papers in a similar spirit are Mallet-Paret [1977] 
(inspired by Knightly and Sather [1975]), Magnus and Poston [1977], 
Vanderbauwhede [1978], Potier-Ferry [1979], Hunt [1982] and Golubitsky, 
Marsden and Schaeffer [1983]. 
A paper that explains mode jumping in the buckling of a rectangular plate is 
Schaeffer and Golubitsky [1980]. This is one of the most interesting uses of the 
imperfection-sensitivity approach in the previous section to a hard concrete 
example; see Box 2.2 below. For a survey of many other applications of a 
similar type, see Stewart [1981] and Thompson [1982]. 
Box 2.1 Global Bifurcation Analysis: Buckling of a Rod 
Usually a bifurcation analysis is called global when the structure of 
the solutions set is determined for all values of the parameter (or param-
eters) A and the full range of the state variable x. If this determination 
is made only in a neighborhood of a given solution (xo' Ao), then the 
analysis is called local. In Section 7.1 we described some methods used 
in local bifurcation analysis and in Box 1.2 we mentioned some global 
techniques. Here we make a few additional remarks. 
1. In the papers of Antman quoted above it is made clear that before 
one attempts a global bifurcation analysis, one should have a model 
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that is valid for large deformations. In particular, this is not the case for 
the von Karman equations and global results for them are of limited 
interest in the region of large deflections. In Antman's work geometrical-
ly exact models are used that are valid for large deformations. 
2. For example, we briefly consider the deformations of nonlinearly 
elastic rods (Antman and Rosenfeld [1978], Antman [1980c]). The refer-
ence configuration is an interval [Sl' S2] on IR. A configuration is a map 
if>: [Sl' S2] -'> 1R3 X S2 denoted if>(s) = (r(s), d3(s». Here S2 is the two-
sphere and d3 E S2 represents the normal to a plane in 1R3 that describes 
shearing in the rod. See Figure 7.2.5, where we draw the rod with a thick-
ness that has been suppressed in the mathematical model. Thus, we are 
considering rods that are capable of bending, elongating and shearing. 
One can also contemplate more complex situations allowing twisting 
~ f----------- -__ -__ -__ ---r"'{) 
Reference 
configuration 
z 
x 
Figure 7.2.5 
and necking. Note that bodies of this type fall into the general class of 
Cosserat continua, considered in Box 2.3, Chapter 2 with a reference d3 
being d3 = i, say. If we wished to take into account twisting, for exam-
ple, it is not enough to specify d3 , but we also need to specify twisting 
about d3 through some angle. For this situation one convenient way is 
to take a configuration to be a map if>: [Sl' S2] -'> 1R3 X IF 3' the oriented 
3-frame bundle on 1R3; that is, if>(s) consists of a base point res) and an 
oriented orthonormal frame (d1, d2 , d3 ) at res). The plane of d1 and d2 
(normal to d3 ) gives the shearing and the orientation of d1 and d2 within 
this plane gives the twisting. (Again the Cosserat theory requires a 
reference section of the frame bundle, which we can take to be the 
standard frame (i,j, k).) In that notation, <B = [Sl' S2] and S = 1R3 X 
IF 3' The equation d3 = d1 X d2 of course means we can write the equa-
tions just in terms of r, d1 , and d2 • Analogous to the requirement J > 0 
in three-dimensional elasticity, here we require that r be an embedding 
and that r' .d3 > 0; that is, the shearing is not infinitely severe. 
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The equilibrium equations for the rod are obtained by balancing 
forces and moments. One assumes there is a traction vector n(s) corre-
sponding to contact forces in the rod. The balance equation for an 
external force! per unit length is then 
n'+f=O. 
Likewise, one assumes a couple force field m(s) and an external couple 
g and derives the equation 
m' + r' X n + g = 0 
by balancing torque. 
Problem 2.3 Show that these balance equations are a special 
case of the Cosserat equations in Box 2.3, Chapter 2. 
These equations together with boundary conditions and constitutive 
equations (i.e., n, m as functions of r', d1, d2 , d~, d~) are the equations 
for the rod. These are in general quasi-linear ordinary differential 
equations. 
Antman's program for planar deformations and buckling of straight 
rods goes something like the following: 
(a) introduce new variables v, 1'/, fl by writing 
d3 = cos Oi + sin OJ, r' = (1 + v)d3 + 1'/d1, 
d1 = -sin 0; + cos OJ, n = Nd3 + Hdl> 
d2 =k, m = Mk. 
Thus a configuration is specified by res) and O(s). Let fl = 
0' - ORef' so fl would be a curvature jf s were arc length. The 
constitutive hypothesis is that N, H, M are functions (N, fl, 
M) of (v, 1'/, fl); the analogue of strong ellipticity is that the 
Jacobian matrix be positive-definite. Under suitable growth 
conditions one can globally invert this relationship to obtain 
v = v(N, H, fl), 1'/ = fj(N, H, fl)· 
With! = 0, g = 0, Sl = 0, S2 = 1, ORef = 0 and the boundary 
conditions 0(0) = 0, 0(1) = 0, reO) = 0, n(I) = -Ai, one 
gets N = -A cos 0 and Ii = A sin 0, so the problem reduces 
to the quasi-linear equation 
[M(v, fj, 0'»)' + A[(I + v) sin 0 + fj cos 0] = 0, (A) 
where v and fj become functions of -A cos 0, A sin 0, and 0'. 
For an inextensible (v = 0) and unshearable (fj = 0) rod, 
with M(fl) = EI fl, this equation becomes the Euler elastica 
equation: 
EIO" + A sin 0 = O. (E) 
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(b) One analyzes (A) using Rabinowitz' global bifurcation 
theorem. One way to do this is to convert this quasi-linear 
equation to a semi linear one like (E). This can be done by 
regarding the basic variables as (A., 0, M) and replacing (A) 
by the first-order semilinear system consisting ofCA) and 0' = 
p" a function of (-A. cos 0, A. sin 0, M). 
(c) Finally, one invokes elementary Sturmian theory to deduce 
that along the global solution branches found, the nodal prop-
erties do not change. Unlike the elastica, however, the bifur-
cated branch could rejoin the trivi~1 solution at another 
eigenvalue. See Antman and Rosenfeld [1978] for details. For 
work related to Kirchhoff's problem on the loading and 
twisting of columns, where the geometrically exact theory 
produces quite different results from Kirchhoff's, see Antman 
[l974b] and Antman and Kenney [1981]. 
3. A major open problem connected with such global analyses is to 
see how they behave under an imperfection sensitivity analysis. As we 
indicated in the previous section, it is for such questions that the local 
theory is. much more developed. In fact, often a complete local analysis 
can produce results that are in some sense global. For example, if a 
multiple eigenvalue bifurcation point is unfolded or perturbed, secon-
dary bifurcations occur nearby and can be located quite precisely. Such 
things could be very difficult using currently known global techniques. 
4. Even geometrically exact models can be criticized along the lines 
that approximate models such as the von Karman equations are criti-
cized. Obviously for very severe deformations, the assumption that the 
rod can be realistically modeled in the manner indicated above is only 
an approximation, so is misleading unless it can be shown to be struc-
turally stable. It also seems clear that the situation is much better for 
geometrically exact models than for geometrically approximate ones. 
Probably one should carefully investigate the range of validity for any 
model as part of the problem in any global bifurcation study. For exam-
ple, the von Karman equations do successfully model many interesting 
bifurcation problems. 
Box 2.2 Imperfection Sensitivity: Mode Jumping in the Buckling 
ofa Plate 
In the previous section we indicated that singularity theory is a very 
powerful tool in an analysis of imperfection sensitivity. Such analyses, 
when fully done, produce bifurcation diagrams that are insensitive to 
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further perturbations. It is therefore consistent to use any reasonable 
approximation to an exact model, valid near the bifurcation point of 
interest. Therefore, unlike the previous box, the use of approximate 
models such as the von Karman equations here is justified. 
Carrying out a substantial singularity analysis can involve a variety 
of issues, some of which we wish to point out. We shall make some 
comments in the context of the beautiful paper of Schaeffer and Oolu-
bitsky [1980]. (Related work is found in Matkowsky and Putnik [1974], 
Chow, Hale and Mallet-Paret [1976], and Magnus and Poston [1977].) 
The problem concerns the buckling of a rectangular plate (Figure 
7.2.6). The aspect ratio I (i.e., length/width) used in experiments of 
Clamped 
on ends 
Load A 
Load 
Figure 7.2.6 
Simply supported 
on sides 
Stein [1959] was about 5.36. For the load A exceeding a certain value Ao' 
the plate buckles to a state with wave number 5. As A increases further 
the plate undergoes a sudden and violent snap buckling to wave number 
6. The phenomenon is called "mode jumping" and the problem is to 
explain it. 
Parameterizing the plate by Q = {(z!, Z2)!0 < z! < In and 0 < 
Z2 < n}, the von Karman equations for w, the Z3 component of the 
deflection and r/J, the Airy stress function, are 
L\2w = [r/J, w] - AWztz " 
L\2r/J = -trw, w]. 
where L\2 is the biharmonic operator and [ , ] is the symmetric bilinear 
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form defined by 
The boundary conditions for ware w = awjan = 0 on the ends 
(clamped) and w = dw = 0 on the sides (simply supported). 
A few of the highlights of the procedures followed are given next: 
(a) Bauer, Keller, and Riess [1975] used a spring model without 
boundary conditions. Matkowsky and Putnik [1974] and 
Matkowsky, Putnik and Reiss [1980] use simply supported 
boundary conditions. The type of boundary conditions used 
makes an important difference. Schaeffer and Stein noted 
that the clamped conditions for the ends makes more sense 
physically. In the present case, at lk = ~k(k + 2) there is a 
double eigenvalue Ao. For k = 5, this is actually fairly close 
to the situation near wave numbers 5 and 6. Thus the strategy 
is to unfold the bifurcation near this double eigenvalue and 
see what secondary bifurcations arise. 
(b) The Liapunov-Schmidt procedure is now done to produce a 
function G: [R2 X [R -> [R2. 
(c) There is a symmetry in the problem that is exploited. This 
symmetry on the [R2 obtained in the Liapunov-Schmidt pro-
cedure is 71..2 EB 71.. 2 , generated by (x, y) ~ (-x, - y) and 
(x, y) ~ (x, -y). These correspond to 2 of the 3 obvious sym-
metries of the original problem (the other gives no extra in-
formation). Also, G is the gradient (for each A E [R) of a 
function invariant under this action. 
(d) The symmetry in (a) greatly simplifies the unfolding proce-
dure, where now unfolding is done under the assumption of 
a symmetry group for the equations. The general theory for 
this is described in Golubitsky and Shaeffer [1979b]. 
(e) Mode jumping does not occur with all the boundary condi-
tions simply supported. There one gets a bifurcation diagram 
like that in Figure 7.2.7(a); the wave number 5 solution never 
#5 
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/ 
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Mode jumping 
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/" 
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Figure 7.2.7 
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loses stability. With the boundary conditions above, the 
bifurcation diagram is like Figure 7.2.6(b); the wave number 
5 solution loses stability and wave number 6 picks it up by 
way of a jump. These figures only show the orbits; to get all 
solutions one acts on the orbits by the symmetry group. 
Examples like this show that the local analysis using singularity 
theory can produce rather sophisticated bifurcation diagrams. This 
kind of detailed explanation and computable complexity is beyond the 
reach of most global results known at present. The blending of tech-
niques like this with those of the previous box represents a considerable 
challenge. 
Box 2.3 The Role of Symmetry in Bifurcation Problems 
When studying bifurcation problems, questions of symmetry arise in 
many guises. This box discusses some of the ways symmetry can be 
exploited, and some of the tantalizing questions it raises. 
If a bifurcation problem has a mUltiple eigenvalue, then the problem 
is usually non-generic. Sometimes this non-genericity is due to the 
invariance of the problem under a symmetry group. We indicated in the 
previous box that a bifurcation analysis including imperfection-sensi-
tivity results can be obtained for such problems. If a (real) problem is 
anywhere near such a special point, it is often wise to regard it as an 
imperfection in a more ideal model. In fact, some otherwise simple 
eigenvalue problems may be better treated as belonging to a perturba-
tion of a double eigenvalue problem. This whole philosophy of sym-
metrizing to bring eigenvalues together seems to be frutiful. 
When we say a bifurcation problem has a certain symmetry group, 
we mean that it is covariant under the action of this group. For example, 
if F: X X [R -> 1} is a map whose zeros we wish to study and g is a 
group acting on X and 1}, we say F is covariant when 
F(gx, l) = gF(x, l) 
for g E g, X E X, l E [R, and where gx is the action of g on x. The 
symmetry group of a point x E X is defined by 
gx={gEglgx=x}. 
When a bifurcation occurs, often the trivial solution has symmetry 
group g, but the bifurcating solution has a smaller symmetry group. 
We say that the bifurcation has broken the symmetry. 
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It is an important problem to study how symmetries are so broken 
and how they relate to pattern formation and related questions. If 9x 
gets smaller, the solution gets less symmetric, or more complex. What, 
if anything, does this have to do with entropy? 
If 9 acts on X linearly, methods of group representations can be used 
to analyze which "modes" go unstable and hence how the symmetry is 
broken. The idea is to break up X into a direct sum (like a Fourier 
decomposition) on each piece of which 9 acts irreducibly and determine 
in which piece the eigenvalue crosses. Two basic references for this 
method are Ruelle [1973] and Sattinger [1979]. There are numerous 
related papers as well. (For example, Rodrigues and Vanderbauwhede 
[1978] give conditions under which the bifurcating solutions do not 
break symmetry.) This kind of phenomenon actually is abundant. It 
occurs in Taylor cells between rotating cylinders, in hexagonal cells in 
convection problems, and in many problems of chemical kinetics. For 
example, the breaking of Sl symmetry to a discrete symmetry occurs in 
the Taylor problem in fluid muchanics (Rand [1982]) and the breaking 
of SO(3) to Sl symmetry occurs in the blowing up of a balloon (Haugh-
ton and Ogden [1980]) and in convection in a spherical shell (Chossat 
[1979]). See, Sattinger [1980], Haken [1979], Buzano and Golubitsky 
[1982], and Golubitsky, Marsden and Schaeffer [1983] for more 
examples and references. 
A much more serious kind of symmetry breaking is to allow imper-
fections that break the symmetry in various ways; that is, the equations 
themselves rather than the solutions break the symmetry. Here, not 
only is the mathematics difficult (it is virtually non-existent), but it is not 
as clear what one should allow physically. 
In Arms, Marsden, and Moncrief [1981], a special class of bifurca-
tion problems is studied where the structure of the bifurcation and its 
connection with symmetry can be nailed down. The problems studied 
are of the form F(x, A) = J(x) - A = 0, where J is the Noether con-
served quantity for a symmetry group acting on phase space. It is shown 
that bifurcations occur precisely at points with symmetry; how the 
symmetry is broken is determined. 
In the next section we shall see how symmetry in the form ofSO(3) and 
material frame indifference comes into the analysis of the traction prob-
lem in an essential way. We shall see that bifurcation points are those 
with a certain symmetry, in accordance with the general philosophy 
exposed here. However the detailed way symmetry enters the problem 
is different from the examples mentioned so far since the trivial solutions 
are not fixed by the group and the group also acts on parameter space. 
For more information on these points, see Golubitsky and Schaeffer 
[1982] and [1984]. 
7.3 THE TRACTION PROBLEM NEAR A NATURAL STATE 
(Signorini's Problem)? 
In the 1930s Signorini discovered an amazing fact: the traction problem in 
nonlinear elasticity can have non-unique solutions even for small loads and near 
a natural state. Here non-unique means unequal up to a rigid body motion oj 
the body and loads. What is even more amazing is that this non-uniquenesE 
depends, in many cases, not on the whole stored energy function, but only on 
the elasticity tensor Cab cd for linearized elasticity, even though the traction prob-
lem for linearized elasticity has uniqueness up to rigid body motions, as we 
proved in Section 6.1. For example, the loads shown in Figure 7.3.1 can produce 
T T 
Figure 7.3.1 
more than one solution, even for a (compressible) neo-Hookean material, and 
(arbitrarily small) loads near the one shown. The occurence of these extra 
solutions in the nonlinear theory and yet their absence in the linearized theory is 
not easy (for us) to understand intuitively, although it may be related to bulging 
or barelling solutions. Experiments for such situations are not easy to carry 
out; cf. Beatty and Hook [1968]. 
This state of affairs led to much work-much of it in the Italian school-
and was the subject of some controversy concerning the validity of linearized 
elasticity. Some of the main contributions after Signorini were by Tolotti [1943], 
Stoppelli [I958], Grioli [1962], and Capriz and Podio-Guidugli [1974]. The 
problem is discussed at length and additional contributions given in Truesdell 
and Noll [1965]; see also Wang and Truesdell [1973] and Van Buren [1968]. 
7This section was done in collaboration with D. Chillingworth and Y. H. Wan and is 
based on Chillingworth, Marsden, and Wan [1982a, bl. 
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Nowadays we do not see any contradictions, but rather we see a bifurcation 
in the space of solutions of the equations of elastostatics. Whenever there is a 
bifurcation, the correspondence with the linearized problem becomes singular; 
that is, the problem is linearization unstable in the sense of Section 4.4. In the 
framework of elastodynamics there is clearly no bifurcation or linearization 
instability, but this makes the bifurcation in the elastostatic problem no less 
interesting. This bifurcation in the space of solutions then takes its place along-
side similar phenomena in other classical field theories such as general relativity 
and gauge theory (see Arms, Marsden, and Moncrief [1981], and references 
therein). 
The most complete results in the literature before now are those of Stoppelli 
[1958]. His results are stated (without proof, but in English) in Grioli [1962]. 
However, this analysis is incomplete for three reasons. First, the load is varied 
only by a scalar factor. In a full neighborhood of loads with axes of equilibrium 
there are additional solutions missed by their analysis; thus, an imperfection-
sensitivity-type analysis reveals more solutions. Second, their analysis is only 
local in the rotation group, so additional nearly stress-free solutions are missed 
by restricting to rotations near the identity. Third, some degenerate classes of 
loads were not considered. However, singularity theory can deal with these 
cases as well. The complexity of the problem is indicated by the fact that for 
certain types of loads one can find up to 40 geometrically distinct solutions that 
are nearly stress free, whereas Stoppelli's analysis produces at most 3. 
These problems have recently been solved by Chillingworth, Marsden, and 
Wan [1982a]. This section gives a brief introduction to their methods. The paper 
should be consulted for the complete analysis. However, we do go far enough to 
include a complete and considerably simplified proof of the first basic theorem 
of Stoppelli. Apart from Van Buren [J 968], whose proof is similar to Stoppelli's, 
a complete proof has not previously appeared in English. 
3.1 Notation Let the reference configuration be a bounded region <B = 
n c 1R3 with smooth boundary.8 As we saw in Section 6.1, the linearized equa-
tions have a kernel consisting of infinitesimal rigid body motions. We can 
readily eliminate translations by assuming 0 E n and working with the con-
figuration space e consisting of all deformations ¢: n -~ 1R3 that are of class 
Ws,P, s> 3/p + I and satisfy ¢(O) = O. (Recall that such ¢'s are necessarily 
CI.) The central difficulty of the problem is then the presence of the rotational 
covariance of the problem (material frame indifference). 
Let W(X, C) be a g;ven smooth stored energy function, where C is, as usual, 
8We believe that our results also hold when Q has piecewise smooth boundary. This program 
depends on elliptic regularity for such regions. Except in special cases, this theory is non-
existent (as far as we know) and seems to depend on a modification of the usual Sobolev spaces 
near corners. However for simple shapes like cubes, where the linearized elastostatic equations 
can be solved explicitly, the necessary regularity can be checked by hand. See pp. 318 and 371. 
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the Cauchy-Green tensor. Let P = a WjaF and S = 2 a Wjac be the first and 
second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensors and A = aPjaF the elasticity tensor. 
We make the following two assumptions. 
3.2 Assumptions 
(HI) When if> = In (identity map on n), P = 0; that is, the undeformed 
state is stress free, or natural. 
(H2) Strong ellipticity holds at (and hence near) if> = In. 
Since the undeformed state is stress free, the classical elasticity tensor for 
elasticity linearized about if> = In is c = 2 a2 WjaC ac evaluated at if> = In. 
Let B: n --> [R3 denote a given body force (per unit volume) and 't: an -----> [R3 
a given surface traction (per unit area). These are dead loads; in other words, 
the equilibrium equations for if> that we are studying are: 
DIY P(X, F(X» + B(X) = 0 for X E n, } 
P(X, F(X».N(X) = 't(X) for X E an, 
(E) 
where N(X) is the outward unit normal to an at X E an. 
3.3 Definition Let oC denote the space of all pairs 1= (B, 't) of loads (of 
class Ws-2,p on nand Ws-l-l/P,P on an) such that 
f. B(X) dV(X) + r -reX) dA(X) = O. 0. Jan 
That is, the total force on n vanishes, where dV and dA are the respective vol-
ume and area elements on n and an. 
Observe that if(B, 't) are such that (E) holds for some if> E e, then (B, 't) E oC. 
The group SO(3) = [Q E L([R 3, IR 3) I QT Q = I", and det Q = + I} of proper 
orthogonal transformations wiII playa key role. By (HI), if> = In solves (E) with 
B = 't = O. By material frame indifference, if> = Q I n (Q restricted to n) is also 
a solution for any Q E SO(3). The map Q ~ Q I n embeds SO(3) into e and 
we shall identify its image with SO(3). Thus, the "trivial" solutions of (E) are 
elements of SO(3). 
Our basic problem is as foIIows: 
(P 1) Describe the set of all solutions of (£) near the trivial solutions SO(3) 
for various loads I E oC near zero. Here, "describe" includes the following 
objectives: 
(a) counting the solutions; 
(b) determining the stability of the solutions; 
(c) showing that the results are insensitive to small perturbations of 
the stored energy function and the loads; that is, the bifurcation 
diagram produced is structurally stable. 
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3.4 Notations and Facts about the Rotation Group 80(3) Let mI3 = 
L(1R3,1R3) = linear transformations of 1R3 to IRs; sym={A E mI3IAT=A}; 
skew={A E mI3IAT=-A}. 
We identify skew with so(3), the Lie algebra of SO(3). 1R3 and skew are 
isomorphic by the mapping v E 1R3 ~ Wv E skew, where Wv(w) = w X v; 
relative to the standard basis, the matrix of Wv is 
Wv = [-~ ~ -;], where v = (p, q, r). 
q -p 0 
The Lie bracket is [Wv, Ww] = v ® w - w ® v = - W. xw, where v ® w E mI3 
is given by (v ® w)(u) = v<w, u). The standard inner product on 1R3 is <v, w) = 
t trace(W~Ww), called the Killingform on SO(3). Finally, exp(Wv) is the rotation 
about the vector v in the positive sense, through the angle II v II. 
Now we turn to some preliminary facts about .c and e. 
3.5 Definition Let if> E e and I E .c. We say that I is equilibrated relative to 
if> if the total torque in the configuration if> vanishes: 
f. 4>(X) X B(X) dV(X) + f 4>(X) X 1:(X) dA(X) = 0, n an 
where I = (B, 1:). Let .ce denote the loads that are equilibrated relative to the 
identity. 
Problem 3.1 Show that if I = (B, 1:) satisfies (E) for some if> E e, then 
I is equilibrated relative to if>. (Hint: Use the Piola identity.) 
3.6 Definition Define the astatic load map k: .c X e ---> mI 3 by 
k(l, if» = tB(X) ® 4>(X) dV(X) + Ln 1:(X) ® 4>(X) dA 
and write k(l) = k(l, In). 
We have actions of SO(3) on .c and e given by: 
Action 0/80(3) on.c: QI(X) = (QB(X), Q1:(X». 
Action 0/80(3) on e: Qif> = Qoif>. 
Note that QI means "the load arrows are rotated, keeping the body fixed." 
We shall write fJ1 and fJ", for the SO(3) orbits of I and if>; that is, 
fJ1 = {QII Q E SO(3)} and fJ", = {Qif> I Q E SO(3)}. 
Thus, fJ1n consists of the trivial solutions corresponding to I = O. 
The following is a list of basic observations about the astatic load map, each 
of which may be readily verified. 
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3.7 Proposition 
(AI) I is equilibrated relative to ifJ if and only if k(/, ifJ) E sym. In particular, 
I E aCe if and only if k(/) E sym. 
(A2) (Equivariance) For I E aC, ifJ E e, and QI' Q2 E SO(3), 
k(QI/, Q2ifJ) = Qlk(l, ifJ)QzI. 
In particular, k(QI) = Qk(/). 
(A3) (Infinitesimal Equivariance) For I E aC, ifJ E e, WI' W2 Eskew, 
k(WI/, ifJ) = Wlk(l, ifJ), k(l, W2 ifJ) = -k(l, ifJ)W2 • 
In particular, k(WI) = Wk(l). 
Problem 3.2 Prove each of these assertions. 
Later on, we shall be concerned with how the orbit of a given I E aC meets 
aCe. The most basic result in this direction is the following. 
3.8 DaSilva's Theorem Let IE aC. Then OJ n aCe 7= 0. 
Proof By the polar decomposition, we can write kef) = QT A for some Q E 
SO(3) and A E sym. By (A2), k(QI) = Qk(/) = A E sym, so by (AI), Qf E 
aCe· I 
Similarly, any load can be equilibrated relative to any chosen configuration 
by a suitable rotation. 
Solutions of (E) with an "axis of equilibrium" will turn out to coincide with 
the bifurcation points. The idea is to look for places where OJ meets aCe in a 
degenerate way. 
3.9 Definition Let I E aCe and v E 1R 3 , II v II = 1. We say that v is an axis of 
equilibrium for I when exp(OW.)1 E £e for all real O-that is, when rotations of 
I through any angle 0 about the axis v do not destroy equilibration relative to 
the identity. 
There are a number of useful ways of reformulating the condition that v be 
an axis of equilibrium. These are listed as follows. 
3.10 Proposition Let I E aCe and A = k(l) E sym. The following conditions 
are equivalent: 
(1) I has an axis of equilibrium v. 
(2) There is a v E 1R 3, II v II = I such that Wvf E aCe. 
(3) W f--7 A W + W A fails to be an isomorphism of skew to itself. 
(4) Trace(A) is an eigenvalue of A. 
Proof 
(1) => (2) Differentiate exp(OWu)! in 0 at 0 = O. 
(2) => (1) Note that by (A2) 
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k(exp(OW.)/) = [/ + W9• + t(W9.)2 + ... ] k(l). 
Since k(W.f) = W.k(l) is symmetric, this is symmetric, term by term. 
(2) ==> (3) Since k( W.f) = W.A is symmetric, W.A + A W. = 0, so W ~ 
A W + W A is not an isomorphism. 
(3) ==> (2) There exists a v E [1(3, II v II = 1 such that W.A + AW. = 0, so 
k(W.f) = W.A is symmetric. 
(3) ==> (4) Define L E ~3 by L = (trace A)J - A. Then one has the rela-
tionship 
WL• = AWv + W.A, 
as may be verified by considering a basis of eigenvectors for A. Therefore, 
A W. + WvA = 0 if and only if Lv = 0; that is, v is an eigenvector of A with 
eigenvalue trace(A). I 
3.11 Corollary Let I E .,c. and A = k(/) E sym. Let the eigenvalues of A 
be denoted a, b, c. Then I has no axis of equilibrium if and only if 
(a + b)(a + c)(b + c) '* O. 
Proof This condition is equivalent to saying that trace(A) is not an eigen-
value of A. I 
3.12 Definition We shall say that I E .,ce is a type 0 load if I has no axis of 
equilibrium and if the eigenvalues of A = k(l) are distinct. 
The following shows how the orbits of type 0 loads meet .,ce' 
3.13 Proposition Let I E .,ce be a type 0 load. Then 191 (') .,ce consists of four 
type 0 loads. 
Proof We first prove that the orbit of A in ~3 under the action (Q, A) 
~ QA meets sym in four points. Relative to its basis of eigenvectors, we can 
write A = diag(a, b, c). Then 19,4 (') sym contains the four points 
diag(a, b, c) 
diag(-a, -b, c) 
diag( -a, b, -c) 
diag(a, -b, -c) 
(Q = J), 
(Q = diag(-I, -I, 1», 
(Q = diag(-I, 1, -1», 
(Q = diag(1, -1, -1». 
These are distinct matrices since (a + b)(a + c)(b + c) '* O. Now suppose a, b, 
and c are distinct. Suppose QA = S E sym. Then S2 = A2. Let PI be an eigen-
value of S with eigenvector UI. Then S2UI = p;ul = A2UI, so pf is an eigenvalue 
of A2. Thus, as the eigenvectors of A2 with a given eigenvalue are unique, UI is 
an eigenvector of A and ± PI is the corresponding eigenvalue. Since det Q = + 1, 
det S = det A, so we must have one of the four cases above. 
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By equivariance, k(OI) n sym = Ok(/) n sym consists of four points. NO\ 
01 n .,ce = k-I(Ok(/) n sym), so it suffices to show that k is one-to-one on 0, 
This is a consequence of the following and Property (A2) of 3.7. 
3.14 Lemma Suppose A E sym and dim Ker A < 1. Then A has no iso 
tropy; that is, QA = A implies Q = I. 
Proof Every Q =1= I acts on [R3 by rotation through an angle () about a uniqu1 
axis; say Ie [R3 (I is a line through the origin in [R3). Now QA = A means that' 
is the identity on the range of A. Therefore, if Q =1= I and QA = A, the range 0 
A must be zero or one dimensional; that is, dim Ker A > 2. I 
The next proposition considers the range and kernel of k: .,c --4 ;ra3' 
3.15 Proposition 
1. Ker k consists of those loads in .,ce for which every axis is an axis of equi· 
librium. 
2. k: .,c -> ;ra3 is surjective. 
Proof For 1, let I E Ker k. For WE skew, k(WI) = Wk(l) = 0, so WI E 
.,ce; by 3.1 0 every axis is an axis of equilibrium. Conversely, if WI E .,ce for all 
WE skew, then k(WI) = Wk(l) is symmetric for all W; that is, k(/)W + Wk(l) 
= 0 for all W. From WLu = A W. + WvA, where A = k(l) and L = (trace A) 1 
- A, we see that L = O. This implies trace A = 0 and hence A = O. 
To prove 2, introduce the following SO(3)-invariant inner product on .,c: 
(I, i) = f. (B(X), li(X» dV(X) + f (t(X), t(X» dA(X). 
o ao 
Relative to this and the inner product (A, B) = trace(AT B) on ;ra3' the adjoint 
k T : ;ra3 -> .,c of k is given by 
kT(A) = (B, t). where B(X) = AX - G, t(X) = AX, 
and 
G = f. AX dV(X) + fAX dA(X). 
o ao 
If kT(A) = (0, 0), then it is clear that A = O. It follows that k is surjective. I 
3.16 Corollary 
1. Ker k is the largest subspace of.,ce that is SO(3) invariant. 
2. k I (Ker k).l.: (Ker k).l. ->;ra3 is an isomorphism. 
Letj = (k I (Ker k).l.)-I and write 
Skew = j skew, Sym =jsym. 
These are linear subspaces of .,c of dimension three and six, respectively. Thus 
we have the decomposition: 
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SO(3)-invariant pieces 
~ ~ 
--------~, ~ 
£ = Skew EB ,Sym ~ Ker k, 
£. 
of £, corresponding to the decomposition ~3 = skew EB sym: 
U=1(U- UT) +-!-CU+ UT) of ~3' 
Now we are ready to reformulate our problem in several ways that will be 
useful. 
Define <II: e -- £ by <II(¢) = (-DIY P, poN); that is, 
<II(¢)(X) = (-DIY P(X, F(X)), P(X, F(X)) 0 N(X») 
so the equilibrium equations (E) become <II(¢) = I. From material frame in-
difference, we have equivariance of <II: <II(Q¢) = Q<II(¢). The results of Boxes 
1.1, Chapter 3 and 1.1, Chapter 6, show that <II is a smooth mapping. The 
derivative of <II is given by 
D<II(¢).u = (-DIV(AoVu), (AoVu)oN) 
and at ¢ = In this becomes 
D<II(In)'u = 2(-DIV(c o e), (coe).N), 
where e = t[Vu + (VuY]. 
If D<II(In): TIne -> £ were an isomorphism, we could solve <II(¢) = I 
uniquely for ¢ near In and I small. The essence of our problem is that D<II(In) 
is not an isomorphism. 
Define eSym = {u E TIne \ u(O) = 0 and Vu(O) E sym}. From (H2) and 
Section 6.1, we have: 
3.17 Lemma D¢(In) \ eSym : eSym -> £. is an isomorphism. 
The connection between the astatic load map k: £ -> ~3 and <II is seen 
from the following computation of ko<ll. 
3.18 Lemma Let ¢ E e and P be the .first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor 
evaluated at ¢. Then 
k(<II(¢» = In P dV. 
This follows by an application of Gauss' theorem to 
k(<II(¢» = f. (-DIY P) ® X dV(X) + f (P.N) ® X dA(X). 
0. on 
This should be compared with the astatic load relative to the configuration ¢ 
rather than In; one gets 
k(<II(¢), ¢) = f CJ dv. 
11(0.) 
which is symmetric, while k(<II(¢)) = k(<II(¢), In) need not be. 
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To study solutions of cJ>(if» = I for if> near the trivial solutions and I near a 
given load 10, it suffices to take 10 E oC e . This follows from DaSilva's theorem 
a.td equivariance of cJ>. 
Let ~,ym be regarded as an affine subspace of e centered at In i.e. identify 
e,ym anti e,ym + Ia,. Let <i> be the restriction of cJ> to e,ym' From the implicil 
function theorem we get: 
3.19 Lemma There is a ball centered at Ia, in eSym whose image ~ under (iJ 
is a smooth submanifold of oC tangent to oCe at 0 (see Figure 7.3.2). The manifola 
~ is the graph of a unique smooth mapping 
F: oC e ----> Skew 
such that F(O) = 0 and DF(O) = O. 
Figure 7.3.2 
~ = graph of F 
Later we shall show how to compute D2F(0) in terms of DcJ>(Ia,)-1 and c 
(see Proposition 3.34). 
Now we are ready to reformulate Problem (PI). 
(P2) For a given 10 E oC e near zero, study how f)/ meets the graph of F 
for various I near 10 , 
Problems (PI) and (P2) are related as follows. Let if> solve (E) with I E oC and 
Q be such that ~ = Qif> E e,ym' Then cJ>(~) = QI, so the orbit of 1 meets the 
graph of F at cJ>(~). Conversely, if the orbit of 1 meets ~ at cJ>(~), then if> = Q-I~ 
solves (E). 
We claim that near the trivial solutions, the numbers of solutions to each 
problem also correspond. This follows from the next lemma. 
3.20 Lemma There is a neighborhood 'U of In in e,ym such that if> E 'U and 
Qif> E 'U implies Q = /. 
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Proof Note that e,ym is transverse to BIn at In and In has no isotropy. Thus, 
as SO(3) is compact, BIn is closed, so there is a neighborhood CUo of In in e,ym 
such that Q I Q E CUo implies Q = I. The same thing is true of orbits passing 
through a small neighborhood of Iby openness oftransversality and compactness 
of SO(3). I 
If 19/ meets m in k points QJ = CP(~{) (i = 1, ... ,k), then ~{ are distinct as 
cp is I-Ion a neighborhood of In in e,ym' If this neighborhood is also contained 
in'U of 3.20, then the points QII~{ = r/>{ are also distinct. 
Hence problems (PI) and (P2) are equivalent. 
In connection with the action (Q, A) ~ QA of SO(3) on mI 3 , we shaH require 
some more notation. Let 
Skew( QA) = -H QA - AT QT) Eskew 
and 
Sym(QA) = !(QA + ATQT) E sym 
be the skew-symmetric and symmetric parts of QA, respectively. 
We shall, by abuse of notation, suppress j and identify Sym with sym and 
Skew with skew. Thus we will write a load 1 E £ as 1 = (A, n), where A = 
k(l) E mI3 and n E ker k; hence 1 E £e precisely when A E sym. The action of 
SO(3) on £ is given by Ql = (QA, Qn). 
Using this notation we can reformulate Problem (P2) as follows: 
(P3) For a given 10 = (A o, no) E £e near zero, and I = (A, n) near 10 , 
find Q E SO(3) such that 
Skew(QA) - F(Sym(A, Q), Qn) = O. 
Next define a rescaled map E: [R. x £e --> Skew by 
- 1 F(A, I) = A z F(A/). 
Since F(O) = 0 and DF(O) = 0, F is smooth. Moreover, if F(I) = tG(I) + 
-kCCl) + ... is the Taylor expansion of F about zero, then E(} .. , I) = tG(l) + 
(A/6)CC1) + .... 
]n problem (E) let us measure the size of I by the parameter A. Thus, replace 
<p(r/» = 1 for 1 near zero by <p(r/» = Al for A near zero. This scaling enables us 
to conveniently distinguish the size of 1 from its "orientation." In the literature 
I has always been fixed and A taken small. Here we allow I to vary as well. 
These extra parameters are crucial for the complete bifurcation picture. Thus 
we arrive at the final formulation of the problem. 
(P4) For a given 10 = (Ao, no) E £., for 1 near 10 and A small, find Q E 
SO(3) such that 
Skew(QA) - AE(A, Sym(QA), Qn) = O. 
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The left-hand side of this equation will be denoted H()., A, n, Q) or H()', Q 
if A, n are fixed. 
With all these preliminaries at hand, we are ready to give a simple proof OJ 
one of the first of StoppeIIi's basic theorems.9 
3.21 Theorem Suppose I E cC e has no axis of equilibrium. Then for). suf 
ficiently small, there is a unique ~ E eSym and a unique Q in a neighborhood 0) 
the identity in SO(3) such that ifJ = Q-l~ solves the traction problem 
$(ifJ) = ).1. 
Proof Define H: IR X SO(3) --> Skew by 
H()', Q) = Skew(QA) - )'E()., Sym(QA), n), 
where I = (A, n) E cCe = Sym EB Ker k is fixed. Note that D 2H(O, I). W = 
Skew(WA) = !(AW + WA). By Proposition 3.10, this is an isomorphism. 
Hence, by the implicit function theorem, H()., Q) = 0 can be uniquely solved 
for Q near I E SO(3) as a function of ). near 0 E IR. I 
The geometric reason "why" this proof works and the clue to treating other 
cases is the following: 
3.22 Lemma If I E cC e has no axis of equilibrium, then 19, intersects cC e 
transversely at I (i.e., cC = cC e EB Ttf),), and conversely. 
Proof The tangent space of 19, at I E cCe is T I 191 = {WI I W ESkew}. Trans-
versality means that the projection of T I191 to the complement Skew of cC e is sur-
jective. The projection is WI f--? !( W A + A W) where A = kef), so the result 
follows from 3.10, part 3. I 
We have shown that there is only one solution to $(ifJ) = ),1 near the identity 
if), is small and I has no axis of equilibrium. How many solutions are there near 
the set of all trivial solutions SO(3)? This problem has a complex answer that 
depends on the type of I. We analyze the simplest case now. Recall (see Defini-
tion 3.12) that a load I E cCe is said to be of type 0 if I has no axis of equilibrium 
and if A = k(l) has distinct eigenvalues. 
Loads with no axis of equilibrium occur for loads other than type 0 (see Box 
3.1), and Stoppelli's theorem applies to them. However, the global structure of 
the corresponding set of solutions is quite different ("global" being relative to 
SO(3)). 
3.23 Theorem Let 10 E cCe be of type O. Then for). sufficiently small the 
equation $(ifJ) = ),10 has exactly four solutions in a neighborhood of the trivial 
solutions SO(3) c e (see Figure 7.3.3). 
9The only other complete proof in English we know of is given in Van Buren [1968], although 
sketches are available in Grioli [1962], Truesdell and Noll [1965J, and Wang and Truesdell 
[1973]. Our proof is rather different; the use of the rescaled map i avoids a series of complicated 
estimates used by Stoppelli and Van Buren. 
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Proof By 3.13, 0.ao meets £e in four points. By 3.2], in a neighborhood of 0 
in £, 0)./0 meets ~ in exactly four points, the images of ~l> ~2' ~3' and ~4' say. 
Thus Problem (P2) has four solutions. By the equivalence of (PI) and (P2), so 
does (Pl). I 
Let A = k(lo) and SA = {Q 1 QA E sym}. From the proof of 3.13 we see that 
SA is a four-element subgroup of SO(3), isomorphic to 7l.2 EB 7l. 2 • By our earlier 
discussions, ifJi are obtained from ~i by applying rotations close to elements of 
SA. In particular, as A. -> 0, the solutions {ifJ;} converge to the four element set 
SA (regarded as a subset of e). 
For I sufficiently close to 10 in 3.23, the problem tt>(ifJ) = A.l will also have 
four solutions. Indeed by openness oftransversality, 0)./ wilI also meet ~ in four 
points. In other words, the picture for type ° loads in Figure 7.3.3 is structurally 
stable under small perturbations of 10 • 
SO(3); the trivial solutions 
<PI 
Figure 7.3.3 
Next we study the dynamical stability of the four solutions found by Theorem 
3.23. This is done under the hypothesis that the classical elasticity tensor is 
stable: we introduce the following condition. 
(H3) Assume there is an 11 > ° such that for all e E Sym(T xU, T xU), 
fee) = !c(X)(e, e) > 1111 e W, II • II = pointwise norm. 
[fee) is the stored energy function for linearized elasticity; see Section 4.3.] 
Because of the difficulties with potential wells and dynamical stability dis-
cussed in Section 6.6, we shall adopt the following "energy criteria" definition of 
stability. 
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3.24 Definition A solution ¢ of Cf>(¢) = I will be called stable if ¢ is a loca 
minimum in e of the potential function 
Vl¢) = t W(D¢) dV - <I, ¢), 
where <I, ¢) = f. B(X).4>(X) dV(X) + f 't(X).4>(X) dA(X). 
n an 
If ¢ is not stable, its index is the dimension of the largest subspace of vectors I 
tangent to e at ¢ with the property that VI decreases along some curve tangen' 
to u at 1>. (Thus, index 0 corresponds to stability.) 
3.25 Theorem Assume (H 1)-(H3) and let 10 be as in 3.23. For A sufficientl) 
small, exactly one of the four solutions ¢]' ¢2' 1>3' 1>4 is stable; the others havE 
indices 1,2, and 3. More precisely, suppose 1>1 is a solution approaching Q E S, 
as A -> O. Then for A small, 1>1 is stable if and only if QA - tr(QA)I E sym ij 
positive-definite. In general, the index of 1>1 is the number of negative eigenvalue" 
of QA - tr(QA)I. 
Proof Let ¢o E e solve Cf>(¢) = Alo = I. Then ¢o is a critical point of V1I,. 
Consider the orbit 0"" = {Q1>o! Q E SO(3)} of ¢o' The tangent space to e at 
1>0 decomposes as follows: 
T""e = T""0",, EEl (T""0,,,,)-l. 
First consider VI restricted to (T",,e,,,,)-l-. Its second derivative at ¢ in the direction 
of U E (T",0",)-l- is fn(a 2 WjaFaF)(¢).(Vu, Vu)dV. At 1>0 = Q1n, this becomes 
t c(X)·(e(X), e(X)) dV(X), where e = t(Vu + (VuY)· 
This is larger than a positive constant times the L2-norm of e, by (H3). However, 
since u is in (T",0",)J., Ilelli, > (const.) Ilull~, by Korn's inequality (see Box 1.1, 
Chapter 6). By continuity, if A is small, 
D2 V!.l,(1)o)· (ll, u) > ~11 U 1111 
for all u orthogonal to 0"" at ¢o' This implies 1>0 is a minimum for VAl, in direc-
tions transverse to 0"" (cf. Section 6.6). 
Next, consider VAl, restricted to 0"". By material frame indifference, W is 
constant on 0"" and as 1>0 must be a critical point for VAl, restricted to 0"", it is also 
a critical point for Alo = 1 restricted to 0"" (where I: e ----> IR is defined by I(¢) = 
<1,1»). It suffices therefore to determine the index of 11°"" at 1>0' The result is a 
consequence of continuity and the limiting case A ----> 0 given in the following 
lemma about type 0 loads. 
3.26 Lemma Let I be type 0 and let A = k(/). Then SA, regarded as a subset 
of e equals the set of critical points of 1101n• These four critical points are non-
degenerate with indices 0, 1,2, and 3; the index of Q is the number of negative 
eigenvalues of QA - tr(QA)1. 
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Proof First note that £e = (TIn SO(3»1- since n<P(ln) has kernel TIn SO(3) 
= skew, has range £eo and is self-adjoint. Thus QI E £e if and only if l.l 
TQT SO(3). It follows that QI E £e if and only if QT is a critical point of 1\01n. 
Recall that elements of SA = {Q E SO(3)/ QI E £el are symmetric (see 3.13). 
To compute the index of Ij0In at Q E SA, we compute the second derivative 
d 2 dt2/(exp(tW)Q) /t~O = I(W2Q). 
Now I(W2Q) = trace k(l, W2Q) = trace W 2k(l, Q) 
= trace W 2k(QTI) = trace[W2QA]. 
This quadratic form on skew is represented by the element QA - tr(QA)I of 
Sym as is seen by a simple computation. Using the representations for {QAJ given 
by Proposition 3.13, namely, 
diag(a, b, c), diag(-a, -b, c), diag(-a, b, -c), and diag(a, -b, -c) 
one checks that all four indices occur. I 
In the following boxes we shall outline, omitting a number of proofs, the 
methods by which the analysis of the other types proceeds. Again, Chilling-
worth, Marsden, and Wan [1982a] should be consulted for details and the full 
results. 
Box 3.1 Classification of Orbits in mt3 
The classification of loads depends on a classification of the corre-
sponding astatic loads. This will be done by classifying orbits in ~3 
under the action (Q, A) ~ QA of SO(3) on ~3 by the way the orbits 
meet sym. By the polar decomposition, we can assume A E sym. In 
3.13 we proved: 
3.27 Proposition (Type 0) Suppose A E sym has no axis of equi-
librium and has distinct eigenvalues. Then 0A (\ sym consists of four 
points at each of which the intersection is transversal. 
We shall let the eigenvalues of A E sym be denoted a, b, c; 
following 3.11 we shall say that A has no axis of equilibrium when 
(a + b)(b + c)(a + c) *- 0; that is, a + b + c *- a, b, or c, and in 
this case ° A intersects sym transversly at A. 
3.28 Definition We shall say A' is of type 1 if A has no axis of equi-
librium and if exactly two of a, b, c are equal (say a = b *- c). 
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3.29 Proposition If A is type 1, then 0,4 n sym consists of two points 
(each with no axis of equilibrium) and an [RIP 1 ••• or equivalently a circle 
(each point of which has one axis of equilibrium). 
[RIPn denotes the set of lines through the origin in IRn+ 1. The proof of 
3.29 is essentially a straightforward exercise in linear algebra. Likewise, 
for type 2 we proceed as follows. 
3.30 Definition We shall say A is of type 2 if A has no axis of equi-
librium and all three of a, b, c are equal (and so :;t: 0). 
3.31 Proposition If A is type 2, then 0,4 n sym consists of one point 
(A itself) and an [RIP 2 (each point of which has a whole circle of axes of 
equilibrium). 
Types 3 and 4 are treated next. 
3.32 Definition We say A is type 3 if dim Ker A = 2 and say A is 
type 4 if A = O. 
3.33 Proposition If A is type 3, then 0,4 n sym consists of two points, 
A and -A. If A is type 4,0,4 n sym = {OJ. 
Thus, orbits in ;nI3 fall into exactly five different types; 0, 1,2,3, 
and 4 with the properties above. 
Stoppelli partially analyzed only types 0 and l. We discussed type 0 
in the text and shall briefly comment on type 1 in the next box. Types 
2, 3, and 4 are also interesting; see Chillingworth, Marsden, and Wan 
[1982bJ for details. 
Problem 3.3 Use the results above and 3.21 to prove the exist-
ence of at least one solution of the traction problem for a load of 
types 1 or 2. 
Problem 3.4 A load I is called parallel if there is a vector a E [R 3 
and scalar functions f: n --> [R, g: an ---> IR such that I = (fa, 
ga). Show that parallel loads are of type 3. 
Problem 3.5 Suppose B = 0 and t = -rNfor a constant -r. Show 
that this load is of type 2. 
Figure 7.3.4 shows some examples of loads I where k(f) has types 
1,2, 3, and 4. 
Axis of equilibrium 
/ 
/' 
Type I. Rotation by 1800 about 
one of the horizontal axes produces an 
equilibrated load with no axis of 
equilibrium. 
Type 2. Any horizontal axis 
is an axis of equilibrium; vertical 
axis is not an axis of equilibrium. 
Rotation by 1800 about the vertical 
axis gives an equilibrated load with 
no axis of equilibrium. 
Type 3 
Type 3 
:-· .. ----I'-.... /~J-'-~/ ____ /l · Typo 4 
I rI 
Figure 7.3.4 
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Box 3.2 The Bifurcation Equation for Type 1 
We shall now indicate briefly how the bifurcation analysis proceeds. 
According to the formulation (P4) of our problem, given (Ao, no) E "co 
we wish to solve 
H(A, A, n, Q) = Skew(QA) - AF(A, Sym(QA), n) = 0 
for Q for various (A, n) near (A o, no), and small A. 
Define the vector field XA• on SO(3) by 
XA.(Q) = skew(QA)· Q 
(right translation of Skew(QA) from SO(3) to TQ SO(3)). Likewise we 
regard H as a vector field X(A, A, n, Q) on SO(3) depending on the 
parameters A, A, n by setting 
XO., A, n, Q) = H(A, A, n, Q). Q. 
Let £04. be the zero set for XAo. For Ao of type 1, £04. consists of two 
points and a circle eA •. One computes that for Q E £04., 
TQ£A. = {WoQI Wo E skew and Wo(QAo) + (QAo)Wo = OJ. 
From 3.10, Wo 1--+ Wo(QAo)Wo corresponds to the linear transfor-
mation QAo - tr(QAo)/ under the isomorphism of skew with 1R3. Sym-
metry of this linear transformation when QAo is symmetric is a reflec-
tion of the fact that X o4• is a gradient field. In fact, XA• is the gradient of 
10 10JO-that is, of 
IO<Q) = f. Bo(X). Q(X) dV(X) + f 1:o(X). Q(X) dA(X) 
o an 
as one sees by a calculation. Thus, by the Fredholm alternative, at each 
point Q of £04., DXA.(Q): TQ SO(3) -> TQ SO(3) has range the orthog-
onal complement of TQ£o4 •. Thus, the range of DXA• over its zero set 
£04. is the normal bundle of £04 •. The Liapunov-Schmidt procedure now 
produces a unique section r/J).,o4,n of the normal bundle to £04. such that 
the orthogonal projection of X(A, A, n, Q) to the fiber of the normal 
bundle is zero. Let rcA, A, n) be the graph of Sl,A,n and let X(A, A, n, Q) 
be the projection of X to TQr. Thus, X is a vector field on r. The equa-
tion X = 0 is our bifurcation equation. One can show that, essentially, 
X is a gradient, so one is looking for critical points of a function on a 
circle. These can then be described using singularity theory. Cusp bifur-
cations (see Section 7.1) are, not surprisingly, present, so an isolated 
solution near the circle can bifurcate into three. Stoppelli [1958] found 
some of these extra solutions by analyzing a slice of the bifurcation 
diagram. For type 2 a double cusp occurs and a single solution can 
bifurcate into 9. These are also new solutions. 
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Box 3.3 Miscellany: Curvature and Linearization Stability 
The manifold ;rr was shown to be the graph of a map F; see 3.19. 
Essentially, F is the skew-component of <1>. Now we will demonstrate an 
almost paradoxical fact: the second derivative of this map at In can be 
computed knowing only the classical elasticity tensor c. Intuitively one 
would expect this second derivative to depend on higher nonlinearities. 
This second derivative tells us, essentially, the curvature of;rr. 
3.34 Proposition Let iY: e -> skew be defined by iYCifJ) = 
Skew [k(<I>(ifJ)]. Then iY(In) = 0, DiY(In) = 0, and 
D2iY(In)(u, u) = 2 Skew(t Vu Co Vu dV) = -2 Skew k(lu, u), 
where lu = (bu, tu), bll = -DIV(coe), and 'til = (c·e).N. Identifying 
skew with [R3, this reads 
-D2iY(In)(u, u) = (t bll X udV + Ln tu X udA). 
Proof By 3.17, 
iYCifJ) = Skew(t P dV), 
where P is the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress. We have P(In) = 0, so 
iY(In) = 0. Also, 
DiY(In)'u = Skew L a:;. Vu dV = Skew L c· Vu dV = 0, 
as Co Vu is symmetric and (apjaF)(In) = c. Next, to compute D 2iY, we 
need to use the fact that S is symmetric, so write P = FS and obtain 
DFP(F). Vu = VuS(F) + FDFS(F). Vu. Thus, 
D2P(In)·(Vu, Vv) = Vu DFS(In)· Vv + VvDFS(In)· Vu 
+ DiS(In)(Vu, Vv) 
Now DFS(In)· Vu = DcS(In)·(Vu + VuT ) = c· Vu and DiS(In) is sym-
metric, so 
D2ff(In)'(u, v) = skew t DiP(In)(Vu, Vv) dV) 
= skew( 2 So (Vu Co Vv + Vv Co Vu) dV ). 
Thus D2iY(In)(u, u) = 2 skew(t Vu c· Vu dV ) 
= skew f. b @ u dV + f t @ u dA 
n an 
by the divergence theorem. I 
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3.35 ExampJe For a homogeneous isotropic material, c·e = 
A(trace e)J + 2J.le for constants A and J.l (the Lame moduli). Thus 
D2fj(In)(u, u) = 2 skew(t [2J.lVu e + A trace(e) Vu] dV) 
= 2 skew In {J.l Vu Vu + A trace(e) Vu} dV 
Finally we make a few remarks about linearization stability; see 
Section 4.4. 
3.36 Definition Suppose a pair (u1, II) satisfies the equations lin-
earized about our stress free reference state In; that is, 
D<P(Jn),u I = II' 
Let us call the pair (u" I,) linearization stable (or integrable) if there 
exists a curve (¢().), I().» E e X "ce such that: 
(i) ¢(O) = In, 1(0) = 0; 
(ii) ¢'(O) - UI E Ker D¢(Jn), 1'(0) = I, ; and 
(iii) <P(¢(A» = I().). 
Here (¢(A), leA»~ should be defined in some interval; say [0, f), ( > O. 
(We can, of course, do the same about any state, not just In.) , 
3.37 Proposition Suppose I, E "ce has no axis of equilibrium and 
D<P(Iq,)u1 = I,. Then (u 1 , II) is linearization stable. 
Proof Let I().) = All' Then there is a unique smooth curve ¢().) 
through In such that <P(¢(A» = la) by Theorem 3.21. Differentiating 
at A. = 0 gives D<P(In)'¢'(O) = 11, so ¢'(O) - U I E Ker D<P(Jn)· I 
The following produces a potential obstruction to linearization stab-
ility. It is called the "Signorini compatability conditions." Let us use the 
notation 
J. u X I for J. u(X) X B(X) dV(X) + r u(X) X t(X) dA(X). n n Jm 
Let us note that linearization stability really just involves 11; let us 
say 11 is integrable when there is a curve (¢(A), l()'» E e X "ce satisfying 
(i) and (iii) above with /'(0) = II' Then D<P(Jn)' ¢'(O) = 11 is automatic. 
3.38 Proposition Suppose 11 is integrable. Then there exists a U 1 
such that 
and 
D<P(In)u I = I, 
In U 1 xiI = o. 
(L) 
(C) 
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Proof Take U I = ¢'(O) and differentiate the identity t ¢().,) X I().,) = 
o twice and set)., = 0; all that survives is t UI X II = 0 since 1"(0) = 
12 E .ce (SO t In X 12 = 0) and 1(0) = O. I 
Remarks 
l. Note that II E .ce is a necessary condition for integrability. 
2. A basic question to be asked is when the compatability condi-
tions (C) are sufficient for integrability and how much freedom there is 
in our choice of I().,). This is the spirit of the classical work, where ¢().,) 
and I().,) are expanded in power series. See Truesdell and Noll [1965] for 
extensive discussions. 
Problem 3.6 Show that these compatability conditions coincide 
with those derived in Truesdell and Noll [1965]. 
The following major theorem of Marsden and Wan [1983], whose 
proof is omitted here, establishes a key link with and substantially 
improves upon the classical power series methods. 
3.39 Theorem Suppose (UI> II) satisfy (L) and (C). Then (UI, II) is 
linearization stable. 
In this result one cannot simply take I().,) = )"11 , the second term in the 
expansion I().,) = ),,/1 + ).,212 + ... plays a key role. 
3. To give an example of a non-integrable II E .c., one can find an 
II such that for any UI satisfying (L), condition (C) is violated. Such an 
example of Signorini is discussed in §9 of Capriz and Podio-Guidugli 
[1974]. 
4. One can carry out an analysis similar to this around a stressed 
state as well. The details of the computations and the possible bifurca-
tion diagrams can be more complex, as one in effect has to deal with 
"genuine" three-dimensional buckling. This aspect is treated by Wan 
[1983]. The perturbation series approach of Signorini has been carried 
out in this case by Bharatha and Levinson [1978]. 
7.4 BASIC IDEAS OF DYNAMIC BIFURCATION THEORY 
Dynamic bifurcation theory differs from the static theory in that we now 
concentrate on qualitative changes in phase portraits, such as the sudden 
appearance of periodic orbits. The static theory of Section 7.1 may be regarded 
as a subtheory, namely, the study of bifurcation of equilibrium points. One of 
the basic theorems in this subject is the "Hopf bifurcation theorem" on the 
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appearance of closed orbits. We present a self-contained proof of this theorem 
in Box 4.1. 
The dynamical framework in whi~h we operate is described as follows. Let 
'Y c g: be Banach spaces (or manifolds) and let 
f: 'Y x IRP --> X 
be a given Ck mapping. Here IRP is the parameter space and f may be defined 
only on an open subset of'Y x IRP • The dynamics is determined by the evolution 
equation dxfdt = f(x, A), which will be assumed to define a local semiflow 
F:: 'Y --> 'Y by letting F;(xo) be the solution of x = f(x, A) with initial condi-
tion x(O) = Xo. See Section 6.5 for instances when this is valid. 
A fixed point is a point (xo, A) such that f(xo, A) = O. Therefore, F;(xo) = Xo; 
that is, Xo is an equilibrium point of the dynamics. 
A fixed point (xo, A) is called X- (resp. 'Y-) stable if there is an X- (resp. 'Y-) 
neighborhood 'Uo of Xo such that for x E 'Uo n 'Y, F;(x) is defined for all 
t > 0, and if for any neighborhood 'U c 'Uo, there is a neighborhood V c CUo 
such that F;(x) E 'U if x E 'U and t > o. The fixed point is called asymptotically 
stable if, in addition, F;(x) --> Xo in the X-norm (resp. 'Y-norm) as t --> +00, for 
x in a neighborhood of Xo. 
Problem 4.1 Discuss the relationship between this notion of stability 
and that in Section 6.6 (see Definition 6.2). 
Many semilinear hyperbolic and most parabolic equations satisfy an addi-
tional smoothness condition; we say F: is a 'Y-Ck semiflow if for each t and A, 
Ff: 'Y -> 'Y (where defined) is a Ck map and its derivatives are strongly con-
tinuous in t, A. Similarly, we say Ff is X-Ck if it extends to a Ck map of X to 
X. One especially simple case occurs when 
f(x, A) = A1x + B(x, A), 
where Al : 'Y -> X is a linear generator depending continuously on A and B: 
X X IRP --> X is a Ck map. Then F; is Ck from X to X and if B is Ck from 'Y 
to 'Y, so is F;. This result is readily proved by the variation of constants formula 
x(t) = e'Al Xo + s: eC'-slA1 B(x(s), A) ds. 
See Section 6.5 for details. For more general conditions under which a semi-
flow is smooth, see Marsden and McCracken [1976]; see also Box 5.1, Section 
6.5. The stability of fixed points may often be determined by the following 
basic result. For example, it applies to the Navier-Stokes equations, repro-
ducing Prodi [1962] as a special case. 
4.1 Liapunov's Theorem Suppose F, is an X-Cl flow, Xo is a fixed point and 
the spectrum of the linear semigroup 
'U, = DxF,(xo): X -> X 
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(the Frechet derivative with respect to x E X) is etr7, where q lies in the left half-
plane a distance> 0 > 0 from the imaginary axis. Then Xo is asymptotically 
stable and for x sufficiently close to Xo we have the estimate 
II F,(x) - XO II < Ce-'O. 
Proof We shall need to accept from spectral and semigroup theory that there 
is an f > 0 and an equivalent norm III· Ilion X such that 
III DF,(xo) III < e- E'. 
(Indeed, if'ttt is a semi group with spectral radius ert, set 
Illxlll = sup II 'lL,x Il/eT'; 
,:?:o 
see Hille and Phillips [1957].) Thus, if 0 < f' < f, 
III DF/x) /II < exp( -f't) for 0 < t < 1 
and x in a neighborhood of x o, say'll = {xliii x - xolll < r}. This is because 
F, is Cl with derivative continuous in t. 
We claim that if x E 'lL, and t is small, then F,x E 'lL and 
IIIF/x) - xolll < exp(-f't)lllx - xolll· 
But it follows from this estimate: 
IIIF,(x) - xolll = IIIF/x) - F,(xo) III 
= III ( DF,(sx + (l - s)xo)·(x - x o) dslll 
< { III DF,(sx + {l - s)xo IIIIII (x - x o) III ds 
< exp( -f't) Illx - XO III. 
This result now holds for large t by using the facts that F, = F~/n and exp( -f't) 
= [exp( -f't/n)]n. Changing back to the original norm, the theorem is proved. I 
Observe that the hypotheses do not explicitly involve the generator A, so 
the theorem can be used for 'Y-smooth flows as well. As we noted in Box 5.1, 
Section 6.5, the full equations of nonlinear elasticity cannot be expected to 
define smooth flows. However, 4.1 can be expected to apply when a semi linear 
model is used. 
To locate fixed points in a bifurcation problem, we solve the equation 
f(x,l) = O. The stability of a fixed point Xo is usually determined by the spec-
trum q of the linearization at x ° : 
Al = DJ(xo, 1). 
(If the operator Al and its semi group are non-pathological-for example, they 
have discrete spectrum-then q(e'A1) = e'r7(All or the closure of this set; see 
Carr [1981] and Roh [1982] for additional results.) Thus, if q lies in the left 
half-plane, Xo is stable. In critical cases where the spectrum lies on the imagi-
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nary axis, stability has to be determined by other means (see Problem 5.4, 
Section 6.5 for an example). It is at criticality where, for example, a curve of 
fixed points Xo(.A) changes from being stable to unstable, a bifurcation can occur. 
The second major point we wish to make is that within the context of smooth 
semiflows, the invariant manifold theorems from ordinary differential equations 
carryover. 
In bifurcation theory it is often useful to apply the invariant manifold theo-
rems to the suspended flow 
F,: X X IRP ----> X X IRP defined by (x, A) 1--+ (Ft(x), A). 
The invariant manifold theorem states that if the spectrum of the linearization 
Al at a fixed point (xo, A) splits into Us U uc, where Us lies in the left half-plane 
and U c is on the imaginary axis, then the flow F, leaves invariant manifolds WS 
and we tangent to the eigenspaces corresponding to Us and u e' respectively; 
ws is the stable and WC is the center manifold. (One can allow an unstable 
manifold too if that part of the spectrum is finite.) Orbits on W' converge to 
(xo, A) exponentially. For suspended systems, note that we always have 1 E U e. 
For bifurcation problems the center manifold theorem is the most relevant, 
so we summarize the situation. (See Marsden and McCracken [1976] and 
Hassard, Kazarinoff and Wan [1981] for details.) 
4.2 Cent~r Manifold Theorem for Flows Let Z be a Banach space admitting 
a C= norm away from 0 and let F, be a CO semiflow defined on a neighborhood of 
Ofor 0 < t < T. Assume F,(O) = 0 andfor each t > 0, F,: Z ----> Z is a Ck-l map 
whose derivatives are strongly continuous in t. Assume that the spectrum of the 
linear semigroup DF,(O): Z ----> Z is of the form e'{u,Uu,), where e'U' lies on the 
unit circle (i.e., U e lies on the imaginary axis) and e'U' lies inside the unit circle a 
nonzero distance from it, for t > 0; that is, Us is in the left half-plane. Let C be 
the (generalized) eigenspace corresponding to the part of the spectrum on the unit 
circle. Assume dim C = d < 00. 
Then there exists a neighborhood '0 of 0 in Z and a Ck submanifold we c '0 of 
dimension d passing through 0 and tangent to Cat 0 such that; 
(a) If x E W C , t > 0 and F,(x) EO '0, then F,(x) EWe. 
(b) If t > 0 and F~(x) remains defined and in '0 for all n = 0, 1, 2, ... , 
then F~(x) ---> We as n -> 00. 
See Figure 7.4.l for a sketch of the situation. 
For example, in the pitchfork bifurcation from Section 7.1, we have a curve 
of fixed points Xo(A) and A E IR, which become unstable as A crosses Ao and two 
stable fixed points branch off. All three points lie on the center manifold for the 
suspended system. Taking A = constant slices yields an invariant manifold we 
for the parametrized system; see Figure 7.4.2. 
Although the center manifold is only known implicity, it can greatly simplify 
the problem qualitatively by reducing an initially infinite-dimensional problem 
Figure 7.4.1 
W
C 
= invariant center manifold 
through (xo, AO) for the 
suspended system 
(a) 
Figure 7.4.2 
w~: A = constant slice 
above criticality 
x 
Sink 
Saddle 
-Sink 
Invariant manifold 
(A = const.) n WCcontaining 
three fixed points 
(b) 
to a finite-dimensional one. Likewise, questions of stability become questions 
on the center manifold itself. Thus, the center manifold theorem plays the same 
role in the dynamic theory that the Liapunov-Schmidt procedure plays in the 
static theory. However, as we shall see in the proof of Hopf's theorem in Box 
4.1, sometimes the Liapunov-Schmidt procedure is applied directly in dynamic 
problems. 
It turns out to be true rather generally that stability calculations done via 
the Liapunov-Schmidt procedure and via the center manifold approach are 
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equivalent. This allows one to make dynamic deductions from the Liapunov-
Schmidt procedure, which is convenient for calculations. See Schaeffer and 
Golubitsky [1981, §6] for details. 
There are some important points to be made on the applicability of the 
preceeding theorems to nonlinear elasticity. First of all, dynamic elastic bifur-
cation phenomena often involve dissipation and forcing as well as the conserva-
tive elastic model. The equations of hyperelastodynamics (without dissipation) 
are such that the flow determined by them is probably not smooth. This has 
been indicated already in Section 6.5. On the other hand it is also not clear what 
dissipative mechanisms (such as viscoelasticity or thermo-elasticity) will produce 
smooth semiflows. As we already know, the situation is tractable for typical rod, 
beam, and plate models, for they give semilinear equations. Similar difficulties 
in delay equations can be overcome; cf. Hale [198 I]. 
In short, for the full equations of three-dimensional nonlinear elasticity a 
dynamical bifurcation theory does not yet exist,for "technical reasons." For typical 
rod, beam, and plate models, however, the theory presented here does apply. 
(Some examples are discussed in the next section.) 
We now turn our attention to a description of some of the basic dynamic 
bifurcations. Bifurcation theory for dynamical systems is more subtle than that 
for fixed points. Indeed the variety of bifurcations possible-their structure and 
an imperfection-sensitivity analysis-is much more complex. We begin by 
describing the simplest bifurcations for one-parameter system. 
4.3 Saddle Node or Limit Point This is a bifurcation of fixed points; a 
saddle and a sink come together and annihilate one another, as shown in Figure 
7.4.3. A simple real eigenvalue of the sink crosses the imaginary axis at the 
moment of bifurcation; one for the saddle crosses in the opposite direction. The 
suspended center manifold is two dimensional. The saddle-source bifurcation 
is similarly described. 
If an axis of symmetry is present, then a symmetric pitchfork bifurcation can 
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occur, as in Figure 7.4.4. As in our discussion of Euler buckling, in Section 7.1, 
small asymmetric perturbation or imperfection can "unfold" this in several 
ways, one of which is a simple non-bifurcating path and a saddle node. 
4.4 Hopf Bifurcation This is a bifurcation of a fixed point to a periodic 
orbit; here a sink becomes a saddle by two complex conjugate non-real eigen-
values crossing the imaginary axis. As with the pitchfork, the bifurcation can 
be sub-critical (unstable closed orbits) or super-critical (stable closed orbits). 
Figure 7.4.5 depicts the supercritical attracting case in ~ = [R2. Here the sus-
pended center manifold is three dimensional. 
The proof of the Hopf theorem will be sketched in Box 4.1. The use of center 
manifolds to prove it is due to Ruelle and Takens [1971]. For PDE's, many 
approaches are available; see the books of Marsden and McCracken [1976], 
Iooss and Joseph [1980], Henry [1981], and Hassard, Kazarinoff, and Wan [1981] 
for references and discussion. 
These two bifurcations are local in the sense that they can be analyzed by 
linearization about a fixed point. There are, however, some global bifurcations 
that can be more difficult to detect. A saddle connection is shown in Figure 7.4.6. 
Here the stable and unstable separatrices of the saddle p:lint pass through a 
state of tangency (when they are identical) and thus cause the annihilation of the 
attracting closed orbit. 
These global bifurcations can occur as part of local bifurcations of systems 
with additional parameters. This approach has been developed by Takens 
[1974a, b], who has classified generic or "stable" bifurcations of two-parameter 
families of vector fields on the plane. This is an outgrowth of extensive work of 
the Russian school led by Andronov and Pontryagin [1937]. An example of one 
of Taken's bifurcations with a symmetry imposed is shown in Figure 7.4.7. (The 
labels will be used for reference in the next section.) In this bifurcation, rather 
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than a single eigenvalue or a complex conjugate pair crossing the imaginary axis, 
a real double eigenvalue crosses at zero. 
Many similar complex bifurcations are the subject of current research. For 
example, the eige:1Value configurations (a) one complex conjugate pair and one 
real zero and (b) two complex conjugate pairs, crossing the imaginary axis, are 
of interest in many problems. See, for example, Jost and Zehnder [1972], Cohen 
[1977], Takens [1973], Holmes [1980c], Guckenheimer [1980], and Langford 
and Iooss [1980]. A number of general features of dynamic bifurcation theory 
and additional examples are described in Abraham and Marsden [1978] and 
in Thompson [1982]. 
Some of the phenomena captured by the bifurcations outlined above have 
been known to engineers for many years. In particular, we might mention the 
jump phenomenon of Duffing's equation (see Timoshenko [1974], Holmes and 
Rand [1976]) and the more complex bifurcational behavior of the forced van 
der Pol oscillator (Hayashi [1964], Holmes and Rand [1978]; the latter contains 
a proof that the planar variational equation of the latter oscillator undergoes a 
saddle connection bifurcation as in Figure 7.4.6). 
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Box 4.1 The Hopi Bifurcation 
The references cited in the text contain many proofs of the Hopf 
bifurcation theorem. Here we give one that directly utilizes the Lia-
punov-Schmidt procedure rather than center manifolds. (It is similar 
to expositions of proofs known to Hale and Cesari, amongst others. The 
present version was told to us by G. Iooss, M. Golubitsky and W. 
Langford, whom we thank.) 
Let/: [Rn X [R -> [Rn be a smooth mapping satisfying/CO, 1) = ° for 
all 1. We are interested in finding periodic solutions for 
~~ =/(x, 1). (1) 
Let A;. = DJ(O, 1) be the linearization of / at the equilibrium point 
(0, 1). For simplicity we can assume our bifurcation point will be 10 = ° 
and we write A = A lo ' 
Our search for periodic orbits for (1) begins with the assumption that 
the linearization equation 
dv 
-=Av dt (2) 
has some. Normalizing the periods of (2) to be 2n, and eliminating 
resonance leads to the following condition: 
(HI) A has simple eigenvalues ±i and no eigenvalues equal to ki, 
where k is an integer other than ± 1. 
The period of a putative periodic orbit of (1) will drift from 2n to an 
unknown period when the nonlinear terms are turned on. Thus we can 
introduce a new variable s by rescaling time: 
s = (1 + -r)t (3) 
In terms of s, (1) becomes 
dx 1 (1 + -r) ds = lex, 11.). (4) 
We now seek a 2n-periodic function xes) and a number -r such that (4) 
holds. Thus, we let 
AO = all continuous 2n-periodic functions xes) in [Rn 
and Al be the corresponding CI functions. Now set 
F: AI X [R X [R--->Ao dx 1 F(x, -r, 1) = (I + -r) ds - lex, II.). 
We seek zeros of F; these will be periodic orbits of period (1 + -r)2n 
(or in case x = 0, fixed points). 
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Now we apply the Liapunov-Schmidt procedure to F. The derivative 
of F with respect to its first argument at the trivial solution (0, 0, 0) is 
denoted L: 
du Lu = DIF(O, 0, O)·u = ds - Au. (5) 
From (HI) we see that the kernel of L is spanned by two functions, say 
cf>1' cf>l EO AI. In fact, if Aw = iw, then we can choose cf>1(S) = Re(eisw) 
and cf>l(S) = Im(eisw). The space spanned by cf>1 and cf>l can be identified 
with 1R1 by (x, y) +---7 Xcf>1 + ycf>l' The kernel of the adjoint, L *, which is 
orthogonal to the range of L (see Section 6.1) is likewise spanned by two 
functions, say cf>t, cf>t EO AI; L* is given by 
L*u = -~~ + A*. (6) 
The Liapunov-Schmidt procedure thus gives us an (implicitly defined) 
map 
g: 1R2 X IR X IR --> 1R2 
whose zeros we seek. The first 1R2 is the space spanned by ifJI and cf>l and 
the second is that spanned by cf>r and cf>t. 
Now the circle SI acts on A I by xes) f---+ exes) = xes - e), where 
e EO SI (SI is regarded as real numbers modulo 2n). The function F is 
covariant with respect to this action, as is easily checked: F(ex, 't', A) = 
eF(x, 't', A). Now in general when a function whose zeros we seek is 
covariant (or equivariant) with respect to a group action, preserving 
the norm, the function produced by the Liapunov-Schmidt procedure 
is also covariant. 
Problem 4.2 Prove this assertion. (See Sattinger [1979] if you get 
stuck.) 
From the form of cf>1 and cf>l' the action of SI on 1R1 is just given by 
rotations through an angle e. Now a rotationally covariant function 
from 1R2 to 1R2 is determined by its restriction to a line through the origin 
in its domain. Thus, we can write g in the form 
g(x, y, 't" A) = (; -~) (;), (7) 
where Jl and pare smooth lO functions of u = (2 = X2 + yl, 't', and A. 
We have Jl(O, 't', A) = ° = P(O, 't" A) corresponding to the trivial solu-
lOIt is clear that Jl and P are smooth functions of f = .; x 2 + y2; one can show that their 
evenness on reflection through the origin implies they are smooth functions of fl, a classical 
result of Whitney; cf. Schwarz [1975] for a general study of such phenomena. 
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tions. If we find a zero of (p" P) other than at x = 0, y = 0, we have a 
periodic orbit. Roughly speaking, (p" p) defines the perturbaticns of the 
amplitude and period of the periodic orbits we seek. From the fact that 
the variable i is directly proportional to the changes in period, we find 
that (apia.) (0,0,0) = 1. 
Problem 4.3 Prove the preceeding assertion. 
Thus, by the implicit function theorem we can solve p = ° for 
.(f2 , l). 
We still need to solve p, = O. By Sl covariance it is enough to look 
at the function p,(u, 2) = p,(u, 2, .(u, 2»; that is, we can restrict to 
y = ° and take x > 0; here u = fZ. 
(H2) ~f (0, 0) -=1= 0. 
This is often called the "Hopf condition." As stated, it is not very 
easy to check. However, it holds iff the eigenvalues of A;. cross the 
imaginary axis with non-zero speed (with respect to the parameter 2). 
Problem 4.4 Prove this assertion. Consult Marsden and Mc-
Cracken [J 976] or looss and Joseph [1980] if you get stuck. 
The condition (H2) implies that p, = ° is solvable for 2(u). Thus we 
have proved some key parts of the following important result of Hopf 
[1942] : 
4.5 Hopf Theorem If (H 1) and (H2) hold, then there is a unique one-
parameter family of periodic orbits of (1) in IRn X IR, that are tangent to 
IRn X {OJ at 2 = O. Moreover, if 
(H3) ~~ (0, 0) -=1= 0, 
then g(f, 2,.) = a(f2, 2)f is contact equivalent (with a 7L z-symmetry) to 
(x2 ± 2)x. [In the + case (ap,/au> 0) the periodic orbits are super-
critical and are stable and in the - case (ap,/au < 0) they are subcritical 
and are unstable.] The Hopf and the saddle-node bifurcation are, in a sense, 
analogous to that explained in Box 1.1, the only one-parameter struc-
turally stable dynamic bifurcations. 
For the completion of the proof, methods for computing P,2 = 
ap,/au, and infinite-dimensional generalizations, we refer to one of the 
references already given. (See also Crandall and Rabinowitz [1978], 
Hassard, Kazarinoff and Wan [1981], and Gurel and Rossler [1979]. We 
also refer to Takens [1973] and Golubitsky and Langford [1981] for an 
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imperfection-sensitivity analysis when (H2) or (H3) fail and, to 
Thompson and Lunn [198Ia] for Hopf bifurcation with forcing, to Lang-
ford and Iooss [1980] for the interaction of the Hopf and pitchfork 
bifurcations and to Langford [[979] for the interaction of the Hopf and 
transcritical bifurcations. A "catalogue" of some of the important 
dynamic bifurcations is given in Abraham and Marsden [[978]. 
Box 4.2 Summary of Important Formulas for Section 7.4-
Dynamic Bifurcation 
A bifurcation in a parameter-dependent dynamical system means a 
qualitative change in the phase portrait as the parameter(s) varies. 
Liapunov's Theorem 
A fixed point is stable if the eigenvalue of the linearized system lie in 
the left half-plane. 
Bifurcation at a fixed point can occur only when eigenvalues cross 
the imaginary axis. 
Center Manifold 
An invariant manifold corresponding to the purely imaginary eigen-
values captures all the bifurcation behavior. 
Limit Point 
Bifurcation of fixed points occurring when a saddle and a sink self-
destruct (or are spontaneously created). 
Hopf Bifurcation 
If conditions (H 1), (H2), (H3) hold (see the previous box), then the 
fixed point bifurcates to a family of periodic orbits that are either super-
critical (stable) or are subcritical (unstable); see Figure 7.4.5 for the 
stable case. 
7.5 A SURVEY OF SOME APPLICATIONS 
TO ELASTODYNAMICSll 
As with Section 7.2, we shall give a biased and incomplete survey. The number of 
papers dealing with dynamical bifurcation in systems related to elasticity is 
astronomical. Two examples are Hsu [1977] and Reiss and Matkowsky [1971]. 
11 This section was written in collaboration with Philip Holmes. 
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We shall concentrate on the phenomena of flutter in various engineering sys-
tems_ We begin by describing some general features of flutter. 
A dynamical system is said to be fluttering if it has a stable closed orbit. 
Often flutter is suggested if a system linearized about a fixed point has two com-
plex conjugate eigenvalues with positive real part. However, a general proclama-
tion of this sort is certainly false, as shown in Figure 7.5.1. A theorem that can 
Phase 
portrait 
d = displacement ~) d 
- t / Phase 
/ _ ~ portrait 
?OR? 
(b) 
(a) ~ 
(b') 
Figure 7.5.1 (a) Linear "flutter." (b) Nonlinear flutter (limit cycle). 
(b') An example of linear, but not nonlinear, flutter (no limit cycle). 
be used to substantiate such a claim is the Hopf bifurcation theorem, which was 
proved in the preceding section. 
Similar remarks may be made about divergence (a saddle point or source) 
as shown in Figure 7.5.2. 
There are, in broad terms, three kinds of flutter of interest to the engineer. 
Here we briefly discuss these types. Our bibliography is not intended to be 
exhaustive, but merely to provide a starting point for the interested reader. 
5.1 Airfoil or Whole Wing Flutter on Aircraft Here linear stability methods 
do seem appropriate since virtually any oscillations are catastrophic. Control 
surface flutter probably comes under this heading also. See Bisplinghoff and 
Ashley [1962] and Fung [1955] for examples and discussion. 
~-+---4--- Disturbance --.... --
Time_ 
Divergence 
Ca) 
d 
Divcrgcnce 
(h) 
Figure 7.5.2 (a) Linear theory. (b) A nonlinear possibility. 
5.2 Cross-Flow Oscillations The familiar flutter of sun-blinds in a breeze 
comes under this heading. The "galloping" of power transmission lines and of 
tall buildings and suspension bridges provide examples that are of more direct 
concern to engineers: the famous Tacoma Narrows bridge disaster was caused 
by cross-flow oscillations. In such cases (small) limit cycle oscillations are accept-
able (indeed, they are inevitable), and so a nonlinear analysis is appropriate. 
Cross-flow flutter is believed to be due to the oscillating force caused by 
"von Karman" vortex shedding behind the body; see Figure 7.5.3. The alter-
ffi~~ 'i Cj u_: ~~_~5) -~-~ 
~G(t) ~~(t) 
Fi gure 7.5.3 
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nating stream of vortices leads to an almost periodic force F(t) transverse to thl 
flow in addition to the in-line force G(t); G(t) varies less strongly than F(t) 
The flexible body responds to F(t) and, when the shedding frequency (a functioI 
of fluid velocity, u, and the body's dimensions) and the body's natural (OJ 
resonance) frequency are close, then "lock on" or "entrainment" can occur all( 
large amplitude oscillations are observed. Experiments strongly suggest a limi 
cycle mechanism and engineers have traditionally modeled the situation by ~ 
van der Pol oscillator or perhaps a pair of coupled oscillators. See the sympo 
sium edited by Naudascher [1974] for a number of good survey articles; thl 
review by Parkinson is especially relevant. In a typical treatment, Novak [1969 
discusses a specific example in which the behavior is modeled by a free var 
der Pol type oscillator with nonlinear damping terms of the form 
ali + a2 i 2 + a3 i 3 + .... 
Such equations possess a fixed point at the origin x = i = 0 and can alsc 
possess multiple stable and unstable limit cycles. These cycles are created ir 
bifurcations as the parameters aI' a2 , •.• , which contain windspeed terms, vary 
Bifurcations involving the fixed-point and global bifurcations in which pairs oj 
limit cycles are created both occur. Parkinson also discusses the phenomenon oj 
entrainment that can be modeled by the forced van der Pol oscillator. 
Landi [1975] discusses such an example that displays both "hard" and "soft" 
excitation, or, in Arnold's [1972] term, strong and weak bifurcations. The model 
IS 
x + Ji + x = afPCL , 
CL + (oc - PCi + yC1)CL + Q2CL = bi. 
Here i = dldt and oc, P, y, J, a, b are generally positive constants for a given 
problem (they depend upon structural dimensions, fluid properties, etc.) and n 
is the vortex shedding frequency. As Q varies the system can develop limit cycles 
leading to a periodic variation in CL , the lift coefficient. The term aQ2CL then 
acts as a periodic driving force for the first equation, which represents one mode 
of vibration of the structure. This model, and that of Novak, appear to display 
generalized Hopf bifurcations (see Takens [1973] and Golubitsky and Langford 
[1981]). 
In related treatments, allowance has been made for the effects of (broad 
band) turbulence in the fluid stream by including stochastic excitations. Vacaitis 
et al. [1973] proposed such a model for the oscillations of a two degree of 
freedom structure and carried out some numerical and analogue computer 
studies. Holmes and Lin [1978] applied qualitative dynamical techniques to a 
deterministic version of this model prior to stochastic stability studies of the 
full model (Lin and Holmes [1978]). The Vacaitis model assumes that the von 
Karman vortex excitation can be replac~d by a term 
F(t) - F cos(fU + \{let)), 
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where n is the (approximate) vortex shedding frequency and 'P(t) is a random 
phase term. In common with all the treatments cited above, the actual mechan-
ism of vortex generation is ignored and "dummy" drag and lift coefficients are 
introduced. These provide discrete analogues of the actual fluid forces on the 
body. Iwan and Blevins [1974] and St. Hilaire [1976] have gone a little further in 
attempting to relate such force coefficients to the fluid motion, but the problem 
appears so difficult that a rigorous treatment is still impossible. The major 
problem is, of course, our present inability to solve the Navier-Stokes equations 
for viscous flow around a body. Potential flow solutions are of no help here, but 
recent advances in numerical techniques may be useful. Ideally a rigorous 
analysis of the fluid motion should be coupled with a continuum mechanical 
analysis of the structure. For the latter, see the elegant Hamiltonian formulation 
of Marietta [1976], for example. 
The common feature of all these treatments (with the exception of Marietta's) 
is the implicit reduction of an infinite-dimensional problem to one of finite 
dimensions, generally to a simple nonlinear oscillator. The use of center mani-
fold theory and the concept structural stability suggests that in some cases this 
reduction might be rigorously justified. To illustrate this we turn to the third 
broad class of flutter, which we discuss in more detail. 
5.3 Axial Flow-Induced Oscillations In this class of problems, oscillations 
are set up directly through the interaction between a fluid and a surface across 
which it is moving. Examples are oscillations in pipes and (supersonic) panel 
flutter; the latter is analyzed in 5.6 below. Experimental measurements (vibra-
tion records from nuclear reactor fuel pins, for example) indicate that axial 
flow-induced oscillations present a problem as severe as the more obvious one 
of cross-flow oscillations. See the monograph by Dowell [1975] for an account 
of panel flutter and for a wealth of further references. Oscillations of beams in 
axial flow and of pipes conveying fluid have been studied by Benjamin [1961], 
Paidoussis [1966], Paidoussis and Issid [1974] and Holmes [1980d]. Figure 7.5.4 
shows the three situations. In addition to the effects of the fluid flow velocity p, 
the structural element might also be subject to mechanical tensile or compressive 
forces r, which can lead to buckling instabilities even in the absence of fluid 
forces. 
The equations of motion of such systems, written in one-dimensional form 
and with all coefficients suitably nondimensionalized, can be shown to be of 
the type 
(Xi;'''' + v"" - (K { (v'(e»2 de + (J { (v'(ewce» de)V" + v 
+ [linear fluid and mechanical loading terms in v", iJ', Vi, iJ] = 0 (0) 
Here (X, (J > 0 are structural viscoelastic damping coefficients and K > 0 is a 
(nonlinear) measure of membrane stiffness; v = v(z, t) and· = a/at; , = a/az. 
(Holmes [1977a], Benjamin [1961], Paidoussis [1966], and Dowell [1975], for 
z=o 
Fixed ends 
z = 1 
~ vex, t) 
(a) 
o 
(b) 
v (z, t) 
(c) 
Figure 7.5.4 (a) Pipes conveying fluid. (b) Beam in axial flow. (c) 
Panel flutter. 
example, provide derivations of specific equations of this type.) The fluid forces 
are again approximated, but in a more respectable manner. 
In the case of panel flutter, jf a static pressure differential exists across the 
panel, the right-hand side carries an additional parameter P. Similarly, jf mecha-
nical imperfections exist so that compressive loads are not symmetric, then the 
"cubic" symmetry of (0) is destroyed. 
Problems such as those of Figure 7.5.4 have been widely studied both theore-
tically and experimentally, although, with the exception of Dowell and a num-
ber of other workers in the panel flutter area, engineers have for the most part 
concentrated on Ii near stability analyses. Such analyses can give misleading 
results. In many of these problems, engineers have also used low-dimensional 
models, even though the full problem has infinitely many degrees of freedom. 
Such a procedure can sometimes be justified if careful use is made of the 
center manifold theorem. 
Often the location of fixed points and the evolution of spectra about them 
have to be computed by making a Galerkin or other approximation and then 
using numerical techniques. There are obvious convergence problems (see 
Holmes and Marsden [1978a]), but once this is done, the organizing centers and 
dimension of the center manifolds can be determined relatively simply. 
4QR 
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5.4 Pipes Conveying Fluid and Supported at Both Ends Pipe flutter is an ex-
cellent illustration of the difference between the linear prediction of flutter and 
what actually happens in the nonlinear PDE model. The phase portrait on the 
center manifold in the nonlinear case is shown in Figure 7.5.5 at parameter 
values for which the linear theory predicts "coupled mode" flutter (cf. Paidoussis 
and Issid [1974] and Plaut and Huseyin [1975]). In fact, we see that the pipe 
merely settles to one of the stable buckled rest points with no nonlinear flutter. 
The presence of imperfections should not substantially change this situation. 
Ix I 
--------_ t 
\. Transient flutter 
(b) 
Figure 7.5.5 (a) Vector field. (b) Time evolution of a solution 
starting near {OJ. 
The absence of flutter in the nonlinear case can be seen by differentiating a 
suitable Liapunov function along solution curves of the PDE. In the pipe flutter 
case the PDE is 
(//i;"" + v"" - {r - p2 + y(1 - z) + K II v' 112 + (J<v', 'Ii')}v" 
+ 2,.jpp'li' + yv' + O'li + V = 0. 
Here II • II and <', .) denote the usual V- norm and inner product and solutions 
x = (v, 'Ii) lie in a Hilbert space a: = H;([O, 1]) X V([O, 1]). (See Section 6.5 for 
the specific analytic framework for such a problem.) For our Liapunov function 
we choose the energy, in this case given by 
H(x(t» = t II 'Ii 112 + t II v" W + r -; p2 11 v' W + ~ II v' 114 + ~ <[1 - z]v', v'). 
Differentiating H(x(t» along solution curves yields 
~~ = -0 II 'Ii 112 - ex II 'Ii" W - (J<v', 'Ii')2 - 2,.jp p<'Ii', 'Ii). 
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Since (iJ', v) = 0 and 0, ex, (J > 0, dH/dt is negative for all v > 0 and thus al 
solutions must approach rest points. In particular, for r < r 0' the first Eule 
buckling load, all solutions approach Xo = {OJ E X and the pipe remain 
straight. Thus a term of the type pil' cannot lead to nonlinear flutter. In the cas I 
of a beam in axial flow, terms of this type and of the type p2V' both occur ant 
nonlinear flutter evidently can take place (see Paidoussis (1966] for a linea 
analysis). Experimental observations actually indicate that fluttering motion 
more complex than limit cycles can occur. 
5.5 Cantilevered Pipes Flexible pipes free at one end can flutter. Anyonl 
who has played with a hose knows this. Benjamin [1961] has some excellen 
photographs of a two-link model. Here flutter is caused by the so-called followe 
force at the free end, which introduces an additional term into the energ: 
equation. 
Recently, Sethna [1980], and references therein, has shown how the Hop 
bifurcation can be used to obtain the flutter in this problem. His model allow: 
only planar motions of the pipe. The three-dimensional problem is especiall~ 
interesting because of the S' symmetry about the axis of the pipe. This leads ont 
to guess that the flutter will become modulated in a subsequent bifurcation, a: 
in the analysis of Rand (1982] for the Taylor problem in fluid mechanics. Set 
also Thompson and Lunn (198Ib]. 
5.6 Panel Flutter Now we turn to an analysis of panel flutter. We considel 
the "one-dimensional" panel shown in Figure 7.5.4(c) and we shall be interestec 
in bifurcations near the trivial zero solution. The equation of motion of such ~ 
thin panel, fixed at both ends and undergoing "cylindrical" bending (or spanwis( 
bending) can be written as 
exv"" + v"" - (r + K fa' (V'(C;»)2 de + (J fa' (v'(e)v'(e)) de)vll 
+ pv" + --ip ov + iJ = O. (1) 
See Dowell [1975] and Holmes [1977a]. Here· = a/at, ' = a/az, and we have 
included viscoelastic structural damping terms ex, (J as well as aerodynamic 
damping --ipo. K represents nonlinear (membrane) stiffness, p the dynamic 
pressure, and r an in-plane tensile load. All quantities are nondimensionalized 
and associated with (I). We have boundary conditions at z = 0, I, which might 
typically be simply supported (v = v" = 0) or clamped (v = v' = 0). In the 
following we make the physically reasonable assumption that ex, (J, 0, K are 
fixed> 0 and let the control parameter p = rep, r) I p > O} vary. In contrast to 
previous studies in which (I) and similar equations were analyzed for specific 
parameter values and initial conditions by numerical integration of a finite-
dimensional Galerkin approximation, here we study the qualitative behavior of 
(1) under the action of p. 
As in Section 6.5, we first redefine (I) as an ODE on a Banach space, choosing 
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as our basic space ~ = H;([O, 1]) x L2([O, 1]), where H; denotes H2 functions in 
[0, 1] that vanish at 0, 1. Set II {v, v} Ilx = (II v W + II v" W)I/2, where II . II denotes 
the usual L2-norm and define the linear operator 
Cf.lv = -v'''' + rv" - pv', 
DJ'v = -av"" - ,.jp&v. (2) 
The basic domain :D(AJ') of AI" consists of (v, v) E ~ such that v E H; and 
v + av E H4; particular boundary conditions necessitate further restrictions. 
After defining the nonlinear operator B(v, v) = (0, [Kllv'W + u<v', v')]v"), 
where < , ) denotes the L2 inner product, (1) can be rewritten as 
c::: = AJ'x + B(x) - Gix) x = (v, v) x(t) E :D(AJ')' (3) 
From Section 6.5 recall that we have an energy function H: ~ ---> IR defined by 
H(v,v)=tllvI12+tllv"W+ ~llv'112+ ~llv'W (4) 
and 
~~ = -p<v', v) -,.jP &llv W - a IW' W - u<v', V)2. 
In Section 6.5 we showed that (3) and hence (1) defines a unique smooth 
global semi-flow F,P on ~. 
By making two-mode and four-mode approximations, one finds that for 
u = 0.0005, & = 0.1, the operator AI' has a double zero eigenvalue at p, = 
(p, r) ~ (110, -22.6) (the point 0 in Figure 7.5.6), the remaining eigenvalues 
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Figure 7.5.6 Partial bifurcation set for the two-mode panel (a = 
0.005, & = 0.1). 
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being in the left half-plane. (See Holmes [1977a] and Holmes and Marsden [1 978a].) 
Thus around the zero solution we obtain a four-dimensional suspended center 
manifold. (Note that the control parameter Jl is now two dimensional.) Referring 
to the eigenvalue evolution at the zero solution in Figure 7.5.7, which is obtained 
numerically, we are able to fill in the portions of the bifurcation diagram shown 
in Figure 7.5.6. 
Unit circle 
(a) (b) 
bifurcation 
(c) (d) 
Figure 7.5.7 Eigenvalue evolutions for DF/'(O): X -> X, rfixed, p 
increasing, estimated from two-mode model. (a) r = o. (b) r = 
-16. (c) r ~ -21.91. (d) r = -24. 
A supercritical Hopf bifurcation occurs crossing Bh and a symmetrical saddle 
node on BsI , as shown. These are the flutter and buckling or divergence insta-
bilities detected in previous studies such as Dowell's. Moreover, finite-dimen-
sional computations for the two fixed points {±xo} appearing on Bsl and existing 
in region III show that they are sinks (I spectrum (DF/(±xo») 1 < 1) below a 
curve B~ originating at 0, which we also show on Figure 7.5.6. As Jl crosses B~ 
transversally, {±xo} undergo simultaneous Hopf bifurcations before coalescing 
with {OJ on Bsi • A fuller description of the bifurcations, including those occur-
ring on BS2 and Bs3 , is provided by Holmes [1977a]. First consider the case where 
Jl crosses Bs2 from region I to. region III, not at 0. Here the eigenvalues indicate 
that a saddle-node bifurcation occurs. In Holmes [1977a] exact expressions are 
derived for the new fixed points {±xo} in the two-mode case. This then approxi-
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mates the behavior of the full evolution equation and the associated semiflow 
F/,: X --> X and we can thus assert that a symmetric saddle-node bifurcation 
occurs on a one-dimensional manifold as shown in Figure 7.5.6 and that the 
"new" fixed points are sinks in region III. Next consider J.l crossing Bh\O. Here 
the eigenvalue evolution shows that a Hopf bifurcation occurs on a two-mani-
fold and use of the stability calculations from Hassard [1979] show that the 
family of closed orbits existing in region II are attracting. 
Now let J.l cross B 32 \0 from region II to region IJIa. Here the closed orbits 
presumably persist, since they lie at a finite distance from the bifurcating fixed 
point {OJ. In fact, the new points {±xo} appearing on B32 are saddles in region 
IlIa, with two eigenvalues of spectrum (DGJl(±xo)) in the right half-plane and all 
others in the left half-plane. As this bifurcation occurs one of the eigenvalues of 
spectrum DF/'(O) passes into the unit circle so that throughout regions IlIa and 
III {OJ remains a saddle. Finally, consider what happens when J.l crosses B~ from 
region IlIa to III. Here {±xo} undergo simultaneous Hopfbifurcations and the 
stability calculations show that the resultant sinks in region III are surrounded 
by a family of repelling closed orbits. We do not yet know how the multiple 
closed orbits of region III interact or whether any other bifurcations occur, but 
we now have a partial picture of behavior near 0 derived from the two-mode 
approximation and from use of the stability criterion. The key to completing 
this analysis lies in the point 0, the "organizing center" of the bifurcation set at 
which B32 , Bh , and B~ meet. 
According to our general scheme, we now postulate that our bifurcation 
diagram near 0 is stable to small perturbations in our (approximate) equations. 
Takens' bifurcation shown in Figure 7.4.7 is consistent with the information 
found in Figure 7.5.6. Thus we are led to the complete bifurcation diagram 
shown in Figure 7.5.8 with the oscillations in various regions as shown in Figure 
7.4.7. 
One can actually check this rigorously by proving that our vector field on 
p 
110 
100L-~ __ ~ __ ~~ __ ~ __ ~~ __ ~ __ ~~ 
-20 -25 
r 
-30 
Figure 7.5.8 A local model for bifurcations of the panel near 0, 
(p, n ~ (107.8, -21.91); rJ, = 0.005, 0 = 0.1. 
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the center manifold has the appropriate normal form. This calculation is rather 
long. See Holmes [1982]. 
Although the eigenvalue computations used in this analysis were derived 
from two and four mode models (in which AI' of (2) is replaced by a 4 X 4 or 
8 X 8 matrix and OC is replaced by a vector space isomorphic to 1R4 or IRS), the 
convergence estimates of Holmes and Marsden [1978a] indicate that in the infi-
nite-dimensional case the behavior remains qualitatively identical. In particular, 
for p, E 'U, a neighborhood of 0, all eigenvalues but two remain in the negative 
half-plane. Thus the dimension of the center manifold does not increase and our 
four-dimensional "essential model," a two-parameter vector field on a 2-mani-
fold, provides a local model for the onset of flutter and divergence. We are 
therefore justified in locally replacing the infinite-dimensional semiflow F,": 
OC ~ OC by a finite-dimensional system. Moreover, the actual vector fields and 
bifurcation set shown in Figure 7.4.7. can be realized by the explicit nonlinear 
oscillator 
Y,11 > ° 
or YI = Yz Y2 = -AIYI - AzYz - YYIZYz - 11YI 3 • (5) 
In engineering terms (5) might be thought of as a "nonlinear normal mode" 
of the system of Equation (1), with AI, A.z representing equivalent linear stiffness 
and damping. (See Rosenberg [1966].) Note, however, that the relationship 
between the coordinates YI' Yz and any conveniently chosen basis in the function 
space OC is likely to be nonlinear: in particular, a single "natural" normal mode 
model of the panel flutter problem cannot exhibit flutter, although it can diverge. 
(See Holmes [1977a]; flutter occurs through coupling between the natural (linear) 
normal modes.) 
The bifurcation diagram in Figure 7.4.7 for panel flutter is derived under an 
assumption of symmetry. One would expect extremely complex dynamics to be 
possible if this symmetry is broken because the homoclinic orbits can be broken. 
The reason we say this is explained in the next section. In fact, Dowell [1980] has 
found numerically that in certain parameter regions, chaotic dynamics occurs in 
panel flutter. This indicates that breaking the symmetry in Figure 7.4.7-
which amounts to an imperfection sensitivity analysis-gives a bifurcation to 
chaotic dynamics. A situation where one can actually prove such an assertion 
is described in the next section. 
7.6 BIFURCATIONS IN THE FORCED OSCILLATIONS 
OF A BEAMI2 
In recent years many examples of dynamical systems have been found with the 
property that the equations of motion are relatively simple, yet the trajectories 
are very complex and depend very sensitively on the initial data. The literature 
IZThis section was written jointly with Philip Holmes and is based on Holmes and Marsden 
[1981]. 
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on this topic is vast, but some of the more accessible works are Temam [1976], 
Ratiu and Bernard [1977], Lorenz [1979], Gurel and Rossler [1979], Holmes 
[1980a], Collet and Eckman [1980], and Guckenheimer and Holmes [1983]. 
Our goal is to sketch a method that enables one to rigorously describe some 
of the complexity in the dynamics of a forced beam. Experimentally, aperiodic 
or apparently random motions have been observed by Tseng and Dugundjii 
[1971] and by Moon [1980a, b]. One sees in a power spectrum, periodicity 
(energy concentrated at certain frequencies) shift to aperiodicity (energy spread 
over a broad band of frequencies) as a parameter is increased. As we shall see, 
our analysis enables one to compute explicitly the bifurcation point where peri-
odicity switches to aperiodicity for a special class of equations. 
We shall consider a motivating example first and state the results for it. 
Following this we shall describe the methods by which they are obtained. 
Consider a beam that is buckled by an external load r, so that there are two 
stable and one unstable equilibrium states (see Figure 7.6.1). The whole structure 
f cos wt 
c .. 
Figure 7.6.1 The forced, buckled beam. 
is shaken with a transverse periodic displacement, f cos rot and the beam moves 
due to its inertia. One observes periodic motion about either of the two stable 
equilibria for small f, but as f is increased, the motion becomes aperiodic or 
chaotic. 
A specific model for the transverse deflection w(z, t) of the centerline of the 
beam is the following partial differential equation 
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where· = ajat, ' = ajaz, r = external load, K = stiffness due to "membrane' 
effects, 0 = damping, and E is a parameter used to measure the size of 1 and 0 
Among many possible boundary conditions we shall choose w = w" = 0 a 
z = 0, I-that is, simply supported, or hinged, ends. With these boundary con 
ditions, the eigenvalues of the linearized, unforced equations-that is, complel 
numbers A such that 
A2 w + w"" + rw" = 0 
for some non-zero w satisfying w = w" = 0 at z = 0, I-form a countable sel 
Ai = ±nj "Jr - n2j2 (j = 1,2, ... ). 
Assume that n 2 < r < 4n2 , 
in which case the solution w = 0 is unstable with one positive and one negative 
eigenvalue, and the nonlinear equation (1) with E = 0, K> 0 has two nontrivial 
stable buckled equilibrium states. 
A simplified model for the dynamics of (1) is obtained by seeking lowest 
mode solutions of the form 
w(z, t) = x(t) sin(nz). 
Substitution into (1) and taking the inner product with the basis function 
sin(nz), gives a Duffing-type equation for the modal displacement x(t): 
x - px + IXX 3 = fey cos rot - ox), (2) 
where p = n2(r - n2) > 0, IX = Kn4j2, and l' = 4ljn. 
Further assumptions we make on (1) follow: 
1. (No resonance): j2n2(j2n2 - n"* ro2 (j = 2, 3, 4, ... ). 
2. (Large forcing to damping ratio): 
1 nr-n2 h( ro ) (b'f . .) ~ > 3 ro"J K cos 2"Jr _ n2 [ urcatlOn pomt . 
3. (Small forcing and damping): E is sufficiently small. 
By the results of Section 6.5, (1) has well-defined smooth global dynamics on 
the Banach space ~ = H~ X L2 of pairs (w, w). In particular, there is a time 
2njro map P: ~ ~ ~ that takes initial data and advances it in time by one period 
of the forcing function. The main result shows that the map P has complicated 
dynamics in a very precise sense. 
6.1 Theorem Under the above hypotheses, there is some power p N 01 P that 
has a compact invariant set A c ~ on which pN is conjugate to a shift on two 
symbols. In particular, (1) has infinitely many periodic orbits with arbitrarily high 
period. 
This set A arises in a way similar to Smale's famous "horseshoe" that is 
described below. The statement that pN is conjugate to a shift on two symbols 
means that there is a homeomorphism h: A --> (space of bi-infinite sequences of 
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O's and l's) = {C ... , a_ 2, a_I, ao, aI, a2, . .. )1 aj = 0 or l,j E l} = {O, l}l such 
that hopN oh- I is the shift map taking the sequence (a) to the sequence (hj ), 
where h j = aj-I' Any periodic sequence then gives a periodic point for PN. 
There are many results on periodic orbits for partial differential equations. 
Perhaps the best are due to Rabinowitz [1978]. However, the approach and 
results here are quite different. 
Let us now explain briefly how the "horseshoe" comes about. We consider 
Equation (2) for simplicity although the basic idea is the same for (1). The key 
thing is that when f = 0 (no forcing or damping) the flow has homoclinic 
orbits-that is, an orbit connecting a saddle point to itself. See Figure 7.6.2. In 
fact, this equation is Hamiltonian on 1R2 with 
( ')2 P 2 4 H(x x)_~_~+(J,x. 
, - 2 2 4 
x 
xo(t) = I¥ sech (Kt) 
Figure 7.6.2 
The flow of this system is the familiar figure eight pattern with a homoclinic 
orbit given by 
xo(t) = )¥ sech(,JJft). 
When forcing and damping are turned on (f > 0) the idea is to use a technique 
of Melnikov [1963] (see also Arnold [1964]) to give a criterion for when the map 
P has stable and unstable manifolds that intersect transversally (see Figure 
7.6.3). We shall go through this procedure shortly. Redrawing the situation, we 
have a map P of 1R2 to itself with stable and unstable manifolds as shown in 
Figure 7.6.4. It is plausible that the rectangle at is mapped as shown under a 
high power N of P. This is the reason for the name "horseshoe." Smale's basic 
work on this (Smale [1963], [1967]) was motivated by work of Cartwright, 
x 
Unstable manifold 
-r----------------~~~--------------_+~x 
Figure 7.6.3 
Stable manifold 
ofP 
Figure 7.6.4 
Transversal intersection 
Unstable manifold of P 
"I' 
d. Image of (R under a 
'j power of P 4 
;:f:;' 
Littlewood, and Levinson on nonlinear oscillations. The invariant set A is 
obtained as A = n:=_~(pN)n(CR). 
For purposes of Equation (1) one requires an infinite-dimensional generaliza-
tion of this situation. Using an elegant argument of Conley and Moser (see 
Moser [1973]) this was done by Holmes and Marsden [1981]. Some important 
refinements of this horseshoe picture for two-dimensional systems have been 
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obtained by Chow, Hale and Mallet-Paret [1980] and Greenspan and Holmes 
[1982]. 
It is known that the time t-maps of the Euler and Navier-Stokes equations 
written in Lagrangian coordinates are smooth (Ebin and Marsden [1970]). Thus 
the methods described here can apply to these equations, in principle. On regions 
with no boundary, one can regard the Navier-Stokes equations with forcing as 
a perturbation of a Hamiltonian system (the Euler eauations). Thus, if one knew 
a homoclinic orbit for the Euler equations, then the methods of this section 
would produce infinitely many periodic orbits with arbitrarily high period, indi-
cative of turbulence. No specific examples of this are known to us (one could 
begin by looking on the two-torus T2 and studying Arnold [1966]). 
Similar situations probably arise in traveling waves and the current-driven 
Josephson junction. For example, an unforced sine-Gordon equation with 
damping studied by M. Levi seems to possess a homoclinic orbit (cf. Levi, 
Hoppenstadt, and Miranker [1978]). Presumably the ideas will be useful for the 
KdVequation as well. 
There has been considerable interest recently in chaotic dynamics and 
strange attractors (cf. Gurel and Rossler [1979] and Hellman [1980]). The 
methods described here do not prove they exist for (1) or (2), but they do provide 
evidence that they are there. For a discussion in connection with (2), see Holmes 
[I979b]. The difference between our set A and a true strange attractor S is that 
S is an attracting set and the flow near S has well-defined statistical properties. 
However, A is not an attractor; the flow near A is statistical for a long time, but 
eventually this leaks out. For a discussion of horseshoes in Hamiltonian sys-
tems, see Holmes and Marsden [1982a] and Kopell and Washburn [1981]. 
We shall now outline the abstract methods by which the result on transversal 
intersection is proved. 
We consider an evolution equation in a Banach space ~ of the form 
.x = fo(x) + ffl (x, t), (3) 
where fl is periodic of period Tin t. Our hypotheses on (3) are as follows: 
(HI) (a) Assume fo(x) = Ax + B(x), where A is an (unbounded) linear oper-
ator that generates a Co one-parameter group of transformations on ~ 
and where B: ~ ---> ~ is C~. Assume that B(O) = 0 and DB(O) = O. 
(b) Assume fl : ~ X SI ---> ~ is C~, where SI = IR/(T), the circle of length T. 
From the results of Section 6.5, Assumption (1) implies that the associated 
suspended autonomous system on ~ X SI, 
~ = fo(x) + ffl(x, fJ),} 
fJ = 1, 
(4) 
has a smooth local flow, F:. This means that F:: ~ X SI ---> ~ X Sl is a 
smooth map defined for small 1 t I, which is jointly continuous in all variables 
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E, t, X E ~, 8 E SI, and for Xo in the domain of A, t ~ F:(xo, 80 ) is the uniqm 
solution of (4) with initial condition x o, 80 • 
The final part of Assumption (1) follows: 
(c) Assume that F: is defined for all t E IRfor E > ° sufficiently small. 
Our second assumption is that the unperturbed system is Hamiltonian. We 
recall from Chapter 5 that this means that ~ carries a skew-symmetric contin-
uous bilinear map !l: ~ X ~ ---> IR, which is weakly non-degenerate (i.e., 
!leu, v) = ° for all v implies u = 0), called the symplectic form, and there is a 
smooth function Ho: ~ ---> IR such that 
!l(fo(x), u) = dHo(x).u 
for all x in :D(A), the domain of A. 
(H2) (a) Assume that the unperturbed system x = fo(x) is Hamiltonian with 
energy Ho : ~ ---> IR. 
Problem 6.1 Verify that Equations (1) and (2) are Hamiltonian on 
Hi X L2 and 1R2, respectively. The Hamiltonian for (1) is 
H(w, w) = -!llwW - ~ IIw'W + -!lIw"W + ~ IIw'W. 
(b) Assume there is a symplectic 2-manifold ~ c ~ invariant under the 
flow F~ and that on ~ the fixed point Po = ° has a homoc!inic orbit 
xo(t); that is: 
xo(t) = fo(xo(t» 
and lim xo(t) = lim xo(t) = 0. 
,-++00 t--oo 
Next we introduce a non-resonance hypothesis. 
(H3) (a) Assume that the forcing term fl (x, t) in (3) has the form 
fl(x, t) = Alx + f(t) + g(x, t), (5) 
where A I : ~ ---> ~ is a bounded linear operator,f is periodic with period 
T, g(x, t) is t-periodic with period T and satisfies g(O, t) = 0, D xg(O, t) = 
0, so g admits the estimate 
II g(x, t) II < (const.) II x W 
for x in a neighborhood ofO. 
(b) Suppose that the "linearized" system 
XL = AXL + EAlxL + Ef(t) 
has a T-periodic solution xL(t, E) such that xL(t, E) = O(E). 
(6) 
(7) 
For finite-dimensional systems, (H3) can be replaced by the assumption that 
1 does not lie in the spectrum of eTA; that is, none of the eigenvalues of A 
resonates with the forcing frequency. 
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Next, we need an assumption that A I contributes positive damping and that 
Po = ° is a saddle. 
(H4) (a) For f = 0, eTA has a spectrum consisting of two simple real eigen-
values e±lT (l "* 0) with the rest of the spectrum on the unit circle. 
(b) For f > 0, eT(A+<A,) has a spectrum consisting of two simple real eigen-
values ent- (varying continuously in f from perturbation theory of 
spectra) with the rest of the spectrum, aR, inside the unit circle I z I = 1 
and obeying the estimates 
C 2f < distance(aR, I z I = 1) < Clf (8) 
for CI , C2 positive constants. 
Finally, we need an extra hypothesis on the nonlinear term. We have already 
assumed B vanishes at least quadratically as does g. Now we assume B vanishes 
cubically. 
(HS) B(O) = 0, DB(O) = 0, and D2 B(O) = 0. 
This implies that in a neighborhood of 0, II B(x) II < const. II x W. (Actually 
B(x) = 0(11 x W) would do.) 
Consider the suspended system (4) with its flow Fi; X X SI ---> X X st. Let 
P<; X ---> X be defined by P«x) = 1t t ·(Ff(x, 0)), where 1t 1 ; X X st ---> X is the 
projection onto the first factor. The map P' is just the Poincare map for the flow 
Fi. Note that PO(po) = Po, and that fixed points of p. correspond to periodic 
orbits of Pi. 
6.2 Lemma Forf> Osmall,thereisauniquefixedpointp.ofP·nearpo = 0; 
moreover, P. - P 0 = O(f); that is, there is a constant K such that lip. II < Kf 
(for all small f). 
For ordinary differential equations, Lemma 6.2 is a standard fact about 
persistence of fixed points, assuming 1 does not lie in the spectrum of eTA (i.e., 
Po is hyperbolic). For general partial differential equations, the proof is similar 
in spirit, but is more delicate, requiring our assumptions. See Holmes and 
Marsden [1981] for details. An analysis of the spectrum yields the following. 
6.3 Lemma For f > ° sUfficiently small, the spectrum of DP·(p.) lies strictly 
inside the unit circle with the exception of the single real eigenvalue eTA: > 1. 
The next lemma deals with invariant manifolds. 
6.4 Lemma Corresponding to the eivengvalues eAt-, there are unique invariant 
manifolds W8S(p.) (the strong stable manifold) andWU(p.) (the unstable manifold) 
of P. for the map P. such that: 
(i) WSS(P.) and wu(p<) are tangent to the eigenspaces of eAt-, respectively, 
at P •. 
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(ii) They are invariant under P'. 
(iii) ffx E WSS(p,), then 
lim (p,)n(x) = p" 
and if x E W"(p,), then 
lim (p')n(x) = p,. 
n--OQ 
CH. 7 
(iv) For any finite t*, W8S(p,) is C' close as f -> 0 to the homoclinic orbit 
xit) (t* < t < 00) and for any finite t*, W"(p,) is Cr close to xoCt) 
(- 00 < t < t*) as f -> O. Here, r is any fixed integer (0 < r < 00). 
The Poincare map P' was associated to the section X X {OJ in X X Sl. 
Equally well, we can take the section X X {to} to get Poincare maps Pi,. By 
definition, P:,(x) = nl(F~(x, to». There is an analogue of Lemmas 6.2, 6.3, and 
6.4 for Pi,. Let p,(to) denote its unique fixed point and W~s(p,(to» and 
W~(p.(to» be its strong stable and unstable manifolds. Lemma 6.3 implies that 
the stable manifold WS(p,) of p, has codimension I in X. The same is then true 
of WS(P.(to» as well. 
Let Y,(t) denote the periodic orbit of the (suspended) system with 1',(0) = 
(Po 0). We have 
y.(t) = (P.(t), t). 
The invariant manifolds for the periodic orbit r. are denoted Wss(r .), WS(r .), 
and wu(y,). We have 
See Figure 7.6.5. 
WS(p.(to» = WS(r.) n (X X {toD, 
wss(p.(to» = wss(Y.) n (X X {to}), 
WU(P.(to) = W"(y,) n (X X {to}). 
We wish to study the structure of W~(P.(to» and W:(P.(to» and their inter-
sections. To do this, we first study the perturbation of solution curves in 
W!s(y,), W!(y.), and W~(y .). 
Choose a point, say xo(O), on the homoclinic orbit for the unperturbed sys-
tem. Choose a codimension 1 hyperplane H transverse to the homoclinic orbit 
at xo(O). Since W!s(P.(to» is C' close to xo(O), it intersects H in a unique point, 
say x:(to, to). Define (x:(t, to), t) to be the unique integral curve of the suspended 
system (4) with initial condition x:(to, to). Define x~(t, to) in a similar way. We 
have 
x:(to, to) = xo(O) + fV S + O(f2), 
x~(to, to) = xo(O) + fV" + O(f2), 
by construction, where II O(f2) II < canst.· f2 and V S and v" are fixed vectors. 
Notice that 
! 
Identify 
Figure 7.6.5 
Since x:(t, to) is an integral curve of a perturbation, we can write 
x:(t, to) = xo(t - to) + fxf(t, to) + 0(f2), 
where xf(t, Yo) is the solution of the first variation equation 
with xf(to, 00) = v'. 
Define the Melnikov function by 
A..(t, to) = nUo(xo(t - to», x:(t, to) - x~(t, to» 
and set 
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6.5 Lemma If f is sufficiently small and l1.(t 0) has a simple zero at some t ( 
and maxima and minima that are at least O(f), then W~(P.(to» and W:(p.(to); 
intersect transversally near xo(O). 
The idea is that if l1.(to) changes sign, then x:(to, to) - x:(to, to) change~ 
orientation relative to fo (xo (0». Indeed, this is what symplectic forms measure. 
If this is the case, then as to increases, x!(to, to) and x~(to, to) "cross," producing 
the transversal intersection. 
The next lemma gives a remarkable formula that enables one to explicitly 
compute the leading order terms in 11.(to) in examples. 
6.6 Lemma The following formula holds: 
l1.(to) = -f f= OUo(xo(t - to», ft(xo(t - to), t» dt + O(f2). 
Proof Write 11.(t, to) = 11:(t, to) - 11-;(t, to) + O(f2), 
where 
and 
11;(t, to) = OUo(xo(t - to», fxi(t, to» 
11-;(t, to) = OUo(xo(t - to»' fxi(t, to». 
Using Equation (9), we get 
;t 11:(t, to) = O(Dfo(xo(t, to»·fo(xoCt - to», fXW, to» 
+ OUo(xo(t - to», f{Dfo(xo(t - t o»·x1(t, to) + ft(xo(t - to), t)}). 
Since fo is Hamiltonian, Dfo is O-skew. Therefore, the terms involving xi drop 
out, leaving 
;t 11:(t, to) = O(fo(xo(t - to», fft(xo(t - to), t». 
Integrating, we have 
-11:(to, to) = f f= OUo(xo(t - to»,ft(xoCt - to), t» dt, 
to 
since 
Similarly, we obtain 
11-;(to, to) = f f~ OUo(xo(t - to»,ft(xo(t - to), t» dt 
and adding gives the stated formula. I 
We summarize the situation as follows: 
6.7 Theorem Let hypotheses (Hl)-(H5) hold. Let 
M(to) = f': OUoCxo(t - to»,[t(xo(t - to), t) dt. 
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Suppose that M(t a) has a simple zero as a/unction o/ta. Then/or € > 0 sufficiently 
small, the stable manifold W:(P.(t a» 0/ P. for pro and the unstable manifold 
W~(p.(ta)) intersect transversally. 
Having established the transversal intersection of the stable and unstable 
manifolds, one can now substitute into known results in dynamical systems (going 
back to Poincare) to deduce that the dynamics must indeed be complex. In par-
ticular, Theorem 6.1 concerning Equation (1) may be deduced. The calculations 
needed for the examples are outlined in the following problems. 
Problem 6.2 (Holmes [1980b)) Consider Equation (2). Show that the 
Melnikov function is given by 
M(ta) = f= (x)' cos wt - ow) dt, 
where x stands for xo(t - ta) = (.j2P/r:t) sech ,.)7J(t - ta). Evaluate the 
integral using residues: 
) 2 sin wta 40P
3/ 2 M(t ) - - 2)'nw - --' 
a - (X cosh(nw/2,.) P) 3r:t 
Thus, show that the critical value )'. above which transversal intersection 
occurs is 
4op3/2 ( nw ) )'. = 3w,.)2r:t cosh 2")7{ . 
Problem 6.3 Show that a homoclinic orbit for (1) is given by 
2 /r-n2 ;--
wa(z,t)=7i"V K sin(nz)sech(t1t,yf'-n 2). 
Use Problem 6.2 to compute the Melnikov function and hence arrive at 
the bifurcation value given on p. 506. 
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constitutive relation, 221 
isotropic, maximal, 292 
J 
Jacobian determinant, 85 
Jacobian matrix, 186 
Jacobi's identity, 72 
Jaumann stress rate, 100 
jet, 276 
jump discontinuity conditions, 126 
K 
K-form,104 
K-neighborhood,412 
K-stable,413 
Killing equation, 99 
Killing form, 465 
Killing vector field, 99 
kinematics, 1,25 
kinetic energy, 144 
Kirchhoff problem, 457 
Kirchhoff shell theory, 284 
Kirchhoff stress, 168, 204 
Korn's inequalities, 322, 324, 351 
Krasnoselskii's theorem, 445 
L 
Lagrange equations, 267, 270 
Lagrangian function, 251,267, 269, 290, 
293 
Lagrangian density, 277 
Lagrangian, null, 368, 278 
Lagrangian strain tensor, 56 
Lagrangian submanifolds, 290 
Lagrangian systems, 267 
Lagrangian vector field, 269 
Lame moduli, 10, 241 
Laplace transform relation, 338 
latent bifurcation point, 433 
Lax equivalence theorem, 341 
left Cauchy-Green tensor, 50 
left stretch tensor, 51 
Legendre transform, 197,267 
Legendre-Hadamard condition, 19, 240 
Leibniz rule, 187 
Lemma, Poincare. 110 
Levi-Civita connection, 75 
Liapunov's theorem, 482 
Liapunov-Schmidt procedure, 436, 478 
Lie algebra, 218 
Lie bracket, 72, 218 
Lie derivative 22,95,98 
Lie transforms, 434 
lifetime, 263 
lift, vertical, 274 
limit point, 433,437,486 
linear elasticity, 9, 238 
linear elastodynamics 345 
with dissipative mechanisms, 357 
energy criterion for, 350 
existence theorem for, 346 
linear flutter, 494 
linear Hamiltonian systems, 259 
linear"hyperelasticity, as symmetric hyper-
bolic system, 368 
linear mapping, bounded, 183 
linearization, 227 232 
of the boundary conditions, 236 
of elastostatics, 235 
of the equations of motion, 236 
of F. 233 
ofP,235 
linearization instability, 16 
linearization stability, 243,479 
linearization stability, of elastostatics, 481 
linearization unstable, 244,463 
linearized elasticity, validity of, 462 
lines, coordinate, 29 
Liouville's theorem, 113 
liquid crystals, 139 
!oad(s), 4, 475 
equilibra ted 465 
incremental, 237 
parallel 476 
type 1,475 
type 0, 467 
types, 477 
loading, dead, 235 
load map, astatic, 465 
local configuration, 172, 189 
local existence and uniqueness, elastostatics, 
371 
local force, 1 73 
local model 172 
local number density, 308 
local virtual displacement, 172 
locality, axiom of, 190 
localization, 88 
localization theorem, 122, 123 
locally controllable system, 422 
lock on, 496 
logarithmic convexity, 351 
Lumer-Phillips theorem, 340 
luminal area 13 0 
luminal boundary, 130 
luminal surface, 131 
M 
manifold, 35 
center, 438, 484 
domain, 266 
flat, 81 
invariant, 511 
manifold (cont'd) 
reference, 298 
stable, 484 
symplectic, 265 
unstable, 484 
map 
inversion, 229 
tangent, 38 
harmonic, 297 
mass density, 85 
mass flux, 4 
mass form, 88 
master balance inequality, 122 
master balance law, 121 
material 
angular momentum, 287 
apparent 3-acceleration of, 300 
coordinates of, 28 
elastic, 8 
4-acceleration, frame, 300 
4-acceleration, world-tube, 299 
4-velocity, 299 
Hadamard, 11 
homogeneous, 8, 191 
hyperelastic, 8, 240, 317 
isotropic, 9, 220, 290, 293 
master balance law, 122 
Mooney-Rivlin, 11,224,451 
neo-Hookean,.l1, 224,448 
St. Venant and Kirchhoff, 223 
material acceleration, 2, 26 
material compliance tensor, 206 
material derivative, 3, 73 
material frame indifference, 8, 152, 194 
material invariance, 9 
material momentum, 286 
material points, 2 
material strain tensor, 56 
material symmetry, 217 
group, 217 
infinitesimal, 218 
material time derivative, 33 
material velocity, 26, 299 
material covariance, 201 
matrix, Jacobian, 186 
rotation, 51 
maximal isotropic, 292 
Maxwell's equations, 108 
Maxwell's relations, 289, 295 
Maxwell's rule, 452 
Maxwell's two-form, 108 
Mean area, 130 
mean curvature, 22, 90, 92 
mean stress, 241 
mean value inequality, 186 
mechanical power, 144 
media, directed, 138 
Melnikov function, 513 
Melnikov technique, 507 
memory, 357 
memory type, viscoelasticity of, 360 
methods 
continuity, 375 
convexity, 375 
semi-inverse, 454 
topological, 375 
metric 
observed, 157 
orbit of, 165 
Riemannian, 68 
metric tensor, 44 
Meyer-Serrin theorem, 326 
minimal coupling, 165 
minimizers, 375 
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mixed boundary conditions, 211 
mode jumping, 457 
model 
global, 171 
local, 172 
modulus, moduli 
bulk, 223 
of compression, 241 
Lame, 10,241 
Young's, 241 
momentum, 282 
angular, 260, 282 
balance of, 133, 285 
material, 286 
moment of, 138, 285 
momentum nux. 28fi 
monotonicity inequalities, 18 
Mooney-Rivlin materials, 11,224,451 
Morse lemma, 414 
motion, 26, 298 
equations of, 309 
past, 181 
regular, 27 
relative, 159 
representation of, 150 
rotational, 146 
translational, 146 
superposed, 101, 146 
volume preserving, 87 
multiple eigenvalues, 453 
multiplicity, 440, 441 
N 
Nakayama's lemma, 435 
natural boundary condition, 248 
natural state, 238 
necessary condition for bifurcation, 433 
necking, 455 
necking-type bifurcations, 454 
nematic case, 139 
neo-Hookean material, 11, 201, 224,448 
network, electric, 294 
Neumann series, 229 
Newtonian mechanics, correspondence with, 
301 
Newtonian slicing, 150, 157 
Newton's second law, 113 
nice open set, 85 
Nirenberg and Gagliardo inequality, 326 
nodal structure, 454 
Noether's conserved quantity, 461 
Noether's theorem, 281, 284 
Noll's axiom of working, 152 
Noll's force axioms, 1~ 1 
Noll's theorem, 149, 152 
Noll's work theorem, 22 
nondegeneracy, 253,437 
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nonlinear elastodynamics, 386 
nonlinear elastostatics, 370 
nonlinear flutter, 494 
nonlinear heat equation, 193 
nonlocal constraints, 189 
nonmechanical power, 144 
nonuniqueness, 13 
norm, algebra, 228 
norm continuous semigroup, 337 
norm topology, 183 
normal form, 436 
Taken's, 489 
normal stresses, 15 
null Lagrangian, 368, 378 
o 
objective, 99, 100 
objectivity, 8 ,102 
observations, finite dimensional, 423 
observed connection, 157 
observed metric, 157 
observer, 157 
odd multiplicity, 441 
Oldroyd stress rate, 100 
omega lemma, 187, 330 
I-form, 41, 42 
associated, 50 
canonical, 265 
over a map, 42 
one-parameter group, 95 
Hamiltonian, 352 
Onsager relation, 289, 295 
open mapping theorem, 228 
operator 
closed, 253, 334 
commutator, 259 
differential, 189 
elliptic, 315 
evolution, 95 
in Hilbert space, 342 
potential, 112 
orbit, homoclinic, 507 
orbit of a metric, 165 
organizing center, 503 
oscilla tions, 13 
axial flow-induced, 497 
cross-flow, 495 
of a beam, forced, 504 
out-of-balance forces, 236 
p 
panel flutter, 396, 500 
semigroup for, 355 
parabolic equation, 344 
parallel load, 476 
translated, 73 
transported, 73 
particle, mass-energy of, 310 
past histories, 182 
past motions, 181 
past temperature fields, 182 
perfect elasticity, relativistic, 309, 312 
perfect fluid, 135 
perturbations, bounded, 341 
phase transitions, 382,452 
Picard iteration, 388 
pipes conveying fluid, 479 
picture, convected, 40 
picture, spatial, 40 
Piola deformation tensor. 49 
Piola identity, 6,) 17,217 
Piola transform, 7 
Piola transformation, 116 
Piola-Kirchhoff stress, 135 
first, 278,469 
second,136 
pitchfork,437 
imperfection-sensitivity analysis of 441 
pitchfork bifurcation, 428, 434 ' 
plane progressive, wave, 240 
plane strain, 223 
plate theory, 453 
Poincare inequality, 324 
Poincartl lemma, 110 
points, 2 
pointwise stable, 239 
Poisson bracket, 259, 263 
Poisson ratio, 241 
polar decomposition, 3, 51, 52 
polar fluids, 266 
polarization vector, 240 
polyconvex function, 21, 379 
strictly, 417 
polynomial, characteristic, 220 
positively oriented coordinates, 85 
postulate, tensorial, 134 
potential energy, 12 
potential function, 294 
potential operator, 112 
potential welJ(s), 412, 413 
existence of, 418 
failure of, 414 
for semilinear equations, 419 
validity in WI p, 415 
power, 144, 152 
prescribed flux, boundary conditions for, 
211 
prescribed temperature, boundary condi-
tions for, 211 
pressure, 10, 12, 135, 215 
pressure tensor, 310, 312 
primed quantities, 163 
principal stretches, 4, 51 
principle of virtual work, 168, 250 
problem of identification, 211 
product 
exterior, 105 
interior, 106 
tensor, 66 
wedge, 105 
production, entropy, 177 
projection, 36 
projective space, 476,451 
propagation, 240 
properties of Lie derivative, 98 
pull-back, 40, 68 
pull-back of a I-form, 42 
push-forward, 38,40 
push-forward of a I-form, 43 
Q 
quasi-convex function, 378 
quasi-linear equations, 386 
abstract theory of, 398 
quasi-linear systems, 400 
R 
Rabinowitz's theorem, 445 
rankp,65 
rate type, dissipation of, 357 
rate(s) 
objective, 99 
of deformation tensor, 61 
real projective space, 451, 476 
real version of Stone's theorem, 343 
real wave speeds, 19, 240 
reciprocal theorem, 288 
Betti's, 295 
reciprocity, 288, 289 
reduced dissipation inequalities, 179 
reduction, 351 
reference configuration, 2, 25 
reference manifold, 298 
regular Lagrangian, 269 
regular motion, 27 
regularity, 318, 320, 334, 384, 394 
relations 
Maxwell, 289, 295 
Onsager, 289, 295 
relative motion. 159 
relativistic 'elasticity, 298 
relativistic energy, total per particle, 310 
relativity, perfect elasticity, 309, 312 
relaxation theorem, 382 
ReUich's theorem, 319 
renormalization group, 452 
representation of motion, 150 
resolvent consistent, 341 
resolven t identity, 338 
rest-mass per particle, 310 
resultant force, 211 
Ricci curvature, 80 
Riemannian metric, 68, 266 
right Cauchy-Green tensor, 49, 309 
righ t stretch tensor, 5 1 
rigid heat conductor, 145, 193 
rigid slicing, 150 
Rivlin cube, 15,447 
rod(s), 139,454 
rotated stress tensor, 13 7 
rotation, 3, 146, 260 
rotation group, 465 
rotation matrix, 51 
rotational motion, 146 
rubber, 215 
s 
saddle connection, 487 
saddle node, 486 
saddle node bifurcations, 433 
St. Venant and Kirchhoff material, 223 
sample elliptic estimate, 325 
scalar curvature, 80 
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Schauder fixed-point theorem, 228 
second elasticity tensor, 209 
second fundamental form, 89, 92 
second inequality, Korn's, 351 
second law of thermodynamics, 176 
second order equations, 270 
second partial derivatives, symmetry of, 184 
second Piola-Kirchhoff stress, 136 
second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor, 7 
second Piola-Kirchhoff stress vector, 7 
secondary bifurcation, 440 
second-order quasi-linear hyperbolic sys-
terns, 400 
self-adj oin t, 342 
self-contact, 27 
semi-ellipticity, 19 
semiflow, 262,482 
continuous local, 387 
semigroup, 256, 332, 336 
analytic, 342 
bounded, 336 
contractive, 336 
norm continuous, 337 
for panel flutter, 355 
quasi-contractive, 336 
stable, 257 
of type (M,{3), 333 
uniqueness, 260, 335 
semi-inverse methods, 454 
semilinear equations, 386, 388 
semilinear wave equation, 394 
sequentially lower semicontinuous function 
weakly, 377 
shear, 14 
shear stress, 15 
shearing, 455 
shear-type bifurcation, 454 
shedding, vortex, 495 
shell, 89, 129 
shell theory, Kirchhoff, 284 
shift on two symbols, 506 
shifter, 57 
Signorini compatability conditions, 245, 
480 
Signorini's problem, 462 
simple body, 25 
simple eigenvalues, bifurcation at, 434,438 
singular surfaces, 127 
singularity theory, 454 
skew-adjoint, 352 
slicing, 149, 156,289 
inertial, 162 
Newtonian, 150, 157 
rigid, 150 
Smale's horseshoe, 506 
smooth spray, 272 
snap buckling, 458 
Soboley embedding theorems, 328 
Sobolev inequalities, 326 
solid(s), 10, 208 
solu tion(s) 
free, 422 
global,387 
not isolated, 374 
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solution(s) (cont'd) 
stable, 475 
strong, 320 
uniqueness of, 389 
weak, 320, 335 
solvability 
of an elliptic equation, 321 
of a linear evolution equation, 332 
space of configuration, 248 
spacetime, 149, 156, 157, 298 
spatial acceleration, 27 
spatial apparent, 3-acceleration, 300 
spatial coordinates, 28 
spatial elasticity tensors, 214 
spatial 4-acceleration, frame, 300 
spatial 4-acceleration, world-tube, 300 
spatial frame velocity, 299 
spatial invariance, 284 
spatial master balance law, 122 
spatial picture, 40 
spatial points, 2 
spatial strain tensor, 57 
spatial velocity, 2, 27, 299 
specific heat, 145, 362 
speed of propagation, 240 
split subspace, 231 
splitting for a bundle, 276 
splitting lemma, 438 
spray, smooth, 272 
stability, 341, 350,482 
asymptotic. 482 
dynamic, 349,411 
elastic, 13, 411 
linearization, 243,479 
stability condition, 258 
stable manifold, 484 
stable semigroup, 257 
stable solu tion, 474 
stable structurally, 431 
stable uniformly pointwise, 321 
Stokes' theorem, 115, 116 
StoppeIli's theorem, 472 
Stone's theorem, 343 
real version of, 343 
stored energy function, 8, 210, 473 
elastic, 239 
strain, 4, 239 
strain tensor, 239 
stress, 132 
Cauchy, 134 
Cauchy principle, 132 
director, 140 
Kirchhoff, 168, 204 
mean, 241 
Piola-Kirchhoff, 135, 136, 278,469 
shear, 15 
Truesdell rate, 207 
stress-energy tensor, 312 
stress function, Airy, 458 
stress-strain law, 8, 181 
stress-temperature tensor, 362 
stress tensor, 239 
stress(es) normal, 15 
stretch tensors, 3, 51 
strictly convex function. 17 
strictly poly convex function, 417 
strong bifurcations, 496 
strong ellipticity, 18, 240 
strong ellipticity conditions, 240, 258 
strong form of boundary problem, 248 
strong solu tions, 320 
strongly continuous semigroup, 333 
strongly elliptic operator, 317 
structurally stable sy stem, 431 
structurally unstable system, 432 
Sturmian theory, 453 
subcritical branch, 436 
submanifolds, Lagrangian, 290 
subspace, split, 231 
success of energy criterion, 418 
summation convention, 29 
supercritical branch, 436 
superposed motion, 191, 146 
surface 
luminal, 131 
singular, 127 
surface discontinuity, 124 
surface forces, 4 
suspended flow, 484 
symmetric operator, 48, 342 
symmetric hyperbolic systems, 364 
symmetric hyperbolic systems, quasilinear, 
400 
symmetries of elasticity tensor, 209, 214 
symmetry, 282,459 
in bifurcation problems, 460 
of Cauchy stress, 138 
material,217 
of second partial derivatives, 184 
symmetry breaking, 452, 461 
symmetry group, 10,451,460 
symplectic form, 253, 290, 293, 510 
canonical, 254 
weak, 266 
symplectic manifold, 265 
systems, constrained, 273 
symmetric hyperbolic, 364, 400 
second order, 440 
Lagrangian, 267 
Hamiltonian, 509 
coordinate, 28, 35, 37 
constrained, 273 
T 
Taken's normal form, 489 
tangent, 184 
tangent bundle, 36 
tangent map, 38 
tangent space, 36 
tangent vector to a curve, 93 
tangential mechanical stiffness, 205 
Taylor cells, 461 
Taylor's theorem, 186 
temperature, 145 
temperature fields, past, 182 
tensor, 65,310 
associated, 50 
Cauchy stress, 134 
contravariant, 65 
converted stress, 13 7 
covariant, 65 
curvature of, 80 
deformation, 49 
elasticity, 10, 18, 208 
material compliance, 206 
metric, 44 
second elasticity, 209 
strain, 239 
stress, 134 
stress-energy, 312 
stress-temperature, 362 
2-point, 48, 70 
tensor analysis on manifolds, 44 
tensor field, 65, 70 
tensor pressure, 310, 312 
tensor product, 66 
tensorial function, 201 
tensorial postulate, 134 
theorem(s) 
Arzela-Ascoli, 328 
Calderon extension, 33 
Cauchy's, 127 
center manifold, 484 
Betti's reciprocal, 295 
Darboux's, 267 
DaSilva's, 466 
divergence, 116 
existence theorem for linear elasto-
dynamics, 346 
Green-Naghi-Rivlin, 145 
Hadamard's, 324 
HiIle-Y osida, 338 
Hu-Washizu, 252 
implicit function, 230 
inverse function, 31 
inverse mapping, 227 
Krasnoselskii's,445 
Lax equivalence, 341 
tiapunov's,482 
Liouville's, 113 
localization, 122, 123 
Lumer-Phillips, 240 
Meyer-Serrin, 326 
Noll's, 22 
open mapping, 228 
Rabinowitz's, 445 
reciprocal, 288 
relaxation, 382 
Rellich's, 319 
Schauder's fixed point, 228 
Sobolev's embedding, 328 
Stokes', 115, 116 
Stoppelli's, 472 
Stone's, 343 
Taylor's, 186 
Tonelli's, 378, 381 
trace, 317, 330 
transport, 121, 129, 130 
Trotter-Kato, 341 
uniform boundedness, 333 
thermal conductivity, 362 
thermal dissipation, 357, 359 
thermal stress coefficient, 205 
thermoelastic constitutive equation, 182 
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thermoelastic solids, 208 
thermoelasticity, covariance in, 201 
thermoelastostatics, 213 
tilt, 40 
Tonelli's theorem, 378, 381 
topological degree, 453 
topological methods, 375 
torsion, 74, 98 
total body force density, 152 
trace, 67 
trace theorems, 317, 330 
traction, 11,462 
boundary conditions for, 211 
incremental, 238 
traction problem, 462 
transcritical bifurcation, 437 
transform 
Legendre, 197 
Lie, 434 
transform relation, Laplace, 338 
transform techniques, Fourier 327 
transformation ' 
canonical, 113, 253 
Legendre, 267 
objective, 100 
Piola,116 
tensoral, 165 
transformation law, 32 
transitions, phase, 382,452 
translation, parallel, 73 
translational motion, 146 
transport parallel, 73 
transport theorem, 121 
for a distensible tube, 130 
for shells, 129 
transpose of a matrix, 48 
traveling waves, 19 
trend to equilibrium, 342 
Trotter-Kato theorem, 341 
Trotter product formula, 341 
Truesdell stress rate, 100, 207 
turning points, 433 
twisting, 455 
2-forms 
canonical, 265 
Faraday, 108 
fundamental, 113 
Lagrange, 267 
Maxwell, 108 
2-point tensor, 48, 70 
tube, world, 150, 158,298 
tubes, distensible, 130, 131 
type (M, (J), semigroup of, 333 
type 1 load, 475 
bifurcation equation for, 478 
type(~). 65 
type 0 load, 467 
u 
unfolding, 442, 443 
uniform boundedness theorem, 333 
uniformly pointwise stable, 321 
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uniqueness 
of semigroups, 260, 335 
of solutions, 389 
universal time function, 156 
universal unfolding, 442, 443 
unstable, structurally, 432 
lineariza tion, 244, 463 
unstable manifold, 484 
v 
validity of linearized elasticity, 462 
van der Pol oscillator , forced, 496 
variables, change of, 114 
variation(s), 233, 249 
equation of, 263 
space of, 248 
variational principle, 12,249 
vector 
Cauchy stress, 133 
polarization, 240 
vector field, 39 
associated,50 
covering a map, 39 
Killing, 99 
Lagrangian, 269 
velocity, 2 
apparent, 159,299 
four, 158 
frame, 158 
material, 26 
material frame, 
spatial, 27 
spatial frame, 299 
vertical, 174, 273 
vertical lift, 274 
virtual work, 171, 295 
principle of, 168, 200, 250 
virtual displacement, 168, 169, 249 
global,l71 
local, 172 
volume form, 88, 98 
volume preserving motion, 87 
viscoelasticity, 357 
of memory type, 360 
von Karman equations, 454, 458 
vortex shedding, 495 
w 
wave 
elastic, 240 
traveling, 19 
wave equation, 257, 271 
abstract, 354 
semilinear, 394 
as symmetric hyperbolic system, 367 
wave speeds, real, 240 
weak bifurcations, 496 
weak convergence, 381 
weak form, 13, 168,248,271,277 
weak Riemannian metric, 266 
weak solutions, 320, 335 
weak symplectic form, 266 
weakly sequentially lower semi-continuous 
function, 377 
wedge product, 105 
Weingarten equation, 90 
well-posed equation, 387 
well, potential, 412, 413, 414,415,418, 
419 
Wirtinger inequality, 356 
work, virtual, 171,295 
working, 152 
world tube, 150, 158, 298 
materia14-acceleration, 299 
spatial 4-acceleration, 299 
y 
Young's modulus, 241 
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